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ABSTRACT

During the 1970s and early 1980s the historic contradiction between Maori and the
colonial state publicly resurfaced, with high-profile Maori demands for the
recognition of Maori sovereignty. By 1984 those demands became broader-based.
They focused on lhe Crown's affirmation in the Treaty of Waitangi of continued Maori
control over economic resources, independent political authority, and the protection

of the Maori way of life. In the face of these pressures, the Labour Party, and later
the fourth Labour Government, committed itself to a policy of recognising the Treaty
of Waitangi.

At the same time, New Zealand's under-developed capitalist economy was in crisis.
Advocates of market liberalism within the Fourth Labour Government secured a
power base from which they launched the New Zealand version of their paradigm,
known as Rogernomics. The two policies were logically irreconcilable, and embodied
lhe deeper, real contradiction of the colonial project itself. Once that logical
cpntradiction became apparent, and the electoral implications became too costly, the
Treaty policy gave way.

The primary focus of this thesis is the role played by colonial law, legal ideology, and
the legal intellectuals in mediating those contradictions during the t9g0s. They
helped to secure a passive revolulion, whereby Maori demands were defused, and
Maori resistance was subsumed within the political and judicial forums of the
colonial state. This development is analysed within the framework of lhe dual state,
whereby metropolitan and colonial social formations co-exist within the one national
boundary, both dominated by the capitalist mode of production. In this thesis, that
duality comprises Pakeha within New Zealand, and Maori within Aotearoa. The
specifically legal dynamics are situated within the complex interactions of the
economic, political, juridical, and ideological levels of that dual state during the
1 980s.

The thesis concludes that the colonial state did secure a passive revolution over Maori
between 1984 and 1990. But this was, at best, a temporary reprieve. By the end of
the Fourth Labour Government, in October 19g0, many Maori remained committed to
the anti-colonial struggle. lt appeared that the fundamental contradictions of colonial
capitalism, and the crisis of constitutional legitimacy for the colonial state, had not
been resolved. They had merely been deferred.
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PREFACE

During the 1970s and early 1980s the historic contradiction between Maori and the

colonial state publicly resurfaced, with high-profile Maori demands for the

recognition of Maori sovereignty. By 1984 those demands were focused on the

Crown's affirmalion in the Treaty of Waitangi of continued Maori control over

economic resources, independent political authority, and the protection of the Maori

way of life. In the face of these pressures, the Labour Party, and later the fourth

Labour Government, committed itself to a policy of recognising the Treaty of

Waitangi.

At lhe same time, New Zealand's under-developed capitalist economy was in crisis.

Advocates of market liberalism within the Fourth Labour Government secured a

power base from which they launched the New Zealand version of their paradigm,

known as Rogernomics. The two policies were logically irreconcilable, and embodied

the deeper, real contradiction of the colonial project itself.

The primary focus of this thesis is the role played by colonial law, legal ideology, and

the legal intellectuals in securing a passive revolulion, whereby Maori demands were

defused and Maori resistance was incorporated into the forums of the colonial state.

Its analytical framework presents a cumulative understanding of evenls at the

e@nomic, political, juridical, and ideological levels.

(a) Organisation of lhe Thesis

Chapter one explores a range of Marxist theories of the state and law, including Marx

and Engels, Gramsci, instrumentalists and structuralists, legitimation theorists, and

advocates of a conslitutive theory of law. These are supplemented by an analysis of

colonial law, located within the context of :ettler capitalism. These diverse sources

contribute lo a working formulation of a dual state, within which colonial and

metropolitan societies co-exist and interact. Models developed to explain the crises of

advanced Western capitalism need to be married with analyses of law and colonialism,

and the conundrum facing a political and legal system which attempts to reconcile the

two within the one national boundary. This gives rise to unique pressures and

dynamics at the economic, political, juridical, and ideological levels.

Chapter two provides a brief overview of the historical contradictions of colonial

capitalism in Aotearoa/New Zealand from 1840 to 1984, and highlights the
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distinctive relationships of Maori and Pakeha to the colonial state. This sets the scene
for the complex set of crises which confronted the state in 1984, and which caused
the Labour Government to commit itself to intrinsically contradictory policies.

Chapter three explains the emergence of Rogernomics, as part of the global crisis of
capitalist accumulation, but heightened by the underdeveloped nature of New
Zealand's capitalist economy. lt examines in detail the collision between Labour,s
economic and Treaty policies which centred on the economic policies of
corporatisation, privatisation, and fisheries management-a collision provoked by

the Government's attempt to divest the state of key economic resources which were
then being claimed by Maori under the Treaty of Waitangi.

Chapter four identifies the rationality and legitimation crises facing New Zealand's
parliamentary democracy in the 1980s, as it sought to implement the Rogernomics
agenda and roll-back the welfare state through the unrestrained exercise of executive
power. This crisis was similar to thal facing other Western democracies, although
intensified by the entrenched position of the welfare state and the historic
relationship of lhe New Zealand Labour Party with social democracy. This dilemma
was further compounded by the organised and visible Maori challenges to the
constltutional legitimacy of the state mounted by Maori during the 1980s. The Labour
Government faced competing demands for it to (a) defuse Maori challenges whilst (b)

protecting its electoral interests within the majorily Pakeha electorate, and (c)

implementing its economic programme. Once the Maori threat had been defused, the
Treaty policy lell victim to the traditional priorities of the colonial Government to
defend its economic and political inlerests.

Chapter five examines the rise of judicial aclivism, in response to the continued
derogation from the rule of law by an unaccountable executive. The application of

iudicial activism to the Treaty of Waitangi is located within this broader
development. But it was prompted specifically by the need of the colonial courts to
secure some legitimacy amongst Maori, following the traumatic political trials of the
early 1980s, and the advocacy of new doctrinal arguments by progressive lawyers
and legal academics. The Courts came inlo direct conflict with the Government. But
lhe final result was a version of Maori economic and political rights which enabled
the economic policies to proceed, and legitimated the outcome as consistent with the
Treaty. Maori were left with the illusion of victory, whilst the essential interests of
the colonial state remained secure.



Chapter six highlights the role of incorporated justice in mitigating the pressures on

the formal courts at times of crisis, and in helping lo secure a passive revolution

over lhose with grievances against the state. Specifically, it examines the
incorporation of Maori cultural processes, personnel, knowledge, and expressions of
grievance into the colonial legal system, lhrough the vehicle of the Waitangi

Tribunal. lt concludes that the Tribunal played a crucial role in pacifying Maori

resistance, and that this was consistent with its function as an agency of the colonial

state itself.

Chapter seven discusses the role of legal ideology in redefining the Treaty of
Waitangi, legitimating the colonial state, and rationalising the Labour Government's

escape from the logical contradiction of its economic and Treaty policies. lt examines

in detail the role of the legal intellectuals including judges, lawyers, government

officials, and legal academics, as lhe organisers of that ideology.

Chapter eight reflects briefly on the colonial contradiction by the end of the term of
the fourth Labour Government in October 1990, and the implications for the 1990s.

(b) Epistemology

This thesis is written from a desire to understand, in all its complexities, whal is
currently happening in Aotearoa/New Zealand, in the hope of contributing something

to the ability of myself and others to influence its future direction. So, while it
contains a commitment to the intellectual rigour which is essential for such an

enterprise, it does not purport to be ideologically neutral. lt has been approached

with a clear understanding of the pitfalls and responsibilities which attach to such

work. That epistemological base is made explicit here, for the assistance of those who

read the thesis.

Writers who analyse the position of other peoples and cultures frequently fail to
acknowledge their own cullural and political location. lnstead, they treat their own

forms of knowledge, their own world-view, and their own tools of analysis as

universal. One of the most cutting analyses of the nature and effect of this intellectual

imperiafism is Edward Said's critique of the Western conception of the Orient-whal
he described as the creation of 'a sovereign Western consciousness out of whose

unchallenged centrality an Oriental world emerged'.1 Said rejected claims that

1E. Said, Orientatism, Penguin, London, .lg78, I
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academic intellectuals2 and their work can be detached from their location within

their particular society.

No one has sver devised a method for detaching the scholar from the
circumstances of life, from the fact of his [sic] involvement (conscious or
unconscious) with a class, a set of beliefs, a social position, or from lhe mere
activity of being a member of a society. These continue to b€ar on what he does
professionally.S

This is particularly so when academics from one culture not only reject criticism of
their cultural ignorance and supremacism, bul also deny their power, as

intellectuals of the dominant culture, to define what is legitimate knowledge. But

academics cannot claim to be politically and historically innocent. Their discourse is

not neutral.

[lf] it is true that no production of knowledge in the human sciences can ever
ignore or disclaim its author's involvement as a human subject in his [slc] own
circumstances, then it must also be true thal for a European or American
studying the Orient there can be no disclaiming the main circumslances of hr's
actuality. . . . And to be a European or an American in such a siluation is by no
means an inert fact. lt meant and means being aware, however dimly, that one
belongs to a Power with definile interests in the Orient, and more important,
lhat one belongs to a part of the earth wilh a definite history of involvement in
theOrient...4

This does not mean that their work has a direcl, corresponding relationship with the

exercise of political power. Each situation is shaped by a diversity of prevailing

forces-political, intelleclual, cullural, moral. These provide the 'intellectual and
imaginative territory' within which the writing is produced. Said talked of the

strategic location as the author's position in a lext, with regard to the subject being

written about. The strategic tormation is 'the relationship between texts and the way

in which groups of texts, types of texts, even textual genres, acquire mass, density,

and referential power among themselves and thereafter in the culture at large.'5

These concepts are crucial to understanding the mulual reinforcemenl of
inlellectuals, and the creation of a knowledge base which provides a foundation for

future reference. That base is assumed to be inherently valid, without any need to
substantiate ils essential assumptions-in a similar way to judicial precedent. Said
noted how

2Although Said appears to have been strongly influenced by Gramsci, he focused his
discussion on the more orlhodox concept ol the intellectual as academic.

3saio, t o
4said, 11
Ssaid, eo
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[e]very writer on the orient assumes some oriental precedent, some
previous knowledge of the Orient, to which he refers and on which he relies.
Addilionally, each work on the Orient affiliates itself with other works, with
audiences, with institutions, with the Orient itself.6

What is logical, sustainable, and valid knowledge about the Orient therefore depends
on what Western writers have said about the Orient, not on the Orient itself.
Orientalism attains both an internal consistency and a highly articulated set of
relationships to the dominant culture which surrounds it.

Also underpinning this is a cultural arrogance about the relative validity of
indigenous knowledge, and the competence of indigenous intellectuats. lt is assumed
that 'only the Orientalist can interpret the Orient, the Orient being radically
incapable of interpreting itself'.7 This is seen in claims of objectively distilled facts
and abstract analytical methods, and by appeals lo scientific forms of study which
unproblematically adopt the dominant social, economic, cullural, and political
structure as the reference point. Said observed how, by using such criteria, Western
'experts' have proven lslamic culture to be 'antihuman, incapable of developmenl,
self-knowledge, or objectivity, as well as uncreative, unscienlific, and
authoritarian.'8 Where indigenous knowledge has been accumulated, it has generally

been used for the exploitation and conlrol, rather than the benefit, of its original
custodians<ften in the name of delivering justice.

These paramelers make it almost impossible to mount counter-perspectives.
According to Said, most of the Arab world today is an intellectual, political, and
cultural satellite of the United States. The few promising students who make it
through the system are encouraged to travel to the United States to continue their
advanced work, but will usually perform the role of 'native informant'.9 power

within the system remains almost exclusively with non-Orientals, but is maintained
largely by Oriental consent. The patronage system in scholarships, business, and
research has made the United States a virtual hegemonic c-ommander of knowledge. .No

Arab or lslamic scholar can afford to ionore what goes on in scholarly journals,
inslitutes, and universities in the United States and Europe; the converse is not
true.'10 Those who seek to expose the myth of objectivity are often subject to attacks
for bias or political motivation. 'No one is helped in understanding this today when

6said, 20
7said, 289
8said, 296
9saia, ge+
l osaio, gzg
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the adjective "political" is used as a label to discredit any work for daring to violate
the protocol of pretended suprapolitical objectivity.'1 1

This carries through into public policy. With reference to the Middle East oil crisis
of the 1970s, Said observed:

[TJhe Middle East experts who advise policy-makers are imbued with
Orientalism almost to a person. Mosl of this investment, appropriately enough,
is built on foundations of sand, since the exp€rts instruct policy on the basis of .. abstraclions which are simply the old Orientalist stereotypes dressed up in
policy jargon, and most of which have been completely inadequate to describe
what took place recently . . .12

The consequence is not simply ill-informed policies. lt is an exercise of domination
by a super-power, based on its own cultural and political construction of those whom

it seeks to dominate. Said did not see this intellectual imperialism as an inherent
cultural trait, and rejecled suggestions that only blacks can write about blacks or
Muslims about Muslims. Rather:

Modern thought and experience havs taught us to be sensitive to what is
involved in represenlation, in studying the other, in racial thinking, in
unthinking and uncritical acceptance of authority and authoritative ideas, in
the socio-political role of intellectuals, in the great value of a skeptical
critical consciousness. Perhaps if we remember that the study of human
experience usually has an ethical, to say nothing of a political, consequence
in either the best or worst sense, we will not b€ indifferent to what we do
as scholars.l S

This critique applies not only to Western scholars of the Orient, whether classical or
Marxist, but also to Pakeha intellectuals who exercise a similar hegemony over valid
knowledge about Aotearoa/New Zealand, and the place of Maori within it. ln a highly-

regarded paper on Maori research and development in 1985, Evelyn Stokes observed
how research on Maori is generally constrained within Pakeha academic discourse
and of little benefit to Maori, even when carried out by Maori.

A great deal has been written about Maoris, a large proportion of it by
Pakeha researchers, who in r6cent years have been mostly university-
based, whether academic staff or rssearch students. Even the small amount
written, and some of it published, by Maori students and academics is
largely written in an 'academic' framework, within the constraints and
melhodology of an existing university discipline. There is an increasing
awareness in the Maori world that Maoris have been guinea pigs for
academic research; that some academics have made successlul careers out

1 1 said, 1o
12saia, szr
13saio, gez
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of being Pakeha experts on Maoris; but that Maoris have not gained a great
deal by lhis process.l4

Underpinning such work is a cultural supremacism which universalises colonial

knowledge while it denigrates Maori knowledge, and which ignores the impact of

colonisation as a factor in the problematic under investigation.

Perhaps the issue is really how to get Pakeha society in New Zealand lo
divest itself of the nineteenth century colonial view of the world which we
have all inherited, that European cullure is 'civilised' and indigenous
cultures are not, and have to 'catch up". ls this not the underlying question
in issues of poor Maori showing in Pakeha measures of socio-economic
status, educational attainment and so on?l5

Maori lawyer Moana Jackson has applied this critique to the monoculluralism of

existing research on the relationship between Maori and colonial law, which

has manifest itself in two implicit assumplions. The first is that methods of
research developed in a Western tradition are applicable in a different
cultural context; the second is that alternative methods either do not exist
within that context, or are inferior in terms of 'objectivily' and
applicability.l 6

Both writers observed how Maori intellectuals who have become institutionalised are

expected to conform to this dominant ideological framework. Stokes identified as 'one

of the shortcomings of lhe education system that it fails to transfer Maori

cultural values to the young, but imposes Pakeha values.'l7 Maori are also expected

to share the goals and priorities of Pakeha academics. When they do not, lhe members

of the already small pool of formal Maori intellectuals are denied institutional

recognition.

[T]he detached academic stance of the Pakeha researcher is irrelevant in
the Maori world. ls this the reason why so few Maori academics hava
published much once they completed degrees? . . . lt is not always fully
appreciated that most Maori academics are expected to take on leadership
roles in their own trib€s. For the Maori academic, "publicalion" in the
academic ssnss has much lower priority than participation in tribal affairs.
The average Pakeha academic is much more concerned with his or her
individual career path, and will go to much greater lengths to €nsure
publication of research undertaken and so enhance personal promotion
prospects.l S

14E. Stokes, 'Maori Research and Development', A Discussion Paper prepared for the Social
Sciences Committee of the National Research Advisory Council, February 1985, 3

1Sstokes. 5
16M. Jackson, The Maori and the Criminat Justice System. He Whaipaanga Hou, Part2,

Justice Department, Wellington, 1988, 20
17stokes, 4
18stokes, 9-t o



Stokes talked of the need to focus Maori research on what values can and should be

transferred in this latter portion of the twentieth century. Hence, '[t]he purpose of

Maori research should be to identify and make available knowledge of the Maori

world, Maori perspectives and perceptions, Maori cultural values and attitudes in

areas which are seen as significant in Maori terms.'19 Research on matters Maori

must recognise the essenlial right to Maori self-determination over knowledge-
'having the status and ability to be the architect of one's own destiny'. This means lhe

recognition and valuing of Maori sources of knowledge-in particular, the kaumatua

who have acquired that knowledge over a lifetime of learning and experience. This

knowledge must be analysed in a culturally appropriate way: 'interpretation of Maori

data must be perceived in Maori terms, nol forced into preconceived Pakeha

methodologies or systems of categorising knowledge.'20

Knowledge is never benign. So, accessing and producing knowledge about matters

Maori carries with it responsibilities for its use.

The Maori attitude is thal research simply for the sake of knowing is
pointless. There should be more specific aims and objectives in Maori
research which are directed at helping people in their daily lives. This
suggests that the traditional academic stance of lhe detached observer (or
even the participant observer in many cases) who takes no responsibility
for the "consequences" of what may be now known as a result of the
research, is insufficient.2l

Informed, responsible knowledge requires an underslanding of the complex dynamics

of the context lo which it relates.

It can not be assumed that there is a uniform Maori view cn things. Opinions
and attiludes are just as varied and contradictory in the Maori world as
they can be in Pakeha society. One function of Maori research is to identify
these issues and convey them adequatsly to Pakeha society. The more
important and urgent function of Maori research is to direct efforts to
investigating ways in which Maori rssources-cultural, economic and
social-can be used more positively an{ effectively, to work through
institulional barriers, to provide avenues of guidance, set out options, and
communicale these in such a way that Maori people themselves can work
through the issues that confront and concern them.22

The researcher, whether Maori or Pakeha, 'who is not only comfortable in both

cultures, but can also stand back and put both sets of cultural values (and the real

l9stokes, 6
2ostokes, I
21stokes, 3
22stokes, o
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and potential conflicts) in perspective, will come closest to evaluating Maori

research needs.'23 The result must stand up to rigorous scrutiny. 'The Maori

researcher must accept that the sternest critics of the research will be Maori people

themselves who expect some benefit to accrue to them.'24

All these factors dictate a fundamental commitment to the integrity of the research.

lf indigenisation of Maori research is to mean anything at all, then the
research done must arise out of the aspirations and needs of Maori people.
There must be a high degree of Maori involvement at all stages, and the
results ol th€ research must be fed back by the researcher in such a way
that obvious benafit accrues to Maori people themselves.2s

So a sensitive and ethical approach to explaining the contradictions belween colonial

capitalism and Maori tino rangatiratanga must recognise, from the beginning, Maori

understandings of their historical and conlemporary relationship to lhe colonial
state. These are not easily accessible to non-Maori. Where they are available, they

need to be used responsibly and with integrity. As far as possible this thesis has

drawn on a wide diversity of sources of Maori knowledge including korero, attendance

at and reports from hui, written and oral history, submissions to official bodies,

speeches and formal publications. lt is hoped that the picture which emerges will go

some distance towards presenting a more complete accounl of Aotearoa/New Zealand

in lhe 1980s-and will help to counter-balance those accounts which either ignore

the Maori dimension altogether, treating the country as just another Western
democracy undergoing radical liberalisation, or which seek lo explain the position of

Maori through a colonial epistomology.

I am immensely grateful for access to these sources, and for the guidance given lo me

by kaumatua. However, I also acknowledge that this analysis remains that of a
middle-class, Western-educated Pakeha woman, adapting the tools of Marxist theory
of law within the capitalist state. lts focus is rire response of the colonial state to the

crises in which it was embroiled during the 1980s, and in particular the challenge
presented by Maori. lt does not purport to speak for Maori and hopefully does not

intrude into areas which are not the proper place for a sensitive and responsible
Pakeha academic.

23stokes,1o
24stokes, 1o
25stokes, t g
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(c) Research Methodology

The main empirical research involved the collection and analysis of the material

contained in the chapters on Rogernomics, the government, the courts, and the

Waitangi Tribunal. The data was collected over a period of four years, initially
sporadically, and from the beginning of 1988 more systematicalty.

Much of the material was secured via the Official Information Act, from mid 1988 to
the end of 1989. This involved an unprecedented use of the Act for suslained academic

research. The disorganisation of the Government's Treaty policy, and the

fragmentation and secrecy of its economic policies, made location of material

extremely difficult. In this time-consuming exercise, some government officials
were extremely helpful. Others were quite obstructive. This obstruction increased as

knowledge of my research spread, and as the Government began from late 1988 to
consciously developing a strategy to rein in its Treaty policy.26

Foffowing the publication of my book A Question of Honour? Labour and the Treaty

1984-1989 in January 1990, it became more difficult to secure any usefut

information under the Act. Documents have been either refused outright, or the

crucial parts have been deleted. While reviews have been sought from the Office of
the Ombudsman, its lack of resources has meanl delays of up to twelve months in

receiving a response. By mid-1990 there seemed little point in continuing to apply
for documents relating to Labour's Treaty policy. Fortunately, by that time most of
the material relevant to this thesis had been secured.

This malerial was supplemented by a wide range of other documents such as
submissions on legislation and law reforms, Parliamentary debates, governmenl

reports, reported and unreported court decisions, legal documents and submissions
filed during the Treaty litigation, news media reports, and private papers of
individuals and groups involved. Further information was obtained from interviews

with Maori, lawyers, economists, political commenlators, government officials,
politicians, and several key Cabinet Ministers, amongst others. Throughout the

26Evidence of this is provided by the advice tendered in late 1998 by ths Dspartment of
Conservation to its Minister, on an Official Information request relating to the Coastlines
Law Reform: 'ln considering the release of the DOG document (draft discussion paper) it
is perhaps significant that in a comparison between this document and the RMLR papers,
the DOC treatment of Treaty issues will be more acceptable to Jane Kelsey. To have her
interest diverted towards RMLR/Ministry for the Environment, while giving her a
favourable impression of DOC may be to your advantage.' DOC to Minister of
Conservation, 19 January 1989
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research and writing process, the information and analysis has been discussed with a

number of Maori and Pakeha who share my concern to documenl, and promote

informed debate on, the current situation. The publication of the book also brought
forth new material from informed individuals, offers of interviews by several key
actors who were unavailable at the time the book was wrilten, and constructive
critique from others interested in the subject.

(d) Notes on Terminology and References

Aspects of the thesis involve discussions of complex theories. I have attempted to
simplify them and extract from them the features essential to the lhesis, without I

hope damaging their integral argument.

Certain terminology has been consistently adopted throughout the thesis. The formal
New Zealand slate, the New Zealand legal system, and the New Zealand economy are
referred lo as colonial capitalist, ralher lhan neo-colonial or post-colonial. This is a
conscious recognition that the relationship of Maori to the productive relations, and

the economic, political and social formations of the colonial state, has not
fundamentally altered over the past 150 years.

The term liberal is used in its classic sense. Where the social democratic form of
liberalism is intended, lhe term progressive is used. References lo inteltectuats
import the specifically Gramscian sense of organisers of hegemony.2T Tino
rangatiratanga is used in its strong sense, as per the 1835 Declaration of
lndependence, to mean Maori independence or absolute Maori autonomy. A glossary of
Maori terms is provided as an appendix.

Generally the country is referred to as Aofearoa/New Zealand, in recognition of its
duaf dimension. Where the subject is the colonial, it is just called New Zeatand.
Pakeha is used generically to refer to the European non-Maori population. Iwi and
Hapu are capitalised in recognition of their nationhood status equivalent to that of the

Crown. Particular political and legal offices are given capitals, but in their more
general form they are not. Individuals are referred to by their full name only in the
first reference in any particular discussion.

Quotations derived from secondary writings are attributed to those writers, and any
errors in those quotations have been noted, but not corrected. There is no systematic

27see below. 23-31
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form of reference for the numerous government papers. Some official documents

which had a numerical reference. Others were titled and dated. Yet others were

informal or draft documents and file notes. The references given are the fullest form

of identification which is likely to assist in their location. lnterviews were generally

conducted on a confidential basis, and are noted as 'personal communication'. Further

details will be provided to the examiners as required.

(e) Acknowledgements

Safeguarding the validity and integrity of lhe research has involved a process of

dialogue and reflection with a number of Maori who have themselves been
participants in, and analysts of, lhe evenls discussed here. Some have been involved

with this project over several years, and read and critiqued A Question of Honour?

before it went to print. They have also generously read this manuscript, and offered

valuable commenls and criticisms.

Much of the detailed material in chapters lwo, three, four, five and six has already

been published in A Question of Honour?. Because of the difficulty of locating the

documentalion, and the dangers of relying on partial and written information, it was

essential to undertake special checks to ensure lhe accuracy of the information and

analysis. Each chapter of the book was read by someone who was actively involved, on

lhe part of the Government, in the events described. They have confirmed the

accuracy of the contenl, although they do not necessarily share my conclusions.

Many other people have helped in the preparation of this thesis. I am deeply grateful

to my supervisor, David Williams, for being so generous with his time, support, and

guidance. Special thanks also to Andrew Sharp, Rob Cooper, and Rob Steven for their

constructive criticisms; to Barbara Menzies for laboriously proof-reading the
thesis; and to the Auckland law school secretaries for their patient typing of a

seemingly endless number of dictaphone tapes. Olhers, who have helped along the

way, musl remain nameless, but I am indebted to them for their assistance.
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GHAPTER I: THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The dearth of analysis on law and state in settler colonies other than South Africa
means there is no theoretical model which can simply be applied to, or tested against,

the situalion in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Making sense of the events in rhis country

during the 1980s requires a selective and critical approach to the available theory.
Writings on quite diverse, and apparently unrelated, hislorical, economic, political

and legal contexls must be sifted through and extrapolated from to find points of
@nvergence and distinction. In many ways this thesis is an exploratory exercise,

seeking out theoretical concepts and constructs which may provide the basis for a
more coherent analysis relevanl to this counlry, and perhaps to other settlement
colonies.

Many of the theories upon which this thesis draws have their intellectual origins in
the writings of Karl Marx and Frederick Engels. While many of their works now

appear simplistic and reductionist, the fundamental concepts which they developed
remain integral to much contemporary crilical legal analysis. An equalty powerful

influence on recent theories of law is the ltalian Antonio Gramsci. Subsequently,

Marxist debate centred on the relative merits of instrumentatist and structuralist
approaches to law and state. More recently that has given way to attempts to

formulate a constitutive theory which remains materialist, whilst recognising the

dynamic interaction between and within law and state, and their relationship to

e@nomic, political, and ideological forces. Other theorists sympathetic to Marxism

have explored the nature and consequences of the contemporary crises in capital

accumulation and in the legitimacy of the democratic state which is facing advanced

capitalism.

Because very little is known in Aolearoa/New Zealand about Marxist theories of state

and law, it has been necessary to lay the theoretical groundwork for this thesis by

providing a brief review of these various approaches, before specifically addressing

law and the c.olonial capitalist state in Aotearoa/New Zealand today. This initial

discussion is generally descriptive, except where points raised by the theories are of
particular significance to the later analysis.

A. MARX AND ENGELS ON STATE AND LAW

For Engels, lhe formal state emerged in response to conflicts created by lhe internal

contradictions within society:



The state is . . . a product of society at a certain stage of development; it is
the admission that this society has become entangled in an insoluble
contradiction with itself, that it has split into irreconcilable antagonisms
which it is powerless to dispel. But in order that these antagonisms, classes
with conflicting economic interests, might not consume themselves and
society in fruitless struggle, it became nscessary to have a pow€r
seemingly standing above society that would alleviate the conflict and keep
il within the bounds of 'order'; and this power, arisen out of society but
placing itself above it, and alienating itself more and more from it, is the
state.l

So seemingly autonomous state power becomes the vehicle through which the

inlerests of one class are pursued, and becomes the focus for struggl+-at times in a
manner which obscures lhe essential economic relations which give rise to that

struggle:

The state presenls itself to us as the firsl ideological power over man [sic].
Society creales for itself an organ for the safeguarding of its common
interests against internal and external attacks. This organ is the state
power. Hardly come into being, this organ makes itself independent yrs-a-
yis society; and, indeed, lhe more so, the more it becomes the organ of a
particular class, the more it directly enforces the supremacy of that class.
Tha fight of the oppressed class against the ruling class becomes
necessarily a political fight, a fight first of all against the political
dominance of this class. The consciousness of the interconnection between
lhis political struggle and its economic basis becomes dulled and can be lost
altogether. 2

lntegral to the functioning of the state, and the exercise of class power, is the law.

(a) The Function of Bourgeois Law

Law was not specifically defined by either Marx or Engels. Most discussion related to
legislation and the practical application of law within capitalist relations, and
assumed a Common sense meaning of taw.3 Marx and Engels were primarily concerned

with two functions of law: its use to further the interests of tne dominant class, and

its integral role in economic relations. Marx's approach, as set out in his much

lF. Engels, Origin of the Famity, Private Property and the State, in Marx and Engels,
selected works, v.3, Progress Books, Moscow, 1970, 926-930 in M. cain and A. Hunt,
Marx and Engels on Law, Academic Press, London, 1979, 156

2F. Engefs, 'Ludwig Feuerbach and lhe End of Classical German Philosophy', in Selected
Works v.3, 370-372, in Cain and Hunt, 120-1

3M. Cain, 'The Main Themes of Marx and Engels Sociology of Law', in Marxism and Law, ed.
P. Beirne and R. Quinney, Wiley, Canada, 1982, 65



quoted 1859 Preface to "A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy" was

highly determinist, built upon the base/superstructure metaphor:

In the social production of their existence, men [sicl inevitably enter into
definite relations, which are independent of their will, namely relations of
production appropriate to a given stage in the development of their material
forces of production. The totality of these relations of production
constitutes the economic structure of society, the r€al foundation, on which
arises a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond definite
forms of social consciousness. The mode of production of material life
conditions the general process of social, political and intellectual life. lt is
not the consciousness of men that detsrmines their existence but their
social existence that determines their consciousnsss. . . . The changes in the
economic foundation lead sooner or later to the transformation of the whole
immense superstructure. ln studying such transformations il is always
necessary to distinguish between material transformation of the economic
conditions of production, which can be determined with the precision of
natural science, and the legal, political, religious, artistic or philosophic-in
short, ideological forms in which men become conscious of this conflict and
fight it out.4

This structural conception of the social formation gave rise to contradictions which

re-emerged with later theorists-on one hand law was frequently cited by both

writers as an example of superstructure, determined by the base; but elsewhere,

especially in their discussions of practical struggles over legislation, they portrayed

law as an autonomous principle playing a causal role in the historical process.

Both Marx and Engels saw the state, under the direct domination of the ruling class,

as protecting and advancing the interests of that class in lhe name of a general or

universal will. This was lransmitted largely through law. The source of law was

lherefore the material conditions of the society, not the will of the individual:

The material life of individuals, which by no msans depends merely on their
'will", their mode of production and form of intercourse, which mutually
determine each other-this is the real basis of the state and remains so at
all stages of which division of labour a.nd private property are still
nec€ssary, quite independently of the witt ol ir,,iividuals.5

Despite frequent use of the shorthand references to bourgeoisie and protetariat, Marx

and Engels recognised a much more complex class division. The bourgeoisie was

4K. Marx, 'Preface to the Contribution to the Crilique of Political Economy', in P. phillips,
Marx and Engels on Law and Laws, Martin Robertson, Oxford, tgg0, 196-7

5K. Marx and F. Engels, 'The German ldeology', in Marx and Engels, Cotlected Works, v.5,
Lawrence and Wishart, London, 1976,929-90, in Cain and Hunt. 153



divided into fractions based on competing economic interests,G as distinct from non-

economic political or ideological groupings. Some fractions were ascending while

others were in decline. The contradictory interests and affiliations of these fractions

becpme crucial to an understanding of real-life politics and legal disputes. Law did

not reflect the personal interests of individual capitalists or even fractions, but the

average interests of the owners of capital.

The individuals who rule in lhese conditions-leaving aside the fact that
lheir power must assume the form of the stafe-have to give their will,
which is determined by these definite conditions, a universal expression as
the will of the state, as law, an expression whose contsnt is always
determined by the relations of this class, as the civil and criminal law
demonstrates in the clearest possible way. Just as the weight of their
bodies does not depend on their idealistic will or on their arbitrary decision,
so also the fact that they enforce their own will in the form of law, and at
the sams lime make it independent of th€ personal arbitrariness of each
individual among them, does not depend on their idealistic will. Their
personal rule must at the same lime assuma the form of averaga rule. Their
personal power is based on conditions of life which as they develop are
common to many individuals, and the continuance of which they, as ruling
individuals, have to maintain against others and, at lhe same time, to
maintain that th€y hold good for everybody. The expression of this will,
which is determined by their common interests, is the law.7

(b) Law and ldeology

The level of production and commodity exchange conceals the real nature of
exploitative relations between capital and labour. With people's consciousness
confined to the superficial level they remain unaware of the real nature of productive

relalions, and live out that false reality as if it were true. Jorge Larrain explained
Marx's view lhus:

Because the exchange ol equivalents by free individuals in the market is
seen on the surface of society and conceals the hidden process of
production, it naturally tends to be reproduced in the minds of both
capitalists and labourers as equality and lreedom, the lynchpins of
capitalist ideology.S

Marx's and Engels' discussions on law frequently centred on this ideological function.

6Poulantzas defined a fraction as a group which has achieved a degree of autonomy from the
rest of the class and has the potential of becoming a class itself. N. Poulanlzas, potitical
Power and Social C/asses, New Left Books, London, 1979, g4

TMarx and Engels, 'German ldeology,,153
8J. Larrain, Marxism and ldeology, Macmillan, Houndmills, 1gg3, 157



But once the state has become an independent power vis-a-vis society, it
produces forthwith a further ideology. lt is indeed among professional
politicians, theorists of public law and jurists of private law that the
connsction with economic facts gets lost for fair. Since in each parlicular
case the economic facts must assume the form of juristic motives in order
to receive legal sanction; and since, in so doing, consideration of courss has
to be given to the whole legal systom already in operalion, the juristic form
is, in consequence, made everything and lhe economic conlent nothing.
Public law and private law are treated as independent spheres, each having
its own independent historical development, each being capable of and
needing a systematic presentation by the consistent elimination of all inner
contradictions.9

In analysing legal forms of property relations Marx and Engels emphasised the
ideological process through which law hides and universalises real economic
relations. Defining ideology as 'occupation with thoughts as with independent entities,
developing independently and subject only to their own laws.'10 Engels observed:

That the material life conditions of the persons inside whose heads this
thought process goes on in the last resorl determine the course of this
process remains of necessity unknown to these persons, for othenrrise
there would be an end to all ideology.l l

There were differences between Marx and Engels on this. Marx's approach was more

structuralist: legal ideology reinforces the false representation of economic
transactions, giving them an apparent independence from their economic origin.
Engefs adopted a more instrumentalist approach: the thinher is the source of the

ideology which obscures the reality of wage and contract relationships, and the

correspondence between ideology and capitalism arises because thinkers are

themselves the products of those historical material conditions. By not narrowing the

structural origin of ideology to capitalist relations, Engels allowed for the carry-
over of ideologies and categories into the new productive relations. But in attempting
to provide those thoughts with some relative autonomy, he failed to identify the point

at which that autonomy ends and the interests of capital prevail.

This issue of aulonomy has become particularly important in later Marxist debate.
Max tafked of an apparent autonomy, whereby the form or @ntent of law is integral
to the capitalist mode of production. Engels favoured more a relative autonomy where
the forms and contents of law are contingent upon the mode of production. This is
discussed furlher shortly. But Maureen Cain and Alan Hunt note a basic agreement

9Engels,'Feuerbach', 121
1oEngels,'Feuerbach', 121
1 1 Engels, 'Feuerbach', 121



that lhe ideological construct of the juridical person is integral to both the economic

and political structures. The individuated subject provides the essence of liberal
ideology-liberty, equality, and property. 'Justice must be conceived in terms of and

accorded to individualed, separate and isolated men [sicJ, "free and equal,,, who may

subsequently and as part of this process be relocated in a social setting from which

they are conceived independently to exist.'12

There alone rule Freedom, Equality, Properly and Bentham. Freedom,
because both buyer and seller of a commodity, say of labour-povver, are
constrained only by their own free will. They contract as free agents, and
lhe agreemenl they come to, is but the form in which they give legal
expression to their common will. Equality, because each enters into relation
wilh lhe other, as with a simple owner of commodities, and lhey exchange
equivalent for eguivalenl. Propsrty, because each disposes only of what is
his [src] own. And Bentham, because each looks only to himself. The only
forcs that brings thsm together and puts lhem in relation wilh each olher,
is lhe selfishness, the gain and the private interests of each. Each looks to
himself only, and no one troubles himself about the rest, and just because
they do so, do they all, in accordance with the pre-established harmony of
things, or under lhe auspices of an all-shrewd providence, work together to
their mutual advantage, for the common weal and in the interest of all.13

The abstracl nature of these rights means they are able to remain inlact, despite

their epnstant abrogation in practice by the state.

For each paragraph ol the Constitution contains its own antithesis
liberty in the general phrase, abrogation ol liberty in the marginal note.
Thus, so long as lhe name of freedom was resp€cted and only its actual
realisation prevenled, of course in a legal way, the constitutional existence
of liberty remained intact, inviolate, however mortal the blows d€alt to its
existence in actual life.14

Transmission of this liberal ideology is secured through professional ideologists,

including lawyers. Originally these old ideological professions were seen by liberals

like Adam Smith as unproductive labour whose numbers and costs must be
minimised, and who were justified only so long as they adminislered the needs of the
productive bourgeoisie.

when on the other hand the bourgeoisie has won the battle, and has partly
itself taken over the stale, partly made a compromise with its former
poss€ssors; and has likewise given recognition to the ideological
professions as flesh of ils flesh and everywhere transformed them into its
functionaries; . . . when the spiritual labours themselves are more and more

12Cain and Hunt, 113
13K. Marx,'Capital l',172, in Cain and Hunt, 135
14K. Marx,'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparle', in Selected Works, v.3,4og-9,

in Cain and Hunt, 135



p€rform€d in its service and enter into the service of capitalist production-
then things take on a new turn, and the bourgeoisie tries to justify
"economically' what at an earlier stage il had criticised and fought
against.l5

(c) Engels and Belative Autonomy

lt was after Marx's death that Engels developed the concept of the relative autonomy ol
lhe superslruclure, describing the economic base as determinant only 'in the last
inslance'. According to Engels this relative aulonomy initially related to the political

state:

Society gives rise to certain common functions which it cannot dispense
with. The persons appointed for this purpose form a new branch of the
division of labour within society. This gives them particular interests,
dislinct, too, from the interests of their mandalors; they make themselves
independent of the latter and-tho state is in being. And now things proceed
in a way similar to that in commodity trade and later in money trade: the
new independent power, while having in the main to follow the movement of
production reacts in its turn, by virtue of its inherent relative
independenc€-that is, lhe relative independence once transferred to it and
gradually further developed-upon ths conditions and course of production. lt
is the interaction of two unequal forces: on the one hand, the economic
movement, on lhe other, the new political power, which strives for as
much independence as possible, and, which, having once been sel up, is
endowed with a movom€nt of its own.l6

This was followed by the development of liberal law and an internally coherent legal

doctrine:

As soon as ths new division of labour which creates professional lawyers
becomes necessary, another new and independent sphere is opened up
which, for all its general dependence on produclion and trade, has also a
specific capacity for reacting upon these spheres. In a modern state, law
must not only correspond to the general economic condition and be its
expression but must also be an internally coherent expression, which does
nol, owning [sic] to internal conflicts, contradict itself. And in order to
achieve lhis, the faithful reflection of economic conditions suffers
increasingly. All ths more so the more rarely it happens that a code of law
is the blunt, unmitigated, unadulterated expression of the domination of a
class-this in itself would offend the 'conception of right, . . .

Thus to a gr€at extsnt the course of the 'developmenl of law" simply
consists in first attempling to eliminate contradictions which arise from the
direct translation of economic relations into legal principles, and to
establish a harmonious system of law, and then in the repeated breaches

15K. Marx,'Theories of Surplus Value 1',300-901, in Cain and Hunt, 144
16F. Engels, 'Letter ro schmidr', 27 october 1g90, in Marx and Engels, setected

Correspondence, Progress, Moscow, 1975, 3gg-400, in phillips, 216_i



made in this system by the influence and compulsion of further economic
development, which involves it in further contradiclions. . . .17

In an effort to reconcile the relative autonomy of law wilh the primacy of the
economic base Engels invoked, but did not explain, the concept of determination in the

last instance:

Political, legal, philosophical, religious, literary, artistic, etc., development
is based on economic development. But all these react upon one another and
also upon the economic basis. One must not think that the economic situation
is causq and solely active whereas everything else is only a passive effect.
On the contrary, interaction always takes place on ths basis of economic
necessity, which ultimately always asssrts itself.18

The position taken by Marx and Engels was clearly at odds with the emerging liberal
jurisprudence. For the latter, the institutional arrangements of law, its dislinctive
mode of discourse and legal reasoning, and its imposition of rules on both the
dominant and the dominated, made law unique and set it aside from other forms of
political power. There was no room for any other social rules which might provide

the foundation for social formation and the preservation of order. The only
alternative to law was anarchy. Taking a pessimistic view of human nature, the legal

system's concepts of freedom comprised negative civil liberties. But for Marxism,

law was far from being unique. lt was only one aspect of a variety of political and

social arrangements concerned wilh manipulation of power and wealth-a power
which was legitimated by the legal system through due process and the rule of law.

(d) Marr, Engels, and Colonialism

Much of the early Marxist writing on colonialism and imperialism focused on Asia, in
particular India and China, and on lreland. There was never any question of the

devastation caused to colonised counlries by capitalist imperialism, and its impact on

indigenous society. For example, in lndia:

The British were the first conquerors superior, and, therefore,
inaccessible to Hindu civilization. They destroyed it by breaking up the
native communities, by uprooting the native industry, and by levelling all
that was great and elevated in the native society.l9

17 Engels, 'Leiler to Schmidr', 217
18F. Engels, 'Lslter to Borgius', 25 January 1894, in Selected Correspondence, 442 in

Phillips, 219
19K. Marx, 'The Future Results of ths British Rule in India', in Marx:Engels. On Colonialism,

Lawrence and Wishart, London, 1976, 82



Similarly, the English had 'subverted the conditions of lrish society' by confiscating
lhe land, suppressing industry by legistation, and finally by use of armed force.2O

Colonisation was propelled by the quest for a global market:

The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all instruments of production,
by the immensely facilitated means of communication, draws all, even the
most barbarian, nations into civilisation. The cheap prices of its
commodities are the heavy artillery with which it batters down all Chinese
walls, with which it forces the barbarians' inlensely obstinate hatred of
foreigners to capitulate. lt compels all nations, on pain of €xtinction, to
adopt th€ bourgeois mode of production; it compels them to introduce what
it calls civilisation into their midst, r.e., to become bourgeois themselves.
In one word, it creales a world after its own image.21

The cause of oppression in all colonies, as well as in the metropolitan society, was
therefore the same:

The devastating effects of English industry, when contemplated with regard
to India . . are palpable and confounding. But we must not forget that lhey
are only the organic results of the whole system of production as it is now
constitut€d. That production rests on the supreme rule of capital.22

The solution, too, was the same-the mobilisation of the proletariat to establish
socialism.

Marx and Engels were strong supporters of the lrish struggle and remained
relatively uncritical of Celtic culture. But, despite his earlier reference to ,all that
was greal and elevated in the nalive sociely', Marx apparently saw few redeeming
qualities in the traditional culture of the Orient.

Now, sickening as it must be to human feeling to witness those myriads of
industrious patriarchal and inoffensive social organisations disorganized and
dissolved into their units, thrown into a sea of woes, and their individual
members losing at the same time their ancient form of civilization and their
hereditary means of subsistence, we must not forget that lhese idyllic
communities, inoffensive though they may appear, had always been the
solid foundation of oriental despotism, that they restrained the human mind
within the smallest possible compass, making it the unr€sisting tool of
superstition, enslaving it beneath traditional rules, depriving it of all
grandeur and historical energies.2S

20K. Marx, 'The lndian Question-lrish renant Right', in on cotonialism, 56
21K. Marx and F. Engels, 'Manifesto of the Communist Party', in On Colonialism, 13-14
22W^rr,'Fulure Results', 86
23K. Man, 'The British Rule in India', in On Cotonialism, 4o
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Arab scholar Edward Said has attributed Marx's Euro-supremacism in part to the
need to vindicate his own socio-economic theory, and in part to being trapped within

lhe prevailing Western construction of the Orient which had been produced by

European intellecluals, and political and economic interests. This construct
etfectively controlled any discourse on the Orient.24

orientalism as a discourse . . . . was able lo manage-and even produce-the
Orient politically, sociologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically,
and imaginatively, . no-one writing, lhinking or acting on the Orient could
do so without taking account of the limitations on thought and action imposed
by Orientalism.25

This perception led Marx to conclude that the otherwise destructive process of
colonisation had indeed benefitted its victims in more backward Asian counlries by
propelling them towards that most desirable outcome, lhe socialist revolution.

England, it is true, in causing a social revolution in Hindustan, was actuated
only by the vilest interests, and was slupid in her manner of enforcing
them. Bul lhat is not the question. The question is, can mankind lsicJ fulfil
its destiny without a fundamental revolution in the social state of Asia? lf
not, whatever may have been the crimes of England she was the
unconscious tool of history in bringing about that revolution.26

B. GRAMSCI ON STATE AND LAW

The concept of hegemony is central to most critical analyses of advanced capitalism.

While Lenin used the term in an undeveloped sense, the acknowledged theoretical
parent of the concept was ltalian Marxist Antonio Gramsci.2T

The significance of Gramsci's work lay in his quest for a theoretical framework

which could adequately explain the subtleties of the form of Western democratic
capitalism which was emerging in Europe by the 1920s. That left no room for

24E. Said, Orientatism, Penguin, London, 197g, 155
2Ssaid, g

26Mar*, 'British Rule', 41
27ln addition to references footnoted, this discussion draws upon C. Mouffe, 'lntroduction,

in Gramsci and Marxist Theory, ed. C. Mouffe, Roulledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1g79;
C. Buci-Glucksmann, 'Slate, Transition and Passive Revolution', in Gramsci and Marxist
Thaory; Approaches to Gramsci, ed. A. Showstack Sassoon, Writers and Readers,
Publishing co-op, London, 1984; A. showstack sassoon, .Hegemony and political
lntervention', in Politics, ldeology and the Stalq ed. S. Hibbin, Lawrence and Wishart,
London, 1978: Letters from Prison by Antonio Gramsci, ed. L. Lawner, Quartet Books,
London, 1979.
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hislorical determinism, or for crude economistic models of base/superstructure
whereby the state mirrored the direct interests of one class. Nor was he tolerant of
global theories of revolution which failed to recognise the variations between, and

within, countries and historic periods, or the impact of colonial and territorial
domination.

Gramsci's work has played an increasingly important role in contemporary
theorising on Western capitalism. Numerous writers began drawing on Gramsci in
the 1970s to explain the ability of the advanced capitalist state to preserve its power

through a consensus accepted by the mass of the population, rather than through

coercion or force. In other words, to explain how the mass of people voluntarily co-

operate with and sustain an economic, political and social system which oppresses

them.

Debate on Gramsci has been dogged by criticisms of historicism and idealism, and

claims that he lacked any rigorous analysis of the forces and relations of
production.2S The catalyst for this concern was the use (or misuse) of Gramsci's

theory as a foundation for reformist strategies of Eurocommunism and non-Marxist

sectoral politics. That is not a debate which need be entered into here. My concern is
not the theoretical purity of Gramsci or the application of his works elsewhere, but
whether his conceptual tools can, if approached with some discrimination, assist in
the analysis of events within Aotearoa/New Zealand.

Key elements of Gramsci's theory are outlined here, with particular emphasis on

concepts which are utilised later in the thesis-notably the hegemonic bloc, passive

revolution and the role of the intellectuals. This is followed by a short critique of
Gramsci's failure adequately to address the particular conditions arising under

colonialism and imperialism.

(a) The State

Gramsci departed from the classic base/superstructure model of Marx and Engels. He

talked of the base as the forces of production, and of two major superstructural
levels: civil sociely, normally known as the private sphere, where the dominant
group exercises hegemony; and political society, which commands through direct
domination or juridical governmenl.

28See A. Showstack Sassoon , Gramsci's Politics,2nd ed., Hutchinson,
xii; M. Cain, 'Gramsci, The State and the Place of Law', in Legality,
State, ed. D. Sugarman, Academic Press, London, 1983, 95

London, 1987, ix-
ldeology and the
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He used sfate in several different ways. Occasionally it was equated with political

society only. But most consistently it was used in a broad sense to describe both

levels of the superslruclure, as expressed in the equation Slate = civil society +

political society. ln other words 'the enlire complex of practical and theoretical

activities with which the ruling class not only justifies and maintains its dominance,

but manages to win the active consensus of those over whom it rules',29 or
'hegemony protected by the armour of coercion.'3O Different states ranged between

the polar positions of 'legal coercive with minimal hegemony', and 'extended

hegemony including coercive apparatus'.

So the directing social group would work in two ways. lt would dominate antagonistic
groups, while it led, or exercised hegemony over, kindred and allied groups. Gwynn

Williams has defined hegemony a:s

an order in which a certain way of life and thought is dominant, in which one
concept of reality is diffused throughout society in all its institutional and
private manifestations, informing with its spirit all taste, morality,
customs, religious and political principles, and all social relations,
particularly in their intellectual and moral connotations.3l

(i) Political society

Gramsci saw political society as operating lhrough three organs: the legistature, the
judiciary, and the execulive. Whilst he primarily emphasised the coercive nature of
the political apparatus, Gramsci also recognised the ideological importance of the

separation of powers within a formalised unitary state for cementing political

hegemony. Bourgeois law provides the organising framework for capitalist relations.

Yet judicial authority is perceived as representing the independent continuity of the

written law, even against the governmenl. Parliament operates under a further
juridical fiction that, whichever political laction is elected to govern, it remains

subject to the constitutional authority of the formal figurehead of the state. In
practice, however, the directing faction exercises supreme power.

29 Setections from the Prison Noteboaks of Antonio Gramsci, ed. Q. Hoare and S. Smith,
Lawrence and Wishart, London, 1971,244

3o Prison Notebooks, 261.
31C. n. Wilfiams, 'Gramsci's Concept ol Egemonia',inJournal ol the History of tdeas, v.Zl

no.4, 1960, 587
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(ii) Electoral democracy

Gramsci saw formal electoral democracy as a class palliative, blurring class
divisions and inciting the party of the workers to become 'a mere parliamentary

party of bourgeois democracy'. He colourfully likened parliamenlarism to 'the part

of the suspensions of the carriage which serve to reduce the load of the passengers on

the wheels and to avoid the jolts which could make it capsize.'32 This led him into

acrimonious exchanges with some ltalian socialists, who believed that universal
franchise within democratic government could provide a path for socialist revolution.

Numbers, he argued, did not decide everything. Nor were the opinions of all electors
given equal weight. What an election truly measured was 'the effectiveness, and the

expansive and persuasive capacity, of the opinions of a few individuals, lhe active

minorities, the 6lites, the avant-gardes, etc', who possessed superior material
resources to enable them to convince lhe majority.33

He had paid close attention to the way in which increased state intervention in all

areas of society was undermining the liberal division between economics and politics.

As the nightwatchman role of political society in ltaly was increasingly replaced by

corporatism34 and elite pressure-group politics, the state needed to bargain with and

placate diverse interest groups. This resulted in a new separation between the active
political sphere and formal democratic participation. But il was a separation which

replicated the same power relationship-'delegation of power from the ruled to the
rulers, [withJ the rulers as protectors of a pre-established order, . . . and the ruled

as separated from politics, enclosed within a private world.'35

But Gramsci was also concerned to avoid determinist explanations of political

behaviour. Because the configuration or response of the state is never static or pre-

determined, politics is the reflection of tendencies, not of absolutes, and not all

tendencies would come into being. Many political acts reflect internal party or
inslitutional imperatives, or short-term pragmatic responses which would conflict

32A. Gramsci, Sotto la Mole, February 1916, quoted in A. Pozzolini, Antanio Gramsci. An
lntroduction to His Thought, transl. A. Showstack, pluto, London, lg7O. 69

33 Prison Notebooks, 1g2
34scott Lash and John Urry have defined corporatism as'a quid pro guo is struck in which

the organizations in civil society control their membership and accept reasonable
sattlemenls in a spirit of "national unity" in exchange for which the national-level
organizations are given considerable powsrs within the state apparatuses.' S. Lash and
J. Urry, The End of Organized Capitalism, Polity press, Oxford, lgg7, 2gz

35A. Showstack Sassoon, 'Gramsci: A New Concept of Politics and the Expansion of
Democracy', in Marxism and Democracy, ed. A. Hunt, Lawrence and wisharl, London,
1 980, 90
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with the interests of other fractions or even with the hegemonic principle. They are,

however, reversible.

[A] particular political act may hava been an error of calculation on the
Parl of the leaders of the dominant classes, an €rror which historical
development, through the parliamentary and governmental 'crisss' of the
directive classes, lhen corrects and goes beyond. Mechanical historical
materialism does not allow for the possibility of error, but assumes that
every political act is determined, immediately, by the structure, and
therefore as a real and permanent . modification of the structure. The
principle of 'error' is a complex one: one may be dealing with an individual
impulse based on mistaken calculations or the attempts of specific
groups or sects to take over hegemony with the directive grouping . . .36

Despite his critique of Parliamentary governmenl, Gramsci was not a supporter of
the abstensionism advocated by some of his fellow ltalian Socialist, and later

Communist, Party members. Revolutions, he believed, had to be made, not simply
waited for. Nor would iltegal strategies, or secession, liberate lhe workers. The state
would simply intervene to repress such movements, bolstered by its superior
resources and its ability to legitimate the use of force. Indeed, Gramsci argued that
workers had a positive duty to participate in elections, ' "nol because of a democratic
illusion, nol because of reformist softness", but only in order to creale objectively

better conditions for the triumph of the working class'.37 Any victories, he believed,
would serve to heighten the state of crisis and ripen conditions for change. This would

require working class compromises and the direction of energies towards achieving
reforms-but reforms of a qualitatively different nature than those which the

bourgeoisie employed to buy off their opponents.

(lii) Law

Gramsci's theorisation of the role of law was not clear, and in places seems

c€ntradictory. While law was not central to his analysis, Gramsci certainly
recognised its crucial significance: 'lf every State tends to creale and maintain a
certain type of civilisation and of citizen . . . and to eliminate certain customs and

attitudes and to disseminate others, then the Law will be its instrument for this
purpose (together with the school system, and other instilutions and activities).'38

36Prison Notebooks, 408
3TPozzolini, 87
38 Prison Notebooks . 246
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The problem arises from Gramsci's use of both a broad and a narrow conception of
law. On one hand, he rejected the bourgeois division of state, and hence law, from

civif society, and developed a broader notion of the juridical probtem-lhe
assimilation of the entire social grouping to the directive class, through education and

adaptation. The

[q]uestion of the "Law': this concept will have lo be extended to include
those activities which are at present classified as "legally neutral', and
which belong to the domain of civil society; the latter opsrates without
'sanclions' or compulsory "obligations", but nevertheless exerts a
collective pressurs and obtains objeclive resulls in the form of an evolution
of customs, ways ol thinking and acting, morality, etc.39

Positive law and ethics were seen as complementary parts of this juridical whole-
'a correspondence which is coercive in the sphere of positive taw technically
understood, and is spontaneous and free (more strictly ethical) in those zones in

which "coercion" is not a State affair but is effected by public opinion, moral
climate, etc.'40 This is quite consistent with Gramsci's emphasis on the securing of
state power through coercion in political society, and consent in both civil and
political society. As Maureen Cain explained, in this concept of law 'hegemony and

coercion are inlegrally mixed: their unity constitutes the concept.'4'l

Again, consistent with Gramsci's broad concept of intellectuals, all people are
legislators in the sense of making norms, rules of living and behaviour. Makers of
formal law are only one form of legislator:

The concept of 'legislator" must inevitably be identified with the concept of
'politician'. since all men [sic] are 'political beings', alt are also
'legislalors'. But distinctions will have to ba made. 'Legislator. has a
precise juridical and official meaning-i.e. it means those persons who are
empowered by the law to enact laws. . . . lf everyone is a legislator in the
broadest sense of the concept, he continues to be a legislator even if he
accepts directives from others-if, as he carries them out he makes certain
thal others are carrying them oui too; if having understood their spirit, he
propagates them as though making lhem ::rto rules specifically applicable to
limited and definite zones of living.42

S9Prison Notebooks, Z4Z, see also 195
40 Prison Notabooks, 196
41M. Cain, 'OPtimism, Law and the state: a plea for the possibility of politics,, European

Yearbook of Law and sociology, 1927, 20-41, quoted in M. Benney, .Gramsci on Law,
Morality, and Power, /JS[, v.11, 1983, tgl, 205

42Prison Notebooks. 26s-6
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Generally, when Gramscidiscussed the law as an agent of hegemony, he was talking in

this broad sense.43 His purpose, according to Mark Benney, was

to work out in opposition to [the traditional narrow nolion of law] a concept
of law which is of use to the subaltern classes, one which clarifies the
extent and nature of capitalist rule. lt is a form of domination that exlends
beyond the courts and the workplace into the homes and personal lives of
ordinary individuals.44

These references were usually part of a broader discussion of revolutionary tactics,

strategies and directions which required an alternative ethical concepl of law and

'eliminating the distinction between law and morality by making both political and

civil society function in lerms of the norms of the revolutionary classes.'45

When Gramsci discussed the more narrow concept of positive or bourgeois law, he

stressed its coercive role and located it firmly within the repressive apparatus of the

state: 'The Law is the repressive and negative aspect of the enlire posilive, civilising

activity undertaken by the State';46 and the 'school as a positive educative function,

and the courts as a repressive and negative educative funclion,-are lhe most

important State activities in this sense .'47 This approach is consistent with

Gramsci's narrower conception of the state as distinct from civil sociely, with

repression occurring in the former and hegemony limited to the latter.

What we can do, lor the moment, is to fix two major superstructural
'l€vels': the one that can be called 'civil society', thal is, the ensemble of
organisms commonly called "private', and that of political society or 'the
Slate'. These two levels correspond on the one hand to the function of
'hegemony' which the dominant group exercises throughout the society and
on lhe other hand to that of 'direct domination" or command exercised
through the State and juridical government. . . . These comprise:'1. The 'spontaneous" consent given by the great mass€s of the population

to the general direction imposed on social life by the dominant
fundamental group; ...

2. The apparatus of state coercive power which "legally" enforces
discipline on thoss groups who do not 'consent' either actively or
passively. This apparatus is, howsver, constituted for the whole of
society in anticipation of moments of crisis of command and direction

a when spontaneous consent has failed.48

43For example 'through 'law' the State renders the ruling group 'homogeneous', and tends
to create a social conformism which is useful to the ruling groups line of development.'
Prison Notebooks, 195

44Benney, 200-1
45Cain, 'Gramsci, The State', lo3
46 Prison Notebooks, 247
47 Prison Notebooks, 2SB
48 Prison Notebooks, tZ
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As I read him, Gramsci also hinted al a hegemonic as well as a coercive role for
positive law. But he did not specifically develop the idea. For example, in the context

of political and economic liberalism, he saw the concept of the separation of powers

within the political state as critically important-law enjoys a relative independence

from the other formal state agencies, and plays a clearly educative or ideological role:

Unity of the State in the differentiation of powers: Parliament more closely
linked to civil society; the judiciary power, between government and
Parliament, represents the continuity of the wrilten law (even against the
govsrnment). Naturally all three powers are also organs of political
hegemony, but in different degrees: 1. Legislature; 2. Judiciary; 3.
Executive. lt is to be noled how lapses in the administration of justice make
an especially disastrous impression on the public: the h€g€monic apparatus
is more sensitive in this seclor, to which arbitrary actions on the part of
the police and political administration may also be referred.49

And Gramsci made specific connections between bourgeois law and hegemony:

The revolution which the bourgeois class has brought into the conception of
law, and hence into the function of the State, consists esp€cially in the will
to conform (hence ethicity of the law and of the state). . . . The bourgeois
class poses itself as an organism in continuous movement, capable of
absorbing the entire sociely, assimilating it to ils own cultural and
economic level. The entire tunction of the Stale has been transformed: the
State has become an "educalor', etc.50

There is very little discussion of this conceptual ambiguity in the numerous legal

writings which derive from Gramsci. Most applications of Gramsci to contemporary

legal ontexts have unproblematically focused on the hegemonic function of positive

law in constructing consent. The most prominent example of this is the study of
'mugging, law and order' by Stuart Hall and his co-authors in Poticing the Crisis.s1

Maureen Cain has endorsed the narrower conception, arguing that it 'facilitates the

task of analysing the growing penetration of civil society by the state'.52 Benney also

noted, in passing, the danger in the broader concept of law 'of losing sight of law as a
specific ideological and coercive form', and concluded that it may be preferable to

retain some clear distinction between legal and non-legal normative statements.53

49 Prison Notebooks, 24G
50 Prison Notebooks, 260
Sl Policing the crisis. Mugging, the state, and Law and order, ed. s. Hall ef al Macmiilan,

London, 1978
s2Oain, 'Gramsci, The State', 112
53Benney, 202
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But, of all the commentalors surveyed for this thesis, only Alan Hunt noted that

Gramsci's reliance on the distinction between state and civil society caused problems

when it located positive law within the repressive agency of the state.S4 Bourgeois
law, Hunt pointed oul, is ubiquitous in every aspect of daily life.

Gramsci's theory of hegemony may be employed in understanding the function of the

formal legal institutions, legal form, and legal ideology in the imposition of colonial

rule and lhe construction of capitalist hegemony, and the implications of that tor

fulure strategies of counter-hegemony. But this must be done by extrapolation,
putting to one side the logical contradiction that arises from Gramsci's casting of
bourgeois law into the narrow concept of the coercive slale.

fn marked conlrast lo Marx and Engels, there was almost no discussion of lhe form
and contenl of bourgeois law itself in Gramsci's work. ln one short discussion he did

stress the advantage for capitalism of the 'Roman/Anglo-Saxon' form of law, which

allowed for juridical continuity and whose 'essential characleristic consists in its
method'.Ss lt provided, he maintained, a well-stocked and easily-used archive which

could be drawn upon to keep law close to concrele life as it developed. From this

extract Mark Benney concluded that 'the point I think Gramsci is moving towards is

that the capitalist legal system, based as it ultimately is on exploitation and class
rule, can only be "organic"-or "open"-in a limited sense; and there are cerlain
challenges which, if strongly enough put (i.e. supported by a mass popular

movement), it could not assimilate.'56

(iv) Civil Society

As much slress was placed by Gramsci on lhe civil dimension of society as the
political. One of the most important functions of the state

is to raise the great mass of the population to a particular cultural and
moral level . . . which corresponds to the needs of the proci.rctive forces for
development, and hence to the interests of the ruling classes. The school as
a posilive educative function, and the courts as a repressive and negative
educative function, are the most important state activities in this sense:
but, in reality, a multitude of other so-called private initiatives and

54A. Hunt, 'Dichotomy and Contradiction in the Sociology of Law', in Beirne and Quinney,
88

55 Prison Notebooks, 196
56Benney, 204-5

l
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activities tend to lhe same end-initiatives and activities which form the
apparatus of the political and cultural hegemony of the ruling classes.ST

The hegemonic apparatus has a wide range of powerful sub-systems, all of which

appear as private and apolitical, including education, culture, publishing, religion,
leisure activities. Edward Said usefully defined the concept of cultural hegemony in
the context of the Weslern construction of the Oriental:

In any society not totalitarian, lhen, certain cultural forms predominate
over others, just as certain ideas are more influential than others; the
form of this cultural leadership is what Gramsci has identified as
hegemony [and which] gives Orientalism . . . durability and strength. . . .

[T]he major comPonent in European culture is precisely what made that
culture hegemonic both in and outside Europe: the idsa of European identity
as a superior one in comparison with all the non-European people and
cultures. There is in addition the hegemony of European ideas about the
orient, themselves reiterating European superiority ovsr oriental
backwardness, usually overriding the possibility that a more independent,
or more skeptical, thinker might have had different views on the
matter.5 8

(v) State and Economy

Gramsci's concept of the state as civil and political society directly challenged the
classical liberal model of an autonomous civil society regulated solely by market

forces 'wilh the "State" as guardian of "fair play' and of the rules of the gams'.59

[S]ince in actual reality civil society and the State are one and the same, it
must be made clear that /aissez-faire too is a form of Stale 'regulation',
introduced and maintained by legislative and coercive msans. lt is a
deliberate policy, conscious of its own ends, and not th€ spontansous,
automatic expression of economic facts. consequently, laissez-faire
liberalism is a political programme, designed to change-in so far as it is
victorious-a slale's leading personnel, and to change the economic
programme of the State itself . . .60

But this does not make Gramsci reductionist. He argued that the interests of one class
do prevail within the advanced capitalist state, in that it functions to create a positive

climate for capital accumulation. But this stops short of narrow and uncompromising

self-interest. To maintain hegemony the interests of subordinate groups must also be

given some real, and not just ideological, recognition. And as the interests and power

of groups shifl, so does the exact composition and operation of the slate's personnel

57 Prison Notebooks, 2SB
58saio, 7
59 Prison Notebooks. 262
6O Prison Notebooks, t6o
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and institutional structures. At times there even appears to be a disjunction between
politically dominant forces and prevailing economic interests. Yet Gramsci saw this
as a source of slability, not disintegration. Different political sub-groups, such as

agrarian, industrial and finance capital, co-exist, and shift over time. But they
provide the cement which holds the whole together, and thus protect and stabilise
material forces through hegemony.

(b) The Struggle for Hegemony

According lo Gramsci, hegemony of any class requires the establishment of political,

intellectual, and moral leadership over allied groups. Essential for this are the
intellectuals who act as the ideological organisers of a class, and the party as the
political leader.

(i) ldeology

Rather than talking of base-superstructure, and dismissing ideotogy as distorted
thought, Gramsci explained ideology in terms of the division between civil society, as

the sphere of hegemony and rule by consensus, and politicat society, as the sphere of
coercion. He located the institutional framework for producing and disseminating
ideology solely in the civil arena of education, religion, publishing, and
communication. All enjoy, he thought, a level of autonomy.

Gramsci rejected lhe negative concept of ideology as false consciousness. Ralher, he

saw ideology as a 'conceplion of the world that is implicitly manifest in art, in law,

in economic activity and in all manifestalions of individual and colleclive life'.61 This

again exposes Gramsci's confusion over the role ol law. He had located taw in the

coercive apparatus of political society, and ideotogy in civil society. This would

appear to leave little place for law as ideology. Yet Gramsci clearly did correctly see

law as having an ideological function.

Gramsci identified four levels of ideology: philosopfry, which he saw as the most

systematic and rigorous form, with praxis and historical materialism being the most
advanced form of philosophy; religion, which provides a source of practical
orientations for action, as well as a world view, but which lacks the coherence and
intellectual order of philosophyi common sense, which, as a more incoherent and
inarticulate body of ideas, is the most widespread form of ideology among the

61 Prison Notebooks, 328
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subordinate classes but which needs lo be renovated and made more critical; and folk-

/ore, which comprises a collection of disparate elements from various world-views

without much coherence at all.

Hegemony requires that the state transcend the immediate economic interests of the

dominant class to incorporate those of other subordinate groups. Hence, a hegemonic

class 'is a class which has been able to articulate the interests of other social groups

lo its own by means of ideological struggle'.62 This would require some genuine

concern for those social groups over which they wish to exercise hegemony, and some

sacrifices of pure corporatist interest. Through such compromises and alliances,

dominant interests are universalised and presented as representative of all, inctuding

subordinated groups. This is the role of ideology.

A successful hegemony is one which manages to creale a "collective
national-popular will', and for this to happen the dominant class must have
been capable of articulating to ils hegemonic principle all the national-
popular ideological elements, since it is only if this happens that it (the
class) aPpears as the representative of the general inlerest. This is why
the ideological elements expressing the 'national-popular' are often at
stake in the fierce struggle between classes fighting for hegemony.oS

So, lhe political, intellectual, and moral role of leadership is provided by dominant

interests within a hegemonic system which is cemented by a common world-view, or
an 'organic ideology'.64 There is an important distinction between this 'organic

ideology' and the unifying principle of the society, which is always supptied by the

directing class and involves 'a system of values the realization of which depends on

the central role played by the fundamental class at the level of the relations of

Production'.65

A person's ideological position is not determined by class membership. Nor is the

dominant ideology merely imposed on subordinate classes. According to Chantal

Mouffe's ralher idealist explanation, Gramsci's concept of hegemony allowed for

a possible articulation between relative autonomy of ideology and the
determinalion in the last instance by the economy. ln fact that concsption of
ideology brought abqsl.by Gramsci's conception of hegemony attributes real
autonomy to it, since the ideological elements which ideological practics
aims at transforming do nol poss€ss a necessary class-belonging and hence
do not constitute the ideological representation at the economic level. On the
other hand, however, this autonomy is not incompatible wilh the

62C. Mouffe, 'Hegemony and ldeology in Gramsci', in Gramsci and Marxist Theory, ed. C.
Mouffe, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1g7g, 191

63Mouffe, 'Hegemony' , 1g4-7
64Mouffe,'Hegemony', 1g3
65Mouffe,'Hegemony', 193
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delermination in the last instance by economy, since the h€gemonic
principles serving to articulate these elements are always provided by the
fundamental classes.66

In order for the subordinated class to succeed in class struggle 'it must cause the

disintegration of the historical bases of the bourgeoisie's hegemony by disarticulating

the ideological bloc by means of which the bourgeoisie's intellectual direction is
expresss6.'67 A new hegemony required the transformation of the previous
ideological lerrain and the formation of a new collective will, which would appear as

intellectual and moral reform. Transition would not require a clean sweep of the

existing world view and its replacement by a completely new and already formulated

one, bul rather a rearticulation of existing ideotogy<ften in a way which its original
proponents would never have imagined. The new ideology would combine a sense of

continuity with a fundamental shifl in its primary elements.

What matters is the criticism to which such an ideological complex is
subjected by the first representatives of the new historical phase. This
crilicism makes possible a process ol differentiation and change in the
relalive weight that the elements of the old ideologies used to possess. What
was previously secondary and subordinate, or even incidental, is now taken
to b primary-becomes the nucleus of a new ideological and theoretical
complex.6S

Given the constant movement and struggle between different hegemonic forces,

ideology is never fixed.

fdeological struggle in fact consists of a process of disa rticulation-
rearticulation of given ideological elements in a struggle between two
hegemonic principles to appropriate these elements; it do€s not consist of
the confrontation of the two already elaborated, closed world-views.
ldeological ensembles existing at a given momenl are, therefore, the resull
of the relations of forces between the rival hegemonic principles and they
undergo a perpetual process of transformation.o9

Thus, the objective of ideological struggle, at any conjuncture,

is not to reject the system and all of its elements but to rearticulate it, to
break it down to its basic elements and then to sift through past conceptions
lo see which ones, with some changes of content, can s€rvg lo sxpr€ss a
new situation. once this is done the chosen elements are finally
rearticulated into anolher system.70

66Mouffe,'Hegemony', 2oo
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Gramsci linked this back lo economic determination in the last instance, because

ideology is, in his view, always the product of material forces. lt organises action.

ldeology produces a world view with corresponding forms of action in diverse

economic, social and political activities. lt has its own agents-the intellectuals who

elaborate and spread organic ideologies and bring about moral and intellectual

reform. This is disseminated through the hegemonic apparatus of lhe state, and in
particular through civil society, where the political and social hegemony of the

dominant group is primarily exercised. So, ideological elements which do not have a
necessary class character have that conferred on them by the discourse to which they

are articulated.

(ii) The Concept ot the lntellectuals

Gramsci is rare amongst political theorists in that he addressed in depth the role of

the intellecluals as the transmitlers of ideology and legitimators of power. This is the

subject of an entire later chapter of this thesis and so is discussed in some detail

here.

Gramsci's concept of the intellectuals provides an invaluable tool in explaining how

the hegemony of a dominant class is established, maintained and displaced. While his

explanation tends towards the instrumental, he does allow for a diversity of positions

amongst the intellectuals of the historic bloc, and amongst the subordinated classes.

He was not the first Marxist to talk of the political and ideological function of
intellectuals. Marx had included in the category of intellectual and 'ideological

professions' all those who perform directive and superintending functions. According

to Marx, they operate equally in the economic, ideological and cultural realms. Many

become direct funclionaries of capital, as specialised and productive intellectuals.

But they can also be unproductive functionaries in the civil or public spheres-for
example, self-employed professionals. Thcse intellectuals do not constitute a

separate class in themselves. Rather they form a number of strata in society, varying

in their degree of independence from the fundamental classes and their direct
relationship to production. 'lntellectual workers are a distinct type of worker: they

exploit on behalf of capital and are in lurn exploited.'71 But the issue of the

intellectuals was merely incidental to Marx's lheoretical problematic.

71S.R. Mansfield, Praxis, tdeology and Etitism: The Contribution of Antonio Gramsci ph.D
Thesis, University of California, Santa Barbara, 1999, 157
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Lenin also wrote about the intellectuals, but he narrowly focused on the place of the

intellectuals of the working class in the revolutionary overlhrow of capitalism.

Lenin's proletarian intellectuals were a self-appointed elite group who would bring

a revolutionary spirit and consciousness from the outside to the working masses, who

were unable to develop such consciousness for lhemselves. Lenin argued that
'[i]ntellecluals who are separate and different from the working class could be joined

to il by making a personal, political choice: to become professional

revolulionaries.'72 But he provided no explanation of how this might occur, nor of

the relationships between different kinds of intellectuals, or between the

revolulionary intellectuals, the masses, the bourgeoisie, and the capitalist state.

Faced with the more sophisticated and complex relations of advanced capitalist

democracies, Gramsci sought to explain how the hegemony of capitalisl inleresls was

created through popular consenl, and hence how il could be displaced and replaced by

the hegemony of the proletariat. For him, the crucial actors in hegemony and

counter-hegemony are the intellectuals of each class.

Gramsci's concept of the intellectuals diverges in several important ways from the

popular usage of the term.

1. Intellectuals inhabit every mode of production and all classes. Every new

historical situation needs to create a new culture for itself. And every social group

which is fundamental to a historical situation and mode of production develops its own

intellectuals who give il cohesion and self-identity within the economic, political and

social arenas. All intellectuals are therefore organic to some fundamental and

hegemonic social group.

By "intellectuals' must be understood not those strata commonly described
by this term, but in general th€ entire social stratum which exercises an
organisational function in the widest senss-whether in the field of
production, or in that of culture, or in that of political administration.T3

2. lntelleclual has a specific, technical meaning which is quite distinct from its
conlemporary dictionary meaning as 'possessing a good understanding, enlightened
person'.74 The study of intellectuals is a study of their function within the social

formation, not of the intrinsic logic and content of their intellectual activities. ln its

T2showstack Sassoon, Gramsci's Politics, ZSg
TSPrison Notebooks, gz, In
74fhe Cancise Oxford Dictionary, S ed.
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fullest sense, all people are potentially intellectuals; thal is, all have an intellect to
use. But not all people are intellectuals by their social function.

3. At times Gramsci talked of the relative autonomy of the cultural dimension, as the
sphere in which the intellectuals elaborate and work towards orderly change.7s But

elsewhere he made it clear that their role is not just superstructural and located
within civil society, but is organisational and ranges across the fields of culture,
politics/administration and production. Hence, the intellecluals of the prevailing
mode of production function as the 'subalterns' of the dominant class in political and

civil society.

4. Intellectuals cannot be abstracted from their social existence. Those who reoresent

lhemselves as independent and aulonomous disguise their relationship to the specific
social group whose ideology they express.

The inlellectuals, as a rule, believe lhat ihey constitute a "crystallised social
category" which, in a certain ssnse, lives uninterruptedly in history and does
not parlicipate in the struggle between different classes, remaining independent
of the struggle between these groups.76

They therefore provide the vital bridge between the alleged independence and

autonomy of thought, knowledge, and discourse and the dominant form of economic and

social relalions.

5. Gramsci distinguished between lwo calegories of intellectuals-traditionat and
organic.

Organic intellectuals are the thinking and organising elements of a particular social
class. They are not defined according to their specific job, but by their role in
directing the ideas and aspirations of the class to which they organically belong. In
establishing the hegemony of the new society the intellectual is required to be a
'constructor, organiser, "permanent persuader" and not just a simple oralor'.77
Organic intellectuals of a particular class respond to the dominanl mode of production

and are parl of the same historic time. They give that class 'homogeneity and an
awareness of its own function not only in the economy but also in the social and

75see F. Ferrarolti, 'Hegemony and Domination: Gramsci, With and versus Lenin,, in
Legitimation of Regimes. lnternational Frameworks for Analysis, ed. B. Denitch, Sage,
London,1979
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political fields'.78 But they also have relative autonomy from productive and social
relations. Their role is mediated by the social organisation of the society and the
complex of political and civil struclures of which they are the functionaries.

Gramsci used the concept of organic intellectuals to refer to the organisers of
capitalism, and to the intellectuals who are organic to the working class-the
organisers of the proletariat.

Traditional intellectuals are part of a different historical time. They are leftovers
from a previous historic bloc, or blocs, Having survived the decline of the class to
which they were organic, and which is now the subordinate class of the historic bloc,
they regard themselves as independent and inter-class in the new social order. And
they often do experience some autonomy in their activity. However, they can also be

won over to the new historic bloc, and thus perform a useful role in portraying the

transition both as new and as a historical continuity.T9

They always sesk 'to be reunited in the ideological sphere with a preceding
intellectual category through the same conceptual terminology". yet all
intellectuals maintain the pr€tenc€ of defining themselves as 'new", despite the
fact that they always pose as the direct continuation of the preceding
"int€lligentsia". They are, in reality, often left behind historically and are
"fossilised and conservative remains'. .80

(iil) Organic lntellectuals of Capitatism

The organic intellectuals of feudalism were lhe priests, lawyers, philosophers. The

transition to the capitalist mode of production required the development of its own
organic intellectuals, and the ideological assimilation or conquest of those formerly

organic, now traditional intellectuals. In this process, the intellectuals who were
organically bound to the landed gentry presenled themselves as autonomous and
polilically independent of the new economic and political reality, and produced an

idealist philosophy which helped to rationalise the new order. For example,
reflecting on the importance of co-opting the middle and lower intellectual strata
during the repression of Southern peasant movements, Gramsci observed thai
philosopher Benedetlo Croce was no 'pure theorist' but 'a constructor of ideologies
for governing othels'.81

TSshowstack Sassoon, Gramsci's politics, l3g
79C. Buci-Glucksmann, Gramsci and the State, transl. D. Fernbach, Lawrence and Wishart.
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In this sense, Benedetto Croce has fulfilled an extremely important
'national' function. He has detached the radical intellectuals of the South
from the peasant masses, forcing them to take part in national and European
culture; and through lhis culture, he has secured their absorption by the
national bourgeoisie and hence by the agrarian bloc.82

Bul under the new conditions of industrialised capitalism the intellectuals could no

longer serve their function solely through rhetoric and eloquence. They required

technical education to enable them to participate actively in everyday, practical life.

This simultaneously expanded the sphere of individual intellectual activities and

narrowed and specialised the knowledge they obtained. '[t]he capitaiist entrepreneur

creates alongside himself the industrial lechnician, the specialist in political

e@nomy, the organisers of a new culture, of a new legal system, etc'.83

The old type of intellectual was the organizing element in a society with a
mainly peasant and artisanal basis. To organizs the stale, to organize
commorce, tho dominant class bred a particular type of intellectual. lndustry
has introduced a new type of intellectual: the technical organizer, the specialist
in applied science. In the societies where the economic forces have developed in
a capilalist direction, to the point where they have absorbed the greater part of
national activity, it is this second typ€ of intellectual which has prevailed, with
all his [sic] characteristics of order and intellectual discipline.S4

The myth of free floating intellectuals was, acclrding to Gramsci, undermined by the

decline of the liberal state. ldeologically, the myth remained important to maintain an

espirit de arps amongst some intellectuals, bul it could not adequately describe the

direct relationship of the intellectuals to the new political and economic dynamics of
advanced capitalist democracies.Ss This was most apparent in those areas where
politics and economics directly intersected. The expansion of knowledge, advances in

technology, changes in production, and increasing democratic organisation increased

the role of the state. Bureaucracy grew in size and power, and politicians became

dependent on the advice of experts. The increased significance of the democratic-

bureaucratic system reflected the needs of the political, rather than the economic,

level but undermined the distinction between the two. Under an increasing

corporatism

82 Antonio Gramsci. Selections from
Lawrence and Wishart, London, 1977
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exp€rls from industry and finance, even mors removed from parliamsntary
control, are gaining increasing influence. The "personnel specialized in the
technique of politics" were being inlegrated "with personnel specialized in
the concrete problems of administering the essential practical activities of
the great and complex socisti€s of today'.86

Indeed, many organic intellectuals of capital did not claim to be detached from the

socio-economic system. They actively articulated and rationalised the dominant
economic, social and political interests at a variety of levels: economic production,

political administration and ideological legitimation. Though not necessarily
capitalists themselves, they were organic to the capitalist class and linked to its
forlunes. Gramsci's description of the urban intellectuals in the productive sector
could be applied equally to the bureaucracy:

lntellectuals of the urban type have grown up along with industry and are linked
to its tortunes. Their function can be compared to that of subaltern officers in
the army. They have no autonomous initiative in elaborating plans for
construction. Their job is to articulats th€ relationship between the
enlr€proneur and the instrumental mass and to carry out the immediate
execulion of lhe production plan decided by the industrial general staff,
controlling the elementary stages of work. On the whole the average urban
intellectuals are very standardised, while the top urban intellectuals are more
and more identified with the industrial general staff itself.87

Securing the ideology of autonomous intellectual activity increasingly fell to the
more detached arena of positive law and science.

(iv) Counter-hegemonic lntellectuals

All classes have their intellectuals. There are those belonging to capitalism. And the
proletariat produces its own. In both cases the party-in the broader Gramscian sense
of the capitalist state or the organ of the proletariat, discussed shortly-is seen as
providing the link between the intellectuals and the class, and welds together the
organic intellectuals of the working class and those bourgeois intellectuals who have

been 'won over'. Together they provide the intellectual leaders and organlsers in the
civil and political spheres, producing innovative ideas which are elaborated and
disseminated by the party. The ideological and organisational focus for the
intellectuals is practical intervention to change the real world. They therefore play a
key, but complex, role in the creation of the conditions for counter-hegemony.

S6showstack Sassoon, Gramsci's potitics, A66
87 Prison Notebooks, 14
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ln addition to organising itself in the areas of politics and economics, Gramsci said the

working class needs to address the issue of intellectual and cultural power. The trend

towards the increasing power of bourgeois intellectuals in the public and private

sector cannot be reversed simply by appealing for greater legislative control. Nor is
there any point in just condemning the bureaucracy or the experts, or attacking their

vested interests. 'What is necessary is an analysis of the reasons for these

tendencies.'88 So the first duty of the proletarian intetlectual is lo unmask the

myths of bourgeois social relations and to create an alternative class cullure.

According to Gramsci, intellectuals traditionally come from those social strata with

surplus resources to invest in education, either professional or technical. But

organic intellectuals of counter-hegemony are not a pre-determined caste. They arise
from the struggles and experience of the people themselves:

Critical self-consciousness means, historically and politically, the creation of
an elite of intellectuals. A human mass does nol 'distinguish' itself, does not
become independent in its own right without, in the widest sense, organising
itself; and there is no organisation without intellectuals, that is without
organisers and leaders, in other words without ths theoretical aspect of the
theory-practice nexus being dislinguished concretely by the existence of a
group of people "specialised" in conceptual and philosophical elaboration of
ideas. But the process of creating intellectuals is long, difficult, full of
contradictions, advances and retrsats, dispersals and regroupings, in which the
loyalty of the masses is often sorely tried.89

The counter-hegemonic intellectuals are defined by their organisational role in

relation to the means of production, not by internal criteria of intellectual activity.

Therefore they cannot be above or divorced from the workers.

The process of development is tied to a dialectic between the intellectuals and
the masses. The intellectual slratum develops both quantitatively and
qualitatively, bul every leap forward towards a new breadth and complexity of
the intellectual stratum is tied to an analogous movemonl on the part of the
mass of lhe 'simple", who raise themselves to higher levels of culture and at
the sams time extend their circle of influence towards the stratum of
specialised intellectuals, producing outstanding individuals and groups of
groater or less importance. ln the procsss, however, there continually recur
mom€nts in which a gap develops between the class and the intellectuals (at any
rat€ b€tw€en some of them, or a group of them;.9O

It is the role of the party to bridge this gap.

SSShowstack Sassoon, Gramsci's Potitics,
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For Gramsci there is no place for the intellectual who is disengaged from the actual

peoples' struggle:

The popular element 'fesls" but does not always know or understand; the
intellectual element 'knows' but does not always understand and in particular
does nol always feel . . . . The intellectual's error consists in beli€ving that one
can know without understanding and even moro without feeling and being
impassioned . . . in other words that the intellectual can be an intellectual (and
not a pure pedant) if distinct and separate from the people-nation, that is,
without feeling the elementary passions of the people, understanding them in the
particular historical situation and connecting them dialectically to lhe laws of
history and to a superior conception of the world, scientifically and coherently
elaborated-i.e. knowledge. One cannot make politics-history without this
passion, without this sentimental connection between intellectuals and people-
nation. ln the absencs of such a nexus the relations between the intell€ctual and
the people-nation ars, or are reduced to, relationships of a purely bureaucratic
and formal order. .91

Despite his observation that each person belongs to a particular social grouping, and

that this fact conditions their conception of the world, Gramsci also suggested that at

moments of crisis some 'bourgeois ideologists' may 'go over' to the proletariat and

become organic to them-just as some of the intellectuals of the previous mode of

production have become organic to lhe bourgeoisie by placing themselves in a new

relation to the capitalist mode of production. But he was vague when it came to how

and under what conditions this might happen, and the relationship of those

intellectuals to the class with which thev have become allied.

Gramsci warned that in counter-hegemonic struggle passive revolution (see below)

remains a constant threat. While organic intellectuals of the capitalist state occupy

different social positions, perform different roles, and hold different views, logether

they cemented lhe whole historic bloc, and are welded together within political and

civil society. By contrasl, there is real potential for the creation of divisions within

the dominated classes, and the co-option of some revolutionary intellectuals. Such

divisions would defuse the potency and coherence of epunter-hegemony, and thereby

help to secure the stability of the existing historic bloc. Gramsci noted how the

ability lo form intellectuals and organise an historical bloc may be fulfilled for
the bourgeoisie in a partial way by different parties which reflect th€ diffsrent
factions, or it may take place partly even outside any parties because of the
abilily of the bourgeoisie to use the State apparatus and a number of cultural
institutions. There may also be moments when the government function may be
undertaken by a party ostensibly serving different class interests or no

91 Prison Notebooks. 418
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Particular class interests. In this last case the very function may seem to
disappear when there is only one party.g2

Hence it is essential that counter-hegemonic intellectuals promote forms of political

intervention which go beyond the economic-corporative, and remain integrally
inter-linked with the party and the workers.

(v) The Party

Gramsci also used the concept of the party ,n an unorthodox sense. Almost always he

was talking about the consolidated interests of a single class, not the fractional
parties of contemporary democratic politics. 'lt is observable that in the modern

world, in many countries, the organic and fundamental parties have been compelled

by the exigencies of the struggle or for olher reasons to split into fractions-each one

of which calls itself a "parly" and even an independent party.'93 Where such a

fraction ultimately stands is revealed 'at decisive turning points, by the fact that

various groupings, each of which had up till then presented itself as an "independenl"

party, come together to form a united bloc.'94 This also means that those parties or
organisations of the workers which are structured to operate within existing
exploitive relations, such as Labour parties or trade unions, cannol provide the

leadership for struggles of liberation from such exploitation.

Key leaders of that broader party may not be party-politicians in the popular sense.
'Hence the intellectual General Staff of the organic party often does not belong to any

of these fractions, but operates as if it were a directive force standing on ils own,

above the parties, and sometimes is even believed to be such by the public.'9s This is
exemplified by the relationship of leading industriallsts to political parties. 'Their

interest is in a determinate balance of forces, which they obtain precisely by using

their resources to rernforce one party or another in turn from the varied political

checkerboard (with the exception . . . only of the enemy party, whosc reinforcement

cannot be assisted even as a tactical movel.'96 They are able to exercise power from

outside the formal institutions of government, including capital's own form of
coercive sanctions.

92showstack Sassoon, Gramsci's Potitics, 155 [footnofes omitted]
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(vi) The War of Position

ln seeking to explain the subtleties of hegemonic power Gramsci often drew on

military analogies. In particular, he related hegemony to three kinds of military
conffict: war of movement (frontal attack), war of position (trench warfare), and

underground warfare.

The same thing happens in the art of politics as happens in military art: war
of movement incroasingly becomes war of position, and it can be said that a
State will win a war in so far as il prepares for it minutely and technically
in peacetime. The massive struclures of the modern democracies, both as
State organisations, and as complexes of associations in civil society,
constitute for the art of politics as it were the 'trenches' and lhe
Permanenl fortifications of the front in the war of position: they render
merely 'parlial' the element of movement which before used to be 'the
whole" of war. etc.9 7

Boycotts he saw as a form of war of position. Strikes belonged to lhe war of
movemenl. Passive resistance fell within the war of position, but could become a
strategy in the war of movement, or even underground warfare.9S But Gramsci
insisted that in the conditions of advanced Western capitalism the war of position

must be fought before any war of movement could succeed, and the defensive systems

of a state must be understood in terms of the national and international conditions of
the time.99

(vii) The Historic Bloe

Integral to the war of position is the creation of alliances, forming what Gramsci

called a historic bloc. Each hisloric bloc has an articulating or hegemonic principle-
a system of values whose realisation is essential to the central role of the directing

class in the relations of production. Within different modes of production different
classes will exercise hegemony. That class will gather around itself a variety of
social forces, making compromises in the process but all subject to that articulating
principle. The precise contenl of that principle and the composition of the alliance
will therefore depend on historical and nationat factors, and on the relations of forces
in the struggle at a particular time. lt is not necessary that the hegemony of a

particular historic bloc be all-embracing, so long as there is no immediate threat of
challenge by an alternative bloc.

97 Prison Notebooks, Z4B
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The concept of historic bloc applies to counter-hegemonic movements, too. Gramsci

argued that workers could not win and retain power on their own. They needed to

form, and lead, an alliance of anti-capitalist interests.100 A new historic bloc must

develop its own hegemonic apparatus, retaining its autonomy and securing the active

or passive support of allies. This would be difficult for any subaltern group, and

immeasurably more so where the hegemony of the existing state was strong. lt would

require movements of organic change to broaden their focus beyond the government

and the repressive apparalus, to the state in its full sense of civil and political

society. And it would face conslant threats to unity from internal factions, from state

attempts at corporatism, and from the formation of new parties of the dominant group

'intended to conserve the assent of the subaltern groups and to maintain control over

thsm.'101

Overcoming such fragmentation and divisions, and mobilising mass support would

require both the perception of a common inlerest, based nol on abstract theory but on
peoples' concrete situations, and a programme of activism focused on immediale
issues which affected peoples' lives. That in turn would require a mulual

understanding of the historical and conlemporary experiences of all actual or
potential allies within the new historic bloc.

(viii) Crises ln Hegemony

Crises in hegemony manifest themselves in differenl ways. Gramsci distinguished

between crises which are organic and lhose which are conjunctural. In relation to

capitafist hegemony, Gramsci saw the efficient cause of crisis as the organic
contradiction which arises from the forces of production. But most crises, he argued,

erupt and are played out al the conjunctural or superstructural level.

A crisis occurs, sometimes lasting for decades. This exceptional duration
means that incurable structural contradictions have revealed themselves
(reached maturity), and that, despite this, the political forces which are
struggling lo conssrve and defend the existing struclure itself are making
every efforl to cure them, within certain limits, and lo overcome them.
These incessant and persislent efforts (since no social formation will ever

l0ocramsci condemned as fatalism and economism the absolute aversion to compromise of
his political comrades, rapresenling a failure to grasp the new conditions of a
democratised Europe. A. Showstack Sassoon, 'Gramsci: A New Concept of politics and
lhe Expansion of Democracy', in Beirne and euinney, 91, g3-4

1o1 Pleo, Notebooks. sZ
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admit that it has been superseded) form the terrain of the 'conjunctural",
and it is upon this terrain that the forces of opposition organise.102

When applying this analysis to most advanced capitalist states he found a resilience to

immediate economic crises and depressions, which are regulated through frequent

short-term readjustments. Conflict would generally focus on immediate political

activity and usually take the form of ideological, political and juridical polemics.

(ix) The Passive Revolution

The stability of the state rests on its ability to adapt in times of crisis, and to

reorganise the operations of economic, political, and civil relations. Faced with a
threat to its hegemony the state will adopt the strategy of passlve revolution-the
'inclusion of new social groups under the hegemony of the political order without any

expansion of real political control by the mass of the population over politics.'1os

Integral to the success of the passive revolution is the perception of the neutral stale

as the arbiter between competing interests, seeking a corporatist solution which best

meets a consensus national interest. The dominant class may make adjustments,

change personnel and programmes, compromise, and make sacrifices lo defuse, co-

opt, or divide the opposition. The position of antagonists is thereby weakened or

neutralised and the position of dominant forces stabilised. Through lhe state the

direcling forces thus retain power and crush their adversaries by political rather

than military means. Every crisis holds lhe potential for such a passive revolution.

For Gramsci the passive revolution was epitomised by the American-led
reorganisation of capitalist production to increase worker productivity in the early

twentieth century. This improved wages and working conditions. But it also

fragmented workers, removing the focus for class organisation and paralysing their
resistance, and so enabling lhe contradiction of exploitative class relalions to

continue.

Passive revolutions do have dangers for the dominant class, however. The state raises

the expectations of those newly co-opted while it risks upsetting some of its
traditional allies in the existing historic bloc. Passive revolution also usually means

increased state intervention. This provokes conflicts with the ideology and economic

organisation of laissez laire liberalism, and with the competing imperatives of

1o2 p76sn Notebooks, 17g
lO3showstack Sassoon, Gramsci's politics, 21o
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promoting capital accumulation whilst protecting the working classes against its

excesses. And, of course, lhere are limits beyond which the directing class simply

cannot make concessions. At that stage it increasingly relies on coercion, and less on

corporalism and ideology.

According to Gramsci, the organic crisis of capitalism therefore dictates a constanl

reshuffling of the cards at the level of the conjuncture. How the pack is redealt

depends on the form and strength of intervention by lhe various forces in the field.

when the oppressed are too strong passively to submit any longer, but not

sufficiently organised or potent to engage in effective struggle, their reactions will

be disorganised and spontaneous. 'The crisis consists precisely in the fact that the old

is dying and the new cannot be born; in this inlerregnum a great variety of morbid

symptoms appear'.104 But he saw in these the opportunity for spontaneous action lo

become organised resistance, led by the party and conceptualised by the intellectuals.

A real crisis in hegemony will only arise when the masses move beyond passivity to
an active rejection of the slate's authority. Should the dominant class fail to sustain

its consensus, it musl rely solely on coercion. Gramsci doubted whether coercion can

ever restore the old regime. lf the forces of opposition intervene effectively a 'new

arrangement' will be found. lf they fail, the contradiction will remain unresolved,

and create the space for more reactionary forces to move in. When domination

prevails and the state takes a major role in socio-economic development, lhe exercise

of power may then shift towards those who are not dependent on public opinion, such

as the military--or, as in ltaly's case, behind a charismatic dictator.

(c) Gramsci on Colonialism

While Gramsci's primary concern was the struggle for hegemony in Western

capitalisl democracies he did not ignore the relationship between metropolitan

capitalism and colonialism. His observations are importanl to bear in mind when

assessing lhe application of his theory in the conlext of settler capitalism. Gramsci

displayed an interesting paradox. On the one hand he was acutely conscious of the

destructive human and economic impact of colonial capitalism on the colonised-'the
exlortions of capitalism are far more deadly than modern weapons: they kill women,

children and old people through starvation and despair, by degrees, implacably.'10s

1o4 v66n Notebooks, 2z6
1054. Gramsci, 'The War in the Colonies', L'Ordine Nuovo, T June 1919, in Antonio

Gramsci. Selections from Political Writings 1910-1920, ed. Q. Hoare, Lawrence and
Wishart, London, 1977, 60 lPolitical Writings {. This makes the interesting ideological
assumption that the killing of men is normal or acceptable.
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ln search of new markets and raw materials a growing proportion of lhe world's
populalion had been incorporated as direct colonies, protectorates or spheres of

influence of the metropolitan state.

The colonial population is subjugated to the interests ol the mother-
country: it has to produce cheap raw malerials for industry-in other
words, it has lo allow the soil and subsoil of its own country to be
impoverished for the benefit of European civilization. In this way the
colonial populations become the foundation on which the whole edifice of
capitalist exploitation is erected. . . . For this they can exp€ct no benefit in
return; indeed, they see their own countries systematically despoiled of
their natural resources, i.e. of the necessary conditions for their own
aulonomous development. l oo

and

How could an Egyptian or Indian p€asant maks his [sic] prices comp€titive
with the English or French or ltalian State? Rice, wheat, cotton, wool-all
this was secured for us Europeans, while the colonial peasant had to live on
herbs and roots, had to subject himself to the harshest corvde labour in
order to scrape a bare subsistence mln;mum.107

While hegemony had superseded brule repression in metropolitan societies, no

similar transition had occurred in 'backward societies' or the colonies. Indeed, the

improved conditions enjoyed by workers under the hegemonic state had been gained

largely at the expense of the colonised:

For years we Europeans have lived at the expense of the death ol the
coloured peoples: unconscious vampires that we are, we have fed off their
innocent blood. As in Balzac's novel, the steaming plate of rice that was
placed before our privileged mouths bore within its Hermetic numbers the
dealh sentence of a dislant human brother.l08

On the other hand, however, Gramsci reflected a strong cultural supremacism.

European culture was 'the only historically and concretely universal one'.109 So,

'[p]utting two peoples into conlact, one with a developed civilisation and the other

with only a potential civilisation was good for the general economy.110

Gramsci's @ncern was the form of economic organisation which underpins that more

developed civilisation. The path to liberation for the colonised therefore lies in the

struggle against capitalism-'the class struggle of the coloured man against the white

1064. Gramsci, 'The Colonial Populations', L'Ordine Nuovo,26 June 1920, in Potiticat
Writings l, 3O2

1076r"r"";, 'War in the Colonies', 59
10861sms61, 'War in the Colonies'. 59
l o9Pozzolini, 122
11oPo2.o;;ni, 118
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exploiters and traitors'. ln this struggle 'lhe same bonds of solidarity and fraternity

would be established between the working class of the industrialised countries and the

peoples who were subjected to colonial exploitation.'1 1 I Given the central
importance to Gramsci of the united workers struggle for European sociatism, the

only solution to colonial oppression lay in the shared struggle of the metropolitan

workers and the colonised. lndeed, Gramsci observed this anti-capitalist resistance

was already occurring amongst colonies in post-war Europe:

But today flames of revolt are being fanned throughout the colonial world.
This is the class struggle of the coloured peoples against their white
exploiters and murderers. lt is the vasl irresistible drive lowards
autonomy and independence of a whole world, with all its spiritual riches.
connective tissues are being recreated lo weld together once again peoples
whom European domination seemed to have sundered once and for all. . . .

And those drowsy coloured peoples are nolv defying aeroplanes, machine-
guns and tanks to win independence; to crush the monstrous vampire that
feeds otf their flesh 

"n6 
51oo6.112

ard

The Russian revolulion is the first stage in the world-wide defeat of the
capitalist economic r6gime. . . . Iltl has acted as a positive historical thrust
driving all the oppressed and exploited peoples into movement . .[TJhe
colonial uprising is starting lo realize its potential as a blockade of the
Western European capitalist g1x1gs.1 13

There was no reference to the role of the organic intellectuals of counter-hegemony

in organising this anti-colonial resislance. lndeed, Gramsci's brief foray into the

cultural origins of Western intellectualism was singularly unhelpful and echoed his

superficiality, cultural supremacism and preoccupation with proletarian class

struggle. For example:

One further phenomenon in the United States is worth studying, and that is
the formation of a surprising number of negro intellectuals who absorb
American culture and technology. lt is worth bearing in mind the indirect
influence that these negro intellectuals could exercise on the backward
massss in Africa. ...114

There was no attempt to explain the position of American blacks within the hegemony

of the United States, or to locate African conditions within their colonial context. Nor

was there any recognition of, or explanation for, the comparative position of Native

American intellectuals. In another extract, Gramsci identified the inteltectuals of

111Pozzolini, 119
112673mssi, 'War in the Colonies', 60
1 l3cramsci, 'Colonial Populations', 303
114P1"on Notebooks,2l
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central and south America with the agencies of the church and military, noting that

these had not yet been displaced by secular and bourgeois elements. The fact that 'the

great masses of lndians . . . in some countries form the majority of the inhabitants'

was merely seen as a 'complicallqn'.115

This was the extent of Gramsci's analysis of indigenous intellectuals. His failure to
address lheir situation makes the theory incomplete and inadequate for the purpose of
this study. In particular it puts al issue the simple schema of traditional intellectuals

of the past historic bloc, organic intellectuals of capitalism, and organic inlellectuals

of the proletariat. How would Gramsci categorise the organic intellectuals of an

indigenous society which had remained in struggle with the coloniser, and which

effectively organised its resistance by drawing on pre-capilalist formations and

ideology, with the goal of their resloration? They could hardly be termed traditional
or organic intellectuals of colonial capitalism, even where there had been some

success in achieving a passive revolution. But given Gramsci's slrong subordination

of anti-colonial struggles to lhose of the international proletariat, they would not fit
within his concept of organic intellectuals of the revolution either.

There are lherefore strong similarities between Gramsci's position and that of Marx,

and in many respects Said's criticisms of Marx are also fair comment on Gramsci.

However, his writings were not totally lacking in cultural perceptiveness. His own

upbringing as a Sardinian youth at a time of strong nationalist sentiment, and the
serious internal lensions between ltaly's industrial north and the peasant south, bolh
had a strong influence on his approach.

Gramsci himself was convinced that, because of the minority position of the workers,

any revolution in ltaly would require an alliance between northern workers and
southern peasants. A pre-requisite to such an alliance was compromise and a mutual

underslanding of each other's oppression. But this created difficulties. While
'workers in the North and poor peasants in the South had to consider themselves as
the two social classes crushed and exploited, although in different ways, by the same
property owners, the bourgeoisie',1 16 the northern workers were unable to

undersland that southern poverty was a product of history. They attributed failure of
soulhern peasanls to make progress not to external causes but to an internal, innate

deficiencies in the people themselves. 'There only remained one explanation-the
organic incapacity of the inhabitants, their barbarity, their biological

115 Prison Notebooks, 22
1 l6Pozzolini, 99
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inferiority.'117 p67 Gramsci this had to be overcome before the inter-dependent

slruggle of the north and soulh, led by the workers and the workers party, could

succeed. In many ways this situation parallels the internal division between white

settler proletariat and the indigenous population under colonial capitalism. But

Gramsci's own cullural myopia did not enable him to make those connections.

(d) Critiques of Gramsci

Despite its recent popularity, Gramsci's theory of hegemony has not been universally

embraced by Marxist theorists. The coercion/consent dichotomy has come in for
particular criticism. Nicos Poulanlzas has objected that recent discussions of consenl

have focused on the reasons for consent, and obscured the questions of repression and

the role of ideology in relation to consenl. This has meant that the coercive role of the

state in organising power, and in providing the conditions for physical repression

lhrough a code of organised and legitimate violence has been underplayed.

According to Poulantzas, state monopolised physical violence permanently underlies

the techniques of power and mechanisms of consent. Even when not directty exercised,

it still shapes the life of the social body. Law is the organiser of this repression. He

observed that even the most dictatorial state is never devoid of law, and the existence

of such legality has never forestalled any kind of barbarism or despotism.118 Gaps

and loopholes in law also serve to legitimise state illegality. And ultimately the state

can modify its own law. Hence, every state is a 'single functional order of legality and

illegality, of legality shot through with illegality'.11e Recognising this does not deny

the role that law also plays in creating consent and obscuring the political and

economic realities:

Law does not only deceive and conceal, and nor does it merely repress
people by compelling or forbidding them to act. lt also organizes and
sanctions certain real rights of the dominated classes (even though, of
course, these rights are invested in the oominant ideology and are far from
corresponding in practice to their juridical form); and it has inscribed
within it the material concessions imposed on ths dominant classes by
popular struggle.l2o

117 pri"on Notebooks, z1
1185us6 assertions are strongly disputed by E.P. Thompson in Whigs and Hunters. The

Origin of the Black Act, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1977, 25g-269
119N. Poulantzas, 'Law', in Beirne and euinney, 191
l2oPoulantzas,'Law', 190
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Sol Picciotto has also challenged the simple opposition of coercion and legitimacy for
failing to explain either the form of coercion involved or how consent ;s e61s;ns6.121

Steven Mansfield, however, in his doctoral thesis, argued for a dialectical approach to

the consenUcoercion dichotomy-force is inherent in consent, but domination can

exist without consenl. Hegemony therefore always involves some degree of
gss16i6n.122

Alan Hunt's critique is perhaps the most helpful. He located the problem in the
presentalion of coercion and consenl as polar opposites, as either/or, and preferred a
theorisation which would allow those elements to be combined. Hunt argued that the
recenl focus on the non-coercive face of law ignored the constant recognition by

Gramsci of the repressive dimension of law and state. In particular, Hunt took issue

with Stuart Hall and others for focusing on the role of legal autonomy in the
reproduction of consent, and ignoring its role in the clear shift in England during the
1980s towards coercion and authoritarianism.

fn seeking an alternative, Hunt talked of his own attempt to create an analytic
distinction between repressive domination and ideological dominalion, which could

then be recombined. The effect, he concluded, was unsatisfactory, as 'law comes to be

seen as constituted of two ditferent characteristics and in its existence lo oscillate
like a pendulum between them'.123 He urged the need for a coherent presentation

which combines these apparently opposed characteristics and which does not simply
reduce lo a choice between opposites or a fluctuation between them.

C. DERIVATIVE MARXIST THEORIES ON STATE AND LAW

Marxist theorising subsequent to Marx, Engels, and Gramsci, has generally agreed

that the gradually emerging state protected the common class interests of capitalism

against internal disruption and exlernal threats, and that it had over time developed

an apparent independence from material conditions. But from this point theories
tended to branch out into several formal, and competing, schools.

1219. pi6s;otto,'The Theory of the state, class struggle and the rule of law,, in
and the Rule of Law, ed. National Deviancy conference, Hutchinson, London,
165

122Y3ns1;sld, 2s4
123Hu.1,'Dichotomy', 89

Capitalism
1979, 164,
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These arc traditionally categorised as instrumentalist and structuralist. For
instrumentalists, those in power manipulate the state and the law to serve their own
interests. There is no relative autonomy for the stale, or for law in relation to the
state, nor any room for struggle between class interests. Strucluralists, on the other
hand, reduce the state to the role of resolving continuous contradictions which arise
from the reproduction of capitalist society. Both have been labelled determinist.
Structuralism implies a rigidity of the forms and actions of each element of the stare,
whilst instrumentalism suggests a control of capitalist class over political and civil
society. ln their pure forms neither adequately accounts for the ongoing dynamic of
struggle.

Nevertheless, they raise important theoretical issues and contribute elemenls to an

overall understanding of law and state under colonial capitalism-a state whose
apparatus and operations a(e often more crude than in their metropolitan
counlerparts. Examples of each are given here as a prelude to a more focused
discussion on more recent formulalions of Marxisl legal theory, and of the theory of
legitimation crises in advanced capitalism.

(a) The lnstrumentalists

A classlc illustration of the instrumentalist approach to the state and law is presented

by Zenon Bankowski and Geoff Mungham in lheir explicitly polemical contribution
lmages of Law.124 For lhem, law is the instrument of a ruling class which functions
directly at the behest and control of dominant economic and political interests. lt
serves as an instrument of oppression and domination, while spreading the image of
neutrality and impartiality. This is achieved through the imposition of ruling class
ideology.

so far we have looked at the way law prevents and defuses any sort of
radical change. In so doing, we have concentrated on the ways that the law,
in bringing its gifts, forces people to accept its own definitions of reality
and so strengthen legal and thus capitalist society's definitions of control.
we have also talked of the symbolic function that the law has in
emasculaling people and preventing them from taking any action at all. lt is
lhis abstracl ideology of a bourgeois society that prevents any change. For
what it does is to convince people that they have no power. lt convinces
them that the world cannot be changed; that things might become better but
only with the help of autonomous agencies staffed by experts. As part of
this general ideology of capitalist society, the law plays its part in
channelling protest and guiding reform within its parameters. By mediating
lhe relationship between people and their objectives, it prevents them from

l24Z.Bankowski and G. Mungham,lmages of Law, Routledge and Kegan paul, London, 1976
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taking any form of direct action. Political action
constitutional and legal change.125

is transmuted into

As a epnsequence, all reforming, ameliorating, and radical interventions were seen as

not just misconceived, but as dangerous, binding the subordinate classes more closely

to capitalist values and exacerbating the feeling of powerlessness.

The message of this book is simple: law, in the forms lhat it is practised
and taught, means domination, oppression and desolation. Law does not help
but rather hinders people on the way to free society. . . . [O]ne thing that
we know is this: law is an imperial code, it emasculatss man [sic] by
offering the solution to his problems to 'experls"; it reflects the
professionalized society. The only way out is for men to seize thsir lives
and transform themselves and 16s tr,6716.126

Such a mechanistic conception of ideology, Alan Hunt observed, 'reduces ideology to a
theory of false consciousness under whose concealing sign lhe masses languish and

await liberation by our gallant knights.'127 Instead, Hunl insisted on the need to
address the reality of law and legal values, and its real historical effectivity. He

withheld judgment, however, on the universal utility of appealing to law as a strategy

in class struggle.

Bankowski and Mungham focus solely on the law as a tool of repression. ln contrast to
the earlier critics of Gramsci's hegemony, Maureen Cain has rejected the undue focus

of Marxist legal theory on law as coercion, pointing out that the law is rarely

concerned with inter-class struggle. While it can be used for inslrumental, short-

term purposes, the law's role as legitimator both of its own function and of the entire

social struclure, limits the extent of this. Indeed, it may be more important to uphold

the fundamental values of the capitalist order than to gain a particular legal victory.
Hence, legislation may be passed, or judicial decisions made, which are not in the

immediate inlerests of capital. These may be driven either by concerns for
legitimation, or lhe need to respond to, or defuse, powerful challenges from

dominated groups. To ignore such concerns in favour of the immediate interests of
capital would expose an incongruence of ideology and practice, and if continued would

ultimately require lhe reslructuring of ideology, or provoke a popular rejection of
legitimacy.

12sgsnks$/ski and Mungham, 110
126g"nlornski and Mungham, xi, xiii
1276. grnl,'The Radical Critique of Law: An Assessment', /JSL, v.g, 19g0,33,41
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This echoes the argument of Edward Thompson that rulers who rely on legitimation

through law become prisoners of their own rhetoric-although lhis, too, can be taken

too far:

lf the law is evidently partial and unjust, then it will mask nothing, legitimize
nothing, contribute nothing to any class's hegemony. The essential precondition
for the effectiveness of law, in its function as ideology, is that it shall display
an independence from gross manipulation and shall seem to be just. lt cannot
seom lo be so without upholding its own logic and criteria of equity; indeed, on
occasion, by actually being justl2a

These criticisms do not require a total rejection of all that the irstrumentalists are

saying. In defense of instrumentalism, Charles Grau argued that the object of inquiry

is the politics of the capitalist state, which involves a different level of abstraction

from slructuralism, and has become increasingly important with the over
politicisation of production.

lf . . . the capitalist state and the law are structurally limited, it is just as
true that within those limits, the contsnt of politics and actions can vary,
and that the variation can be theoretically and politically significanl.
The work of the "instrumentalists" can be singularly important in
understanding the ways in which content, and even form, are likely to
varY"l29

There are also important commonalities between the instrumentalists' arguments and

Gramsci's passive revolution. And instrumentalism may well bear a closer
relationship to the colonial legal experience than to that of advanced Western

capitalism. But on its own it makes too many assumptions, and leaves too much

unexplained, in its haste to denounce bourgeois law and lawyers as the instruments of
capitalist oppression.

(b) The Structuralists

ln recent years, more attention has be."n focused on the structuralists. Most of them

argue that the slate operates at three levels, generally described as the economic,
political, and ideological. State agencies at each level tace internal constraints,
produced by specialised belief syslems, recruitment patterns and organisational
requiremen15.130 They also face the externalconstraints of meeting the dual needs of

12816ot10"on, 263
1296. Grau,'Whatever Happened to Politics? A Cdlique of Structuralist Marxist Accounts

of State and Law' in Beirne and Quinney, 207
130p. g"1rne and R. Quinney,'lntroduction', in Beirne and Quinney, Marxism and Law, 18
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capital accumulation and lhe generation of mass loyalty, as a way of regulating

relations between classes and class fractions.

Built into this theory is a strong reliance on the concept of relative autonomy,

supported by economic determination in the last instance. Within the state, various

spheres such as politics and law develop a seeming independence from material

conditions, the state, and each other. They become driven by their own internal logic

and experience their own development. This can create tensions, or indeed

contradictions, if the needs of the material base and the internal logic of the sphere

move in different directions. In this way, law and legal ideology are nol only

influenced by material conditions, and developmen:s in other spheres, but in turn

influence those developmenls. Law is not merely superstructural. Nor is it a passive

reflection of economic and other relations.

Perhaps the most prominent advocates of structuralism in recenl years have been

French theorists Louis Althusser and the late Nicos Poulantzas-although each had

lheir own peculiar twists.

(i) Louis Althusser

Althusser objected to traditional designations of the state as a repressive apparatus

which ensured domination, with the mission of the workers being to seize state
power, destroy the existing bourgeois state apparalus, replace it and set in motion

lhe dismantling of the state altogether. Like Gramsci, he rejected the distinction

between public and private realms as the creations of bourgeois law. To him, the state

included every element which contributed to the cohesion of a social formalion,

whether secured through ideology or repression.

The starting point for Althusser's essay on tdeology and tdeotogical State
Apparatusesl3l was Marx's description of every society as constituted by levels or

instances: the infrastructure of economic base, involving the unity of the productive

forces and the relations of production, and lhe superstructure, which itself contained

lwo levels. These were the politico-legal (law and the state) and ideological
(including religious, ethical, legal, political ideologies). The upper floors could not

stand if they did not resl on their base. This represented lhe 'determination in the

1311. Alrhusser, 'ldeology and ldeological
lnvesligation)' in L. Althusser, Lenin and
Brewster, 2nd ed., New Left Books, London,
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last inslance' by the economic level, but allowed for relative autonomy of the

superstructure with respect to that base, and a reciprocal action of the

superstructure on the base.

The problem with this, according to Althusser, was its descriptive nature. To

over@me this he developed the concepl of repressive state apparatus and ideological

state apparaluses. This ultimalely led him on a quest for the theory of an ideology in

general which 'has no history', 'is eternal, omnipresenl, trans-historical and

immutable ;n 1q1m'.132

For Althusser, the society provided tor reproduction of lhe means of production and of
productive forces (labour power) through a subtle combination of state apparatuses.

These took two forms: the Repressive State Apparatus [RSAI, comprising the
government, administration, army, police, courts, prisons, and the like, which

functioned predominantly by repression and secondarily by ideologyi and the

ldeological State Apparatuses ilSAsl which were distinct and specialized institutions,

including religion, education, family, law, politics, trade unions, communications,
and culture. Law belonged to both the RSA and the system q9154s.133

The RSA and lSAs co-exist within Althusser's broad concept of the state. The RSA
provides a shield which allows the lSAs to secure the reproduction of the relations of
production. In each economic formation, one ISA is dominant. Under mature

capitalism Althusser identified that as education. Distinguishing belween
reproduction of the means of production, and reproduction of productive forces
(meaning labour power), Althusser argued that reproduction of the material
conditions of labour power such as food, clothing and housing were not enough. Labour

power needed to be diversely skilled. That task was increasingly undertaken through

the capitalist education syslem and other institutions. These not only reproduced

skills, but also ensured submission to the rules of the established order, the ruling
ideology. This applied not just to workers. 'All the agents of production, exploitation

and repression, not to speak of the "professionals of ideology" (Marx), must in one
way or anolher be "steeped" in this ideology in order to perform their tasks
"conscientiously".' 1 3+

1 321116 usssr, 'ldeology' , 1s1 -2
1 33Althusser, 'ldeology' , 1g7
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The lSAs operate primarily through ideology, backed where necessary by symbolic
repression such as discipline or exclusion. According to Althusser the lSAs are
diverse, and often become lhe site of bitter struggle. lt is difficult for the class
alliance in power to intervene in ihese struggles. But despite their variety and
contradictions, the lSAs are united beneath the ruling ideology. '[Nlo class can hold

State power over a long period without at the same lime exercising its hegemony over
and in the State ldeological Apparatus.'l35 1s linkthe lSAs together, and to the RSA

and the economic base, Althusser fell back on relative autonomy.

Whereas the (Repressive) Slate Apparatus constitules an organized whole
whose different parls ars centralized beneath a commanding unity, that of
the politics of class struggle applied by the political representatives of the
ruling classes in possession of state power, the ldeological state
Apparatuses are multiple, distinct, "relatively aulonomous" and capable of
providing an objective field to contradictions which expr€ss, in forms
which may be limited or extreme, the effects of the clashes between the
capitalisl class struggle and the prolelarian class struggle, as well as thoir
subordinate 1s''6". 1 36

Althusser rejected the designation of ideology as false consciousness. He argued that
ideas are real because they are always inscribed in social practices and are expressed
in objective social forms such as language and rituals which have definite social
effects. So ideologies are not simple reflections of ideas of social relations, they are a
real part of social relations, which they are both determined by, and have a
determining effect upon.

Althusser also sought to integrate traditional Marxisl concerns for historical
materialism with a place for human subjectivity. He argued that ideological
dominance is achieved through two mechanisms: '[t]he involvement of people in the
practices and ideology of the lSAs' and '[p]eople's recognition of themselves, as
'subjecls", in ideology which is cenlred on the absolute power of the Subjecl.'137
Social totality therefore does not exist in a form which is accessible to peoples'

experience. The human subject within capitalist societi/ is transformed into a legal
subject. ihis influences the way that person experiences social totality, and their
own perception of themselves and their relations with others. The relationship
between lhe person, as legal subject, and the totality, is mediated through an

'imaginary relation'.

1354116usser,'ldeology', 13g
1361116rrc.er,'ldeology', 141-z
1379. Sumner, Reading ldeotogies. An investigation into the Marxist Theory of ideology and

law, Academic Press, London, 1979, 41
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lnterposing the concept of the 'imaginary relation' belween the real and the

ideological representation, allowed Althusser to argue that ideology does, and does not,

correspond to the reality it represents. The as lf has a relative autonomy and hence a

real effect. So changes in the forms of the imaginary can produce change in the
relations of subjects to the totality. ldeological struggle must therefore be taken

seriously, and be seen to challenge real obstacles, ralher than being just a matter of
reversing false consciousness. For example, while the women's movement is not

directly promoting socialist politics, it may be important in creating the basis on

which an important section of the population is prepared to take socialist agitation

seriously. But Althusser reined in the potentially free-floating imaginary relation

by imposing upon it the concept of relative autonomy: the ideological state apparatus
in which the imaginary relation is generated is ultimately determined by the

economic base, and carries out functions assigned to it by pre-existing classes and

class ideologies.

Despite his non-materialist epistemology and the extreme level of abstraction which

his theorising reached, Althusser returned, in the end, to the role of ideology as a
false representation which maintains the status quo. He did not explain the material

source of this imaginary relation, its form, or its practical transmission. And while
he recognised the importance of class struggle within and against the lSAs, those

opportunities are, he argued, ultimately circumscribed by capitalist relations.
Despite the complexity of the argument, and lhe excursion into idealism, the theory

of the RSA and lSAs remained essentially determinist. There was no room in

Althusser's imaginary relation for the formulation of counter-ideology, either
individually or collectively.

Althusser has been criticised on numerous tronts-the lack of any convincing
expfanation for the resort to the determination in the last instance; sourcing his

theory in idealism rather than mater,alist dialectics; and adopting an anti-
reformism position which left the'left'disarrg6.138 But the most vehement

criticism has been directed at his structural determinism. Colin Sumner, for
example, was scathing about the representation of people as passive victims of ruling

class ideology:

The economic structure gives state power to the ruling class who control
lhe lsAs and transmit ("cram') their ideology directly to the wilting
receivers, into the empty brains of the subordinates. Equipped with the
right messages, lhe labour-force is fit for its role in the economy. Thus

138P. Hirst, On Law and ldeology, Macmillan, London, 1g7g, j7
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ideology is a reflection of the sconomic structure which lravels via the
stale into the workers' brains. . . . This subjection is uncontested and the
proletariat are the playthings of this mullipls propaganda symphony of
ruling class ideology orchestrated by the lSAs.139

In the postscript to his essay on lSAs, Althusser conceded that his approach had been

abstract, lacked the element of struggle, and left unanswered the relationship of lSAs

to the reproduction of the relations of production which was ultimately realised

through a class struggle. In his later essays in self-crilicism, Althusser objected to

being called a strucluralist and located his failing in the error of theoreticism.

Structuralism, he said, was rationalist, mechanistic and above all formalist. Hence,

'Marxism is not a structuralism, not because it affirms the primacy of the process

over lhe slructure, but because it affirms the primacy of contradiction over the

process.'140

Bul even then he remained wedded to the concept of base/superslructure, and was

unable to account for the dialectical interaction between the e@nomic, political and

ideological elements or to explain the place of non-class social relations. Thus,

Sumner concluded, 'Allhusser fails to develop the concepts which can begin to deal

with the ideologies of sexism, law, 'culture' (in the sense of "high culture"), racism

and scientism, lhe ideologies arising from political practice, and those ideologies

arising from the technical division of economls |sbou1.'141

(ii) Nicos Poulantzas

Poulantzas shared Althusser's conceptualisation of lhe state as incorporating both

public and private institutions, and of the relative autonomy of the economic,

juridico-political and ideological regions from each other. Their exact nature and

configuration depends, in his view, on the particular social formation, although at

any particular moment one of the regions will enjoy primacy. There is no specified

limit on their autonomy. But all are over-determined by the need to reproduce class

relalions, and are therefore 'economically determined in the final instance'.

According to Poulantzas, social structures are lhemselves separated into the

economic, political and ideological. ldeology is then divided into various regions such

as the moral, juridico-political, and aesthetic. In the capitalist mode of produclion,

139Sumner, Reading tdeologies, 38
1401. Afthusser, 'Elements of Self-Criticism', in Essay's in Self-Criticism, New Left

Books, London, 1976, 105, 130.
14lSumner, Reading tdeologies, 45
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the juridico-political region is dominant. ldeology hides not only the economic level,

but also the dominance of the juridico-political regions within the ideological level.

The cement of juridico-polilical ideology permeates every layer of the social

structure, including economic and political practice.

Poulantzas developed a specific theory of the relative autonomy of law. Law provides

the framework of formal cohesion of the social formalion, and regulates the exercise

of power by the state apparatuses and access to them through a system of general,

abstract, and formal rules. ln this way power is apportioned amongst those fractions

which make up the power bloc, thus securing hegemony of the whole, whilst

maintaining their individual relative autonomy. Law also impacts on dominated

classes, variously organising such compromises as are necessary and regulating the

use of physical repression. In this way: 'Capitalist law . . . damps down and channels
political crises, in such a way lhat they do not lead to crises of the 51s1s;1ss11.'142

He also stressed the role of the legal order and juridico-political ideology in

organising capital accumulation through juridical concepls such as private property,

contracl, and commercial law, the regulation of state inlervention in the economy,

and the fragmentation of classes into individual juridical subjects, as well as in
mediating disputes between fractions of capital. While the place and substance of legal

ideology has been transformed over time, il draws on pre-existing notions-hence,

catchwords like liberty, equality, rights, duties, the rule of law, the legal state, the

nation, individual subjects, and the general will have all been directly borrowed

from the medieval theorists of the social contract.

The isolation effect of individualisation served partially to neutralise class struggle,

and to create a fragmented mass ol free and equal legal subjects which exist in the

private sphere. The public sphere 'also organizes and regulates the relations between

differently constituted individuals and categories . . to secure cohesion and unity

among individuated citizens.'143 With the state representing the unity of these

isolated subiects, law itself can become the embodiment of the people-nation through

the fundamental category of slale sovereignty.l44 Law emerges as the source of

legitimacy, occupying a privileged position in the ideological mechanism. Abstract,

formal universal law is presented as the truth of subjects.

142Peu1sn1zas,'Law', 1g4
1439. Jessop, 'on Recent Marxist

ldeology', /JSl, v.8, 1980, 339,
144Pou1.r1zas,'Law', 192
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The organisation of the stale can also take on the guise of a rational-legal

administration. The bureaucracy appears as an impersonal, neutral institution which

embodies the general interest. The elected legislature enjoys a position of legitimacy.

And juridical relations are governed by the rule of law. This is facilitated by the

absence of open political class domination, and the state's monopoly on physical

repression. '[E]ven during periods of ideological crisis, juridico-political ideology

often influences the forms in which the dominated classes live their revolt against

exploitation and repres51gn.'1 45

Poulantzas portrayed ideology not just as a relatively coherent set of beliefs and

representations, but also as a specific level within the social formation. Different

ideologies provide coherence within different classes or class fractions. But all are

conlaminated with elements of other ideologies, and all are subordinated to the
dominant ideology-in particular, the juridico-political concepts of market
competition. This dominance enables the capitalist state to portray itself as

representing the 'general interest' in a society made up of competing and divergent
economic interests.

So, while different alliances of groups form in order to influence the direction of
particular laws, their variety conceals the underlying unity of perceptions and

values which are steered by the dominant ideology. The content of laws will be
predominantly compatible with that ideology, and will seldom be seriously affected by

challenges from subordinate groups and fractions, who are politically impotent, and

contaminated by the dominant ideology.

Poulantzas argued that coincidence between the interests of dominant economic
classes and state policies is not due to direct control by the bourgeoisie over the state

apparatus, but rather to the objective relationship of the state to the capitalist mode

of production. The strength of the state's legitimacy depends on the particular
relations which exists between the dominant and dominated seclors of that society,
including fractions within, and alliances across, classes. So the actions of the state
might not be in the direct interests of the capitalist class, but might be driven by

concerns for legitimation, or by the need to respond to successful challenges from
subordinate s16ssss.1 46

14sJessop, 'On Recent', 354
146Beirne and Quinney, 'lntroduction', 1g
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This means that formal and abstract civil liberties are both devices for damping

down political crises and lrue conquests by the masses. 'ln lhis sense and this sense

alone does modern law set the limits of the exercise of power and of intervention by
the state apparaluses.'147 Beyond this, however, limits on the exercise of state
power are basically a matter of formal demarcalion between public and private, and
between the respective jurisdictions of the various state agen6iss.148

While Poulantzas did allow some room for changes in the constitution of the law and

the juridical system, his approach remained firmly structural:

Law regulates the exercise of political power by the State apparatuses,
and access to them, by a system of general formal, abstract, strictly
r€gulated normsr explicitly fixed to make for predictability. Given a pow6r
bloc composed of different classes and class fractions, it regulates their
relations within the state apparaluses, organizing the hegemony of one
class or fraction over ths resl. Law therefore allows the relation of forces
within the alliance in power to be modified without the ov€rthrow of the
State. The juridical system thus lays down its own rules ol
transformation; this is the main role of the Constitul;on.149

Even laws which are not apparently linked to the class struggle are in fact 'inspired

by a plastic and omnipresent ideology formulated by the ruling class as a crucial

element in the defence of their dominant position.'150

Like Althusser, Poulantzas has been accused of non-materiatism, over-abslraction,
and exaggerating the role of ideology and its ability to unify. His critics also argue

that his structural determinism provides no room for popular struggles to affect the
form and extenl of class domination. And even if the isolation effect is accepted in

terms of the cutemporary struggle of workers, it fails to explain the place of non-

class movemenls in struggle.

ln particular, Jorge Larrain has rightly objected to the oversimplification of such

theories which seek to separate economic, political, and ideological structures.
Generally education, media, and churches are allocated to the ideological level;
parliament, judiciary, police, bureaucracy, laws, and regulations to the political;

and relations of production, means of production, and other productive forces to the
economic. But Larrain asked: 'ls it not equally true that jurisprudence, laws and

l4TPoulantzas,'Law', 195
148p. p6glanlzas,'The Exceptional State'in The Political Economy of Law. A Third World

Reader, ed. Y. Ghai et al Oxford University press, Delhi, 1997,2O7, 2Og
l49Poulantzas,'Exceptional State', 208
1506. Collins, Marxism and Law, Oxford University press, Oxford, 1gg2, 5g
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codes are also cultural products or forms of consciousness?'l51 While each level

may well have a dominant aim or purpose, ideology cannot simply be separated from

the actual functioning of the political and economic spheres.

(lli) Critiques of Relative Autonomy

These theories also raise the dilemma of relative autonomy, in particular the
question of closure: where does autonomy end, and why? Various possibilities have

been suggested. Relative autonomy can be viewed as purely illusory. This avoids the

problem of closure, but does so through a poorly disguised version of crude economic

determinism.

Alternatively, autonomy can be seen as real and necessary tor the state to fulfil its
primary role as the factor of cohesion. lf that autonomy is then left open-ended, it

vests those agencies with a real and unlimited independence and no necessary

conneclion to productive relalions at all. Barry Hindess and Paul Hirst, for example,

have argued that only certain forms of political and ideological structures are

compatible with the relalions of production. But productive relations do not of
themselves guarantee that those specific political and ideological structures will

exist. That depends on class struggle. Yet political and ideological struggle are no

longer fought on the basis of classic class distinctions, or over objective class

interests. Indeed, people adopt political positions which are quite divergent from

those class interests. So, Hindess and Hirst argued, Marxists must accept either that

concepts of class are confined to the economic sphere or that real ralher than relative

aulonomy exisls at the political and ideological levels.

From this position, they argued that all institutions are not necessarily capitalist in
character and effect, nor are they state apparatuses dominated by ruling class
ideology. They have a level of real political and ideological autonomy, and can be

reformed and radically changed through a variety of forces within relalions that still

operate through wage labour and commodity forms. Such reforms are not reformistit
they create new grounds for struggle and new sources of strength.

Larrain has rightly rejected lhis, accusing them of confusing the question of class
interests with class practices. The driving force of social formations is the need to

survive. lf the economic relations which determine that survival are organised
through the system of capitalism, lhen capitalist class relations in their complex,

151Larrain, 178
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present-day form will set the limits on the range of viable political and ideological

forms. Larrain invoked Gramsci's account of the potential for political ideas to

conflict with the interests of the economic and social struclure. This 'accounts for the

existence of political mistakes and errors in calculation on the part of political

leaders which historical development later corrects.'152 Politics, ideology, and

capitalist relations are not autonomous. In the struggle for hegemony and for the
formation of the historic bloc, material forces are the substance and ideologies are

the form. Variations will occur, but only within those parameters.

So the dilemma of explaining relative autonomy remains. Many theorists simply
resort to the concepl of 'determination in the last inslance'. But that, in turn, can be

condemned as a variation on the same economic determinism. As Stuart Hall noted in
relation to Engels' use of the concept: 'Engels knows what the question is but does not

produce a satisfactory solution 1e ;1.'1s3

D. A WORKING FORMULATION OF LAW

The rigidities of lhe instrumentalist and structuralist approaches have been
lempered, in recent times, by moves to integrale the valid elements of each with a
recognition of the sublle and complex function and operalion of law under
contemporary capitalism.

(a) A Constitutive Approach to Law

According to orthodox Marxism the main function of a legal system is to protect and

enhance the reproduction of economic relations. But this is too simplistic. Law is not

an automatic reflex of economic and political functions. Not all laws function for the
prevailing economic interests. Indeed law enjoys a considerable degree of autonorny
from the e@nomy, other state agencies, and civit society. Nor do all laws result from

the struggle between classes, work well for dominant interests, reflecl the views of
all dominanl class interests, or serve economic ends. The content and function of law

are affected by a complex interaction of class fractions, political parties, political
cliques, bureaucracy, and cultural groupings.

152Larrain, g1-z
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There is therefore some appeal in the concept of relative autonomy. But Alan Hunt has

expressed particular concern at the inadequacy of critical legal thinking in this area.

Unless relative autonomy

is capable of being linked to some account which specifies the boundaries or
limitation of autonomy it can only be understood as constantly running the
danger of lapsing into the assertion of either autonomy or determinism
coupled with an expression of faith. . . . The idea of relative autonomy is a
concept in search of a theory.154

Further, there is a real danger that in relying on relative aulonomy and slressing the

role of legal ideology, the historical conneclion between the process of capital
accumulation and the specific forms adopted by the state and law will be lost.

Picciotto has argued thal the apparent neutrality of law is neither just an ideological
mask, nor an instrument to be manipulated by the ruling class. The particular form

taken by law is the result of social change which occurs through struggle. 'ln order to
grasp the specific characleristics of order and domination embodied in the form of
legal relations in any particular society and epoch, it must be related to the nature

and historical development of the relations of production.'1ss Atempts to distinguish
between 'social reproduction' and the 'productive relation' tend to present legal
relations as external to the relations of production. Social relations then appear as
fetishised forms which conceal their class relations, in particular through the
separation of the economic and political, and through the apparent autonomy of the

state. That means their contradictory development cannot be located within the aclual
historical development of lhe capitalist mode of production. They remain abstracted
and idealist.

Edward Thompson also slressed the significance of the law's organic relationship to
capitalism. Law 'was deeply imbricated within the very basis of productive relations,
which would have been inoperable without this law',156 and the presence of legal

elements had real consequences for how those relations were lived out and struggled

over.

In response to these difficulties, Hunt has advocated a dialectical approach which he

called a 'constitutive theory of law'. This accepts that law both constitutes and is
conslituted. Whilst it still leaves the indeterminacy problems of relative autonomy,
it does recognise the effectivity of law in the equation of productive and social

1544. Hunl,'The Theory of Critical Legal Srudies', OxJt S, v.6 no.l, 1, 29-30
l55Picciotto , 167
15616oro"on, 260
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relations. Hunt did not attempt to formulate the concept. Rather he pointed to the need

for legal theorists to identify (a) the necessary conditions for a social institution or
practice to exist, and how these conditions are secured or provided, but (b) in a way
which allows for interaction between these conditions and the economic practices
within which they are located.

As applied to law, Hunl stressed the dual relationship between the general structure
and its particular elements. The specifics of legal regulation or practice could not be

studied outside their location within the structure of 'the Law', and the Law could not

be conceptualised outside specific regulations or practices. In addition to re@gnising

the internal dynamics of the law, and its relationship to social and economic
functions, this would allow for the central role of contradiction in the development of
economic forces of capitalism and the accompanying social formations. This approach
would also require a commitment lo understanding the connectedness of law and the
external social totality, as well as the effectivity of specific legal doctrine. This, he

hoped, may 'breathe substance into the concept of lhe relative autonomy of law
without falling foul of the indeterminacy inherent in its general formulal;gn.''157

A rigorous and comprehensive study of law would lherefore need to recognise all its
component parts and their relationship to each other, to other parts of the state and to
broader social and productive relations. Thompson stressed the importance of these
different elements in his conclusion to Whigs and Hunters:

The law when considered as an institution (the courts, with their class
theatre and class procedures) or as personnel (the judges, the lawyers,
the Justices of the Peace) may very easily be assimilated to those of the
ruling class. But all that is entailed in 'the law" is not subsumed in these
institutions. The law may also be seen as ideology, or as particular rules
and sanctions which sland in a definite and aclive relationship (often a field
of conflict) to social norms; and finally, it may be seen simply in terms of
its own logic, rules and proceduree-that is, simply as law.158 lmy
emphasisl

A number of these characteristics of the capitalist form of law are referred to during
this thesis. While they have been touched upon in the preceding theoretical review, il
is important at this stage to consolidate them into a more coherent torm.

157Hun1,'Critical Legat Studies',
1S8Thompson, 260
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(b) The Function of Law under Capitalism

Maureen Cain identified three parallel functions served by law: mystificatior+real
power relationships are obscured, because legal forms of power are equally available
to all; legitimation-the exercise of real power is legitimated through an ideology
which explains the state, creating a mythology of a total society in whose interests

stale and law operate and which, as a consequence of their apparent autonomy, are

value-neulral; and regulation-cnnflicts are resolved in the average interests of lhe
ruling class, thereby maintaining the unity and integrity of that s1sss.159

While law is not the only form through which social relations are defined-'[a] key
question for modern state officials is whether to impose an ideology through a series
of speeches, national debate, a television broadcast or a law'160-its significance lies

in its ability to legilimise that exercise of power. According to sumner:

Lawyers posit legal history as the history of a sel of concepts
developed solely by lawyers. In my view, law moves within, and is moved
by, its relation to the problems posed for il by the social structure. The
relation is mediated practically, in the form of the institutions of law
crealion and enforcement . . . the legal profession, the legislature and the
law enforcement agenc16r.'l 61

Bul law's internal character is also important, meaning that 'law can be pulled in

directions other than those intended by the legislators'. While, '[iln essence law is
little different from political policy, administrative decision and military strategy',
such transparency runs 'contrary to the need for universal legilimacy and the
structural necessity of all ruling classes lo obtain some kind of consent for their
direclion and supremacy'. So, Hunt concluded:

The mystification of the natur€ of law (as a form) is still necessary today. .

. [l]deology and the rituals of propriety within legal practice serve an
important function in concealing the sectional nature of law-making.
[L]aw avoids the dirty images of politics and shares in its good side. Law's
slructural position enables it to b€ presented as an sxpression of universal
truth under the aegis of beneficent and meritorious authority.162

1S9cain, 'Main Themes', 69-70
160sumner, Reading ldeologies, 24
161Sumner, Reading tdeotogies, 274
162Sumner, Reading |deotogies, 2l5-6
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(c) Atomisation of the Legal subject

Classes are fragmented into individuals upon whom the authority and procedure of the
law is exercised equally. The juridical person as a free and equal legal subject is
essential to the organisation of relations of production lhrough such devices as the

labour contract, capitalist private properly, market exchange, and market
competition.l63 gn6sl the'the dull compulsion of economic necessity'-to use Marx's

term-'[a]ll that the powerful must do in order to protect the relations of production

is to guarantee the inviolability of private property and to provide a reliable system
for the enforcement of contracts which transfer ownership in commod;11ss'.164

The isolated individuals appear unified by a consensual participation in the national
community and protected by a stale which embodies lhe popular witl. Values such as
individualism, equality, and private property become universal and prevailing
values, and serve to legitimate existing forms of social relalionships.

[A]ll trace of class domination is systematically absent from its language.
. . Thus th€ impact of this region on the other regions of lhe ideological and
the political role of the dominant bourgeois ideology consisrs not only in the
fact that it justifies the direct economic interests of the dominant class but
that above all it presupposes, composes or imposes the image of an
'equality' of identical", "disparate' and "isolated" individuals, unified in
the political universality of lhe state/nation.165

Conflicts are then represented as clashes of individual interest occurring within the

spheres of the market, politics, or morality.

Under the current system of professionatised justice this atomized subject is also the
client. The opponent, even when collective, is also individualised. Both are detached
from their collective belonging, their class position, their social relations and
origins, and the deeper origins of their dispute. The remedies offered are,
accordingly, one-off and short-term. Longer-term preventative solutions require a

vision of the problem which goes beyond the individual parties, and the recognition of
a cause which is economic or social, not legal. lt poses problems which legal
technology cannot fix.

16316s concept of 'commodification' of the legal subject underpinned the theory of law
developed by Eugeny Pashukanis in 1920s and 1930s. E. Pashukanis, Law and Marxism:
A General Theory. Towards a Critique of the Fundamental Juridicat Concepts, transl. B.
Einhorn, lnk Links, London, 1978
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(d) Legal ldeology

There are two essentially opposed concepts of ideology in Marxism: one negative,
which refers to a kind of distorted thoughl, and one positive, which refers to the

totality of forms of social consciousness or to the political ideas of all social classes.

Siuart Hall, for example, uses ideology in both its positive sense:

By ideology I mean the mental frameworks-the languages, lhe concepls,
categories, imagery of thought, and the systems of representarion-which
different classes and social groups deploy in order to make sense of, define,
figure out and render intelligible the way society works, . .

and its negative sense:

[especially] lhe concepts and the languages of practical thought which stabilize
a particular form of pow€r and domination; or which reconcile and accommodale
the mass of the people to their subordinate place in the social 1q1ms11sn.166

The nature and place of ideology, and the meaning given it by Marxists, has been the

subject of an exlensive theoretical debate which is beyond the purpose of this
thesis.l67 Nevertheless, it is necessary to clarify the sense in which the term
ideology is used in this thesis.

Not all thought is ideology. Colin Sumner distinguished between general modes of
thought, called spontaneous consciousness; and specific elements of thought, called

ideologies or philosophical consciousness. 'Philosophical consciousness is more

contemplative, interpretive and introspective: its world of reference is the world of
social consciousness more than the world of practical social reality'.168 lt is
intrinsically slower moving, more rigid, and less immediate in reflecting social
relations. Sumner divided this category further into

ideology to refer to the basic or simple elements (the ideas, images,
impressions, notions, elc.) of any form of social consciousness, and lhe
lerm ideological formation to refer to an element of any form of social
consciousness which is a complex connecled admixture, serialization or
syslematization of ideologies (s.9. a lheory, a discourse, a complex idea, an
item of social morality, a law, a theology;.169

166S. Hall, 'The Problem of ldeology-Marxism without guarantees', in Marx: A Hundred
Years On, ed. B. Matthews, Lawrencs and Wishart, London, .lggg, 59

1675ey an analysis of this debate see Larrain.
168Sumner, Reading ldeologies, 1l
l69Sumner, Reading tdeologies, Zo
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ldeologies are not just creations of the human mind. They inhabit the social world,

and so are creations and creators of social practice. Yet much of the study of ideology,

according lo Sumner, has sought to deduce the social meaning of a sign from its
internal structure-what he called the 'struclural idealist' approach. Appearance has

been taken as an indicator of inner form. That limits the possible meanings of a
discourse to the struclures of signification which operate within that discourse. But,

Sumner argued, the internal form of an ideology is a 'signification' of something

olher than itself. The social meaning which is given to that linguistic sign is not

inlrinsic, but comes from social intercourse. So the structural idealist approach
produces a meaning which is static, rather than changing with time or context;
idealist, rather than materialist; descriptive, rather than explanatory; closed,
ralher than a composite of interacting, dynamic, and autonomous elements. lt
requires people to live out the roles set for them by those concepts. And there is no

place for an ideology which is born in one social practice and lived out in anolher
with a new meaning. In an attempt to counteract this,

[a] social theory of the historically rooted permanenc€ and unity of a
systern can of course be added to a structuralisi method, and in practice
usually is, bul then what is being pracliced is not structuralism becauss the
logic of the system is derived from social circumstances ralher than from
the discourse under analysis.170

As noted earlier, Sumner was equally critical of Althusser's determinist approach to

ideology. Instead, he argued for an explicitly dialectical approach to reading
ideology-one which recognises that political, legal, and ideological relations are

elements of the social relations of production, just as the social relations of
production are inscribed within those political, legal, and ideological formations and
procedures.

Before ideology can have meaning it must have significance with some socially

constituted grouping. So a historical malerialist approach would start with social
relalions, and identify the ideologies which they require for their practical

operation, by building a knowledge of people, institutions, events, social practices

and apparent beliefs. Yet all of these would already be affected by social ideologies and

social relations. The dialectical approach therefore faced a problem: 'to read the
social ideologies we need to know the social relalions at work, but to comprehend

social relations we need to know the social ideologies 11 *o4,.'171

17osumner, Reading tdeotogies, 1o7
171Sumner, Reading ldeologies, 196
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To overcome this, Sumner advocated a'bridgehead'concept, where ideology is seen in

terms of four constituent elemenls: subjective rationality, physical reality, social

structure, and the internal logic of a practice. 'The bridging assumption appropriate

to historical materialism clearly centres on its key concept of social praxis as a

societally located, historical action carried out by actors, purposively in the light of
their ideologies, within specific structural and material conlexts.'172

The dialectical approach therefore requires a shifl in emphasis, from the internal
relations of the discourse, to the contexts in which these relations are generated,

operated, and maintained.l T3 lt recognises that ideology has its own modality, its own

ways of working, and its own forms of struggle. 'All discourse has "conditions of
existence" which, although they cannot fix or guarantee particular outcomes, set
limits or constraints on the process of articulat;en 11es11.,17a

This has particular implications for the study of tegat ideology. Sumner viewed Law
as power and ideology given a legal form and sanction by the state.

A legal enaclm€nt is a hybrid form combining power and ideology: an
ideological formation sanctioned, according to fixed and hallowed
procedures for the crealion of Law, by the instituted executors of social
power. lt originates within legalizing practices which are political in that
thsy are geared lo producing specific power relations. Once constituted,
legal systems do not just produce law, but exist as The Law. An ideology of
legality develops which celebratss and elevates The Law to an exalted
slatus as the expression of unity in lhe nation. . . . The ideology of Law has
a real basis, for laws are indeed expressions of a unity in politics and
cullure. This unity is the hegemonic bloc of classes and class tractions
which carries sufficient support to establish a consensus of interests and
ideas around its impera11u"".175

This suggests that the overriding function of law and legal ideology is to construct a

homogeneity and conformism which is consistent with the dominant inlerests, but
which appears lo serve all within the historic bloc. Law's effectiveness as an
ideological force and hegemonic organiser therefore depends on its ability to creale a

consensus which accommodates olher diverse economic, political, and cultural
practices.176 When consensus cannot be produced on important issues or problems,

172sumner, Reading ldeotogies, 2oo
173sumner, Reading tdeologies, 2o3
1749. Hall, 'tntroduclion: Thatcherism and rhe Crisis of the Left,, in S. Hall, Thatcherism

and the crisis ol the Left. The Hard Road to Renewal, Verso, London, 1ggg, 1 , 10
175sumner, Reading ldeotogies, 293
176see A. Hunt,'Law, state and class struggle', Marxism Today, v.20, no.6, 1976, 17g
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social control goes behind the law's 'ideological curtain' to the more overt use of
economic and political power.177 So if the image of law is undermined, hegemony is

threatened. This makes the ideological function of law crucial.

From that analysis Sumner concluded that definitions of law which ignore legal

ideology

miss the precise sense of law as a conjoint expression of power and
ideology. The crucial questions about the origins of law always relate to the
power bloc behind the legislation, the nature of the problem this bloc wants
to solvo, the ideologies in which this problem is perceived and understood,
and the political opposition to the proposed legislation. Law is a hybrid
phenomenon of politics and ideology; a politico-ideologicat 

"6"1""1.178

But views on the nature and centrality of legal ideology differ, and Sumner's approach

is vulnerable to attack from various directions. There is a tendency to over-identify

law with ideology.

Thus the law (we agree) may be seen instrumentally as mediating and
reinforcing existent class relations and, ideologically, as offering these a
legitimation. [But] if we say that existent class relations were mediated by
the law, this is not the same thing as saying that the law was no more than
those relations translated into other terms, which masked or mystified the
reality. This may, quite often, be true but it is not the whole truth. For
class relaiions were expressed, not in any way on€ likes, but through the
forms of law; and the law, like other institutions which from time to time
can be sesn as mediating (and masking) existent class relations . has its
own characteristics, its own independent history and logic af sys1u11s6.179

Over-emphasis on the ideological function of law can obscure the material nature of
law, its coercive power, and its real impact on real people and real retations.

Second, it cannot be assumed that the population in general, or some part of it, is
actually influenced by the ideological products of the legal process. lts impact may be

limited to professional legal consciousness, or to certain fractions within the historic
bfoc. Popular compliance may be secured by the tack ol a @nsensus on important
points of struggle, ralher than positive acceptance of legal ideology. And where
popular and legal ideology do coincide, this may be due to a dominant or hegemonic
political cullure of which legal ideology is just one product. lt needs to be
remembered that legal ideology is only one totm of ideology. Capitatist states have

employed a wide range and combination of ideological justifications over time,

177sumner, Reading ldeologies, 268
178sumner, Reading tdeologies, 267
179Thompson,262
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incfuding economic efficiency, freedom, democracy. and the national interest. Legal
ideology is articulated along with other economic, political and cultural ideologies in

the process of legitim31len.18o

These @ncerns led Hunt to advocate an empirically grounded concept of ideology

which recognises the importance of legal form and lhe legal machinery for imposing

it, the political and cultural conditions of the day, the economic conlext, and the class
formations of the particutar society.181 That is the approach taken in this thesis.

(e) Legal formalism

Law is not simply the mystification of ruling class power. lt is significant that the
interests of capitalism are served through the legal form of regulalion, and not some

other form of power. lf

the question of form is neglected, the limits which particular forms impose
on lhe performance of a particular content cannot be conceptualized, and a
very strong impression of the uncontradiclory rationality of the law as an
instrument wielded by the ruling class results, or alternatively an
uncontradictory assessment of the functions law provides for the
reproduction of economic relations and for the reproduclion of class
dominance.182

The form of law, which Bob Fine termed 'equal right', cannot be isolated
undialectically from ils content of 'substantive inequality'.183 Legal ideologies, legal
formalism, and their professional conduits play a vital, but generally subconscious,
role in depoliticisation and legitimation of these substantive inequalities.

The formalisf approach, often termed tiberal legalism, posits the belief that under
lhe rule of law the application of ascertained rules to given sels of facts can be

relatively determinate, objeclive, and valuq-free, and through rigorous analytical
deduction can produce lhe correcl outcomes.

Its integral concepts include general, democratically-promulgated rules; equal
trealment of all citizens before the law; radical separation of morals, politics, and

1806. Hunt, 'The ldeology of Law: Advances and Problems in Recent Appllcations of the
concept of ldeology to the Analysis of Lav/, Law and society Review, v.19, no.1, 19g5,
16

181Hunt, 'The ideology', 13
182B. Fine, 'Law and Class', in NDC, 29, 35
183Fine, gg
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personalily from adjudication; precedent; separation of the legislative (prospective)

and judicial (retrospective) functions; the obligation to formulate legal rules on a
general basis (ratro decidendl: adherence to complex procedural formalities; and the

search for specialised methods of analysis (legal reasoning). Via this framework of
legal rules the particular conflict is redefined within parameters which are not

dysfunctional to the state. So, inside the courtroom, formal rules of procedure and

evidence predetermine lhe sequence of questioning, the time when new information

can be inlroduced, and the form and extent to which substantive knowledge can be

imported into the 6vsns.184

The focus on legal procedu.re reifies legal content and puts it beyond reach of
substantive analysis. lnstead, legal rules are sourced to an internally consislent
consensual morality which is pre-determined, external to the discretion of human

agents, not open to question, necessary to an underlying reality which exisls
independent of human beings, timeless, and universd.185 Law itsetf becomes equated
with justice and legitimate authority.

While modern jurisprudence admits that the legislature does change taws to satisfy

certain interests, orthodox legal discourse continues lo appeal to coherent and

consistent application of abstract legal logic. Law remains the conceptual foundation-

slone of the social formation. lt defines, analyses, and regulates all manner of social
relations, and ordinary citizens learn lo interpret social phenomena according to

legal categories.

Most lawyers and citizens believe, or claim to believe, in the autonomy of legat
reasoning. Hugh Collins has likened lawyers and judges to priests examining holy

texts in order to discover the meaning concealed therein.186 Because participation is

limited to this licenced pool of professionals whose own living, status, and ideological

training cause them to operale within those rules, the legal syslem is ensured of
internal consislency and co-operation. This reinforces both the real and the apparent
autonomy of the law.

Rules, laws, and legal concepts need not be new. Some may be left-overs or
'survivors' from a former mode of production and social formalion. However, while

184p. McBarnett, Conviction. Law, the State, and the Construction of Justice, Macmillan,
London, 1981

185p. Carlan,'Control in a Magistrates'Courr', in Law and Society: Readings in the

- Sociology of Law, ed. C. Campbell and P. Wilss, Martin Robertson, Oxford, lg7g, 211
186coltins, os
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the words may be the same, the meaning they are given will be determined by their
new context. So /egal discourse is a complex ideological formation which combines
modern concepts, doclrines and terms from the pasl, and the language of moral
discourse. The actual motivations and ideas which underpin the legislation are usually

concealed in the final discourse. Once introduced it takes on a universal, moral
character which is separate from its underlying economic, political, and ideological

context.

Judges are careful to comply with the internal logic of the system, locating their
decisions within established typologies and principles, and generally avoiding appeals
to broader values and legitimating ideologies. But doctrines of common law and

statutory interpretation provide plentiful opportunities for legal and judicial
creativity. The tools of legal reasoning are sufficiently flexible to allow a judge to
justify many different statutory interpretations, and even to f ruslrate
parliamentary intention in the name of merely applying, interpreting , or finding
that intention. The need to remain true to the requirements of formalism may mean a
considerable divergence between what the judge actually considers, and what is made

explicit in the judgment.

Indeed, in a recent review of critical legal theory, Alan Hunt has challenged the
point-scoring intellectual battles which seek to expose inconsistencies and
incoherency in liberal legal discourse.l87 He pointed out that such incoherence may
well be a functional attribute of liberal legalism. The openness of legal doctrine gives

a judge considerable flexibility in addressing the competing demands and values
generated internally by legal ideology, and by external forces. ,This may leave a

messy line of precedent that can be seized upon.' But, as Hunt pointed out, the
'viability and social persuasiveness of these resulls may be more important than the
small price of doctrinal incoherence which is a by-pro6u61.'188

Nor should coherence and consistency of legal discourse be assumed, or taken at face

value. Beneath the smooth surface of legal reasoning and judicial utterance, there are

social, economic and political pressures and contradictions which influence its
process, logic and outcomes. Uneven developments within the social formalion can
produce contradictions which require variable and sometimes conflicting responses.
Tensions may also arise from the relative autonomy of the political, juridical, and
ideological spheres. Legal practice itself may 'involve principles or procedures

187Hun1, 'Crirical Legal Studies', 1

188Hun1, 'Critical Legal Studies', 36
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which prevent the law moving in step with its economic partner.'189 As Hugh Collins

observed:

There is no imaginative jurist or wise judge thinking out elaborate
intellectual systems of justice, but rather doctrinal evalualion occurs when
a conflict arises which cannot be dealt with straightforwardly because it
raisss to the surface an internal contradiction within the dominant ideology.
Hard cases are therefore nol crises of inconsistency thrown up by the
logical development of the existing law; they occur when no legal expression
of the dominant ideology has been establishsd or during periods of ideological
transition when there are competing background ideologies.l90

The tensions which result when formalism is unable lo provide the required degree of

flexibility to deal with these contradictions is discussed in depth in the later chapter

on the courts.

But, whatever ils distorlions, the process of legal reasoning is nevertheless real, in

the sense that it does have a concrele effect on the outcome of the litigation, it

underpins the judicial sense of legal process, and it provides the opportunity for

diversity of legal thought. lt may even produce decisions which appear to be contrary

lo class interests-although ultimately 'lhe malerial determinalion of the content of

law in these hard cases is ensured because the dominant ideology is itself the source

of the conflicl between legal rules; it defines the issues to be discussed and delimits

the range of possible solutions.'l91 Whichever solulion is reached it will involve

rules or principles provided by the dominant ideology. lt may be economically,
politically, or administratively inconvenient, but it will not be fundamentally

subversive.

Picciotto, in particular, has warned against dislocating legal formalism from the
context of capitalist relations. The hislorical development of apparently autonomous

legal logic and procedure must be theorised as part of the changes in social relations

of production. The unfolding c.ontradictions created by class struggle, and attempts to

resolve them lead to a divergence between the generality of Law, and its specific

application of laws in particular situations. Picciotto described a kind of legal

'porosity' in juridical law enforcemenl, which provides a latitude or leeway of
indeterminacy, and results in the judiciary and legal profession exercising social or
economic power.192 This serves to further mystify the relationship between law and

189sumner, Reading ldeologies, 51
190Coltins, 7Z
191collins, z2
192Picciotto, 1Ts
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the relations of production. Again, this wilt be identified as a significant factor in the

litigation whereby Maori challenged key elements of economic restructuring and laid

claim to strategic economic resources.

(0 Lawyers as Organic Intellectuals

Critiques of the legal profession tend to focus on its members' role as agents of social

control, their monopoly over legal knowledge, and the dependency they create

amongst consumers. For example, Nicos Poulantzas when discussing the social

division of labour stated:

[E]very state agent-every parliamentarian, politician, policeman, officer,
judge, barrister, lawyer, civil servant, social worker, and so on-is an
intellectual to the extent that he [sic] is a man of taw, who legislates,
knows the laws and regulations, and applies them in concrele ways. No-one
should be ignorant of the /an-that is the fundamental maxim of the modern
juridical syst€m, in which no-ons but state representatives are able to
know the law. [P]opular massss remain dependent upon, and
subordinated to, state functionaries as the makers, protectors and appliers
of the 1.r.193

And Terrance Johnson contrasted the homogeneity of a legal profession recruited from

broadly similar backgrounds, with the fragmenlation and diversity of their
clientele.194 Professional associations are seen as gate-keepers who ensure that

their members share a class and cultural identity, which is constantly reinforced by

training and socialisalion. The legal profession perceives itself as the sole reposilory

of expertise and knowledge, in the belief that its role and ethics ensure the autonomy

and integrity of impartial law. Clients, dependent on their lawyers' expertise, have

little choice but to legitimate these claims-although the diversity of class or ethnic

clientele does create pressures on the profession to respond, and provokes competing

views on the role of law and concepts of justice within the profession itself.

The dependency theory also received some support lrom Marx, who talked of

so-called 'higher grade' workers-such as state officials, military people,
artists, doctors, priests, judges, lawyers, stc.-soms of whom are not only
not productive but in essence destructive, but who know how to appropriate
to themselves a very great part of the "material" wealth partly through the

193P9u1..12as,'Law', 193
194T. Johnson, 'Professional Control', in Campbell and Wiles, 21 9
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sale of their "immaterial" commodities and partly by forcibly imposing the
latter on other people.195

But, as Maureen Cain pointed out, lawyers' clients are typically the institutions of
capitalist society and middle class people, not the poor and oppressed. lt is lawyers'

conlribution to the reproduction of capitalist relations which is most suble, and

most significant. Analyses of lawyers based on the minority of their work obscures
their primary role of redefining the practice of social and productive relations, as

the organic intellectuals of capitalism.

The lawyer's job is lo conceptualise problems in a lorm which can be solved by the
availabfe legal tools. Law provides a meta-language which pervades lhe economic,
political, and ideological spheres. Lawyers translate issues and reconstitule them in

lerms of that general legal discourse. So when corporate and wealthy clients, or the

state, brings an issue to a lawyer and requires a certain outcome, the lawyer
translates the issue in the way which best helps achieve that outcome. At times this
requires the lawyer to adapt and extend the concepts and subjects of existing
discourse:

Thus actual and important slructurss and forms of organisation are created
in ways of thought of lawyers, managors, and executives-in olher words,
by organic intellectuals of the capitalist class. . . The partial and apparent
autonomy of law, however, means that the translation lawyers undertake in
order to resolve lhese very real problems of a permanently emerging social
order must be capable of being shown to be consistent with pre-existing
legal forms and principles. This secures automalically the legitimacy of the
new ideas/;nsqi1u1;sns.1 96

In Cain's terms, lawyers are 'conceptive ideologists who think, and therefore
constitute the form of, the emergent relations of capitalist society.'197

Lawyers peddle the language of the law, legal symbols. Lawyers coerce the
experiences and life situations of lheir clients lo fit these definitions.
Lawyers are responsible for individualizing and de-politicizing issues. This
is inevitable if an issue is to be constituted in terms of legal discourse. Law
is hegemonic, and subjects all who come within its scop€ lo a reconstitution
of their problems in terms of a fundamentally bourgeois set of ideological
categories.l 98

1956. y"tt, Theories of Surptus Value, Part 1, Lawrence and Wisharr, London, ',1969, 174-
5

19611. Cain,'Beyond lnformal Justice', EUI Working Paper No.84/129, paper to Law and
Society Association, Boston, June 1994, Zg

197y. Cain, 'The General Practice Lawyer and the Client: Towards a Radical Conception,,
IJSL, v.7, 1979, 331, 33s
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Hence, lawyers can 'be justly characterized as the organic intellectuals of the
bourgeoisie, thinking the class's advance through a close institutional
relationship with its day to day practical concerns.'199 ln the eyes of the legal
profession this discourse is real, and takes on a life of its own independent of the

conditions in which it was formed or reformed-a phenomenon also remarked on by
Marx:

Within the division of labour these relations [i.e. of production], are bound
to acquire an independent existence over against the individuals. All
relations can be expressed in language only in the form of concepts
Besides this meaning in everyday consciousnsss, these general ideas are
further elaborated and given a special significance by politicians and
lawyers, who, as a resull of the division of labour, are dependent on ths
cult of lhese concepts, and who see in them, and not in the relations of
produclion, the true basis of all real prop€rty relalions.2o0

In the present day, it is this perceived independence of lawyers which helps to

sustain law's reification and appearance of aulonomy:

Where the job of articulaling and developing laws is handled by a distinct
caste of lawyers, who are nol identical in their composition to the ruling
class, it is much easier to suppose that thsy r€ason without concern for lhe
material interests of the dominant class, and furthermore that not all their
ideas are derived from the dominant ideology. ln a ralatively aulonomous
stats therefore it may be more widely believed that law develops
aulonomously because the officials of the legal system are not obviously
manipulated by the owners of the means of product;sn.2O1

(g) Conclusion

The preceding theoretical analysis, although selective, has sought to identify many of
the concepts and tensions which underpin Marxist theories on slate and law, and to
arrive at a working formulation for the purposes of this thesis. lts relationship to
settler capitalism will be discussed shortly. Other aspects of the subject, in
particular the relationship between liberal legalism, parliamentary democracy, and
the advanced capitalist slate, have been deferred until later chapters which
specifically address that question.

1999a1n, 'General practice', 336
2006. Marx, Collected Works, v.5, 363, in phillips, 37
2ol collins, 63
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D. LEGITIMATION THEORY

This next section deals with a quite distinct set of theories which also play a

significant part in the substantive analysis in the remainder of the thesis. The
earfier discussion on Gramsci noted his distinction between the organic crisis,

arising from the contradictions in the forces of production, and conjunctural crises
at the 'superstructural' level where the organic crisis tends to be played out.
However, Gramsci did not explain these concepts, their relalionship, or their
praclical form in any detail.

Theories of legitimation crisis help to flesh out this out, and to give some life to the
tensions belween the economic, juridico-political, and ideological levels identified by

the structuralists. These theories are nol without their problems either, but they do
provide a useful platform for understanding the historical relationship between

colonial capitalism and Maori economic, political, and cultural self-delerminalion,
and the revival of economic liberalism in lhe 1980s. For that reason, three
complementary writings on legitimation crisis have been selected:2O2 the relatively

abslract, theoretical work of JUrgen Habermas;2O3 ths more recent social science
critique of lhe crisis of welfare capitalism by Claus Offe;20+ and the largely
empirical analysis of the limits of legitimacy in Western capitalism by Alan
y1e11g.205

(a) J0rgen Habermas

Every society, according to Habermas, must have an organising principle. Under
capitalism that principle is the produclive relation of wage labour and capital,
anchored in bourgeois civil law and located in the wider social relations of
production. lts social system has two elemenls: a self-regulaling steering mechanism

202Several other writings on the challenge of nationalist movements to the legitimacy of
Western states were read bul are not included here, as their modernisation perspectives
rendered them largely descriptive. See B. Denitch, 'Legitimacy and the Social Order', in
Denitch; J' Bowyer Bell, 'The Men with Guns: lhe Legitimacy of Violent Dissent', in
Denitch

203p1"*n primarily from J. Habermas, Legitimation Crisis, Beacon press, Boston, 1975;
J. Habermas, 'ldeology', in Modern lnterpretations of Marx, ed. T. Bottomore,
Blackwell, Oxford, 1981; D. Ingram, Habermas and the Dialectic of Reason, yale
Universily Prsss, New Haven, 1987; Habermas: Critical Debates, ed. J. Thompson, and
D. Held, Macmillan, London, 1982

2o4g6u" Offe, Contradictions of the Welfare State, ed. J. Keane, Hutchinson, Lonoon,
1984; Claus Ofte, Disorganised Capitatism, ed. J. Keane, Polity Press, Oxford, 1g85.2054. Wolfe, The Limits ol Legitimacy: Politicat Contradictions of Contemporary
Capitalism. Free Press, New york, 1977
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of economic exchange which operates through an autonomous market; and a lifeworld
with normative values and institutions. Through that lifeworld the state guarantees

general conditions of production by maintaining order, securily, and administration
of law, by providing technical rules to govern economic transaclions such as banking
and taxation, and by reproducing the social relations of production through such

vehicles as education, communication, cullure, and family.

(i) Crises of Capitatism

The steering mechanism may develop problems which can be dealt with by relatively
minor adjustments. These are not real crises. Real crises occur when the
requirements of different elements of the social system cannot be reconciled, and

when their conflict so threatens social integration that major structural alterations
are needed to rescue the society. These crises occur when the needs of capital
accumulation come inlo conflict with the conditions of social reproduclion-in
particular, with the expectations which arise in advanced capitalism from democratic
participation and the welfare state. 'We can speak of the "fundamental contradiction"
of a social formation when, and only when, its organizational principle necessitates
that individuals and groups repeatedly confronl one another with claims and
intentions that are, in the long run, incompatibls.'206

In advanced capitalism such conlradictions no longer appear as overt class conflict
but as crises of system imperatives-as either an economic, political (rationality or
legitimation), or socio-cultural (motivation) crisis. None has an obvious class
content. Economic crises appear as natural, fated events-a perception reinforced by
politicians, economists, other 'experts', and the media. They are dealt with by

lechnical adjustments at the level of economic policy and/or are displaced into the
polilical or socio-cultural sphere.

At the political level, a rationality crisis will occur when state intervention unduly
impinges on the need for private autonomy of capitalist production, or because slate
intervention in attempting through welfare democracy to compensate for the
dysfunctions of capital accumulalion creates both mounting deficits and increasing
expectations. The political system cannot reconcile the competing demands.

Political legitimation comes under threat when the masses withdraw their loyalty
from the state. Potential legitimation crises may be contained so long as there is

206Habermas, Legitimation Crisis, 27
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sufficient willingness to place economic growth and material prosperity ahead of
democratic self-determination, and for so long as sufficient people believe the
political system can deliver that prosperity. How many people are 'sufficient',

however, remains unclear. Habermas said withdrawal of such compliance is most

likely when people see the economic needs of capital taking precedence over their

democratic and socio-economic wellbeing.

To avoid a legitimation crisis the state needs people to be 'aclive yet passive;

involved, yet not too involved; influential, yet deferential.'207 16is, according to
Habermas, involved motivation at the socio-cultural level. This motivation depends

on two key conditions. The first is clvic privatism, whereby people work and

consume in the quest for those private rewards which are promised within a welfare

merilocracy, and where the middle-class are driven by careerism and the working

class by fatalism. The second he called structural depoliticisation, where individuals

function as passive actors within a political struclure which presents capitalist
relalions as nalural and private. The welfare state, according to Habermas,

undermines both of these motivational factors, precipitating a motivation crisis.

(ii) The Legitimation Crisis of Advanced Capitatism

Habermas argued that lhe crisis of advanced capitalism is primarily located at the

level of legilimation. Under liberal capitalism, the demand for legitimation had been

limited. So long as the steering mechanism had remained private, governed only by

bourgeois civil law, it did not need legitimating by the state. Liberal legalism, from

Locke onwards, had already sourced the legitimacy of civil law to the conditions of

universal freedom, to be found in the market exchange of equivalents, in place of God

or nalure. 'Market justice' therefore assumed the legitimacy of the relations of
production. Hence, only the normative laws and institutions, such as criminal and

constitutional law, required legitimation.

With time, however, liberal capitalism came under stress. lt had failed to deliver the
promised universal wellbeing. The aspirations of more highly educated middle and

working class people had increased. And capitalist production faced a falling rate of
profit. So the state took on a limited role in economic planning, without
fundamentally affecting the productive relations. Progressively, however, it assumed

an increasingly active role in regulating the economic cycle, and in providing

improved conditions for capitalist accumulation in overseas and internal markets

207Hs6spm as, Legitimation Crisis, lZ
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through regulation, trade protection and subsidies, state-funded research, and the
creation of its own demand for labour and commodities. Economic activity became

increasingly concentrated into national or transnational corporations, or the state
itself .

Meanwhile workers' and women's struggles, oflen invoking liberal rhetoric of equal
rights, free speech, freedom of organisation, and representative government, had

secured a gradual extension of the electoral franchise. This saw the rise of formal

independent democratic institutions, procedures, and parlies, and ultimately led to a
welfare state which promised a balance of class power, politically and economieally.

The result was exlensive state economic intervention, alongside expanding democratic
participation, and a welfare state. The state sought simultaneously to maintain levels

of productivity and growth, whilst it minimised the dysfunctions which that
produced, and secured legitimation through democratic means. Such intervenlions did

improve the material siluation of workers and some fractions ol capital. Bul it
produced new problems lor the state at all levels: a permanent budgetary crisis;
further threats to profitability through technological advances; saturation of existing
markets which were unable to absorb the expanding production; a need to limit

welfare expenditure while maintaining consumption power; the undermining of the
private sector labour market through welfare benefits, high levels of public seclor
labour, and expanded categories of subsidised non-earners, such as students.

Increasingly, the state was drawn into spheres which were previously defined as

private. Matters which had been unconlroversial or non-political now became the

subject of pressure and of further political regulation. Power was exercised
increasingly within the executive, and rationalised through science and technology,
rather than through law and institulionalized politics.

For Habermas, the modern lechnocrats of political science who justify
political decision-making as rational administration based on technical
necessity abandon democracy lo some vague notion of the historical flow of
an independent, self-regulating, asocial, technical reason, and thus provide
in their syslems theories an apologetic, ideological justification for
struclural depoliticization. The substitute programmo of advanced
state-regulated capitalism occurs, therefore, at the expense of democracy
and the Anglo-saxon notion of civil rights. The depoliticization and
substantive disenfranchisement of the public realm is the price we pay for
lhe state's reconstruction of the private sector and civil 1syy.208

2086. Sumner, 'Law, Legilimation and The Advanced Capitalisr State: The Jurisprudence
and Social Theory of Jurgen Habermas', in Sugarman, 119, 131
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So, the state had become engaged in a constantly broadening range of funclions for

which it required legitimation. Yet it faced increasing scepticism about political
parties and participatory democracy. This was coupled with a lack of motivational

commitment, under the welfare state, to the processes of market exchange,
consumerism, and achievement ideology. Advanced capitalism therefore faced the

dilemma of how to satisfy legitimate needs and secure mass loyalty with formal

democratic and universal values, whilst sustaining the economic system. This

dilemma, according to Habermas, caused a crisis of legitimacy for the state.

By the 1970s the gap between legitimate political process and technically efficient

administration had widened further. This meant an increasing retreat from visible

democratic processes and central elements of lhe rule of law, in favour of invisible

interests of international capital. So the conditions for a legitimation crisis were
present. But Habermas argued that such a crisis could be averted so long as its costs

were dispersed amongst a number of poorly organised, non-cohesive, and

unconscientised social groups, and the masses remained indifferent to, or cynical or
tolerant of, purely instrumental actions.

This would mean reducing the focus on the slate, encouraging political non-
participation and keeping people isolated, individualised, non-unionised, and

disunited. Disputes between subordinate class fractions might result in the co-option

of one or more of them into a reconstituted ruling class compromise. Common tactics

include fostering politically divisive issues, red henings, and prejudices; appeals to

nationalism and traditional values; conversion of risks to the stability of prevailing

interesls into risks to the entire social fabric; and establishment of token and

symbolic commissions and inquiries whose result, if anything, is technical
adjustments to existing public policy.

Habermas saw the greatest polential for open social conflicts in those population

seclors which are deemed low priority, with minimal risks to the state and capilal,
and which suffer backward development and increasing lensions, such as black
American communities. But he foresaw these conflicts being redefined into issues of
underprivilege and disenfranchisement.

For underprivileged groups are not social classes, nor do they ever even
potentially represent the mass of the population. Their disantranchisement
and pauperization can no longer coincide wilh exploitation, because the
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system does not live off their labour. They can repressnt at mosl a past
phase of exploitation.2o9

Without alliances they lack the power lo overturn the system, and can only provoke it
into reactions which are incompatible with formal democracy.2l0 gy contrast,
Habermas did see the demands for rational explanations of social reality, from women

and student movements, as significant agents in mounting a challenge to legitimacy.

(iii) Habermas and the Law

This prognosis was grounded in a completely non-materialist, absiracl, and idealised
normative consensus. This only warrants a brief reference here, as it falls outside

the immediate concern with the concept of legitimation crises. Colin Sumner

explained Habermas's critique of Marxist reductionist theories of the state and law as

requiring a new approach sourced in pubtic debate over justice:

The advanced capitalist state has moved on; its policies are no longer
'normed' in that sense anymore-a gap has emerged between a scientized
stale instrumentalism and the civil privatism of a depoliticized public. The
distance means that only the resurrection of ethical/political, public debale
will suffice to renew the search for democracy and social justice.2l 1

Hence, the normative power of the state would be tested by pitting its legalised norms

against 'the hypothetical norms of the mass of society which would have been

affirmed if they could have decided (through rational discourse) on the basis of full
information.'2'12

sumner also summarised the implications of Habermas's theory for law:

[A]dvanced capitalism has generated political and cultural needs which it
cannot appeass economically. The implication of this is . . . that these needs
can exp€ct little satisfaction in the future and will run up against increasing

2o9g"6.rras,'ldeology', 165
2109e66 may be tempted to draw parallels between his comments on black American

mov€m€nls and the Maori situation. But that would seriously misrepresent the nature of
the Maori struggle. lt is not a movement for equality by a racial minority originally
brought lo a n€w country for forced labour. lt is a nationalist movemsnt seeking to
reassert authority over its human, political, economic and cullural resources within a
country of which Maori were the original inhabitants. Given the ideological dependence of
the New Zealand state on the fiction of benevolent colonisation, and the size of the Maori
population, the potential impact of Maori challenges to state legitimacy may be
considerably more significant.

2113umr.r,'Law, Legitimation', 120
212Sumner,'Law, Legilimation', i42
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closure, repression and evasion within the legal and regulatory institutions
of the state. Since, therefore, lhe crisis in the modern capitalist economy
is also a crisis in its steering device, the state, it must produce a crisis in
justice. This must be especially so today . because justice rarely takes
the form of a neutral abstraction, more frequently b€ing a clear expression
of social policy. So there is not so much a crisis in pure law as a crisis in
social justice. Law is rapidly being politicized in the popular consciousness.
The failure of the stat€ to deliver the goods must commonly take th€ form
of a legal contradiction: a closure in the possibility of law as an agency of
legitimation.2l 3

To this extent, Sumner recognises Habermas'significant contribution to undermining
lhe 'view of law as a merely superstructural and uncontradictory component of social
formations' and giving law 'a major role in social development and in the growth ol
capitalism in particular.'21 4

(b) Claus Offe

Claus Offe analysed the contradictions of capitalism through the crisis of the modern

welfare state. His theoretical framework was similar, although not identical, to lhat
of Habermas. Offe's organising principle of capitalist society was the exchange of
equivalents, which required flanking sub-systems to socialise people into normative

structures, and to establish rules sanctioned by a sovereign power. Advanced
capitalist society thus comprises interdependent sub-systems of socialisation,
economy and state.

Contradictions are rooted in the capitalist mode of production. They are self-
paralysing and self-destructive. 'A brief definition of a contradiction is that it is a
condition in which certain indispensable elements of the social struclure cannot be

integrated because they are at odds with each other; i.e., the social structure
paralyses itself because the elements necessary for its survival at the same time
render it impossib;s.'215

But contradictions do not provoke an inevitable break-down of economic and social
relations. Their destructive potential can be controlled and kept lalent by internal
adaptations and adjustments within the sub-systems. The state plays a major role in
this. Yet any such increase in the use of political power requires legitimation. That
rests largely on popular expectations of common and individual benefit. The state's

213gumr.r,'Law, Legitimation', 147
214Sumner,'Law, Legitimation', 147
21Sgffs, Contradictions, 262
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ability to satisfy, dampen, or divert these expectations will largely determine its
hold on legitimacy.

Offe reiected the classic base/superstructure model, and argued that the welfare state

does not directly serve the interests of capital. Nor does it serve the interests of
individual capitalists or of one exclusive class. Rather, the state/capital relationship

is driven by the institutional self-interest and dependency of the state on capital. lt
therefore addresses the needs of capitalism as a whole, supervising internal conflicts

between different fraclions, and protecting and sanctioning a set of institutions and

social relationships necessary ior its social reproduction. The democratic
legitimation of political parties in an elecloral democracy disguises the state's
material dependence on the accumulation process, and creates a false image of two

separate spheres of working life: the economy, and citizenship of the state. Hence

'[t]he institutional torm of this state is determined through the rules of democratic

and representative government, while the malerial content of Slate power is

conditioned by lhe continuous requirements of the accumulation process.'216

Offe saw the modern, intervenlionist, welfare stale as a product of the economic

consequences of liberal capitalism, and the political organisation of labour. According

to Offe, the welfare state operates as crisis management, attempting to minimise

economic contradictions and the unequal impact of the market on people.

Simultaneously, '[t]he welfare state seeks lo maintaLn the economic dominance of
capital, to challenge and erode its power, and compensate for its disruptive and
disorganizing consequences' lmy emphasis].217 Material benefits for the needy are

traded for the submissive recognition of the moral order of the society which
generates such needs. Welfare provision for labour leaves the aulhority structure

and relations of produclion untouched, and thus maintains the control of capital over
production while, he claimed, strengthening the workers potential for resistance.

This produces tensions in each of the sub-systems-at the economic, political and

ideological levels.

(i) Economy

There are serious problems for the economy. The fiscal cost of such welfare state
strategies as regulation and financial incenlives, public infrastructural investment,

21 666", contradictions, 12't
217Cl1L, Contradictions,'16
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non-commercial state enterprises, and provision of social services, means that

expenditure persistently outstrips revenue. This produces permanent fiscal deficits.

The welfare state becomes dependent on borrowing and taxation. Both place an added

burden on the owners of capital, further impinge on their profitability, and reduce

state revenue. lf provoked, capital may openly reject this burden through capital
flight and/or threats of investment strikes. But welfare administrators have a vested

interest in avoiding this. They need to maintain a healthy, functioning economic sub-

system, with capitalist investment and, Offe said, full employment of labour. That

requires the welfare state positively to subordinate itself to the capilalist economy,

intervening in the economic sub-system through non-market or decommodified
means, but without over-regulating and exciting counter-moves lowards
reprivatisation.

Conversely, however, the pressure is on a welfare state in a parliamentary

democracy to organise production direclly according to politicalcriteria. While the

state is required by capital to remain autonomous in relation to the economic level,

yet it must still protect capital from the social conditions and economic consequences

which that could produce. Social policy somehow has to address the polar needs of both

labour and capital. That makes coherent and consistent planning impossible. Short-

term solutions are found through policy innovations, administrative discretion,
reprivatisation, or scientisation of social policy. But attempts to meet political

demands, without encroaching too far on the power of private capital, tend to produce

more problems of policy failure, political conflict and social resistance than they are

able to resolve, and give rise to new potential crises.

(ii) Slate

The political/administrative system of the state depends on mass loyalty, or
legitimacy. Under welfare capitalism the state increasingly becomes the focus for
conflict. Welfarism and democratic participalion create expectations of nglrls in
place of the private achievement goals of liberal capitalism, and the non-fulfillment

of those expectations becomes more visible. These conflicts between expectations and

delivery destabilise the political culture and undermine its legitimacy. lts
continually expanding functions also cause major problems of internal system
rationality-not just how to keep the steering and legitimation functions distinct, but
also how to ensure that some co-ordination and organisation exist within a complex
and fragmented administrative system. Such administrative rationality becomes
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increasingly difficult as political parties buy votes with promises of new policies and
programmes, and as bureaucrats defend and seek to expand their empires.

The more severe the challenges to the legitimacy of political decisions and
institutional structures, the less the government can afford democratic politics. This
gives rise to a progressive depoliticisation of the state and repoliticising of
production. Political institutions cease being the primary arenas for conflicl
articulation or resolution. Governing elites, who direct policy, by-pass the
democratic forums of decision-making in favour of para-parliamentary 'informal,
highly inaccessible negotiations among poorly legitimized representatives of
functional groups'.218 Administration of the state becomes dependent on powerful and

organised social interests, working through an invisible corporatism. So-called
experts reject the claims and counter-arguments of non-experts. Professionalisation

of political careers produces leaders from a narrow range of social strata. parties

lose their class base, and are replaced by 'the "catch-all" party, whose overriding
concern with "winning a majority' is seen lo produce a selective blindness lowards
controversial issues and particular demands, a loss of distinctive party identities,

and a deepening sense among electorales that intra-party differences may be greater

than differences between parlies, or even that a// parties "fudge' the significance of

Particular issuse.'2 1 9

Meanwhile, however, unfulfilled promises instill a lack of voter confidence in party

organisations, and mass loyalty to the administralive and political system
deteriorates. Political polarisation within the party system shifts to a polarisation

between the party system and social movements operating in a non-parliamentary

fashion. Citizens therefore undergo a retreat from the official channels of conflict-
articulation, just as the policy-makers have.

(ill) Socialisation

At the ideological level, popular commitment to exchange relations is weakened. In the

area of the labour market, public sector employment and provision of welfare
subsistence has taken increasing numbers of people outside the sphere of private

exchange relations and production. The effect goes beyond the economic. Individuals
are no longer motivated to seek personal advancement through their own endeavours,
and are unwilling simply to accept the outcome of exchange relations, favourable or

21896e, Contradictions, 167-8
21 991", Contradictions. 3o
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unfavourable, as a reflection of their individual abilities or failings, or as fate. More

Eenerally, progressive education provokes challenges to the universalism in theory,

and inequalities in practice, of both liberal and welfare democracy.

(iv) Ungovernability

Faced with a crisis of ungovernability lhe state may attempt to lessen the overload of
expectations, or lo enhance the steering capacity through privatisation, deregulation

and increased competition. lt may re-orient social priorities by promoting self-
reslraint and community sacrifice, by reversing progressive educational and social
initiatives, or by creating purportedly independent, often judicial, filters for
competing claims. But these moves are merely therapeutic. They will not resolve the

contradiction at either level: the first order economic crisis, or the second order
crisis between the positive funclion of the welfare state, which complements the
market, and the negative funclion, prevents abnormalities in the state from
impinging on and interfering with the production and distribution of goods.

Offe criticised common explanations of ungovernability-that satisfying some needs

merely creates more demands and new categories of needs; that dependence on the
welfare state becomes self-perpetualing; that the inflation effect of party
competition during elections obstructs long-term planning; that expansion of the
welfare stale encourages empire building and patronage. All, he said, fail to recognise

the source of the crisis-that is, lhe conflict between the political demands of labour
power and the reproduction requirements of private capital.

Offe did explicitly acknowledge some similarities between his analysis and that of
certain New Right 15gs1;s1s.220 But whereas they located the crisis in the
institutionalised arrangements of the welfare state, Offe saw it in the relation
between capital and wage labour. The agenda of the New Right required the
recommodification of social life, forcing people back into the market place. Those

sectors of the economic sub-system which could not survive within the commodity
form should be allowed to lall victim to market pressures. Hence, ungovernability
would be resolved by rolling back the state, and reconciling rules and norms with the
functional needs of the steering mechanism.

220Sss M. Friedman, Capitatism and Freedom, University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
1962; M. and R. Friedman, Free to choose: A personal statement, penguin,
Harmondsworth, 1980; F. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom, Ark Paperbacks, London, 19g6
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Offe challenged the failure of the New Right to recognise both the positive and the

negative contribution of the democratic welfare state to the survival of private

capital, and the central and irreversible role of the welfare state in the stabilisation

of the capitalist economy. Abolition of the welfare slate would require the abolition of
political democracy and unions, along with changes to the party system. Any sudden

disappearance of the welfare state would, according to Offe, leave the system in a state

of exploding conflict and anarchy.

The form which the crisis takes and the outcome, he concluded, will depend not solely

on objective elements, but on the subjective interplay of political, economic, and

popular forces, domestically and internationally. In 1985 Offe foresaw three
possible developments: a neo-laissez faire coalition between capital and the middle

class, prompted by a heightened economic crisis, and rising international tension; a

neo'corporatist model of decision-making, seeking a consensus among power elites,

and in particular tripartite decision-making by labour, capital, and the state; or an

alliance between key sectors of the trade unions, the new middle class, and social

movements such as feminists, environmentalists, and pacifists, advocating a new

non-bureaucratic, decentralised, and 'equalilarian' model of a domestically self-
reliant welfare society. Offe placed no necessary priority on the struggle of workers

in such an alliance. The future of capitalism, he believed, was increasingly contingent

on non-capitalist forms of power and conflicts.

(c) Alan Wolfe

Wolfe's empirical approach focused on the system level of crises, in particular an

irreconcilable contradiction between liberalism and democracy in the United States,
Britain and Western Europe. Liberalism, he argued, is founded on individualism and

maximising self-interest. Dominance is determined by performance in the field of
economic enterprise, not by social status. lt demands minimal state intervention,

with liltle or no regulation of market transactions or restrictions on the market's

ability to exploit labour. lt could co-exist with a variety of possible state forms,

including one-person rule. By contrast, democracy advocales participation and

equality. lt is conceptually incompatible with individualism and exploitation. The two

work lowards conflicting goals. Attempts to deliver both, within Western capitalist
democracies, must therefore cause conflict, or a crisis between the needs of

accumulation, served by liberalism, and of legitimation, served by democracy.

Wolfe traced the limits of legitimacy through four eras.
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(i) The Accumulative and Harmonious Stafes

The accumulative state in the early nineteenth century saw extensive state
intervenlion in the economy. This was replaced from the 1870s lo the First World

War by lhe harmonious state, where liberal ideology portrayed laissez faire
capitalism as the guarantor of universal well-being. While in theory the legal and
political apparatus were detached from the economy, in practice the courls
vehemently defended liberal interests and values, and political structures actively
protected the evolution of industrial capitalism.

However the early twentieth century also saw growing pressure from workers,

themselves invoking liberal ideology and intent on using the state to satisfy their own

demands. Despite some repression of worker militancy, gradual concessions of
remedial measures were made. These concessions implicitly acknowledged the fiction

of lhe universal well-being claimed in support of the harmonious state.

Wolfe also argued that the emergence of concepts of nation and race seriously

undermined liberalism. Policies of formal state colonisation ran against liberal

tenets. Adam Smith opposed it altogether as state intervention. Mill endorsed only
self-supporting colonisalion, presumably in the form of stable settlement colonies.
At the ideological level, Wolfe claimed, racial superiority was incompatible with the

liberal ideal of equality of individuals. Hence,

[w]hen liberals turned racist, they created a monster that destroyed
liberalism as ruthlessly as it did people of color. The idea of juridical
equality contained in the term 'bourgeois" was replaced with the contrary
notion lhat the majority of the people in the world were of inferior
s1e61.221

However, Wolfe also pointed to a pragmatism which drove the English leadership

towards this. Support for free trade declined along with its international fortunes,
producing compromises between economic and ideological goals. The result was free

trade within the protectionist unit of the Commonweallh, with protective barriers to
the outside.

221g1o11", 103. A much more
relationship between racism
99-101

sophisticated and more convincing explanation of the
and liberalism, by Peter Fitzpatrick, is discussed below,
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These erosions, plus post-World War One economic expansion, broader-based
education, and mass cullure, prompted increased government intervention, and
militant demands for further social reforms. These demands were fuelled in turn by
the state's inadequate responses<oncessions which amounted to little more lhan an

equal opportunity of becoming unequal, and held out lhe prospect of a harmony of
inlerests between the dominator and dominated.

(ii) Frenchise State

Attempts to meet these pressures by voluntary corporatism failed Serious economic

crises and mounting social conflict, domestically and internationally, created the
conditions for the emergence of the formal corporatist or franchise state in post-

World War Two Europe and lhe United 51s1ss.222 Competitive capitalism gave way to
a planned economy, the role of government expanded, and the liberal distinction
between economic and political society fell.

The demands which this placed on the advanced capitalist state were contradictory: to

constitute and maintain the mode of production; to complement the market; to replace

the market where necessary; and to compensate disadvantaged groups for the market.

Ongoing welfare and repressive functions, especially defence, meant constantly
increasing state expenditure. 'The late capitalist state is caught in a bind, in which

the more functions government must perform, the greater the inability to perform

16srn'.223 But the more it attempted lo do so, the more contradictions it had created
and the more it had to intervene. Somehow the state needed to appear universal while
it protected partisan interests. In part this was achieved by illusions, appearing to
favour one side while actually favouring the other. 'Men of state substitute fantasy
for reality and truth for falsity not because they are bad men but because the
pofitical contradictions of their society leave them no alternatiys|224

This franchise state promised a place ior all in a participatory democracy. In reality
government now carried out its business through branches of the private sector to

whom it delegated power, creating a powerful network of sector groups and vested
interests operating within a hierarchy dominated by capitalist interests. purportedly

neutral bureaucrats sought technical solutions to technically defined problems.
Conflicts, including those between labour and capital, became a'disagreement among

2221trt1s;1s's detailed analysis of corporatist lascism is not included here.
223weg1s, 259
224y1s11s,27g
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"genllemen" who worked out the areas in which they had a common 1n1g1sg1',225

proving that trade unions and Labour parties could operate as a legitimate political

force within a capitalist economy. The neutral state was able to intervene
legitimately to restore harmony where any seclor threatened disruption.

Formal democratic rights had appeared to expand, but they became increasingly

abstract. Genuine participation had been reduced to ritualised 'citizen rights'.
Reliance on semi-secret informal decisions marginalised the formal legislative
institutions, and deprived people of the ability to participate in decisions, even

through formal democratic institutions. Political theory gave way to pragmatic and
power-hungry political parly machines. Politics had become redefined into a

ritualised choice between parties-a decision on which is the 'more attractive
packaged brand of a nearly identical merchan6;ss'.226 Political struggles now

occurred more over, lhan between, political parties. Widespread disaffection,
alienation, and cynicism led to non-participation. Those things in themsetves were
not harmful to the state, or to the harbingers of crisis. Democratic systems, afler
all, require some level of non-involvement, and party structures help to stabilise
democracies. But the inherent contradictions remained, and they carried the seeds of
crisis.

(iii) Dual or Diarchic State

Writing largely of the United States, Wolfe attributed the decline of corporatism in

the 1960s to the rise of left-wing politics, a heightened right-wing reaction against
taxes, and the growth of the state, and to increasing popular disillusionment with
procedural democracy. By this time advanced capitalism was facing a new crisis and
was starting to reorganise. Attempts to keep the state in the hands of private capital
had by now, according to Wolfe, failed. Again talking primarily of the United States
from the 1960s onwards, he identified a new governmenl struclure which served
capital bul was not itself capitalist. This dual or diarchic state had two co-existing
faces: 'one, democratic and popular, would be concerned with democratic
legitimation' and the other 'liberal (in the classic sense), and responsible for the
accumulation of capital and for the protection of the agencies doing the
accumulating.'22t As discussed later in this chapter, this was a distinction which had

historically characterised the metropolitan-colonial relationship. The model had now

225wolfe, 141-2
226wotte, gO7

227wotfe, tgO
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shifted to the domestic scene and to America's newer colonies, formal and informal,

via covert activities. But it too provided no more than a short term solution to the

crisis of liberalism versus democracy.

(iv) The lnternational State

On the domestic and international front the New Right advocates of less government,

privatisation, increased efficiency, and reduced expenditure through a rolling back of
the welfare stale, were gaining increasing prominence. Any such reversion to liberal

capitalism carried with it an implicit, and somelimes explicit, critique of democracy.

The New Right supported restricted government activity, increasingly alienated
politics, and more explicitly authoritarian structures. Like Offe, Wolfe condemned

their failure to recognise the vital legitimising function of welfarism and democracy.

The price for the failure to maintain that legitimacy would be more visible and

articulated discontent.

Writing in 1978 Wolfe suggested that the next stage might lie with transnational
political units, or the growth of multi-nalional corporate activities. At the
international level the same historical impasse between liberalism and democracy
was already apparent. The United States had been happy to support 'one nation one

vole' while the fledgling United Nations was favourably disposed to liberal capitatism.

Bul, as third world countries became the majority, and espoused nationalism and

socialist revolulions, the same dysfunctions of democratic rule arose. The result was

a similar bypassing of formal democratic procedures. Ultimately the United States
had sacrificed its legitimacy in the international forum, and replaced democratic
principles with military and ideological force.

Wolfe also saw parallels in the sphere of transnational capital tTNCl. To maximise its

medium-term profitability, TNC requires the export of both liberal economics and
liberal ideology. Again this involves problems of legitimation, especially when Third

World nationalist movements demand domestic control of their economies. Wolfe

identified an ambivalent relationship between the metropolitan state and 'its'
transnational corporations [TNCs]. In one way, TNCs are highly dependent on active
intervention by metropolitan states through aid, investment, and trade agreemenls,

to build an economic infrastruclure in the host nation. This is supplemented by major

United States-dominated agencies such as the World Bank.
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But lheir size and imporlance to home and host economies gives TNCs the effective
power to dictate to both. And they are uniquely adaptable. TNCs can identify
themselves with the nation state when it suits them. Or they can claim international

citizen slatus and deal directly with the state's executive. These negotiations and

decisions are then deemed administrative, not political, thus minimising the dangers

of popular control and participatory democracy over TNCs' activities. Wolfe

observed how little the process differs from nineteenth century colonialism. Only the

agency has changed. 'lf . . . the lerm imperialist is used to convey the sense of any

international system of control, including an informal one, then the muttinationals

are as imperial as can 6s:228

Wolfe concluded with the optimistic prediction that when ordinary people challenge

such exlensive depoliticisation, the withdrawal of economic supports, and the faiture

of liberalism to deliver on its promises of prosperity, new sources of political

energy will emerge which threaten the legitimacy of the state.

(d) Critique of Legitimation Theories

There are serious deficiencies in the thinking of each of the legitimation theorists

discussed here.

Habermas, for example, can be accused of indulgent abstraction and failing to provide

any material basis for his theory. Hence he ignored the subtlety of situations which

did not comfortably fit his theoretical model-in particular, the international context

of capital accumulation and the varlations which exist even amongst the nation states

of advanced capitalis6.229

David Held has also criticised Habermas's use of the generic term 'legitimacy'. Held

suggested lhal dual consciousness might well combine acceptance of the overall

slruclure with trenchant critique of specific issues, while levels of dissent could

range from acquiescence, to indifference, to an inability to conceive of
allernatives.230 Stability, therefore, rests not just on legitimation. lt depends on

fragmentation and atomisation through the workplace; social divisions based on

ethnic, race, gender and occupation; the dispersed impact of economic crises; and the

228y'1s11s, 2g7
2299. Held,'Crisis Tendencies, Legirimalion, and the Statelin Thompson and Held, 1g1,

194
230Hs16, 199
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impact of media and culture industry. So there are dangers in over-emphasising the

need for legitimation, lhe role of consensus, and inlernationalised shared values in
maintaining social order. While it is important, and desirable, lo secure support
from significant seclors, Held argued lhat attaining the approval of dominant political

and economic groups is more important than winning the approval of the

majority.231 His point has merit, although the need for legitimation wilt depend on

the particular context.

Similarly, John Keane and Held have argued that dominant ideologies are more
important for maintaining the cohesion of dominant classes, than for organising the

dominated.232 Hs saw the key lo political and social order not just in legitimacy, but

in the interdependency of political, economic, and social institutions, and their

ability to divide power, and privatise peoples' experience. So, while people might

reject the legitimacy of the state, there would not be a crisis until opposition
movements overcame these barriers to mobilisation.

A strong critique has also come from Colin Sumner. Reinforcing the points made by

Keane and Held, he says Habermas failed adequately to recognise the role of class

conflict and struggle in the formation of law and the welfare state because of his
neglect of the relations of production. 'Class analysis is pivotal to Marxism: in

Habermas it is too little and too marginal'. This resulted in a 'simplistic and

artificially neat legitimation thesis'.233 Further, Habermas completely neglected the
role of economic and political coercion and of dominant class power in stabilising

early capitalist societies. Instead he attributed such stability solely to a depoliticised
liberal e@nomy regulated through bourgeois civil law. To the extent that ideological

legitimations ntere successful, Sumner says they were broader than the juridico-

political contents of bourgeois law.

Against this background Sumner found it ',rifficull to agree . . . that the class struggle
became totally or permanently latent and that hope rests with the student movement .

. . or the deviant politics/political deviants of the 1970s.'234 ps11'1sr, he noted, as

the welfare state receded, so sharp class conflict had returned.

231 Hs16, 190-99
232.1. 11s3ne and D. Held, 'Beflections on the Welfare State and the Future of Socialism,, in

Otle, Contradictions; 267-8; see also J. Keane, 'lntroduction', in Offe, Contradictions,
'11, 23, 27

233Sumner,'Law, Legitimation', 148
234Sumn"r,'Law, Legitimation', 149
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Habermas has given us no adequate grounds for saying that the key
contradictions of capitalism have been displaced into ths state; and
therelore for focussing his whole analysis on the state. [l]ts
legitimation difficulties are directly (although not exclusively) linked to
valorization problems. Therefore, legitimation problems are not th€
cenlre of the modern social crisis. Economic problems are central and give
rise to legitimation difficulties.235

In relation to law, Sumner dismisses Habermas's quest for a normatively integrated

law and morality with the question: 'how can law ever be a successful integrative

mechanism in a class-divided society within a class s1s1sz'236 His entire theoretical
project is built on a logical contradiction: 'lf the analytic exposd of law depends on a
class analysis, how can it be supplemented with a normative critique resting on a
consensus theory of truthe'237

Many of these criticisms can equally relate to the other lheorists, and there are

further deficiencies which are common to Offe and Wolfe. Offe is weak in his analysis

of capitalist relations of production, localing the organising principle at the level of

exchange relations. He even claimed that the welfare state is no longer capitalist, but
simply dependent for fiscal survival on the profitability of capitalist production. For

those seeking lo understand the post-welfare stale era of renewed market liberalism

this is simplistic and unhelpful, and detracts from the overall usefulness of his

analysis.

Wolfe made similar claims of the pre-eminence of non-class relations in the
contemporary democratic state. This reflects the lack of theoretical analysis of
capitalast relations throughout his study, with the relationship between capital
accumulation and liberalism established at the mosl rudimentary level. Direct
application of his analysis was further limited by its focus on the United States,
which led him to under-estimate the impact of the welfare slale even in Britain, and

virtually to ignore the whole colonial dimension of the functioning of metropolitan

societies.

But these need not be fundamental flaws. The common themes which run through each

of lhese theories provide a broad framework within which the historical and
contemporary crises of advanced capitalist democracies, at the primary and

2355um..,, 'Law,
236sumner, 'Law,
237sumner, 'Law,

Legitimation', 149

Legitimation', 150-1

Legitimation', 151
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secondary level, can be understood. The problem which remains to be addressed is
how well these theories fit the rather different framework of settler capitalism.

F. STATE AND LAW IN AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND

As stated at the outset, there is no pre-set formula which can be transposed from
Western Europe to lay bare the contemporary situation in Aotearoa/New Zealand. A
valid explanation must reflect the particular cultural, ideological, political, and
economic composition of the society, and the conjunctures which those conditions give

rise to.

There is no doubt that, despite the numerous valid criticisms outlined above, these
European theorists can make a useful contribution to such an understanding. Together

they provide many of the essential tools with which to analyse the dramatic
reorganisation of the New Zealand economy during the period of this study, the
tensions between economic accumulalion and social democracy, and lhe diversity of
interactions between and within politics, law, and ideology. Each of these will be
developed further in later chapters.

(a) Intellectual lmperialism

But what is notable about the entire range of theories discussed so far is their
geographical and cultural myopia. Whether French, English, or American, these
writers all come from metropolitan societies whose own wealth and power have been,
and to some extent remain, founded on colonialism and imperialism. yet that
relationship is almost universally ignored.238 While this impairs and renders
partial their explanations of the advanced capitalist states in which they live, it even
more severely limits their utility in understanding the conjunctures of colonial
capitalism.

lndeed, colonialism seems to have become less visible in mainslream Marxist theory
under advanced capitalism than it was in the era of Man, Engels, and Gramsci. They,
at least, recognised its existence and significance, lhe common source of oppression
in the forces of global capitalism, and the benefits which accrued to the metropolilan
proletariat as a result of colonial oppression-even if it was generally limited to
lreland and Asia, and assumed that the unity of struggle against capitalist oppression

2381t would have been interesling, for example, to see how Althusser and poulanEas would
have theorised the situation in Kanaky/New Caledonia.
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meant the subjugation of the indigenous cullure to an inherently superior Western
civilisation.

The contemporary invisibility of the colonial context, and in particular the struggle
of indigenous peoples against colonial oppression, is not surprising. Virtually all
these theorists are Western European men, wriling from within and about Weslern
European patriarchal systems of power. They reflect the societies out of which they
come. Their power as definers of critical theory involves a form of academic
hegemony over debates on the relationships between law, state, and capitalism.

Similar problems exist with most writings on historical and contemporary
developmenls within Aotearoa/New Zealand. Descriptions of the relationship between
coloniser and colonised usually focus on the motivations and practices of the
coloniser, and on the colonial slate. Maori are either invisible, or are portrayed as
passive or hapless victims. Maori perceptions, motivations, and levels of resistance,
tend to be ignored or are over-simplified. Such a uni-directional approach renders
these works only partial. They lack the knowledge which is vital to understanding the
position of each side, in the dialectical struggle between them.

(b) Maori Perceptions of Tino Rangatiratanga

The first step in understanding the relationship between Maori and the Crown is to
identify Maori perceptions of their historical place within Aotearoa. This brief
discussion, as far as possible, draws on authoritative Maori sources which express
Maori perceptions. lt is recognised that these accounts vary in places from more
recentfy published legitimated versions. But the concern here is to help understand
the thinking behind historical and conlemporary Maori resistance to colonisation, not
the rationalisations given for their incorporation into the colonial state.

The source of Maori mana or authority lay in their pre-existing status as tangara
whenua:

'Ko te putake o o talou tikanga, tenei tonu i te rakau kauri. I whanau tatou i
konei, i tipu ake tatou i konei, ko tatou te tangata whenua. E matua ana
tatou, kei te mohiotia e te Tiriti o Waitangi, tenei kaupapa, hei kawenata mo
aua tikanga.
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The source of our rights is that, like the kauri, we are grounded here, we
were nurlured here, we are the p€ople of this land . . . and we know that the
Treaty protected our place, covenanted our rights'./Te Ataria, laae1.23s

That authority was confirmed in lhe 1835 Declaration of tndependence and again in
lhe Treaty of Waitangi.In both those documents it is described as rangatiratanga-the
independent authority of Hapu and lwi over lheir lives and their resources. Such

rights are anathema to the sovereignty claimed by the colonial state, which asserts
the absolute and unitary authority of its legal and political structures over the lives

and properties of all within New Zealand.

(i) He Wakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga: The Dectaration of lndependence

On 28 October 1835 thirty four northern chiefs and the British Crown, through
British Resident James Busby, executed He Wakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o Nu
Tireni, A Declaration of lndependence of New Zealand.24O The English text of the
Declaration, and the corresponding Maori terminology, read:

We the hereditary chiefs and heads of the tribes ftino rangatira] of the
Northern parts of New Zealand declare the Independence
[rangatiratanga] of our country, which is hereby constituted and declared
to be an Independent State frenua rangatiral, under the designation of the
united rribes of New Zealand. All sovereign power [kingitangal and
authority [mana] within the territories of the United Tribes of New Zealand
is hereby declared to reside entirely and exclusively in the hereditary
chiefs and heads of tribes [tino rangatira] in their collective capacity, who
also declare that they will not permit any legislative authority s€parate
from themselves in their collective capacity to exist, nor any function of
governmenl [kawanatangal lo be exercised within the said territories,
unless by persons appointed by them, and acting under the authority of laws
regularly enacted by them in Congress assembled. lMy insartionsl

Provision was made for an annual congress at Waitangi to make laws for justice,

peace, order and trade, with an invitation extended to southern tribes to join the
confederation. The English King was thanked for recognition of the national flag which

they had adopted on the 20 March 1994,241 and entreated to 'continue to be the
parent of their infant State /tam arikitangal, and lhat he will become its prolector

from aff attempts upon its independence [rangatiratangal. Those who signed included
the rangatira waikato, Rewa, Kawiti, Taereha, and Hone Heke. They were joined over

2399. Jackson, 'The Crown, The Treaty and the Usurpation of Maori Rights', Canference

- on Human Rights in the Pacific and Asia, Wellington, May 199g, 1

24og' Taylor, Facsimiles of the Declaration of lndependence and the Treaty of Waitangi ,
Government Printer, Wellington, 1976. See Appendix I

24'16. Orange, The Treaty of Waitangi, Allen and Unwin, Wellington, 1gB7, ZO
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the period 1836 to 1839 by many others including Tamati Waka Nene, Patuone, and

Mohi Tawhai of Tai Tokerau, and Hapuku from the Hawkes Bay. The last signature,

that on behalf of Te Wherowhero Potatau, Ariki of the Waikato tribes, was not added

to the Declaration of lndependence unlil 22 July 1839. A total of fifty two chiefs had

signed.

The machinery set out in the Declaration sought to impose a colonial polilical

slruclure on the exercise of Maori authority. But that machinery was of minimal

significance. What was important to Maori about the Declaration was the recognition

of their rangatiratanga by the English Crown, and its promise to protect the exercise

of that rangaliratanga.

(ii) Te Tiriti o Waitangi: The Treaty of Waitangi

The Treaty of Waitangi came less than nine months after Te Wherowhero signed lhe
Declaration of Independence. In its Maori text the Treaty, too, affirmed the
rangatiratanga of lwi and Hapu over their whenua, kainga, and taonga.242 lndeed, it

used the emphatic lerm tino.243 But this time instead of being acknowledged as

meaning 'independence', the lerm tino rangatiratanga was represented in the English

texl as the'full, exclusive and undisturbed possession' of those lands and estates,

forests, fisheries, and other properties which they wished lo retain. As for the

Crown, the Treaty recognised in Queen Victoria kawanatanga.ln the Declaration this

term had referred to the limited exercise of powers by those appointed by the chiefs,
within the laws which they had laid down in the annual Congress. In the English text,

however, that limited authority became supreme sovereign power-a concept
referred to in Declaration of Independence as kingitanga.

In the Maori version of the Treaty, the third and unwritten fourth article, or
protocof, confirmed the continuing authority of ritenga and tikanga-Maori ways,

custom, law and religion. Again, this was a tar cry from the English text's
terminology of the 'rights and duties of British subjects'. The existence of this
protocol is frequently ignored. Even where it is acknowledged, it is usually explained
away as a device used to placate the Catholic Bishop Pompallier during the signing at

2427u the Maori and English texts of lhe Treaty, and their translations into lhe other
language, see Appendix ll.

2439"1;n"6 in H. w. williams, A Dictionary of the Maori Language, zth ed., as .exact,
veritable, quite, very Sometimes it is used to give vividness and force to the
n arrative'.
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Waitangi.244 However, recently-translated documents refute this, and show that il
was a prerequisite to lhe later signing of the Treaty at least by Ngati Kahungunu on

the East 6ess1.245

ln his atfidavit lo the Court of Appeal in the 1987 'corporatisation' case, Sir James

Henare explained the events and substance of the Treaty as understood by the Ngapuhi

signatories at the time, and as passed down to him as kaitiaki or guardian of the

Treaty:2ae

I am the only surviving member of the Council of Chiefs of Ngapuhi of the
Treaty of Waitangi a;rd the sole surviving member of that runanga or
council. The runanga was set up long before I was born. In the 1880s. lt was
known at the time as the Parameti o ts Tiriti o Waitangi. . I was only a
leenagor when I was elected on to that council by all those elders. And I

usad to feel my position fairly keenly being a comparative youngster with
all these elders of our people, and the Chiefs of Ngapuhi.

Sir James related the events which led to a Maori decision on the Treaty at Waitangi:

Hone Heke, Kawiti and Rewa and one or two other very influsnlial high
chiefs were beginning to doubt the English people and even the missionaries.
They were beginning to doubt their sincerity and in fact the missionaries
were gradually losing their credibility as far as those great Chiefs, Hone
Heke, Kawiti, Rewa and two or three others were concerned. Captain
Hobson arrived on the 5th at the Treaty grounds and read the clauses of the
Treaty or the Articles of the Treaty and suggested to the Chiefs that they
could have ample time, a week, to consider the Treaty, and it was the
Maori version that was given to them to consider. so that they retired to
lhe Marae, the Waitangi Marae, and there that night they dabated as to
whether lhey should sign the Treaty. So in the early hours of the morning
on the 6th they finally arrived at a cons€nsus-they would sign the Treaty.
Then, these old kaumatua, these old Chiefs, from the Treaty of Waitangi
council said this, they promptly decided that these influential chiefs were
to get up and to offer toksn opposition to the Treaty. Up there in the Treaty
grounds on the morning of the 6th. captain Hobson wasn't aware that the
chiefs had decided to sign the Treaty. when he was told early on the 6th of
February that the chiefs had agreed to sign he hurriedly, he was in civilian
clothes, put on his naval captain's hat and came in his civilian clothes to the
Treaty grounds, And I daresay that the man looked like a fish out ol water
because he was a captain of tho Royal Navy in just his cocked hat and
civilian clothes. And ihen he asked Archdeacon williams to tell the Maori

2447s7 example, Orange, 53. This view has be€n criticised, including by the Law
Commission, in its report The Treaty ol Waitangi and Maori Fisheries. Mataitai: Nga
Tikanga Maori me te Tiriti o waitangi, Law commission, wellington, 1ggg, 193

245p1etn the diary of Te Ataria Rarere, 1876, conveying the accounl by Te Hapuku and

_ other rangatira of Ngati Kahungunu of the signing of the Treaty, private papers.
2461663v;t of Sir James Clendon Henare, 1 May 1987, New Zealand Maori Councit v

Attorney General [1987] 1 NZLR 641. [Referred to as NZMC v A-G [1987]1. The
following composition of extracts was compiled with the guidance of Rob Cooper of Ngati
Hine.
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chiefs lo come up and sign the Treaty. As they had agreed to. And the
people they had selected-again there was Rewa, Kawiti, Taereha and two
olhers, I thinklot up and said that they weren't going to sign the Treaty.
Which caused, of course, a real flutter in the British camp.

This dissension has been referred to in almost all recognised records and histories of

the signing as evidence of a division between those Maori who saw the Treaty as

providing lhe Crown's palernal proteclion, and those who opposed it for fear of losing

their authority to 11-1s g1;1;s6.247 But lhese accounts almost exclusively reflect
colonial accounts and perceptions. As the sole survivor of the Council of Chiefs of
Ngapuhi, Sir James was adamant that the oral Maori history as handed down from

generation to generation, was lhe only hislory, that Maori could rely upon as an

accurate account of what had happened. As one chosen by the chiefs as a kaitiaki of

that history, Sir James was regarded as scrupulous in the accuracy with which he

continued the oral tradition. For these reasons he made the point:

The historians say that all the Chiefs violenlly opposed the signing of the
Treaty of Waitangi. But this was only token opposition. A token because it
should have been obvious to all the historians and lawyers and everyone
else who had been dealing with the Treaty. . . . Why did they get up and
oppose the signing of the Treaty and then immediately get up and sign it and
append their moko? And then shook the Governor by the hands and Captain
Hobson said 'He iwi kotahi 1"gor".248

So, according to Sir James, it was the decision at the tau rangatira the night before,

not the actual signing of the Treaty at the Treaty grounds, which was significant to
Maori. Once the chiefs had given lheir word, for them the agreement was tapu. 'The

Treaty then was not just a political and legal covenant but a spiritual one'. And it was

a Treaty between two sovereign peoples of great mana-lwi and Hapu, and the British

Crown-not with a settler government. The relationship with the Crown was
personal, and no authority was given by Maori for that relationship to be delegated to

the settlers. This is a distinction rarely understood in the Treaty debate today, but it
is crucial to understanding the historical Maori position:

One thing I must say here. With reference lo the Crown. I make a clear
distinction between the Government and the Queen or the King, Now, I think
it's a very moot point whether the Maori people do love Governmenls in
New Zealand because of what they have done in the past by enacting certain
laws such as Town and Country Planning, the Rating Act, the Local Boflies
Act, Public works Act and so on. so the Maori people really have no very
great love for governments but they do for the Crown, meaning the
Sovereign.

24716" debates on the Treaty grounds are frequently cited in legal discussions. See Nerry
Zealand Maori Council v Attorney-General[1987] 1 NZLR 641 ,714-l per Bisson J

248161" phrase is usually translated as 'We are now one people,.
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Sir James was equally specific when defining the meaning of taonga as the Maori way
e1 ;;19,249 as distinct from the concept of Maoritanga.

'Te tino rangatiratanga' as used in tho Treaty means the Chieftainship over
all their taonga, tangible or intangible. Things animale or otherwise.
"Taonga' are tangible and intangible culture, language, art, craft, lands.
That is the Maori way of life. 'Maoritanga' being expressed by way of their
arl, their crafl, their language, their cusloms, lheir traditions. when lheir
'laonga" were lo be protected by the Treaty the people trusted that the
Maori way of life would also continue and be guaranteed.

The rights of Maori as British citizens were in addition to this guarantee.

The Chiefs always referred to lhe fact that the Treaty gave the Maori
people the same righls and privileges of British subjects. They knew that.
Thal was the guarantee to them by the eueen.

But Sir James noted that these guaranteed rights and privileges did not exist in
practice.

They were being paid less wages for the same job than their Pakeha mates
or fellow New Zealanders who were working with them. And in many other
respects they weren't treated as equals and felt that the guarantees made
by the Queen there didn't, or by the crown, didn't mean much at all.
Because they weren't being treated equally. And also because of the
alienations of the land and the confiscations.

Behind these confiscations and the alienation of land lay the structural arrangements
of colonial power-a point not missed by the chiefs, as sir James explained:

The 1852 Constitution Act gave all sorts of guarantees provided they were
not r€pugnanl I think that was the word used, repugnant lo the rights and
welfare of fellow New Zealanders. And of course I suppose that was an
escape clause where the Maori received the kind of treatment they did
receive. Then we had the advent of the Maori Land Court. Which of course,
these people on the council of which I was a member knew it was just a
device to open up more lands and because of the pressures being applied by
lho settlers. They knew that and there were objections and there were
prot€sts and so on and obviously they '{idn,t get anywhere at all.

Thus the last remaining chiefly Maori authority on the Treaty described it as a
guarantee of continued Maori authority over the Maori way of life, with lhe added
benefits which Pakeha presence could bring. This was at the heart of historical Maori
understandings of te tino rangatiratanga. And it was this which the Crown had pledged
to protect. lndeed, Sir James stated categorically that:

249yor a linguistic discussion of the terminology in the Maori text see B. Biggs, .Humpty-
Dumpty and the Treaty of Waitangi', in Waitangi: Maori and Pakeha perspctives of the
Treaty of waitangi, ed. l. H. Kawharu, oxford university press, Auckland, 300
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Because of the Treaty the Maori believe, right to lhis day, that they are
equal partners and they know from experience that it's not so. But right to
this day, and those Chiefs that I had the great privilege of being associated
with, Runanga o te Tiriti o waitangi, and they always said that, that they
had equal rights. That is why they signed the Treaty. And lots of people and
including some historians . sosm to inter that those Chiefs didn't know
what they were signing. They knew what they were signing, reading the
Maori version. But, when it came lo sovereignty in the English version what
in fact thsy did sign was giving away all their mana and ev€rything else lo
the Queen of England. Which they never believed and never inlended to do so.
And that's quite plain from signing the Maori version. That it was the
Government and the governments of their land. Not sovereignty.

This interpretation was not confined to Ngapuhi. The journals of Te Ataria, recording

the debates of Ngati Kahungunu during the late 1860s Repudiation period, evidence a

similar understanding on the part of Hapuku-a signatory lo both the Declaration ol
Independence in September 1838, and to the Treaty of Waitangi in Hawkes Bay in
1949.2s0 The following explanation of the Treaty was compiled from the discussions
recorded in these journals by a mokopuna of Te Ataria, now a kaumatua of Ngati

Kahungunu, and the kaitiaki of the diaries:

Preamble

victoria, the Queen of England, expressing her thoughtfulness to the
rangatira and hapu of New Zealand, and her wish to have them preserved in
their rangatiralanga and their land, and that peace and quiet may be kept
with th€m because a great number of the people ol her nation have settled in
this country, and others will come, has lhought it right to send a rangatira
to negotiate with the people of New Zealand so that thoy may grant
kawanatanga to the Queen in all parts of this land and islands. Now the eueen
wishes this kawanatanga lest evils should befall the Maori people from the
Europeans who are living here without law. so the eueen is pleased to send
me, william Hobson, a captain in the Royal Navy to be Governor for all
places of New Zealand which are now agreed or shall be granted to the
Queen. And she says to the rangatira of the confederation and hapu of New
Zealand, and other rangatira, these are the articles to be discussed.

Article One

The confederated and other rangatira grant to the crown the right to
exercise kawanatanga over others in their lands.

Article Two

The Queen of England recognises and reaffirms to the rangatira, hapu and
lwi of New Zealand the continued rangatiratanga over their lands, lheir
kainga and their way of life.

The rangatira grant to the Queen the power to purchase those lands which
lhe people are able to sell, subject to the arranging of payment which will
be agreed to by them and ihe purchaser appointed by the eueen.

2s0witnessed by Major Thomas Bunbury and Edward Williams.
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Article Three

This is the procedure for the granting of kawanatanga to the eueen. The
Queen will respect the Maori people of New Zealand and their rights, just
like those of the English people are respected.

Articla Four

The Governor agrees to respect the faiths of the churches of England, the
Wesleyans and Rome, and all the law of the Maori.

To those who signed, the Treaty affirmed te tino rangatiratanga of the lwi and Hapu.

Others, like Te Wherowhero, declined to sign, believing that the Treaty added little to
the British recognition of rangatiratanga already contained within the Declaration of
Independence.

(c) Maori Law

The guaranteed relention of ritenga and tikanga Maori was integral to tino
rangatiratanga, as Moana Jackson explained:

The rights which Maori possess as indigenous peoples are found in the
tenets of Maori law and were exercised as personal, whanau, hapu and lwi
prerogatives. However the rights which issued to individuals did so only
because lhey were part of a wider group. The notion of individual rights
was sxercised through a collective responsibilily which ensured that the
ultimate welfare of the lwi was both the determinanl and the arbitar of a
person's inlerests.

The origins of such rights lay in legal precedents based on ancestral
decisions traceable ultimately to tho Atua. The ties of whakapapa which
bound the lwi were the source of a leader's political power, the law's
authority, and an individual's rights in relation to both. From the wisdom of
the ancestors cams the rules for collective and individual conduct, the
sanctions used to €nsure compliance, and the rights to protect an individual
or the collective from their abuse.

. . . Maori lived not under the law, but with it. . . . As an individual, one's
rights were a part of one's place in the scheme of things. The protection of
that place was a necessary consequence of the lwi's collective
responsibility to and for its members. The "personal' rights of an individual
thus came from the mana of common anc€stors, they were reposed in the
tapu of each person, and their sxerciss was tied to the wider welfare of the
lsr;.251

Jackson attempted to draw parallels with the concepts of liberal legalism:

In exercising th6 rights of Rangatira in relation to lwi memb€rs, the leaders
acted within a framework of rules derived from the precadents and sources
of ancestral law and mana. In protecting lhe welfare of lhe lwi and its

251Nga Kaiwhakamarama i Nga Ture, 'Paper on the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples: Consultalion with the Tangata Whenua', Wellington, lggo
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memb€rs against other lwi, they asserted their rights of lwi Rangatiratanga
handed down through the same ryeave ol divine and anceslral precedent. The
'legal' rights of the individual, and the constitutional or political rights of
the collective, were essentially inseparabls.252

So it was impossible to separate tino rangatiratanga from the exercise by the lwi and

Hapu of constitutional and legal authorily over their members.

ln its simpls sense, Rangatiratanga is the authority of Chieftainship. lt is
power based in law which incorporates certain rights and obligations. lt
enabled Rangatira lo claim, on bahalf of the lwi, dominion over its
resources and authority over and for its people. lts exercise was a symbol
and an assertion of both th€ mana of individual leaders, and the lwi which
recognised them as Rangatira.

Those leaders took their mana as Rangatira from the ancestors and the
living. When thay exercised Rangatiratanga on behalf of the lwi, they were
asserting its mana, its rights of sovereign authority. By its very nature,
Rangatiratanga is therefore a political pow€r, a statement of lwi
independence and self-delermination.

The affirmation of tino rangatiratanga in the Treaty was therefore a guarantee of the

continued operation of Maori law.

The Treaty recognises this fact by guaranteeing the right of Rangatiratanga
itself, and by categorizing the tangible and intangible things over which it
could be exercised-lands, settlements, and taonga. The necessary corollary
of lhis in Maori Law is a recognition of the rights which followed lo the
individual and the collective when the Rangatiratanga ol the lwi was
exercised on their 666d1.253

(d) Colonial Law

Maori perceived their relationship with the Crown as a form of co-existence where

the dual authority of tino rangatiratanga, including Maori law, and the seiller's
government would be protected by the English Queen. By contrast, the Colonial Oflice

perceived the relationship as the Crown as sovereign and individuated Maori as

subjects. This sovereignty was established through compliance with the coloniser's

own rules of recognition-unilateral proclamations to that effect, gazetted in the

required manner.254 The source of legitimacy was not the Treaty of Waitangi, but

English law. And this remained the crucial source of self-legitimation throughout the

history of the colonisation of Aotearoa.

2526x;'1y6x1amarama,'Paper on the Declaralion'
253Kaiwhakamarama,'Paper on the Declaration'
25416is is discussed in more depth, below, 117
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It is rare to find critiques of English common law which are located in a colonial or
imperial context. Those which do exist tend to focus on Africa, and on labour or
exlraction colonies. Few deal with those settlement colonies such as Canada,
Australia, and Aolearoa, where the indigenous people have been reduced to a minority.

Even fewer are writlen by indigenous people themselves. So this discussion has had to

extrapolate from a diverse range of contribulions, bearing in mind both lhe common
origin and the uniqueness of the situalion in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

(i) Legitimating the lmposition ot Cotoniat Law

In Blackstone's terms, English law was the birthright of Englir66sn.255 Wherever

they went in the Empire, they expected to be governed by English law and English

courts. The mere accident that they inhabited one colony rather than another, or lived

al Home, was irrelevant.

But colonisation was not simply a matter of catering for the expatriate English. The

colonial project required a slate apparatus, including a legal system, through which

to dominate the colonised, and to achieve the economic goals of the project-'the
generation of profits for the metropole by the subjection of the indigenous
people'2s6-under the particular conditions which prevailed. So, although the form

and ideology of colonial law generally replicated its English parent, it required some

aulonomy in relalion to the metropolis, and from other arms of the colonial s1s1g.257

This often meanl a 'rule of law' which bore little resemblance to its parent. 'English

law may have nominally been the general law of the colonies; but it was a peculiar

form of English law that had excised from its corpus any of the democratic forms or
economic protections which are claimed to be the brightest jewels in lhe English legal

61911y11.'258

Peter Fitzpatrick observed how, in most Third World societies, the popular

relationship to colonial law tended lo bo very tenuous. 'Mosl people have only a
limited or precarious stake in the economy of "lhe whole society" or in the capitalist
mode of production.' Their lives remained governed primarily by the traditional
mode and its formations, including its law. 'For lhem, liberal legality is at best

255 y. Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws ol England, Book l, Clarendon press, Oxford,
1 765. 1 04-5

256y. Ghai,'The Rule of Law, Legitimacy and Governance', iJSL, v.14, 19g6, 179, 196
25756s H. Alavi,'The State in Post-colonial Societies' in Ghai, et at. 231
258g. Seidman, 'The Reception of English Law in Colonial Africa', in Ghai et al, 1oZ, 116
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irrelevant'.259 g;s assertion aboul the survival of the traditional mode is discussed

again shortly. The relevant point at this stage is the marginal relationship of the
indigenous population to capitalist economic relations, and to colonial law.

But, if it was of marginal relevance, lacked popular support, and was fundamentally

repressive, how was it reconciled with liberal legal ideology? Fitzpatrick has

explained this in terms of the Enlightenment projecl, 'wilh its claims to a sole
rationality, to universality, comprehensiveness and consistency.'260 Law, within the

emerging liberal nation-state, became the definer of what was natural, civilised, and

universal. lts absence was equated with anarchy or untamed nalure. Deviant
behaviour could therefore legitimately be disciplined. This allowed the ideology of
liberal legalism lo be reconciled with the reality of a society which operated through

coercive authority.

When this thinking was transposed to the imperial and colonial contexts, indigenous
peopfes were portrayed in terms of the non-European other-a qualitatively different
and less evolved species, outside the sphere of the civilised and beyond the liberal

rhetoric of eguality and freedom. So J.S. Mill in On Liberty could argue that:
'[d]espotism is a legitimate mode of government in dealing with barbarians provided

the end be their improvemenl.'261 This rationale pervaded not only the institutions

and representatives of the imperial state, but also the minds of the settlers.

Even now, it is the prevalent view in the w€st that, in pursuing a civilizing
mission, 'we" acted imperialistically towards lhese racial others because
of the way "they' were or, at least, that the uncivilized stat€ of those
others was one original determinant of imperial action. But . . it is "our'
acting imperialistically which has created 'them". That resulting identity
had none but the most oblique and mediated relation to any then existent
situalion. lt was constituted, ralher, in the resolution of basic
contradictions within the European experience and constituted to preserve
the innocence ol the Enlightenmeil.262

259p. Fitzpatrick, 'Law, Modernization, and Mystification' in Fesearch in Law and
Sociology, v.3, ed. S. Spitzer, JAI Press, Greenwich, 1990, 161, 174

260p. Fitzpatrick, 'The Desperate Vacuum: lmperialism and Law in the Experience of
Enfightenment' in Droit et Soci6t6, (forthcoming), [original typescript], 5

261.1.9. Miff, On Liberty, in lJtilitarianism, On Liberty, Essays on Bentham, Fontana, 1962,
136 cited in Fitzpatrick,'Desperate Vacuum', 16. Note that this conflicts wilh Wolfe's
assertion that racism and liberalism were incompatible. see above, g1

262Fitzpatrick,'Desperate Vacuum', g
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Filzpatrick concluded that racism was fundamental to liberalism and to the identity of
the European.263 Ssr"nes and barbarians existed outside the world of the
Enlightenment, and beyond the bounds of the normal and civilised. So indigenous
society was intrinsically deviant. Any asserlion of it, and any opposition to the
European order, epuld legitimately be suppressed through the universal and natural
law. Within settler colonies, this helped to rationalise the co-existence of two social
orders under the one sovereign stale.

In many instances the application of violence to quell anti-colonial resistance was
therefore justified, and implemenled, in accordance with the rule of taw. Any

abrogation of those rules in favour of authoritarian administration was consistent
with the colonists' 'civilising mission' and for the ultimate benefit of the colonised.
Yash Ghai concluded that

[t]he dominant paradigm of the law under colonialism was not that of
equalily and freedom but of discrimination, coercion, and repression
Even if after the initial "pacification', the administration adhered to a
policy of legalism, there were few constraints on law-making and a
casuistic altitude to the law prevailed . . . lndeed it was the political
defiance of this law which made heroes of men and womsn . . . . Not much
attsmpt was made to cultivate its ideological or symbolic functions, nor
would that have been easy since the basic elements of that function,
consensus, equality, and autonomy, were so conspicuously missing. The
British app€ar to have decided that law was lo symbolise power rather than
authorily-264

(ii) The Concept of 'Custom'

lf law was the legitimalor of imperialism and colonialism, its antonym was custom.
In the eyes of the coloniser, law was a product of reason, reflection and will. Custom

reflected brute force, irrationality, barbarism. Fitzpatrick argued that

custom is importanl because of the large part of custom as a mode of
atlributing a subordinate identity to a non-Europ€an world, which
remains . . . outside lhe inexorable reason of Enlightenmenl and outside of
the universal truth of humanity [l]t comes to be seen as operating
without reason and reflection, [and it] becomes identified with the
"savages'.265

Colonial governments faced the dilemma that they had no history of recognised
authority to which they could appeal for legitimacy. Nor could they rely on a system

26316st. were differences of scale of barbarity. Maori, for example, were often
considered in an advanced evolutionary state when compared to other indigenous nations.

26466"i, 'The Rute of Law', 2oo
265p;12pa1rick,'Desperate Vacuum', g-4
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of customary law which they neither understood, nor trusted. But it would be
incompatible with their own ideology, and economically and politically counter-
productive, to rule by coercion alone. So, whether formally through indirect rule, or
informally by temporary co-operation, traditional processes were widely co-opted-
although always backed by English criminal law to ensure that 'the grosser forms of
disorder would be controlled by norms that Englishmen [sic] recognized as
"civilised".'266 1n such cases 'existing social relations were taken, reconslituted in
terms of [imperialism's] imperatives and then, as il were, given back to the people
as their own"267 Often only that part of native cuslom which was not ,repugnant to
lhe general principles of humanity' was recognised.26S

David Williams has illustrated this process in relation to the New Zealand Native
Land Act 1865, a significant tool in lhe alienation of Maori land, and whose explicit
purpose was to 'encourage the extinction of [Maori] proprietory suslqrns'.269
Despite the Act's preamble, the Native Land Court judges sought to rationalise the
individualisation of collective title as 'according to native custom'. They made no
attempt to juslify that interpretation. They merely asserted that the power of tribal
owners lo name up to ten persons as individual owners was consistent with native
cuslom. The Court of Appeal, relying on precedent, refused to go behind the formal
title and the land courl's record to investigate complaints from the tribal owners.

The judicial rewriting of native custom was at times overt. Francis Fenton, as the
Native Land Court Judge in the Papakura Claim of Succession, stated blunly:

English law shall regulate the succession of real estate among Maoris
except in a case where strict adherence lo English rules of law would be
vory ropugnant to native ideas and cusloms. . . . Instead of subordinating
English tenures to Maori cusroms, it will be the duty of the court, ii
administering this Act, to causs as rapid an introduction amongst the
Maoris, not only of English tenures, but of English rules of descent, 

"s 
can

be secured without violently shocking ttaori prejud;sss.270

266seidman, 'The Reception', 109
26TFitzpatrick,'Desparate Vacuum,, 1 1

268166 New Zealand Constirution Act 1852 uses almost identical terminology: ,And
whereas it may be expedient that the laws, customs and usages of the Rborilinat or
Native Inhabitants of New Zealand, so far as they are not repugnant to the general
principles of humanity, should for the present be maintainted . , .'. 571

269p' V. Williams, 'The Recognition of 'Native Cuslom" in the Colonial Legal Systems of
Tanganyika and New Zealand: Legal Pluralism or Monocullural lmposition;, paier to the

__ Legal Pluralism and comparative Law conference, canberra, september 1gg4,'72Towilliams, 'The Recognition,, g
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lndeed, Chapman J. openly acknowledged that an entire body of case law had been built

upon a judicially constructed and quite artificial notion of native custom;

[A] body of cuslom has been recognised and created in that Court which
represents the sense of justice of its Judges in dealing with a people in the
course of transition from a state of tribal communism to a state in which
prop€rty may be owned in severalty or in the shape approaching severalty
represented by a tenancy in common. Many of the cusloms set up by that
Court must have been found with but slight regard for the ideas which
prevailed in savage [sic] times.271

Williams attributed lhis development to the ideological parameters of the judiciary,

the unavailability of legal concepts which paralleled their own, lhe economic and

political requirements of the time, and their ultimate power as deliners for the

punoses of the colonial state.

But while Maori custom might be recognised, albeit as defined by the colonial courts

and extinguishable at will by the grcutn,272 Maori taw was no law at all.

On the foundalion of this colony, the aborigines were found without any kind
of civil government, or any settled system of law. There is no doubt that
during a series of years the British Government desired and endeavoured to
recognize the independenl nationality of New Tealand. But the thing neither
exisled nor at that time could be established. The Maori tribes were
incapable of performing the duties and therefore of assuming the rights, of
a civilised community. . . . ln fact the crown was comp€lled to assume in
relalion to the Maori tribes, and in relation to native titles, thes€ rights and
duties which, jure gentium, vest in and devolve upon the first civilised
occupier of a territory thinly peopled by barbarians withoul any form of
law or civil governmsn1.273

For over a century this remained the received view, supported by precedents from

other parts of the Empire. 'Maori society was one of many colonial victims of this

shortsighted monolegallsrn.'274 In recenl years these assumptions have been

strenuously challenged:

Allhough there was some tribal varialion, there was a distinct sel of
conventionally approved means of ensuring acceptabl€ behaviour. lts bases,
constructs, and melhods of application were naturally quite different to the
slale centred models of western jurisprudence. However a system of social

271y11i11oun1rby v Panapa Waihopi, (1910) 1g GLR 41;29 NZLR 1123, cired in D.V. Wiiliams,
'The Recognition', 9-10

272gss the discussion of the doctrine of aboriginal title below, 826-838
273111; Parata v Bishop of Wettington (1s77l3 NZ Jur (NS) 72, 77
274Y. Jackson, The Maori and the Criminat Justice System. He Whaipaanga Hou, parr 2,

Justice Department, Wellington, 1988, 35
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control and disPute resolution did exist, and Maori people recognised it as a
syst€m o1 1^s.275

The first Waitangi Tribunal reports in the early 1980s also confirmed that Maori
had expected their traditional law to prevail. The rights of English citizens, in the

third article, were intended to supplement, not supplant, existing Maori processes.

Indeed, even in the English text

the English presumptions of common law are nowhere apparent. They may
have been apparent to English lawyers bul they would not have been
apparent to the Maori signatories had it been the English text that was in
fact used and signe'6.276

But the rentention of Maori law was neither the intention, nor the subsequent
practice, of the colonial administration. Maori law was integral to the economic,
political, and ideological organisation of Maori society. lt was therefore incompatible

with the colonial project, and irreconcilable with the fundamental tenets of liberal

legalism. They simply could not co-exist as sources of economic, political, and social

regulation.

Aside from land law, the dual operation of Maori custom and English law continued for

several decades in relation to minor criminal and civil casei.277 But once the

capitalist mode of production and the apparatus of the colonial state were securely

established, and a slrong settler ideology had emerged, co-existent Maori authority,

even in its limited form, had to end.

Some early attempts were made to convince Maori of the viflues of English law. In

1858 Francis Fenlon, this time as Resident Magistrate, prepared an explanation of

the laws of England for the Maori, at the request of the Governor. Fenton extolled the
virtue and inherent superiority of English law:

A wise and generous people, the English, have settled in his land; and this
people are willing to teach him and to guide him in the well,made road which
lhemselves have travelled for so many generations; that is, in the path of
the perfected law-in the path by which themselves have attained to all the
good lhings which they now possess; wisdom, prosperity, quielness, peace,
wealth, power, glory and all other good things which the pakeha possesses.
Let there now be no doubt nor hesitation, but be patient and earnest and

2759" Whaipaanga Hou, parl2,31
276p1n6;nn of the Waitangi Tribunal on the Manukau Claim, WAI-8, Waitangi Tribunal,

Weffington, 1985, 94. See also the criticism of Orange in Law Commission, Maori
Fisheries, 133

277ps7 example, Native Districts Regulation Act 1858 and Native Circuit Courts Acl 1g5g
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follow the direction of thos€ who have been appointed to shew you the right
and the finished ps16.278

But whether or not Maori viewed colonial law as legitimate was largely irrelevant.
While the new state required popular support, the population was now dominated by

setllers, and not the tangata whenua. Maori therefore remained outside the hegemony

of liberal legalism, and liable to overt legal and extra-legal repression.

(e) The Survival of Maori Social Formations

To leave the analysis here would perpetuate the pitfall identified earlier-treating
Maori as the passive victims of colonisation, who remained economically
dispossessed, politically powerless, and culturally oppressed. They were all of those

things. Bul, as the next chapter will show, lhroughout 'l50 years of colonisalion
Maori offered sustained resislance, in a variety of forms. Almost always these were

sourced to the Treaty of Waitangi. This resistance played, and continues to play, a

crucial role in the dynamics of the colonial state.

Again lhere are few directly relevanl writings on this. But some of the debate in third
world legal theory offers useful insights, which can then be drawn upon to develop a
formulation which is more appropriate to the conlext of settler colonisation.

(i) Fitzpatrick and Articulation Theory

Peter Fitzpatrick has consciously attempted to move away from monocausal

descriptions or explanations of law as the product of the capitalist mode of
production. Orthodox Marxism had been preoccupied with transition through a stadial

schema of modes of production. lt simply assumed that 'the law characteristic of the
prior mode [would be] replaced by the law characteristic of the latter'. Traditional
orders would simply be swept aside and the new, essential law would be definitive of
the new s16il.279 Filzpatrick also distanced himself from conventional concepts of
pluralism. According to the pluralists, society comprised a collection of subgroups
with their own systems and law, which co-existed with or were incorporated within
state law. But this provided only a static form of pluralism, which denied the real
power of the state legal order and its impact on subordinate subgroups and their own

278p. ps61tn, The Laws Compited and Translated into the Maori Language by Direction of His
Excellency Colonel Thomas Gore-Browne, C.8., Governor of New Zealand, Auckland,
1 858

279p. Fitzpatrick, 'Law, plurality and underdevelopment', in sugarman, r6.l
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laws. While a semi-autonomous social field would have its own discrete order, il

remained in a one-way, subordinate relationship to the overarching state legal order.

Fitzpatrick sought a new formulation which would be appropriate to lhe Third World

setting. He posited a 'controversial perspective usually described as "the articulation

of modes of production" [whichl sees social formations of the Third World as based on

an interaclion between the capitalist mode of production and pre-capitalist
me6ss.'280

He began by examining the assumption, shared by development and Manist theorists,

that the cause of underdevelopment lay in the pre-capitalist or'backward' nature of

traditional Third World social formations. Underdevelopment theory argued that
these formations were gradually undermined by capitalist penetration, resulling in
dependent capitalist economies which served the needs of the First World generally,

or of particular metropolitan economies. A limited capitalist infrastructure was
created, and the remaining hinterland of pre-capitalist economic forms uttimately

also served the interests of metropolitan economy. Those who criticised this approach
had either reverted to the historical Marxist position that the evolutionary
progression of capitalist development was a step to the ultimate liberation of the
oppressed, or argued for a more subtle inleraction between the two modes of
produclion. The former had only limited empirical support, while the latter led inlo
lhe unresolved debate about whether Third World formations are indeed capitalist.

At this point Filzpatrick turned to the Althusserian concept of a social formation

which contains more than one mode of production, bul in which one is usually

dominant. Under this articulation theory, pre-capitalist economies are nol
transformed into replicas of the capitalist mode, bul the two co-exist and interact.
This is due partly to the nature of the capitalist intervention, its limited penetration,

and the utility of certain subsidising functions of the pre-capitalist mode, and partly

to the persistence of the original mode. A.cmrding to Fitzpatrick, understanding this

dynamic interaction helps to explain the dissolution, or persistence, of the pre-

existing mode, and creates the space to consider factors which are generally

categorised as non-capitalist.

This goes well beyond an interface of separate social fields. lt requires an articulation
of the interaction of different modes of production, and different legal-political and
ideological spheres. 'The overall interaction of modes gives rise to forms of economic,

2S0Fitzpatrick,'Law, plurality', 160
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political and legal organization that cannot be reduced to either the capitalist mode or

a pre-capitalist mode'.281 gs, he suggested, underdevelopment might not be caused

by one or olher mode, but by their interaction. The result is an inchoate class

formation. Many of those who form the proletariat within capitalist productive

relations retain their links, and their primary loyalty, to traditional society.

Even where these links are broken, people establish neo-traditional
communities in urban areas. The national bourgeoisie is often deeply divided
belween those members who retain a base in pre-capitalist and combined
relations and those who more fit the pure capitalist mould. Senior state
operatives-the so-called bureaucratic bourgeoisie-will frequently be tied
to pre-capitalist and combined relations that pervade the state system.282

During the initial period of penetration, the 'economically dominanl class element of

the metropolitan bourgeoisie-that "great absent member" -lacks internal

political legitimacy and relies on the state, as supported by dominant national class

elemenls to secure its interesls.'283 The capitalist state is weak. Yet it needs

strength to maintain some operative unity within the overall society, some control

over the emerging proletariat, and some functional integration between the modes to

ensure that bolh can function. lt must also be able to provide some legal-political

compulsion to allow the extraction of surplus from producers who are located outside

capitalist production. Because the relative autonomy between the political, juridical,

and economic which exists in First World democratic capitalism is absent, the state

cannot rely on legitimation, nor on pure coercion.

Fitzpatrick was not denying the brutal effects of colonial capitalist penetration. But

he argued that state law played a leading and ambiguous role in this. On one hand it

forced parlicipation in the cash economy in the name of 'the civilising mission', and

on lhe other it conserved pre-capitalist modes in the name of 'trusteeship' and

'protection'.284 1n both roles, the state and state law were clearly acting in the

interests of the metropolitan bourgeoisie. The legal system had also to serve two

communities. lt regulated relations within the capitalist economy and amongst

colonisls, in general accordance with the tenets of liberal legalism. And it regulated

traditional society by employing pre-capitalist legal-political practices. While such

incorporation could mean the extinction of traditional law in favour of some colonial

hybrid, it in turn affected the content and operation of state law itself.

2Sl Fitzpatrick,
2S2Fitzpatrick,
2S3Fitzpatrick,
2S4Fitzpatrick,

'Law, Plurality', 168
'Law, Plurality', 169
'Law, Plurality', 169
'Law, Plurality', 17O
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(ii) Critique of Fitzpatrick's Articulation Theory

There are several problems with Fitzpalrick's use of articulation theory. lts stress

on incorporation and co-exislence, means a minimal recognition of state violence and

administrative authoritarianism, and the conflict which this created with liberal

lega! ideology. Fitzpatrick had noted this tension in an earlier s111s|g.285 11s

omission in the later discussion is puzzling, and detracts from the overall strength of

his analysis.

A second difficulty involves the assertion that pre-capitalist modes can survive

intact within a dominant capitalist mode. Francis Snyder accepted that traditional

social relations and legal forms did continue to affect the lives of peasants, and thal
pre-capitalist modes had not been completely eliminated in the same way as lhey

were in feudal Europe. But the mode of produclion, distribution, and exchange had not

remained the same. lt had undergone a process of transition until it was subsumed by

the colonial capitalist state.

Snyder distinguished between modes of production, as delimiting the different
historic forms of production, and social formations, which provide a concept of social

totality. The two need not be rigidly correlated. Nor had traditional legal forms been

simply replaced by legal concepts characteristic of Western capitalism. Snyder

befieved that the broad concept of law relates to a number of different modes. But

concrete legal forms exist solely, or are combined in specific ways, in particular

historic forms of production. This requires relatively sharp distinctions between

concrete legal forms, according to which particular mode of production is dominant in

the social formation to which they belong. lt also requires 'theoretical concepts that

distinguish adequately between the concrete legal forms that are essential to any

given mode of production and the specific characler, manifestations, or elaborated

forms of these concepls that are found in a social formation dominated by the
particular mode of production.'286 snyder summarised his position thus:

The subsumption of formerly precapitalist producers within capitalist
relations of production does not necessarily imply a complete
transformation of precapitalist legal forms envisaged as mere simple
concepts; but entails a profound transformalion of lhese forms as concreto
concepts to lhe exlent lhat subsumplion constitutes a change in the mode of

2S5Fitzpatrick,'Law, Modernization,, 17g-4
286p. Snyder, Capitalism and Legal Change. An African Transformation, Academic press,

New York, 1982, 293
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Production. I therefore describe the partial transformalion of many Banjal
legal ideas as comprising simultaneously the continuity of numerous simple
legal concepts and the transformation of concrele legal fo76s.287

The apparenl survival of traditional politico-legal practices was therefore not a
conservation, but rather a transformalion, of legal forms, 'which had originated in a
specific social formation, to suit the purposes of the consolidation of the colonial
s161s.'288

(iti) Articulation Theory in Retation to Aotearoa/New zealand

Neither Fitzpatrick nor Snyder distinguished between different forms of
colonisation-settler, and labour or extraction colonies, with minority or majority
indigenous populations. Elsewhere, Fitzpatrick had targetted his articulation theory
more specifically towards societies which were directly colonised during the 'second
imperialism' of the late nineteenth century. 'lt is to these societies that one can more

confidently apply the generalization that capitalism's penetration of the Third World
has nol been economically strong enough to transform and shape indigenous
structures in its own image and likeness'.28g But this proviso was missing from the
later piece which has been discussed here.

As a result, Fitzpatrick stands slill at the point of mulual, although unequal,
dependency. This may have been the situation in Aotearoa/New Zealand in the initial
stages of penetration and the fragile, formative years, during which the settler
economic, political, and social structure was being constructed. But once a

sufficiently stable infrastructure had been established in the early 1gSos, the
priority shifted rapidly to primitive accumulation, and the active disarticulation of
the traditional economic and social formations. During the transitional period of
primitive accumulation heavy reliance was placed on legal and extra-legal
compulsion. Marx had viewed '[slo-called primitive accumulation [as] nothing else
than the historical process of divorcing the producer from the means of
production.'29O W6;1s this may have overstated the case in retation to colonies which
remain at the stage of primitive accumulation, David Williams observed that Marx
was certainly correct so far as settlement colonies were concerned. '[l]n the New

287Snyder, 296
288p.y. Williams, 'Book Reviews . Francis Snyder, Capitatism and Legal Change,, :JSL,

v.11, 1983, 125, 127
289pi12O.1rick,'Law, Modernization', 16g
2906. Marx, cited in D.V. Williams, The tlse of Law in the Process of Cotonization. An

Historical and Comparative Study with Particular Reference to Tanzania (Maintand) and
New Zealan4 PhD. Thesis, University of Dar es Salaam, 19gg, 4gg
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Zealand context there clearly was a transitional historical period during which a
'mature" form of capitalism took rool, evolved and established its total dominance in
the social 1e76s11sn.'291

The state and law played a crucial role in hastening this transition-in the case of
Aotearoa/New Zealand 'from Maori dominated Aolearoa to the settler dominated "Loyal

Dominion" of the British Empirs'.292 The process was essentially complete by .|894.

This led Williams to conclude

that slats and law in that colonial territory [Aotearoa/New Zealand] played
a very significant role in the process of primitive capitalist accumulation.
This process 'freed" the Maori iwi trom lheir anceslral lands, nearly
exterminated the race altogether, and pushed the survivors into a
marginalized social existence on ths fringe of mainstream New Zealand
societY'293

In this @ntexl, Snyder's explanation therefore appears lo be far more convincing. yet

he too misses the subtlelies of the settler colony. Whereas Fitzpatrick had over-
stated the survival of both pre-capitalisl means of produclion and social formations,
Snyder goes too far the other way. lt is true that, although traditional processes were
barely incorporaled into the colonial state, their survival was nevertheless
circumscribed by the conditions under which the people themselves lived. Those
processes were the products of their time, and would change accordingly. But it is
wrong to assume, as Snyder appears to do, that lhese adaptations of traditional law,
politics, economics, and ideology had been tamed and rendered compatible with
colonial capitalism.

Indeed, Fitzpatrick made a similar criticism of Habermas, for assuming that pre-
capitalist cultural traditions would be progressively destroyed by the advance of
capitalism:

As these areas of cultural tradition lose tlurir power of legitimatio,,, th€
state has to take on an extra burden of legitimation thus heightening that
"legitimation crisis' within advanced capitalism that so centrally concorns
Habermas. whereas work in socio-legal history and the Gramscian corpus
would seem to grant, if not highly theorize, an enduring plurality, Habermas
seoms to envisage the demise of thes€ areas of cultural tradition with the
increasing expansion of state activity. what specifically happens, lhen, lo
capitalist societies with their apparent dependence on these areas of
cultural tradition seoms to be left as an open question. Nor does Habermas

291V1r';;1i2*" , The lJse of Law, 494
292Y11;111".", The lJse of Law, 492
293YY;11i36s, The Use of Law. 493
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seem to confront directly the issue of why the necessily of these areas for
capitalist sociaty cannot have some countervailing effect on the forces
making for the expansion of state activity.2g4

Fitzpatrick observed that indigenous ideologies of liberation, nationalism, and
constitutional organization strongly rely on pre-capitalist elements. And it is
precisely lhe survival of sufficient elements of the pre-capitalist social formation,
in the form of Maori politics, social organisation, culture, spirituality, language, and
pedagogy which has provided the historical basis for colonial struggle in

Aotearoa/New Zealand-but within the capitalist mode of production, and often
couched in a form which combines contradictory elements of each social formation.

(0 The Dual State

It is clear that different lools of analysis are needed when analysing law in

contemporary Western democracies, and in the colonial context. As Williams noled, a
'crude inslrumentalist perspective on modern post-colonial state legal systems tends
to be very unconvincing, but when one studies colonial legal systems of the British
Empire one is confronted with unambiguous evidence that stale power was exercised
as an inslrument of monocultural imposition and legal dominsllsn.'295 In setlement
colonies, the task becomes even more complex. Liberal legalism and colonial law
operates within a dual slate, which contains elements of the economic and social
formations of both metropolitan and colonial societies. This demands recognition of
both dynamics, as well as the interaction between them, and the consequences of the
function of each for the legitimacy and effective operation of the courts.

The methods of English imperialism varied even amongst its various settlement
colonies, and resulted in significantly different experiences among the indigenous
peoples in Australia, Canada, the United States, South Africa, and Aotearoa/New
Zealand. But in each situation, the hegemony of the colonial state has always focused
on seltler communities. Rule over indigenous peoples has been primarily by
military, legal, economic, and cultural repression. Within lhe one state, therefore,
two styles of rule have co-existed-by consensus over the white population, and by
domination over the indigenous population. Even where attempts have been made to
secure some form of hegemony over lhe latter, this has always been fragile,
secondary, and subject to withdrawal.

294Fitzpatrick,'Law, plurality', 176
295YY;11i"rr,'The Recognition', 2o
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(i) The Concept of the Duat State

f n lerms of theory, this leads back to Alan Wolfe's concepl of the diarchic or dual
state. Wolfe drew parallels between the dual state operating in the United States in

the 1970s, and the diarchy which historically existed between metropolitan and
colonial states:

In domestic politics, there existed a state that was popular, democratic,
constitulional, and, it turns oul, increasingly impotent. centred in the
legislative branches of governmsnl, it was based on rules that were
reassuring: executives executed, legislators legislated, and judges judged.
certain standards of conduct-like due proc€ss of law, democratic
representalion, and appeals lo history and tradition-wore expected to
receive homage. Yet for the victims of empire a ditferenl set of standards
and expectations existed. Control over their affairs would be exercised by
a slate designed to achieve its ends with as much dispatch as possible.
Questions of propriety, morality, constitutionality, and legality were
generally considered beyond its purviery.296

While this was an accurate description of the early relationship between England and
its Empire, it was superseded in settlement colonies by a parailel relationship
between the so-called responsible settler government, and the indigenous populalion,

fiving within the same geographical boundary. This effectively internatised the dual
stale. Any attempt to analyse hegemony and legitimation in a settler society therefore
needs to consider the co-existence of two distinct social formations-the colonisers
and the colonised-within the one state, and the separate, and often competing,
pressures created by each.

(ii) Apartheid and the Duat Stafe

An example of this formulation can be seen in Stanley Greenberg's analysis of the
retreat from formal apartheid in contemporary South 911iss.297 He challenged the
popular image of a new-found enlighlenmenl amongsl Soulh African politicians and

citizens, prompted by international humanitarian pressure. Instead, Greenberg
located the shift within the context of market tiberatism, the legitimation crisis
facing the South African state domestically and internationally, and the quest of the
colonial capitalist state for a new hegemony.

296wolfe, 179
2975' Greenberg, Legitimating the tttegitimate. State, Markets, and Resistance in South

Africa, University of California press, Berkeley, .19g7
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Greenberg faced a similar dilemma to the one in this thesis. Contemporary writings
on hegemony and legitimation did not neatly fit his subject of inquiry. There was no

hegemonic rule via democratic consensus in South Africa. The state could not portray

itself as nalional and universal. lndeed, it had a formalised system of internal

stralification, and ruled the majority indigenous population by military and legal

coercion. The economic and political structures of the state had never claimed to
operate independently of each other, as did liberal capitalism. Nor did its civil society
provide the cement for a national popular will. Even in the purportedly private

arena, lhe country was economically, physically, institutionally, and ideologically
divided along explicitly racial lines.

But, despite the visibly repressive nalure of the South African slate, Greenberg
resisled the temptalion to ignore the importance of hegemony and legitimation.
lnstead, he attempted an analysis which adapted the available conceptual tools to the

specific, arguably unique, situation in South Africa.

Historically the South African state l,ad exercised a form of hegemony, but it was a
narrow hegemony over the white population only. lt made no attempt either to
incorporate the black African majority or to legitimate the political and economic
order as a whole. By the early 1980s that was no longer adequale. Widespread black
African resislance was employing a combination of tiberal rhetoric and militant
disruption to challenge the legitimacy of the political and economic order. At the same
time white hegemony was c-oming under internal attack from two sides. Progressive

whites were challenging the unlawful, unjust, and undemocratic behaviour of the
state. And private capital was increasingly concerned at the inefficiency and costs of
the repressive apartheid stale, within a global economy which was rapidly
reorganising.29S From the late 1970s, powerful corporate leaders and inrellectuals

took a lead in advocating radical political reform.

There was little doubt that South Africa in the 1980s was in crisis. Superficially,
the language of change being talked by black Africans, white progressives, and
private capital was the same: universality, impartiality, equality, freedom, and

material well-being. But its substance differed dramatically. ln particular, the
vision of the corporate leaders differed little from the market liberalism which was
surfacing in most Weslern capitalist states at that time: decentralised decision-
making, a free labour market, and a diminished role for the state in the economy.

29876;5 book was written before the imposition of limited international economic sanctions
on South Africa.
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They hoped that uncoupling the market and politics, and localising decisions, would
lay 'the groundwork for a fragmented order in which broader participation, even
"one person one voten, might be possible without compromising the whites' ultimate
control of the economy and polity.'299 pulg by coercion could then be replaced by a
new white capitalist hegemony backed by national and popular support.

Despite the apparently racial nature of the South African conflict, Greenberg
concluded that the crisis of the state and the promotion of change was driven by the
serious crisis of capital accumulation. The real beneficiaries of this new hegemony,
if it could be established, would be the interests of private capital. lronically, given
Wolfe's analysis, greater stability was promised by the extension of democracy lo the
African majority-provided the market was effectively uncoupled from the
instilutions of democratic decision-making, and those rights remained formal only.

Yet the attempt to extend this hegemony had struck major difficulties. Greenberg
observed how the state often responded in ways which created conflict with its white
citizens, and with the demands of private capital. While the path of market liberalism
was followed, it was not at the pace which private enterprise had wished. Fractional
conflicts arose between politicians and officials, between political etemenls aligned
with different seclors, and among represenlalives of economic interests.

Nor had the state achieved its goal. Government and corporate reformers had sought
legitimacy for a new political and economic order from black Africans, whilst
relaining their economic, and indirectly their political, power. But these attempts at
passive revolution had been rejected. Reformist conslilutional measures and the
repeal of petty apartheid laws were dismissed as cosmetic, conferring no real
economic or political power on the black African majority. Educated black Africans
had resisted co-option and class stratification, and led the struggle for structural
change. Moves to divest responsibility for economic intervention and welfare
provision to a collaborative, black Afric"n elite, based on traditional authority
struclures, had brought reprisals against those internal collaborators, but had not
deflected the focus of struggle from the s1s1s.300

299creenberg, 187
300161" statsment would also have rung true of the Maori movement in rhe 1g70s and

early 1980s. But under the passive revolution of the 1g80s many Maori leaders were
incorporated within the colonial state as consultants, negotiators, olficials and
advisers, govornment-appointees and clients of government created Maori
organisations. Ultimalely some lwi determined to apply for registration as lwi
Authorities under the Governmenl's devolution policy.
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As a result, the politicians faced the extraordinary difficulty of convincing black
Africans that major advances were being made, whilst convincing whites that such

changes would not reduce their economic and political power.

while political leaders have now repudiated the narrow hegemony
represented by apartheid ideology, they have left themselves exposed-
dependent on the fragments of a new ideology they barely understand and
caught up in a struggle within state institutions for coherence and with the
African majority for its loyalty.S 01

There are serious deficiencies in Greenberg's analysis. He could be accused of over-

emphasising the role of market liberalism in apartheid reforms, and underplaying

the impact of popular struggle by black Africans, South African 'coloureds', a small

number of whites, and the international anti-apartheid movement. They were

motivated by opposition to injustice, inhumanity, brutality, and racism, not
consciously by the crisis of capitalism. Any connection between the two would to be

made explicit. There was also no mention of the purpose, and effect, of the solidarity

shown by socialist bloc governments.

Greenberg also seriously overstated the degree of black African unity. Although he

was wriling prior to the highly publicised battles between the African National

Congress [ANC] and the Inkatha movement, such rivalries did exist. Certainly
Greenberg should have referred to the tensions between the ANC and the Pan-African

Congress IPACI. The basic philosophical dispute between those activist organisations
would have required him to address the important logical contradiction in the ANC
posilion-the recent public articulation of the goals of African liberation within

liberal ideology and by reforms to colonial-derived 1ns111u1;ens.302

That distinction is particularly important for this thesis. Whereas the ANC,
representing an indigenous majority, was able to base ils demands on universal
rights, and appealed to concepts which were superficially akin to those promoted by

liberalism (although probably meaning something quite different), Maori have
historically challenged that universalism. Instead they have sourced their right in

lheir status as tangata whenua-first as an indigenous majority, and laler as an

3o161ssn6srg, 173
302ps, a discussion of this philosophical tension, in terms of the positions of the ANC and

the Uniled Democratic Front see l. Shivji, 'State and Constitutionalism in Africa: A New
Democratic Perspective' IJSL, v.'lg, 1990, gg1 , gg}-4
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indigenous minority-lo determine their own future. lt is on this basis that they have

demanded the restoration of strategic economic resources and political authority.303

Nevertheless, Greenberg's analysis is very useful. lt reinforces the distinction
between the dynamics of settler colonialism and those of metropolitan states. Both are
embroiled in the crisis of capital accumulation, and the resulting secondary crises
outlined earlier in this chapter. These are often compounded by the partial and

under-developed nalure of settler-based colonial capitalism. The duality of the
settler colony requires the state to address these crises so as to secure sufficient
hegemony and legitimacy over the white populalion, and to minimise the threat to the
economic and political stability of the state from the indigenous population. In some
situations it will be counter-productive to resort to coercion, and to continue
excluding them from the hegemonic bloc. This may create competing, and
irreconcilable, political strategies and ideologies, which provide short-term
palliatives, but ultimately compound the crisis of the colonial state.

(iii) The Dual State in Aotearoa/New Zeatand

f n Aotearoa/New Zealand the nature of the duality presents a more benign and less

visible face than apartheid in South Africa. ln South Africa, within the same
internalionally recognised nation state there exist two distinct forms of governmenl,

two distinct rules of law, and two distinct economies. Both are underpinned by the

same organising principle of capitalist productive relations, located within the
dominant capitalist mode of production. But one operates through a relative
@nsensus, and the other through military, legal and economic coercion. Attitudes to
the legitimacy of the stale, and opportunily for and motivation towards participation

in market relations differ accordingly. Any analysis of South Africa today has to
recognise that duality.

In other settler colonies such as Aotearoa/New Zealand the historical experience has
been very similar. The difference lies in the economic base of the colony, the specific
form of legal and ideological repression adopted by the colonisers, and the numerical
relationship of coloniser to colonised. But lhere exists the same essential duality
between settler and indigenous society. Both are underpinned by lhe same organising
principle of capitalist productive relations. But one operates through a relative

30311 ttt"t be that Greenberg did not think the book was the appropriate place for discussron
of internal politics of the oppressed. That is a position with which I have sympathy. But
there are ways of approaching the issue which enable it to be related to the exercise of
colonial pow€r, and his failure to do lhat leaves lhe analysis incomplete.
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consensus, and the other through military, legal, and economic coercion.
understanding this relationship requires an analysis of Aotearoa/New Zealand,
historically and today, in terms of two social formations within the one nalional
boundary: the Pakeha in New Zealand, and the Maori in Aotearoa.

G. CONCLUSION

This chapler has provided a working formulation whereby law, within a capitalist
social formalion, both constitutes and is constituted. This requires a rigorous and
comprehensive approach which recognises all its component parts-the function of
law, atomisation of regar subjects, regar ideorogy, regar formarism, regal
intellectuals-and their relationship to each other, to other parts of the state and to
broader productive and social relalions.

The discussion on legitimation theory has provided a broad framework within which
the primary and secondary contradictions of Western capitalist democracies can be
explained. At a time of a continuing crisis in capital accumulalion, accompanied by
growing problems of politico-administrative rationality and ideological legitimation,
these theories offer important tools of anatysis.

But this thesis is concerned with the specific context of colonial capitalism within a
settlement colony. The complex dynamics of liberal legalism and the crisis of
capitalist democracies need to be situated within an ongoing srruggle between the
coloniser and the colonised. where this struggle involves a challenge to the
fundamental economic, political, and ideological srrucrures of the colonial state at,

too, becomes constitutive and constituting. Each elemenr of that complex dynamic
demands careful and separate scrutiny.

Such was the situation of Aotearoa/New Zealand in the 19g0s. This thesis aims to
provide such a specific, yet integrated analysis.
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CHAPTER ll: HlsroRlCAL CoNTRADICT|ONS oF CoLoNtAL CApTTAL|SM

For at least the first three years of the fourth Labour Governmenl, from 1g84 to
1987, Aotearoa/New Zealand provided a laboratory for radical proponents of taissez
faire capilalism. Nowhere, except perhaps in Chile, was it pursued with such

fervour. Starting with deregulation of the private sector economy, key Ministers and

officials spearheaded moves to divest many of the state's assets, and control of
significant state sectors of the economy, to private capital. Spurred on by an

ideological commitment to liberalism, they then set about attempting to rewrite

social policy, and to minimise lhe central state.

Two factors made this particularly remarkable-the country's long history as a

bastion of the welfare slate, and the pursuit of such aggressively free market policies

by the Government of an avowedly socialist Labour Party.l To place these events in

context it is necessary to provide a brief account of the political and economic

devefopment of New Tealand as a settlement colony, utilising, where appropriate, the

theoretical f ramework already outlined. As this is only intended as an

impressionistic overview, it has not been documented in the same detail as the

remainder of the thesis.

A. COLONIAL CAPITALISM: A HISTORICAL OVERV|EW

(a) The Era of Acquisition

Unlike the so-called second phase of British imperialism in the late nineleenth

century, lhe annexation of settlement colonies such as New Zealand, North America

(now the United States), Canada, and Australia was not driven by laissez faire

capitalism. A wide range of factors affected the timing and form of annexation. Many

of these, such as the influence of church lcrbbvisls, were hangovers from the pre-

capitalist era. lndeed, commentators on New Zealand's colonisation tend to be

preoccupied with the English Government's political decision whether or not lo
annex, given the diverse and competing pressures from missionaries, humanitarian

groups, and entrepreneurs such as the New Zealand Company. But too much is made of

these influences. Clearly there were immediate political, stralegic, and even moral

considerations, which affected the Colonial Office's decision. But the driving force

lThe t977 Labour Party Conference
means of production, distribution
Better Way, Pitman, Wellington,

had voted to restore the goal of socialisation of the
and exchange. S. Collins, Rogernomicg-ls There a
1987. 10
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behind that decision-as with all colonisation, whether of a labour or a settlement
colony-remained econom ic.

ln the 1830s and 1840s England faced its first serious crisis of capitalist
accumulation. Amongst its problems was a pool of potentially revolutionary displaced
peasants and urbanised working class, which was 'poor, unemployed, and susceptible
to who knows what political agitation'.2 Remedial strategies included plans to export
this surplus population, initially to North America. But this solution lost its appeal
as North America became increasingly powerful. The alternalive, Australia, was far
away. lt was too costly for emigrants, and the ruling class could not afford to

subsidise their passage. The solution came in the form of Wakefield's concept of the
sufticient price. This was a policy of buy cheap, sell dear, which would allow the
profits from the sale of land within a new colony to be used to help detray the cost of
emigration.

Wakefield, the master-mind behind the New Zealand Company, argued that English

capitalism needed land to replace production which was no longer possible within
industrialised England, and a new home for its surplus population, which would
otherwise flood into the already pestilent cities. New Zealand could serve as an outlet
for the human overflow of metropolitan England. He presented a vision of a pure class
society, based on earned wealth and property rather than inheritance and tradition,

and which was stratified but mobile. lmmigration would provide a renewable source
of labour to replace those who, lhrough hard work, had advanced to the status of
property owner. The process would be controlled by regulating the supply and demand

of land through the device ot a sufficient price.s

According to political economist Rob Steven, the real molivation for the colonisation

of Aotearoa/New Zealand was therefore not trade or markets-'[t]he only possible

benefit which the Empire could derive from lhe annexation of Aotearoa was a free

outlet for Britain's surplus population.'4 But to succeed, this alternative required
living conditions which were superior to those in Britain. Yet wages and living
standards in the less technologically-advanced, newly capitalist socielies were

2R. Steven, 'Land and White Settler Colonialism: The Case of Aotearoa', in Culturat tdentity
in New zealand, ed. D. Novitz and B. willmott, Gp Books, wellington, 1999,21,22

3The Crown right of pre-emption in the English text of the Treaty of Waitangi was one such
device, as well as a means of both financing lhe costs of government and immigration
and protecting Maori from the worst excesses of the New Zealand Company. But the
philosophy and practice later diverged, once pragmatic political decisions removed
controls on the supply of land, in response to settler demand.

4Stevan, 23
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generafly much lower than in England. So Aotearoa/New Zealand had to offer
something special. 'The most distinctive feature of that system lay in what made it

possible for an underdeveloped capitalism, as Aotearoa was to become, to provide

living and working conditions which were superior to those in more advanced
capitalist Britain and which could therefore attract people from it.'S That special
feature was good quality land, in a favourable year-round climate, which required
minimal labour input and capital expenditure to produce high returns.

These were the pressures which lay behind the eventual decision in 183g to annex

Aotearoa. The decision coincided with the emergence into the arena of Parliament and

the colonial administration of the battle beMeen protectionist English political and

economic interests and the embryonic liberal forces, which was already being fought

out amongst the intellectuals.

The public debate over colonisation concenlrated on the effects of the colonisation
process, including the impact on the indigenous population. What particularly

concerned the English Government, and its political and economic allies, was the
mercenary motivation and dubious reputation of the New Zealand Company, and ils
potential for annihilating the Maori, or provoking them into a costly war. Annexation
would not offer the economic returns which warranled major military intervention,

and the decision in 1839 to annex New Zealand may well have been intended by the
Colonial Office to pre-empt these consequences. But its effect was simply to

substitute a process overseen by a slightly more rule-bound European imperial

capitalist power, for a projecl run by a private enterprise company. Despite the
occasional intercession of the Governor, the New Zealand Company constituted the

dominant economic force in the colony throughout at least the first decade. The Crown

even waived its pre-emption right to purchase Maori land in favour of the New
Zealand Company in various districts.6

Annexation was achieved through a variety of complex, and arguably contradictory,

moves.T tn June 1839 Letters Patent were issued which enlarged fhe jurisdiction of

SSteven, 25
6By 

" 
proclamation of 21 February 1846. See D. V. Williams, The Use of Law in the Process

of Colonization. An Historicat and Comparative Study with Particular Reference to
Tanzania (Mainland) and New Zealand, PhD. Thesis, University of Dar es Salaam, 1983,
Fn 419

TFor compact accounts of these documents and svents see D.V. Williams, 'The Annexation
of New Zealand to New South Wales in 1840: What of the Treaty of Waitangi', Aust J of
L & Soc.,v.2, no.Z, 1985,41;D.V. Williams,'The Foundation of Colonial Rule in New
Zeafand', NZULR, v.13, 1988, 54
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New South Wales to cover the New Zealand islands 'which is or may be acquired in

sovereignty by Her Majesty'. On 14 January 1840 Governor Gipps of New South

Wales swore in Captain William Hobson as Lieutenant Governor of New Zealand, and

issued proclamations to that effect. These were published several days later.
lmmediately Hobson arrived in New Zealand he issued proclamations to the etfect that

he had assumed the position of Lieutenant Governor.

On 6 February the Treaty of Waitangi was first signed by a number of northern

chiefs. On 21 May 1840 Hobson issued the unilateral proclamations of sovereignty

over lhe North lsland by cession and over the South lsland by discovery. These were
gazetted in London on 2 October 1840.A Royal Charter to establish New Zealand as a
separate colony was promulgated on 16 November 1840, followed by Letters Patent

to Commission the Governor on 24 November, and Royal Instructions to the Governor
issued on 5 December 1840.

According to the English Laws Act 1858, 14 January 1840 was the date from which

England exercised sovereignty over New Zealand-a perplexing decision which
prompted David Williams to comment:

Perhaps some historical records may yet disclose the reasons for seizing
upon 14 January which was when Hobson was sworn in as Lieutenant
Governor whilst he was still in sydney prior to his departure for New
Zealand. This was a strange choice given that the reason for the law was to
fix upon a New Zealand foundation date unconnected with th€ colony's
historical origins as a dependency of Naw south wales. In any case we have
lo continue to live with the fact lhat English law is deemed to have been in
torce prior to the date which is now celebrated as (or criticized for being)
the birthday of the New Zealand nation bscause of the proceedings at
Waitangi.S

So, while Hobson had entered into a Treaty with a number of Maori chiefs at Waitangi

on 6 February 1840, and had sent various emissaries around the country with copies
of the Treaty to gather signatures over the next six months, the Treaty of Waitangi

was of marginal legal relevance to the actual assumption of British sovereignty. lt
remained unenforceable in English law.9 But its legat insignificance should not be

confused with a lack of political purpose. Resort to a Treaty was a logical strategy
for the British slate, given its motivation for annexation-the concern was lo
facilitate the unopposed entry of setllers, and the Treaty achieved this. lt further

served to bolster the ideology of benevolent colonisation and the moral validity of

Swilliams, 'The Foundarion'. 64
9See below, 501-2
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British sovereignty. For British setllers, there was occasional frustration over the
actions of the Governor bul never any question about the legitimacy of the Crown's
annexation.

Penetration by the capitalist mode of production was rapid. The first thirty years
after formal annexation was a time of rampant capital accumulation. The setiler
demand for land gained momentum once they discovered the wealth which lay in
pastoralism. Initially this centred on South lsland sheep stations, using land which
had been secured with minimal resistance from the Ngai Tahu tribe, who were
already ravaged by inter-tribal wars and disease. Absentee investors and New
Zealand-based speculators rapidly secured large holdings. Despite their stranglehold
over much of the land, high relurns produced a general prosperity within the
broader local community. But with the South lsland tied up, pressure from seltlers
lo gain access to the productive lands of the North lsland grew-culminating in the
colonial wars of the 1860s.

Moves to establish a social formation adapted to the particular conditions of the
settlement colony grew apace. The Colonial Office was keen lo establish a stable and
legitimate infraslructure, and allowed the settlers comparatively free rein. While it
exercised some moderation, it offered very little of the resistance to demands for
self-government which would have been seen, had lhe motivation for colonisation

been wealth extraction. Legislative authority passed from the colonial administration

to a local elite drawn from the major land-holders, and an emerging class of
professionals, and merchanls. Together they formed the oligarchy of landowners and

entrepreneurs which dominated New Zealand's early economic and political history,

and controlled the national and provincial assemblies through loose alliances and
shifling factions. Access to these institutions was safeguarded by the male property

franchise which consciously excluded Maori men by recognising only individualised

land title.

The political and lhe economic were inseparable. Settler politicians-cum-
entrepreneurs straddled with ease the cabinet, the court bar and bench, the board
room, and the land registry. Institutions of government, law, and @mmerce openly
espoused the interests of capital, patriarchy, and European supremacism. And once
the legislature, in the persona of these vested interests, freed itself from direct
metropolitan rule, and secured responsible government, it controlled the internal

economy. But the power of the local 6lite was not total. Financial control remained
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largely external, mainly in England and Austratia. New Zealand's was, from the srart,

a highly dependent economy.lo

ln the early years of colonisalion there was minimal domestic disruption from
working class settlers. There was enough settler expectation of advancement,
jingoistic anti-Maori sentiment, and commitment to a new homeland, lo ensure
stability. Opportunities for upward mobility and properly ownership, including
rewards of land for service in the settler militia, bought the active complicity of land
labourers in dispossessing Maori.

(b) The Era of Consolidation

A period of rapid infrastructural expansion occurred under Julius Vogel's leadership
in the 1870s. The 1880s depression was followed by a period of major economic and
political change. From the 1890s the country's e@nomic base expanded. But it did not

conform to classical laissez faire liberalism. New Zealand's capitalist economy was
only partially developed. lt earned its wealth almost exclusively from the land, and
required continuing and extensive state intervention to maintain its prosperity. This
prosperity in turn fostered an expectation of an ever-improving standard of living
which the state was generally able to deliver.

Government played an increasingly active role in the broader economy, introducing
industrial conciliation and arbitration, stale pensions, and land settlement schemes.
Small farmers, with state assislance, developed a flourishing pastoral seclor.
Agricultural exports and the fledgling industrial base were bolstered by refrigerated

shipping, and state-funded railways. The standard of living for white farmers,
employers, and workers remained high. But even with the development of primary
production and some local industry, the New Zealand economy remained dependent on
foreign finance and foreign imports.

On the political level, colonial pragmatism, absence of an entrenched propertied
class, and stability within the Pakeha community, saw all men given the vote by
1879. As for white women-dispersed, facing daily hardship and with paid or unpaid
domestic service the only legitimate avenue for economic independence-their future
was bound to that of settler men and their institutions. But they, too, benefitted from
the relatively progressive social climate: New Zealand became the first country to

l0Rob Steven has disputed this, arguing that much of this wealth in fact remained in New
zealand. But he provides little evidence to support this. steven, 25, 2g
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extend the vote lo women, in 1893.11 Wfrite this was not achieved without a fight,
Pakeha women were not forced to the levels of militancy of the British suffragists.

The extension of the hegemony of the settler state to the majority of lhe non-Maori
population was therefore not a passive revolution in the classic Gramscian sense.

Under New Zealand conditions that simply was not necessary. Even with increased

urbanisation, there had been no sustained class struggle. Wealth from Maori land

functioned lo reduce, although not eliminate, class antagonisms, while white
supremacism represented Maori as an inferior and peripheral workforce with which

Pakeha workers had no common cause.12

Growth of industrial labour in sweatshops, railways, wharfs, and mines saw a brief

surge of socialisl militancy from the 1890s to 1914, largely aimed at the attempted

subordination of unions under the corporatist Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration

Act 1894. But the defiance was shortlived. The vanguard miners and watersiders

unions were effectively kneecapped after the 1912 Waihi and 1913 wharf strikes,
and the Red Federationof Labour barely outlasted the 1914 to 1918 war. The Red
Feds b*ame co-opted into the mainstream of reformist politics, alongside the more

moderate Trades and Labour Councils, when the Labour Party was formed in 1916.13

Existing parties of propertied interests, which had emerged over the preceding

decades, were forced into minority and coalition governments.

New Zealand was already building a reputation domestically and internationally as a
nation committed to social reform. Democratic institulions, political
enfranchisement through sectoral parties, and a more professionalised judicial

syslem, had legitimised the slruclures of the state. But the incorporation of the
Pakeha population as a whole into the historic bloc was still to come. Many retained a

working class identily, and an identification of the state with the interests of capital.

11See W. Sutch, Women with a Cause,2nd ed., New Zealand University Press, Wellington,
1974, 't 1 1-5

12see A. Bellara, Proud to be White? A Suruey of Pakeha Prejudice in New Zeatand,
Heinemann, Auckland, 1986

13 E. Ofssen and L. Richardson, 'The New Zealand Labour Movement', in Common Cause.
Essays in Australian and New Zeatand Labour History, ed. E. Fry, Allen and Unwin,
Wellington, 1986
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(c) The Era of the Corporatist Wetfare State

New Zealand accompanied the world into depression in the 1930s. Mass
unemployment led to riots in the main centres and the passing of the draconian public

Safety Conservation Act in 1932. This economic and political crisis paved the way for
the election in 1935 of the first Labour Government. lts mandate was to build a
socialist welfare state through parliamentary democracy-a state which would
provide a 'family wage' for 'the working man' and hls family.l4 State-funded health
care, housing, and a minimum standard of living, mitigated the effect of continuing
economic inequalities. ll undertook a major expansion of slate-owned industries,
exploiting natural resources such as forestry, minerals, and land to meet both social
and economic needs.

Gradually, commitment to socialism gave way to more moderate political and social
goals. Political commentalor Bruce Jesson has identified this as lhe birth of a
historic compromise between the Pakeha working class and capitalism, which
conlinued under both Labour and National Governmenls for almost forty years.

The election of the first Labour Governmenl meant a long-term
reconciliation with capitalism, not just by the Labour Govsrnment but by
th€ entire New Zealand working class-an arrangement lhat I refer to as an
'historic compromise', with the key to this compromise being an extension
of the power of the state. Instsad of using the state to overthrow capitalism
as they had originally intended, the Labour leaders used lhe state to
stabilise it. Labour extended the economic role of the state and created a
regulated and protected economy, through exchange and import controls,
monstary and fiscal policy, public works and th€ liks. And it used this
greater economic stability to extend the health, education and social
security systems and thereby creale the welfare state.15

Others, such as Steven, would argue that this compromise had begun with seltler
capitalism itself.16 Consolidation of the welfare stare in the 1950s and 1960s,
primariiy under National Governments, saw the goal of democratic socialism
replaced by bland welfarism. lncreased opportunities for education, and for
employment within the state services and industry, helped to creale a new middle
class and to distance working class children from their origins. Agencies of civil
society played an increasingly imporlant role, funded by the purportedly neutral
state. The mass media and free, compulsory and secular education in particular

14Steven, 32
158. Jesson , Fragments of Labour. The Story Eehind the Labour Governmenl, penguin,

Auckland, 1989, 17 [footnotes omiiled]
l6see Steven generally
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reinforced the universality of the conformist white, middle-class, two-parent,
consumption-oriented family unit. For Pakeha women the high standard of living
which resulted from settler colonialism had ils own peculiar impact. 'Most men

earned so much that they could insist on having their wives work full-time at home,

and because women's earnings were so low, not many women have been free to avoid

marriage, which has been an economic necessity for most'.17

The ideology of the welfare state celebrated equal opportunity and the consensus
national interest, and obscured the continued class, colonial, and patriarchal
character of the economic, political, and social systems. The previous century of
racist bigotry gave way to a domestic and international image of New Zealand as the
greatest multi-racial nation in the world. The state had now secured an almost
complele hegemony over the Pakeha population. While the contradictions of capitalist
relations remained, they had been rendered invisible.

During the'1950s and 1960s political factionalism consolidated into a rigid two-
party system, each party having a strong internal discipline. While historically the
parties reflected c-onflicting class positions,lS in practice both National and Labour
pursued the path of pragmatic intervenlionism. Political participation was
essentially passive, with voting driven by tradition and family loyalties. Both parties

vied for electoral support by promising new programmes and increased expenditure.

New Zealand increasingly became the kind of corporatist consensual stale described
by Wolfe.l9 Large national sector groups, such as farmers and trade unions, became

active participants in the party political machinery and were integrated into policy-

making. Many exercised delegated powers in a proliferation of quangos (quasi-

autonomous non-governmental organisations). State bureaucracy boomed and the
public sector emerged as the country's largest employer. The result was ad hoc and
captured decision making. The burgeoning burcaucracy soon faced classic rationality
problems of lack of planning, internal incoherence, and inefficiency. But the political

system was still delivering enough to enjoy a high degree of public confidence.

On the economic level, the prevailing orthodoxy of Keynesian economics argued that
monetary and fiscal policy could be used to manipulate consumer demand, and thus

1 TSteven, 32
18For example, the 1949 National Government was elected on an explicirly free enterprise

ticket.
1 9see above, 82-3
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keep unemployment down. New Zealand pursued a mixed economy wilh limited

nationalisation, provision of social welfare, and employment protection. New Zealand

went further than mosl on social welfare. The energy and communications
infrastructure expanded with hydro-electric and thermal power schemes, and air

travel, to complemenl increasingly comprehensive road, rail, and sea networks. This
programme conlinued under the almost unbroken reign of National Party
governments from 1949 until 1984.

Some fractions of capital prospered under the welfare state. Private family-based

companies, notably Fletcher Construction Ltd, grasped the initiative early, and

forged commercial alliances with the Labour Government for state house construction

and forestry development.2o Others fared less well. By the 1960s the fiscal costs of

lhe enormous welfare state were falling onlo an increasingly small private
productive sector. With the decline of the Commonwealth as a significant economic

bloc, New Zealand's international export markets, especially for agricultural
produce, became more fragile. The political power and economic fortunes of the
farming seclor began to decline. The economy increasingly moved towards a crisis.

(d) The Crisis of Welfare Capitalism

ln the 1970s the world economy came under slress. In New Zealand high levels of

overseas borrowing and governmenl intervention lessened lhe short-term impact of

the first oil shock in 1973. But other faclors, such as Britain's commitment to the

European Economic Community, inflation, economic stagnation, and balance of
payments deficits, accumulated to place the economy under severe internal and

international pressure. The unique factor of land no longer provided a guaranteed

source of wealth. Farming became increasingly dependent on heavy subsidies. Wage

labour become the alternative source of profit. But there was no developed industrial

base. small scale manufacturing since the 19s0s had been supported by
protectionism, which the agriculturally-driven economic base could no longer
afford. Huge debts were incurred in major energy self-sufficiency projects, in the
vain hope of developing an alternative source of economic advantage, but these merely

added lo the debt burden. Subsidies and tax write-offs, most notably the

supplementary minimum prices to farmers, continued to serve political purposes.

208. Jesson, Behind the Mirror G/ass. The growth of weatth and power in New Zealand in
the eighties, Penguin, Auckland, 1987, Ch. 2
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The fiscal crisis brought yet further state intervention from the Muldoon National
Government in the early 1g8os, culminating in wage, price, and interest rate
freezes. Muldoon's interventionism came under attack from such diverse quarters as
industry, financial institutions, home owners, and workers-as well as from the new
converts lo market liberalism, which was lhen regaining currency in Western
economic theory.2t The latter included disaffected members of Muldoon's own caucus.

During the '1970s the expansion of domeslic corporate activity had been largely

dominated by the long-established companies like Flelchers, New Zealand lnsurance,
Wilson and Horton, Lion Breweries, and Winstones, many of which were still run by
family members.22 The early 1980s saw mergers of major enterprises such as
Fletcher/Challenge/Tasman, and NZI/South British, as they consolidated their
holdings in the major resource areas of forestry, construction, and finance. ln the
process the hands-on power of the old families was displaced. Bul more radical

developments were on the horizon. An international crisis of capital, and especially
of over-production, had increased pressure from major Western capitalist powers

and from transnational corporations, for a global market. For traditionally dependent

export-based economies like New Zealand, that would mean a new subservience to a
world market place controlled by private economic interests, and by international

agencies dominated by major western powers.

An embryonic crisis between the needs of capital accumulation, the problems of
political rationality, and the decline in ideological legitimation, of the general kind
outlined in the last chapter, was now confronting New Zealand. lt was fed by popular

demands for ongoing improvements in economic conditions and political reforms from
a range of progressive groups. The 1972 Labour Government was short-lived, being

ousted in 1975 in a campaign marked by racism, anti-unionism, and red-baiting,

and boosted by an electoral bribe of universal superannuation benefits.

Faced with growing popular unease as unemployment and inflation continued lo rise,

the Muldoon National Government increasingly resorted to authoritianism. Court
decisions were over-riddel by legislation.23 The scope of judicial review was

curtailed. Journalists were intimidated. Emergency powers were invoked or
threatened against the few remaining militant unionists. Police crackdowns were
launched against Pacific lsland immigrants, Maori gangs, and anti-racism

21Jesson, Mirror G/ass, ch. 3
22Jesson, Mirror G/ass, 54-5
23see below 498-9
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protestors. Attacks on Muldoon's authoritarianism simply drew more repressive
responses. There was a mounting political crisis. But popular disillusionmenl was
directed at the National Government, not at the legitimacy of the democratic state
itself .

By 1981 National only just fought off an electoral challenge from the Labour party,

assisted in its survival by support for the controversial South African Rugby Tour
within marginal rural seals. Throughout its 1981 to 1994 term the National
Government suffered increasing problems of credibility. But the state was not yet
facing a crisis of legitimacy. Many still saw Labour as the desirable alternative,
allhough the incorporation of a broad range of sectors within the historic bloc was
shrinking. Signs of discontent with Parliamentary democracy began to appear
amongst some Pakeha liberals, feminisls, lhe peace movement, and anti-racism
activists.

(e) The Reorganisation of Colonial Capitalism in the t9g0s

So far the development of the New Zealand colonial state followed a somewhat
differenl path from the model posed by the legitimation theorists. lts economic base
was an under-developed form of capitalism which lefl it highly vulnerable, once the

agricultural sector no longer provided the source of superior living standards. lts
legitimation came from a widely-held belief in New Zealand as Godzown. But il was
also, as far as Pakeha went, a more genuinely consensual state with few historical
precedents of militancy and class identity to draw upon.

Al this stage legitimation theories would lead us to expect a major crisis of system
imperatives between the economic, political, and ideological/socialising sub-systems
(according to Habermas and Offe) or between liberalism and democracy (according to

wolfe), to erupt at various levels. The economic system would undergo
reorganisation. And the political syslem would roll back the level of state economic
intervention, cul welfare expenditure, privatise and repoliticise the economy, and

reduce the power of demoeratic institutions over the privatq arena.

Corresponding attempts would be expected to provide an ideological legitimation
which remained consislent with formal procedural democracy. Popular acceptance of
political impotence would be sought in return for promises of improved economic

condilions, and motivational commitment to market exchange would be renewed by
removing dependency on lhe state. Or at the very least the danger of organised, non-
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parliamentary counter-reaclion would be minimised by creating divisions and
diversions, removing lhe focus from the state, and destroying the organisational base
for resistance. But those promoting an aggressively market liberal agenda would be
foolish to ignore the significance of the welfare state and democratic participation. To
do so would put in jeopardy the legitimacy of the state, and the exercise of hegemony
over a viable historic bloc.

These predictions would have proved only partially correct. The next few years saw
significant economic reorganisation, and policies of privatisation and retrenchment
of lhe state. The appeal to market forces reflected an ideological conviction that
markets would find a replacement for profits from land. This would require a new
reliance on wage labour in the industrial and service sectors, supported by lower
wages. The result would be a serious erosion of the standard of living, and the
@nsequent destruclion of the myth of the classless society. Yet there were very few
conscious attempts to minimise the damage to legitimacy. The process was hugely
complicated by the fact that this major reversal of state welfarism was undertaken
by lhe parent and guardian of the welfare state, the New Zealand Labour party. These
developments are covered in greater depth in the next two chapters.

(f) The Origins of Rogernomics

When Labour lost the 1981 election, MP for Manurewa Roger Douglas and a small
group of fellow market enthusiasts from the public and private sectors set about
preparing an economic blueprint for Labour's re-election in 1984, and securing
sufficient political support for its implementation. Douglas already had a history of
unorthodoxy. Back in 1971 he had called for the abolition of double tax on company
profits, abandonment of various state activities, and the establishment of an
efficiency measure similar to the privale-sector yardstick of Frofit.24 Douglas
carried these objectives through into the 1972 Kirk Labour Government. As
Minister of Broadcasting he divided the then ),iew Zealand Broadcasting Corporation
into three competing stale-owned enterprises. He was also the architect of the
$uperannuation Act 1974 which abandoned universal bengfits. The latter was a
gamble exploited by Muldoon to help win the 1975 election.

Douglas's vision was refined in a paper prepared for Labour party circulation in

1979, but it made little impact. Dissatisfied with Labour's direction, he unilaterally
issued lhe Alternative Budgef in June 1980. This was expanded in his first book

24collins, Rogernomic$, 7
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There's Got to be a Better Wayl25 which, although radical by contemporary terms,

stifl retained such elements of intervenlion as picking winners. This break with
party discipline, coupled with his role in the unsuccessful attempt to overthrow Bill

Rowling and install David Lange as party leader, saw him dumped from the shadow

cabinet in 1980. Somewhat reluctantly he agreed to stand again for election in 1981.

The next three years was dedicated by Douglas and his advisers to constructing a

strategic plan for Labour's re-election, based on removal of the state from the

economy, and creating an economic climate conducive to lhe domestic and

international market. According to Hugh Oliver, lhere was general agreement within

the Labour caucus over the need for trade liberalisation and economic restructuring

after 1981, even amongst those who did not support Douglas.26 So, at that stage,

Douglas was nol outside the caucus mainstream on economic policy issues.27 The

struggle belween old guard and innovators in lhe caucus did not occur until late 1983.

When it did arise, it centred on the role of democracy and consensus.

Douglas believed that social goals and political considerations should be excluded from

economic policy. His team produced a 51-page Economic Policy Package.lt promoted

detailed fiscal, monetary, and price income policies; radical changes in export

assistance, employmenl, tax and industry support; and ,lairer distribution of the

country's wealth' primarily through more precise targeting-according to Douglas,
'every step subsequently taken by the fourth Labour Government when it was elected

to office.'28 The Labour caucus and the party's Policy Council were asked to reverse

their historical and organic relationship with the interventionist centralised state.

An alternative economic strategy was proposed by a group within the Caucus

Economic Committee who supported a social contracl and consensus approach to
economic Policy.29 But Oliver noted that the ideas were contradictory, and their

stress on consensus was out of step with the political conditions of the time-'elitism
was far more appropriate as a means of implementing a reorganisation of the

economy lhat would incur high social costs.'SO By late 1983 Douglas's position had

25R. Dougf as, rhere's Got To Be a Bener wayl, Fourth Estate, wellington, 19g0
26For a detailed discussion of thess developments see W.H. Oliver, 'The Labour Caucus and

Economic Policy Formation 1981-1984', in B. Easton, The Making of Rogernomics,
Auckland University Press, Auckland, '1989, 11.

27w. u. otiver, 35
28R. Douglas, Toward Prosperity: People and Potitics in the 1980s-A Personal View.

David Bateman, Auckland, 1997, 30
29w. H. otiver, 39
3ow. H. otiver. 42
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been accepted by the majority of caucus. lt was not until early 19g4 that the tension
between restructuring and corporatism erupted into hostile factional disputes within
the caucus. The MPs were faced wilh competing position: atternative versions of
Dougfas's Economic Policy Package versus a proposal to minimise the social costs of
economic restructuring through decentralised decision-making, with the stated aim
of increasing economic efficiency, and democratising state policies.3i

Some have said that the matler remained unresolved by the time of the snap election
in June 1984.32 Olhers, including Douglas, have claimed that there was a deliberate
muddying of future intentions.33 No detailed economic policy was released until after
the election. Instead Palmer produced a compromise proposal which was sufficiently
vague to gain caucus and Policy Council approval, and released this as part of the
brief pre-election Policy Document. Despite its apparent continued supporr for
corporatism lhe document endorsed the essence of the market approach with a major
role for private capital. According lo Otiver, the 'only part of the election policy that
was likely to cause problems was lhe plethora of promises lo consult and negotiate on
economic Policy'.3a This included an explicit goal to democratise economic life, and to
give New Zealanders greater control of their e@nomy. Concessions by Douglas to drop
plans for devaluation, and to agree that change would be gradual, planned, and
negotiated, were both subsequently withdrawn.

Labour's election campaign had focused not on economic reforms, bul on its
progressive social policy-a stronger stand against South Africa; no nuclear ships;
repeal of voluntary unionism; a renewed respect for constitutional processes and the
rule of law; full employment; and economic recovery. There were high popular
expectations of enhanced democratic participation and restored economic well-being.

(g) The Demise of Muldoonism

Labour won a land-slide victory in 1984. Most voles of the free-market advocates
were caplured by the short-lived New Zealand Party which ran on a libertarian and
afii-Muldoon ticket. This worked ro the benefit ol Labour bcth in the short-term, by
draining votes from National, and in the medium-lerm by the creation of a new pool
of floating voters for the 1987 election, who supported the liberal agenda.

31w. H. otiver, 46
32Jesson, Fragments of Labour,62
33Dougfas, T oward prosperity, 3g
34w. u. oliver, 49
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Labour's 1984 victory came amidst a foreign exchange crisis provoked by the pre-

election posturing of both Prime Minister Robert Muldoon and Labour's finance
spokesperson Roger Douglas, which provided a prime opportunity for immediate and

radical reforms. As Minister of Finance Douglas now had the opportunity to put his

theory into practice. He has claimed:'The new Labour Government was now launched,

although not in quite the way we had imagined, on the economic programme I had been

compiling, studying and revising for years.'35

As the next chapter makes clear, the programme known as Hogernomics was much

more than the work of one man. Nor was it solely a Labour initiative. A number of
pro-market members of the National caucus had challenged Muldoon's policies for
several years, but made little headway. In 1983 and 1984 Muldoon's policies came
under increasing internal attack. In 1983 five National MPs crossed the floor to vote

against the Government: liberals Derek Quigley, Dail Jones, and Ruth Richardson to

defeat a Bill to enshrine mortgage interest rale @ntrols in legislation; and feminist
Marilyn Waring and dissident Mike Minogue to defeat a proposal to introduce youth

rates into employment awards. In June 1984 Waring resigned from the National

Party caucus after a disagreement over its pro-nuclear policy.36 National was then
dependent on two disaffected former Labour MPs to retain a majority.3T

Bruce Jesson has noted 'a perverse grandeur about the way that Muldoon resisted the
@urse of history, but he was eventually beaten because of lhe interaction between
New Zealand and the world economy'.38 The political and economic conditions were

lherefore ripe for the New Zealand Government, whichever party was in power, to
follow the liberal agenda which was already being pursued elsewhere, most notably
in England and the United States-irrespective of its suitability for the particular

economic conditions of settler capitalism.

SsDouglas, Toward Prosperity. 62
36C. James, The Quiet Revolution. Turbulence and Transition in Contemporary New Zeatand,

Allen and Unwin, Wellington, 1996, 102
37John Kirk and Brian MacDonell
38Jesson, Mirror G/ass, 59
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B. TlNo RANGATIRATANGA o rE lwt MAoRt: A HtSToRtcAL ovERVtEw

This is, however, only half the picture. While the hegemony of the colonial state

extended to Pakeha at an early slage, its relalionship to Maori was considerably more

hostile. Understanding the conlemporary position of Maori involves two related

aspects-the historical struggle by Maori for retention of their independent
authority, and the marginal place of Maori in the hegemony of the colonial state.

Settlers may have had no problem with the legitimacy of the colonial state. But most

Maori certainly did. Their position was clear, whether it called upon the 183S

Declaration of lndependence, the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi, or the inherent right of

tangata whenua-il was the continued and inalienable right of independent Maori
' authority over Maori people and Maori resources. According to the Declaration and

the Treaty, this independence was lo be respected, and where necessary defended, by

the Brilish Crown. Since 1840 Maori have offered substantial and sustained
resislance to colonial incursions on their tino rangatiratanga, although the form of
resistance has differed with changing economic and political conditions. The Maori

stand in the 1980s, and the response of the settler state to it, must be seen as part of

this continuum.

(a) The Early Years of Colonisation

The period of transition from the traditional to the capitalist mode of production was

short, but it did mean that for almost two decades following the Treaty, many Hapu

and lwi flourished economically. New domestic and Australian trade opportunities
enabled Maori to develop their land and fisheries resources, using traditional labour

and production practices, and to dominate many areas of economic activity.

By the 1840s, the trib€s had thousands of acres in crops and were rapidly
extending their trad€. By the 1850s thsre wers numerous Maori-owned
flour mills throughout the northern half of the North lsland. [T]ne
initiatives came mainly from lhe Maori who were keen to capitalise on the
new settler markets, and take advanlage of new technology.Sg

They dominated North lsland coastal shipping. Waikato tribes opened their own bank.

But the Maori economy was still based on concepts of 'equivalents, relative worth and

reciprocity' nol 'possessions, absolute ownership, conlracts without continuing

S9Report of the Waitangi Tribunal on the Muriwhenua Fishing Claim, WAI-22, Government
Prinling Oftice, Wellington, 1988, 64. This part of the report presents a useful survey
and critique of writings on the Maori economy pre- and post-colonisation.
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obligations and the equation of personal wealth with status and social power'.4O Even
in a form adapted to a cash economy, it was still fundamentally incompatible w1h the
capitalist mode of production.

This prosperity and the co-existence of traditional and capitalist modes was short-
lived. Colonial authorities, allhough not all settlers, had been content to minimise the
risks of a direct confrontation which they could not guarantee to win. Inslead they had
pursued a path of relative appeasemenl, allowing a gradual accumulation of land,

stabilisation of centralised political authority and the establishment of a more
substantial settler population base. But once the seltler state was established, the
quest for fertile North lsland land gained momentum. Maori aulonomy, and their
primary resource base of land, came under direct attack. Maori began fiercety to
resist these incursions on their mana. But gradually their trading activities were
undermined by loss of land and preferential access for settler entrepreneurs to
markets and finance. The Maori economy began a sharp decline.

Early Maori participation in the colonial economy was nol paralleled at the political
level. Despite provision for self-governing Maori districts in the 1852 Constitution
Act, none was ever declared. And Maori were consciously excluded from political
participation in the settler state by a property franchise which disqualified
communally-owned land. The colonial judicial system, such as it was, pragmatically

used and discarded traditional Maori processes, according to the needs of peace and
order, and the practicalities of enforcemenl.

The only major and lasting area of formal pluralism occurred in the specific areas of
land, and administration of 'native affairs'. In particular, the colonial state developed
a judicial slructure and jurisprudence specifically designed to atienate Maori land
through the Native Land Court. Officials and agencies involved in 'nalive affairs' were
directed to destroy Maori economic, political, and cultural integrity. Cultural forces,
especially the churches, played their part in deculturalion. Maori women
experienced the dual impact of colonisation and the imposition of a form of patriarchy
which displaced the aulhority and property righls which they had traditionally
enjoyed.

40 Muriwhenua, 53
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(b) The Era of Military Resistance

The history of Maori defiance began with the early stand of Hone Heke in the 1840s.

But the major armed resistance occurred in the Waikato and Taranaki during the
1860s under the loose alliance of Kingitanoa.4l The history of the wars is now well

documented.

The New Zealand wars of 1845-72 were a series of conflicts involving the
British, lmperial and colonial, and the Maori tribes of the North lsland. They
were nol, as is sometim€s suggesled, storms in a teacup or gentlemanly
bouts of fisticuffs, but bitter and bloody struggles, as important to New
zealand as wers the civil wars to England and the united states. . . . [Tlhey
wer€ examples of that wid€spread phenomenon: resistance to European
expansion.42

These wars were not just fought over rights lo land, as lhe label 'land wars' would

suggest. They were a struggle over ultimate political authority-for tino
rangatiratanga versus sovereignty. Maori who fought to retain their land were
deemed to be in rebellion against the Crown, the penalty for which was confiscation of

land.43 Historian James Belich has portrayed the wars as

a series of British attempts to impose substantive, as against nominal,
sovereignly on the Maoris. Substantive sovereignty would allow the
relatively easy purchase ol Maori land, and the imposition of British
administration, law, and civilization on ths Maoris. But the British desire
for substanlive sovereignty was also influenced by less tangible factors:
the complicated body of beliefs and attitudes which led them to exp€ct to
rule their new colony in practice as well as theory, and to r€senl the fact
that they did not.44

While Maori won many of the battles, lhey could not sustain the economic and human

cost of such prolonged war. The absence, and death,45 of so many men severely

41An alliance of Waikato lrib€s in 1858 which expanded to include others such as Taranaki,
Ngati Ruanui and Te Atiawa, and was supported by a significant section of North tsland
lribes. Kingitanga selected a King as a symbol of Maori unity and nationalism with two
aims: lo stgp iLtqr-trjballighting, ulder a system of unified laws, and to place all
tribaf lands under the control and mana oJ the King. R. Walker, Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou.
struggle without End Penguin, Auckland, 1990, 112-4; p. cleave, Tha sovereignty
Game: Power, Knowledge and Reading the Treaty, Victoria University Pr€ss,
Wellington, 1989, 9-19

42J. Belich, The New Zealand Wars And the Victorian lnterpretation of Racia! Conftict,
Auckland Universily Press, Auckland, 1986, 1S

43New Zealand settlements Act 1863; suppression of Reb€llion Act tg63
44Betich, 7g
4sFigures on war casualties are notoriously unreliable. James Cowan records casualties at

about 2,000 Maori, and 560 British and 250 kupapa, killed between 1845 and 1872.
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disrupted economic production and social relations within the lwi and Hapu, and
hastened the economic decline. Recruitment of kupapa to fight on the side of the Crown

undoubtedly divided Maori forces and facilitated the final victory by ill-equipped
colonial forces. But this was not a matler of the kupapa being duped by state forces.
They had their own reasons, internal to Maori society, for their position. And it

involved only shorl-term tactical alliances, falling well short of any serious
incorporation of a sector of Maori into the historic bloc. Indeed, some of those who

fought for the Crown came off worse from the wartime confiscations than those who

fought for Kingitanga. Historian Keith Sorrenson noted:

In the selection of land for confiscation, fertility and the strategic location
of land w€re more important than the owners' parl in rebellion. Some
lribes, like Ngali Maniapoto, who were heavily engaged in the Taranaki and
waikato wars, got off scot-free; others, such as the central waikato
tribes, lost virtually all thsir lands, The plan to sell large areas of
confiscated land at high prices was a dismal failure. . . . But in due cours€
lhe confiscatsd land was occupied and the settlements thrived; war,
confiscation, and military settl€msnt had considerably expanded the
European frontier.46

The complexity of the Maori position is apparent from the 1860 Kohimarama
Conference, called by Governor Gore Browne to head off the Kingitanga, by gaining

support for the Crown from other tribes. Many of those present later fought on the

side of the Crown. But they were no less committed to retention of mana Maori.
ldentifying a pattern which is equally familiar in recent times Claudia Orange has

noted:

The Kohimarama Conference came lo serve quite different functions for lhe
officials and for the Maori people. From the government point of view, the
confsrence was just one moro attempt to deal with the Maori problem.
The most important idea retained by Maori from the 1960 conference was
that Maori mana had been guaranteed. . . . conference chiefs did not see this
mana as in any way conflicting with that of the eueen, which they
acknowledged. . . . Indeed, speakers could see no conflicl in the co-existence
of several mana, or spheres of influence. lt was hardly surprising that the
meeting was reluctant to condemn the King movemsnt, for the concept of a
shared authority, which the trsaty se€med to allow for, was applicable to
all chiefs and not merely to the King movement.4T

Cited in M.P.K. Sorrenson, 'Maod and Pakeha', in The Oxford History of New Zealand,
ed. W. Oliver, Oxford University press, Wellington, 1991, 169, 194

46sorrenson, 'Maori and Pakeha', 185-6
47orange, 148-9 [foornotes omitted]
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(c) The Era of Separatist politics

Following the defeat of Maori military resislance, and with securig of numbers and
increasing economic prosperity, Pakeha could afford to dismiss the Maori threat
from their minds. The settler frontier encroached further into the remaining Maori
territory, with dire implications for Maori.

Unlike cheap-labour of extractive colonies, where what is wanted from the
indigenous people is primarily thsir labour, the settler colonists of
Aotearoa wanted only one thing from the Maori people: their disappearance
altogether, so that their land could be taken and converted inlo a sour.s of
bourgeois wealth which would provide even wag€ labourers with a standard
of living unknown to that class elsewhere in the world. Since workers would
be imported and any pot€ntial trouble they might cause av€rted by means of
high wages, which would give them a stake in the system, the settler
society created pressures towards the 'final solution" of the Maori people,
who were themselves not needed for anylhing whatsoever.4S

The settler state continued its earlier duality. Specific moves were made to secure
Maori participation in settler government, but on markedly different terms from
settlers. Sparked initially by concern that individualisation of title might result in

Maori outvoting settlers in some constituencies, and subsequently by the explicit
desire to encourage Maori acceptance of the colonial political struclures, four
parliamentary seats were established specifically for Maori in 1B67.ag Maori were
allocated four seals for an estimated 5o,0o0 voters. The settlers had seventy two
seats for 250,000.50 Initially an interim measure, the four Maori seats became an

institutionalised part of lhe dual stale, and continued to marginalise the Maori vote
even after Pakeha had secured the numerical capacity for majority rule.

This period saw the law take over from the gun as the tool of colonisation. For
ideological and practical reasons it was not feasible to eliminate the indigenous
population. The alternative counter to Maori resistance lay in the destruction of
Maori life, largely through the colonial rule of law. The combined actions of the
legislattrre and the judiclary qaru t4qorl elqlqled rgm rfrg tisJrliT;s1 hnd riue was

48Steven, 29
49Maori Representation Ao 1867
SoReport of the New Zealand Royal Commission on the Etectorat System. Towards a Better

Democracy, Government Printer, Wellington, 1986, g3
51For example, Oyster Fisheries Act 1866; Larceny Acr 1867. For a full discussion of the

earfy fisheries laws see Muriwhenua, 77-gg
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individualised and land taken for public works;52 punitive taxes and rates were

aimed at Maori;53 financial assistance provided for pakeha settlers was refused to
Maori;S+ Maori spiritual practices were outlawed;S5 and the role of Maori in the

courls and as paid officials was terminated.56 The Native Land Court continued to

serve as the major agent of dispossession.

Maori physical, cultural, and economic well-being went into serious decline. But

Maori continued to oppose the usurpation of their mana. The failure of the military

option led to new strategies of passive resistance, and political self-rule. Ngapuhi in
their role as kaitiaki of lhe Trealy had continued to assert their tino rangatiralanga

through frequenl runanga. By the 1870s the focus on the Treaty had spread

efsewhere. The Repudiation Movement of Hawkes Bay led by Henare Malua reflected

an 'increasing preference for separate Maori institutions-the withdrawal of the
Maori representatives from the Assembly, the closing of the Native Department and

the Land Court, and the establishment of a separate Maori parliament'.S7

The movement of Te Kotahitanga,sS with its focus on the Treaty, evolved out of Maori

frustration at the impotence of the four Maori members within the colonial
Parliament. From meetings with the King Movement in 1869, it moved north to
Waitangi in 1875. In 1879 Tuhaere of Ngati Whatua, under Kotahitanga auspices,

reconvened the Kohimarama Conference at Orakei after the settler government had

ignored repeated requests for it to do so. The problems facing Maori were attributed

to the settler government, not to the English Queen. The 1879 hui's resolutions were
published in the otficial parliamentary journals. But only the first five, those which

could be read as favourable to the government, were lranslated into English: the

Orakei Parliament promised lo remain friendly to the Europeans, loyal to the Queen,

to have nothing to do with any war, to adhere to the terms of the Treaty of Waitangi

and the 1860 Conference, and to endeavour to carry them out. The ambiguity of what

the terms of the Treaty were remained implicit. But the Crown could, and did,

interprel this as support for British sovereignty. Yet these resolutions were equally

52Fol example;Native Lands Act 1g65; Native Lands Act1962; Native l-aOd eourt Act
1894; Land for Settlements Act 1894; Public Works Land Act 1864; Public Works Act
1 876

53For example, Dog Tax Registration Act tgg0; Rating Acf 1gg2
54For example, Government Advances to Settlers Act .l894
ssTohunga Suppression Act 1go7
56The Native Dislricts Regulation Act 1858 and Native Circuit Courts Act 1858 were

repealed by the Repeals Act 1891; Magistrales Court Act 1g93
s7orange, t9t
5SMeaning 'unity'
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consistent $/ith the historic Maori assertion of tino rangatiratanga. such an

alternative reading was supported by lhe untranslated sixth resolution in which

'[t]his Parliament affirms that the rights of the tribal chiefs of these islands
remains permanent lest it be lost to our descendents.'59

By 1879 the Treaty of Waitangi and the Declaration of lndependence had become
renewed symbols of Maori resistance. The next year, the 1880 Parliament at Orakei
recalled that rangatira had agreed in the 1835 Declaration to hold annual runanga to

lay down laws for the country.

They reasoned that, since the treaty had recognised the 1835 Confederation
and had guaranteed rangatiratanga, the British government seemed to have
confirmed Maori chiefs' entitlement to a degree of autonomy. Thus the
annual conferences and lhe whole concept of a Maori parliament were given
the hallmark of constitutional validity.60

In 1881 the Ngapuhi rreaty parliaments began. The following year a Ngapuhi

delegation traveled to England with a petition to the English Queen, pointing out that
the authority and responsibility of the Treaty rested with her. They asked for a Royal

Commission to investigate laws which contravened the Treaty, and the right to

estabfish a Maori parliament which would restrain the New Zealand government from

setting aside the Treaty. This was seen as consistent with the provision for Maori

selFgoverning districts in section 71 of the Constitution Act 1852. The Colonial

Otfice denied any current English responsibility for New Zealand's internal atfairs.

King Tawhiao led the nexl delegation to England two years later, on behalf of
Kingilanga, with a petition asking the Queen to confirm her promises in the Treaty.

He sought separale Maori self-government, with a Maori parliament to control land

matters; an independent commission of inquiry into land confiscations; and an

independent commissioner to protect Maori interests. That delegation was also
refused an audience with the Queen, and told that the matter lay with the New Zealand
government. Having received no satisfaction in England, Tawhiao in 1886 appealed to

the colonial government

for the establishment of a Maori council for the chiefs to administer Maori
land rights, under the Treaty of waitangi. Tawhiao's requ€sl was refused so
ho ostablished his council Kauhanganui and proclaimed his mana (sovereign

S9Translaiion by Rua Rakena
6oOrange, 19s
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independence) by publishing Te Paki o Matariki in 1891, the Newspaper of
ths Indepsndent Maori Power of Aotearoa.Sl

All of this, Tawhiao insisted, was consistent with the Constitution Act of 1852.

Kotahitanga was moving in a similar direction. ln 1888 an inter-tribal hui, drawing

on the 1834 flag, the 1835 Declaration of lndependence, the Treaty of Waitangi and

section 71 of the Constitution Acl, agreed to assert their independence through

Kotahitanga.62 Again this involved assertion of political sovereignty through the
form of a Maori parliament, with almost exclusive conlrol of Maori land, and
responsibility for Maori welfare. A representative committee of chiefs was elected to
scrulinise proposed legislation, and to influence the government.

In June 1892, the first national Kotahitanga Parliament was held.63 lt combined the

runanga approach of consullation and deliberalion, with a two-tier assembly, one of
rangatira, and one of elected younger men. The Parliament claimed the right to make

laws for Maori land, and to take up land grievances arising after the Treaty's signing.
This included all lands confiscated or unfairly purchased, Maori fisheries, oysler
beds, shellfish beds, mud flats, tidal estuaries, and other kai resources controlled by
government agencies. In addition, Kotahitanga wanled the abolition of the Maori land

court, and of Crown control of Maori Reserves. These Parliaments continued to
operate for eleven more years.

Other moves to establish autonomous Maori communities at Parihaka guided by
prophetic leaders Te Whiti-o-Rongomai and Tohu Kakahi, and at Maungapohatu by

Rua Kenana, further symbolised Maori passive resistance and the exercise of tino

rangatiratanga. Both were harassed by the law, invaded by armed militia, ransacked,

their leaders imprisoned, and their communities forced to disband: Parihaka in

1881,64 and Maungapohatu in 1916.65 lronically, Rua's initial conflicr wirh the law

involved a challenge to the dual state in the form of its ditferential liquor laws for

Maori and Pakeha. Rua had demanded'one law for all'.

t
61Te l. Rickard,'Te Tiriti o Wailangi', in He Korero Mo Waitangi, Runanga Ki Waitangi,

Auckland, 1985, 37-8
62orange, 2ZZ
63orange, 225
64D. Scott, Ask That Mountain-The Story of Parihaka, Heinemann/Southern Cross,

Auckland, 1975
65J. Binney, et al, Mihaia. The Prophet Rua Kenana and His Community at Maungapohatu,

Oxford University Press, Wellington, 'l979
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Attempts were also made to influence the settler governmenl from within. But they
proved futile. The Kotahitanga candidate, Hone Heke, was elected for Northern Maori.

Backed by over 6525 Maori signatures on petitions, he introduced a Native Bill of
Rights to Parliament in 1894. lt again sought to establish a Maori constitutional
authority:

2. A Constitution shall be granted to all lhe p€rsons of the Maori race, and
lo all persons born of either father or mother of the Maori race who are or
shall be resident in New Zealand, providing for the enactm€nt of laws by a
Parliament elected by such persons.

3. Such laws shall relate to and exclusively deal wilh the personal rights
and with the lands and all other propsrty of tho aboriginal inhabitants of
New Zealand.66

Pakeha politicians gradually left the chamber, and the parliamentary debate lapsed
for want of a quorum.67 In other moves, hundreds of petitions were placed before the
New Zealand General Assembly, but to no avail.68 Lengthy and costly court cases
relying on the Treaty were constanily defeated by colonial precedent which dismissed
the Treaty as a nullity, or as not binding on the Crown unless recognised by it in

statute.69

The settler government took none of these developments very seriously, except when

they hindered access to the last vestiges of desirable Maori land. To the Pakeha the
Treaty was no longer an issue. For the entire nineteenth century there was no serious
attempt to extend the hegemony of the settler state over Maori. The state had ruled the
Maori inilially by a combination of armed force and duplicitous co-operation, then

by large scale military mobilisalion, and finally by economic, legat, cultural, and
political repression.

(d) The Era of Parliamentary Incorporation

While the Treaty remained the key to independence for many Maori, by the turn of
the century this goal had become increasingly difficult to assert. Sixty years of active

66Native Rights Bitt 1894 (No. 54)
67 NZPD, v.85, 10 Saptember 1894, 550-565
684 comprehensive list of Maori petirions was prepared by the General Assembly Library

in 1987.
69For example, wi Parata v Bishop of wettington (1a7713 NZ Jur (Ns) sc tz; Mangakahia

v Naw Zealand Timber Co. (1881-2) 2 NZLR 345; Nireaha Tamaki v Bakei (1901)
NzPcc 371; Hohepa wi Neera v Bishop ot weilington (1902) 21 NZLR 6ss; Tamihana
Korokai v Solicitor-General(1912) 32 NZLR 321; Waipapakura v Hempton (1914) gg
NZLR 106s
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resistance had devastated the Maori economicatly, politically, physically, and

culturally. The problem had become one of survival. The time was ripe for the

colonial state to incorporate Maori into lhe margins of the historic bloc. In 1g00

legislation creating village councils and land boards was passed by the Liberal

Government to give Maori some limited control over tand, health, and welfare.T0

Kotahitanga was persuaded in 1903 to disperse. But by 1906 the new councils had

ceased to function effectively.

The major strategies of incorporation were pursued first through the Youn.g Maori

Parly, and subsequenlly through the Labour/Ratana alliance under the welfaie state.

From the late 1890s a new generation of young, university educated Maori had begun

lo advocate Maori advancement, on Pakeha terms, and within the Pakeha world. They

became known as the Young Maori Party. Their most nolable leaders included Sir

Apirana Ngata, member for Easlern Maori from 1905 to 1943; Sir Maui Pomare,

who represented Western Maori from 1919 to 1930; and Sir Peter Buck who held

lhe Northern Maori seat from 1909 to 1914. There was no place for questioning

Crown sovereignty. Even the Treaty itself came to be reinterpreted in a manner

which legitimated the Pakeha state. Apirana Ngata's explanation of the Treaty in
1922 has continued to be drawn on as representative of Maori opinion by delenders

of Crown sovereignty.Tl Drawing on the English text but not the Maori, Ngata

claimed:

The tribal ancestors had transferred their "chiefly authority' to the Queen
for ever, and the embodiment of that authority vyas now the New Zealand
Parliament. For that reason, all the demands for 'Absolute Maori
Authorities' were just "wishful thinking".72

Treaty-based movements continued, but they were primarily located within the

framework of colonial politics. In 1918 the emergence of Tahupotiki Wiremu Ratana

as a spiritual and political leader, provided a new impetus to demands to honour lhe
Treaty. As a formal political party from the early 1920s, the Ratana Movement

argued consistently for ratification of the Treaty. In 1924 Ratana himself took
another Treaty-based petition to England, seeking an independent commission to

investigate Maori grievances.T3 He was refused an audience, lhis time with King

George. Again his petition was referred back to the New Zealand government, with

T0Maori councils Act 1900. see also Maori Lands Administration Act 1900.
71Ngata, A., The Treaty of waitangi, an exptanation. Te Tiriti o waitangi, he

Whakamarama, 1922, Maori Purposes Fund Board, Wellington, 1963. The National
Party distribuled copies of this to delegates at their 1989 annual conference.

7zorange, 22g
73walk"r, Ka Whawhai, 1Bg-4
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whom it lay until 1945. In 1932 Eruera Tirikatene, the first Ratana Member of
Parliament, presented a petition of more than 40,ooo signalures, seeking
ratification of the Treaty. Thal, too, got nowhere. While commissions were

established to investigate Maori grievances, some of which produced trenchant
crilicism of past colonial practices,Ta they provided little tangible satisfaction.

By now, a pragmatic alliance had formed belween the Ratana Movement and the

Labour Parry.75 A period of relative Maori political inaction followed. Faced with the

1930s depression Maori were intent on survival. When the Labour Party gained

power in 1935 it enjoyed extensive support from Maori, who were graleful for
Labout's welfare policies, and became increasingly dependent on the state economy.

But lhe Labour Government failed to implement its 1925 policy to appoint a Royal

Commission on land claims, and to establish an autonomous Maori council. lts
response to the Ratana petition finally came in 1945. The Maori Affairs committee
recommended that 'in recognition of the courageous services rendered by the Maori
people to lhe British Commonwealth during the two world wars and as part of the

Dominion peace celebrations, and also to express the sentiment of friendship which

binds the pakeha and the Maori peoples, the Treaty of Waitangi be published as a
sacred reatfirmation of the agreement signed by Governor Hobson and the Maori
representatives, and that copies of this memorial be hung in all schools throughout

the Dominion and in all Maori meeting places.'76 Despite this lack of action, Maori
political energies remained locked into the Ralana/Labour ailiance.

For many Maori the Treaty remained an affirmation of independence. ln the less
fraught climate of the twentieth century it also began to enjoy occasional symbolic
recognition by the state. In 1932 Lord Bledisloe, the incumbent Governor General,
gifted to 'the nation' the site where the Treaty of Waitangi had been first signed. A

hui was organised at Waitangi in 1932, attended by the Government, to lay the
foundation stone for the new wharehui being built at the Treaty grounds, and to
celebrale the 94th anniversary of the Treaty signing. lt also marked the centenary of
Britain's acknowledgement of Maori sovereignty with the flag of '1834, which was

apparently unfurled at Waitangi in addition to the Union Jack. Orange concluded: 'The

Maori understanding of the Treaty as an agreement recognising Maori independence

74For example, Report of the Roya! Commission to tnguire into Conliscations of Native
Lands and other Grievances Alleged by Natives, AJHR, 1g29, v.z, G-7 [sim
Commission)

75walker, Ka Whawha,, 184-5
76alun, 1945, v.2, r-3, 9
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was, therefore, sustained in 1934 alongside Bledisloe's encouragement to regard the
Treaty as the foundation of New Zealand's nationhood.'77

While the event was therefore significant for Maori, it was of minimal important to
the Govemment or the Pakeha population. There was much more Pakeha enthusiasm
in 1940 for the celebration of 100 years of British rule. Some Maori, such as Ngata,
made pacifying references to the Treaty and the past. Other Maori took the
opportunity to challenge the Crown's failure to honour the Treaty or to settle
outstanding grievances.

By this time the settler hunger for land had slowed-what remained in Maori hands
was of marginal productive value-and lhe state adopted a more paternalist attitude
lowards the social and economic disadvantage of Maori. The Native Land Court had

become less concerned with facilitating alienation, and more with intervening to
oversee the effective utilisation of Maori land by Maori. But poverty, lhe loss of two
generations of Maori men through the two 'world wars', continued legal poaching of
Maori land, and restrictions on its traditional use, left many Maori with little choice
but to urbanise. In many cases this meant breaking the link with their
turangawaewae and dispersing the whanau and Hapu, with a particularly severe
impact on Maori women raising families. The Department of Maori Affairs and Maori

Land Court continued to operate a separate programme for Maori. But now their goal

was to bring to rural and urban Maori the benefits of Pakeha civilisation. ln the
process they exercised powers over economic and social life which would not have

been tolerated by the Pakeha if applied to them.

A subtle shift was also occurring in the ideology of the colonial state. Overt
supremacism was replaced by the welfarist myth of one people working together and

sharing the fruits of lhe nation's prosperity. The focus on the future divorced both
Pakeha and Maori from the colonial past. Yet the source of this new prosperity lay in
the exploitation of resources such as land, walerways, and forests acquired by the

Crown in violation of the Treaty, and retained by it, or reallocated to setilers. Active
policies of assimilation demanded lhat Maori adopt the psyche and behaviour of the
Pakeha, whilst the same society continued to discriminate against them personally

and institutionally, for being Maori. Monocultural slate education sanitised the
history of Maori dispossession, suppressed the Maori language, and rationalised
Maori failure. The assimilationist era of the 1950s and 1960s saw the public

77orange, 235
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manifestations of the dual state recede. But its effect for Maori was no less
pernicious.

Moves to more fully incorporate Maori into the Pakeha stale came with the
establishment in 1962 of a national New Zealand Maori Council and a number of
elected district councils.TS They were to offer advice on policy affecting Maori,
promote Maori interests, and exercise minimal delegated powers over public
behaviour, but they were given few resources or formal opportunities to do so. They
were far from the independent tribal authority which Maori had continued to demand.

Instead, the council areas were determined by the geographical districts of the Maori

Land Court, which bore no relationship to lribal boundaries, and introduced an

electoral process which cut across traditional authority slructures. For many years

the New Zealand Maori Council remained a conservative voice, which could be relied

upon to discredit more radical Maori demands for political and economic self-

determination.

For the stale, the Treaty remained purely a symbol of benevolent colonisation. lt
made little difference which political party was in power. A request from Whina

Cooper of the Maori Womens' Welfare League that Maori discuss the Treaty with the
English Queen during her ninety minute stop at Waitangi in 1953 was dismissed by

the National Government as quite improper. Advice tendered to the 1957 Labour

Government on the Treaty suggested that no action be taken lest it 'may arouse the
Maori elements to a level unacceptable to the public . . .'79

(e) The Treaty Renaissance

During the more socially progressive period from the mid-1960s and 1970s, both
parties took steps to provide turther symbolic recognition of the Treaty. Labour's

Waitangi Day Act in 1960 provided for observation of the signing of the Treaty and a
public holiday on 6 February in Northland only. In 1973 the Labour Government
passed the New Zealand Day Act to make 6 February a national holiday. Finally in

1976 National reinstated the name Waitangi Day, and left the holiday provisions

intact.

But this recognition was not simply a one-sided ideological ploy of the state. Maori

activism was once more on the rise, demanding such changes, expressing

TSMaori Welfare Act 1962.
79M. Rata, 'A Political Overview',. in He Korero, 32
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dissatisfaction with the inadequacy of the few concessions made to Maori, and building

expectations of real change. 1960 had seen the'No Maoris No Tour,campaign-an
explicit attack on racism in South Africa and an indirect attack on its colonial
parallel here. A new era of protest was led in the early 1970s by Nga Tamatoa (The

Young Warriors) who, following a peaceful protest at Waitangi in 1971, occupied
Parfiament in 1972 leading lo several arrests. 1975 saw Te Matakite o Aotearoa, the

land march, involving over 30,000 people, from Te Hapua to parliament. Demands
for action were placed literally at the door of the Government.

In response to mounting Maori pressure, Labour's 1g72 manifesto had promised to,.
. . examine the practical means of legally acknowledging the principles set out in the

Treaty of Waitangi'.80 Numerous proposals were considered. These are discussed in

detail in later chapters. The eventual result was the Treaty of Waitangi Bill 1974.

This provided for the establishment of a Waitangi Tribunal to investigate, and
recommend redress for, breaches of the 'principles of the Treaty of Waitangi'.
However, Cabinet opted for a safe cut-off point limiting it to investigating grievances

arising after 1975. In response to strong submissions on the Bill seeking
retrospective powers, Rata unsuccessfully argued for jurisdiclion dating back to
1900, pointing out that mosl major grievances had arisen before that date. The Bill

was given a second reading on 10 September and became lawon 10 October 1975.

The Act was passed as the land march descended on Wellington. For the next seven
years the Tribunal would remain an empty showpiece.Sl

Little more was done under the years of National Governmenl, whach followed

Labour's defeat in 1975. The Treaty remained unenforceable in law. The new

Waitangi Tribunal was providing no effective redress. So Maori continued to explore
other legal and extra-legal avenues. But Maori dissatisfaction was not confined to the
National Government. Disillusionment with Labou/s policies prompted the exit of
Matiu Rata from the Labour Party in late 1979, and the formation of the Mana
Motuhake Party. Although still seeking solutions for Maori within the framework of a
colonial, majority-rule electoral system, it fired the imaginations of many Maori
who felt disenfranchised by the dominant two-party structure.

The 1981 Hui Kowhai Mana Motuhake on Te Tiriti o Waitangi Marae developed an

election strategy and promoted Treaty-based policies. But Maori voter participation

8oLabou, Party Manifesto 1 g72, 96
81See Environmental Managemant and tho Principtes of the Trealy of Waitangi. Report on

Crown Response to the Recommendations of the Waitangi Tribuiat tbAg-ag,
Parliamsntary commission for the Environment, November 1ggg, 3g
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rates remained low, and Mana Motuhake's political impact proved insufficient to
dislodge the incumbent Labour members in the four Maori seats. Only fifty seven per

cent of eligible Maori voters took part in the by-election caused by Rata's

resignation,S2 and the figures remained low in 1981 and 1984.83 Yet, even if Mana

Motuhake had won all four Maori seats, it would have remained an entrenched

minority within a Pakeha political and economic system. Maori seals were still only

four of a total of 95.8a

While the political breakaway from Labour and the formation of a specifically Maori

party was important amongsl Maori, it had minimal public impact. Of far greater

concern to the security of the settler slate was a series of high-profile land

occupations, lrequently led by strong Maori women: the Raglan Golf Course protests

with the arrest and acquittal of twelve on trespass charges; the 506-day occupation

of Bastion Point, culminating in the arrest of z2z in'tfr7, followed by a further

series of arrests in 1981 and 1982. And increasingly the focus of young Maori

activists, led by the Waitangi Action Committee, shifted to Waitangi itself. Under the

banner The Treaty is a Fraud the 1981 investitures of several kaumatua with

knighthoods on the Treaty of Waitangi marae were disrupted.Ss By 1982 and 1983,

the official February Treaty celebrations had become the focus for Maori and Pakeha

protesl, boosted by the bandwagon effect of the 1981 anti-Springbok tour protests.

These protests were complemented by more traditional moves to reassert the Treaty.

In 1981 Tawai Riri Maihi Kawiti and 8,000 signatories, supported by the Mana

Motuhake polilical party, sought an audience with Queen Elizabeth during her visit,

to present a petition seeking ratification of the Treaty. With the visit strategically

timed for maximum political impact, between the 1981 Springbok Tour and the

general election, Prime Minister Muldoon predictably advised against granting an

audience. However, the Royal Tour Office did offer to allow Matiu Rata to present the

petition on the roadside at Kerikeri-provided it did not take more than a minute.86

In 1983 the same petitioners sought to presenl the petition to the Prince of Wales, as

heir to the lhrone. Muldoon was again obstructive, claiming lhe Governor-General

was the appropriate represenlative of the Crown.

S2Towards a Better Democracy, S4; also see appendix B
83see M.P.K. Sorrenson, 'A History of Maori Represenlation in Parliament', in Towards a

Better Democracy, App. 2
84The number of general seats was increased to 93 for the 1987 general election, but the

number of Maori seats remained at four.
85see below 508-9
86Rata, 27
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The challenges to state legitimacy through the 1970s and early 1980s culminated in
lhe uncompromising asserlion of Maori sovereignty by a new generation of young,

university educated Maori. The most prominent came in a series of articles, later
refeased as a book entitled Maori Sovereignty, by former Nga Tamatoa activist Donna

Awatere. lts message constituted a direcl challenge to the constitutional legitimacy of
the colonial slale, and provided a rallying point for the growing numbers of Maori,

and some Pakeha, who were coalescing around the Treaty.

For the Maori, without sovereignty we are dead as a nation. lt is not
sovereignty or no sover€ignty. lt is sovereignty or nothing. we have no
choice.87

While it was young, Pakeha-educated Maori who led this revival, they were nol

seeking to establish a new movemenl in a historical vacuurh. Their assertion of Maori

sovereignty was supported by a strong history of struggle. The survival of sufficient

traditional political and ideological structures also ensured a basis for political
organisation existed outside the social formations of the colonial state<espite the
inescapable incursions of colonial concepts and practices on pre-1840 traditions,

and the divisions and confusions which this produced within Maori society. In this

sense, the Maori movement was qualitatively different from women's, peace,

environmenlal, and other social movements, which attempted to establish themselves

as new political forces in the 1970s and 1980s. This important distinction is otten

overlooked by those who simply list Maori as one sector group amongst many.

The implications of these developments were clear to those who understood the Trealy

and the history of Maori struggle. Bishop Manuhuia Bennett observed, at the time,

how the scant regard paid by successive settler governments meant that

[tlhe Treaty of waitangi for most Maori remained an instrument of political
manipulation whose validity rested only on whatever interpretation lhe
setllor government gavs to it at any given time. This state of affairs has
gradually led to the hardening in the stanc€ of many Maori who ara now
moving away from the dignity and decorum of the deputation method to
lhose of protsst, demonslrations and marches. This in turn led to a situation
of division and deep heartache between Maori and Maori, and a growing
bewilderment in the Pakeha.88

87D. Awatere, Maori Sovereignty, Broadsheet, Auckland, 19g4, 32
88M. Bennett, 'Foreword'. in He Korero
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And in the words of Maori academic, and the outspoken, long-time chair of the
Auckland District Maori Council, Ranginui Walker

the elders havs faith that soonsr or later the Pakeha must honour the
solemn compact made a hundred and forty ysars ago. . . . But the rangatahi
do not sharo that sense of timelessness or trust in Pakeha honour. Some
have read the history books. They have seen the sophistry of lawyers and
judges who have argued at cas€ law that the Treaty is not recognised . . .

because it is not concluded with a nation state or . part of municipal law.
For lhese r€asons thsy condemn the treaty as a fraud unless the
Government can come up with an honourable solution. . . . lf we as a nation
are nol prepared to meel the cost of dealing justly with the Maori then we
will have to learn to liv6 with Maori activism and protest,Sg

While the tactics of the activists did not appeal to many more traditional Maori, the

message struck a chord. By 1984 moves were being made towards reconciliation of

lhe Treaty radicals with those conservalive Maori groups and individuals, whom

Pakeha had come to view as allies within the historic bloc. A small but increasing

number of Pakeha progressives were discovering their colonial past, and voicing

their support for Maori demands. The catchcry had shifted trom The Treaty is a Fraud

lo Honour the Treaty, and the focus for discontent had moved from the Treaty itself to
those responsible for its breach. ln 1984, under the revived banner of Kotahitanga,

these different groupings joined forces and Te Hikoi Ki Waitangi marched north. The

media chose to concentrale on apparent internal dissension and Governor-General

Beattie's rejection of government advice not to receive a delegation. The real

significance of the hikoi as a symbolic statement of Maori intent was grasped by few

Pakeha.

(0 Labour's 1984 Treaty Policy

Strategies of benign neglect or token recognition were no longer viable political

options for either political party. ll was a tinle for initiative. The state faced two

choices. Either the growing Maori resistance could be repressed, dispensing with any

attempts to secure hegemony over Maori and reverting to direct coercion. Along with

this would go any pretence of benevolent colonisation, @nsensual British annexation,

and multi-racial harmony. Or renewed attempts could be made to incorporate Maori

into the hegemony of the colonial state.

Responding to these pressures, Labour's Justice spokesperson and deputy leader

Geoffrey Palmer announced, on 2 February 1994, Labour's policy on the Treaty of

89R. Waft<er, Nga Tau Tohetoh+years of Anger, penguin, Aucktand, 1gg7, Z7
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Waitangi. The intentions behind the Treaty, he said, were honourable. Some of the

subsequent history was not. Labour would seek a practical way to resolve the complex
issues arising 144 years after the signing. Those issues would be 'defined, faced and

solved. ' . . lgnorance and apathy by what may well be a majority should not deter or
delay a proper resolution.'9O

He outlined a three-part plan. Commemoration of Waitangi Day would be revised
after consultation with Maori 'to make it more appropriate to the spirit of the
Treaty'. Labour would expand the Waitangi Tribunal from three lo seven members
with strong Maori representation, provide more resources and research slaff, enable
the Tribunal lo research claims itself, and empower it to hear grievances dating back

to 1840. Finally, the Treaty would be incorporated into a proposed Bill of Rights. 'A
Bill of Rights withoul some reference to the Treaty of Waitangi would be
unthinkable.'91 How this should be done, whether it should involve the text of the
Trealy, and if so which text, needed Maori input. This February policy statement was
incorporated virtually unchanged into Labour's 1994 election manifesto.

Palmer was perceived in 1984 as a sincere man of liberal conscience, not yet

compromised by the exigencies of political power. The Treaty policy initiative was
largely his own, supported by Labour's policy Council. Having arrived on the
political scene after Labour's brief taste of government from 1972-5, palmer had

missed the lengthy debate which saw lhe Waitangi Tribunal established with severety

restricted powers. In opposition there was minimal access to what little
departmental advice existed on the Treaty.

Palmer himself was not well versed in the Treaty's complexity. He viewed it from the
mindset of a legal academic, as primarily a dispute over land and other property

which had been guaranteed, but not effectively safeguarded, by the Crown. lt appeared

to him that the issue could be defused, and concerns for justice could be appeased, by
recognising the importance of the Treaty and providing a controlled arena to air these
grievances, without guaranteeing redress. His closest advisers generally shared these
limited perceptions. Significantly, the Treaty policy was conceived free from the
fetters of the monetarist thinking which became the driving force during the fourth
Labour Government.

9o'Labour and Waitangi. Policy Statement,, 2 February 19g4
91G. Palmer, 'Labour and Waitangi', policy Announcement, 2 February .19g4
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However, far from receiving acclaim, Palmer's February 1984 policy statement
drew a sharp rebuke from Tuaiwa (Eva) Rickard on behalf of re Kotahitanga:

I have read your documenls with interest. You should be aware that Te
Kotahitanga is a very old organisation with a philosophy that is even older. h seems
odd that the Labour Party would support a Bill of Rights that referred to the spirit
of the Treaty of Waitangi. Te Kotahitanga views the Treaty as an honourable
document and yet to be fully implemented. Your Party's proposal for a Bill of Rights
would seem to side-step the basic issue of the Treaty, the question of sovereign
rights. A Labour Party Bill of Rights would avoid a question that is ths basic
philosophy of Te Kotahitanga.92

It is unlikely that Palmer, his political colleagues, or advisers fully understood the

essence, or gravity, of the challenge over sovereignty. From this fundamental
miscalculation, lhe new Labour Government appeared slowly to dig itself deep into a
mire, the full implications of which would emerge gradually over lhe next two years.

Equally, it could be argued that Labour had few alternatives, and made an astute
political preference for a strategy of co-option, rather than coercion.

(g) lmplementation of Labour's Treaty Policy t984-1996

The next chapter will discuss the relationship of Labour's economic reorganisation to
its Treaty policy from late 1986. lt is therefore necessary here to outline briefly

the early steps taken by the Labour Government to implement its Treaty policy,

following its election in June 1984, which provide the background to those events.

(i) Waitangi Day Celebrations

The annual Treaty celebrations had turned from a symbol of a happy, multi-racial

society, to a public platform for Maori challenges to the very legitimacy of the state.

Since it was a government-sponsored event, Ministers had to attend, and they
provided a clear target for protest. So long as Maorl were divided among themselves,

and protestors were being disowned by their elders, the challenge could be fended off.

But once Maori had began to unite behind demands that the Treaty be honoured, the

celebrations had became a major liability. The dilemma for the Government was how

to diffuse this focus, while remaining faithful to their new-found commitment to the

Treaty. Labour's 1984 policy proposed consullation with Maori on a more

appropriate form of commemoration. This would at least buy time. But unless Maori

92E. Rickard to G. Palmer, 10 February 19g4
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dissatisfaction was sufficiently stemmed, there were dangers to the Government in

continuing any form of official ceremony.

The celebrations were also a matter of concern to Maori. The annual protests had

provoked considerable internal conflict, especially between old and young. In
December 1983, well before Palmer's policy announcement, a meeting was convened

between Te Runanga Whakawhanaunga i Nga Hahi (the Maori Council of Churches),

the tribes of Tai Tokerau, two of the Maori MPs, and olhers, to seek a way to heal

these divisions. The churches and Maori MPs were challenged to call a hui of
reconciliation.

As a result Te Runanga Whakawhanaunga i Nga Hahi, along with the New Zealand

Maori Council and several other bodies, sponsored a major hui on the Turangawaewae

marae at Ngaruawahia in September 1984.93 lt was attended by about 1,OOO people.

The kaupapa was the Treaty of Waitangi, past and future. The consensus goal was

mana Maori motuhake and self-determination. A senior Maori Affairs solicitor asked:

What is meant by sovereignty, kawanatanga, rangatiratanga? The
determination of the meaning of these terms is not merely a legal process.
It is perhaps the crux of the issue which confronts the country.g4

The legal workshop responded 'that the Maori was simply ceding a certain amount of
jurisdiction for a substantial amounl of authority.'gs What, they asked, did this

mean in contemporary terms? The Ngati Raukawa submission gave the lead:

Given,

(a) that the Treaty was signed by two peoples (Maori & Pakeha) on the
basis of one people, one vote that is on the basis of dual sovereignty, and

(b) that the population of one ol the two p€oples (namely, the Pakeha) has
grown to be much larger than the population of the other (namely, the
Maori)

thon the democratic system of government of one head, one vote is
inconsistent with the Treaty and changes in our political system and in our
institutions must be made to restore the principle of one people, one
vote.96

93The timing coincided with the opening of the Te Maori exhibition in New York,
meant that a number of kaumatua were absent.

94E.W. Dewes, 'Legal Aspects of the Treaty of Waitangi', in He Korero, Zl
9s'Legaf Workshop', in He Korero,97
96'Raukawa submission', in He Korero, SG
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The resulting proposal for radical constitutional reform, which was endorsed by the
whole hui, challenged the very basis of majority-rule democracy-although it
remained locked into the same politico-juridical framework.

6. That a Body 50 per cent elected by Maori people and 50 p€r cent elected
by the remainder be established:

a) to sit between Parliament and the Governor General to snsuro that all
proposed legislation is consistent with the Treaty of waitangi, and:

b) to rule on recommendations from the Waitangi Tribunal and to formulate
any comp€nsation programmes to be implemented by lhe Government . . . .

7' That a law be introduced to require that all proposed legislation be
consislent with the Treaty of Waitangi.gT

A clear message was sent to Prime Minister David Lange by the Maori Council of
Churches, on behalf of the Hui. The 'Treaty of Waitangi is a document that articulates
the status of Maori as tangata whenua of Aotearoa and is a symbol which reflects
Maori mana motuhake.'g8 lt should not be abolished. Instead 'more recognition

[should] be accorded the principles upon which it was based'. The hui sought
celebration of the Treaty rather than confrontation, with full recognition of Tai
Tokerau as tangata whenua at Waitangi, and the withdrawal of military personnel and
police from the ceremony.

The Government and Tai Tokerau were invited to sponsor a hul at the Waitangi Marae
in February 1985 to contanue the process begun at Ngaruawahia. Meanwhile any
celebrations planned for 1985 should be deferred. This call was reinforced when the
Maori Economic Summil, the Hui Taumata, in October 1g84 asked the Government,
in coniunction with Maori, to study closely long overdue 'measures to safeguard by
constitutional means the inherent rights of the Maori including the provisions of the
Treaty of Waitangi'.99 A deputation from the body formed to implement the
Ngaruawahia recommendations, Te Runanga o Wailangi Committee, called on David
Lange on 18 December 1984 seeking a Government commitment to the hui in

February 1985. Lange announced the Government's agreement on24 December.

So the focus of Wailangi Day 1985 shifted, to some extent, from the ceremony to rhe

hui convened by Bruce Gregory, on behalf of the four Maori MPs. The hui was catered
by the Army. There was little of the friction of 1984. Kotahitanga peacefully

97'Resofutions of the National Hui on the Treaty of waitangi' , in He Korero, 4
98He Korero, 1og
99He Kawenata: Maori Economic Development Summit, Wellington, 91 October 1gg4, g
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protested, and were then invited onto the marae to state their case. Governor-

General David Beattie in his speech acknowledged that Maori and Pakeha are 'two
people in one nation'. But, although it helped to heal the rifts of previous years, the
hui was nol a resounding success. Ranginui Walker observed:

The two-day hui at Waitangi this year did not come up to sxp€ctations. The
anticipated 2,000 people did not turn up. In the evenl, fewer than a
thousand people participated in contrast to tho 3,000 or more who were
there ths previous year for ths hikoi. There are complex r€asons for this.
The hikoi was a popular movement, whereas Waitangi 1995 was
Government organised and sponsored. Secondly, everything that needed to
be said had been covered by the hui last September at Turangawaewae.l00

The hui recommendations 'almost unanimously' confirmed the resolutions from

Ngaruawahia. The only real lack of consensus involved the future of the ceremony
itself. 'However, the bulk of the submissions, workshop recommendations and

discussions urged cessation of the Treaty observances, or at least discontinuance

until lhe Crown had demonstrated its commitment to take urgent action to give effect

to Treaty principles.'1 o1

An escape route was lherefore available for the Government-one which would allow

it to ditfuse the focus of the day, and to distance itself as a target for organised Treaty
protest. In doing so it could claim merely to be following Maori wishes. So in 1986

Labour opted for a 'multi-cultural' event at Parliament, and left Tai Tokerau to deal
with the Maori @mmemoralion, and any protestors, as they saw fit. But it had not

solved the problem of Waitangi Day, as the discussion in chapter four will make

clear. And even without that rallying point, the Treaty had now assumed a momentum

independent of the annual protests.

(ii) The Bill ot Rlghts

The Bill of Rights proposal formed part of a more general policy, to which Justice
Minister Geoffrey Palmer was firmly wedded. When he first advocated a Bill of
Rights in the 1979 edition of his lJnbridted Power,102 there was no mention of the
Treaty of Waitangi. But, faced with increasing Maori demands for ratification of the
Treaty, such a Bill provided the perfect vehicle to give the Treaty some limited

constitutional recognition. Despite a distinct lack of enthusiasm within the Labour

1006. walker,'waitangi 1985', The Listener,23 March 1995, in walker, Nga Tau
Tohetohe, 91

1O1g6pot1 of Proceedings of Treaty of Waitangi Hui 4-S February tggl, s
1026. Palmer, IJnbridted Power?, Oxford University press, Auckland, 1979
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caucus and the party, the Bill of Rights proposal, complete with reference to the
Treaty, was wrillen into the 1984 Labour manifeslo.

As already noted, Maori leaders were unimpressed. The Turangawaewae hui made its

opposition quite clear: 'This hui is suspicious of the passing of a Bill of Rights

because we believe we already have one. i.e. the Treaty of Waitangi.'103 lt had

proposed the establishment of a Waitangi Commission. This Commission should

oversee the hui's recommendation tor an invesligation into lhe relevance of a Bill of

Rights to Maori people. The Government's preparatory committee shoutd also have

adequate Maori representalion.

When the draft Bill was released for public discussion it contained several
references to the Treaty of Waitangi which acknowledged its historical significance,

but which left it subordinate to the interests of a 'free and democratic society'. The

vast majority of Maori commentators remained opposed to the Bill, and reasserted

the constitutional supremacy of the Treaty.

Palmer seemed surprised that his proposal mel such a negative reaction, and he and

his advisers rather naively assumed that Maori just needed a more careful
explanation of its benel;1s.l04 The Treaty was seen as one part of the 'fundamental

rights and freedoms vital to the survival of New Zealand's multi-cultural society'-
with its scope limited basically lo land, forestry, and fisher;gs.105 But Palmer's

enthusiasm for the policy also waned over the years that followed. The fate of the Bill

and the Governmenl's eventual decision in 1999 to drop the Treaty reference

altogether will be revisited later.106 For now it is enough to note that this second

elemenl of Labour's policy, rather than placating Maori demands, fed the Maori

debate by providing an imporlanl new focus for debate over tino rangatiratanga and

Crown sovereignty.

(iii) Waitangi Tribunal Expansion

The Waitangi Tribunal reforms began more smoothly, as Labour moved rapidly to

implement its manifesto commitmenl. For its first seven years the Waitangi

Tribunal, with its predominantly Pakeha membership, and legalistic approach, had

103'pssslulions of the National Hui', 8
'l04pe1 example, Department of Maori Affairs briefing to Cabinet on the Turangawaewae

hui, 19 September 1984

lO?n Palmer, Speech to the Canterbury Council for Civil Liberties,23 September 1984
1063"" below, 391-405
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delivered nothing to Maori. The elevation of Maori Land Court Judge Durie to Chief

Judge, and hence to the chair of the Waitangi Tribunal, gave it new life. The Motunui

claim in 1983 saw the Tribunal take initiatives which promised a new legal forum in
which Maori could have faith. Exploration of oral history and tribal knowledge

displaced technical legal arguments. Sterile and disempowering legal procedures gave

way to the kawa of the marae, and gave positive encouragement for Maori to
participate- Doing justice to the substance of the claim was seen as the priority. The

Tribunal explored and validated Maori perspectives on the Treaty. lt had embarked

on a process which was bound to collide with the formal, colonial legal system of

which il was a part.

Many Maori were buoyed by this transformation, and by Labour's promises to expand

the Tribunal. The Ngaruawahia Hui increased the pressure on Government by calling

for the Maori text as the reference point, decision-making power for the Tribunal, a

status equal lo lhe Court of Appeal, regional lribunals, powers retrospective to

1840, priority on the return of land over financial compensalion, a Maori majority,

women as half the membership, and adequate support structures. In early November

1984 the Cabinet approved drafting priority for a Bill, aimed at introduction in

1984 and enaclment by the end of March 1985.107 The Bill was to increase the

Tribunal membership from three to seven, extend its jurisdiction to claims arising

since 1840, provide a research facility, and give the Tribunal power to appoint

lawyers to assist itself, or to act for claimants. The legislative history of this Bill

and its consequences is considered in detail in chapter six.

Despite the initial urgency with which the Bill was approached, the legislation was

not passed until 9 December 1985. lt was 15 July 1986 before the new members

were approved by Gabinet and caucus, and finally appointed. Only one of the members

involved in lhe earlier Tribunal hearings was relained, and that was Judge Durie.

lndeed, the Tribunal legally ceased to exist for seven months. The first hearing of the

expanded Tribunal was not held until 17 November 1986 at Orakei-more than two

years after Labour was elected and one month before the controversial State Owned

Enterprises Bill was passed.

This situation can be attributed to a number of factors: the failings of the Minister of

Maori Affairs, the Governmenl's inexperience in dealing with mallers Maori, its

preoccupation with Rogernomics, and a cooling of political enthusiasm for the Treaty.

The Waitangi Tribunal had been successfully made the focus of Maori expectations and

1o7gg s4t4grg
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Treaty demands. But these were expectations raised without any serious
consideration on the part of the Government as to how they might be met.

(iv) Cablnet's June 1986 Treaty poticy

Despite the initial rebuff lo the Bill of Rights, and delays in processing the Treaty of
Waitangi Amendment, several Ministers at least remained committed lo Labour,s

Treaty policy. On 24 March 1986 the Ministers of Justice Geoffrey Palmer and of
Maori Affairs Koro Wetere jointly proposed that Cabinet direct government

departments :

a) to give recognition to the Treaty of Waitangi as if it were part of the
domestic law of New Zealand in all aspects of administration and in
preparation of lagislation;

b) lo regard the treaty as always speaking and to apply it to circumstances
as they arise in such a way that effect is given to its true intent and spirit;

c) to consult with the Maori people on all matters affecting the application
of the Treaty.

The matter was referred to an officials committee, whose deliberations are discussed
in depth in chapter four. They recommended an amended and weakened alternative
which required only an assessment of the possible Treaty implications of proposed

legislation, consultation with appropriate Maori on significant matters, and an

indication of the cosls of any remedial action. This alternative proposal was accepted

by the Cabinet on 23 June 1986.

(v) The Treaty in Legislation

In the period 1984 to 1986 five Bills referred to the Treaty-the Maori Affairs,
Environment, Conservation, State-Owned Enterprises and Maori Language Bills. Of

these only the Environment, Conservation, and State Owned Enterprises Bills
introduced the Treaty to previously unrelated areas. The Treaty references were

eventually confined to the long title in the Environment and Maori Language Acts, and

the preamble in the Maori Affairs Bill. The laller was never passed. All fell far short
of delivering tino rangatiratanga. And their drafting was fraught with problems.

These, loo, are discussed in more detail later.108 gu1 it is pertinent to note here that
the references in the Conservation and Environment Bills were matters of some
considerable debate at Cabinet and departmenlal level, and that the Government saw

108 9"" below, 390-428
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fit to remove the substantive reference to the Treaty from the Environment Act

before it was passed in December 1986 and to relocate it in the long title.

c. coNcLustoN

In 1986 there was a complex crisis, or set of crises, oceurring within Aotearoa/New

Zealand. At the level of lhe primary contradiction, the colonial state was caughl up in
a global crisis of capitalism, with the added difficulties of its under-developed form

of colonial capitalism. This manifested itself in crises at the market, political, and

ideological levels, in the form of secondary contradictions. The response was a radical

adjustment of those contradictions in the form of Rogernomics.

In Aotearoa/New Zealand there was a further complication. The renewed challenge lo

the constitutional legitimacy of the colonial state by the tangata whenua in the 1970s

and 1980s had drawn a promise from Labour to recognise the Treaty of Waitangi.

This Treaty policy, which amongst other things promised redress for violation of
Maori rights over lhe economic infrastructure of the country, was on a collision

course with Labour's Rogernomics programme.

It is helpful here to distinguish between the concepts of logical and reat
conlradictions. A logical contradiction exists on the level of ideas and concerns

unsound reasoning. A realcontradiction is not simpty an opposition of propositions,

but of real social forces which are in real conflict. As Jorge Larrain observed, lhe
former is more easily solvable than the latter:

While the logical contradiction is static and cancels itself out once it is
recognised as such in consciousness, the real contradiction 'is nothing but
the movement of both its sides" and is only solved when its negative side
succeeds in destroying it. This is not a process of the mind, but a practical,
historical struggle.l og

ldeology is concerned with concealing th: existence of real conlradictions, but not

necessarily of logical contradictions. However, when a logical contradiction is used to
conceaf a real one, il becomes ideological, in addition to being logically false.l 10 This
thesis is concerned with bolh forms of contradiction-a logical contradiction belween
the Labour Government's economic and Treaty policies; and the deeper, irreconcilable

109.1. Larrain, Marxism and ldeotogy, Macmiilan, Houndmiils, 19g3, 144 [footnote
omittedl

1 I oLarrain, 1gg
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contradiction between Maori economic, political, and cultural self-determination, as
perceived in the conflict between tino rangatiratanga and colonial capitalism.

Both the Labour Governmbnt's policies were necessary responses to separale,
fundamental crises. Each had its own gestation within apparently distinct political

and ideological locations. The logicatcontradiction was therefore not immediately
apparent, and it remained unarticulated for several years. When it was discovered, it
was clear that at leasl one element had to be eliminated. However, abandoning either
had potentially serious consequences. Dropping the Treaty policy would attract the
political embarrassment of admitting a serious political error. More significantly, it
would risk exposing the real historical contradiction between tino rangatiratanga and

colonial capitalism. lf Labour allowed this to resurface, and to build on the
momentum of Maori activism prior to 1984, the country would be plunged into a

severe e@nomic, political, and ideological crisis.

But given the fundamental nature of the crisis of capitalist accumulation and the

marginal and expendable position of Maori within the colonial state, it was clea1y
the Treaty policy which would have to give way-without being rejected outright. A

solution was therefore required which would serve the economic and political needs of
the colonial stale, whilst incorporating sufficient Maori into the historic bloc, even

if lemporarily, to bring about a passive revolution, and so to defuse the crisis.

Chapter four, on Parliamentary democracy, examines to what exlent there was a
clear political calculation of these risks and a decision to adopt a Treaty control
slrategy, and how far lhe events reflected a more instinctive and incoherent response.

At this stage it is enough to note the logical conlradlction between the two policies.

The next chapter explores the realisation of this contradiction in relation to the
policies of corporatisation, privatisation, and fisheries management, and the outcome
in terms of the inlerests of capital, by the end of the fourth Labour Government in

October 1990.
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CHAPTER lll: ROGERNOMICS AND THE TREATY OF WA|TANGI

By the 1970s lhe international hegemony of lhe United States was breaking down and

a major crisis of capitalist accumulation in the global economy was emerging. All

national governments were forced to reconsider the role of their countries within the

world system. Major restructuring of the global economy was needed, including the
liquidation of a large amount of productive capacity, the retrenchment of the existing
labour force, and the introduction of new technology. The response of each country
varied according to its economic base, and political and social circumstances.l

This chapter explores the response to this crisis at the economic level in

Aotearoa/New Zealand, and how key elements of that economic reorganisation collided

with the Labour Government's policy commilment to the Treaty of Waitangi. The

starting point is a brief discussion of the common, central tenets which underpinned

the model of reslrucluring adopted by many Western economies during the 1970s and

1 980s.

A. THE REVIVAL OF LIBERALISM

New Righl is the term commonly used to describe the radical reorganisation of
productive relations and social formations in advanced capitalist states, during the
past two decades. Most of the literature in English relates to England and the United

States. Desmond King noted that '[w]hilst the policies of these lwo governments are

shaped as much by pragmatic political calculations as by ideology, New Right

economic and political ideas have exercised a peculiar influence upon the intellectual

framework within which policy is determined.'2 There are two main threads to the

concept of the New Right: 'liberalism, which comprises the resloration of the

tradilional liberal values of individualism, limited government and free market
forces; and conservatism, which consists of claims about government being used to

establish societal order and authority based on social, religious and moral

conservatism'3 lmy emphasrsl. The origins of each are different, they are not of
equal weighting, and they contain essential contradictions. The dominant element in

the equation is liberalism.

14. Gamble, The Free
Macmillan, Houndmills,

2O. Xing, The New Right.
3tcing, z

Economy and the Strong Stafe. The Politics of Thatcherism,
1988, 6

Politics, Markets and Citizenshrp, Macmillan, Houndmills, 1987, 1
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It cannot be assumed that lhe same formula can automatically be applied to the
restructuring of colonial capitalism within a dual state. Indeed, it will be argued in
the chapter on government that the element ol conservatism was largely absent in

Aotearoa/New Zealand under the Labour Government, and that the term New Hightis
therefore inappropriate to describe Labour's programme of Rogernomics.4 But

liberalism certainly did provide both the philosophical and practical direction for

Labou/s economic programme.

(a) Liberalism

John Gray, an Oxford-based liberal philosopher, idenlified the basic elements of

liberalism as

individualist, in that it asserts the moral primacy of the p€rson against the
claims of any social colleclivily; egalitarian, inasmuch as it confers on all
men [sic] the same moral status and denies the relevance to legal or
political order of differences in moral worth among human beings;
universalist, affirming the moral unity of the human species and according a
secondary importance to specific hisloric associations and cultural forms;
and meliorist in its affirmation of the corrigibility and improvability of all
social institutions and political arrangem€nts. lt is this conception of man
and sociely which gives liberalism a definite identity which transcends its
vast internal variety and complexity.s

The most basic concept of liberalism is treedom. Freedom is used as a negative

concept-'freedom from'coercion, nol 'freedom to' enjoy positive oulcomes. Coercion

is defined as the intentional reslrainl by one individual on the right of another
individual to determine her or his own behaviour and destiny.

Such liberty ensures that new ideas and initiatives can be pursued and risks taken.

This constantly changing dynamic means it is 'impossible to foretell who will be the

lucky ones or whom disaster will strike, [and] that rewards and penalties are not

shared out according to somebody's views about the merits or demerits of different

people, but depend on their capacity and their luck.'6 State planning is therefore both

unachievable and oppressive. 'Our faith in freedom does nol rest on the forseeable

results in particular circumstances but on the belief that it will, on balance, release

more forces for the good than for the bad.'7 lnequality is accepted as an inevitable and

4See below, 335-6
5J. Gray, Liberatism, Open University Press, Milton Keynes, 19g6, x
6F.A. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom, Ark, London, 19g6, 76
7f,A. Hayek, The Constitution of Liberty, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, .1960,31 

cited
in King, 32
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necessary condition of a free market in which there is no predictability, and of a
society where progress is achieved by providing rewards for initiative. Whilst some

may enjoy benefits ahead of others, all will ultimately enjoy the rewards of progress.

The correlate of liberty is the right to personal property, both in the human and

acquisitive sense. Gray talked of 'self-ownership', of

the link, long noted by classical liberals, between having a propsrty in one's
p€rson and being a free man [sic]. For anyone to have a property in his
person means, in the first place and at the least, that he has disposition
over his lalenls, abilities and labor. Unless this requirement of self-
ownership be satisfied, human beings are chatlels-the property of another
(as in the institution of slavery) or a resource of the community (as in a
socialist state). . . . Having this most basic property right in my own p€rson
seems to entail having many of the standard liberal freedoms--contractual
liberty, liberty of occupation, association and movement and so on-and it is
compromised whenever these freedoms are abridged.S

Contemporary liberalism draws on several broadly compatible formula: supply-side

e@nomics, monetarism, public choice, and agency theory.

(i) Supply-side economics

Society has limited available resources, and their allocation will be determined by

the value which individual buyers and sellers place on them, relative to other uses.

These resources are distributed lhrough a myriad of individual market transactions.

All individuals musl be permitted to pursue their own self-interest through

transactions which maximise their well-being as they see it. Collective prosperity is

achieved by the self-adjusting equilibrium of market forces, which ensures the most

efficient and valued use of the scarce resources. Adam Smith talked of the 'invisible

hand'. Hayek called it a 'spontaneous order'. State intervention in market processes

distorts this equilibrium, and must therefore be minimised.

According to many, although nol all, market riberals, an optimal level of allocation is

reached when no individual can be made better off without some other individual

being made worse off-in other words, when 'there exist no furlher trading

opportunities between any two (or more) individuals in the market that would be

mutually beneficial.'9 This concepl of Pareto optimatity is based on lhe premises:

8Gray, 62-3
9C.G. Vellanovski, 'The New Law-and-Economics: A Research Review' in Readings in the

Economics of Law and Regulation, ed. A.l. Ogus and C.G. Veljanovski, Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1984, 12, 20
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1. that the individual is the best judge of his [src] own welfare;
2. that the welfare of society depends on the welfare of individuals that

comprise it;
3. that any change that increases the welfare ol at least one individual

without diminishing the welfare of any other improves social welfare.l0

The role ol the state is merely to facilitate market exchange and protect property

rights, and to provide such public goods as individuals are not likely to pay for. This
facilitation includes lhe removal of monopolistic obstacles to the free market, such as

trade unions, which prevent wages from falling to their equilibrium level, or social

services such as housing tenure, which inhibit mobility. The belief in market

superiority is justified by claims that state intervention does not work, that all
alternatives to markels are seriously flawed, that governmenl failure is more

@mmon than markel failure, and that anything beyond the minimal state violates
individual rights.l 1

(ii) Monetarism

Most recent economic liberalisation programmes have inqorporated a commitment to
monetarism, although few have adhered to it as rigidly as the New Zealand Labour
Government. Andrew Gamble explained the basic tenel of monetarism, as formulated

by its leading exponent Milton Friedman, thus:

inflation can only be produced by an increase in lhe quantity of money that
is more rapid than the increase in output. since governments are
responsible for the money supply, Friedman concluded that governmsnts
must be primarily responsible for inflation. lf governments desired it, they
could always halt inflation by controlling the money supply. The cost would
be some transitional unemployment.l2

According to Friedman, this was a government's primary function, and its role
beyond this should be minimal. Problems in achieving control over money supply
were blamed on government's vulnerability to political pressures. So the pure

economic theory of monetarism has tended to be linked with olher political and

administrative reforms, such as the pubtic choice [Virginial school-although they
also have their points of divergence.

1 oVeljanovski, 19-20
1 1A. Gamble, 'Privatization, Thatcherism, and the Brilish State' in Thatcher's Law, ed. A.

Gamble and C. Wells, GPC Books, Cardiff, '1999, 5
12A. Gamble, 'Economic Decline and the Crisis of Legilimacyi in Waiving the Rutes. The

Constitution Under Thatcherism, ed. C. Graham and T. Prosser, Open University press,
Milton Keynes, 1988, 27
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(iii) Public Choice

The concepl of public choice has provided much of the rationale for reorganising the
political-administrative machinery of the welfare state. In contrast to pure market
liberalism, it does recognise lhat anarchic, individual self-interest may not always
produce a mutually beneficial exchange, and that both parties ould even end up worse
otf. They also concede that self-interest may not see individuals contributing lowards
those public goods from which they cannot be excluded. The theory therefore approves

some oversight and provision of essential public services by an external agency such
as the state. This also allows for some stability, and opportunity for reflection, which
is not available within the market: 'democracy involves some conscious overall
regulation, and the possibility that mistakes will be debated and understood, leading

to a guided change in direction; the market permits no overall guidance other than
that of a shaky, erratic and untrustworthy invisible hand.'13

But, assuming that individuals are egotistic and self-interested, it says that voters
will support government programmes from which they benefit. Politicians face no

constraints on what they promise the electorate in return for votes. Bureaucrals as
'self-interested budget-maximisers' will accumulate new programmes and additional
resources for their agency. Increased public spending and intervention create
pressure for governments to tax more, and to institute further controls over wages,
prices, and investment-leading down what Hayek called the 'road to serfdom'.14

Their relationship is that of a bilateral monopoly, that is, the bureaucrats
are the sole suppliers of public goods and services and politicians are lhe
only buyers of bureaucratic outputs. Each has a distinctive objective: for
bureaucrats, it is to maximise their agency or ministry budget, while for
politicians it is to maximise votes. The outcom€ of this relationship between
bureaucrats and politicians is the oversupply of public aoods and services
when compared to what would be optimal according to citiz€n
preferences.l5

Under public choice, to maximise their freedom, individuals must be able to make a

rational calculation of costs and benefits, free from the tyranny of decisions made by,

or for, the majority. lf they knew the true cost of specific programmes, people would
withdraw their support from those programmes which they valued least. And if the
monopoly of the bureaucracy was also removed, the supply of goods and services
would become competitive and more efficient. The sort of specific economic measures

13G. HoOgson, The Democratic Economy, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1984,45 cited in King,
99

l4Hayek, Road to Serfdom
15xlng, t os
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they advocate include monetarist policies to control inflation, imposition of strict
limits on taxation, and introduction of tighl controls on public expenditure, such as

limiting and balancing budgets, a requirement for all new expenditure to come from

savings, and explicil ot transparent identification of programme costs and funding.

On the political level, decentralised decision making and increased use of referenda

are called for.

(iv) Agency Theory

This extends public choice theory by highlighting the alleged inefficiencies and

conflicts of interest which arise between state ownership and management, and, by

analogy, between state bureaucracies and their citizen owners. Firms run the risk of

agency costs because

the interests of their own€rs may diverge from those of their managers and
other employees. In essence, the company manager acts as an agent for the
shareholder, and ths owner has to induce the manager to acl in the owner's
interests.l6

lmportant restrainls on agency costs in the private sector include stockmarket
pressures, takeover mechanisms, boards of directors exercising delegated authority

for shareholders, monitoring of performance by major lenders, competition, and lhe

ultimate threat of insolvency. The theory advocates introducing the same disciplines

into the state sector to ensure increased efficiency and performance accountability.

The emphasis therefore shifts from input conlrols such as budgels, to identifying and

measuring outputs.

(v) The Slate

In contrast to libertarians like Nozick,l7 liberals like Hayek and Friedman do see

some role for the state. But they argue for its limitation to the essential functions of
providing a legal framework to facilitate the operation of the market, to protect
property rights, to ensure internal order and defence from external altack, and to
provide a number of strictly defined public goods. The judicial system plays a central

role in the state, by protecting property rights, maintaining economic relations
through contracl and tort, and adjudicating conflicts between members of the

community.

16R. Deane, 'Reforming the Public Sector', in Rogernomics. Reshaping New Zealand's
Economy, ed. S. Walker, GP Books, Wellington, 1989, 1 19

17For example, R. Nozick, Anarchy, state, and lJtopia, Basic Books, oxford, 1974
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Some liberals, including Hayek, also concede that some state intervention may be

needed to offset hardship. But this cannot take the form of social or distributive
justice, because that would involve a central government determination of people's

wanls, and requires value judgments which assume a @nsensus which is non-

existent and unachievable. Instead, the state's responsibilities should be met through

market-based measures, such as negative laxation or vouchers, lo pay for services
provided by the private sector.

(vi) Critique ot Liberalism

The market model assumes that perfect competition between the different actors in
the market is possible-ignoring the c-ommercial reality of corporate monopolies, the

distorting effect of consumer adverlising, and of unequal bargaining power in

determining the priority allocation of these rare resources. Veljanovski has vividly

illustrated the implications of the argument for market allocation of resources and

the consequences for the poor:

To take a rather extreme example, if wealth is concentrated in the hands of
a few rich landowners who buy Rolls Royces and caviar, lhen allocative
efficiency will be consistent with the poor starving and lhe economy's
produclive activity channelled into the manufacture of these luxury items.
lf wealth were to be distributed more equitably, less Rolts Royces and
caviar and more of the necessities of life would be produced. . . . Economic
value and the efficient allocation of resources are both intractably related
and vary according to the dislribution of wealth in society. There thus
exists literally an infinite numbsr of allocatively efficient outcomes that
differ only with respect to the distribution of welfare among individuals in
society.l S

By limiting coercion to the intentional aclion of individuals, liberals discount the

structural inequalities of the market, and of the material reality which affects
people's choices. The individualisation of coercion also ensures that economic class,
gender, and cultural categories are denied, and the superior position of a class is

divorced from its historical source. ln particular, the individualist and universalist
premises outlined above by Gray, allow it to negate the historical, economic,
cultural, political, social, and ideological factors which underpin the relalive
privilege and oppression of the significant racial groupings within a society. Paulo

Freire, although writing in another context, has identified the kind of motivations

which lie behind, and the implications of, the liberal position:

I

l Svellanovski, 22
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Any restriction on this way of life, in the namo of the rights of the
communily, appears to the . . . oppressors as a profound violation of their
individual rights-although they had no respect for the millions who suffered
and died of hunger, pain, sorrow, and despair. For the oppressors, 'human
beings' refers only to themselves; other people are 'lhings.. For the
oppressors, there sxists only one right: their right to live in peace, over
against the right, nol always even recognized, but merely conceded, of the
oppressed to survival. And thsy make this concession only because the
existence of the oppressed is necessary to their own existence.l9

There are olher technical deficiencies in the liberal arguments. Assertions of market

superiority are rarely backed by credible, empirical research. Subsequent
experience with the large-scale collapses of major corporate actors, which followed

the stock market crash in 1987, showed these disciplines were far from infallible in

ensuring a responsible, efficient, and profitable private sector. Public choice

theorists make similarly unsubstantiated claims, regarding public sector
motivations and the superior efficiency of the market-place. And, while there is

plenty of rhetoric about the minimal state, critics of liberalism point to the virtual

absence of concrete proposals regarding its form. This is addressed further in the

chapter on government.

(b) Liberalism and Racism

There is no specific reference to the posilion of indigenous peoples in the core liberal

treatises. But there arc occasional references to race-in relation to which

liberalism claims to be colour-blind. Milton Friedman, for example, believed the

development of capitalism had been accompanied by a major reduction in the extent of

discrimination against particular religious, social, or racial groups in economic

activities.

The Southern states after the Civil War took many measures to impose legal
restrictions on Negroes. one measure which was never takon on any scale
was the establishment of barriers to the ownership of either real or
personal property. The faiiure to impose such ba:'riers clearly did not
reflect any special concern to avoid restrictions on Negroes. lt reflected
rather, a basic belief in private property which was so strong that it
overrode the desire to discriminate against Negroes. The maintenance of the
general rules of private property and of capitalism have been a major
sourcs of opportunity for Negroes and have permitted them to make grsater
progress than they oth€nvise could have made.20

19P. Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Penguin, London, 1972, 94
20M. Friedman, Capitatism and Freedom, University of Chicago Press, Chicago,'lgB2, 109
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He found it paradoxical that some critics blame capitalism for the residual
reslrictions which American blacks face, ralher than realising that capitalism is

responsible for the minimal nature of these restrictions. Indeed, Friedman argued,

discrimination is economically inefficient as 'lhose of us who regard color of skin or
religion as irrelevanl can buy some things more cheaply as a result'21-although he

failed to explain why goods or services provided by blacks might be cheaper.

For Friedman, race is simply a matter of an individual's skin colour. 'lt is hard to see

that discrimination can have any meaning other than a 'laste' of others that one does

not share'.22 Anti-discrimination measures were therefore to be rejected as

interference with lhe right to choose according to one's laste. Friedman said he

personally did not endorse discrimination, and felt that each individual should be
judged according to what they are and what they do, not 'exlernal characteristics'.
'But in a society based on free discussion, the appropriate resource is for me to seek

to persuade them that their tastes are bad and that they should change their views and

their behavior, not lo use coercive power to enforce my tastes and my attitudes on

others.'23

Hayek has argued along similar lines that the system of private property is the most

important guarantee of freedom for those who own il, and forthose who do not.'Who
can seriously doubt that a member of a small racial or religious minority will be

freer with no property so long as fellow members of his [slc] community have
property and are lherefore able to employ him, than he would be if private property

were abolished and he became owner of a nominal share in the communal
property?'24 According to Hayek, the only source of real freedom lies in

individualised wage labour-an argument which parallels the belief that
proletarianisation, by 'freeing' peasants from the land and other bases of subsistence

to sell their labour power for wages, was an unqualified advance in their human

state.

But beyond the matter of race, the specific situation of indigenous peoples raises a

further complication for the liberals. Liberal logic argues that the colonial processes

of dispossession and individualisation leave each member of the indigenous population

better off than they were under their traditional regime. ln making such claims

21 Friedman , Capitatism, t 1o
22Friedman, Capitatism, I to
23Friedman , Capitalism, 111
24Hayek, Road to Serfdom, TB
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Friedman and Hayek both ignore the historical process by which racial groups have

been dispossessed of their freedom-whether by slavery, which violated their
personal liberty, or by colonisation, which removed their rights over tangible
property. The abolition of slavery in its legal form is presented as the just remedy to

the former-leaving the residual economic, political, and social powerlessness of the

black community, and the cultural specificity of lhe capitalist stale, as matters of
'taste', capacity, and luck.

But dealing with indigenous proprietory rights is more complex. Gray acknowledged
liberalism's difficulty of sourcing the origin of rights over property: 'no adequate
theory of initial acquisition exists, and in particular . no determinate process of
initial acquisition has been shown to flow from the primordial property right each

man [slc] has in his person.'2S In the specific contexl of settlement colonies, the
problem has tended to be circumvented by recognising only property rights whose
origin and form comply with the doclrines of colonial law. But even accepting those
self-serving parameters, properly rights recognised by liberal legalism, such as the

doctrine of aboriginal tille, allow the state arbitrarily to terminale those rights.
Beyond that, there are plentiful examples of property rights held by indigenous
peoples, and explicitly recognised by liberal law, which have simply been overridden
in lhe ongoing process of colonisation. A liberal project which considers such rights
to be primary and inviolable should, in logic, advocate their restitution. But to do so

would undermine the very foundations of global capitalism.

The dilemma which faced the Labour Government in pursuing market liberalism was

lherefore philosophical as well as practical. A fundamental tenet of the philosophy

was the sanctity of private property-a right held now by private individuals and the

colonial state, primarily as a result of the constant abrogation of those righls when

held by Maori. But the Labour Government had now acknowledged that lwi and Hapu

had been wrongfully dispossessed of the key economic resources on which the settler
colony was founded. Further, the liberal project sought to minimise the role of the

state in the economy, by divesting its commercial assets and retying on market
allocation of resources. But the Labour Government was also promising to actively
intervene to provide redress for past breaches of an agreement which it considered
was only morally binding upon it. And it would do so by recognition of the collective
entities of lwi and Hapu, the existence of which were anathema to liberalism.

2sGray, 63
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B. ROGERNOMICS

(a) The Early Days of Rogernomics

In June 1984 all this was far from the minds of most New Zealanders, and the Labour
Parly's 1984 post-election conference rejected any shift to market-led policies.
Even the immediate devaluatiern and lifting of exchange rate controls raised few
eyebrows. The mass of the population was economically illiterate, many were pre-
occupied with social policy issues, and mosl seemed relieved at the final ousting of
Muldoon. There was also a careful and deliberale strategy by the archilects of
Rogernomics, to proceed as far and fast as possible , away from the public gaze.

(i) The Economic Summit

The first major debate on economic policy came with an Economic Summit Conference
held in Parliament in September 1984.27 Leading entrepreneur Ron Troler, who
chaired the Board of Fletcher Challenge Ltd and the Business Roundtable lobby group,
had been recruited to preside over the conference steering committee. ln preparation
for the Summit, Trotter was sent lo Australia to report on lessons to be learnt from
lhe Labor Governmenl's attempts al an accord there.

The nation's altention was focussed on scenes of great emotion-fully televised for
maximum dramatic effect-which stressed the Government's commitment to
consultation and the need for consensus in securing economic recovery. The
liberalisation programme appeared to enjoy considerable support, as most sectors
agreed on the need for some economic restructuring. What was not specifically
addressed was the programme of monetary disinflation. No Treasury representative
was required to speak, so its specific agenda remained undisclosed.2S Had it been
debated, according to Paul Dalziel, lhe unemployment consequences would surely
have been rejected by all'.zg But few seemed to be aware that the recipe for change
involved the reiection of welfare democracy. Indeed, the five goals for the economy
identified in the summil communique appeared to reaffirm basic Keynesianism:
sustainable economic growth, full employment, price stabilily, external balance

27For a detailed analysis of the Economic Summit see P. Dalziel, .The Economic Summit:
What People Were Thinking', in The Making of Rogernomics, ed. B. Easton, Auckland
University Press, Auckland, 1999, 53

2SDalziel, 61
29Datziet, e4
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[src], and equitable distribuiion of income. All these were fully to respect social and

cultural values, and avoid undue environmental costs.

Many aspects such as consistency of policy, redirection of investment, increased

productivity, improved managemenl, targeting of spending, greater private

incentives, and a broadened tax base, also fitted well with the liberal agenda. Less

complemenlary were the participants' demands that the costs of adjustment should

nol be born by the relatively disadvantaged.

Policy should aim to minimise the impact of social and economic dislocations
on vulnerable groups and communities. . . . The Conference looks to those in
a relalively advantageous position to carry the greater share of this
restraint.3 o

In terms of both the Rogernomics programme and the short-term retention of
popular supporl, lhe economic summit was a political success. lt was replete with

talk of unity and self-sacrifice. Sectoral groups seeking special treatment risked

being attacked as obstacles to reconciliation and national well-being. According to the

summit communique: 'With New Zealand facing serious economic and social problems

it is vital that broadly representative groups come together to try to reach agreement

on how to resolve them.'31 Consultation across wide sections of the community was

seen as 'perhaps the most important achievemenl of the Summit'. There were calls to
maintain the momenlum, with participation by all sectors at all levels of public

decision-making, and ongoing consultation and information distribution to draw on

the neMound 'spirit of co-operation'.

The summit epitomised the honeymoon period of 'consultation with no real action'S2

which continued through 1985, and into 1986, with the establishment of the Royal

Commission on Social Policy. Gradually the appeal of consultation wore otf, as the

disillusioned recognised that the rapidly accumulating e@nomic reforms bore little
similarity to the views being so assiduously harvested from the community.S3 lt was

a classic illustration of the collision Wolfe described between liberalism and

democracy. The demands levied by sector groups were irreconcilable with
government's e@nomic priorities. At the political level, democratic decision-making

would subvert the reform process. And ideologically, consensus or corporatist

3oEconomic Summit Conterence Communique, '1984, par.14
31 Economic Summit Conlerence Communique, par. l.
32A term used by Dalziel, 54
33such as the 'Budget'85 Task Force'
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politics was not compatible with the liberal prescription of the non-interventionist,

minimal state.

Hugh Oliver has argued that elitist decision-making was essential for Rogernomics to

succeed, and that this spelt an end for traditional Labour Party corporatism.34 Bul,

as Paul Dalziel pointed out, corporatism probably would not have succeeded anyway.
Deep sectoral divisions between trade unions, the corporate sector, agricultural,
manufacturing, and community groups were apparent at the Economic Summit.
'Given such widely divergent starting points, consensus would require large changes
in the world views of the sector groups and considerable compromises of individual
goals in favour of agreed social objectives'.3s The newly elected Government had

neither the time nor the inclination for that.

Whether the summit was a deliberate smoke-screen for Rogernomics, or reflected a

genuine desire by some in Government for participatory decision-making, or a
combination of both within a divided Cabinet remains unclear. The Labour
Governmenl was certainly aware of the likely hostility which an up-front admission

of its economic programme would provoke. Senior Labour Party official Simon
Walker has described the summit as a public relations exercise, 'an extraordinary

exercise in goodwill',36 Roger Douglas initially denied that it was stage managed, but
did admit'it was designed to dramatise the problems of the economy to the nation and

creale the right climate for change' leading up to his first Budget.37 Afier Labour's

defeat and his retirement in 1990, Douglas was far more forlhcoming. In a speech to
an ac@untants conference he attacked the practices of lobby groups:

Blunting th€ir power was the real role of the summit conference in that
yoar. . . . By giving them nationwide television exposure, in a sense, we pul
them on public trial. Under such a spotlight they had enough sense to realise
thal if they p€rsisted in seeking their own selfish, short-term interest at
the expenso of the wider community, then they would instantly lose the
support of the public. . . . Having forced them into a commitment to put New
Zealand first, or at least publicly lo do so, we used the 1g84 budgel to hit
the privileges of all the interest groups at once.38

34W. U. Oliver,'The Labour Caucus and Economic Policy Formation, 1981 to 1984'in
Easton, 11

35Darziel. 63-+
36S. Walker, 'The Politics of Rogernomics' in S. Walker, 211
37R. Douglas, Toward Prosperity: Peopte and Potitics in the 1980s-A Personal View,

David Baleman, Auckland, 1997,24
38'sir Roger tells of blunting lobbies' power', New Zealand Herald,30 March 1991
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The tactic of playing sectors off against each other proved immensely successful over
the next few years-whether it was farmers allegedly milking government subsidies
to line their pockets; manufacturers cruising along under guaranlees of trade
protection; lazy and inefficient government bureaucrats; workers forcing unrealistic
wages and conditions on employers; the unemployed and beneficiaries taking
advantage of the welfare state; or unreasonable Maori with inflated claims and

unrealistic expectations. The appeal to consensus subsumed the reality of unequal
economic and polilical power, to an overriding, abstract national welfare. Any special
pleading meanl selfishly depriving some to benefit others, and was unfair to those
making sacrifices. Those who soughl government intervention on their behalf were
portrayed as short-sighted or even disloyal.

(ii) Opening the Books

Another early attempt by Labour to convince the public of the need for rapid and
radical change was the 'opening of the books'on departmental post-election briefings
to Ministers. Treasury's briefing was by far the most remarkable. The 180-page
Economic Management indicated the extenl of backroom work done by Treasury's
frustrated market advocates while they had been marginalised under Muldoon.3g

Along with a detailed analysis of the country's current economic plight, Treasury set
out a blueprint for the radical restructuring of New Zealand's economy. At this stage
the argument was grounded on claims of 'economic necessity', and nol overtly on

ideology: past government reliance on intervention and control had caused economic
stagnation, combined with inflation, massive overseas debt, and internal inefficiency.
The remedies were purely, monetarist-{eregulating the economy and controlling the
amount of money in circulation so demand would be checked, and wages and prices

kept down. lnflation could then be slowly brought under control without the need for
temporary interventions such as wage and price freezes which, when lifted, would
risk renewed inflation. Old Keynesian policies were rejected as inherently
inflalionary, and as undermining the country's international competitiveness.

This provided the general programme for Labour's first term. Virtually all of
Treasury's 1984 proposals, wilh the exception of some aspects of the tariff regime,

the formal deregulation of the labour markel, and full privatisation of selected state

3gTreasury, Economic Management. Brief to the lncoming Government, v. 1, Treasury,
Wellington, 1984
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enterprises had been implemented by the time of the October 1987 election.4O But in

1984 few understood the significance of Treasury's briefing, or foresaw its directing

role in the new Government.

The extent to which the Government had committed itself to such a radical programme

was disclosed only gradually-partly as a matter of political strategy, and parly
because its details were being formulaled as lhey went along. Most of 1984 and 1985

was spent on restructuring the private sector economy. Within days of the election,

controls on inlerest rates were removed, followed by a massive devaluation.4l After

six months Labour had produced a phase-out programme for incentives and subsidies

for exporters, lhe agricultural industry and manufaclurers; removed controls on

foreign exchange transactions and floated the dollar; raised rural sector interest

rates to market levels; empowered the Reserve Bank actively to regulate the money

market; introduced full-cost pricing for state-produced goods like electricity and

coal; and brought in a targeted, minimum-income supplement to families. All were

measures consistent with the model for restructuring of advanced capitalism being

promoted internationally, but which took little account of New Zealand's under-

developed form of capitalism, and its largely non-industrial economic base.

It was only when the reformers'attention turned to the public sector in late 1985

that the broader implications of the programme began to dawn on the wider
population. By then, the public position of the Government was also changing. In
1984 Labour's manifesto had given first priority to full employmenl, second to

economic growth, third to fairness and social justice, and fourth lo maximum

stability in prices. By early 1985 containing costs and prices had become the crucial

issue. In May 1985 Douglas sought the Cabinet's agreement on a comprehensive

approach to commercialising all state-owned enterprises. The winds of change began

to sweep across all sectors, public and private, commercial and social policy.

By June 1986, Prime Minister David Lange. in a speech in Scotland, was arguing:
'Social democrats must acc€pt the existence of economic inequality because it is the

engine which drives lhe economy.'42 Labour's goal, he said, was to minimise lhe

socially damaging and disruptive effects of an economy which depends on self-

4osimon Walker claimed the three major points of departure from Treasury's programme
by the end ol 1988 were Labour's extension of welfare benefits, lack of labour market
deregulation, and failure to cut-back public expenditure. S. Walker, 214-7

41This was not consistent with Treasury's position, and was contrary to Douglas,s
assurances prior to the election.

42S. Collins, Rogernomic$-ls There a Better Way?, Pitman, Weltington, 19g7, 91
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interest, withoul inlervening to the point where the economy 'loses its motive force'.

Lange had been drawn into rationalising reforms whose logical conclusion he would

later find unpalatable, and which would ultimately cause him to resign.

(b) The Rogernomlcs Intellectuals

Some of those who supported the Rogernomics reforms were political pragmatists.

Others were doclrinaire market evangelists. But all shared an essential commitment

to policies of political and economic non-intervention. This meant deregulation of the

economy, divestment by the state to the private seclor, and retrenchment of the
central state.

There have been many books written on the Rogernomics era.43 Most focus on the

detail of what happened, and on the role of Roger Douglas and his small c€terie of

supporters in politics, government bureaucracy, academia, and private enterprise in

propelling a stagnant 'fortress New Zealand' into the reality of the global market

economy. Other than Bruce Jesson,44 il was the late 1980s before even critical

commenlators publicly identified the crisis of capitalism which underpinned these
changes, and the role of ideology and the intellectuals in allowing the 'Rogernomics

revolution'to take the course it did.4s

Liberal political journalist Colin James, for example, explained it in terms of
personalities and generational politics.46 He saw Rogernomics as a cyclical
phenomenon. New Tealand in the 1980s, as in the 1890s and 1930s, was under
economic, social, and ideological strain. Only under such condilions, he claimed, could
radicals shift the majority to support such massive reform. This was the time of the
'big-change' generation-born of a welfare slate, never having experienced a

depression, and having graduated from the student activism of the 1960s and early
1970s. That generation had produced youthful politicians in both Labour and National
parties, business entrepreneurs, rising stars in key government departments,

43 For example, collins; Douglas, Toward prosperity; Easton; c. James, The euiet
Revolution-Turbulence and Transition in Contemporary New Zealand, Allen and Unwin,
Weffington, 1986; B. Jesson, Fragments of Labour-The Story Behind the Labour
Government, Penguin, Auckland, 1989; J. Floberts, Potiticians, Pubtic Servants and
Public Enterprise, lnstitute of Policy studies, wellington, 19g7; s. walker.

44Jesson, Mirror Glass
4sEaslon; Reshaping the State. New Zealand's Bureaucratic Revolution, ed. J. Boston er a/,

Oxford University Press, Auckland, 1991
46James, ch. 3. Desmond King noted a similar tendency by some commentators to offer

similar personalised explanations of Thatcherism as 'instinctive politics', King, 12g
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critical academics, and economists. They were risk takers, more committed to the

idea of change than they were to 'left' politics.

While Muldoon had appealed to the older, middle-class white voter who sought

security and stability, the new generation was frustrated by his interventionist

economic policies and authoritarian style. Once Nalional's radicals like Derek

Quigley, Tony Friedlander, and Doug Kidd failed to shift Muldoon, the way was open

for Labour's free-marketeers led by Roger Douglas. By the mid-'|980s, this change
generation had assumed positions of power in both main political parties, Treasury,

the Reserve Bank, and other key financial institutions, as well as private-sector

conglomerates from whence they oversaw the Rogernomics revolution.

Colin James is right that without the driving force of Douglas and his support team,

the pace and purity of the reforms would not have been the same. But they were nol

the cause of the change itself. These were the intellectuals who conceived the

theoretical rationalisation, form, and strategy for change-and sold them to those

with the political authority to make them happen, and to the media. Nor were they a
unique and isolated bunch of evangelical Kiwis,47 They were part of the revival of

liberal economics and ideology which colonised much of the capitalist, and

increasingly the non-capitalist, world during the 1970s and 1g8os. ln 1992

market guru Milton Friedman observed how, in the past, he and his followers had

been a small beleaguered minority, regarded as eccentrics. Now they occupied a
positlon 'still far from the intellectual mainstream but now at least respectable'.48

The role of the intellectuals is therefore important and warrants specific discussion,

but it is only one important element in the equation.

While Roger Douglas's role in laying the ground-work and steering through these

changes was crucial, as outlined in the previous chapter, lhe liberal initiative also

enjoyed the support of a strong network of public and private sector individuals and

agencies. Certain key intellectuals traversed the conventional boundaries between
government, academia, and the private seclor, almost without challenge. These

invisible hands of Rogernomics progressively rose to the most powerful positions in

47For a discussion of the various schools of economics and philosophy which influenced
Rogernomics see B. Jesson, 'The Libertarian Right in New Zealand: The Demise of Social
Democracy and the Rise of a New Orthodoxy', paper delivered to the Stout Research
Seminar, The New Right: An Analysis, May 1989

48 M. Friedman, Free to Choose. A Personal Statement, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1980,
Preface
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government and the market place, and were able to dominate the debate on economjc
and social policy.ag

(i)The Treasury

Most prominenl and powerful of the institutional supports was the Treasury. Oliver
has argued that before the 1984 eleclion, Douglas was not totally committed to
Treasury thinking, noting that the Economic Poticy Package diverged from Treasury
thinking by promoting devaluation. There was a convergence, but it was
incomplete.So Once Douglas became Minister of Finance, however, lhey were
virtually of one mind.

Treasury officials and Douglas deny allegations of excessive Treasury influence,
attributing lhe latler's dominance instead to superior analysis and advice. Douglas
invoked Treasury's constitutional function to provide independent economic advice
'free of party political positions or narrow ideology'.s1 lts advice may well have
been the most competent, but it also had the distinct advantage of working to its own

agenda in a Cabinet which allowed itself to be made increasingly dependent on
Treasury guidance.

49For example: Graham Scott, co-author of Economic Managemenr took over Treasury
from Bernard Galvin. Rod Deane was moved from Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank
to replace the less sympathetic Mervyn Probine as head of the State Services
Commission, and from thers to chief executive of Electricorp. He was also a trustee of
the Centre for Independent Studies. Roger Kerr, a co-author ol Economic Management,
and ex-Treasury official, became the executive director of the Business Roundtable, and
a member of the Electricorp Board. Simon Walker, Labour's public relations advisor and
a Labour Policy Council member, became the director of the libertarian Centre for
lndependent Studies. Rob Campbell left the ranks of the Distribution Workers Union, and
later the Labour Policy Council, for the Strategos consultancy along with former
National free'marketeer Derek Quigley and unionist Alf Kirk. Campbeil was also a
member of the Economic Development Commission, and on the boards of the Bank of New
Tealand and BNZ Finance. He chaired the transition advisory board for the sale of
Government Print. (Sir) Ron Trotter of Fletcher Challenge, chair of the Business
Roundtable, was a trust€€ of the Centre for Independent Studies and board member of
Telecom. Trottsr was Labour's chief advisor for the 1994 Economic Summit Conference,
and later chaired the Government steering group on privatisation. John Fernyhough of
Lion Corporalion, also a truste€ of the Centre for Independent Studies, was the chair of
Electricorp's board, and on the boards of Forestcorp and the Development Finance
Corporation. Alan Gibbs, chair of Ceramco and Freightways, leading Business Roundtable
member, executive board member of Centre for Independent Studies, and chair of
Forestcorp, was a board member of Electricorp, and chaired a radical review of the
health system.

5ow. u. otiver, 21
5l Dougf as, Toward Prosperity, 129
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And atter 1984 the Treasury d,d systematically accumulate power. A radical
restructuring of the Cabinet in 1984 abolished all existing cabinet clmmittees. The

new slructure was designed to create a co-ordinated and coherent framework for all

economic and social policies. lt would be serviced by the lwo contrat ministries ot
Treasury and the State Services Commission ISSCI, and be advised by specially-
constituted otficials committees, usually chaired by Treasury. Access to Cabinet was
vital to influence government decisions, and with Treasury as the gatekeeper, the
power of other departmental officials was severely curtailed. Treasury rationalised

this as a necessary move to eliminate capture of Ministers by bureaucrals who were

seeking to promote their own interesls. As simple custodians for the nation's
e@nomy, only the Treasury could be trusted to provide independent and objective

advice.

New procedures for expenditure entrenched Treasury's power. Departments were
required to produce three-year expenditure forecasts, with any new policies funded

from compensatory savings unless exceptional circumstances were conceded.
Ministers had to determine spending priorities within their own departments and

remain within their allocated budgets. Treasury itself, however, remained
unaccountable, nol even filing an annual report until 1988. John Roberts observed

that in 1986 Treasury's advice probably outweighed any other single source,s2
although Brian Easton noted lhat, when alternative advice was presented, lhe
Treasury's view did not always prevail.S3 Treasury dominated decision-making until
at least 1988. lts ascendency later waned as opposition within Labour's ranks

disrupted the Rogernomics 'blitzkrieg.54 But the radical changes which it oversaw

had established a framework within which subsequent economic and social policies

had to be located, and which would be very hard to reverse.

(ii) Other Slale agencies

Other government departments, notably the State Services Commission [SSC], the
Reserve Bank, and the Department of Trade and lndustry, also became allies in the

liberal cause. But Labour did not rely solely on the public sector. New state-
sponsored agencies were created to provide a conceptual coherence to the changes and

a forum for the dissemination of Rogernomics ideology. In the 1986 Budget the

52Roberts, 33. similar concerns
Palmer in 1989 to bolster the
Treasury's advice.

over Treasury's power prompted a move by Geoffrey
ability of the Prime Minister's Department to contest

53B. Easton,'The commercialisation of the New zealand Economy', in Easton, 127
54A term used by B. Easton in 'The unmaking of Roger Douglas', in Easton.
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Government announced the establishment of an Economic Development Gommission

IEDCI to 'promote public acceptance of its policies'.s4 lts terms of reference were
'to improve public understanding of the impact of governmenl decisions on the
economy, and by doing so, creale an environment for more consistent and effective
policy'. However it remained largely ineffective, and there are suggestions that it

was primarily a device to shift the then Secretary of the Treasury sideways to head

lhe new EDC, and thereby make way for one of the main architects of Rogernomics,

Graham Scott.

(iii) Non-state agencies

Government's own propaganda moves were supplemented by a range of generously

funded, and well connecled, private-sector lobby groups which advocated radical

liberal changes for the economy, labour market, and social policy. These included the
Business Roundtable, comprising leading advocates of free market reform from the
counlry's major corporates;Ss the libertarian Centre for Independent Studies [ClS],
which promoted seminars, workshops, publications, and overseas speakers; and to a
lesser extent the Institute of Policy Studies based at Victoria University, which
provided a forum for rationalisation of Rogernomics, and mutual reinforcement of its
advocates. Douglas has since applauded the Business Roundtable 'for having put self-
interest and privilege aside in the national interest'. lnstead of 'surreptitious
lobbying' it had 'issued reasoned, researched discussion papers in the full glare of
public debate.'56 This drove 'the level of policy debate up to internationally
respectable levels of excellence.'

These various agencies, in particular the ClS, cross-fertilized with radical liberal

think tanks overseas, initially in America and England and later in Australia.ST
Together they promoted a return to pure laissez faire economics, and to a lesser

54The EDC had three central concerns: regulatory systems, government expenditure and
laxation policies, and state ownership of th€ country's resources. Chaired by Bernard
Galvin the former Secretary to Treasury, its other members were Don Rowlands, the
chiel executive of Fisher and Paykel (a Business Roundtable Company); Rob Campbell,
former unionist, Labour Policy Council member and Rogernomics convert; and Professor
Bruce Ross, a monelarist economist from Lincoln College. lt was not very effectual, and
the 1989 Budget announced plans to dismante it.

55A notable absentee from the Business Roundtable was Hugh Fletcher, the Chief Executive
of Fletcher Challenge Ltd, He was not an enthusiast for Rogernomics, despite the
considerable benefits which accrued to th€ company from 19g4 to 1g90.

56'sir Roger tells of blunting lobbies'power', New zealand Heratd,30 March 1991
57Such as the Adam Smith Institule in England, the Center for Independent Education in

USA, and the Centre for Independent Studies in Australia.
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extent liberal moralily, in a bid to 're-alter the whole power balance in society so

that the consumer becomes sovereign and competition is the driving force',S9
Additional institutional reinforcemenl was gained from endorsements by key

international economic institutions such as the International Monetary Fund UMF],
the World Bank, and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

[OECDI. By January 1987 Roger Douglas claimed that New Zealand was merely
following an orthodox economic strategy, in line with what the OECD and the IMF had

recommended for the New Zealand eoonomy.60

It is ironic that the free marketeers had no difficulty blaming vested-interest lobby
groups for capturing government policy and expenditure to meel their own interesls,

while these immensely powerful and wealthy lobbyists, who had the most to gain

from Rogernomics, porlrayed themselves as principled and objective analysts,
committed to promoting the nation's well-being. Douglas claimed that his policies

symbolised a decline in the old-boys' network-only to be replaced, it would seem, by

a younger, more ideologically-driven clique. lndeed, debate on key economic issues

between government departments, and within the market, at times appeared to be

little more than mutual reinforcement of liberal myopia. While in theory the state

and the economy were being uncoupled, in practice the organic relationship between

the state and capital had become quite explicit.

(c) Rogernomics ldeology

It is essential to differentiate the theoretical Rogernomics project from its actual
political implementation. The project itself was intensely ideological. ln the words of

one devotee: 'lt's generally accepted that we in New Zealand are going through a period

of revolution, in lhe sense that the old order is being replaced with a new order
which has not iust an infrastructure, but more importantly an ideology, beliefs and

value system' ranging across all domains.Bl lt featured pain on the part of those

whose political, e@nomic, and psychological well-being was being cut away; and a

feeling of exhilaration and excitemenl by those with opportunities in the turbulence

59X. Wittstrie, Privatisation. The British Experience: An Australian Perspective, Longman
Cheshire, Melbourne, 1987, 6

60ruorh and South, January 1987; see also Douglas, Toward prosperity, 47-g
61N. Marsh, 'Theory K-Can Cullure Change?i in Responding to the Revolution. Careers,

Culture and Casualties, ed. A. Von Tunzelminn and J. Johnston, New Zealand lnstilute of
Public Administralion, Government Printer, Wellington, 1997, 70
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of change 'lo grow, lo achieve and to increase their political and economic and . . .

psychological well being'.62

Rogernomics spawned its own economic newspeak, turning-some would say

returning-words once familiar to advocates of progressive reforms into catch-cries

of bourgeois individualism. Freedom no longer meanl liberation from enforced

e@nomic, racial, or social inequality. Instead it meant 'freedom of the individual to

achieve objectives free of constraining conditions'.63 Devo lution meant governmenl

retaining power over essential policy decisions while delegating delivery to the

voluntary or private sector, with the level of access to services determined by the

consumer's resources. This dominanVsubordinate relationship was a partnership.

Accountability meanl replacing bureaucratic controls over the behaviour and results

achieved by those entrusted with power, with market etficiency measures of profit or

contractual performance criteria. All this would empower individuals to take control

of their own lives as free and equal actors. Indeed liberation was defined by Treasury

lo mean 'the promotion of the dignity of people through direction of their own

lives'.6 4

The free marketeers claimed the individual, as consumer or shareholder, would

exercise power through the laws of supply and demand on the level playing field of

the market place. All that people needed was freedom of choice, and incentives to

succed.

The level playing tield was an important fiction. Just like the soclal contrad, tne

general will or lhe wealth of the nation in earlier era, il provided an ideological

device to legitimate inequalities. Even between individuals, the class, race, and

gender structure of society largely dictates access to the educalion, money, contacts,

credibility, and selFconfidence needed to play the game and win. But when already

powerless individuals pit their bargaining power against corporations whose raison

d'6tre is maximising profit (whether they are state or privale-owned), claims of

consumer sovereignty are fatuous. ln response to promises that the increased wealth

of the few will benefit the masses-the trickle down theory-economist Brian Easton

observed: 'Allegations that policies which make the rich richer will also benefit the

62Marsh, 7o
63Government Management, v.1, 33
64overnment Management , v.1 , 42g
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poor have been more a malter of wishful lhinking by the rich than the conclusions of

any rigorous analysis.'65

The ideology underpinning these claims was expounded in detail in Treasury's lwo-

volume Government Management-Brief to the lncoming Govemment 1987. This was

an extraordinary excursion by a governmenl economic organ into the explicit
articulation of an ideology, and provided lhe rationale for later moves towards gutting

the weffare state. A composile rational ethical human position was derived from

three variations on liberal philosophy.66 All narrowly focused on the individual.

According to Treasury, society is made up of interdependent individuals motivated at

least in part by self-interest and opportunism. Ways must be found to limit any

negative consequences of that, so that the interests of different individuals can c!-
exist. But to ensure freedom and liberty of the individual, the society must not

inhibit the right of those individuals to follow their desired path. That included the

freedom to exploit, alter, and trade their private property, unless they are impeding

someone else's exercise of their choice or preference.

Well designed policies align individual self-interest with the interests of the nation.

A society that is willing to take risks, and to organise itself accordingly, is more

likely to be innovaiive and more ready and able to seize and exploil the opportunities

thrown its way by chance and circumstance. On the other hand, a society that is
excessively risk averse, thal tries to protect and insulate its members from all the

adverse consequenc_es of a changing external environment, or changing technology, is

unlikely to adapt conslructively to change, and is much less likely lo take up the

opportunities that could provide additional jobs and higher incomes.GT All this

encourages greater 'equity, efficiency and freedom'.

According to this ideology, government does have responsibilities beyond those of

individuals and must pursue all the objectives of efficiency, equity, liberty, public

morals, and human dignity. But all such rights are relative and political, nol natural,

and governmenl must make some choices. Before it imposes any constraints on

individuals, government must calculate the comparative costs of different options,

and make only carefully-selected inlerventions. These require prudent assessment of

the tradeoffs belween dignity, output, and wealth. Government's social policy should

658. Easton, 'Economic Liberalisation-Where Do People Fit In?', in von Tunzelmann and
Johnston, 91

66Government Management , v.l, annex, esp. 41 6-426
67 Governrent Management , v.1 , 5
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thus reflecl a rational ethical human position whereby 'the inlerests of the most

disadvantaged are the first concern of policy'. But that is to be achieved in a way that
w ill

maximise social well-being and minimise the thr€at to those individual
righls . . . which derive their authority from a social consensus. . . . Those
rights must reflect New Zealand society as it is currently structured.
The rights need not be the same as those we might have defined 50 years
ag6'68

(d) Rogernomics and lnternalional Developments

Given some clear similarities in policies and discourse, the!'e is a tendency to treat
Rogernomics as simply the localised version of Thatcherism or Reagonomics. But it
had its own dynamics and internal imperatives, and lhere were important differences

in style and content. Thatcherism, for example, was far more serious and successful
in its quest to capture the terrain of popular ideologies-rediscovering and rescuing

from social democracy such concepts as 'lhe nation', 'our way of life', and 'decent

standards'. The English Conservatives portrayed themselves as the champions both of
independent, small capital against the big battalions of the stale, and of the small
people oppressed by an inefficient state bureaucracy. stuart Hall has highlighted the
political use by Thatcher of key ideological principles of liberalism-freedom,
equality, property, and individualism-to provide categories by which people

organised their practical, common sense thinking about life in the market
economy.69 ln addition, Thalcherism had bolstered liberalism by resorting to
conservative social, and law and order, policies. This point is discussed further in

the next chapter.

There was no parallel ideological dimension to Rogernomics. New Zealand had no

historical commitment to liberal ideology which could be appealed to, but rather a
strong national-popular identification with the welfare state. Nor was there any real

atlempt lo embed the Rogernomics ideology within the minds of the mass of New

Zealanders. The debate was primarily aimed at current or potential fellow travelers,

those who had the potential to advance or hinder its progress. Whilst the newspeak

colonised the news media, it never became part of popular discourse, beyond the
professional middle class and governmenl servanls. The hype of the stock market and

68 Government Management, v.l, 424-6
AAoYS' Hall, 'Popular-Democratic vs Authoritarian Populism: Two Ways of 'Taking

Democracy Seriously"', in S. Hall, Thatcherism and the Crisis of the Left. The Hard Road
to Revival, Verso, London, 1988, 123, 160
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lhe promise of high relurns did lure many small inveslors to stake their life savings
on high-flying companies. But that enthusiasm was short-lived, and many lost
heavily when the stock market crashed.

Indeed, throughout the ascendency of Rogernomics, there was a notable lack of
concern to maintain hegemony over the existing historic bloc, or to protect the
legitimacy of the democratic process. The policy was driven by an unrelenting zeal to

resolve the accumulation and rationality crises via the liberal formula, irrespective

of the inappropriateness to New Zealand's economic conditions, or its implications

for the democratic state.

There is also a danger in confusing the rhetoric of the project and its actual
implementation, both in terms of its success and its philosophical coherency. In

relation to Thalcher, Desmond King pointed to the change in emphasis and content as

internal contradictions emerged within the Government, and concerns arose for
political survival. By 1985 the Thatcher Government had effectively abandoned
monetarisl targets in favour of a more interventionist strategy. But these
'monetarist convictions have dissipaied without being replaced by anything else.'70
In assessing the success of Thatcherism, Gamble noted that spending by the
Conservative Governmenl was slashed on some programmes, bul increased on others,

especially social security and industry subsidies; denationalisation merely moved
public sector monopolies into the private sector; there wefe few radical labour
market reforms; and unemployment doubled. Thatcberism had failed to reverse

Britain's economic decline.

Similarly, the Rogernomics juggernaut became increasingly fettered during the
second term, after a virtually free rein for the first three years of the Labour
Government. While the monetarist line was held firm, political factors inhibited
labour market reform and cut-backs in the welfare slate. Following the 1987

election, and despite the Labour's resounding re-election, Prime Minister David
Lange began moves to break the dominance of lhe troika of finance Ministers-
Douglas, Prebble and David caygill--who were then driving Rogernomics.

The Labour Government and Labour Party became embroiled in bitter internal power

struggles from 1988 lo 1990.71 A dispute over requirements for consultation over
privatisation with the Party finally saw Richard Prebble dismissed as Minister of

Toxing, t t z
71Easton, 'The Unmaking', 17't; Jesson, Fragments ot Labour
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State Owned Enterprises on 4 November 1988.72 Roger Douglas himself went public

about his feud with Lange, especially over Lange's opposition to his proposal for a flat

tax at 24 per cent, and resigned (or was sacked) from Cabinet in December 1988.73

Caucus re-elected Prebble to Cabinet in January 1989 and Douglas on 4 August

1989, although Douglas announced his intention to retire at the 1990 election. Once

Douglas was back in Cabinet, Lange resigned. All this meant considerable instability

in economic policy, at a time when the caucus was increasingly uneasy over dismal

opinion poll results. None of this, however, detracts from the dramatic and radical

nature of the changes which were made during that period, and which were intended

by their architects to be irreversible.

(e) Maori and Rogernomics

Labour's 1984 promise lo recognise the Treaty of Waitangi had raised hopes amongst

Maori that their history of economic marginalisation would be reversed. But even

before Rogernomics was consciously applied to Maori economic development,

Labour's goal had been no more lhan the amelioration of Maori socio-economic

disadvantage, within the context of settler capitalism. This was evident from the

reference to the Maori towards the end of the 1984 Economic Summit Communique:

The Conference considers that the position of the Maori is of major concern.
The gap between Maori and Pakeha is widening. Racial tension has been
growing and many Maori young people have been alienated from the wider
communily. The Maori people and their resources continue to be under-
utilised and under-developed. To reverse this will require positive
initiatives for consultation with Maori communities about lheir future.
policies to deal with Maori unemployment, and self help.74

(i) The Hui Taumata

However, Maori expectations of something more were heightened when lhe
Government hosted a Maori Economic Summit Conference-or Hui Taumat*al
Parliament in late October 1984. lt was attended by some 200 invited Maori

participants and observers, many of whom were nominated by regional hui, held

throughout the counlry during the preceding month. Papers were solicited and

distributed to those attending, including reports and remits from the regional hui.

Speaking rights were by written request. The hui built upon the Economic Summit

72Jesson, Fragments of Labour, 144-6
73Easton, 'The Unmaking', 180-81
T4Economic Summit Communique, par. 1g
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and carried over its sense of energy, optimism, and consensus. There was a real sense

of Maori participation in the country's future and commitment to change.

The stated goals of the hui were a varialion on the Economic Summit theme: to reach

an understanding of the nalure and extent of economic problems facing Maori; to
examine strengths and weaknesses of Maori in the current position; to discuss key

policy issues, and seek endorsement of policies leading to a truly equal status for

Maori in the economic and social life of New Zealand; and to obtain the participants'

commitment lo help and co-operate in dealing with the difficulties facing Maori.

Bul what the Government and Maori had in mind were quite distinct. The Government

attempled to locate the exercise firmly within its emerging economic strategy. lts
briefing paper on Maori and economic affairs provided a Treasury analysis of New

Zealand's economic predicament which stressed inflation, the balance of payments,

and employment. The first two would be dealt with through effective control of the

money supply. Unemployment, it said, was less predictable, but economic growth was

expected to reduce unemployment levels back to those of the early 1970s. Reduction

in labour costs would also increase economic competitiveness. The recipe for success

lay in radical, rapid, and unimpeded change:

A wide acceptance of the neod for change and a consistent set of economic
policies can build a healthy economy. . . . Realism, and the willingness to
lake on the risk of the international marketplace, have made some of our
traditional product sellers among lhe wodd's most successful traders.
A co-operative community approach would improve our economic
performance and enable us to achieve our social aims.7s

Maori, like other New Zealanders, had little understanding of what lhis would really

involve, or of its dire consequences for their specific situation. Given Labour's

commitment to the Treaty, they assumed Government goodwill, and advocated

initiatives which required Government co-operation and participation. To a limited

extent that assumption was justified. Treasury and the Finance Ministers may well

have been unsympathetic. But in 1984 the architect of Labour's Treaty policy,

Geotfrey Palmer, and the Minister of Maori Affairs, Koro Wetere, were not total

converts to Rogernomics, and seemed genuinely concerned to establish a more

effective and efficienl Maori policy.

75A Briefing on Maori and Economic Affairs, Maori Economic Development Summit
Conference 1984, Dunmore Press, Wellington, 1994, 18
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The hui's general demands were clear: equal opportunities, enhanced economic and

social development, reduced dependency, funding of positive outcomes, and self-

sufficiency through tribal structures, using co-operative marae and whanau-based

processes. But the relationship of Maori development to the capitalist economy

remained unclear. Some, like the Ngai Tahu Trust Board, saw lhe central thrust in
any Maori development model as a complementary form of Maori economic autonomy.

Autonomy is not separatist - it is merely self-control, self-management. lt
is the ordinary condition of those living effectively within the power
culture in NZ. lt is the effective economics of Tu Tangata!76

This combined economic parity at a personal level in jobs, opportunities, enterprise,

education, and health-as sharers in the nalion's socio-economic spectrum-with the

heritage economy in which

Maori are the inheritors and participanls in the Maori heritage and culture,
in land and the mesh of relationships which bind that inheritance together. . .

. Whilst these two avsnues intersect and run parallel at many points they
are dislinci but interdependent routes and each requires ils own complex of
policies. . .

Other submissions advocated stronger Maori participation within the colonial

capitalist economy. Such a proposal came from economist Georgina Tattersfield, who

argued that 'the Department of Maori Affairs be disbanded and reconstructed in the

form of a Maori Affairs Corporation, with necessary objectives and guidelines defined

and its own Board of Directors appointed by government.' She advocated a model of

clearly defined objectives set by government, after consultation with the people. lt
would have a strong commercial banking and investment arm, operating with a
Ministerial guarantee similar to Rural Bank, and designed to encourage investor

confidence. The corporation would be able to administer lands of Maori origin now

held by National Parks, Fisheries Boards, Maritime Parks, Ministry of Agriculture

and Fisheries, and ad hoc bodies, and receive income, rents, and royalties.

The Government has a unique opportunity to infuse such a bureaucracy with
a keen enthusiasm and direction that the existing Department lacks. The
corporate nature of such an institution is clearly compatibls with Maori
aspirations and would recognise the strong desire for Maoridom to control
its desliny in a decisive and positive manner.77

76'Ngaitahu Trust Board. Mawhera lncorporation submission', october 19g4
TTGeorgina Tattersfield, 'Remit of the Piritahi Maori Committeed Regional Economic

Development Conference', I October 1984
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Yet others saw both these stralegies as doomed to fail, subordinating Maori further to
colonial economic and political struclures. They saw the source of their economic
oppression as the denial of tino rangaliratanga, depriving them of a form of economic
development which harnessed the benefits of Western technology, whilst retaining
their independent control of their people, their resources, and their way of life.

Building on the Ngaruawahia Treaty hui, they advocated Maori economic autonomy
premised on tino rangatiratanga, and supported tribal initiatives such as the
establishment of a Maori Development Bank, to resource Maori economic
development.

Despite these differences, the ullimale goal of (almost) all seemed to be the same:
Maori control of a Maori economy, built upon Maori structures, values, and
priorities, using available Pakeha technology and knowledge to Maori advantage.
Essentially it was what was due under the Treaty-only the Maori pragmatists sought

short-term tangible relief by working with, and sometimes within, existing pakeha

slructures. The conlradiction between Maori economic development on Maori terms
and the colonial economy, remained implicit and unarticulated in the hui's final
communique:

Central to all economic developmenl slrat€gies is the need to equip the
Maori people to direct and manage the developmont initiatives. The
implications of resource transfer away from existing Government
programm€s towards innovative proposals that me€t Maori tribal/Regional
objectives on their terms will mean institutional changes. Since th€ lurn of
the century, the Maori has not been an ag€nt or leader of change in New
Zealand economic development. Maori resourcos, land, people and culture,
now stand at the threshold of a great leap forward. Maori initiatives,
policies, management and work should be channelled to meet this challenge
which is vital lo the future of the Maori and New Zealand.T8

From the Government's viewpoint the hui had been quite satisfactory. The hui gave

enlhusiastic endorsement to Koro Wetere's call tor a Maori renaissance and
development decade. lt also supported the establishment of a Maori Economic
Development Commission lo give effect to the aspirations of the conference, and to
initiate development strategies. This would include the shift from funding negative
oulcomes to funding positive ones. And it stressed the earlier Economic Summit theme
of the benefit to all of rapid and radical change, and the imperative that everyone c!-
operate for the good of the nation. This, loo, was reflected in the hui communique:

Maori Economic Development is inter-twined with the economic
development of New Zealand. . . . consequently there is a fundamental and

78He Kawenata. Maori Economic Development Summit Conference,3'l october 1gg4. g-9
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urgent requirement to devise policies which will ensure growth by the
of all possible resources. The consequences of delay and inaction
inevitably lead to racial violence.

Essentially, the Government and Treasury assumed that they could deal with Maori
economic demands within the broad framework of Rogernomics, by providing limited
Maori administration of programmes, minimal funding of enterprise initialives,
reduction of dependence, and a marketoriented strategy for economic development.

(ii) Maori Economic Development programmes

Labour did establish the Maori Economic Development Commission in 19g4 as
promised. Out of its reports came the MANA enterprises scheme, designed to foster
small-scale Maori economic development. But the Government allocated a mere $1

million to the programme in late 1985 and a further $12.5 million in tate 1986,
with compensatory savings made by the cutting of trade training schemes. There were
applications for more than $60 million. The scope of the scheme was severely
restricted and criteria progressively shifted to favour larger and better-resourced
applicants, although still at the lower end of the market. The Hui Taumata goals of
Maori control of Maori economic developmenl, prominent in MANA's first slatement
of objectives,TS were conspicuously absent from the Departmenl's subsequent annual
rePor15.79

The original concept of a Maori Development Bank had been of a Maori-controlled
operation, promoting collective Maori enterprise. lt finally emerged in July 1gg7 as
the Maori Development Corporation [MDC]. The MDC was a joint venture between the

Governmenl's Maori Trustee (capital input $7 million), the Government itself
(capital $13 million) and three of the country's largest private-sector corporations:
Brierley Investments Ltd, Fletcher Challenge Ltd, and the Development Finance
Corporation (capital $2 million eachy.80 All were entitled to representation on the
MDC Board. A Pakeha entrepreneur was appointed as chief execulive. The Maori
Development Bank had been intended to promote collectives or co-operatives, small
scale and part-time projects, as well as major enterprises. lnstead the MDC existed
to develop Maori capitalism, and to foster Maori economic developmenl within pakeha

78'Maori Enterprise Development Scheme Operating lnstructions and Guidelines,, February
1 986

T9Annuat Report of the Department of Maori Affairs, 1986-7, I987-8, 19gg-9
S0Originally slate owned, the Development Finance Corporation was sold to the National

Provident Fund in 1988, and was placed by the Government under statutory management in
October t 9g9

use
will
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economic structures, subject to Pakeha economic and political conlrol. As the

Treasury conceded a year later 'the MDC being new and untested and introduced

without significant consultation is probably not yet seen as identifiably Maori by a
large slice of Maori opiniol'.82

(iii) Treasury and the Treaty of Waitangi

Neilher the MANA or MDC development is surprising, given the thrust of the

Government's economic policies. Nor was Treasury likely lo view increasingly
strident demands for Maori economic and political development on Maori terms, and

for the return of control over strategic natural resources, with any sympathy. lts
1987 briefing papers spelt out its view of rights quite clearly. Rights were

individual, not collective. They were adaptive and relative, not historically fixed and

absolute. They were premised on lhe status quo, not on past realities. They were to be

derived from a social consensus. And they were to be accommodated in the way which

interfered least with the present day rights of other individuals to do as they wished

with their lives and their property.

Treasury's first attempt to address the philosophical implications of Maori policy

involved a paper on two Models of Majority-Minority Relations which drew on

American and Canadian experience.SS The tiberat democratic model espoused

individual rights; social, economic, and legal equality; absence of positive or negative

discrimination; and reorienting attention from historical differences and grievances

to 'the necessary process of coming lo terms with the predominant culture'. This was
precisely the theoretical model which a Government committed to Rogernomics

should have been pursuing, although the paper did not make that point.

The contrasting conseruative democratic model recognised co-existing groups within

a single Polity; the need to deal with past grievances before progress could be made;

and delivering moral atonement and economic rryellbeing through compensation, while

reducing dependency. This was essentially the policy which lhe Labour Government

had committed itself to.

The paper also acknowledged that botfr these models were seen by indigenous people in

North America as representing the values of the policy makers, and had prompted a

'very powerful impulse' towards reassertion of a threatened cultural identity.

S2Treasury,'Maori Affairs: Restructuring
83Treasury,'Models of Majority-Minority

and Compensation lssues', 12 July 1988

Relations', January 1986
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Allhough there was no menlion of the Treaty of Waitangi anywhere in the paper,

Treasury had unconsciously put its finger on the contradictions which were already
at work in the fourth Labour Government-between Rogernomics and the Treaty
policy, and between both of these and Maori demands based on tino rangatiratanga.
However, the paper never actually made these connections.

The dilemma took on a more concrete dimension with the conflict between Government
and Maori over corporatisation, discussed shortly. To resolve the tensions belween
market liberalism and both the Government and Maori positions, Treasury could
either persuade the Government to abandon the Treaty policy, or find a way lo
reconcile the two-addressing Maori expectations was not a realistic option. A public

rejection of the Treaty was politically not feasible. So Treasury devoted an enlire
chapter of its 1987 post-election briefing paper to the Treaty of Waitangi. Drawing

on the Court of Appeal's July 1987 decision on corporatisation, and on selected
extracts from Waitangi Tribunal reports,sS the Treasury set about legitimising the

status quo, and minimising the Treaty's economic impact.

Government and the community were warned of the need carefully to assess lhe
implications of an increased role for the Treaty, and of ils potential impact on social
and political stability.S4 The limits of the Treaty were made clear. Rangatiraranga
'implies an important role in management of issues affecting the tribe' but ,the

ceding of general government is one of the clearest points in the Trealy, and no

specific or general role in national issues is reserved for the chiefs and tribes'.8S So
while the Crown could choose to extend 'power-sharing'-by which Treasury meant
consullation-beyond those things explicitly protected in the Trealy, it was under no

legal or moral obligation to do so. ln particular, any claim lo a share of the tax
revenue was seen as contrary to the rights of government granted to the Crown in

1 840.

The full implications of this emerged in the discussion on land, fisheries and other
resources. Virtually all tribes, Treasury conceded, could establish some basis for
compensalion. But it suggested that Government need not wait for Waitangi Tribunal
recommendations. Citing the report on the Waiheke claim in support, Treasury
promoted the idea of needs-based settlements, in preference to compensation

83see below, 526-555, 71g-7g4
E4Government Management, v.1, 322
S5Govern*ent Management, v.1 ,3ZS
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calculated on past losses. The package should combine assets and cash so as both to

redress injury to tribal mana, and re-establish an economic base. But

Government would always need to bear in mind what the economy could
aflord in deciding on levels of compensation. [T]he greater the
generosity of lhe Government lhe gr€ater the likelihood of claims being
sottled once and for all [but also] the groat€r the fiscal cost or the income
foregone from the use of assets.87

While settlements offered would probably fall short of Maori expectations, they

should be a 'sufficient indicator of sincerily and good intentions of the Government to
satisfy mosl Maori and non-Maori opinion that justice had been done in a reasonable

way'.88 And if other appropriate policies could reduce alienation, Maori might

become less focused on those historical grievances.

As for Maori claims to commercial fisheries, there needed to be 'a considerable

degree of bi-cultural accommodation in respect of fishing as the exclusive Maori

ownership of extensive traditional fisheries would be unlikely to be widely accepted'.

lnvoking the principle of partnership 'a modification of claims to exclusive fishing

rights would seem necessary to ensure that both Maori and non-Maori communities

have fair access to the bounty of the sea'.89 Treasury also conceded that Maori would

have valid righls over gold, silver, coal, oil, and trees, where land was never, or was

unfairly, alienated. But much of lhat land 'contains some of the most important

mineral wealth in New Zealand'. Very careful consideration would therefore be needed

to 'reconcile the largely unqualified nature of Treaty assurances' with different

assumptions about private and Crown rights.go

Treasury simply sidestepped the philosophical dilemma over property rights:

We know that from timo to time individuals will take advantage of others
and acquire improper rights over prop€rty. To ensure a true rectification of
rights would involve mind boggling historical processes. Even in the short
period of written history of New Zealand, it is clear that any attempt to
rectify all wrongs would be incredibly complex and effectively
imPossibls.9l

87 Government Managernent, v.1, 331
SSGovernment Managemenf, v.1, 3gl
S9Government Management, v.1, 335
9ocovernment Management, v.1, 339
9l Government Management, v.1, 418
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Property rights which were inviolable, when held by pakeha, were apparently
contingent upon lheir reasonableness-as assessed by those responsible for their
abrogation-when those rights were due to Maori.

(f) The Pending Collision

Initially, Maori sought to work alongside the Labour Government. But their goals

remained irreconcilable. As the implications of Rogernomics became clearer, Maori
were forced to take the offensive. lt was not just a mailer of the human suffering the

economic policies created, although that caused grave distress. The structural goals of
the Government's policy were to shift resources and control from the Crown to the

private sector. The Crown was the Maori's Treaty partner. But the private sector-
domestic or international-was free from any such Treaty obligations. lf the state was

able to transfer its resources through privatisation, or its power through devolulion,
it would also divest its ability to perform, and to be held to account for, ils Treaty
responsibilities. There would be very little in the hands of the Crown for Maori to

regain and exercise tino rangatiratanga over. The inlerests of capital would be left

more secure, while Maori would remain economically and politically destitute. At a
time of renewed Maori demands for tino rangatiratanga, the stage was set for
confrontation. This first came to a head over the Government's policy of
corporatisalion.

B. CORPORATISATION

The two main lhrusts of the Rogernomics programme were tiberatisation, opening of
markels to competition, and commercialisation, using private enterprise as the model by

which to organise economic relations.92 White the emphasis was initially on

liberalisation in the private seclor, by mid-1985 attention had shifted to reforming the
public sector.

(a) Public seclor reform

Treasury's 1984 briefing papers had already targeted the dominant role of the state
in the national e@nomy. Policy, regulatory, and trading roles should be separated.
The latter would be converted, wherever possible, into state-owned enterprises

[SOEs], operating on the same basis as private-enterprise businesses, with profit as
the measure of performance, and driven by private-sector boards of directors.

92For an extensive discussion of commercialisation see Easlon, 'The Commercialisation,.
1 't4
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Trenchant criticisms were directed at the extensive welfare state bureaucracy: state
production of goods and services was inherently inefficient and inflexible; decisions

were made on political not economic arounds; executives were uncritically loyal to
their political overseers; there were no effective accountability or performance

measuremenls; inleresl groups succeeded in securing resources at the expense of the

less powerful and more needy; and departments were dominated by inward looking,

institutionalised, empire-building bureaucrats. There was thus a need for the

decoupling of political and economic control.

Many sector groups and members of the public were also frustrated with lhe
inefficiency, conservatism, and bureaucracy of the public service. So dissatisfaction

wilh the administration of the welfare state was used to justify a drastic undermining

of the welfare state itselL But replacing the dutiful, diligent, and dull bureaucrat

with market-conscious entrepreneurs, and splitting commercial from social
obiectives was unlikely to meet the concerns of those who felt disempowered by the

existing struclures. lndeed, it was precisely those sectors and regions who depended

most on government assistance, who would bear the brunt of Treasury-style

restructuring. 'Relatively low wages and unemployment are as inevitable in a

"performance" e@nomy as capital gains and generous personal pension deals.'93

John Roberts has listed a variety of the available options, all of which were adopted

in some form by the Labour Governmenl: privatisafion-the transfer of public sector

enterprises to private ownership and control; semi-privatisation-selling shares in

state owned enterprises, to increase capital and accountability to shareholders;
corporatisation-lhe transfer of state owned businesses to clrporate bodies owned but

not directly controlled by Ministers, under rules which place priority on market
performance, and discourage political influence; commercialrsm-the trading of
services at market rates lo self-fund and ensure users pay; competitive neutrality-
ensuring no advantage or disadvantage results from public sector status;
transparency-requiring any modification of competitive neutrality for policy

reasons to be done by open and accountable political decisions1' devolution-transfer of

delivery functions to semi-independent corporalions or local authorities, who are

nol intended to be traders; contestability-unhindered competition between agencies,

unless preferences would produce a clear benefit.94

93Roberts, 1s6
94Roberts, 1s
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The standard formula became the separation of commercial from non-commercial

operalions, and the division of the latter into policy, service delivery, and regulatory

functions. The ultimate goal was state withdrawal from direct delivery of social

services. This would be replaced by targeted income maintenance to the needy for the
purchase of such services from privale-sector providers, or the devolution to local-
level bodies of the responsibility for delivery, within the resource and policy

framework dictated by central government. Any remaining regulatory and policy

functions would be allocated to separate agencies, or slreamlined, residual
government ministries.

(b) Corporatisation Policy

The general corporatisation policy was gestated in 1984 and signalled in the 1985

Budget. Practical planning and implementalion began in late 1985, in tandem with a
major review of environment and conservation. In September 1985 the Cabinet

agreed to establish a land development and management corporation, a commercial

forestry agency, and a Department of Conservation which would be separate from the

Ministry for the Environment. State assels, especially land, would be apportioned

between them. A set of general principles for state trading activities, along the lines

of rreasury's 1984 blueprint, was approved by the Cabinet in November and

announced in Roger Douglas's 12 December 1985 Economic Statement. The
molivation for corporatisation, he claimed, was economic efficiency 'not lhe red

herring of privatisation'.95

Preparatory work for the 1986 Budget centred on the five major commercial state

operations of the Post Office, lhe Ministry of Energy, Railways, and the future Forest

and Land Gorporations, with a combined asset value estimated at over 920 billion,

and employing some 60,000 staff. In April 1986 Minister of Finance Roger Douglas,

Deputy Prime Minister Geoffrey Palmer, and Minister of State Services Stan Rodger

presented the Cabinet Policy Committee with a detailed plan for corporatisation of

those activities into legal companies.96 They argued that the pace of public sector

reform would have to be accelerated dramalically, with guidance from private-sector

establishment boards. The promised benefits included substantiat reductions in

government borrowing, greater efficiency through increased competition, a better
deal for customers, a fair return for taxpayers' inveslmenl, and more rapid and less

95NZpO, v.468, 12 December 1985, 9089.
96'R"pott of Expenditure Review Committee to Cabinet Policy Committee', Paa B, 24

April 1986
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costly adjustment in other seclors, by withdrawing protections for state activities.
Enormous fiscal savings were predicted through asset sales to the SOEs, corporate

tax, and dividends.

Minister for State Owned Enterprises Richard Prebble, rationalised the policy in

terms of public debt, while Douglas stressed etficiency gains. Douglas claimed
publicly lhe real objective is etficiency, accountability to users and better services

to the public, not revenue or debt'.97 Prebble was much more the politician. Brian

Easton has correctly pointed to the political logic of Prebble's approach, as Labour
had a long-standing suspicion of overseas debt.98

A Ministerial Co-ordinating Committee on SOEs chaired by Patmer with Douglas,

Rodger, Associate Minister of Finance Richard Prebble and Minister for the
Environment Russell Marshall met weekly from 17 June 19S6. SSC plans to have

umbrella legislation introduced on 7 July and passed on 18 August were scutfled

after oblections from Chief Whip Michael Cullen. Completion was put back lo
December 1986, to be followed by further mopping-up legislation, and reforms to
the state-sector labour market.g9 The work was split up amongst Ministers and

officials, with Palmer overseeing the legislation and Prebble the implementation.

The State-Owned Enterprises Bill was introduced to Parliament on 30 September

1986. Nine new corporations were to be established: Land, Forestry, Electricity,
Telecommunicalions, Coal, Airways, Post Office Bank, Post Office and Government
Property Services. The overriding statutory objective was lo run a successful
business,loo vv;161n which the SOE must be as profitable and efficient as a

comparable private sector business, be a good employer,l01 and exhibit a sense of

social responsibility.l0z However, non-performance of these requirements was

specifically excluded in the Act from judicial lgy1sr/.103

97R. Douglas, Press Release, 'Expenditure Reform',
98Easton,'The Commercialisation', 126

19 May 1986

99state Enterprises Restructuring Bill 1986; State Sector (Conditions of Employment) Bill
1 986.

10091"1" Owned Enterprises Act 1986, section 4
l0l Considered by Minislers to be a 'quite harmless clause', but one lhe unions would agree

wirh: MCC/SOE 13 August 1986
l02According to Treasury this was only done twice: a $41 million subsidy to keep open for

nine months 600 post offices which Postbank and NZ Post identified as unprofitable; and
a subsidy to Postbank to provide mobile banking outlets. Personal communication

1 0 3 pol a discussion of the administrative law implications see M. Taggart,
'Corporatisalion, Privatisation and Public Law', no.31, Legal Research Foundaiion,
Auckland. 1990
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The new corporalions would become limited liability companies, with shares held by

the Ministers of Finance and SOEs. The Ministers would appoint direclors and give

directions on dividends, and on annual slatement of corporate intent. Operational

decisions would be left to the board. Any non-commercial activity required by
govsrnment would be funded through explicit subsidies. This was intended to
eliminate political interference in commercial decisions, and remove cross-
subsidies from profitable to unprofitable services. Non-voting equity bonds could be

issued, but no shares could be sold without amendment to the Act. Accountability was

to be achieved through annual and half-yearly reports and statements of corporate

inlent, tabled in Parliament; audit by the Auditor General; and coverage by the

Official lnformation Act. Government members extolled the efficiency and

accountability which would be required of the SOEs by the Bill-although by 1988

the Auditor General declared these measures to be 'seriously deficient'.10a

National seemed caught between portraying the Bill as a 'Trojan horse for bigger
Government involvement in the economy"105 a'political lransvestite'created by a
party unable to decide between state control and private enterprise;loe or the first

step towards National's own favoured goal of privatisation.l0T 166eur attacked any

suggestion of privatisation or 'selling the family silver', with Prebble proclaiming

in the House:

The Government opposes the suggestion by the opposition members that
they will sell off laxpayers' assets. The Government does not regard itself
as the owner . . . of the Slata corporations affected. The Government is the
guardian on behalf of the people. No Government has the right to sell off
State trading enterprises to its cronies. Government members are willing
to make it an eleclion ;ssug.108

The new bond between @rporate capital and the Labour Government $/as cemented

through the SOEs Boards of Directors. A wide range of New Zealand and international

companies had one or more members on the new corporations, as did key financial

1O4p"ror1 ol the Controtler and Auditor General, first report for 1988. He objected that
the statements of corporat€ intent tabled in the House were vague and deficient; SOEs
attendance at lhe Finance and Expenditure commiliee was controlled by Ministers and
Treasury; and some Ministers were refusing to answer Parliamentary questions by
claiming commercial confidentiality.

1o5117pg, v.476,11 December 19g6, 6185, per Upron
1o6p2pp, v.474,30 September 1996, 4725, per Bolger
1o7yZpg, v.476, 11 December 19g6, 60g2-3, per Storey
1o8117p9, v.474,30 September 19g6, 41J1, per prebble
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consultancy groups and major law 1;16s.109 Cross directorships were nol
uncommon. Most of these companies were active members of the Business

Roundtable, with a number of key individuals directly connected with the Roundtable

and Centre for Independent Studies. Collectively they more than outweighed the
influence of the single trade union representalive on each board.

The net book value of the assets to be transferred to the corporations, as reporled in

the government accounts at 31 March 1986, was $11.8 billion. As debt markets
were unable to absorb such a large immediate demand, the Government would act as

short-term banker, with SOEs repaying debt over three years, at market interest
rates. Government would thus obtain the benefits of payment for assets, oompany tax,
goods and services tax [gstJ, market interest rales, and an annual dividend set by the

shareholding Ministers. Total estimated receipts from net asset sales, loan
repayments, share sales, and share issues were $1.155 billion.110 Douglas again

claimed these massive balance sheet benefits were merely incidental to the efficiency
goal.l11 But 19828 was also the year of Douglas'first Budget surplus, to which

corporatisation and asset sales undoubtedly held the key.

Publicly the Government played down the social and employment costs of
corporatisation, as an inevitable and transitory part of the sacrifice which all must
make for the future good of the nation. Privately, it was welt aware of the immense
potential costs to selected seclors. But remedial action was minimal. A Social lmpact

Unit with a budget of only $5 million (reduced to $4.5 million after gst) was
established in the SSC in August 1986 to identify the implications of SOEs and help

develop effective responses. The forestry sector was of major concern with an

immediate loss of 800 staff positions. Around 19 per cent of wage-worker jobs

would be lost nationally by 1988-9. Some rural lowns would face unemployment
rates of close to 100 per cent.l12 The three main regions of concern-Northland,
East Cape and the West Coast of the South lsland-already suffered rampant

unemployment. ln the first two, the workforce was predominantly Maori.

l09lncluding Fl€tcher Challenge, Equiticorp Holdings, McConnell Dowell, Brierley
Inveslments, Elders Pastoral (Nz) Ltd, Goodman Group, Freightways, Newmans Group,
Fay Richwhite, Databank syslems, shell companies, L.D. Nathan, ceramco, Lion
Corporation, Carter Holt Harvey, Cable Price Downer. Data provided by SSC as at
January 1989

11o117p9, v.483, 22 september 19g7, 2g. The nine new soEs were to produce an
estimated income in 1987-8 of interest $72gm, dividends $274m and tax revenue
$1 90m.

111117p9, v. 479,9 Aprit 1987, Bsg4
1 12yg67gpE no.59, 59a, 59b, 'social lmpact of Transition to Corporations,, 1 October

1 986
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An interim report to the Cabinet Committee on 9 March 1987 highlighted the crisis

facing Maori communities: extreme uncertainty about future employment, income,

and housing, especially in small rural communities with predominantly Maori

populations; sustained growth in long-term unemployment; few transferable skills;

a generally middle-aged workforce; a depressed housing market; poor prospects of
re-employment; strong affiliations to the area and obligations to maintain local

marae; and low labour mobility, with increasing numbers returning to tribal

areas.l13 Threats to burn down forests were not lo be disepunted.

The Ministry of Women's Affairs had already expressed its concerns following a visit

to Minginui and Kaingaroa:

Peoples reactions to corporatization included shock, fear, anger and
powerlessness. Many had never had "corporatization" explained to them
nor did they understand how it could affect them. . . . Uncertainty about the
fulure is reflected in people leaving the village, declining school rolls, a fall
in business, and a breakdown in community services. Services previously
provided by the Forest Service have been withdrawn or cut-back, e.g.
housing, . . . housing mainlenance, ambulanca service, overtime had been
cancelled. work hours have been ps6u666.1 14

But a mere $500,000 was approved 'in principle' for allocation to tribal
authorities to investigate Maori economic and social needs, arising from forestry

corporatisallsn.l 1 5

(c) The Treaty of Waitangi and the SOEs Act 1986

Dividing up land between Forestcorp, Landcorp, the Ministry of Forests, and the

Department of Conservation was a lengthy process, but by 31 October 1986 it was

eighty per cent agreed. A final report was due on 26 November. Coastal slrips, the

beds of lakes and rivers, state forest land, pastoral leases and licences, fresh water

fisheries, and the Waitangi Endowment land all received detailed consideration-but

113966799E no.239, 'lnierim Report on Regional Social lmpact Case Studies', g March
1 987

114ygg7ggE 87, 'Minginui and Kaingaroa Visit', 24 October 1986
115y99759E 13 October 1986. Subsequent grants of up to $10,ooo ro tribal authorities

were approved to investigate alternative employment opportunities with a ceiling of
$100,000 in all. Furlher allocations were to be sought from regional committees,
MCC/SOE 10 December 1986.
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never in the context of Maori claims.115 Even passing references to Maori land or
claims to ownership were rare. Papers on pastoral leases and licences contained no

mention of Maori 1n1s1s51s.116

This was rather surprising, given recent Treaty initiatives involving the same

Departments and Ministers. But it also confirmed the peripheral place of the Treaty

in Government policy. The process was dominated by the most directly-affected
Departments, which were intent on protecting their own inlerests, and by Treasury's

almost evangelical fervour. Palmer, as overseer of both the Treaty and

corporatisation policies, seemed not to have made the connection between the two. The

Minister of Maori Affairs was also responsible for lands and forests, and had

reportedly flagged away Maori problems with corporatisation back in 'l98S, when

the idea was first mooted.117 The Department of Maori Affairs was marginalised and

its input was minimal. There are suggestions that members of the Prime Minister's

Department foresaw possible Maori land implications early on,118 but if they did it
was never pursued.

The question of the Treaty was not raised at the drafting stage either. Again, that is
surprising. Cabinet had recently proposed a policy which would require legislation to
be consistent with the Treaty, and the officials had widely canvassed government

departments, regarding its implications. Some, such as Lands, had specifically
mentioned their proposed corporatisation.ll9 The policy finally adopted by Cabinet

merely required a Treaty assessment for pending legislation. But it appears that even

that was not done on the SOEs Bill. Further, both the Environment and Conservation

Bills, which were closely connected with corporatisation, conlained Treaty clauses
which had been the subject of some dispute amongst Ministers. While they had been

dealt with by different Cabinet commitlees, several of lhe same Ministers were

involved.

The issue of Treaty rights did not even arise in submissions on the SOEs Bill. The

only Maori submissions addressed the threat to leasehold afforestation land. The

lessors called for reconsideration of the legislation, and a requirement for the Grown

115y96759E 23 July 1986,24 September 1986, 1 October 1986, 5 November 1986, 19
November 1986, 26 November 1986, 3 December 1986, 21 January t9gl, 27 May
1 987

116psr example, MCC/SOE no.103, 6 November 1986
1 1 TPersonal communication
1 1 SPersonal communication
1 1 9gss below, 195-9
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to comply with its conlractual obligation not to assign leases without lhe owners,

consenl. An amendment, unsatisfactory to the Maori interests, was introduced in the
Bill as reported back from the select sernrn111gs.12'l lt was only then that, some
officials say, they began to appreciate the wider Treaty implications of 16s 9119.122

By this time concern was growing amongst Maori over what they saw as the
implicalions of corporatisation. They mounted a last minute challenge to the Bill. On

8 December 1986 the newly expanded Waitangi Tribunal began hearing lhe claim of
five northern tribes-the Muriwhenua claim-over large areas of Crown-held land,

as well as fisheries, silica sands, minerals, and other resources. Lawyers for the
claimants argued that the State-Owned Enterprises Bill, if passed, would remove
from Crown control many of the assets which the claimants were seeking to have
returned. Their submissions were not disputed by Crown counsel.

The Tribunal reacted positively, sending an urgent interim report to the Minister of
Maori Affairs. 'The honour of the crown', the Tribunal said, 'was at r1g1s'.123 g1

suggested that Ministers decline lo lransfer any Crown lands within the traditional
Muriwhenua area until the claim was resolved. Also affected would be the forty-plus

Tribunal claims which remained heard but not reported on, part heard or awaiting
hearing, as well as others yet to be laid. The Minister was invited to take his own
initiative regarding those cases, by clearly establishing the Crown right to those

assets before transfer.

[T]he question remains whether the Bill itself is contrary to the principles
of the Treaty, at least without soms amendment that continues the
responsibility of the crown for the return of land, and appropriately
restricts alienations by the envisaged corporalions. we sincerely hope
that the Crown's most prop€r desire to act with due economy should not
now limit the honour of the crown that marked its advent in Aotearoa.124

A deputation of kaumatua, led by Sir Hepi te Heu Heu of Ngati Tuwharetoa, called on

David Lange and Geotfrey Palmer seeking urgent action.125 The Maori Mps were atso

by now becoming alarmed.

't211615 
amended clause 22

1 22Personal communication
1231n161i'n Report to the Minister of Maori Affairs on State-Owned Entperprises Bill, g

December 1986, in Repon ol the Waitangi Tribunat on the Muriwhenua Fishing Claim,
WAI-22, Appendix A3.4.1, 289, 2gO

124 Mu7;tw6rnua, 2g1
12511 1s understood that this meeting was on 9 December 1996.
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Government responded with great haste. The SOEs Bill was due to be reported back

and passed in two day's time. Palmer and his legal advisers, with some input from

Lange, put together two new clauses. The new section g stated 'Nothing in this Act

shall permit the Crown to act in a manner that is inconsistent with the principles of
the Treaty of Waitangi', drawing its reference to the 'principles' from the Treaty of
Waitangi Act. This, on its own, was seen as insufficient. A more specific section 27
provided lhat land subject to a Waitangi Tribunal claim before the date of assent to
the Bill, (18 December 1986) and transferred to an SOE, would remain subject to

the claim, could not be sold, and the SoE would not receive a legal 111s.125

Once the Tribunal heard the claim and made ils recommendations, the government

could then decide to relurn the land to the Maori owners, or lo transfer it to an SOE.

But land notclaimed before 18 December 1986 could be passed to an SOE and sold by

it. lf the Tribunal recommended that land should be returned it would have to be

recovered from the SOE, or the new owner, and full compensation paid. So claims
which were already lodged would receive some protection, allhough they were still

dependent on government accepting a Tribunal recommendation to return the tand.

But for land subject to a later claim, there was no guarantee that the SOE would still

own it by the time the Tribunal hearing was completed, or that the government would

be prepared to pay market-based valuations to re@ver it from the corporation. tn

eilher case, the statutory protection was limited to land.

Given the timing, there was little opportunity for a detailed scrutiny of the lwo
clauses by other officials, or for consultation with Maori. Neither Cabinet nor caucus
was involved. Ministerial responsibility for drafting the legislation rested with

Palmer, so the finance Ministers were not consulted either. Associate Minister of
Finance (later SOEs) Richard Prebble claimed he first heard of the clauses during

the debate in the House, and immediately saw trouble ahead.126 The Ministerial

subcommittee on SOEs merely noted at its 10 December 1986 meeting, under the

heading 'general', that 'Officials raised the Maori land issue and advised that this
matter will need to be discussed'.127 11is unlikely that the two clauses would have

survived the normal vetting process for legislation. But Palmer was apparently quite

confident that section 27 was workable, and could be accommodated during the asset-

12516sss sections are sel oul in full below, 527-8
1 26Personal communication
127Y99759E 1o December 1986
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transfer process, while Lange viewed seclion 9 as a rather nebulous statement of good

1n1sn1.129

The Select Committee on the SOEs Bill received notice of the proposed supplementary
order paper on the evening of 10 December 1986. Palmer foreshadowed its
introduction at the second reading, and the new clauses were introduced at the

Committee stage on 11 December. National was purely opportunist, and took on the

unaccuslomed role of advocate of Treaty rights. Maori Affairs spokesperson Winston

Peters moved an amendment to extend the same protection to Waitangi Tribunal

claims lodged before'or after'18 December 1986. lronically, such a clause could
well have saved the Government in the later court case. But, according to Peters: ,The

House was in urgency and a Government majority, comprising three Maori members,

chose to follow the flippant response of the Attorney-General and voled the
amendment out.'l30 lan McLean urged Maori to get their claims in quickly before the

Bill was passed, while Bill Birch pointed to a 'serious injustice' which should be
rectified before it was too late. Unfortunately, the Commiltee stage of the Bill is not

reported in Hansard, so there is no detailed record of the debate on these clauses.

Any optimism from Maori that the situation of Treaty claims would become an

integral @ncern during the establishment of the corporations was misplaced. Once

the legislation was passed, Treasury otficials and their advisers took control, and

commercial considerations dominated. lt was not until February 1987 that the
Department of Maori Affairs formally raised concerns with the SSC over the lack of
protection for new Treaty claims, for those reported on but not actioned, and for

those being pursued through channels other than the Waitangi Tribunal.131

External Maori pressure also began lo mount. The Huakina Development Trust, with

support from the major Tainui Confederation of Tribes, sought assurances that all

lands held by the Crown within its boundaries would be exempt from corporatisation.

They urged the Minister of Maori Affairs to 'seriously consider the added insult that

corporatisation will have on the people'.l32 Q6nqern centred on the proposed

transfer of the Waiuku state forest to Foreslcorp, continued iron sand mining at
Maioro by New Zealand Steel, and the return of four wahi tapu. Palmer replied that
the section 27 protections were adequate-although several weeks later the new

1 29Personal communication
1301ry. Peters, Press Release, 1 April 1987
131secretary of Maori Affairs to SSC, 27 February 1gg7
l32Huakina Trust to G. Palmer, 16 February 1987
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Environment Minister Phil Goff urged 'quick and evident' action to defuse tensions:

'Tangata whenua see this as a final confiscation and I understand that direct action

may be focused on this sysn1.'133

On 16 March 1987 lawyers for Tainui warned lhe Government of the likelihood of
court action. The nexl day they lodged a claim with the Waitangi Tribunal covering

the lands at Maioro, Waikato confiscated lands, the Waikato river, and four West

Coast harbours. Aspects of the earlier Manukau claim to the Tribunal would also be

reopened. A statement of claim which was prepared for the High Court alleged that the

Government had breached section 9, by refusing to give assurances that those

disputed assets would not be transferred until the claims were settled. The Cabinet

Committee on 18 March agreed to give Tainui an undertaking that the Waiuku state

forest and wahi tapu at Maioro would be retained by the Minister of Foresls, and told

officials to look into what land intended for transfer was subject to claim.134 Lange

then assured Tainui that the section 27 prolections were 'considerable', and thal
fears for the effect of the Act were unfounded. He said that government departments

had been instructed to report urgently on whether land likely to be transferred to
SOEs fell within the areas described as the confiscated 96n65.135

Unimpressed, the Tainui Maori Trust Board asked for clarification. They further

threalened to file for a court order to prevent the Crown transfering any Crown land

in the Tainui area, unless thirty days prior notice had been given in which Tainui

could indicate whether that land was subject to a claim. lf it was, no transfer should

occur until that claim was heard and the recommendations considered by the

Government. As a result, the Solicitor-General gave verbal and written undertakings

lhat sufficient prior warning would be given, to allow courl action to be taken before

assels were transferred.l36 Tainui agreed not to proceed. The Solicitor-General
asked for clarification of the extent of its claims. Tainui provided a detailed schedule

which included use of waters of the Waikato River or harbours, extraction rights in
respect of minerals including coal, rnd all structures in the bed of the river
including the power stations. The Crown Law Office reluctantly extended the

undertaking to those assets by telephone, but not in writing. Securing a written
undertaking took Tainui anolher year.

133y;n;s1tt for the Environment to Social Equity Committee, t2 March 1987; SE(87)19.
134gg67ggE 18 March 1987; Memorandum from Minister of Maori Affairs to Director

Generals of Lands and Forests and Secretary of Maori Affairs, 19 March 1987.
135D. Lange to W.D. Baragwanath, 1B March 1987.
l36solicitor-General to W.D. Baragwanath, 20 March 19g7.
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The impacl of corporatisation on olher tribal areas remained unclear. Only after
finally securing land allocation maps in April 1987 were Ngai Tahu'able to get any

real conception of the amount and location of land which is proposed to transfer to
Land Corp'.137 411srnpts by Ngati Whatua to discover the fate of the Woodhill State

Forest were also fruitless. l-ands had been given over to the Crown for forestry, in

return for promises of employment, and protection of wahi tapu. But under

corporatisalion, many forestry workers were lo be made redundant, and the forest

passed out of Crown hands.

lf lhe Crown no longer wishes to hold them we want those lands back. We do
not agree that they should go to any organisation other than the Crown,
particularly one which is run by businessmen who will not look at the
spiritual values which we entrusted to the Crown in giving up our 1s66s.138

Government Property Services proposed to renege on the Government's promise to
'offer back'land in Pipitea Slreet, taken under the Public Works 461.139The Maori

owners of the Wellington tenths unsuccessfully sought Ministerial intervention.

The large tribes of Muriwhenua, Taranaki, and Ngai Tahu all eventually secured

undertakings similar to Tainui's-again, apparently, withoul the matter being

referred to Cabinet, or the finance Ministers. But the New Zealand Maori Council

INZMC] was concerned lhat many smaller lwi remained unprotected. So, on the

afternoon of 30 March 1987, it applied to the Wellington High Court for an interim

order preventing transfer of the assets, and for removal of the case immediately to
the Court of Appeal. Relying on the Solicitor-General's assurances, Tainui chose not

to join the case.

The NZMC claimed that the transfer of assets, without establishing whether they

were or could be subject to a Tribunal claim, was unlawful and contrary to the

restraint in section 9. SOEs would be unaware of Maori claims, and could sell the

land. Thal would effectively put it beyond the reach of the Crown, if the Waitangi

Tribunal ordered its return, or ils substitution for other land. Even the protections

for pre-l8 December 1986 claims were seen as inadequate, because lhey still
depended on government's willingness to adopt the Tribunal's reclmmendalions, and

to pay market valuations lo recover the land from the SOE. At that stage eighty eight

1 37111;62v1t of Trevor Hapi Howse, Ngai rahu, 29 April 1987, in New Zealand Maori
Council v Attorney-General [19S7] 1 NZLR 641 (HC and CA) [referred lo as NZMC v A-G
[1e871 I

13861163v11 of re Kahuiti Morehu, Ngati whatua,28 April 1987 in NZMC v A-G [1987]
139N. lsyg to K. Wetere and F. Coleman, 1Z March 1997.
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Waitangi Tribunal claims had been lodged, fifly five since the passing of the 198S

Amendment which extended the Tribunal's jurisdiction, and thirty two of these since
18 December 1986.140 some, due to size, complexity, and lack of claimants'
resources, were not yet filed. so, the NzMc argued, there was no area where the
Crown could safely transfer assets without first enquiring of the relevant tribe.

The High Court hearing was held the next day, and the decision of Heron J. was

delivered on 1 April.141 Hg considered that a complele prohibition on transfer of the

assets'would go too far and be oppressive', and the onus of establishing how section g

applied to each asset lay on the claimants. But Heron was prepared to grant relief to
'known claimants'.142 g1n;s1srs were ordered not to take any further action for up

to five weeks, affecting any assets subject to Tribunal claims lodged on or before 31

March 1987. He agreed to advance the case directly to the Court of Appeal-this was

the first judicial consideration of references to lhe principles of the Treaty in a

stalute, and there was a 'gathering momentum of public concern over the Treaty and

its implicalions for both Maori and Pakeha'. Later that day, the Court of Appeal

extended the court order to cover any further action affecting all the assets 'to hold

the existing position', but allowed management agreements for their use by the

59Es.143 The full hearing was set down for 4 May 19g7.

The Attorney General, Geoffrey Palmer, vowed that 'the Government would
vigorously oppose the case'.l44 The timetable for the litigation was tight and the
preparatory period extremely tense. From 3 April onwards the NZMC repeatedly

asked for maps and schedules of the land to be transferred, while the Crown delayed

and sought to have aspects of the Maori evidence struck out. On April 15 the Court
ordered the Crown to supply the maps, and to state whether any system had been set

up to identify whether an asset intended for transfer was subject to a claim. The

NZMC was told to produce three examples of the detrimental impact of the asset
transfers on currenl or potential claimants. Chair of the NZMC, Sir Graham Latimer,
noted 'considerable anxiety amongst tribes that reliance on 3 examples may preclude

their special grievances [such as examples relating to rivers for hydro-electricity

1 4046i62v1t of Edward Verrity, Tribunals Division, Justice Department, 29 April 1987,
NZMC v A-G l1e87l

141617y6 v A-G [1987], 644
1421121116 v A-G [1987], 648
143117516 v A-G, Court of Appeal, Court Minure, 1 April 1997, per Cooke p.
144'geurt Extends Ban to All Assets', New Zealand Herald, April 2 19g7
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generationl being considered'.1as 161s anxiety proved justified, as the judgments and

negotiations which followed focused solely on land.

The Maori team of helpers, set up to process the information from the Crown, waited

for much of it in vain. The Crown Law Otfice claimed it was working overtime, and

blamed delays on a faulty photocopier. On 24 April the Solicitor-General informed

the NZMC lhat maps for the land districts of North Auckland, Taranaki, and Westland

were not available for reproduction as they were incomplete and were not expected to

be ready before 4 May. Taranaki Maori had already discovered this when lhey first

visited their local office, and were told the policy was not to make the maps available.
Eventually they obtained copies. Maps for North Auckland were only made available

after further intervention of the NZMC's lawyers. Meanwhile officers of the
Department of Maori Affairs, many of whose lwi and Hapu were affected by the case,

were issued with a circular instructing them not to give information to people

enquiring on behalf of Maori interests.

It has come lo our attention that District Solicilors are being requested to
assist with compiling the above proceeding. We musl, however, be aware
that any material assislance will causa conflict in our role as Advisers to a
Government Department.l 46

Tensions were further exacerbated by radio reports that Landcorp intended to
transfer deferred payment licences over Crown land to third parties. Crown Law

rejecled claims that this breached the court order, as the assets were not being

lransferred 1e sn 399.147

The parties went back to court on 27 April 1987. The Crown confirmed that there

had been no system established to identify whether land marked for transfer was

under claim. The NZMC filed their three examples. The first related to the Ngai Tahu

Otakou tenths covering 243,000 hectares, and already under claim. The second

ccncerned 16,000 hectares still held by the Crown, from the Taranaki confiscated

lands of Ngati Tama. This was also under claim. The thrrd involved 3,650 hectares of

Woodhill State Forest and 30 hectares of wahi tapu of Ngati Whatua. The land had been

taken under the Public Works Acl for different purposes, and never returned. A
formal claim had still to be lodged for these. The NZMC lawyers advised the Court of

their 'dissatisfaction at crown's sluggish response' in providing information.

14566;6ay;1 of Sir Graham Latimer, NZMC v A-G [1987]
146'y66s7xndum from Office Solicitor, Maori Affairs, to all District Solicitors', 21 April

1 987.
l4TSolicitor-General to NZMC, 23 April 1987
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(d) The Court of Appeat and the SOEs case

The full hearing began before a bench of five judges on 4 May 1987 and ran for five
days. The NZMC argued that there had been no effective forum for Treaty grievances

until the Waitangi Tribunal in 1975, and its powers to go back to 1840 were only
granted in January 1986. In fact the new Tribunal had only been constituted in

August 1986. Effectively, Maori had been allowed only five months to lodge claims,
before the SOES Acl cut-off date of 18 December 1986. lf the assets were transferred

lhere would be a substanlial impedimenl to regaining their land, which would
'perpetuate and intensify the results of earlier breaches'. They asked the Court to
declare unlawful the proposed transfer of assets before Maori claimants were given a

reasonable opportunity lo submit, and have investigated, claims to the Tribunal.
Some tribes had received undertakings to protect substantial tracts of land. That
protection should be extended to all. Any disadvantage to the Crown was attributed to
ils own failure to honour the principles of the Treaty, by not consulting its Treaty
partner. The NZMC optimistically considered three months would be sufficient to vet
the proposed transfers.

The Crown responded that action on Waitangi Tribunal recommendations already
depended on the availability of assets, and the Government's willingness to implement

them. So transfers to SOEs would not take away any rights which Maori currently
enjoyed. Blanket assurances had not been given lo Maori, because none were seen lo
be required by law. Section 27 provided an exhaustive protection for Maori claims,
whether lodged before or after 18 December-it was a'self-contained code'. No

special significance should be attached to the section g reference to the 'principles of
the Treaty'. lt was simply an exhortation to Ministers on how to carry out their
functions. To find otherwise would be to 'put in limbo for an unpredictable time' the
corporatisation policy. This would have 'inconvenient praclical consequences',
affecting the value of assets by fettering their freedom to deal. The SCEs would be left
'wilhered and crippled', their momentum 1es1.147

The iudicial reasoning in the case is discussed in depth in chapter 1;ug.148 ;n

summary, the judges had little difficulty in deciding that section 9 did provide a

framework within which other powers in the Act were lo be exercised. So the key to
the case lay in the interpretation of the phrase 'principles of the Treaty'. Each judge,

147112str9 v A-G [1987], 657-8, per cooke p
148gss below. 526-s54
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with the exception of Somers J.,1s0 made it clear that the section talked of the
principles, not of the Treaty. Hence, the precise meanings of the two texls-and of the

conflict between British sovereignty and rangatiratanga-was not the issue. The
principles developed in the five separate judgments have certain common themes. All

assumed the legitimacy of Parliamentary sovereignty, through the gazetting of the

unilateral proclamations of sovereignty in London in october 1g40; through a

cession of the right to sovereignty, governance, or government, in the Treaty of
Waitangi; or through both. They directly or indirectly affirmed existing case
precedenl that the Treaty of Waitangi, or its principles, were nol enforceable unless

incorporaled by statute into domestic law.

The specific principles developed by the Court of Appeal centred on the concept of a
partnershlp between the Crown and Maori. This partnership imposed a mutual

obligation on each to act reasonably and with good faith. But this meant different

lhings to each party. For the Crown lhere was a duty actively to protect Maori

interests through redress for past grievances-provided through lhe Waitangi

Tribunal-and by informed decision-making regarding the impact of its policies on

Treaty rights. lf the Government believed it had insufficient information it should

consult its Treaty partner, although the final decision rested with the Government.

No specific consultation was required where it believed it was sufficiently well

informed. The corresponding duty on Maori was loyalty to the Queen, full acceptance

of her Government and Ministers, and reasonable co-operati6n.151

Corporatisalion was an example of a policy over which the Government should have

consulted, and provided some protection. White section 27(1) was considered

adequate in relation to existing Waitangi Tribunal claims, the section failed to
provide sufficient protection for those claims arising atter 18 December 1986. The

Crown was thus required to work on a system of safeguards, and submit it to Maori

within three weeks for comment. The result would be placed before the Court in six

weeks lime.

The supremacy of Parliament was clearly

extracts which have been constanlly cited

Crown's Treaty obligations:152

spelt out by several of the judges, in

in subsequent official papers on the

1506126119 v A-G [1987], 689
15161ytrtr9 v A-G [1987], 664, per cooke p
1525ss ths discussion of rhis issue in A. Sharp, Justice and the Maori. Maori Claims in New

Zealand Political Argument in the 198Os, Oxford University Prsss, Auckland, 19g0,
ch.1 4
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[W]ide ranging consultations could hold up the processes of Government in a
way contrary to the principles of the Treaty. The principles of the
Treaty do not authorise unreasonable restrictions on lhe right of a duly
elected govsrnmant to follow its chosen policy. lndeed to try to shackle the
Government unreasonably would itself be inconsistent with those principles.
The t€st of reasonableness has to be applied in the end in a realistic way.
The parties owe each other co-ope;sg1en.152

And 'l agree [with the Crown] that it is in accordance with the principles of the

Treaty that the Crown should provide laws and make related decisions for the

community as a whole having regard to the economic and other needs of the day.'1sa

Effectively, the Court of Appeal had affirmed the powers of British sovereignty in the

English text. In doing so, il asserted what the Waitangi Tribunal had until then

carefully refrained from-a cession of Westminster-style sovereignty by Maori to

the crown, under the Treaty of waitang;.1s4 4n6 in the future, said somers, the

Waitangi Tribunal would be bound to follow the Court's principles.ls5 Had the Court

instead faced up to the concepl of tino rangaliratanga in the Maori text, it could not

credibly have justified a set of principles which excluded Maori from any right to

exercise political or economic power, even over those decisions which directly and

solely affected them. That is, unless it explicitly acknowledged that, in devising its
principles, it was indeed rewriting the Treaty.

The judgment of the Presidenl, Sir Robin Cooke, gained the most attention. During the

case he had appeared impatient with the NZMC explanations of the Trealy, tino

rangatiratanga, and mana, and the history of Treaty ,191s11sns.156 In his final

comments he applauded the mutual enlightenment of the Courts and the Government:

'lf lhe judiciary has been able to play a role to some extent creative, that is because

the legislalure has given the opportunity.'157 Cooke described the decision as a

'victory', a 'success', and a 'vindication' for the Maori people. While technically

correct this was also symbolic of the deeper illusion which underpinned the entire

case. Maori had gained nothing tangible. No assets had been returned. There was

merely a requirement that the Government and Maori work on a system to secure the

unsalisfactory status quo. ln return, a new interpretation of the principles of the

1521171116 v A-G [1987], 665-6, per Cooke p. See betow, 535-6
153117616 v A-G tt9B7l, 716, per Bisson J
15416;" is discussed in depth below, 663-677
1551t1711116 v A-G l19gzl, 689
1561615 was evident in news media reports of the proceedings, for example, 'Reluctant to

Take Crown to Court', New Zealand Herald,6 May 1987; 'lnternational Law Covers
Treaty:QC', New Zealand Herald, 7 May 1987

157117tr16 v A-G [1987], 66s
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Treaty had legitimated the continued subordination of mana Maori, and the ultimate
power of the colonial state.

To a large extenl the NzMc had contributed to this by its pragmatic decision to pitch

the claim at a level it felt the court would accept. Simply entering the courtroom
meant they conceded the legitimacy of the Court's jurisdiction, and impticitly the
sovereignty of the Crown-a lrade-off of the essence of tino rangatiratanga for some

immediate, tangible relief. Their stated goal was to be consulted, lo work out a
system, and to reach a practical resolution-nol lo impede 'the legitimate purposes of
the SOE 4s1'.159 To that extent the NZMC succeeded, but through concessions which

would later be used against Maori to deny the recovery of any substantial economic or
political power.

The media reinforced the image of judicial enlightenment, and cultural sensitivity.
Television and newspapers reported the karakia, or prayers, at lhe beginning and end

of the day, and the provision of food and hot drinks by supporters in the court foyer.

A conciliatory fagade was @nstrucled, disguising the bitterness and acrimony which

had underpinned the liligation. This was carried through to the media coverage of the

decision itself. The headlines said it all: Legal Landmark for NZ; Maori Council
Sueeeds in Case Against Crown; Moving lnto a New Era; Karakia As Court "Restores

Faith"; Task Group Must Act Quickly; Partnership Essentiat; pM: outcome
Practical.160 The court's rhetoric of 'victory', 'good faith' and 'partnership', made
possible only through the Government's foresight, was echoed uncritically.

Most editorials basked in the new enlightenment-although the New Zeatand Heratd

observed: '. . . a Government which is wont to extol its supposed special sensitivity to

Maori interesls is obliged to dispense with token consultation and truly
neQotisls'.161 Informed critical scrutiny of the substance and implications of the

decision was notably absent. Maori had put the colonial state, and its newly-professed
good faith towards, the Treaty to the test. No one was about to suggest that either side

had failed.

Palmer welcomed the decision as'epoch making' and a

landmark in New Zealand's legal history. . . a further step toward a genuine
constitutional maturity in this country, and is to be welcomed. Far from

159'1r15ss with no Relief Protected', New Zeatand Herald, T May 1987
160rye6r Zeatand Heratd,30 June 19g7
161Editorial, New Zealand Herald.30 June .t987
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thwarting the Government's policy the court had steered a middle course
which would allow the policy to be implemented within the terms ol the
lr€aty. t62 fuy emphasisl

To Sir Graham Latimer the decision

m€ans we [the Maori people] can have faith in the judicial system in this
country. We were fast losing all confidence in the judicial system. lt
seemed like we always ended up at the wrong end. . . Now we can sit
down and look at some type of charter that can take us into the future
without being at each othe/s throats all the t;ms.163

(e) SOEs Negotiations

Meanwhile the Government had proceeded with its SOEs policy, relatively unhindered
by the three months of litigation. The SOEs establishment boards had preparatory

work to get on with, and they had been able to operate adequately under interim
agreemenls. Once the hearing was finished, a move began to anticipate the Court's
decision, and to develop the Crown's response-preferably one which minimised the
level of Government intervention, lhe fiscal impact on assel values, and the effect on

the ongoing commercial viability of the SOEs. lt would also need to be acceptable to

the public, and to Maori negotiators.

On 17 June 1987-two weeks before lhe Court's decision-the SOEs Cabinel
Committee, for the first time ever, considered Maori land issues in some depth.
Palmer argued that the Governmenl must be in a position to respond immediately and

sympathetically to the Courts decision. The issue had become a symbol of 'Crown good

faith' in honouring the Treaty. There were many Maori who believed, wrongly
according to Palmer, that the SOEs policy was inconsistent with the principles of the
Treaty-whereas the Act really reflected Government's policy of sympathetic and
practical support for the Treaty. Palmer expected the Court to be weil aware of
Maori expectations and, even if it found for the Crown, the Court would look for some

response to reassure Maoridom. Pruvided the Government created the right
conditions, Palmer expected the land transfer process could get undenray relatively

QuicklY.164

162'6ev1 Has Six Weeks to Get Deal on Land Switch', New Zealand Herald, BO Juna 1987
163'6ou1 Has Six Weeks'
1649667ggE no.327,'The Treaty of Waitangi: A Proposed Crown Response to ths Court of

Appeal Judgment', 16 June l9g7
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Three proposals were put fonrvard: one each from the SSC, Treasury, and ps;rns1.'|65

All three, to use Treasury's phrase, assumed that the Court will produce a middle
ground finding'. The SSC suggested identifying all land which was actually and
potentially subject to claims, and preventing its on-sale without the Crown,s
permission. All other land would be free from restriction. Treasury argued that this
involved second-guessing the Waitangi Tribunal, and would invite a flood of claims. lt
preferred transferring all assets to SOEs with full rights to sell, but noting on the
land title that it was liable for resumption if the Tribunal recommended its return,

and if the Govemment agreed. No action would be required until the Tribunal process

was completed, and the Government would retain a discretion whether 16 ss1.166

Palmer proposed that all land subject to claims-later refined to all current or
potential claims, screened to find the 'more serious and clearly defined'-should be
identified by 15 December 1987. lf there was no claim, the assets would be cleared
for disposal. Those identified would receive similar protection to pre-18 December
1986 claims. All Deparlments would be instructed to give identification of claims
very high priority. Urgent action would also be needed to enhance the Waitangi
Tribunal's capacity to deal quickly with SOE-related claims. Subject to the Cabinet's
endorsement, this policy should be announced as the Government's response to the
Court of Appeal's judgment expected later in the month.

No specific decision was made. The matter was handed over to a Ministerial sub-
committee on Treaty of Waitangi issues, and a technical advisory group of officials

[TAG] who were asked to analyse and report on claims lodged since 18 December
1986. By the time the Court delivered its ludgment on 29 June 1987 and ordered the
Crown to prepare a system of safeguards, the Governmenl had, lherefore, largely

anticipated the outcome, and was well on the way to preparing its response.

At a meeting with Ministers on 15 July 1987, the Maori representatives tabled
their own proposal. They wanted the section 27(1) scheme for claims lodged pre-18

December 1986 extended to all Crown land up for transfer, which they considered
was consistent with the Court of Appeal's suggestions. In addition, they proposed

mediation of Treaty claims, legal aid for claimants, increased Waitangi Tribunal
resources, protection of wahi tapu, and an information base for Crown-owned land.
Government's counter-offer, on 20 July, basically adapted the Treasury line. Any

165111 three options are set out in Treasury, 'options for Crown Response to court of
Appeal Judgment', 23 June 1987

166'Options for Crown Response', 23 June 19g7
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land transferred to SOEs, or onsold, would be compulsorily reacquired and returned

to Maori ownership, if the Tribunal so recommended. Wahi tapu would be excluded

from transfer, with $50,000 provided to help identify sites, and substantially
increased resources for the Waitangi Tribunal.

A further exchange of letters made no progress. Maori were sceptical over how

rapidly grievances would be dealt with if the Government had no incentive to settle
quickly. And they feared that compulsory acquisition would increase pressure on the

Tribunal not to order the return of land. By diminishing the amount of land actually

held by the Crown, the likelihood of future governments backing down and changing

the law also increased. The NZMC wanted all lands lo be retained in Crown ownership
pending resolution of claims, as the Waitangi Tribunal had originally suggested on 9
December 1986.

A series of extensions to the court deadline followed. With a new cut-off date of 9
September 1987 looming closer, and the election just five days away, the Cabinet

instructed the Solicitor-General to join the NZMC in seeking yet another lwenty-one

day extension, The Department of Maori Affairs was asked for a reporl on assistance

needed to expedite Tribunal claims, the status of governmenVMaori negotiations, and

the feasibility of a mediator to assist in negotiating settlements.l6T

On 24 August 't987, after the election, the Cabinet endorsed the Maori Affairs'

recommendations for a Maori land information office. Departments would be directed

lo co-operate to the fullest extenl possible with Maori claimants. lt agreed 'in
principle to investigate the need' for a standing committee lo decide on direct

Crown/Maori negotiations, and to establish a system of mediation on land ctaims,

possibly within the Tribunal. Limited additional funding would be provided for claim

assistance, and for legal aid delivered through the Waitangi Tribunal. But Treasury

considered that the existing proposals were already generous. Anything further

should be minimal and take account of the fiscal costs, especially of uncontrolled legal

aid and provision of land information. Settlement outside the Tribunal should not be

allowed to 'get out of hand'. Mediation should be an alternative to the Tribunal, not

additional, and be binding on other potential claimants over the same 6ssgg.168

The Crown's latest version of the compulsory reacquisition, or claw-back proposal,

plus the Maori Affairs' additions, were tabled at a meeting between Palmer, Douglas,

1679y g7tg2t1t
1 68Treasury, 'Maori Land Claims: Court of Appeal', 24 August 1987
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Wetere, and the NZMC on 25 August.169 The package varied little from the final
proposal agreed to in December. But the Maori view remained the same. They

obiected that possible delays of twenty years before Tribunal claims were heard

would introduce significant third-party economic stakes into the Treaty relationship.

Future governments, as well as the Tribunal, would be reluclant to dispossess the

new owners. They could see no urgency for the lransfer of assets to SOEs. The matter

could be dealt with speedily through an orderly process of identification of land under

claim. The Crown should state the basis for its right to transfer an asset. Properly-

resourced tribes could then agree or disagree, citing facts in support. lf the tribe felt

the land should not be transferred, the Crown would then have to make a judgment

which could be subject to judicial review.

Treasury remained implacably opposed. The negotiations had now been going for

almost lwo months. Despite Ministerial denials, the continuing delay in transferring

the assets was now starting to have serious fiscal implications. Treasury advised:

lf there is not a speedy resolulion to the overall issue, lhere are real
difficulties in meeting the projected debt-servicing payments to the Crown
from the SOEs and in completing the proposed equity participation in the
Governmsnt Property services and lh€ Forestry corporations. An
alternative rouie might be to look for soms sort of advanced paymenl on
interest from the SOEs in the interim in order to m€et lhe requirements of
the Governmsnl's fiscal strategy.l 70

Other practacal problems were arising as Landcorp sought authority to dispose of

specific lands. Broad guidelines were drawn up by Treasury for the guidance of SOEs.

Land sales not involving SOEs should continue as normal. SOEs lhemselves should not

sell or authorise sale of assets intended for transfer from the Crown, except where

an agreement was made prior to the 1 April 1987 ssu11 e16s1.171 Tense battles

ensued with Tainui and lhe Huakina Development Trust over planned sales by
Landcorp of Crown assets within the Raupatu (confiscations) area under claim, anC

repeated threats of litigation finally forced the Government lo back down on most.

An agitated Treasury continued to explore alternatives, including a ninety nine year

lease over SOEs lands and $100 million trust fund for successful claimants. lt put

this to the main SOEs on 17 September.l72 theeg SOEs who were aiming for long-

169'y1nr1"" of meeting between Minisrers and rhe NZMC', 25 August 1987
17oTreasury,'Transfer of Assets ro soEs: court of Appeal Judgment', 1o september

't987
171Treasury, 'Consent to Disposal of Crown Land', 23 October 19g7
172Treasury,'court of Appeal Judgment on Maori Land claims,, 1g september 1gg7;

'Court of Appeal Judgment of Maori Land Claims: Costs of Options being Considered by
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term profit and needed security of lenure opted for the long-term lease proposal.

Others, who were looking for short-term economic returns, or who had relatively
minor land interests, fell long-term leases would be more difficult to trade, and
preferred the compulsory reacquisition proposals. Whichever scheme was presented

to the Court, the SOEs wanted a cut-off date of 30 June 1988 for lodging further

claims, with unclaimed land transferred with free title; up lo seven years for SOEs
or owners lo quit the land if the Tribunal ordered reacquisition; removal of
restrictions if the Tribunal recommended a different remedy; and public Works Act
compensation to the new owners.

A further letter was sent to the NZMC on 21 September 1987. Government was 'of
the strong view that [the Maori Council's proposals] would make the State Owned
Enterprise policy unworkable and furthermore fall short of providing adequate
protection to Maori interests'. The three options of long-term leasing, transfer of
qualified title, and a varialion of compulsory acquisition-possibly with different
regimes for different SOEs-were oullined. Lands under deferred,payment licence,

and leases containing rights to freehold would be excluded, along with any assets
other lhan land. On 5 October the NZMC again rejected all three options, and

resubmitted its proposal for screening of all land and other assets, prior to transfer

bSOES.

Discussions appeared to have reached a stalemate, and bolh sides expected the matter
to return to court. By now, the Government also faced Maori legal action on the
fisheries front.172Tne pressure was starting to bite on the SOEs, placing the whole

scheme in jeopardy. Treasury wanted the matter resolved, and outlined a Government

strategy for the courl hearing.lTs lt believed that each of the Crown's proposals

would be seen as consistent with the Courl's directions, while the NZMC's was

unlikely to find favour. There were also strong fiscal reasons for an early cut-off
date for lodging claims, probably 31 December 1987. A letter from Palmer, seeking
all information held in writing or the Governmenl's 'corporate memory' on land

claims over Crown-owned resources,l74 had already identified 800 foreseeable
claims, plus 2,300 petitions presented to Parliamenl over the years, and Tribunal

lhe crown', 18 september 1987; 'court of Appeal Judgment: Long Term Lease
Proposal', undatec

172gse below, 280-1
173'91211 memorandum to Cabinet: Courl of Appeal Judgment on Maori Land Claims,, 21

October 1987
l T4Memorandum from G. Palmer to all Government Departments, Minisrers of the Crown,

Maon Members of Parliamenl and Maori Land Court, July 19g7.
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claims had increased to ninety two. But this draft memorandum never reached the
Cabinet.

Until this lime, most of the communications between Government and Maori had been
in writing and channelled through each side's lawyers. Minister for SOEs Richard
Prebble decided it was time for direct negotiations. On 14 Oclober 1987 prebble

invited a number of kaumatua to a meeting in Wellington on 20 October. A follow-up
meeling, including some kaumatua unable to anend the first, was held on 29 October.
Once Prebble felt satisfied that the Maori team had a mandale, intensive negotiations
began.175 only reluctantly he conceded the presence of the NzMc's lawyers.

By now it was late October 1987, and Treasury and Prebble continued to explore new
ideas' The latest was to establish a land bank which Maori could use to meet tribal
needs either by direct use, or by trading to acquire other land assets of grealer use lo
them. lt would comprise assets which were worlh little to the Governmenl, but on
which Maori might place greater value. An amendment to section 9 woutd ,recognise

that in establishing SOEs in the first instance, transfer of land and other assets was
not contrary to the principles of the Treaty'. Apparently the scheme attracted tittle
support. In early November the NZMC came back with its own ambitious new
proposal, promoted by Maori International, to include in the package a ,Maori State
Owned Enterprise' [src].176 Treasury strongly advised Ministers against the idea.

Meetings continued into November. But Government and Maori attention was now
slretched between the corporatisation and fisheries issues. Ministers made it clear
that they were not going to shift ground. Prebble then staged a tactical walkout, which
caused one of the Maori negotiators to give way. The rest felt they had little choice but
to compromise. The final details of the deal were set out for the Cabinet on 30
November 1987 and agreed at a meeting on 9 December 1987.177 The outcome
differed little from the Government's inilial compulsory reacquisition option. Maori
had gained a few minor concessions, in what was more of a reluctant arrangement
than an agreement.

1751n the later Coalcorp case, competing affidavits from Prebble, Latimer and Robert
Mahuta disputed whether Tainui was a party to any such mandate. There appears to have
been a genuine misunderstanding over this.

1769"r below, 439
177Treasury, 'Treary of waitangi (Stare Enterprises) Bill', g0 November 19g7
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Deputy Prime Minister Geoffrey Palmer wrote to Sir Graham Latimer on 9
December 1987 setting out the deal.179 The legislation was to be introduced on 10

December. The Court of Appeal would be advised of the arrangement, and asked to
discharge the directions and interim declarations. A Maori tand information office,
based in Wellington, would develop a data base. The Waitangi Tribunal would receive

a carefully-selected increase in membership. Further research and administrative
staff, research resources, and legal aid funding were promised. Wahi tapu identified
before 5 February 1988 would be excluded from the transfer to SOEs, with
provision for resumption or compulsory acquisition for those identified later. The
NZMC would receive $50,000 to assist in devising a regime for their identification.

Water rights to SOEs would be limited to thirty five years. A standing committee of
Cabinet comprising the Minister of Maori Affairs, Attorney-General, Minister of
Finance, and Minister ol SOEs would be set up specifically to facilitate the direct
settlement of Maori grievances, and implement Tribunal recommendations.
Government accepted litigation costs, and woutd make an ex gratia payment of g1.5

million to the NZMC.

(D Treaty of Waitangi (State Enterprises) Act 19gg

The Treaty of Waitangi (State Enterprises) Bill ITOW[SE]I was introduced under
urgency on g December 1987. Moving the Bill, Palmer denied Opposition accusations
that il'showed the hallmarks of panic. . . full of gaps and emptiness'.18O He said it
had taken '6 months of the most meticulous work and negotiation and was scrutinised
repeatedly before its introducl;en'.181

The TOW[SEI Bill provided for the transfer of Crown assets to the SOEs, with the

right to on-sell. A memorial would be placed on each land title, informing the owner
it was liable to be resumed if the Wailangi Tribunal, having investigated a claim,
recommended that governmenl should return the land. Compensation would be paid

through the machinery of the Public Works Act. So anyone who bought from SOEs

would be buying on notice. The Bill provided the Waitangi Tribunal for the first time

with powers to make 'binding recommendations', but only in relation to land
transferred to the SOEs. A ninely day period after the Tribunal's interim report on a
claim would allow for negotiations between the Crown and the claimants. lf no

variations were agreed to, the original proposal would become binding. lf the

1 796. Palmer to G. Latimer, 9 December 1987
18op2pg, v.485, I December 1gg7, i7gz, per Kyd
181p7p9, v.485, 8 December 1987, 173g
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Tribunal did not recommend return of the land, the memorial could be lifted from the

litle. The Bill, as introduced, covered only Crown lands-not lakes, railways and

reserves, pastoral leases, land subject to deferred-payment licence, or where
lessees had the right to acquire a full title. Whether it included the assets on or under
the land such as Electricorp's dams, Forestrycorp's trees, Petrocorp's oil refinery,

or Coalcorp's mines, was unclear.

The Bill also allowed the SOE, or later owner, to ask the Waitangi Tribunal to

recommend the removal of the memorial from the title. Potential claimants would
have ninety days in which to lodge a claim. lf there were none, the Tribunal could

clear the way for the SOE, or new owner, lo receive an unencumbered title. lf there
was a claim the procedure was unclear, but it would presumably go through the
normal hearing process, or be referred for mediation. Beyond making the
application, the SOES or new owners would have no role in the process. Formal
parties to the hearing and the negotiations were restricted to the Crown and Maori, as
the Treaty parlners, although others could give evidence. Further, the Tribunal, in
considering whether to order the relurn of land, was not to consider any interests in

or improvemenls to the land which arose after the lransfer. Those were third-party
issues, which would be dealt with by lhe crown by way of compensation.

Other changes to the Tribunal itself included the new position of Director of the
Tribunal;182 a vaguely-drawn power to refer claims to a mediator, apparently
without lhe need for the claimants to agree to the reference, the choice of mediator,

or the process to be used; funding for research to be commissioned by claimants or
others; and the equivalent of civil legal aid.

Governmenl speakers presented a sanitised reconslruction of recent evenls,
repeating the Court of Appeal's compliment to the Government, and the confirmation

of its supreme governmental authority. National's position on the Treaty was
unsupportive but restrained. Attacks were directed at the exclusion of SOEs and

private landowners as parties to the Tribunal claim, and to the granting of decision-
making powers to a Tribunal which was seen as biased loward Maori, and lacking the

essentials of due process. Predictably, the Government's claims of good faith were

dismissed as hypocrisy.'lt is extraordinary that after spending perhaps g100,000

of taxpayers' money on trying to slop the finding the Government now states that it
was its otnn 16s6.'183

182p1sv;s1tn lor the appointment of a registrar had been made in the Treaty of Waitangi
Amendment Act 1985, but none had been appointed.

183117pp, v.485,8 December 1987,172s, per Mclean
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The function of the select committee considering the Bill was unclear. National's

claim that Parliament was being used as a 'rubber stamp'184 had considerable
justification. A suggestion by select committee chair Bill Dillon of a two-stage
process of conclusive Tribunal findings of fact, and appealable recommendations, was

promptly ruled out by Palmer.185 16s1s were only two short hearings outside

Wellington. Both were a shambles.

Only three tribal authorities made submissions. Ngai Tahu, as a party to negotiations,

welcomed it as a sign of good faith. But Tainui was unhappy with both the substance

and the process of the 9111.186 They argued that any agreement between the Crown

and the NZMC was not binding, until it was endorsed by all atfected tribal authorities.

Tainui had been promised its own direct negotiations, and it was still waiting.

Meanwhile, assets claimed by Tainui were being sold off to pay for deficiencies

within the economy, to enable government departments to be run more efficiently and

profitably, and to maximise the exploitation of national resources. 'Tainui maintains

that they have already contributed more than their fair share to the national wealth'

lhrough confiscations, coalfields, Waikato river, Maori Purposes Fund, land for

schools and universities, from which very few Maori benefited. Since lhe Crown's

oral undertakings-still not confirmed in writing-Tainui had been forced to lodge a

number of claims over land due for transfer under the SOEs Act, as well as other

disputed assets.

Tainui foresaw many of the problems which later arose: tangata whenua reluctance

to identify wahi tapu, and Crown disagreement over their definition; exemption of the

pastoral leases; massive delays in resolving tribal claims even with an expanded

Tribunal; Maori claimanls required to justify legal aid requesls to district legal aid

committees, comprising Pakeha lawyers who had little understanding of the cultural

and legal issues involved; restrictive legal aid criteria which would prevent most lwi

and Hapu from pursuing their claims; an increasingly legalistic Tribunal preventing

Maori claimants from presenting their claims according to their own kawa, and

increasing Maori dependence on lawyers with little expertise on the Treaty, Maori

land, and te reo Maori. Tainui favoured lhe direct resolution of major

184117pp, v.485, 8 December 1987, 17O2, per Kidd
185'66v1 MPs Plan Compromise on Maori Land', New Zeatand Heratd,2 March 1988,
l S6submission from Tainui Maaori rrust Board on the Treaty ol waitangi (state

Enterprises) Bill 1987
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straightforward claims under the independent authority of a Maori Claims

Commissioner.

The SOEs were not happy either. They had not seen the draft legislation until just

before its introduclion.l ET Almost all acknowledged in their submissions the

necessity for some settlemenl, but criticised its impact on their abilily to maximise

profit as commercial businesses. Several affected companies sought exemptions to
foster 'the wellbeing of 16s ns1lsn',188 while a handful of submissions from

individuals condemned the Bill as racist, divisive and 'blatant discrimination against

the non-Mso;1'.189

The second and third readings did not take place until June 1988. This coincided with

the release of the controversial Waitangi Tribunal report on the Muriwhenua

fisheries claim. Debate degenerated into posturing aimed at the media. Government

exuded sincerity, tempered with realism: Labour was a party of principle and the

rule of law, not scared to tackle hard problems and 'prepared to uphold justice for all

New Zealanders'.l90 The Opposition had hardened its relection of the Bill, the

Tribunal and the Treaty itself. Labour had

passed legislation in Parliament in the dead of night. lt was taken to the High
courl, and subsequently to the court of Appeal. lt fought ths New Zealand
Maori Council with every legal manipulation in its control. lt lost inside the
High Court, then was humiliated and had to go back to the New Zealand Maori
Council to seek an agreement.191

National's Winston Peters claimed:

A National government would have one law for all New Zealanders, one law
for the family-New Zealand. lt would not follow the segregationist,
separatist, divisionist, revisionist, path of the presenl Government. . . . We
are many different families from many different origins, but we are one
People'192

There was only one significant amendment to the Bill as reported back. The reference

to land had been expanded as a result of submissions to include 'interests in land'-a

187gu6rn;stion from the Land Corporation on the TOWISE] Bill 1gB7
188gu6m;t.ions of Tasman Forestry and Tauhara Geothermal Developmont Ltd (a Fletcher

Ghallenge/ Ministry of Energy joint vonrurs) on rhe TOWISEI Biil 1997
l S9submissions from Hilda Phillips, Jean Jackson, Flobin Grigg on the TOW[SE] Bill 19g7
19op7pp, v.489, 28 June 1ggg, 477g, per prebble
191117pp, v.489,28 June 198g,4779, per Botger
192117pp, v.489, 28 June 198g, 4783, per perers
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change which would prove crucial in the subsequent Tainui litigation over the plans

to sell the mining licences of the Coal Corpo1s1en.193

(g) The SOEs Treaty Group

While most of the SOEs had managed to operate during this time without too much

difficulty, the Treasury was still concerned over the impact of the proposed

covenants on the asset price it would receive from the SOEs.194 To avoid having to
discount their value, Treasury opted for interim prices which would be adjusted to

cover losses after on-sale or resumption, under the covenant. The immediate cost to
the Government would be nil. But some longer-term strategy was essential. ln May

1988 the chairperson of the Government Property Services board wrole to

Prebble.195 He advocated a procedure whereby SOEs could share views, and develop a

clear set of rules for Maori claims, to minimise dangers of 'damage by the arroganl

or self-opinionated', or by learners. On 14 June 1988 Prebble wrote lo each

corporation, suggesting a committee of SOEs representatives to handle Maori land

issues. He envisaged it 'operating in much the same way as lhe "borrowers club" set

up to co-ordinate major loan raising activities', run by Treasury.

The SOEs were at this stage unclear about the TOWISE] Act's implications. New

Zealand Post advised the Waitangi Tribunal on 1 July 1988 of its intention to make a
'considerable number' of applications (about 800) to have lhe memorial litted, and

sought advice on the process. By 31 August 1988 they had still not received a

reply.l96 The Landcorp board was split over whether to seek removal of the

memorials, and planned to test the market by selling several blocks of land, complete

with tagged title.l97 Government Property Services had 250 properties which

needed memorial clearance. But they were not optimistic about early resolution of
claims, unless the Tribunal's resources increased significantly, and procedures sped

up.19e Electricorp saw major implications for water and geothermal sleam,
especially the possible return to Maori control of the Wanganui and Waikato rivers.

1939sv6741 Governmsnt departments were corporatised after th€ initial 1986 Act. These
included Railways and the Ministry of Works and Development. Both were explicitly
brought under the Act, and the titles to their land assets were therefore tagged.

lg4Treasury, 'Maori Land Covenants: lmpact on SOE Sale and Purchase Agreements', 1

March 1988.
1 9596a;r of Government Property Services to R. prebble, 1 1 May 19gg
196Nsri/ Zealand Post to J. Kelsey,30 June 1988, 91 August 19g8
l9TLandcorp to J. Kelsey, 21 July '1988

198.J. go6netls to R. Prebble, 11 May 1988; Government Property Services to J. Kelsey,
7 July 1988
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Possibilities included negotiating agreements with local tribes for use of their
rivers.198 Forestcorp had commissioned a report, but this had been superseded by
the Minister of Finance's announcement in the 1988 Budget that the Government
would not be transfering land to the corporal;sn.199

The SOEs Trealy group apparently met only three times during 1988, twice with the
new Direclor of the Waitangi Tribunal. Treasury reported SOEs' concerns over lhe
seeming lack of administrative readiness within government to cope with the demands
of the new legisla1ion.200 There was particular disquiet over the continued ad hoc
nature of government responses lo Maori claims, and the delay-possibly until the
end of 1988-in establishing a proposed unit within the Justice Department to co-
ordinate government responses.2Ol 16s Waitangi Tribunal's readiness to handle
SOEs' applications was also challenged.

The Tribunal had already shared that concern with Palmer in late January 19gg.
The TOW[SE] Act had made some progress on the administration and research
problems facing the Tribunal, but it had 'grave concern at its present inability to
make any significant progress with its workload of claims waiting to be hear6'.2o2 11

was still only clearing a handful of claims each year. Now it was likely to have
thousands of applications by SOEs for removal of reslrictions on their titles.
Palmer's letter to Latimer of 9 December 'l987 had indicated likely changes to the
Tribunal, but that 'precise details would require consultation with the Tribunal'. No
such consultation had yet been held. Indeed, that legislalion was not be passed until
December 1988, and the new Tribunal members-mainly the existing deputy
members-were not formally appointed until May 1999.203

The Waitangi Tribunal subsequently issued a practice direction to SOEs on how
applications would be processs(,2o4 and the Director met with the SOEs group to
discuss the procedure. He stressed his preference for dealing with matters by
informal discussion wherever possible. The procedure remained virtually unused,
however, as the SOEs issue was largely overtaken by the Government's plans for

l9SElectricorp to J. Kelsey, 2 August 19BB
1ggForestry Corporation to J. Kelsey, 23 August 19gg
2ooTreasury to Minister of Finance, 1 September 19gg
201gss further below, 366-8
2O2g6ai, of Waitangi Tribunal to G. palmer, 2g January 19gg
203gs. below. G90
204'Practice direction of the Waitangi Tribunal on applications that State-enterprise land

be no longer liable to resumption-section 8D Treaty of Waitangi Rct i gZS', 19
September 1988.
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privatisation. By March 1990 only seven applications regarding individual
properties had been lodged under section 80, two of which were withdrawn. Public
notifications had been made of the remainder, but no final hearing had been held to
determine the Tribunal's re@mmgn6s1;sn.206

(h) Conclusion

ln the final result, Maori did gain some greater protection for future claims over
some land held by the Crown than they had before. But they still did not own the tand,

and had received no guarantee that they ever would. By October 1990 no land had

been returned to Maori under the TOW[SE] Act.

Meanwhile the majority of assets had been transferred to the relieved SOEs. The
Government settled the valuations of most, in time for the 1988 balance sheet ro
deliver its promised budget surplus. Many of the SOEs delivered healthy returns to

the Government. Landcorp, for example, had paid the Government, by April 1990, a
total of $213 million, comprising 921.3 million interest, $4S.2 million dividends,

$69.5 million repaid debt, $77 million repayment of preference capital-despite
having sold large financial assets such as mortgages.Z07 |n 19Bg-90 the Government

extracted a total of $977.6 million from Telecom, including a dividend of almost

$200 million, laxes of $163.6 million, $48 million in interest, and repayment of a
$568 million loan provided by Government to buy the 3ssg1s.208

The long'term effect of the Treaty litigation on the corporatisation policy was

minimal. As Treasury noted in a briefing to the Minister of SOEs in February 1990:

The passage of the Treaty of Waitangi (State Enterprises) Act in 1988 has
been successful in enabling effective operation of SOEs notwithstanding the
unresolved nature of Maori claims affecting land, and other assets, held by
those SOEs. Although the covenants on SOE land specifying that that land
(and/or interests therein) will be r€turned to Maori ownership following a
recommendation to that effect from the Waitangi Tribunal have arguably
lowered the sale value of individual parcels of land, the effect of this on
SOEs'day to day activities has been negligible.2O9

206Minister of Lands to J. Kelsey, 20 March lggg
2o7 616111 Zealand Heratd, T April 1990
208'66v1 "raping Telecom'in $200m profit grab', New Zealand Heratd,31 May 1990
209Treasury,'lnformation for Ministers-Designate with State-owned Enterprises

Responsibilities', 1 February 1990, parl V
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The Government had been confronted with the logical contradiction between its Treaty

and economic policies, and found a resolution whereby il could claim to act in the
name of the Treaty, whilst retaining its economic policy intact. The Court of Appeal

had navigaled its way around the potential conflict of sovereignty, and had emerged as

a champion of the Treaty-whilst it too had reaffirmed the central tenets of the
colonial e@nomic, political, and legal system. There were tensions belween the

Government and the judiciary. But they shared a much deeper fundamental
commitment to the colonial state.

There was a high price paid by Maori for this 'victory'. lwi and Hapu were faced with

a secret deal made in their name, for most without consultation on the details, and by

negotiators determined by who happened to be the parties to a court case. Faced with

the reality of corporatisation, and the new opportunity presented by the reference to
the Treaty in legislation, it had made sense to seek a murt order. But going to court

had meant conceding the right of the Court of Appeal to define the 'principles of the

Treaty'-and to reduce tino rangatiratanga to loyalty to the English Queen, recognition

of her Government and Minislers, and co-operation. ln the negotiations the Maori

team had been forced to back down even further, and to approve an arrangement
which they had steadfastly rejected. The NZMC did what it thought was best. Pitted

against the need of the colonial state both to affirm its legitimacy, and to respond to
the economic crisis, it could hardty have achieved more. The passive revolution, il

appeared, was well undenvay.

D. PRIVATISATION

Once the assets were transferred to the SOEs, and the issue of Maori claims was under

control, Treasury was free to pursue its ultimate plan to sell off the corporalions.
And the country's major companies, mosl of which had members on the SOEs boards,

along with their international competitors, prepared to bid for their share of New
Zealand's assets.

(a) The Secret Agenda

As the Rogernomics agenda became more widely understood, many suspected that

corporatisation was, indeed, a softening-up process for privatisation. Treasury had

already indicated ils view in 1984: where non-commercial objects were better

achieved through other avenues and there was no other compelling reason for state
ownership, gains could be made from the sale of SOEs to the private sector. Air New
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Zealand and Petrocorp were named as likely candidates. The proceeds would be 'one

way that the fiscal deficit can be financed in the short term'.209 46se7ding to Brian

Easton, 'Treasury officials were heard to explain to sympathetic business audiences

that corporatisation was a step to eventual privatisation.'210

This was confirmed in 1988 by the former head of the ssc, Roderick Deane:

The SOE reforms should be seen as a consistent and integrated package of
changes involving commercialisalion, corporatisation, deregulation and
privatisation. The ultimate effecliveness of the package depends on its
completeness, and in this area tho major part of the reform yet to come is
that of privatisation.2l 1

So the process had three stages: commercialisation, modelling state sector businesses

on private sector lines; conversion lo a corporation format; and finally privatisation.

The real Treasury goal, according to Deane, was nol debt reduction but a belief that
private sector ownership would improve 'lhe way in which the assets are used,

through efficiency gains, generated by exposing the organisation to the normal

discipfines (incentives and constraints) of the market place.'2t 2 They would become
more responsive, more innovative, and subject to the rigours of sharemarket
listings and takeover threats. The mechanism of corporatisation was not enough to
achieve this.

Managers of State-owned businesses can find themselves, wittingly or
unwitlingly, factoring the Governmenl's fiscal or social policy objectives
into their decision-making. The corporatisation exsrcise the Government
has been through was designed lo separate out such considerations, which
lhe Govsrnment can more appropriately attend to directly. However, with
continued state ownership ol businesses, it is all too €asy for the
distinctions to become blurred again.213

Douglas shared this philosophical motivation. Prebble, much more the politician,

continued to justify the sales, publicly and to the Party, in terms of repaying debt.
lndeed, ii was the stated goal of the assets sales programme to reduce public debt by

one third by 1992. But, according to Treasury, that debt reduction

which has tended to be identified in the public minds as the overriding aim of
asset sales, is more of an intermediate goal-albeit an important one-in

2a9gslnoric Managemeni v.1, 29g-4
210Easton,'The Commercialisation', i24-s
2119. Deane,'Reforming the Public Seclor', in S. Walker.t16, 125
212Deane, 12q
213'1n1orr"lion for Ministers-designate', part lll, s
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achieving broader economic objectives. In particular, the Government
has been driven by a wider conc€rn about the quality of Government
interventions in the economy as a whole.215

This predetermined privatisation programme was not just kept quiet, it was
positively denied. Many key government actors who emphatically rejected the
privatisation option during 1986 and early 1987, later took leading roles in the

asset sales programme. In early 1986 Geoffrey Palmer said:

Harold Macmillan . compared privatisation to selling the family silver in
order to pay for current spending-effectively the housekeeping costs. I

think of this policy as akin to holding a fire sale of government assets in
order to pay for the excessive spending of former years. There will be no
fire sale under Labour.216

In the debate on the SOEs Bill Richard Prebbte ctaimed:

Government members are opposed to selling them. We believe that it is the
duty of lhe Governm€nl to manag€ ths assets properly, to ensure a prop€r
return to taxpayers, and to ensure lhat Parliamenl is correctly informed
about how the assets are being 62n61s6.217

Stan Rodger confirmed lhat the Labour 'Government will ensure that those
organisations are not flogged off but are relained in public ownership, to bring an

ongoing return to the public exchequgy'.2l8

(b) The Privatisation Policy

The privatisation programme emerged publicly in an ad hoc fashion, beginning with

the 1987 Budget announcement of the plan to sell New Zealand Steel (already mooted

in 1986), Petrocorp, the Development Finance Corporation, and lhe Government's

Air New Zealand shares. The Health Computing Service, the Government Printing

Office, and Coalcorp were subsequently added to the list. Then, in his 17 December

1987 economic statement, Minister of Finance Roger Douglas announced a review of

lhe rationale for ownership of a// state-owned commercial assets.

The Treasury began a case-by-case assessment of the benefits of privatising each

SOE. Justifications offered by Treasury included overall 'wealth maximisation'

through dynamic growth; grealer efficiency and service of consumers' interests

215';n1s1r"tion for Ministers-designate', part lll, 2-3
219G. Palmer, Speech to Nelson Women's Branch of the Labour Parly, 29 January 1986
217117p9, v.414,30 september 1986, 4731
218117pp, v.474, go Septsmber 1986,472g
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under private ownership; fewer temptations for ad hoc government meddling, and
disruption of commercial decisions; market sanctions of share prices and takeovers;
the imminent need for major capital injections; diversion of funds from social
spending; and repayment of the foreign debt. By this stage the views of the Labour
Parly, and indeed of the electorate, were seen by the political forces driving the
programme as irrelevant and subversive.

You have to put politics aside. what's needed is a sensible, pragmatic
approach that puts the good of the country first . . and focuses on good
sound economic managsrnsnl.'21 9

Douglas and Prebble had no difficulg with the sale of assels to overseas interests.
New Zealand was a developing country which required capital and expertise. Not only
should it open itself to overseas capital-it should actively seek it out.

There was no up-front campaign to sell privatisation to the public. Rather, a subtle
shift in the economic debate fostered a climate of resigned acceptance of the need to
repay overseas debt. In a series of speeches in early 1988 Prebble prepared the
ground. He denied the move to privatisation was an about-face: Labour was not

abandoning its socialist principles, because lhere was nothing socialist about taxing
the public lo run unproductive businesses, or to pay large interest bills on debt. The

options were cutting social spending, or increasing laxation. Both of these would
produce unacceptable economic and social suffering, or selling assets. In a

metaphorical reversal of his earlier criticisms of 'selling the family silver', he
portrayed the SOEs as 'active businesses . . . not treasures that can be sat en'.220 16s
original reasons for state ownership were no longer valid. The Government would not

contemplate buying lhem now. And if Government was never to sell the shares, they
would never be able to cash-up past investments of taxpayers' capital.

ln February 'l988, Prebble asked the SOEs boards to identify any impediments lo the
sale of businesses. A steering committee on privatisation was established to help co-

ordinate lhe work, and provide a sounding board for Treasury. lt was initially chaired
by Ron Trotter, who also chaired the Business Roundtable. Three criteria for
privatisation were decided upon: taxpayers must receive more from the sale than
from conlinued ownership; the sale must make a positive contribution to the
Governmenl's economic objectives; and the sale must contribute to Governmenl,s

219p. Prebble,'speech to wellington society of Accountants,,20 March j9gg.
2209. Prebble, 'speech to Wellington Branch of New Tealand Society of Accountants,, 20

March 1988
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social objectives. These were simply a self-justifying rationalisation. Calculations
that savings from interest on debt would exceed future SOEs' dividends, ignored both

the residual value of the enterprises if they were nol sold, and foreign exchange
fluctuations. Debt repayment was already one of the Government's economic
objectives. And their social functions had already been removed from the SOEs, while

the repayment of debt would free-up more funding for social spending.

The major privatisation moves came in the 1988 Budget. Having achieved a paper

surplus in 1987-8 from the sale of New Zealand Steel and Petrocorp, and from the

SOEs'income, the Government announced plans for a $2 billion surplus in 19BB-g.

Assets for sale included Government Property Services, Tourist Hotel Corporation,

financial assets of Landcorp, non-core railways assels, and the epmmercial forestry

assets. ln part Douglas linked the sales to the debt burden. But his main justificalion

remained philosophical. Government's policy of disengaging from state businesses

would 'free lhem to realise their full potential' and enable Government to concentrale

its energy and resources on 'fulfilling its proper role'. Retaining state ownership

would risk underperformance of New Zealand's 6sss1s.221

(c) The Economics of Privatisation

Between 1987 and 1990 the Labour Government sold off much of the counlry's
economic infrastructurc.222 Because of the non-industrial nalure of the New Zealand

221 117pp, v.490,
222grcirr*

New Zealand Steel
Petrocorp
Health Computing Service
Development Finance Corp'n
PostBank

Shipping Corporation

Air New Zealand
Landcorp mortgages

Rural Bank
Government Printing Office

National Film Unit

Communicate New Zealand
State lnsurance Office

28 July 1988, 5545-50, per Douglas
Sale Price Settlement date
(NZ$million)
327 .224 22 March 1988
801.059 31 March 1988

4.250 7 November 1988
111.280 18 November 1988
665.400 28 February 1989

13.078 31 March 1990
18.s00 3 April '1989

15.059 19 March 1990
660.000 17 April 1989

15.740 20 March 1989
.34.260 5 October 1989
27.OOO 5 February 1990

550.000 31 October 1989
20.000 1989/90
2.300 February 1990

15.356 30 June 1990
1.500 23 March 1990
1.000 21 June 1990
.064 8 December 1989

735.000 18 June 1990

Buyer

Equiticorp
Fletcher Challenge
Paxus Info Services
NPF/Salomon Bros
At.|Z Banking Gp

ACT (NZ) Lrd

Qantas/Brierley/JAL/Al
Mortgagors

Fletcher Challenge
Various
Rank Group

w:{z

DAC Group Ltd
Norwich Union
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economy, most of these assets involved natural resources of land, forests, and

minerals, or services such as finance, insurance, information syslems,
telecommunicalions, and lourism. Bul transferring the assets to lhe private sector
did nothing to address the strucluraldeficiencies of New Zealand's economic base.

Nor did it significantly reduce the national debt. By October 1990 the asset sates
programme had brought in 99.662 billion.223 According to prebble, lhe crisis in
public debt was over, wilh public debt on target to fall below below torty per cent of
GDP in the 1990s. But the distortions in the debt repayment argument, and the
overstated cost of debt servicing escaped sustained scrutiny.2za Vy611s the SOEs
policy had simply shifted borrowing from official government debt to other
government operations, the sale of SOEs to New Zealand-based companies had merely

moved it again into private-sector debt. Total foreign indebtedness remained largely

unaffected. In the specific area of public debt Simon Collins noted that 'all the
revenue actually received from asset sales in 1988-9 was swept away again by the
lottery of the foreign exchange markels.'225 Even Treasury acknowledged in early
1990 lhat, although public debt had declined as a percentage of GDp, the debt

Tourist Hotel Corporation 71.810
NZ Liquid Fuel Investment -203.000
MauiGas Z4O.OOO

14.000
Synfuels Stocks 29.158
Foreslry Cutting Rights 262.000

382.900
102.000

26.800
1 15.000
't30.550

12.000
.805

Telecom 4,2SO.0OO

30 August 1990 Carter Holt Harvey
24 July 1990 Earnslaw One Ltd
'19 October 1990 Carter HolVShell
18 September 1990 Wenita Righls Ltd
19 October 1990 Nisho lwi
26 October 1990 Fletcher Challenge
Aug./Oct. 1990 Various
12 Sept. 1990 Ameritech/Bell Atlantic/

FayRichwite/Freightway
3 October 1990 Nonrich Union

15 June '1990

6 July 1990
6 July '1990

6 July 1990
6 July 1990
24 July 1990

South Pac Hotels
Fletcher Challenge
tt

it

ti

tt

Export Guarantee Ltd
TOTAL

15.125
$9,662.218

223Pbu7ss supplied by Treasury.
224Douglas claimed in the 1988 Budget thar 50 cents of av€ry personal tax dollar went on

debt servicing. But Brian Easton pointed out lhal, taken across total tax revenue,
including interest and dividends received, net debt servicing in 1987 actually cost 16.2
conts, with 12.9 cents projected in 1988. This compared to 12.2 cents in 1983-4, the
fast year of Muldoon. The Listener, 1 October l ggg

2259u1 from March 1988 to March 1989 public debr rose from $39.1 billion to $39.6
billion due to dslays in asset sales, continuing financial deficit and exchange rate
fluctuations. New Zealand Heratd,24 July 19g9
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reduction targets had not been met.226 161s was attributed to exchange rate

movements,227 sn6 refinancing of debt from the Think Big projects.

over the years, the Government's commitment to repaying debt had grown

progressively weaker. When the 1989 Budget announced that asset sale revenue

would be used to reduce internal debt, lower interest rales, and remove the need for

stock tenders, ralher than for repaying overseas debt, there was barely a murmur.

Bul in July 1990, the Government went one step further. lgnoring Treasury advice,

they included the proceeds from the first forestry sales as revenue in the current
accounls, to provide a false surplus of $89 million. Previously, all assets sales had

been treated as exlraordinary items under the Table Two accounts. Economic analysts

were outraged. The decision lo earmark some of the Telecom proceeds for spending on

social policy items compounded the suspicion of market liberals that Rogernomics

had gone off the rails.

There were also frequent accusations thal assets had been sold well below their
valualion, because of the Government's hasle to haruest the proceeds. The National

Film Unit was sold for $2.5 million, one quarter its book value, with the Government

left to pay the redundancy 6ss1s.228 The Government Printing Office had been valued

by consultants at $70 million. But it was sold in December 19g9 for 923 million,
plus a further $20 million from property sales. The delay in settlement cost a

further estimated g1 million in interest on debt repayments. The transaction was not

finally settled until Octobsp 1999.229

There was further disquiet over the mounting payments which were made to
Treasury's consultants. Treasury management cosls for the asset sales in 1g89/90

were 966.2 million, and rose to $102 million in 1990/91. ln 19gg/9 Treasury,s

consultants had been paid only $8.756 m;111qn.230 In the last six months of Labour's

asset sales programme, including Telecom but not the state foresls, consullants were

paid over $72 million. This included a fee of around $43 million to the advisers in

226'161q1mttion for Ministers-designate', Part iii, 13. Public debt was $42.5 biilion in
March 1987 and $41.9 billion in Decembsr 1989, but the perc€ntags ol GDP had reduced
from 79.5 in 1987 lo 61.2 in 1989.

22716s1s was a ren cent drop in the value of the New Zealand dollar between May 19g8 and
July 199O.'Falling dollar cancels asset sales proceeds', New Zealand Heratd,20 July
1 990

228'p;1rn unit sold for quarter of book value', New zealand Herald, 7 March 1990
229'6pg sale comes under scrutiny', Nationa/ Busrness Review,6 March 1991
23oMinister of Finance to J. Kelsey, 2g August 1989
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the Telecom sale, in September 1990.230 ln the Government Printing Office sale,

the consultants' fee was assessed on the value of the assets, and not on the actual
return from the sg|s.231

In July 1990, four months before the election, Richard Prebble announced that there
would be no more asset sales to repay 6s61.232 This was taken by many as an end to
the privatisation programme. But Prebble made it clear that sates would still
continue, where that meant greater efficiency. This could include Eleclricorp, New

Zealand Posl, the Bank of New Zealand, Landcorp, the geo-thermal energy assets,
Railways Corporation, and the Works Corporation.

(d) The Politics of Privatisation

Back in 1985 full privatisation would have been likely to provoke strong opposition
from the majority of New Zealanders, the Labour party, the caucus, and some

members of the Cabinet. New Zealand's economic infrastructure was built on state-

owned businesses pursuing the broad social, employment, regional, and economic
goals of the welfare state. lt was one thing to improve their efficiency by

corporatising them. They were still, al least in theory, available to deliver social
services and accountable to government. But to sell them off to private enterprise,
whose driving force was profit, and whose accountability was to their private
shareholders, would have required a major shift in the still-prevailing welfare state
ideology.

So the architects of Rogernomics inlroduced privatisation by stealth. lt was not until

1988, well into Labour's second term, that disquiet began to be expressed publicly

by members of the Labour caucus over the programme. The catalyst was the proposal

to sell key public services, such as Postbank and the Bank of New Zealand. Seven

Labour backbenchers walked out of the House in July 1988 as the debate on the
Finance Bill (No. 3) began.233 Former Labour Party president, Jim Anclerton, broke

caucus rules and voted, in accord with Labour Party policy, against the Government's
plan to sell off the Bank of New Zealand. Anderton left the caucus in April 1989 to
form the New Labour Party.

230'4ssg1 sale fees $72.5m', New Zealand Herald,18 April 1991
231'6pg sale comes under scrutiny', New Zealand Heratd,16 June.l991
232'Hssklnt off the silver to pay debt reaches end', New Zealand Herald,20 July .J990

233'6ou1 Backbenchers Walk Out', New Zealand Heratd,30 July 19gg
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Mounting concern within the Labour Party in 1989 saw a system of consultative

committees established, for prior discussion of proposed asset sales. But lhese were

largely cosmetic. Indeed, it was a move by Prebble to circumvent this process, which

precipitated his sacking as Minister for SOEs in late 1989. His early reinstatement

indicated that a majority in caucus supported his goals, if not his style.

The National Party had also faced a dilemma: it could neither oppose privatisation

nor support Labour. lt opted for privatisation with conditions: key strategic
industries musl remain under New Zealand control; any sale should only proceed at a
lime of maximum advanlage to the taxpayer; and the public must be given every

opportunity to purchase shares.23S Several measures were introduced to secure a

minimum level of New Zealand ownership of Petrocorp, the Bank of New Zealand, and

assets of Landcorp.236 16s issue was one of 'economic sovereignty'-referred to by

one Opposition MP, in a remarkable corruption of the term, as a question of
'rangaliratangs'.237 Prebble dismissed the 'xenophobic anri-overseas capital
argument',238 pointing out there was nothing to stop New Zealand companies selling

assets they bought, lo foreign entities.

Throughout all this, the most sustained opposition to privatisation came from Maori.

Despite its recenl experience with corporatisation and fisheries, the Government had

seriously underestimated the Treaty factor. According to Treasury, the Treaty of
Waitangi (State Enterprises) Act had provided the required protection for Maori

claims, and no further Treaty complications were expected with sale of the
corporations to lhe private ss61e1.239 This was not an interpretation shared by
Maori, as the experiences over Petrocorp, the state forests, and the Coal Corporation
in parlicular would show.

(e) The Petrocorp Sale

The Petroleum Corporation was formed in 1978 as a wholly stale-owned company, to

assist in the discovery and development of New Zealand's oil and gas reserves. lt

owned 280 hectares of freehold land in Taranaki, and interests in the Maui gasfield.

235.1. go1n"r, Speech to Takapuna Rotary, 2 August 19gg.
236Petroleum Corporation of New Zealand Limited (Retention of New Zealand Ownership and

control) Bill, NZPD, v.488, 20 April 1988,3s06; Bank of New Zealand (New Zealand
ownership) Bil, NZPD, v.492, i4 september 1988, 6578; crown Leases, Licences and
Mortgages Protection Bl[NZPD, v.492, 14 September 199g, 6599

237 y7pg, v.492,6578, per Mclean
2389. Prebble, speech to wellington society of Accountants, 20 March 19gg
239Minister for state owned Enterprises to J. Kelsey, z september 19g9
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(i) Preparations for Sale

In the July 1986 Budget plans were announced to recapitalise Petrocorp by $800
611;1en,239 and to sell shares to the public. In March 1987 an issue of 200 million

shares, or thirty per cent of its total equity, was proposed. The stated objective was

to make Petrocorp a 'f ully commercial enterprise, free f rom political
interference',24o with improved efficiency and profitability. One hundred million of

these shares were sold direct to major corporate Brierley lnvestments Ltd, and the

remainder were lloated publicly in July 1987.

Between 18 December 1986 and 1 July 1987 Petrocorp was an SOE and covered by

the SOEs Act. On 5 May 1987, while the New Zealand Maori Council was challenging

the Government in court over corporatisation, the Minister of Energy Bob Tizard

announced that Petrocorp would be removed from the SOEs Act. This was done by a
last minute supplementary order paper [SOP] to amend the State Enterprises

Restructuring Bill. The SOP was tabled when the House was in Committee, thereby

avoiding the select commiltee process. The Treaty implications of removing the

corporalion from the Act were apparently not considered at any stage.241

In September 1987, Roger Douglas confirmed that the Government would sell all the

Crown's shares in Petrocorp, to reduce the fiscal 6g11s11.242 To maximise the price it
would be put out to lender, ralher than sold by a public float. Foreign buyers would

be welcome. Negotiations ran from December 1987 to February 1988. However, the

announcement of a proposed sale to foreign energy-giant British Gas created a

political and media furore. Under intense pressure the Government suddenly called

off the deal, claiming that British Gas had introduced unacceptable last-minute

conditions. Within days, it announced the sale of all the Governmenl's shares lo
Rossport lnveslments Ltd, a wholly-owned Fletcher Challenge subsidiary. The

Petrocorp sale was expected to net around $800 million by 31 March 1988. That,

plus the interest, dividends, and tax due from the SOEs, and the income from other

asset sales, would meet Douglas's $1.4 billion target for 1987-8.

239ps; the year ending 31 March 1987, Government forgave Petrocorp's debt to rhe
Crown of $800 million.

240166 Petroleum Corporation of New Zealand Ltd, Corporate profile,19g7, 6
241y99756E 2834,21 April 1987; petrocorp to J. Ketsey, February 1989
242^121;sntl Eusrness Review, 23 September 1987
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(ii) The Taranaki Claim

The challenge on behalf of the Taranaki tribes to the Petrocorp sale was one more

step in a long struggle for redress for the 1860s Taranaki Raupatu or confiscations.

Between 1929 and 1980 at least fifty eight petitions in respect of Taranaki Maori

land claims had been lodged in Parliamen1.244 Many of these cited the conclusions of
the Sim Commission investigation in 1925 into the confiscation of Maori land in

Taranaki:

The Government was wrong in declaring war against ths Natives for the
purposs of establishing the supposed rights of the crown under that
[waitara] purchase. lt was . . an unjust and unholy war and they ought not
lo have been punished by the confiscation of any of their 93p6s.245

The total area of Taranaki land originally laken was 516,000 hectares, of which

225,000 hectares were compulsorily purchased by the Government, 1o4,ooo

hectares were returned, and 187,000 hectares were confiscated without payment.

The claim over Taranaki energy resources was equally historic. The 1g2os Ratana
Party policy had sought fulfi!lment of the Treaty promises regarding land, timber,

and property, and 'all minerals and oil and fluid taken from the surface or below the

surface of native lands be paid in a reasonable royalty'.246

More recent moves lo secure redress had begun in 1974, with a petition seeking the
relurn of the Taranaki mountain, and compensation for the confiscated land. The then

Labour Governmenl's Maori Affairs Committee, which included future Ministers
Koro Wetere and Russell Marshall, had recommended favourable consideration.24T

Negotiations were concluded by November 1975, and proposals were about to be
presented to the Governmenl, when Labour lost the 1975 elect1qn.248 Repeated

attempts to secure negotiations with the new National Government were fruitless. In
June 1979, National's Cabinet decided that the Taranaki Claims Settlement Act 1944,

which provided $15,000 a year, was a full and final settlement, and 'there was no

obligation on the Governmenl to recognise a further claim'.

244961""1 Committee Office to N. Love, 1 March 198g
Z4iReport of the Royal Commission to lnquire into Contiscations of Native Lands and other

Grievances Alleged by Natives, AJHR, 1928, v.2, G-7 [Sim Commissionl
246466avit of Ngatata Love, Love v Attorney-General, unreported, High court,

Wellington, 15 March 1988, per Eilis J
247'p"Oor1 of the Maori Affairs Committee', 26 June 1975
248'p"per1 on Negotiations to the Annual Meeting of rhe Taranaki Maori Trust Board', 2

August 1976
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Despite lhis, a one-person commission was later appointed to look into the matter

further. The Bentinck Stokes report of May 1981 concluded:'ln view of the manifest

injustices suffered by the Maoris of Taranaki . . . it seems there is a great challenge

for the Government to do its utmost to ensure that the Taranaki people are treated in

such a way that they need no longer pursue their long-standing grievance.'249 W6gn

Labour became the Government again in 1984, it appointed yet another committee,

the findings of which 61s snknewn.250

Taranaki had believed that these ongoing negotiations made recourse to the Waitangi

Tribunal unnecessary. But frustration finally led to a claim being lodged with the

Tribunal on 23 December 1987. Amongst the acts and omissions specitically cited in
relation to the Taranaki confiscations was 'depriving Nga lwi o Taranaki of the

benefits from petroleum, natural gas, and mineral deposits in lhe areas of confiscated

13n6'.251 Compensation was soughl, including a shareholding in Petrocorp, in

substitution for assets which could not now be reslored to the claimants.

So, by the time the Government announced the sale of Petrocorp, Taranaki's formal

claims to the Tribunal covered all the oil and gas reserves. Geoffrey Palmer had

apparently been told of the claim, in response to his call for information about Maori

land claims after the SoEs case.252 on 20 January 1988, pelrocorp's managing

director was also personally advised of the claim. On 16 February, the Taranaki

Trust Board solicitors asked for details of the agreement with British Gas, and were

refused. Finally, on 2 March 1988, the Taranaki claimants advised the Government

lhat they intended seeking a declaration that the sale of all the Crown's Petrocorp

shares was unlawful. The next day the Government announced plans to sell to
Rossport. Rossport's parent company Fletcher Challenge was also given notice of the

Taranaki claim.

Despite all this background, Richard Prebble claimed that he was stunned when he

first heard on the radio that legal proceedings had been lodge6. 2s3

249.;.6. Benfinck-Stokes to Secretary for Maori Affairs,20 May 1981, 12
25066i6"u;1 of Ngatata Love, Loye v A-G
25151"1"t"nt of Claim to the Waitangi Tribunal, Makere Rangiatea Ralph Love and others,

23 December 1987
25246i6"y;1 of Ngatata Love, Love v A-G
25SPersonal communication
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(iii) The Petrocorp Litigation

Taranaki told the High Courl that the Government should not sell lhe SOE without at

least consultation and safeguards. '!ln selling all its Petrocorp shares to a third
party the Crown is irrevocably depriving itself of the power to return lands to Nga

lwi o Taranaki for lhe wrongful, unlawful and dishonourabfe confiscation of all land

by return of lands to Nga lwi o Taranaki presently under lhe control and power of
Petrocorp' or by the transfer of shares in Petrocorp.Z54 The Crown argued that
Taranaki had not notified the Government of its concern, despite months of extensive
publicity over lhe proposed sale. Any delay to the sale would damage the Government's
financial position, business confidence, and the sharemarkel. Further, as petrocorp

had been removed from the SOEs Acl, the section g reference to the 'principles of the

Treaty' no longer applied. The Crown also argued that land and minerals were legally

separate assets, so any memorials on the land title excluded the oil and gas. Maori

Language Commissioner Timoti Karetu disagreed:

if one of the signing chiefs in 1840 had been asked whether mineral rights
were som€thing separate from the land, he would have rejected any such
suggeslion. While oil and gas would not have been contemplaled in 1840, the
Maori was familiar with other minerals useful to them which were
jealously guarded and increased the 'mana'of lhose who held 16grn.255

On 15 March 1988 the High Court refused to grant Taranaki a declaration that the

sale was unlawful.256 Eilis J. said the Court of Appeal had confirmed, in the SOEs
case, that the Treaty was only binding on the Crown if given statutory recognition.
But Petrocorp was no longer part of the SOEs Act. So its sale was not affected by the
principles of the Trealy, and the Court could not 'intervene in the ordinary
commerce of the Crown dealing with its own assets pursuanl to the mosl general and

unrestricted of statutory powers'. His closing remarks affirmed the continuing
vulnerability of Treaty rights to political whim:

My decision may be seen as placing yet another legalistic obstacle in the
way of righting ancient serious and continuing injustices fell by the
Taranaki people. That only s€rves to emphasiso th€ critical distinction
between legal rights enforceable by the courts and claims that can only
have a political 

"ohr1;e6.257

254statement of Claim, Love v A-G
2554116sy11 of Timoti Samuel Karetu, in Love v A-G
256ysyt v A-G
257 Tort v A-G, 21
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Richard Prebble expressed the Government's delight over lhe Petrocorp ruling and
referred any claims by Taranaki Maori to the 'correct forum the Waitangi
Tribunal'.258 By October 1990, the Taranaki claim was only just beginning to be
heard.

(f) The State Forest Assets Sale

In the 1988 Budget Labour announced its intention to sell the state forests, although
the form of the sale, including the Crown's responsibilities under the Treaty of
Waitangi, was to be investigated further. The state's commercial forest assets
included sixty to seventy Crown-owned forests, in fourteen districts. Many were
subject to Waitangi Tribunal claims. Together with nineteen afforestation leases
from Maori tribes to the Crown, they constituted fifty three per cent of New
Zealand's forestry plantations.

Maori had understood that the forest lands would be covered by the Treaty of Waitangi
(State Enterprises) Act 1988. But negotiations between the Crown and Forestcorp
had stalled over the valuation of the forests, and the assets were never transferred to
them under the SOEs Act. The land titles thus remained untagged, and could be sold
direct by the Government without restriclions. Maori felt they had already suffered
disproportionately through forestry corporatisation, with massive redundancies, and
severe flow-on effects on rural communities. Now it appeared they would be deprived
of even the limited protection of the 1997 SOEs arrangement.

(l) The Forestry Working Group

In August 1988 a Forestry Working Group IFWGI of officials and private-sector
advisers, led by Treasury, was asked to report on the most appropriate form of sale
to secure the highest price. Factors to be considered included the Treaty of Waitangi.
The FWG saw substantial risks of resumplion and compensation cosls, if forest land
was brought under TOWTSE].2s9 lf the Act was avoided, the Treaty would not be
binding, and the Tribunal's powers would remain only recommendatory. But ignoring
the Treaty altogether would attract criticism, be contrary to Government policy, and
invite litigation. A more flexible scheme which gave some security of tenure to
buyers, preferably for two crop rotations, was therefore needed.

258p"Oor1"d in Private Eye, May 198g
259'Forestry Working Group Memorandum,, 31 August .lggg
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The Treasury officials' starling point was the Court of Appeal confirmation of the

Crown's right to govern, 'i.e. what do politicians think is acceptable2'259
Consultation with Maori was mooted, but not pursued. lnstead, advice was sought

from specific officials, and the Crown Law Office. Treasury officials concluded that

Maori would see direct sale by the Crown as a device lo circumvent the TOW[SE] Act.

Positive steps were therefore needed to sell them the idea. Provided some sort of

scheme was put in place, moves by Maori for a declaration lo prevent the sale should

fail. Options considered included a land bank for future claims, special treatment for

indigenous forests and wahi tapu, and renlal payments for forest land.

Amongst lhose consulted by Treasury was a Pakeha member of the Waitangi Tribunal,

Bill Wilson. He apparently advised them lhat the Tribunal's approach to forest claims

would depend on the political climate, and the Tribunal's institutional ability to

cope.260 This rather extraordinary extra-judicial communication is commented

upon further in the chapter on the Waitangi 1116un31.261

The FWG interim report on 30 September 1988 supported the sale of forests in
several packages, with Forestcorp acting as the Crown's agent. lts final report in

October reiterated the base line of maximising revenue. But Treaty of Waitangi and

conservation issues could have a potentially major impact on the market value of the

assets. Ministers would have to decide

whether lo incur a (potentially significant) discount in revenue by applying
lhe compulsory resumption provisions of the Treaty of Waitangi (Stata
Entsrpris€s) Act to lhe assets; or to initiate, in the spirit of partnership,
discussions wilh Maori over sale arrangements that take accounl of
both purchasers' need for security of tenure, and the protection of Maori
claimanls to the Waitangi 1p;6un31.262

The working group recommended the latter. The Crown should retain the land and the

ability to return it, and instead sell a two-crop rotation of cutting rights over the trees

Leaseholds would pose a special problem, as the role and status of the Crown had been

crucial to acquiring the leases from the tribes, and this would need to be dealt with

separately.

2sgTreasury file note, 't6 September 1988
26017"arrry meeting notes with Bill Wilson, 23 September 1988
2619"" below, 095
262p6pon of the Foreslry Working Group to the Minister of Finance and Minister of State-

Owned Enterprises,'Sale of Crown's Commercial Forestry Assets', October 1988,7
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(ii) The Government's Position on Treaty Ctaims

On 13 October 1988 Prebble announced the basic sale strategy. Speculation that the

Government was evading Treaty claims was raised by the NationalEuslness Review

on 17 October. Prebble denied that the Governmenl was seeking a loophole to
circumvent its obligations. Selling cutting rights and retaining the land in Crown
hands was, he claimed, preferred by forestry, Maori, and conservation interests, and

was the best commercial solution for lhe Crown. lt was an 'everybody wins'
situation.264 But Maori had still not been consulted.

Officials had planned to discuss the FWG report with Maori in December 1988, but

the FWG proposals were leaked in late October. The National Business Review again

suggested the Government was planning to circumvent the Treaty and maximise sales
revenue, and to avoid providing indemnities to buyers: 'sources said the government

was unwilling to give warranlies on SOE sales and may opt to take a punt that courts
wouldn't find in favour of an agreement made 140 years ago flowing on to trees
planted today.'26s Stan Rodger, who had replaced Prebble as Minister for SOEs,

finally released the report on 1 December. He dismissed as 'ridiculous' suggestions

that the proposals were designed to cheat ysel;.266 They would be consulled as the
process moved down the track.

The Cabinet Committee first considered consultation with Maori in early
November,267 livs months after the sate was announced. lt sought an action plan

from otficials. The officials proposed a national hui in December 1988 or January
1989, which would demonstrate the Crown's good faith, provide information to lwi,

and focus discussion on the FWG propqs41s.268 lwi-based meelings, or a more

centralised process, could follow. The Cabinet Committee agreed.269 gu1 by late

1988 Cabinet had become impatient with Treaty claims, and required the matter to

be resolved in December 1988. Officials advised that a December hui was simply
impractical, and suggested a date of 20-1 January 1999.270 The Ministars of Maori

264p. Prebble, Press Release, t7 October .l988

265Natiana! Business Review,17 October 1g88
2665. gs6ter, Press Release, 1 December 1gB8
267Yg67ggE, 2 November 1988
268ysm.,.ndum to SOEs Committee, 'Sale of the Crown's Commercial Forestry Assets:

lhe Treag of Waitangi', 7 November 1998.
269lrr|667ggE (Bg) M38/'tc, 9 November 1988.
2T0Memorandum to Stare Agencies Committee, 'Sale of Crown's Commercial Forestry

Assets: Treaty of waitangi lssues" 28 November 1989; sAc(89) M3/2,30 Novembgr
1 988.
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Affairs, SOEs, and Forests should attend. In the jargon which dominated officials'
Treaty discourse at the time, the 'consultalion musl have meaning' with ongoing
dialogue 'in lhe spirit of partnership'. Further regionat hui should be held in

January and February. But 'the Crown must also be upfront about its aim of selling
its commercial forestry assets for maximum revenue'.271

Stan Rodger's letters of invitation on 21 December 1988 and 13 January 19g9

confirmed Maori fears of a fait accompli. Government had decided to sell the forests.

But it 'was not trying to cheat anyone'. The Crown wished to show 'good faith' by
meeting Maori 'in lhe spirit of partnership'. The dilemma, he explained, was how to
reconcile the protection of Treaty claims and the security of wood supply. The FWG

report should provide the basis for discussion. But Maori were suspicious, and with
good cause. Internal file notes show that Treasury officials viewed the Treaty as an

irritating obstacle to be overcome:

somehow Ministers will need to convince Maori lhey are better, or no
wors€, off and that partnership is alive and well. Trick will be to get Maori
to be realistic and commercial and Ministers acknowledge past grievances
wilhout suggesting it can be put right via forestry privatisation. 272

The hui at Tama-Te-Kapua Marae in Rotorua was a disaster.273 lt was scheduled to
run over three days but ended after one. Officials $rere not permitted to speak, yet

the Minister had constantly to seek their advice. This was obviously not a situation
with which Stan Rodger had much experience or empathy. The sale was presented

bluntly as irreversible and non-negotiable. Only subordinate questions were up for

discussion. Maori had a choice of pursuing these further at regional hui, or through a

central body.

But Maori wanted real negotiations, protection of the forest assels under claim, and a
share of the forestry induslry, which was built on their land, and largely with their
labour. The Minister replied that to delay the sale was impractical and financially

unreasonable, as Government was prepared to accommodate the rights of successful

claimants. However, any special concessions to Maori bidders would defeat the
economie purpose of the sale-although Forestcorp woutd assist potential bidders
with technical advice.

271ysm6r.ndum to stals Agencies committee, 'sale of crown's commercial
Assets'

z7zTreasury file note, 10 January 1989
2T3Personal communication

Forestry
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(iii) The Forestry Litigation

The Government had sorely underestimated the ill feeling amongsl claimants over its
behaviour and proposals. Maori battles over the forests were long-slanding, and the
cavalier treatment of leaseholders in the 1986 SOEs Act remained a sore point. So it
was no surprise when the NZMC went back to court on 3 February 1989 for a
declaration that the Crown's proposed method of forestry assel sale was inconsistent
with the earlier SOEs judgment. On 10 February, the NZMC sought an undertaking
from lhe Crown not to dispose of cutting rights without sutficient notice for it to
relurn to court, and to set up a system of consultation. The Court adjourned the
hearing, on the basis of the ongoing correspondence.

Privately, the Crown Law Office was predicting a pitched lstilg.27a Going to court
and losing had dangers for forestry, and for other current Treaty claims over
broadcasting, fisheries, and coal. An interim order, which would more generally
damage Treaty relations, was likely to be granted. On 21 February the NZMC again
sought an underlaking. But the officials argued that they had already set up a
satisfactory syslem of consultation, and wanted the NZMC to clarify its objections.
Until that was done the Govemment would not even proceed with the regional hui.

A short-term arrangement on 3 March 1989allowed preparatory work to conlinue,
but no actual sale of Crown commercial forestry assets would take place until a
process was agreed in consultation with the Maori people or, if necessary, a court
judgment. Cooke P. handed down the Court of Appeal's decision on 20 y61s6.275 15g
court minute lifling the original restraining order in the SOEs case had stated:
'Purely as a precaulion, in case anything unforeseen should arise, leave to apply is
reserved'to relurn to the geun.276 Cooke had no doubt that 'somelhing unforeseen
had arisen'. All parties, and the Court, had expected that the forest lands would be
transferred to Foreslcorp, and no distinction was drawn at the time between the land
and the trees growing on it.

lf that development had been signalled at the time of the hearings in May and
December 1987, the main declaralion granted by the court could well have
been wordecl differently . . . . in truth it goes io ihe very heari of the issue
raised by the 1997 6""".277

2-7_4-Treasury note of discussions with crown Law office, 17 February 19gg
275116v11 Zealand Maori Cauncil v Attorney-General [1989] 2 NZLR 142. The bench

comprised lhe same five judges as in the 1997 SOEs case.
276p7pq6 v A-G [1987], 719
27711715116 v A-G [19891, 1s2
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'Partnership' and 'good faith' involved an obligation to consult on major issues. The

forestry sale was one. But Cooke limited the potential impact of this on property
rights over the asset:

Partnership certainly does not mean that every ass€t or resource in which
Maori have some justifiable claim lo share must be divided equally. There
may be national assets or resourcss [such as some pine forests] as
regards which, even if Maori have some fair claim, other initiatives have
still made lhe greater contribution. Moreover, the common interest
may point to the sale of forestry righls, or some of them, to the best
commercial advantage. But . . . it would be inconsistent with the principles
of the Treaty to reach a decision as to whether there should be a general
sale without consultation.2TS

The issue was lhrown back to the Government to 'be resolved in the spirit of
partnership and in accordance with the principles of the Trealy'.27s

Once more the NZMC had succeeded in forcing the Government to consult it-albeit
over forestry rights which belonged to lwi, Hapu, and other Maori authorities. But
the extent of Maori rights over the resource had been severely undermined by
Cooke's obiter dictum, and the ultimate political impotence of Maori had been
confirmed-lhe Government retained the final authority to determine the issue
according to commercial priorities. To the officials, this meant a process of diatogue,
but no need for actual agreement. Recommendations would go to Ministers in June
1989 for Government decision. lf Maori were dissatisfied with this they could return

16 souil.280

(iv) The Forestry Negotiations

After a silence of two months following the Rotorua hui Stan Rodger then wrote to the
hui participants. He apologised for the delay due to the court action, and repeated the
offer for officials to attend regional hui. So far, however, they had received no

invitalions. Only two such hui were eventually held, along with a larger information

seminar in Wellington, on 27 April. Parallel negotiations with the Federation of
Maori Authorities [FMAI and the NZMC also began-without formal authorisation
from lwi, Hapu, and other affected Maori, once more in secret, and within the
parameters of the Government's economic policies and the Court's restrictive

278y7y6 v A-G [19s9], 1s2
27911ytrtr6 v A-G [1989], 1s3
28OTreasury file note, 7 April 1989.
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definition of Crown and Maori obligations. The Maori negotiators remained negative
about the FWG proposals. Major concerns centred on the adverse effects on

employment, regional development, and Treaty claims, and the Government's refusal

of financial assistance for Maori bids.

The sale timetable was now becoming crilical, and officials canvassed a wide range of
options. A meeting was arranged between NZMC, FMA, and Minislers, tor 17 May
1989. The day before, apparently without consulting officials or other Ministers,
the Minister of Forests Peter Tapsell gave a speech saying: 'we cannot allow
interminable wrangling over the Maori rights to stall the development of the
forestry sector forever', and advocaled legislation to resolve the matter.28o 15g
National Business Review led with a story headlined Tapselt gets tough over land
claims, with the first paragraph claiming 'Fast-track laws to short-circuit Treaty
of Waitangi claims have been proposed by Forestry Minister Peter Tapssll'.281

What he said was simply a blunt expression of the prevailing mood of the Cabinel, but
it was all the more newsworthy coming from a Maori Cabinet Minister. Officials
were horrified, and hurriedly briefed Stan Rodger with a 'clarification' of Tapsell's

speech, in time for the meeting with the Maori negotiators.

Throughout June 1989 discussions continued, but they were tense. The media
presented the Maori claim as impeding lhe economic fortunes of the country. The Nerv
Zealand Herald, for example, claimed that critical opportunities worth billions of
dollars were likely to be losl, unless the Government moved quickly. Certainty was
needed over Maori claims before sales could go ahead.282 Forestcorp officials, for
their own reasons, argued for the forests to be brought under lhe TOW[SE] Act,

reinforcing suspicions that they wanted to slow down the sale process, and to continue
operating at least part of the company themselves. Negotiations were further
undermined when Labour published a set of Principles for Crown Action on the
Treaty, which were widely interpreted as Government rewriting the Treaty to suit
;19s11.283 These five principles_.crown government, Maori self-management,
Equality, Cooperation, and Redress-were to set the base-line for all Government

dealings with the Treaty, including claims.

280p. Tapsell,'creating a climate for Growing', Forestry seminar, 17 May 19g9; see
also P. Tapsell, Speech to the opening of the forestry display in the Beehive foyer, 16
May 1989

28111s7isna/ Eusrness Review,17 May 19g9
282'67o*n Forest soon lo come under hammer', New zealand Heratd.2'l June 19g9
283'6sv1 views on treaty endanger Maori deal', National Business Review,6 Julv lgg9.

For a discussion of lhese principles see below, 369-371
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The officials held firm to their basic position, and negotiations centred on procedures

for resolving claims, return of land, and compensation-all locked into the Waitangi

Tribunal. lt involved a slightly adapted version of the TOWISEI Act. There was little
room for the Maori negotiators to maneuvre. The basic proposal was put to a national

hui of about 150 Maori, held on 30 June 1989. lf the Government was serious about
getling Maori onside, it seemed lo have learnt few lessons from the January
experience. Participants were given nothing in wriling, and they had no real chance

to influence the outcome. Many were unhappy, and some sought deferral to allow time

for a detailed appraisal. Geoffrey Palmer reportedly promised that Government would

look at the plan again.284 But as Bill Oliver has noted, the strategy of Rogernomics

was elitism.285 11 was not corporatism or consensus in relation to Pakeha, let alone

Maori. So on 18 July Rodger announced that the deal between the Government, NZMC,

and the FMA had been approved, and would be signed on 20 July 1989.286

(v) The Crown Forest Assels Acf 1989

The arrangement, along with other subsidiary malters, was incorporated into the

Crown Forest Assets Bill, introduced on 27 July 1989. The Bill provided the

machinery for the sale, essentially through the agency of the Forestry Corporation. lt
was confined to cutting rights over exotic forests, and guaranteed purchasers enough

time for the tree crop, which had been bought or planled, to mature and be harvested.

That varied between the theoretical minimum of thirty five years and a general

expectation of seventy years, with provision for a one-year roll-over. No obligation

to replant was imposed on purchasers. Protective covenanls for conservation,
significant sites, wahi tapu, and similar purposes, would be imposed, after
consultation with interested parties, 'where appropriate'.287 16s general form of

covenants placed on the land were to be submitted to Maori for consent. Government

would grant the purchasers a Crown foreslry licence. Payment would be made for the

trees and olher assets, and a separate land rent would go to a forestry rental

284 yzlisnsl Business Review, 'l 7 July 1989
285gss above. 130
28616" proposal apparenty

unhappiness over further
communication.

287Orown Foresl Assets Act

went before the Cabinet three times,
increases lo the Waitangi Tribunal

1989, section 18(1)

allegedly because of
workload. Personal
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trust.289 Annual rent was finally agreed at seven per cent of the land value,

estimated at approximately $18 million per annum.290

lf the Waitangi Tribunal upheld a claim and recommended lhe relurn of the licensed
land or part of it, the Minister would give notice to the licensee.29l The land title
would be revested in the claimants' name, and the land itself progressively returned

as it was clearfelled. The licensee's rights would continue unaffected for anolher
thirty five years, plus any unexpired portion of any furlher fixed lerm, set down in

the schedule to the Act for that foresl. The Tribunal could also recommend

compensation. This would be calculated in one of three ways, at the choice of the

"1s1mgn1.292

lf the Waitangi Tribunal rejected a claim, the Crown would then gain free title to that
land, and could sell it to the new purchaser. The machinery provisions for processing

claims, and for clearing titles upon the request of the licensees, paralleled those of
the TOWISE] Act. Once a claim was rejected by the Tribunal, any other claim over
that same land was debarred.

Provision for compensation was sel out in the first schedule. A minimum of five per

cent of the value of the tree crop would be paid for the encumberance on the land.

Further compensation would depend on the recommendation of the Waitangi Tribunal,

although claimants would have a choice of three formulas. Interest on the land rent

would be made available for Maori to prepare and negotiate forestry claims, with an

immediate advance of $g million, and a possible further $2 million in June 1990.

One million dollars would be paid over the next year to cover Maori costs to date. Stan

Rodger called the payments a sign of good faith.

ln the Parliamentary debates, National did not oppose the sale of the state forests as

such. But they were the result of years of taxpayers' investment, and this needed to
be recognised in the way sale was approached. National objected to the lack of any

requirement to replant, the absence of protections for local processing, and the low

returns which would result from a rushed sale. New Labour's Jim Anderton argued

against the sale itseif, but dici noi mention Maori interests once.293 Concerns about

289gro*n Forest Assets Act 1g8g, section 34
29o i12pg supptement, v.s, I 47
29191qw. Forest Assets Acl 1989, section 17(4)
29261esn Forest Assets Act, schedule 1

293117p9, v.502, 5 October 19g9, 1g017, Wr Anderron
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the Bill were bolstered by strong criticisms of its environmental implications, from
the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment.

The Bill was never sent to a select committee. Officials, Ministers, and the Maori
negotiators continued to work on fine-tuning the legislation. Some significant changes
were included in a Supplementary Order Paper, as the Government dispensed with

any pretence of public input via submissions. At least this avoided the farcical
situation of select committee hearings on non-negotiable legislation. Bul, as well as
raising concerns about democracy, the Opposition complained that this had deprived
'people' of the right to express their concerns about provision for Maori s1s1rns.294

National continued to exploit Labour's repeated losses in the Court of Appeal. In a
slatement typical of the scaremongering which, by this stage, underpinned most

Parliamentary debate on the Treaty and Maori claims, and with little concern for its
legal substance, Rob Storey claimed

the Government, having had its tail twisted on at least three occasions by
lhe Maori people, is now starting to learn that there is every possibility
that its tail will be twisted again. . . . Forestry owners should consider the
€xp€rienc€ ol the State in selling the Coal Corporation. lt was denied that
there was any problem, then it was admitted that there might be a concern,
and, finally, the crown had lo cave in to the appeal of the Tainui people,
who had quite effectively twisted lhe Govsrnment's tail, took it to court,
won in court, and had a claim taken to the tribunal. I suggest that there is
every chanc+in spite of lhe kind of waiver conceding the obligation of the
Crown-that if some of the land is taken by successful claim to the Waitangi
Tribunal, those people who come to buy the milling rights are at risk. They
should know the facts, and should know that the findings of the High Court
[sicl on the Tainui claim against the Coal Corporation have substantial
ramifications in relation to the Bill and the Slale forest asset.295

At the third reading the Opposition unsuccessfully moved to have the Bill

discharged,296 sn6 it was passed on 25 October 19g9.

Sir Graham Latimer claimed the deal 'would be beneficial not only for the
government but also for the Maoris and the rest of New Zealan6'.297 Yet once more

Maori had gained nothing tangible. They had been effectively shut out of the forestry
industry for a full generation, remained totalty dependent on the Waitangi Tribunal

for redress, and were, in lhe process, confined by the Court to a position of political

and economic subordination.

294117pp, v.502, 17 october 1989, 1g2s5, per Gray
295p7pp, v.502,5 october 1990, 13016, per storey
29611ypp, v.502, 't7 ocrober 1g89, 13252, per Mclean
297 Nationa/ Eusrness Review, 19 July 19g9
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(vi) The Sale of the State Forests

Government was now free to complete the sales, although not in time for the original
target date of the June 1990 financial year. The entire 55O,O0O hectares were
placed on the market in late October 1989. Precise revenue was difficult lo predicl,

as the valuation on the assets had varied widely between $1 billion and $7 billion.
The major forestry interests of Fletcher Challenge, Carter Holt Harvey, Elders-
NZFP, and new-comer Brierleys, as well as their overseas counlerparts, lined up to
buy. Fletcher Challenge indicated they were prepared to spend g5gg m;11;sn.298

The sales process hit various obstacles. Some 2OO,OOO hectares-about 20 per cent
of the total forest sales area-were locked up in contracts with the major forestry

operators of Fletcher Challenge Ltd, for forty years, and Carter Holt Harvey, lor
twenty years. The companies were threatening litigation if they were sold to a third
party. The entire area was withdrawn from competitive tender in May 1ggo, and it
became subject to direct negotiations with the two companies. This commercial
miscalculation created lurther uncertainty amongst bidders. Only two tenders were
accepted, covering twenty three per cenl of the available area and bringing in $364
million. The buyers were a Singapore/Malaysian syndicale, and Fletcher Challenge
Ltd. The remaining tenders were rejected as too low, and the Government then entered
into direct negotiations with the bidders. By October 1990 Labour had sold just over
one third of the cutting rights, for g1.927 6;11;en.299

But these impediments had nothing to do with Maori. The Treaty provisions had been

designed to have little, if any, effect on the forestry operations, and major bidders
reportedly made negligible discounts to cover the risk of resumption through
successful Treaty s1s1ms.300 Nor was there much Iikelihood of such resumption. The
funding which Government had made available to Maori to pursue their forestry
claims was cyphered into a number of enterpriscs, none of which visihty involved
Tribunal claims. And, as explained in a later chapter, the chances of the Waitangi
Tribunal making such a recommendalion was, by .|990, increasingly remote.

298psyy Zeatand Herald,25 July 1990
zggFigures supplied by Treasury
3ooPersonal communicafion

\
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(vii) lndigenous Forests

The privatisation programme covered only exotic foresls, so the indigenous forests
have not been included in this analysis. However, they did at one slage become
entangled with the Government's sale. That incidenl warrants a brief mention as an

adjunct to the preceding discussion. Cabinet agreed to a specific policy on indigenous
forests on March 1990.

Government set about developing a separate policy for lhe management and
exploitation of indigenous forests. Conservation proposals included a moratorium on
logging of native forests. Many of these were located on tribal land at Murihiku, on
the west coast of the South lsland. Logging provided much-needed income for this
depressed area. Aware of the economic hardship and political unhappiness which the
policy would cause, the Government agreed to hold discussions on compensation. The
Maori landowners made it clear that they did not want a cash setflement-they wanted
enough timber to mill and chip to sustain their livelihood. Negotiations were
difficult. Murihiku spokesperson Rex Austin, a former National Party Mp, recounted
how in December 1989 landowners were paid to go to Wellington, to meet with the
Ministers of Forests, Maori Affairs, and Environment:

We all gathered in the Maori affairs room in Parliament and none of those
minislers came lo see us. At the last minute they changed their mind and
sent in a group of officials. Most of the officials had never heard of the
meeting till hours before, lt was a major 1o6-o9.300

In March 1990, apparently without further consultation with Maori owners, lhe
Cabinet agreed on a policy for indigenous forests which restricted the ability of
landowners to log.30t 'Recognising that there would be opportunity losses' to Maori
owners, Cabinet asked the chairperson of the Cabinet Committee on Treaty of
Waitangi 155uss,302 Bill Jetfries, to initiate immediate consultations. On B0 April he
presented a paper to the Cabinet Policy Committee, proposing a compensation package
for the Maori owners. Jeffries recommended the withdrawal of two exotic forests,
totalling 8102 hectares, from the exotic forest sales. These could be used as an

exchange for areas of nalive forest, along with some cash payment and limited
continued native logging. The paper argued that the deal would provide the best
compensation package. lt would also send 'a clear message to Maori, the Waitangi

300'ya6v; landowners pay for cabinet's green clothing,, rhe Dominion,ll May 1990
3o19g6 (90) M7l9, 12 March 1990
3025." below, 372-4
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Tribunal and the public at large that the Government is committed to the work of the

Task Force on the Treaty of Waitangi issues and the resolution of Treaty-based
grievances.'303

As journalist Alastair Morrison pointed out, Forestcorp had already laken more than

200,000 hectares out of the sale to negotiate directly with the major industry actors

Fletcher Chatlenge and Carter Holt Harvey. 'Why not do the same with a mere 8000

ha for Maori landowners in the South lsland'a3O4 But Jeffries's senior colleagues on

the Cabinet Policy Committee turned the proposal down, making the Cabinefs
position on such Treaty claims abundantly clear.

(g) The Sale of the Coal Corporation

Tainui claimed they had taken no part in the SOEs case, relying primarity on the
Crown undertakings of March 1987, and that any agreement made by the Maori

negotiators would not bind Tainui until it had been discussed with them.30s They had

only attended the meetings of kaumatua called by Prebble as observers, to display
Maori unity over concerns for resource ownership, Treaty issues, and the
Government's devolution propossls.306 Prebble, however, remained adamant that
Tainui were a party to the SOEs deal, including discussions whicn had agreed to

confine the scope of the agreement to land, and exclude minerals such as coal.

Tainui had repeatedly asked the Governmenl to put into wriling, and to action, the

oral assurance lo protect Tainui lands which was given by the Solicitor-General in

March 1987. Requests were made on 18 Augusl, 9 september,'17 september,20
october,23 october, 18 December 1987, and on 1g January,5 February, and 10

March 1988. The written undertaking was finally received on 25 March 1988. The

same day Prebble wrote to Tainui suggesting the judgment in the NZMC case, the

subsequent TOW[SEI Bill, and proposed conditions on the transfer of lands might be

sufficient to satisfy their concerns. Bul Tainui remained firm. They wanted direct
negotiations over land and other assets, including coa, and the Waikato River. When

Ministers and Tainui met on 29 March 1988 the earlier undertakings were
discharged, on the understanding that Tainu!'s position was protected by the TOW[SEI

Act, and in return the Crown promised to enter negotiations promptly, regarding the

303'Y"or; landowners pay'
304'Yssy; landowners pay'
3059g11;n" of Tainui submissions in support, in Tainui Maori Trust Board v Attorney-

General [19891 2 NZLR s13.
3069"" below, 490-446
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Maioro claim, and Tainui's other grievances.3oS 161nui accepted 'the substance and

spirit of these undertakings'.309

(i) Preparations for Sale

lmmedialely after that meeting, on 31 March 19gB the Stale Coal Mines'assets were

transferred to Coalcorp. Within a month Prebble and the Corporation board had

discussed its possible sale, and set up an advisory subcommittee. Treasury then

tested Coalcorp against the Government's three-point privatisation criteria, and
pronounced it a candidale for sale, to give a much-needed boost to the Government's

debt reduction programme.310 Detailed studies would be needed on a strategy to

maximise the price. Amongst issues to be considered was the 'ownership of land,

especially Maori land claims'. Cabinet deferred a decision on the sale on 23 May

1988,311 but approved it in principle two weeks 1s1sp.312

Plans to privatise Coalcorp were announced publicly on 23 June 1988. Prebble had

informed Tainui the day before. At that meeting Tainui had asked for immediate

negotiations. Government had advised that they 'were not yet ready and would not have

the resource people available until the fisheries negotiations were further down the

trac*. . . '.313 The positions then taken by each side remained firm over the next

year. Government claimed that only Coalcorp's current assets and mining licences

were being sold. The land itself would be protected by the TOWISEI Act tagged tittes.

Ownership of the coal-legally distinct from land-would remain with the Crown, and

be determined through negotiations or legal process. The target date for sale was 31

March 1989. Government saw no need for, and would not agree lo, any delay.

Tainui rejected the technical distinctions between mining rights and the coal itself,

and the separation of land from mineral ownership. They said the Government had

given no indication, at the meeting on 29 March, that it viewed mining licences as

separate from land and outside the Act, and that the value of the resource would be

largely tied up in those licences. lt was the right to mine coal which they said

SOSOonfirmed in R. Prebble to Tainui, 31 March 1988
3091dnu; notes of meeting with Minister on 29 March 1988
31oTreasury report 366't, 21 May 19BB
31199 Bgt1gtzo, 23 May 1988
3129y gltzot11, 17 June 1988
313gr11;nr of Tainui submissions in support, Tainui v A-G
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mattered in practice.313 161nri's goal was not merely a share in the royalties, and

compensation for pasl resource-exploitation, bul an active part in the industry
itself. They wanted this settled befcire any sale. Tainui proposed a joint Crown-Tainui

negotiating team, to clarify the issues and reach an early outcome, betore 31 October

1988. Officials and Tainui could meet in July lo work on a common briefing paper

for the Cabinet negotiating commiltee, which Government had promised to establish.

Tainui knew that once the assels passed from Crown control, any legal rights would

be lost. 'lf Tainui allows itself to move at lhe Crown's pace the sales will be a fait

accompli and Tainui will be back where it has been, seeking discrelionary relief

which the Crown is reluctanl to provide.'314 They immediately issued a press

release clearing the way for the Government to proceed, provided that direct
negoliation occurred, and was concluded, before any actual sale. In response, Prebble

reiterated that Maori claims over Coalcorp land would be dealt with by the 'fast

track' process in the TOWISEI Act.315 But minerals and coal, it seemed, would follow

the normal rribunal process. This could take many years, and was only
recommendatory.

In November 1988 officials recommended the sale of Coalcorp as a single entity by

competitive tender, with no reslriction on foreign bidders.3l6 To ensure the
proceeds were received in the current financial year, initial bids would have to close

by 16 December 1988. Due diligence and investigation of the books would take place

in January 1989, and substantive negotiations with the preferred bidder on 1

February. lssues still to be addressed included 'Maori land and coal claims'.

Cabinet was advised that such claims were unlikely seriously to affect ths ss1g.317

Possible resumption of Coalcorp land would not be a major issue, and ownership of

the coal would remain wilh the Crown, and was not subject to the TOW[SE] Act. Any

future agreement by the Governmenl to return coal to Maori owners would have to

ensure existing mining rights were protected. Claims that mining rights were an

'interest in land' protected under the TOW[SE] Act, and other legal challenges based

on seclion 9 principles, were considered unlikely to succeed, and any discount sought

31313;nu; to R. Prebble,2T June 1988; Rotowaru mine had a land value of $1-2 million,
with mining rights worth $100-130 million.

3141u;nr1 file note, undated
315197p9, v.489, 21 June 1988, 4s7g
31oTreasury, 'Recommendations for Sale to Ministers

November 1988
317'ysmspsndum to Cabinet'. 14 November .l988

of SOE's and Finance', T.6062. 9
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by buyers to offset Maori claims should be small. 'The Petrocorp decision showed the
courts are likely to view the sale of Coalcorp as not depriving Maori tribes of their
right to press claims before the Waitangi tribunal.'318

Despite this, the officials argued that litigation during the sale was not in the
Governmenl's interests, and could delay completion, or upset potentiat bidders.
Tainui had been promised negotiations. No discussions had yet begun, and Tainui
might see litigation as a means to force the Governmenl's hand. Otficials suggested
that the newly created Cabinet Standing Committee on Treaty lssues could consider
the approach, if any, to pre-sale negotiations with Tainui, and take whatever steps it
considered appropriate. Cabinet agreed to proceed with the sale as soon as possible.

The Social Equity Committee was to look into negotiations with Tainui-the new
Cabinet Treaty Committee having already been disbai6s6.3'19

Eight months had by lhen elapsed since Prebble had promised Tainui negotiations. The

Government had done nothing. There were various reasons. No Minister or
department held responsibility for getting negotiations undenvay. The special Cabinet
Committee on Treaty lssues had been established, and dissolved because of its low
priority relative to olher demands on Ministerial time. While plans for a Treaty
unit, to develop a coherent Treaty strategy for the Government had been approved,

the unit was not yet operational. The Government was investigating new strategies for
bringing the Treaty claims process to a quick close. These included a grand-slam
option for settling all claims on a pan-tribal basis, and tentative assessments of costs
had been made. But no decisions had been taken. New Treaty issues had emerged over
forestry and broadcasling, and the Maori fisheries claim remained unresolved. The
Treaty had also become a political and economic liability. The release of the Waitangi

Tribunaf's Muriwhenua Fishing Report in June 1989 had provoked self-fulfilling
prophecies, by politicians and media, of a white backlash. All this was aside from the

serious internal crisis facing the Labour Government, and preoccupying key players

Richard Prebble and Geoffrey Palmer.

(ii) Pressure for Negotiations

On 9 December 1988 Tainui's patience finally ran out. They wrote to lhe Government

demanding an immediate statement of intention on the negotiations, and announced:

318'y"rnor"ndum to Cabinet', 14 November 19gg
3195"" below 367-8
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h is 21 months since Governmont agreed to negotiate with Tainui. ln June
this year when Government announced the Coalcorp sale the Minister of
State Owned Enterprises repeated the assurance Tainui would be consulted.
Tainui accepted this in good faith. Such consultations have not occurred.
The Trust Board calls on the Government to honour these guarantees
forthwith. The Trust Board accepts that good managsment of the coal
rssources is in the nalional interest and has indicated to Government its
goodwill in this maller. But six months delay strains credibility. The Board
confirms it has consulted with its legal advisers concerning possibility of an
injunction to block the onsale of Coalcorp.321

Tainui met with Ministers on 22 December 1988 and spelt out their position.3z2

They wanted a timetable for negotiations, access to information, and funding. A
settlement should be reached well before the due diligence phase of the sale, and no

later than 20 January 1989. Prospective purchasers should be notified of Tainui's

claim. The principle remained riro whenua atu, me hoki whenua mai-as land was
taken, it should be returned. All Crown land still held within Tainui boundaries

should be transferred as recompense for the confiscations. At that stage the Crown

estimated its holdings in Tainui at about 65,000 hectares with a capital value of
around $900 million to $1 6;11;sn.323 Redress for the coal resource should involve

retrospective resource renlals, current and prospective royalties, lands used to
facililate mining and related assets, and affirmative training opportunities for

unemployed Maori, in the development of coal mining industries. Other claims such

as rivers, harbours, and fishing rights could be dealt with separately. A Crown

undertaking to this effect was sought. lt was refused.

Ministers advised that it would take months to complete the sale process, and promised to
provide a detailed, comprehensive response to Tainui's proposals immediately after the

Cabinet meeting on 23 January 1989. Meanwhile, the sales process continued. The sales

information memorandum to bidders disclosed that final bids would need to be submitted

by 10 February 1989. lt further advised bidders that the coal rights granted to

Coalcorp were not subject to the TOW[SEI Act, and there was no automatic right ot

resumption in favour of a successful claimant. This was reinforced by a special legal

memorandum on the Treaty implications of the sale prepared for bidders by a private

Practitione t.324

32113;t1u1 Trust Board, Press Release, 9 Decamber 19g8
322h;nu1 notes of meeting, 22 Decemb€r 1988.
323Minister of SOEs to D. Henare, 14 February 1989
324';"tr"" relating to Maori claims pursuant to the Treaty of Wairangi Act', 21 December

1 988.
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(iii) The Promise of Negotiations

The January date passed, and Tainui again heard nothing. But by this stage officials
had identified direct negotiations with Tainui as a useful indicator of the likely

success of alternatives to the Waitangi Tribunal and litigation. On 14 February 1989

Tainui were informed of the Cabinet's decision to initiate negotiations-two years

after the initial Crown undertaking.S2s Alex Frame, the head of the new Justice
Department Treaty unit, was nominated as the Crown's chief negotiator for a 'scoping
phase', afler which full negotiations could then proceed. Ownership of the coal

resource would be up for negotiation if Tainui wished. But the Government's position

on the sale of the corporation and mining licences remained the same.

Tainui $/as not prepared to enter negotiations on these lerms, and again sought a

moratorium on lhe sale, pending agreement. Government senl a cursory reply. So on

6 March 1989Tainui filed for a declaration to prevent the Governmenl's sale of
Coalcorp shares or assets, including the mining licences. A week later Stan Rodger,

the new Minister of SOEs, told them the negotiations were off: the sale of Coalcorp and

its licences was not inconsistent with the TOWISEI Act, and the NZMC agreement to
limit il to land. So the Crown would give no undertakings. Tainui remained adamant it

was nol a party to any such agreement. ln courl on 17 March 1989-the same week

as the forestry case-the Crown agreed to a temporary order restraining sale,
provided the ordinary @urse of Coalcorp business was not affected. Bids had just

been lodged, and analysis of them was expected to take two months. The Court of
Appeal hearing was proposed for May. lt was later rescheduled for July, lo ensure a
full bench of five judges, despite vigorous objections from the Crown over lhe
increased costs of delaying 16s sa1s.326

Meanwhile officials, aware of mounling Maori pressure, were urging the Government

to make some progress on settling claims. Cabinet. on 17 April 1989, agreed to
direct negotiations with Tainui on matters other than the Coalcorp sale. Tha scoping
exercise was sventually set down for six weeks, beginning the first week in June. Yet

again, the negotiations were delayed. Tainui reacled angrily:

Tainui is not about to rep€at the performance or add another chapter to the
history of arriving at the starting gate only to be turned away on one

3256y gstgt2l, 7 February 1989
3261. Goddard to D. Marheson QC, 10 May 1989; Memo from D. Matheson to Court of

Appeal, 11 May 1989; D. Henare to Court of Appeat, 12 May 1989
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pretext or another. lt will in short have no truck with anything that does
not deal with the substanlive ;ssu6s.327 

\
The scoping exercise on the non-coal issues took place for tenldays in June, and

anolher four days in July. But recommendations were not expeotdd to reach Cabinet

until Augusl 1969.328 i

For a short time in late June 1989, it also looked as though Treasury officials and

Tainui's lawyers might find some middle ground. But despite the exchange of 'without

prejudice' offers on each side, the sticking point remained Crown attempts to
separate lhe ownership of coal from the activity of mining. Government would agree

to Tainui regaining some land, and a share in coal royallies, but would nol concede

any rights over Coalcorp's business. Tainui asserted their claim to all the property

rights in coal, and to participate in the coal mining industry. Tainui's final proposal

on 11 July 1989 was similar to that agreed to by the Government for forestry, but

with a moratorium on future grants of mining rights. All Coalcorp land and licences

were to be subject to the TOW[SE] Act, and there was to be an immediate transfer of a
portion of unmined @al, as a measure of good faith.

Next day the Treasury conveyed the Government's instruction to withdraw its earlier

offer. There are suggestions that some officials and Ministers had been prepared to
lransfer Coalcorp to Tainui. The value of such a symbolic move in placating Maori

claims would outweigh the small revenue gains to be made from the sale-estimated at

about $100 million. But other officials and Ministers opposed any concession to

Tainui, and were convinced they could win the case.329

(iv) The Coalcorp Litigation

Resolution could now only be achieved through the courts. The Court of Appeal

hearing, sel down tor 14 July 1989, was poslponed again until 28 August, despite

continued opposition from the Crown. Tentative negotiations began again in August,

and continued up to the last minute. Tainui updated its July proposals.330 But the

Crown remained adamant there would be no negotiations on clawback of the mining

11ssnsss.331

327P. gop" to A. Frame, 2 June 't989
3289"6on6 Affidavit of A. Frame, Tainui v A-G,10 August 1989
329Ps;ssn3l communication
330p. Henare to Crown Law, 16 Augusr 1989
3319. p"n"re to R. Mahuta, I August 1989
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On 22 August the Crown Law Office informed Tainui that they would recommend to

Treasury, and to the relevant Ministers, a seltlement which would give the Waitangi
Tribunal powers of binding recommendation, along the lines of TOW[SE]-so long as
it did not disturb the contractual arrangements between Coalcorp and the Crown. But

Tainui would have to abandon its demands to clawback coal mining rights or other
Coalcorp assels other than land, agree that these were not 'interests in land', and not

try to stop the ss;s.331 lf no such offer was made, Crown Law had 'unequivocal

instructions' to proceed with the case. Tainui stressed its concern lo see lhe return

of land protecled, and said they did not want to limit the Crown's flexibility in its
commercial dealings.332 gu1 they insisted on guarantees either to the mining
licences or lo land of an equivalent value, especially in light of a Treasury
assessment that these licences comprised almost 99 per cent of the true value of the

9sn6.333

On 23 August the Solicitor General informed Tainui that the case would go ahead,
without prejudice lo Tainui's latest letter. In Court the Crown maintained that the

sale of Coalcorp was integral to the Governmenl's economic policy. Compulsory
resumption of mining rights would make it difficult, if not impossible, to sell

Coalcorp al an acceptable price; it would threaten the long-term viability of the
business; and would lead to significant job losses.334 Tainui argued that the issue

was 'not one of money, but of rangatiratanga'. Over 500 Tainui travelled to
Wellington by train to impress on the Court their grievance and their expectations.
Their presence maintained a strong moral pressure on lhe court throughout the case.

Consistent with the reasoning in the earlier SOEs and forestry decisions, the Court
found that the coal and mining licences were subject to the SOEs and TOW[SE] Acts,

meaning that the assets should be returned to Tainui, il the Waitangi Tribunal so

recommended. Government could not sell either without setting up a syslem of
safeguards for Tainui's claim. Cooke P. ventured his own unsolicited opinion on

Tainui's entitlement-a substantial share, but epnsiderably less than half.335 As with

corporalisation, Petrocorp, and the stale foresls, lhe Government retained the
ultimate right to make economic decisions. This included the decision to sell the Coal

3319p6s6 Law to P. Salmond, 22 August 198g
332p. Henare to Crown Law, 23 August 1989
3335sssn6 Affidavit of Roberf Mahuta, Tainui v A-G, 23 August 19g9
3344116"y;1 of John Chetwin, Tainui v A-G
33516;" decision is discussed in detail below, 561
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Corporation. However, when it came to questions of Crown compliance with lhe
principles of the Treaty, the Court would be the fins| 66;1s1.336

The Court of Appeal was responding to a range of internal and external pressures of
its own, which varied from those facing the Government. Understandably, the

oulcome left the latter most unhappy. Cabinet immediately set up a committee to

consider the ramifications of the case. This comprised Prime Minister Geoffrey
Palmer, David Lange as Attorney-General, Minister for Special Projects Roger

Douglas, State Services Minister Stan Rodger and new Minister of Justice, Bill

Jeff ries.

They considered four options. First, the Governmenl could simply legislate away

Tainui's rights to the coal directly or by redefining 'interests in land' under the

TOW[SEI Act. But it recognised that such action would be condemned as a modern-day

Raupatu or confiscalion. Second, it could take the case to the Privy Council, despite

Labour's announced intention lo abandon the Privy Council, as irrelevent to present-

day New Zealand. Third, it could leave the matter to the Waitangi Tribunal, and accept

either lengthy delays in the sale of Coalcorp, or a heavily-discounted price. Or

fourth, it could enter into direcl negotiations with Tainui and settle the claim.

Meanwhile, Tainui had promptly sought a date and agenda for negotiations. A meeting

was arranged between Tainui, the Minister of Justice Bill Jeffries, and Judge Durie

from the Waitangi Tribunal.337 Jeffries indicated Cabinet's view that seeking to

overturn the decision in the Privy Council, or by legislation, would attract too much

political flak. Durie indicated there was little point in an expedited Waitangi
Tribunal hearing. lt would probably only echo the Court of Appeal and recommend

direct negotiations-although the Tribunal was prepared lo have an early hearing to
clear up specific details. This left option four. Jeffries said he would recommend that

Cabinet agree to begin negotiations. Palmer could announce their decision when he

spoke at the Awamaarahi Poukai on 241i1qysrn6g1.338

On 24 October 1989 Lange announced that the Crown was seeking leave to appeal to

the Privy Counci!, but this was merely to keep its options cpen. Tainui issued a press

release pointing out the inconsistency of the Government's decision with its own

policy on the Privy Council. The Opposition further exploited the Labour

336ps7 lhe Government's reaction to this see below, 566g-9, 572-9
3371";nr1 notes of meeting, 17 October 1989
338por Palmer's speech, see below, 572-3
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Government's discomfort. Rob Storey queried whether the fifty-odd people who had

brought houses, with tagged titles, from Coalcorp, were likely to be dispossessed.

Deputy Prime Minister Helen Clark conceded there was a clear possibility, but that
'a subcommittee of Ministers is at present carefully considering the Courl of Appeal
judgment of recent times to decide what the position ;s.'339 There was no defence of

the rights of claimants, or reminder that the new owners knew the titles were

encumbered when they bought. Ruth Richardson also pressed home the Court of
Appeal's incursion into the realm of economic policy:

Did the Government know when it passed the Treaty of waitangi (state
Enterprises) Act that it was giving the New Zealand courts economic and
policy dictate? . . . lTlhe court now has policy and economic dictate as a
result of legislation for which lhe Governmenl was responsible, and this is
a logical consequence of the Government's legislation. . . 340

Finance Minister David Caygill replied, with some justification:

A better view of the position that the country is in is that the State-Owned
Enterprises Act is by no means as significant in this matter as the member
is suggesting. ln its absence we would almost certainly be facing the same
claims under the footing of the treaty. A considerable body of opinion would
sugg€st that in the absence of the Treaty of Waitangi we would be facing the
same claims simply on the fooling of common law aboriginal rights.341

The Government decided not to ask for the order reslraining privatisation of Coalcorp

to be lifted. lt suspended the sale indefinitely, and entered into direct negotiations.

This had always been Tainui's goal in going to court. But finding an outcome which

satisfied both its tribal claims and the government's economic policies would not be

easy. The Government still maintained the right to determine the settlement-
although it would be mindful, in this case, that Court of Appeal had claimed some

supervisory jurisdiction.

(v) Direct Negotiatlons

The negotiations process proved fruitless. Tainui's negotiating position was based on

redress for the Raupatu, re-establishment of tribal economic base and a sustainable

economy, re-vesting of ownership in all laonga, and adherence to the Treaty of

Waitangi. lt identified as the Crown's goals the sale of Coalcorp for the best price,

339ry2pp, v.502,
34o 617pp, v.502,
341 117pp, v.502,

18 October 1989, 13266-7
18 October 1989. 13265-6
18 October 1989, 13266
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final resolution of the Raupalu, maintaining its international and national credibility
through a polilically-acceptable negotiating process, and maintaining stable
operating conditions for major consumers.

Tainui then put fonruard a proposal to buy Coalcorp through a ioint-venture. At first

this involved Fletcher Challenge, and later the Todd Corporation. A set price would be

paid for Coalcorp. But the Crown would remain bound to abide by any Waitangi

Tribunal recommendation regarding land, and interests in land, including coal and

coal licences. lf the Tribunal said the assets should be returned, Tainui's rights would

be confirmed, and the Crown would reimburse Tainui the price of Coalcorp, plus a
return on those assets and provable costs. All claims over the coalfields would then

cease. lf the Tribunal recommended againsl the return, Crown ownership would be

confirmed. Tainui described this as a 'win-win' situation. Other elements of
settlement included the return of all Crown lands still held within the Raupatu

area.344

However, the Cabinel was moving in quite a different direction. The Governent's

base-line negotiating position was ils Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty of
Waitangi.34s On 12 February 1990 it adopted as its starting point the'full and

final' settlement imposed in the Waikato-Maniapoto Maori Claims Settlement Act

1946. This provided rainui with a perpetual annuity of 915,000, which was not

inflation-proofed. The negotiators were authorised to 'modernise' the sum. ln 1990

lerms that would amounl to approximately $270,000. Compensation to Tainui for

the shortfall caused by inflation between 1946 and 1990 would provide a further 97

t;111sn.346 Variations on this theme were presenled over the following months.347

For Tainui, the 1946 starting point was untenable. The Sim Report on which it was

based had been limited in its terms of reference and inadequate in ils research. The

climate in post-war 1946 had been assimilationist. Tainui had been economically
depressed, and faced with an ultimatum ftom Prime Minister Fraser. There had been

no alternative forum in which they could pursue their grievance. Despite
considerable opposition to the acceptance of money as compensation for the loss of

taonga, and the blood spilt in lhe wars, they were faced with the choice of that deal or
nothing. Tainui's testimony in the Court of Appeal had shown how the grievance had

344p. Mahuta to G. Palmer, 31 January 1990
3459. Jeffries to R. Mahuta, 16 February 1990
34616;. is disclosed in a later document: Memorandum for Cabinet Committee on Treary

lssues, April 1991
3477o, example, B. Jeffries to R. Mahuta, 12 June 1990
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continued to the present day. The Crown itself had admitted in court that the 1946

settlemenl epuld not be binding.34e

The amount proposed was nowhere near the assessed $g billion current value of the
1.2 million acres which had been confiscated, or even the 117,000 acres which were
still retained by the Crown, and valued at $1 billion. Indexing of financial payment,

or something similar, would occur in any case, through the Government's proposed

devolution policy. 'We do not believe that what is already being contemptated in

general Maori policy should be offered to Tainui in the guise of a negotiated
settlement of its 1115s1 s161m.'349

The Governmenl disputed Tainui's account of the 1946 settlement. lt wanted the
validity of the agreement put to lhe proof. 'The settlement is a historical fact, a legal

fact, and a political fact' which engaged the honour of the Crown and Tainui.350 gu1

Tainui were not prepared to be drawn into detailed debate over the facts and
interpretation of the 1946 settlement. The Government insisted these were its
lerms. Negotiations continued for months, without any real progress. Tainui
demanded land for land, while the Crown talked of the need to honour previous

agreemenls.

The cost to Tainui was considerable. Governmenl was unwilling to commit itself to
'open-ended' expenditurg.3Sl gq Tainui found itself deep in overdraft. This was
exacerbated by delays in the payment of costs for the Court of Appeal case. Tainui
suspected a deliberate Crown policy of attrition. The Court of Appeal finally awarded

$275,000 costs for legal expenses, but this was only half of Tainui's overall
outgoings for the claim. They had been further alarmed when they discovered that the

Crown negotiating team comprised lawyers, historians, and sociologists, bul no-one
with any commercial expertise.352 16inu; complained that the Government had also

refused to commit ilself to any specific negotiating process or principles, that there
was no continuity of representation on the Crown leam, and lhat the negotiations
appeared to drift from meeling to meeting.3s3 Tainui concluded that Government was
intent on a cheap, sott settlement. lt threatened a return to the Tribunal or the Court
for an urgent hearing, unless the Crown adopted a more professional approach.

348p. Mahuta lo B. Jeffries, 5 March 1990
349p. Mahuta to B. Jeffries, 13 March 1990
3509. Jeffries to R. Mahuta, 21 March 1990
3519. Jeffries to R. Mahuta. 21 March 1990
3529. Henare to R. Mahuta, 6 March 1990
3539. Mahuta to B. Jeffries, 15 March 1990
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ln mid June Tainui issued a press release entitled Govt places Tainui claim in "too

hard baskel". Minislers and officials, they said, do not seem lo know what to do. After
twelve months of meetings, the two sides had still not dealt with substanlive issues.

Instead Tainui had faced delays, procrastination, and rising costs. Attacks on the
courts had increased their frustration. 'Politicians on both sides of the House seem to

be saying that despite the validity of some of these claims, the country cannot afford
the justice required in order to bring them to a fair and acceptable conclusion.' lf the

Government closed off the negotiations path, Tainui would have to re-evaluale its
options of resorting to the Court and the 11;5uns1.354

The Government rejected this criticism. Tainui began pressing hard its idea for a
joint-venture purchase of Coalcorp, to provide the prospect of some lasting economic

development, rather than reliance on handouts. Prebble and Wetere indicated at a
meeting with Tainui in June 1990 that they were prepared to consider a negotiated

ss1s.355 But their Cabinet colleagues rejected the idea,356 and were determined the

sale musl be done by competillys 1sn6g1.357

ln July Tainui's position remained largely unchanged: transfer to Tainui of all
Raupatu land held by the Crown; the full economic value of the mining licences as

Tainui's share of a joint venture; transfer of Coalcorp,s surplus lands; and Tainui

ownership of the coal and the royalties if the Tribunal so recommsn6s.358 Three

weeks laler, both Jeffries and Prebble reiterated the Crown's earlier position, with

a few concessions over surplus 1sn6s.359 At the same time they issued a press

release, saying that the Government remained committed to the negotiations. The

Government pressed Tainui for a formal response to its latest variation on the 1g46

settlement, while the officials continued to look into Tainui's alternatives. But by

now it was obvious that legislation would not be introduced before the elections, even

if agreement was reached. A further exchange of letters brought no further progress.

On 26 October, the day before the election, Bill Jeffries wrote to Tainui thanking
them for their response to the Crown's proposal. However, any further response
would have to be reassessed, once the incoming executive was establis6s6.360

354131nu;, Press Release, 13 June 1990
355Ne1ss of meeting, 19 June 1990
3569n 19 June 1990. lt is unclear if this was at Cabinet Committee or Cabinet level.
357p. Mahuta to B. Jeffries, 13 Juty 1990
3589. Mahuia to B. Jeffries, 13 Juty 1990
3599. Jetfries to R. Mahuta,6 August 1990; R. prebble to R. Mahuta, g Augusr 1990
3609. Jeffries ro R. Mahuta, 26 October 1990
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For most of 1990 the negotiations were at stalemate. No real progress had been made

by the time of lhe October election. Coalcorp did remain unsold. But, despite a

massive input of human and financial resources, Tainui was no closer to a settlement,

and had begun preparing for a lengthy hearing before the waitangi rribunal.

(h) Other privatisations

The Govemment and Treasury had been forced to reconsider their assumption that the

TOWISEIAct would

obviate the need for further negotiations with Maori when SOEs are sold. ln
practice, confusion over the application of the Act's provisions and other
factors, including the perceived sympathy of tho courts lor Maori
claimants, have slowed progress on resolution of specific grievances and
the mere presence of section g of the soE Act has ensured lhat any soE
sale involving significant land or natural resource assets is likely to attract
the attention of Maori interests.359

This coincided with a belated recognition that, by announcing an intention to sell

before the implications had been fully worked through and the relevant parties

consulled, they had generated negative publicity. Government accepted the Treasury's

advice that a scoping exercise should be carried out prior to the confirmation and

publication of any decision to sell a particular asset.

By the time the coal and forestry cases were over, Treasury was also formulating a
new slrategy, specifically designed to avoid Treaty claims. With a large number of
asset sales now pending by late 1989 Labour re-established the Cabinet Committee

on Treaty of Waitangi lssues as part of a Crown Task Force on the Treary.36o A core
group of officials was also established to co-ordinate and implement policy relating

to the Treaty. This group was lo provide input on Trealy issues during the
privatisation scoping exercise. Treasury adviseo the Government that 'seeking the

views of Maori early on in the process, so that these views are considered as part of

the scoping process, will mean that the Crown is acting in arcordance with the

359Treasury,'lnformalion for Minisrers-designale wilh State-Owned Enterprises
Responsibililies', 1 February 1990

36016s commiltee was chaired by the Minister of Justice Bill Jelfries, wilh Attorney-
Gsneral David Lange, Minister for State-Owned Enterprises Richard Prebble, Minister of
Finance David Caygill, Minister of Special Projecls Roger Douglas, and Minister of Maori
Affairs Koro Wetere. See below, 372-4
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principles of reasonable co-operalion as stated in the Principles for Crown Action on

the Treaty of Waitangi.'363

(t) Telecom Ltd

The limitations of the scoping exercise became clear with the privatisation of the

major enterprise of Telecom. The first step was to commission a report from a Maori

consultant to identity areas where Maori were likely to have concerns. In the case of

Telecom, this was Tipene O'Regan. He advised that there was only a small number of

forseeable problems. The officials therefore concluded that the prolections of the

TOWISE] Act were adequate. But, given the uncertainty surrounding the legal position

and the application of that Act, they decided lo proceed cautiously, and to undertake

some form of consultation. At the same lime, they were concerned not to give Maori

any expectations that they might secure any further protections, or lhat there would

be actual negotiations over the sale. The consultation was merely to gauge Maori

concerns, and gather input into the final decision whether to sell, 'in the same way

that olher information from the scoping process is an input into any such

decision.'364 The goal was to identify any @ncerns, not lo resolve them.

Considerable thought went into the form and level of such consultation. lf senior

Maori met with Ministers, Maori expectations might be greater than the Crown

intended. While discussions between officials and a wide range of lwi representatives

could lower the status of the consullation, it might also lead lo accusations of the

Grown 'picking off' Maori interests individually, and would be too time-consuming.

The officials' preferred solution was for Ministers to invite a small number of

sefected Maori leaders to meel with senlor officials and hold a low-key discussion of

their concerns over lhe sale. To meet the sale target-date of April 1990 a decision on

the sale would be needed by mid to late August 1989. While undue haste might give

Maori the impression that their concerns were an after-thought, a period of two to
three weeks was considered adequate. A formal announcement of the discussion was

seen as unnecessary.

Seven kaumatua were eventually invited to a confidential meeting with officials from

the Ministeries of Maori Affairs and Commerce, and the Treasury. But this was not

36311sqsrry,'Potential Sale of Telecom: Treaty of Wailangi lssues', 1 August l9B9
364'Polenti"l Sale of Telecom', 1 August 1989
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until 5 October 1999.36s Only three could attend, although several others sent their

views in writing. Their broad concerns centred on land, interests in land, and the

radio spectrum. The officials noted that the protections for Maori claimants on land

held by SOEs were viewed as inadequate, and that there was a suspicion that the

Crown would not honour its obligations under the TOWISE] Act. There was also a

general desire to see consultations or negotiations taking place with lwi, ralher lhan

with pan-Maori organisations such as the New Zealand Maori Counsi1.366

Given these @ncerns, and to limil the possibility of legal action on Telecom, officials
presented the Government with two options. lt could consult with all lwi, providing

them with details of all land affected by the sale, and general details regarding non-

land assets. Alternatively, it could send a letter to all lwi reassuring them that their
interests were prolected by the TOW[SE] provisions. The kaumatua had suggested the

former. ln March 1990 the Cabinet opted for the latter-although there was some

@ncern that rather than reassuring Maori, such a letter might generate concerns. By

lhat time, however, those concerns had akeady emerged into the legal arens.367

On 26 March 1990, in a letler to SOEs Minister Richard Prebble, the NZMC

expressed concern over lhe economic implications of the sa;s.368 This matter had not

been raised at the meeting. They talked of the duty on the Crown to ensure an adequate

economic base for Maori. 'Maori are entitled to a due share of and participation in the

developmenl of a new society and to have their "tikanga" fully protected'.369 Prebble

replied that Maori interesls were already adequately protected by the TOW[SE] Act

and the proposed Kiwi share, which the Government would retain. The Maori Council
pressed their point.

The Treaty guarante€s us rangatiratanga over our kainga and taonga.
Telecoms is the principle [src] laonga or asset for the lnformation Society
we now live in. Our research also indicates that it is increasingly difficult
for governmenls to control their economic sovsreignty in this Age with
such a major part of the infrastructure out of their hands. The Crown
app€ars willing to cede its sovereignty in this way. Maori transferred their
powers under the Treaty only in exchange for the crown's protection and
guaranteed freedoms however. Put simply either the crown protects Maori

36516e"r invited were wi rako, from Tainui; wiremu ohia, from Ngaiterangi; John
Fellows, from Chatham lslands; Whatarangi Winiata, from Ngati Raukawa; Ngatata Lov€,
from Te Ati Awa; Rakiihia Tau, from Ngai Tahu; Matiu Rei, from Ngati Toa. No-one from
Tai Tokerau was inviled.

366Treasury, 'Telecom: Treaty lssues', 6 Ocrober lggg
36711s3sury, 'Sale of Telecom: Advice to Maori'. 29 March 1990
368p2y6 to R. Prebble,26 March 1990. A follow-up letter was written on 12 April 1990
369N2Yg ro R. prebbte, 26 March 1990
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€conomic interests in telecommunication systems or it has no right to
ss11.370

Prebble remained unimpressed. He restated the protections of the TOW[SE] Act, and
claimed that the sale of Telecom did not involve ownership of assets, but only the sale
of shares in lhe company.371

Legal advisers lold Maori lhere was little chance of succeeding in litigation, because
of a lack of jurisdiction-in particular, the Finance Act 1990 provided for Tetecom to
be taken out of the SOEs Act by an Order in Council. This was done on 14 June 1990.

Telecom's situation was then the same as that of Petrocorp in 1987. The only legal
option was a claim to the Waitangi Tribunal. Accordingly, on 8 June '1990 the New
Zeafand Maori Council and Nga Kaiwhakapumau I Te Reo, who had brought the Maori
language claim to the Tribunal, lodged a claim against the sale of the assets of
Telecom. Prebble castigated the action as ,mischievous'.

The Tribunal's prehearing conference, under Judge Trapski, was set down for 25
June. But on 14 June 1990 Richard Prebble announced in the House that a contract
for the sale of Telecom had been enlered into with one of the bidders.372 g consortium

of local and overseas inlerests meant forty nine per cent of lhe shares went to two
major, North American, lelecommunications companies, Ameritech and Bell Atlantic.
Two 'New Zealand' companies, merchant bankers Fay Richwhite and transport-based
corporate Freightways Holdings, would buy five per cent each. The remaining forty
one per cent of the shares would initially be taken by the new American owners, and
sold over the next three years on the New Zealand and overseas share markets.
Protection of New Zealand interests was lo be secured by a 'Kiwi share', wriflen into
the articles of association, and enforceable onry by the Governmsn1.373

The preliminary hearing on 25 June led to some dialogue between the claimants and
officials, and access to certain documents relating to the sale. But the sale was a lail
accompli. The actual hearing was set down for 9 July, but the urgency had gone out of
lhe matter. The sale was completed with most of the $4.2S billion price allocated for
repaying debt-although a sum of $2S0 million was designated for capital works on
schools, hospitals, and the like, in what many saw as a pre-eleclion gesture by a
beseiged Labour Government.

37oN2irg ro R. prebbte, 9 May 1990
371q. Prebble to G. Latimer, 13 June 1990
372P7p9, v.507, 14 June 1990,2040
373p6r' a discussion of lhe 'Kiwi share, see Taggarl, 2g-Zg
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(ii) Tourist Hotel Corporation

ln the 1989 Budget, Labour had announced plans to sell further assets, including the
Tourist Hotel Corporalion [THC]. The major vehicle was the Finance Bill (No. 6).
This provided the preparatory machinery for sale, including the removal of THC
from the SOEs Act by Order in Council-it was part of the new guidelines for
privatisation to eliminale competitive constraints as far as possible before sale,
including the provisions of the State Owned Enterprises Act.

The sale process confirmed Maori suspicion over lhe practical inaoequacy of the
protections provided through the TOWISE] Act. The intention to sell THC drew threats
of litigation from the New Zealand Maori Council, Ngai Tahu, and others, to prevent

lhe sale of the hotel chain. Many of the hotels were built on land of tribal
significance, much of which was under claim. These threats provoked National Mps
into some further political scare-mongering, with tittle concern for accuracy:

I put it to the member that the New Zealand Maori Council has many mors
powers ihan he gives it credit for. lt [sic] has been able effectively to place
a lien over the assets of the Coal Corporalion, and it has been able to take
over the fishery resources. The council has been able to initiate such
actions al loast. lt has had a preily good go at taking over the airwaves,
and if the Government is not very careful thsrs is still a good chance that it
will have a go at the Tourist Hotel Corpoy3l;sn.374

But the Government had made the litigation option virtually impossible. Assets which

had not been transferred under the SOEs Act were not tagged. This included the assets

already owned by pre-existing SOEs, such as THC, which had been brought under the

Act. So the only recourse to Treaty-based arguments arose from section g. Once the

Government had removed the corporation from the coverage of the SOEs Act by Order
in Council, that option was also blocked off.

The Maori Development Corporation filed a formal expression of interest in the sale.

They did nol seriously bid, but Maori International and Ngai Tahu both put in tenders,
with the backing of internalional management teams. Neither was successful. The
chain was bought by the Sydney-based, bul American-owned, South Pacific Hotel

Corporation for $73.85 million. lt already owned the largest chain of New Zealand
Hotels, Travelodge. Prebble rejected any suggestions that there should be special
assistance given to Maori bidders: 'assistance to Maori inlerests should continue to be

374NZPD, v.503,5 December 1989, 14124, per Luxton
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on a basis which is open and direct', nol through special favours in commercial

transactions-comments which Tipene O'Regan from Ngai Tahu labelled 'positively

paternalist'.37s 11 Maori wanted any of these holels, Prebble said, they would have to

buy them off the new private sector owners.

It was clear, however, that the presence of potential Maori claims had proved a
disincentive for some bidders. This related particularly to the claims over the

Waitomo Caves by two hapu of Ngati Maniapoto. The land concerned had been taken by

legislation for recreation purposes, but was never used for that purpose. Instead il

had been used as farmland. This land included the tourist attraction of the glow worm

grotto at Wailomo, which was a major fealure of the Waitomo Hotel. The Government

wanted to setlle the claim quickly. The chair of THC made it clear that the 'sale cannot

be achieved without such a wsrrsnly'.376

The Government offered to deal with the claim through the untried mediation

provisions of the TOW[SE] Act. For the officials, a successful mediation would offer a
good opportunity publicly to explain the work of the new Crown Task Force on Treaty

lssues, and to enhance its credibility. The claimants had little real choice. They could

wait years for an expensive and time-consuming Waitangi Tribunal hearing, with no

guarantee of redress, even though the Tribunal had binding powers, or agree to
immediate negotiations with government representatives, overseen by a Waitangi

Tribunal mediator.

Government barely moved from its initial negotiating base-line approved by Cabinet

in February 1999.377 Basically, the claimants could take it or leave it. The Crown

would make a commercial loan of $1 million al thirteen per cent interest to the

claimanls, as an advance on future income from the turnstile at the glow worm

caves.378 This loan was lo be repaid within thirty two years. No compensation would

be paid for the decades of lost revenue which had accrued from Crown exploitation of

the caves. Ownership of three acres in the cave area would also be returned to the

Hapu, with the Crown retaining one acre. Control of the caves was to be shared

belween the Department of Conservation and the claimants, and the caves would

remain open to the public.

375^1svt Zealand Heratd,2 June 1990
3ToMemorandum for Cabinet Committee on Treaty of Waitangi lssues, 'Agreement in

Principle b€twe€n the Crown and the Claimants in WAI 51 (The Waitomo Claim),, undated.
377949 (90) M gt11, i2 February 1990
3TSMinister of Justice, Press Release. 17 June 1990
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The claimants told the Government it was fundamental to the settlement that

the Crown should acknowledge that the claim has merit and that the
claimants have been generous in their concessions . . . No claim has been
made for compensation for loss of past revenue from lhe Caves and other
land, although such compensation would have amounted to many millions of
6s11x7s.379

But the justice of the claim, and the fairness of the settlement, were very much

secondary considerations for the Government. The Minister ol Justice conceded that

'il cannot be denied that the desire of Government to sell Tourist Hotel Corporation is
lhe immediate cause of this setllement, although the justice of the case is, no doubt,

the underlying cause.'380 11 was also @ncerned to minimise the cost of a precedent-

setting seltlement. The $1 million was seen as working capital, which 'avoids lhe

suggestion of a precedent that monetary compensation for lost opportunity is an

inevitabfe part of redress.' The Minister drew on the Governmenl's new Principtes
for Crown Action on the Treaty of Waitangi in support of what it saw as a 'reasonable

compromise'. The fifth of these principles

contomplales redress 'where entitlament is established" but requires
regard lo be had to its 'practical impact" and its general acceptability to 'a
reasonably broad range of opinion'. In all the circumstances I think that this
package looks to the futurs needs of tho claimants and it would not be
appropriate to concede compensation.3Sl

Cabinet approved the settlement on 12 February 1999.382 The way had been cleared

for the sale of THC at no significant cost to the Government. The press release which

announced lhe settlement made no mention of the concessions made by the claimants.

The mediation process cost the claimants an estimated $75,000 in legal and related

fees, of which $50,000 was sought from the Crown.383 11 is unclear whether this

was paid.

(iii) Maui Gasfields and Synfuels

There was a further crisis in mid 1990, which related to the Maui gas fields in

Taranaki. The Government secured a deal for Fletcher Challenge to buy the Crown's

interests in natural gas for $585 million, and to receive $236 million in return for

3799. Toogood, to Director, TOWPU, 27 April 1990
38o'Agpssrnent in Principle . . . in WAI 51 (The Waitomo Ctaim),
3SlMinister of Justice, 'Waitomo Claim (WAl 51): Mediation', undated
382'51a;1qmo Claim: Mediation', 12 February 1990
3836. Toogood, lo Director, TOWPU, 27 Aprit 1990
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taking over lhe Synfuels plant. The Taranaki claimants attempted to get the Waitangi

Tribunal to intervene and prevent the sale. Judge Durie, on behalf of the Waitangi

Tribunal, wrole asking the Government to assure the claimants that their interests

would not be prejudiced by the sale. While it appeared to the Tribunal that the Crown

would still retain sufficient control over the resource, it was 'inconsistent wilh the

principles of the Treaty of Waitangi that the Crown has not given that assurance,

though the Crown was aware of the Maori 616;6'.384 The Minister for State Owned

Enterprises subsequently agreed to provide the assurance.38s Bu, once again, there

was no damage to the sale.

Claims over olher slate assets not covered by the TOWISEI Act also caused problems

for the Labour Government. Some, such as broadcasting, remained bogged down in

litigation when Labour's term ended in October 1990, and so are notdiscussed here.

(g) Conclusion

The move to privatisation was not unique to New Zealand. lt had become the economic

orthodoxy of the markel policies sweeping most Western and many third world

economies. As elsewhere, the superiority of private over state ownership was simply

asserled through 'universal generalisations drawn on the basis of a few empirical

studies and impressionistic examples'.386 gg1 the fictions of consumer sovereignty

in the private sector and private-sector board accountability to individual
shareholders went unchallenged. So did the concentration of political or economic

power in the hands of a few international corporates, which were free from national

boundaries, and frequently collaborated with authoritarian regimes. Economic

efficiency for wealth maximisation was the unquestioned objective, and rendered the

issues of productivity, employmenl, and social services irrelevant. Equally

irrelevant was lhe appropriateness of the strategy for the particular form of
economic crisis which faced Aotearoa/New Zealand in the 1g80s,

Privatisation saw ownership of the country's economic infrastructure pass to a small

number of domestic and transnational corporations. The decision to privatise by

tender rather than share floats had limited the number of 'New Zealand' companies

which could bid, and opened the way lor overseas control of key resources and

industries. Of the local bidders, by far the most significant was New Zealand's largesl

384'gpss1 to Gas Sale Unlikely', New Zeatand Herald,2g June 19g0
385ryr6r Zealand Heratd,4 July 1990
386pu61;s service Association, 'Discussion paper on privatisation', January 19g9.
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company, Fletcher Challenge Ltd. With lolal assets of $14.1 billion, and a turnover
of $11.5 billion, Fletcher Challenge returned a 1988-9 after-tax profit of $716.4
milfion. Afready dubbed New Zealand lncorporated, Fletchers profited from
Rogernomics just as it had from the early years of the welfare s131s.387 lts officers
played a key role during the Rogernomics years.388

Those who advocated preference for New Zealand-based companies engendered a false

sense of security. Such companies were no less committed to the driving force of
profit than lheir overseas based counterparts, and lheir record was arguably no

better. For example, Fletcher Challenge's large-scale internationalisation during the
1980s had attracted widespread criticism for its social and environmental
impas1.389 Indeed, to call Fletchers a New Zealand company even required some legal

creativity. By September 1989 at least one quarter of Flelcher's shares were held

offshore, requiring a special exemption from the Overseas lnvestment Commission to

avoid it being treated as an overseas entiry.3go Over half of its profits were earned
offshore, mainly through pulp and paper interests in North America, Chile,
Australia, and Brazil.

Bul even these questions of economic sovereignty excited little active opposition to
privatisation. Once more, the only serious, sustained resistance came from Maori.
But rather than enjoying the support of the Pakeha populace and disatfected Labour
Party members, Maori were widely perceived as an equal, if not greater, threal to

the New Zealand economy, and the New Zealand way of life.

There may be several reasons for the lack of Labour Party support. The progressive

veneer of the early 1980s, when the Labour party embraced the Treaty, was

3879y 1990 Fletcher Challenge Ltd had bought Petrocorp and the Rural Bank; received
Commerce Commission approval lo purchase the bulk of the state foresls; privately
negotiated the purchase of the Maui gas fields and Synfuels; was a shareholder in the
Maori Development Corporation; and held almosr one fifth ol the lotal fisheries quotas. lt
had also unsuccsssfully bid for the Bank of New Zealand and New Zealand Ste€|.

3SSFbtcher Challenge Board chairperson Sir Ron Trotter was also a lrustee for the Centre
for Independent Studies, and chaired the Business Roundtable. Since 1984, Trotter had
variously advised the Labour Government on, and presided over, the 1gB4 Economic
Summit, chaired the Government's steering committee on privatisalion, and sat on the
board of the Forestry Corporation. Fletcher's chief executive Hugh Fletcher, allhough not
personally a Rogernomics fan, had been appointed to chair the Air New Zealand board.

38941 its Annual General meetings in 1988, 1989, and lggo it was accused of massive
environmenlal pollution in Tasmania, desecration of North American Indian foresls and
sacred sites in Canada, participation in controversial forestry operations in Brazil, and
economic collaboration with the repressive Chilean regime. After intensive pressure, it
had agreed lo disinvest in South Africa.

39op7pg, supptement, v.2, 12sS
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replaced by concern for the electoral damage caused by the Treaty policy. By the late

1980s there were also very few Maori still active within the ranks of the Labour

Party. Maori Cabinet Ministers were themselves involved in the sale process, with

Peter Taspell as Minister of Lands and Foresls positivety promoting the privatisalion

programme. And in much of 1988 and 1989 the Party's energies were focused on the
internecine struggles between the pro-Rogernomics Backbone Club and the sectoral

interests such as trade unions, women, and peace groups who gathered under a loose

social democratic alliance.

So Maori were left to mount their opposition on their own, at considerable economic

and human cost. Once more, it had produced very little return. As Treasury noled, the

Treaty claims had slowed the privatisation programme in the land-based sector, but

with the exception of Coalcorp, they had secured only a temporary delay to the

Process.39l

E. FISHERIES

Two days afler it condemned lhe State-Owned Enterprises Bill in December 1986 the

Waitangi Tribunal warned the Government that the proposed Ouota Management

System for fisheries also breached the Treaty. This time Minister of Fisheries Colin

Moyle chose to ignore the Tribunal. The result was several more years of litigation

and negotiations. In the end, Maori were again left with a hollow victory.

(a) The Historical Background

Maori had dominated the fishing industry in Aotearoa/New Zealand until the 1870s,

servicing local markets, and exporting to Australia. When settler attention shifted

from land to other commercial resources, Maori were gradually, but systematically,

driven from the fisheries by a variety of economic, legislative, judicial, and

bureaucratic devices.392 1166116na1 fishing practices and equipmenl were outlawed,

and Maori were excluded entirely from certain parts of their fisheries. They were

made to compete on unequal terms with Pakeha commercial fishing interesls, for a
share of the resource which had been guaranteed to Maori under the Treaty. ln 1937

a restricted licence system forced out many of those Maori who were still fishing. lts
removal in 1963, as part of a new fisheries expansion policy, heralded the takeover

of the industry by major corporate interests. Maori objections were ignored.

391'1nlslrn.tion for Ministers-designale,
S92Muriwhenua
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The consequent over-fishing, and reckless disregard for basic conservation
practices, forced the then National Government to take remedial action. The Fisheries
Act 1983 provided for fisheries management plans, regionally based administration,
and a formalised structure of consultation with the fishing industry, mainly through
a new Fishing lndustry Board [FlBl. lt also retained a section which protected Maori
fishing rights, and which had existed in most previous Fisheries Acts. Section gg(2)

provided that: 'Nothing in this Act shall affect any Maori fishing rights.' But
historically that section had been interpreted restrictively by the courts,393 and

confined to recreational, ceremonial, and non-commercial fishing.

Maori objections to the 1983 legislation had once again been dism;ses6.39a 16s
exclusion of small and part-time Maori fishers under the Act had a severe impact on
Maori communities which had traditionally combined fishing with other economic
activities. Under the new Labour Government, the Minister of Fisheries Colin Moyle
refused to reconsider their plight.3gs By December 1985 there were only 1g00
Maori lefl in the industry. Few owned vessels and licences. Many worked as labourers
on fishing boats, and in processing factories. ln the Auckland fisheries managemenl
area, only twelve out of 378 permits for fishing vessels were held by Maori. ln
Whangarei it was one out of eighty 161ss.396

In 1986 Moyle summarily dismissed objections that exporting kina to Japan violated
the guarantees in the Treaty: 'Until such time as there is an indication of the status to
be given to the Treaty of Waitangi, my Ministry cannot take unilateral action to
recognise legally the Treaty's provision for Maori fisheries rights.'397

393pe7 a discussion of cases involving Maori fishing rights, and especiaiiy seciion 8g(2),
see Law Commission, The Treaty of Waitangi and Maori Fisheries. Mataitai: Nga Tikanga
Maori me te Tiriti o waitangi, Preliminary Paper no. 9, March 1ggg, wellington, g7-12g

3946. Larimer to Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1g october 1gg3
3951s; Tokerau District Maori council to c. Moyle, December 19g5; c. Moyle to Tai

Tokerau District Maori Council, 25 February 1gg6
3966. Habib, Report to the Maori Economic Development Commissio n, Maori lnvolvement in

the New Zealand Fishing lndustry, December 19g5
3979. Moyle to Auckland Committee on Racism and Discrimination, 22 January 19g6
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(b) Modern Fisheries Policy

Throughout this history Maori had never ceased asserting their Treaty rights to the

harbours, coastlines, and fisheries through political 1s1urns,398 petitions,3g9 epurt

cases,400 and applications to have fisheries reserves r"1 6s16s.401 The many

unreported lower court cases which cited the Treaty as a defence 'point to the

consistency of Maori endurance, or obstinacy, according to one's point of y;su/.'402

Since [the Orakei confersnce in 18791 the partners have simply besn lalking
pasl one another, the Maori somelimes accepting whalever it was they
could obtain but oft€n demanding the whole, the Crown occasionally ceding
something but in all, extremely little. There is now, on both sides, a weight
of entrenched prejudice to overcome.4o3

That sometimes only limited relief was sought-and still denied-reflected in the

Waitangi Tribunal's view 'the politics of a people whose bargaining position had

become no better than that of Oliver 1*1s1'.404 For Maori, the final straw came with

a further change to the law in 1986. Fishing stocks were still being dangerously

depleted. The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries [MAF] was desperate to reduce

the tolal catch, and searched for a new system which the industry would accept.

(i) The Quota Management System

The Fisheries Amendment Act 1986 established a Quota Management System tOMSl.
The Minister of Fisheries could declare an area to be a quota management area IOMAI
and particular species of fish in that area to be subject to the QMS. The Minister

could then set a total allowable catch ITACJ for that species in that area. That would

be divided into individual transferable quotas fiTQs]-permanent, privale property

rights to catch and sell a certaln tonnage of fish. Annual resource rentals would be

398pe7 example, 1879 Kohimarama conference; 1947 Northland hui on fisheries; 1968
national conference to preserve Maori fishing rights; 1976 seminar on lisheries for
Maori leaders

399166 Waitangi Tribunal noted ninety three petitions alleging fisheries laws violated the
Treaty- One confained '1 1,976 signatures. Muriwhenua, 90

400pot example, Waipapakura v Hempton (1914) 33 NZLR 1065; /nspector ot Fisheries v
Ihaia Weepu [1956] NZLR 920; ln re the Ninety Mile Beach [1960] NZLR 679 (SC),
[1963] NZLR 461 (CA); ln re the Bed of the Wanganui River [1955] NZLR 419, [1962]
NZLR 600; Keepa and Wiki v lnspector of Fisheries [196s] NZLR 922

4o1 Sluy;yrlrenua, 99-1 o3
4o2trtrudtil\snua, 1oB
4o3fu1u7iwl1snua, 21S
4o4Muriwhenua, 109
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paid to the Government by ITQ holders, allhough initially these payments were token.

Quota owners could use the quotas lhemselves, or sell or tease them to others.

This effectively privatised the fisheries and created 'a private and privileged access
to a scarce resource'.40s Ngw entranls to the fishing industry would have lo buy or
lease quotas, in addition lo acquiring their own vessel and equipment. lt was made an

offence to catch and sell fish without a quota, and any fish caught surplus to the
operator's limit was to be surrendered to the Crown. ln practice, this resulted in

large scale dumping of excess or sub-standard catch at sea. Breaches of the regime

were punishable by forfeit of the quotas and the boat.

When lhese valuable lTQs were first created they were given away free to those who

could prove a three-year history of commercially fishing that species in that area,
and who had held a fishing permit during the past twelve months. So those who had

been gradually driven out of fishing over lhe years, or had left voluntarily for
conservation reasons, were excluded. Meanwhile, the big corporate fishers who

already controlled over seventy per cent of the industry and were largely responsible
for the overfishing-Fletcher Challenge, Carter Holt Harvey, Watties Goodman
Fielder, Skeggs (later owned by Brierleys via Wilson Neill), and Sanfords-received
a massive windfall.

To reduce the number of operators further, the Government immediately offered to
buy back lTQs from the new owners.406 The remaining operators would then be

allocated a proportion of the new TAC, based on their past fishing history. But those

whose quota share fell below a minimum level would lose it altogether. This was
intended as an incenlive for small fishers to 'cash up', and left the corporates with an

even larger share. ln theory, foreign and corporate fishing were to be restricted,

despite objections to this from Roger Douglas.407 No more than twenty per cent of
the lTQs in a QMA were to be held by any one domestic owner. But that still meant that
five major operators could control the whole catch of one species. And while foreign

operalors could only lease quota, lhey could still dominate the otf-shore industry.408

4059- Dobson, MAF Fisheries management division to Primary Products Select Committee,
19 March 1986

406E45 million had been paid out under the scheme by 19g7
4o7117pp, v.468, 1O December 19g5,8960, per Kidd
4086. Habib,'submission to the Waitangi Tribunal on the Muriwhenua Claim,, April 19g7,

13; Muriwhenua, 132-3
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This chapter has emphasised the role of Douglas, Prebble and Treasury in

spearheading Rogernomics. So it is important to note that the initial Quota
Management scheme was a MAF creation, driven by a crisis of viability of the fishing
industry, and not by Rogernomics. In many ways this policy epitomised the interest-
group caplure of policies, departments, and Ministers which Treasury sought to
counter. As events unfolded, Treasury took the opportunity progressively to apply
Rogernomics to the fisheries, but encountered considerable organised and effective
resistance from lhe industry, and to a lesser extent from MAF officials.

(ii) Maori Views on the OitS

While MAF's ITQ proposals had been circulated for discussion by fishing interests in

1984, minimal efforls were made to secure Maori input.409 However, a report
prepared for MAF on the implications of the lTQs left the Maori position in no doubt.

Fishing is a source of food, an occupalion, a cornerstone of the rural mixed
economy, a part of the relationship between Maori, their ancestral lands
and walers, and a source of income. lt is . . . deeply and widely entrenched
in the community of Maoris. . . . The conferral of ownership on commercial
grounds at a time when there are very lew Maoris fishing commercially is
s€on as effective alienation of the fishery in one move. Many believe this is
contrary to the inalienable rights of the Maori to th€ fisheries guaranteed
under Articls 2 of the Treaty of waitangi. [Tai rokerau] draw rhe
uncomfortable parallel with the history of Maori tribal lands where, aparl
from losses through confiscation, confirmation of individual ownership was
a major part ol a process e1 xJ;s611;6n.410

The report clearly had no impact-the Waitangi Tribunal in the Muriwhenua Fishing
Report relegated it caustically 'to that category of report that is commissioned so

that it can be said all aspects have been lsylsri/s6'.411

Only three Maori submissions were received on the Fisheries Amendment Bill
1985-a factor which reflected the inappropriateness of the select committee
process, rather than any lack of historical concern over the fisheries. The New
Zealand Maori Council [NZMC], complaining that ir had no advice of the select
committee hearings, stated: 'The Treaty of Waitangi maintains ownership of the
fisheries of New Zealand to be the sole domain of rhe Maori.' The principle of joint

409y1p,'Future Policy for the lnshora Fishery: A Discussion paper,, August 19g3; MAF,
'lnshore finfish fisheries-proposed policy for future management', 19g4

410y4p Fishery Management Planning, tndividual Transferrable Quota lmptications Study,
second r€port, Community lssues, FMp series no.20, l9g6,51 and 43-4 lFairgriy
Reportl

4ll Muriwhenua, 147
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operation should apply to decisions on area size, quanlity, and species of fish to come

under lTQs-as with the arrangement between the Crown and Ngati Tuwharetoa over
Lake Taupo. Half the Governmenl's revenue from lTQs should be allocated to fe
Runanga a Tangana Board of the NZMC. But the NZMC made no objection to the lTes as

such. MAF advised the select committee that it was 'nol possible to meet all or even

some of the most significant concerns expressed by the Council'.412 Two minor

amendments were made. When setting the TAC the Minister was required to 'have

regard to Maori traditional, recreational and other interests in the fishery',413 and

a description of Maori fishing interests had to be included in fisheries management
plans.

(iii) MAF's View ot Maori Fishing Rights

The Waitangi Tribunal had been scathing in its 1985 Manukau Report about MAF's

record and attitude to Maori fishing rights.

Compromises will be nscessary. But the answer is not in the blatant denial
of Maori rights, it is not in glossing over the problem, and it is not in the
maintenance of a Fisheries Act that contains empty words and clearly fails
lo match the promises of the Treaty. Those answers merely strengthen,
and probably cause, Maori demands for the ownsrship of harbours, and
exclusive fishing grounds, demands based upon a strict interpretation of the
Treaty. Inslead a genuine search should begin to define the options available
for the recognition and protection of Maori fishing grounds and securing
compensation for Maori fishing 16ssss.414

MAF had clearly not heeded these words when devising the QMS. The Tribunat tater

observed that

the Ministry was and had been intent on pursuing its own plans . . . legally if
they can, othenilise, by any means. . . . lt ought to have been obvious, sven
on a brief reading of the Treaty, lhat the Ministry's proposals stood to be
diametrically opposed to the provisions of the Treary.41 S

In its limited way, MAF had made some moves toward recognition of Maori non-

commercial fisheries by attending a hui on tikanga Maori and traditional Maori
fisheries in October 1985, and co-hosting tne Hui a Tangaroa with the NZMC the next

412'1v1"tot"ndum from Dobson MAF to Primary Products Select Committe€, undated
4139s61;s6 28C(1). MAF conceded during the Waitangi Tribunal hearing on the Muriwhenua

claim that 'recreational fishing' was later taken to 'denote all forms ol non-commercial
fishing, including Maori interests'.

414M2nuysu,112
4lSMuriwhenua, 149
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month. Out of these came plans for the two-year Maori Fisheries Programme,

beginning in April 1987, to identify tribal fisheries, and to integrate them, and
Maori, into fisheries management and decisions.4l6 Treasury had supported the
move. They noted lhere had been relatively little visible progress on the fisheries
recommendations in the Waitangi Tribunal's reports on the Manukau and Motunui

claims. With the interim finding on the Muriwhenua fisheries claim due very soon,

the Crown Law Office was expecting to face court action by the end of August. 'lt was

lherefore very desirable for some positive action . to have been underlaken or
initiated before then.'4l7 cabinet approved the funding for the programme, but
aPparently withdrew it in November 1987, as part of its general spending cuts.41g

A paper from Tainui commissioned by MAF in 1987 exposed the continuing 'vasl
gulf' between MAF and Maori thinking. 'They are still looking for a bureaucratic
solution which will fit with their managemenl techniques and manipulate the Maaori
into a position where their rights, though recognised, will mean little.' On the lTes,
MAF were challenged lhal 'you are trading with a commodity and it hasn't been
determined who owns that commodity.' Tino rangatiratanga was not ownership in

Pakeha lerms, but a guardianship role which put the lwi in control of final
management decisions over both the commercial and non-commercial use. Talk of
partnership could follow, bul only after the tino rangatiratanga of the lwi and their
role as kaitiaki were recogniss6.4l9

MAF's conviction that Maori fisheries were purely non-commercial seemed to be

shared by the politicians, industry, and public. Labour's response to the Waitangi

Tribunaf's 1983 Motunui Report had been to set up an inter-departmental committee

on Maori fishing rights under the Justice Department, in November 1994420-s
proposal earlier rejected by Nationa1.421 15s Committee reported a year later that
the current law

places all Maori fishing interests at the msrcy of the Executive and
manifestly fails to give adequate effect lo th€ principles of the Treaty of

416'lri!15 Fishery Management Planning', Takapuwahia Marae 1985, January 19g6; R.D.
Cooper, Submission to the Waitangi Tribunal il4uriwhenua claim, 'Maori fishery
programme'

417Treasury, iMaori Fisheries: lmplementation of the Treaty of Wailangi', 17 July 1gg7
418766 Dominion,26 November 1987.
41996n11s for Maaori Studies and Research, Kaimoana Kaiawa Kairoto, Maaori Fishing

Frghts: The Tainui Perspective, University of Waikato, 1997, gg-g
a2ogg g4t4gtg 5 November 1984
421 gg g4no/g 26 March 1984
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Waitangi. . . The implications of a refusal to recognise Maori rights over
their fishing grounds are considerable and time may be running su1.420

Ministers were advised that expectations aroused by the Tribunal made some
Government action inevitable. In May 1986, the law on Maori fisheries was referred
to the new, all-Pakeha, Law Qommissien.421 However, no connection was drawn
between Maori fisheries and lhe commercial QMS.

(c) The Muriwhenua Fisheries Claim

In June 1985 the five Muriwhenua tribes of the far north had lodged a claim with the
waitangi Tribunal, relating to land, fisheries, silica sands, waterways, and the
foreshore. The initial hearing on 8 December 1986 was disrupted by concerns first
over the SOEs, and then over lhe QMS. The claimants feared the issuing of quotas

would alienate the tisheries from Crown control. The Tribunal agreed. lt immediately

advised lhe Government that the scheme would seriously prejudice the ability to act

on future Tribunal recommendalions, and could cause considerable disruption, and

require very substantial compensation. 'We have concluded that no Quotas should be

allocaled until the Tribunal has reported to the Ministers and lhat Report has been

.onr16rrs6.'422

On22 December 1986 the Director General of MAF replied thatthe Government had

a statutory obligation to go ahead with declaring lhe QMAs, key actions had already
been laken, and expensive business decisions had been made. 'Let me assure you that
this action should not be seen as in any way derogating from the Ministry's
acceptance of and commitment to applying the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi as

they relate to fisheries.'423 16s following day QMA were gazetted covering twenty
two species.

The Tribunal then agreed to give the fisher ies aspect of the claim priority. The

claimants challenged the Crown's past record on Maori fishing rights in legislation,
policy, and practice. This included lTQs, fisheries and coastal managemenl, waler
quality, and taonga such as waitapu. Remedial action and compensation were sought.

42o6. Wetere and G. Palmer, Press Release, 14 November 1985: 'Memorandum to Cabinel
on Inter-departmental Maori Fisheries Report', undated

4217s7 a discussion of their reporl sse below, 766
422waitangi Tribunal to Director-General of Fisheries, 10 December 1986, in Muriwhenua,

App. 3.4.1 , 292.
4239;16"1or-General of Fisheries to E.T. Durie,23 December'198G, in Muriwhenua,App.

4, 301
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MAF was defensive. Officials argued that any pre-existing, Maori commercial fishing
had been subsumed through Maori participation under general fishing laws, and was
now limited to non-exclusive, non-commercial fishing rights. lts Maori Fisheries
Programme was addressing this. 'Equitable solutions which do not give one group a
privileged position over all others are necessary to ensure that maximum benefits
are realised for society as a !v66;g.'426 As for the Treaty, one senior official claimed,
rather incoherently:

My understanding is that the spirit, intent and words of the Treaty of
Waitangi, I have some real difficulties with that. . . . As a fisheries manager
above all else and I am sorry to dsmean the law and I don,t mean to, but
laws only work when they are practical and laws only work when people
want them 1o nor1.427

On 30 September 1987 the Muriwhenua ctaimants sought an urgent meeting with the
Tribunal. They feared that squid and jack mackerel were about to be brought under
the QMS, despite Crown promises to consult with Maori first. The Tribunal sent a

further memorandum to the Minister of Fisheries expressing concern that any such
action would breach Muriwhenua's rights under the Treaty. Although the Tribunal's
reporl was not yet finalised:

We find that the Maori hapu and tribes of Muriwhenua made a full and
extensive fishing use of the sea surrounding their lands and for a distance
of some 12 miles out from the shore [and] held the .mana' of the whole of
th€ zon€ mentioned. The nearest British cultural equivalent is to consider
that they exercised 'dominion' over the zone, or 'o*n"6' 11428

This included a commercial component.

[T]he crown had to acquire a right of commercial user by the general
public. There was no difference betwe€n lhat and ths land. . . . lt is not
therefore that the Crown must msrely consult whsn one refers lo property
rights, it is rather that the crown must negotiale for a right. . . . we would
hold, that the lrQs aro contrary to the principles of the Treaty and that
there should be negotiations with the Muriwhenua people for the
Crown's right of commercial use.429

Armed with this, the Muriwhenua tribes asked the Wellington Hlgh Court for an
interim order to prevent the Minister of Fisheries from declaring QMAs over those

42646;6av;1 of R. Boyd, MAF, to waitangi rribunal in the Muriwhenua Fishing claim
427pvi6snse of R. Dobson ro Waitangi Tribunal in the Muriwhenua Fishing Claim, transcript,

4-5
428'Memorandum of Tribunal's preliminary opinions as conveyed to Minister of Fisheries,,

30 September 1987, in Muriwhenua, Apg. A9.4.5, 295, 296
429'y"ror"ndum of Tribunal', 30 September l9g1, Z9Z
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new species in their tribal area.430 thg Court granted the interim declaration, but
only in relalion to Muriwhenua. lgnoring the obvious nationwide implications of the
order, the Minister went ahead and gazetted all remaining areas as QMAs for squid and
jack mackerel. Other tribes were incensed and lodged their own court actions.43l gn
2 November 1987 Greig J. extended the eartier injunction to the rest of the country.
Although critical that the Minister and Ministry of Fisheries had apparently 'said one

thing and done another', he also exonerated them from deliberately seeking to defeat
or deny Maori rights. Rather, they had acted 'in ignorance and on a long-standing
belief that Maori fishing rights were no more lhan recrealional or ceremonial,
without any @mmercial significance in the economy and society o1 y"o1i.'432

(d) The Joint Working Group on Maori Fisheries

ll was then up to the politicians and Maori litigants to reach a setilement before the
cases came to a full hearing.

The Government immediately faced threats from the fishing industry that it would
take court action. Richard Prebble, fresh from his success in the SOEs negotiations,
was drafted in to settle both sides down. Gabinet then established a Ministerial
Committee on Maori Fishing comprising Geoffrey Palmer, Koro Wetere, and Roger
Douglas, and a team of officials IFOCI headed by Treasury, to work on the 1esus.433

On 30 November 1987-the same day it finalised its deal on corporatisation-the
Government agreed to negotiations with Maori on the fisheries.434 A Joint Working
Group of four Maori and four Crown representatives was to report back by 30 June
1988. This would ensure that any changes could be implemented before the new
fishing season began on 1 October. A one-year interim arrangement would cover
squid and jack mackerel. This was later extended to rock lobster. As a sign of good

faith, a $1.5 million ex gratia payment would be made to the NZMC. Palmer was left

to appoint the Governmenl's represenlatives, while the Prime Minister's office

43o yvllp\enua and New Zealand Maori Councit v Attorney-General and Minister
Fisheries, High court, wellington, 30 september 1997, per Greig J. printed
Muriwhenua, App. 5. 303

431196; Tahu filed on 8 October 1987, followed by Raukawa Marae Trustees, Waiariki
District Maori Council, Taranaki Maori Trust Board, Tai Tokerau District Maori Council,
and Tainui Trust Board.

432i1gs; Tahu Maori Trust Board and others v Aftorney Generat and Minister of Agriculture
and Fisheries, High court, wellington,2 November 1987, per Greig J. piinteo in
Muriwhenua, App. 5, 307, 314.

4336y gtl4stlg, 1o November 1987
4349y gzt4g/zg,3o November 1987

of
in
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would draw up a media strategy. Officials started work on drafting the riding
instructions for the Crown's negotialors.

(i) The Joint Working Group Negotiations

The Maori representation reflected the parties to the court cases: Matiu Rata from
Muriwhenua, Tipene O'Regan from Ngai Tahu, Sir Graham Latimer from the NZMC,
and, despite considerable Government disquiet whether a legal representative had the
authority to bind her clienl, lawyer Denese Henare on behalf of Tainui. palmer's

initial suggestions for the Crown team included a diplomat, judge, independent fish
consultant, and academics. Cabinet, aware of the need for strong negotiators and
economic analysis, ralher than legalism and diplomacy, turned once more to prebble.

The team finally selected were Ray Baird, the Deputy chairperson of the FlB, and a
major architect of the eMS; John Chetwin, the Deputy Secretary of Treasury, and
overseer of industry reslructuring; Ross Sayers, who chaired the Railways
Corporation Board, and was a noted Rogernomics advocate; with John Wallace, a High
Court Judge, and the Chairperson of lhe Human Rights Commission, as convenor.

The Maori side tabled a position paper at the second meeting, on 18 January 1ggg,
which began by asserting exclusive property over the 200-mile zone. But it
suggested that the Crown and Maori could agree to disagree on the extent of the Maori
rights, and develop an interim arrangement for a finite period, to be followed by
renegotiation. In any case, the lTQs must be 'depermanentised', although they could
continue on a limited term basis. A Fisheries Corporation/Commission of Aotearoa
could be established, reflecting a fifty/fifty partnership between Maori and the
Crown. The Crown side said it needed legal advice before it could respond. That took
six weeks. Meetings continued but made little progress. By early March 1ggg, both
sides were under pressure for results, and issued a joint press release to reassure
their constituents.

Meanwhile the Crown negotiators, prompted by the officials, had identified six
principles which any settlemenl must

meet the two Treaty concopts of kawanalanga and tino rangatiratanga,
the second of which from the Maori point of view should lllow for a
Maori beneficial interest in the resource and for Maori participation in
managemsnt and control;
deliver good fisheries management including conservation;

be fiscally realistic and genuinely be used to assist Maori economic
development;
have regard to New Zealand's obligations under international law;

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
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maintain a strong and commorcially viable fishing industry, i.e. should
not of itself damage the commercial viability of the fishing industry;
66 6yp69".435

Handwritten noles on a draft of the negotiating principles prepared for the fisheries

officials' committee disclose the behind-the-scenes thinking of at least some of the

officials.436 Under the heading 'Delivers good fisheries management' is the note
'lTQ's rule OK'. Against a reference lo 'The Concept of Partnership' was the query

'How does this fit the purpose of lhe paper'? A discussion of the relationship Articles
1 and 2 of the Treaty prompted another guery: 'What does this mean. Article 1

rules?' A comment that the Crown should attempt to find a mutually acceptable
arrangement drew the response 'Motherhood statement. Bottom line is who has
power.' In relation to the need lo minimise the cost to the Crown: 'Couldn't we expect
to recoup cosls thru cuts in olher Maori expenditure' and 'ls it realislic to hit the
industry-have you explored lhis?'.

In the end, the official concluded, the working group must make Maori an offer they
could sell to the grass roots, and which they could not refuse. That would need to
include:

a. some degree of shared (or total) ownership or sovereignty even if only
for appearance (e.9. 999 year leases, share of rentals)

b. real control ol management (e.g. equal representation on Fish Bd
Aotearoa. Govt still has final say?) at National and local level;

c. Access to fishing for employmenl (whether thru ITQ allocation or monsy
to buy ITQ);

d. Lots of money for economis 53ss.437

To sell a deal to the Government, the initial cost would need to be reasonable, and

ultimately recouped, perhaps through a phased settlement. 'Redneck backlash' must

be minimised. This would mean:

a) whites can'l be dispossessed commercially,
b) solution shouldn't be seen as a higi-, handout (therefore quotas good),

435psport of the Crown Members of the Joint Wo*ing Group on Maori Fisheries,2. printed
in Law Commission, Maori Fisherias, App. E.

43691a1 paper on the principles for negotiation, S March'1988. This document was located
on the Treasury's files. ln my book, A Question of Honour?, this was described as the
agenda of Treasury. The Treasury official in charge ol the fisheries issue subsequently
objected to this. She claimed that these comments were written by someone from the
Ministry of Fisheries. I accept lhis. But the point remains that the comments reflected
the view of at least one official on the officials committee at the time, and the retention
of th€ docum€nt on the Treasury files seems to indicate some acceptance by others of its
relevance.

437P7a11 paper, I March 't988

(e)

(f)
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c) rscreational fishers still have rights and access,
c) [sic] industry happy,
d) MAF haPPY.436

ln addition, 'New Zealand' needed to sell the outcome to the international community,

and domestic legal fraternity. The notes ended with the cryptic comment: 'Fish need to

be happy'.

On 29 April 1988 the Crown finally tabled its own proposal. This involved a
commercial fisheries corporation with a Crown-controlled board, and Maori holding

16 per cent of the share equity.437 The negotiations which followed were often
fractious, and at times distinctly unpleasan1.438 Positions remained polarised. Maori

were driven by the Treaty guarantees of tino rangatir;:langa, and ownership of the

fisheries, as confirmed by the Tribunal's interim report. The Crown was seeking to

accommodale some Maori rights, within a slructure which optimised the economic

efficiency of the fishing industry, provided revenue to the Government, and

confirmed the Government's authority over the fisheries resource and future policy.

Maori started by claiming 100 per cent ownership of the fisheries, and moved to a
concession of fifty per cent, to be transfered in instalments if the solution was final,

or less as a one-generation settlement. The Crown started at a notional 16 per cent

share of the income stream from a state-controlled corporation, and moved up to 29

per cent.

By 18 May 1988, discussions had reached a stalemate on key issues, although
progress continued to be made on details. All parties awaited the release of the

Muriwhenua Fishing Report. That was transmitted to the Government on 31 May

1988. Both sides were well aware of the likely furore once the politicians, fishing

interests, and media seized on the report, and they hoped to reach some agreement in

principle before its public release on 15 June. They failed.

(ii) The Muriwhenua Fishing Report

The Muriwhenua Fishing Report was a mixed bag.43s lt extensively documented the

history of Maori commercial and non-commercial fisheries, and speculated that had

4369vs11 pap€r, 8 March 1988
437gyeyy6 proposal, 29 April 1988, tabled at the gth meeting of the JWG
43SPersonal communication
439Sss further discussion on this below, 651-4
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the Treaty been honoured, and had assistance been given to Maori as it
was lo the Fishing lndustry as a whole, there would now be a healthy
Maori fishing industry that may have been at the forefront of offshore
discoveries. . . . An alternative scenario would describe a fishing industry
dominated by tribes, wilh modern equipment a natural evolution of their
induslry. lt may also have compelled lhe Crown to nogotiale for fishing
rights or to seek joint ventures.442

But the Tribunal had backtracked on some vital parts of the interim report. In

particular, the Maori right was no longer seen in lerms of ownership of the
fisheries, or exclusive rights to fish. Rather, it became a right 'that their business
of fishing and fishing places would not be interfered with unless lhere was some

agreement or rights were clearly waived'.443

The report left the obligations of the Crown and Maori unclear. The Tribunal's
discussion of the principles of the Treaty was quite contradictory, suggesting haste,

different authors, and/or confused thinking. On the one hand, all the subordinating
principles from the Court of Appeal were reiterated, including no general duty on the

Governmenl to consult Maori, and no unreasonable restrictions on government
policy. On the other hand, it concluded:

In protecting the Maori interest, [the crown's] duty was rather to acquire
or nogotiat€ for any major public user that might impinge upon it. . . . lt was
not lh€refore that the crown had merely to consult, in the case of
Muriwhenua; the Crown had rather to negotiate for a right.444

Both sides read into the report what they wanted, and the negotiations remained
effectively stalled.

(til) The Politlcal Contert of the Negotiafions

During the six months of the negotiations Maori fisheries, and the Treaty in general,

had become a political minefield. Both sides had repeatedly emphasised to Minister of
Justice Geoffrey Palmer, who had taken on de facto responsibility for the Treaty, the
need for a public education campaign. Convenor John Wallace reported back on 24

May that Palmer 'wanted to think about it carefully'. lt was never done. The Crown
team was also infuriaied over the Maori refusal io allow the proposai to be discussed
with the fishing induslry, or the public. Ministers had promised the industry it
would be consulted, and as time passed the risk of leaks was growing.

442pp7ie16enua, 236-7
443Pr7i1n6enua, 216
444Mu7;*6enua, 217
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Behind the scenes, the powerful lobbying force of the fishing industry had maintained
personal and media pressure on the Governmenl, demanding a greater say. lndustry
magazines reported threats of racial violence, and updated moves 'to fight off what it
sees as a threat to its existence'.443 A legal team was set up 'to fight the case
politically and through the courls', funded by a special levy collected from all FIB

members-including any Maori commercial fishers.444 Tensions had exploded in late
April, when fisheries charges against a Blenheim Maori were dismissed, while his
Pakeha co-defendant was convicled.44s Delegates to the fishing industry conference,
being held in Wellington, marched on Parliament. They threatened to withdraw co-
operation with the QMS unless Maori fishers were forced to comply with the law. The

Maori negotiators promptly stepped in to defuse matters by calling for a voluntary
rahui, or moratorium, on the exercise of those rights.

Following the release of the Muriwhenua Fishing Report in June 1988, the industry

campaigned to save 'ordinary'-by implication, Pakeha-New Zealanders from being
dispossessed of their fisheries. Full-page advertisemenls from the Fishing Industry
Association warned of 'an end to fishing in New Zealand'. Recently-naturalised Bob
Martin from the Commercial Fishermen's Association launched a referendum on the
Waitangi Tribunal, under headlines ls New Zealand Stitl a Democracy and One Peoplel
One Countryl One Lad. fhe industry was also quick to seize on Maori fisheries as one

more excuse not to cooperate with the Government's intended rationalisation of the
industry, and to withhold payment of increased resource rentals.

The Maori negotiators were also under pressure. Tribes not represented in the
negotiations, and the NZMC's own Committee Tangaroa, felt shut out. The four
regional and one national hui originally budgeted for, were cut back to two through a
shortage of funds. This meant minimal consultation, beyond reporting back to the
tribes directly involved. At the first hui on 5 May 1989, no proposals were tabled.
At the second on 24 June, the Maori team's final position was presented for approval.
Some participants stood firm for the full 100 per cent, but the hui eventually
epnfirmed the negotialors' base-line of tino rangatiratanga, c:ombined with an offer to
share Maori ownership fifty/fifty with the Crown.

4436smmsrcial Fishing, February 1988; April t98g
444'7p to All Industry Organisation and Ail Levy payers',5 August 1988.
445Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries v Love, unreported, District Court, Blenheim, 1g

April 1988, per Taylor DCJ. The conviction of the Pakeha was subject to a rehearing in
October 1989. See below. 582
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Preparation for the full court hearing on the fisheries was also encountering
differenl levels of readiness and commitment amongst the lwi. There was a perception

that the NZMC had arbitrarily extended its mandate from SOEs to fisheries, and had
faifed to disperse the $1.5 million exgratia payment in the SOEs arrangement. There
was also concern that moves to set up a pan-Maori organisational structure
compromised assurances of mana-a-iwi.448 5;6;1sr concerns over the negotiators'
mandate had been raised by officials, who questioned

the extent to which the Maori members on the working party are
representalive of the Maori community and can therefore bind them to any
solulion reached. . . . [A]re they th€re as representatives of all Maoridom,
or becauss of their prov€n ability to negotiate wilh the 61q!vn.449

lndeed the Crown team later advised the Government that unless a body to speak for
Maori evolved, the Crown might well have to deal on a tribe-by-lribe basis in the
1u1uys.450

For lheir part, the Crown negotiators claimed not to have been 'constrained by
political considerations'. Prebble reiterated this: 'The Crown team participated
without interference from the Government and the position developed by the Crown
members is not necessarily that of the Governmsnl'.451 But the Treasury files show
that most of the Grown's proposals were submitted to Ministers for approval-one
was even held back, in case Ministers might need it laler, in direct negotiations.4S2

(iv) The Joint Working Group Report

By the 30 June 1988 reporting date, the working group had not reached agreement.
Each side presented its own report. The final Maori position was straightforward.

while the crown has entered into negotiations because of the High court
declaralions Maori assertion of their rights to the fisheries of New

448RePort to NZMC on Maori fisheries research, February 1988. Thesa concerns were
exacerbated by Maori lnternational's plans for a corporale slructure to control Maori
fisheries-where it would receive 25 p€r csnt of the votes, two of the six dirsclors, and
control of daily management and operations, in return for oniy $25,000 of the
$500,000 paid-up capital. Draft 'Heads of Agreement between Maori International and
Maori lnterests', February 1988

449pgg to MCMF and CWG, 3 February 1988
450'glssn memb€rs'of Joint working group reflections on negotiations', 30 October 19gg
451'pu6;16 Statement on behalf of the Minisrerial Sub-committee on Maori Fisheries,
452599 to MOMF,30 March 1988; 2 May 1988; 'Meeting between crown reps, MCMF and

Prime Minister', 16 May 1988; Foc to palmer, 19 May 19gg; Treasury Memorandum,
I June 1988
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Zealand is not based on any Act of the New Zealand legislature or any legal
advice as to the extsnt of the rights recognised by law. Instead, Maori
rights are derived directly from the Treaty of waitangi and have been
asserted by our anceslors ever since the Treaty was signed. They have
always been the ample rights explicitly recognized by Article ll. They have
never recognized any seaward boundary to the f isheries which are
territorial, following the tribal land bound"r;"".453

Maori were therefore entitled to 100 per cent of the fisheries, but were prepared to
share it with the Crown. Maori would make available to the Crown fifty per cent of
its fisheries, be confirmed in ownership of fifty per cenl of the resource, have an

equal say in the management and control of New Zealand fisheries, and receive fifty
per cent of the net resource rental. They would settle for ten per cent up-front, and

the remainder al 2.5 per cent a year over the next sixteen years, until they reached

fifty per cent.

The Crown position was more complex. lts stated aim was to recognise both Maori

rights and the requiremenls of modern fisheries management-while conceding 'lhe
goals may be mutually incompatibl.'.454 ths Crown side proposed that all lTes
should revert to ownership of a fishing corporation. These would then be leased by

tender, with an annual resource rental raised to the maximum the market could bear
within the next five years. This economic rent would make the lTQs themselves

almost worlhless, and minimise the amount of compensation due when the

corporation resumed the quota. To avoid a conflict of interest between involvement in

management and in the business of fishing, Maori would receive a share of the
profits, and seats on the board, but no actualquota.

The corporation's share equity would be seventy five per cent Crown, and twenty five

per cent Maori-owned. The Crown would have four direclors, including the Crown-

appointed Chair, and the Maori would have thre*an increase on the two they would

be entitled to by their percentage shareholding, but which, the Crown report said,
would have consigned Maori to a 'permanent minority role'. The twenty five per cent
Maori share was calculated on 100 per cenl ownership of the inshore fisheries
(nineteen per cent of the total 1988 value of the fisheries), and 12.5 per cent of
deep sea fisheries, based on the Maori proportion of the population. Although this
lotalled twenty nine per cent, two per cent woutd go to provide quotas for Maori

excluded from fishing in the early 1980s, and two per cent was earmarked for the

training of Maori to participate in the industry.

453pspor1 of the Maori Representatives on the Fisheries Working Group,30 June 19gg, in
Law Commission, Maorl Fisheries, App. E, 2

454g7qv/, Members Beport, z
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The Crown team claimed that their proposal complied with the Government's Treaty

obligations. But they had clearly begun the negotiations abysmally ignorant about the

Treaty, and they were dependent on Pakeha advisers whose new-found experlise on

the Treaty was monocultural and legalistic. Their understanding was based on a
Crown model construcled early in the negotiations, and with which they, wrongly,

believed that Maori agreed.4ss Kawanatanga was defined as government, with laws

and regulations enforced by the state. Rangatiratanga was proprietorship, meaning

rights to use resources. The overlap between the two was'managemenl and control of

resources'. Because the Maori side had agreed to disagree on the nature and extent of

ownership, the Crown model effectively reduced the tino rangatiratanga of the lwi to
sharing commercial managemenl and control with the Crown-but on the Crown's

terms, and within its laws and policies, in its exercise of government.

This interprelalion became clear in the Crown negotiators' final report. Kawanatanga

represented 'lhe rights and powers lo make and enforce laws for the governance of

New Zealand for the benefit of all citizens and to take such actions as are necessary to
protect the state and people'-in essence the rights of Crown sovereignty. This

included defining, allocaling, and protecting property rights, and modifying them or

their exercise 'lo meet broader social objectives' and to 'maximise their
contribution to the wellbeing of the nation'.

The Crown's scheme would be non-negotiable for the next twenty five years. All

Maori rights under the Treaty, or section 88(2) of the Fisheries Act covering Maori

fishing rights, would be suspended, but 'the Crown's Kawanatanga or sovereignty

would not be atfected by the settlement'. In effect Maori would not be able to
renegotiate, but the Government could amend or remove the whole regime by a simple

piece of legislation. Rather too late the Maori team complained that: 'The Crown

approach applies the term "rangaliratanga" to the fisheries in a sense unknown to
Maori-as apt to describe a minority interest in a corporation controlled by the

Crown in which Maori benefit is limited to receipt of a share of net resource rentals
paid by holders of fishing quota.'4s6

The Crown's scheme bore the hallmarks of an attempt by Treasury to restructure the

fisheries to fit the Rogernomics mould: a market-driven, slate-owned corporation

could be set up, wilh a majority government shareholding and board membership.

455'9;;16 meeting of JWG', 17 March 1988
456tr12sri Members Report, 3
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Indeed, such a move had been mooted within Treasury before the negotiations even
began. They believed that a 'strong case could be made for a new corporation to
manage the fisheries even if Maori fisheries was not an issue'457 to protect

commercial decisions from political interference prompted by industry lobbying.

The corporation would run fisheries as a commercial business to maximise profit,

with a statement of objectives against which to measure commercial performance. All
quota would be taken back. 'Reversion of quota is one of the areas . . . in which the
need to meet the concerns of Maori . . . can be used to advantage to address another
problem of concern to the industry.'4s8 And by raising resource rentals to a full

economic rent, lhe Government could harness market forces to ensure that only the

most profitable and efficient survived. lt would also recoup some of the windfall
created by the free allocation of the original quotas, and increase government

revenue. Conflicts of interest between management and operations would also be

avoided. Recreational or conservation activities, which could impede profit-making,

should only be provided for if they were separately funded at market rates. All

tourist fishing would be completely commercial.

Maori were broadly aware of this hidden agenda, and made it clear that they
'particularly do not wish to be seen as the catalyst for reforms which the Crown
seeks to introduce in any event'. Nor did they accept the Rogernomics logic. Their

concern was not solely for profit but to affirm mana Maori, and ensure Maori
parlicipation in fishing, and lhe protection of their fisheries as a taonga. This meant
roles at all levels of ownership, profit-sharing, and management. The Maori side's
version of lhe corporatisation proposal was viewed as only a temporary seltlement,

until Maori had gained separate a@ess to the fishery.4S9

(e) Mlnisterial Negotiations

Despite the failure of the Joint Working Group to agree, the Government remained

committed to a 1 October 1988 deadline for resolving lhe matter. Responsibility
shifted directly to Ministers. Palmer was ill with the 'flu, and the task fell to State-
Owned Enterprises Minister. Richard Prebble. Maori met with prebble and Colin
Moyle on 30 June. Prebble saw the presence of lawyers as counter-productive to a

457p6166 in a Treasury briefing to D. Lange, July 19g9
458Treasury,'Reversion', undated
4599. Henare to Treasury, 22 July 1989, regarding the meeting ol z3-4 June 198g
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political solution-a view reinforced by the SOEs negotiations-and the Maori team's

legal advisers were excluded. Nothing was reduced to paper.

This was also the time when Government was canvassing a possible 'grand stam' pan-

tribal settlemenl of Treaty claims over specific issues.458 As this would involve

direct negotiations, the Ministers were advised to avoid any action which might
provoke Maori to abandon the negotiating process, in favour of a return 1s s9urt.459
The officials recommended that they should pick up where the working group left off.

But Prebble had his own ideas about the Maori entitlement. He told Cabinet:

I also believe the Tribunal is wrong in its claim that the government has
deprived Maori of the right to fish. Prior to the introduction or the quota
syslem, Maori had the same right as any other New Zealander and through
Maori Affairs loans received assistance. Maoridom is absolutely convinced
that the High Court will uphold their claim. I believe we should give serious
consideration to allow this matter to be again litigated on our l€rms
[and] seek a declaralory judgment from the High court over who owns ths
1;.lt"ri"".4 6o

Treasury's John Chetwin disagreed: 'l do not believe he is supported by history', and

'going back to court is a high risk option'.461 Prebble's own support for the court
option changed dramatically after the forest and the coal cases.

Prebble and the officials then began exploring a range of alternatives. These included

a negotiated solution; a legislated solution along the Crown working party lines; a

return to the Tribunal; a return to courl; or a combination of legislation and court

direction. By the end of July 1988 matters had reached another impasse and Maori

were questioning whether the discussions had a future.462 The situation was volatile,

with the white backlash whipped up over fisheries on one hand, and strengthening

Maori demands for Treaty justice on the other.

On 3 August Palmer, Prebble and Wetere met with the four Maori negotiators.463 11

was a frank meeting, with both sides keen to defuse the situation and reach a
setllement. Prebble talked of a challenge 'to avoid creating another Norlhern lreland

in New Zealand'. Both sides broadly accepted that a solution could be found within the

OMS. But the sticking point remained lhe same. Maori reasserted the need for a

4589"" below, 377
459'N61ss after negotiating session', 6 July 1988
460p. Prebble, Memorandum to Cabinet, 11 July 198g
461Treasury, Internal memorandum, 14 July 1988
462 6. Latimer to R. Prebble,2T July 1988; G. Latimer to G. palmer, 1 August 1988
463Ne1ss of meeting, 3 August 1988
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semblance of a fifty per cent interest. Palmer made it clear 'fish was different from

land' and that '50/50 won't pass cabinet, the parliament or the public'.

Prebble was agitated at the amount of Ministerial time now being absorbed in
negotiations with Maori. The day after lhis meeting, he produced his own detailed
proposal.466 Drawing on the earlier Maori position, Prebble suggested that Maori
tribes should receive 2.5 per cenl of quota per year over lwenty years, inalienable,
and covering all species. But tribes would only become eligible for lhe next 2.5 per

cent instalment once they had 'substantially fished' their existing quota. Any quota

not substantially fished, or unallocated, would revert to lhe Crown. A new institution
shared by Maori and Crown would allocate quota amongst lribes, who would then
distribute them. All quota had to be used by Maori themselves, and full resource
rentals paid. The final outcome, he noted, was bound to fall well short of fifty per

cenl.

Provision would also be made for small, local non-commercial fisheries, managed
through autonomous committees of Crown and Maori; a small quota for lhose excluded
from fishing in the 't980s; and a package of $2 million a year for ten years, to assist
Maori entry to the fisheries. Section 88(2) would be repealed, to remove any risk of
litigation based eilher on the Treaty or on aboriginal title. Cabinet 'noted' the
proposals on 8 August, and cautiously authorised Prebble only to go as far as
producing a more detailed paper 1o1 6s6;ns1.467

Prebble nevertheless pursued the idea with vigour. On 10 August 1988 he sought
approval from the Cabinet Committee on Maori Fisheries for draft legislation to
implement his proposal. Separate meetings with the Maori negotiators were planned,

where the proposal would be discussed informally, but not tabled, thereby avoiding
scrutiny by their lawyers. Repeal of section 88(2) was to be presented as non-
negotiable. The Ministers concerned went through the draft Bill on 17 August.
Prebble wanled a writlen proposal to give to Maori on 23 Augusl, for introduction to
Parliament the day after. The officials saw no need for a separate Bill, and claimed
the allocation could be made under the currenl Act. Prebble argued that legislation
would make it more ditficult for laler governments to renege. As a compromise, the

arrangement was eventually confined to the preamble of the Bill, where it would be
legally unenforcea6ls.a6S

466p. Prebble proposal, 4 August 1988
4676Y ggt2gtg4, 8 Augusr 1988
468P96 to MCMF, 18 Augusr 1988
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Over time, the officials added to Prebble's proposal. A New Zealand Fisheries Council
should replace the FlB, with two industry, two Maori, and two recreational
representatives, chaired by the Minister. But it would be advisory only, ensuring
that Maori would not be both players and managers. The Waitangi Tribunal,s
jurisdiction over almost all fisheries claims would be excluded for the next twenty
years, including claims currently lodged with the Tribunal. Freshwater fisheries
were belatedly included in the Bill, despite their deliberate exclusion from the
negotiations early on. Rock lobster was to be brought under lTe.

Treasury remained concerned about the fiscal cost of the proposal, its economic
inefficiencies, the effect on the industry, and Maori acceptance.469 16s estimated
cosl of $25 million a yeat was acceptable only if repaid by increasing resource
rentals to a full economic rent. The Crown Working Group's corporatisalion proposal

remained Treasury's preferred solution. But if Maori continued to require a

ttftyltitly split, they agreed that Prebble's approach was the next-best option.

The Maori negotiators were also facing pressure over the lack of briefings to olher
lwi, and strong Maori demands for a larger, more representative negotiating team.
There had never been a uniform Maori negotiating strategy. Now divisions between
the negotiators, who were protecting their various tribal interests, became
increasingly apparent. This was heightened by Treasury's and the Ministers' clear
preference for dealing with some and not others. Tipene O'Regan, whose Ngai Tahu

claim encompassed the vast bulk of the offshore fisheries, presented a regional
proposal for joint-venlure management between Ngai Tahu and MAF, for the southern

fisheries. unhappy with the Muriwhenua Fishing Report, and the costs and
uncertainty of a return lo court, O'Regan was anxious for a 'politically digestible'
setllement. He was apparently prepared to accept a Crown/Maori corporate body with

Crown chair, relurn of quota staged over lime, and twenty per cent resource
1sn1s;s.470

Matters then appeared to drift for several weeks. The gist of the proposal was put to
the Maori team, and informal discussions with the indivldual negotiators followed.

Several attempts were made during September 1988 to refine the 'subslantially
fished' formula, but these got nowhere. A meeting between Maori and the law
drafters, set up for 16 September to consider the Bill was cancelled without

469Treasury to Minister of Finance, 1g August t98g
4701. g'g"gan lo Treasury, t5 August 19g8
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explanation. On 19 September the Cabinet approved the Bill, and referred it to
caucus-adding a rider that the criteria for access to quota should not be challengeable

1n squrt.471

(0 The Maori Fisheries Bill 1988

On the morning of 21 Seplember 1988 Ministers and officials held a tense meeting

with Maori, where they presented the Government's proposed Bill. Prebble made it

clear that the Governmenl was not prepared to have more injunctions, and would

legislate the settlement. lt had calculated what it thought Maori could catch. lf this
was fished, the Government was prepared to acquire more compulsorily. However,

one major company had indicated that it was prepared to exit the industry, and this

could provide a source of quota without compulsory acquisition. Cabinet was well

aware that the public was likely to fix on the fifty per cent figure, but Prebble made

il clear that Government had not accepted lhat Maori owned lifty per cent of the
fisheries. O'Regan pointed out that many Maori saw any move from 100 per cent as a
concession, with fifty per cent the maximum concession. lt would be difficult enough

to hold Maori to that. lf that possibility was removed, there was no chance of

delivering Maori consensus.472 But the meeting was a mere formality. The

Government had decided to act.

(i) The Prebble Proposal

On the afternoon of 21 September 1988 Prebble announced in Parliament that, atler
monlhs of negotiations, the Crown was exercising its rights of government and

imposing its solution. He was at pains to placate prevailing Pakeha paranoia with

assurances that 'from now every New Zealander will fish subject to the same

;swe'.473 Meanwhile Prime Minister David Lange exposed the faqade of the 50 per

cent Maori share: '[T]he Government would be very disappointed indeed if Macri
people did not achieve at least 10% of the quota because that is something which they

ought to be doing just simply as a reflection of the ratio of their numbers to the
general PoPulation.'474

471Pgg -t4, 19 Seprember 1988
472'pe16s of meeling', 20 September 19gg
473p2pp, v.492, 21 September 19gg, 6g29
474pr.." conference transcript, 21 September 19gg
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Lasl-minute attempts by Maori, on 22 September, to have Prebble reconsider the

Bill failed. Finat Cabinet Committee approval was granted.4Ts The Maori Fisheries

Bill was introduced later that day by Minister of Fisheries Colin Moyle, who had

played a minimal role in the whole process. His speech was defensive, reasserting the

rights and protection of Pakeha fishers.

The last thing that the Governm€nl or I want to do is damage th€ fishing
industry. . . . without this Bill ths industry may have been required to give
up more than those provisions.4T6

The cost would not exceed $25 million a year, and was likely to be significantly less.

Maori would not be given fifty per cent of New Zealand's fisheries resource. That was

a theoretical maximum. Except for the first 2.5 per cent of quota Maori would have to

earn, by their efforts, a place in the fishing industry. 'Out of this defeat-if Maori

wish to view it that way- they have at least got access to 16000 tonnes o1 11s6.'477

For Government to leave various court and Tribunal claims intact 'would visit
crippling uncertainty on an important industry and on people whose whole lives are

committed to commercial fishing' and would leave sores 'to fester and suppurate'.

Prebble, loo, contrasted the benefits for Maori of this deal with their legal
'victories', which he correctly observed had produced very large legal bills, but 'not

a scale s1 s fis6'.478

Leader of the Opposition Jim Bolger pursued his then-favoured 'one New Zealand'

theme. He attacked the allocation of quota'based not on need, nol on legal rights, not

on the right of purchase, but on the ground of race' claiming that '[n]othing in the

treaty refers to 100 percent of the fishery resource.'479 The Bill rested-
presumably with his approval-'entirely on the premise of the first article of the

treaty - that is, that lhe sovereignty of New Zealand was transferred in totality from

the Maori people lo the Crown; and the Crown through Parliament wilt make the

determination'. The Government's private belief that Maori would never take up the
full fifty per cent was 'contemptible politics', seeking to appease both sides while it

left lhe issue for the next generation 'to niggle away at'. National would significantly

amend or repeal 11''s 9;11.480

475P991 g1t't, 22 September 19g8
476p7p9, v.492,22 September 19g8, 6885-6
477 p7pg, v.492, 22 September 1988, 6ggs-6
478p7p9, v.492,22 September 1988, 6g94
479y7p9, v.492,22 Seprember 1988, 6888
48oNZPD, v.492,22 Seprember 1988, 6889
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Opposition Maori Affairs spokesperson Winston Peters played both sides. Maori 'have

been cheated, lied lo, duped, and deceived' with a Bill which 'emasculates the Treaty

of Waitangl'.481 gu1 then he condemned the Bill as 'apartheid on the high seas'.

Local, non-commercial fisheries under lwi control was 'not partnership or co-

operation Ibutl straight, unadulterated racism'. Warren Kyd mischievously

misrepresented the outcome:

New Zealanders believe in equal rights, equal opportunities, and equal
accoss to resourcss. ll is repugnant lo allow half of the fishing resource to
be transferrod to a particular race. The Bill is contrary to lhe belief of
every New Zealander. B2

The Bill was then referred to a specially-constituted select committee. Most

submissions were either strongly pro-Maori, or anti-Maori/pro-industry. Almost
all were critical. Neither Maori nor the fishing industry were happy. Maori objected

to the inclusion of freshwater fisheries, when they had never been subject to

negotlations; the criteria of 'substantially fished'; the loss forever of quota not fished

in any one year, with bad performance by one tribe penalising all; possible

Ministerial veto over Maori fisheries by-laws; denial of access to the courts and the
Waitangi Tribunal; the levying of full resource rentals; and lhe reference to the fifty
per cent total in the Preamble only.

The fishing industry complained that it had been given eight days to make written

submissions on the proposal, but the Bill was introduced on the day these were
presented. The industry remained opposed to compulsory acquisition, and the

institutional separation of quota from management. Instead they argued for a cash
payment to Maori of $100 million over five years, for them to invest in quota if they
wished-a sum which reflected fifty per cent of the value of inshore lTQs to date.

Officials, other than MAF, dismissed this alternative as failing lo meet the Crown's

six negotiating princip;gs.483

Prebble had refused lo define or review the 'substantially fished' criteria. Maori

took that, and the removal of access to the courts and the Tribunal, as a modern-day

ccnfiscation. After a major hui in wellington, prominent kaumatua lodged
proceedings in court on 27 September 1988, alleging trespass on their fisheries,

negligence, and breach of fiduciary duty. No one was happy. The removal of legal

481y7p9, v.492, 22 September 1g88, 6g92-3
a82117pp, v.492,22 Septembert988, 6902, per Kyd
4SSTreasury file note, late September 19g8
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rights was labelled by Lange an 'ldi Amin clause'. The Legislative Advisory Committee
called it a serious breach of constitutional convention, by legislative intervention in

the judicial process. Palmer publicly defended the Bill, and denied that Governmenl

had ridden roughshod over the Treaty.484 But behind the scenes he and the officials,

minus MAF, were already working on changes.485

Generally MAF favoured the Prebble proposal, although it wanted a requirement that
Maori retain effective control of the quota, by not selling or leasing them for three or
more years.

Political reality is that Maori will get that part of the fishery that the
country can be persuaded that they should have. . . . This Bill expresses this
Governmenl's visw of what is politically sellable. [Retaining rights to
litigate wouldl leave Maori with a stick to beat a Government with to obtain
more than the Government believes it is able to deliver and the opportunity
for further racial division to be generated. lf Maori wanl more then they or
the Government of the day will have to creale the social climate in which it
is politically feasible to give more.486

But the Prime Minisler's Department, Maori Affairs, and Treasury wanted the Bill

fundamentally reassessed. Any effeclive concession of a fiftyififty interest was seen

to have considerable ramificalions for other Crown/Maori issues, especially
ownership of water and minerals-the Government having just committed itself to the
sale of Coalcorp, and the state forests. The otficials initially favoured a variation on

the Crown working party proposal, upping the Maori share to thirly per cent
including transfer of ten per cent of the TAC over a four year period. This would be

reviewed after ten years. Treasury was also concerned at the danger of an industry

cartel, which could force government to pay extortionate prices for quota, or nol
keep its deal with Y3e1.487

(ii) The Palmer Proposal

The officials then floated the possibility ot an interim solution. No setilement was
likely unless Maori ownership of 100 per cent of the fisheries was acknowledged. So

the litigation could well end up in the Privy Council. lf the Government was retuctant

to commlt itself at lhis stage, they suggested it could allow the select committee and

4S4Transcript, Radio New Zealand Holmes Show,26 September 19gg
48517s3rrt file note, late September 19gg
48691pp1g6 comment on Maori comment on Maori Fisheries Bill, 7 October lggg
487'g"onotic Efficiency of Maori Fisheries Bill', undated; 'officials report to Ministers,,

'11 October 1988
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court case to continue. Meanwhile, it could allocate 2.5 per cenl to Maori in 199g, as
recognition of existence of Maori fisheries and proof of good failh, and set up a small
project team to pull together new legislation by 1 October 1989. This team could
then report lo Governmenl on a formula for settlement. The overall process might
take two to three years.488

Maori were getting impatient. There was still a reluctance to put anything to them on
paper. The officials warned Palmer

you have to be extremely careful about the conlents of any reply. You can't
be seen to be subverling the select committee system, nor give Maori the
opportunily to come back later waving the pap€r and accusing the Crown of
broken promises.489

On 26 October 1988 Palmer placed a new, interim, proposal before the Maori
negotiators and the fishing industry. Government would provide 2.5 per cent of quota

annually for the nexl four years, to be retained in Maori ownershipcosting at
currenl prices S100 million-and provide $10 million, spread over four years, to
eslablish Maori in the industry. Legal cases would continue to obtain a judicial

decision on the exlenl of Maori fishing rights, and a project team would deal with the
Maori fisheries issue on an on-going basis. Some provision would be made for Maori
conlrol over local, non-commercial fisheries. The meeting with the Maori ieam was
tense. They claimed they had reluctantly gone to @urt, and wanted a political not a
legal solution. They were still expecting an answer to their own proposal. palmer

made it clear that negotiations were over-the malter would be letl to the courl. lf the

court said that Maori were entitled to fifty per cent, that is what they would get. But
separately he reassured the fishing industry that the Government believed Maori
might get up to twenty per cenl, but not fifty per cent, and that it saw ten per cent as

a safe starting point.49o

By the time Palmer released the proposal publicly on 28 October 1988, Sir Graham
Latimer had already expressed his support. Tipene O'Regan approved so long as the
quola was allocated tribally, and not to some 'amorphous construct "Maori
peopts''.491 But Matiu Rata was adamantly opposed, and went on lo announce plans

for an international joint venture for skipjack tuna, which overtly flouted the

4889111s1.1r briefing note, 20 ocrober 1988
489Ofiiciats note to G. palmer, 21 October 1988
490'yssg;ng of Ministers with fishing industry', 26 October lggg
4911. O'Regan to G. Palmer, 'lnlerim response,, 2g October lggg
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current fisheries 16vvs.492 The inilial response of the fishing industry was to restate

its preferred $100 million buy-back option. But it later called the scheme
'practical 

"n6 
1s11'.493

Otficials then began fleshing out the details. lt was the proposals for Maori control of
local, non-commercial fisheries which were predicted to 'have greatest impact on

New Zealanders and be among the most controversial', so the officials suggested that

the concept be altered, made volunlary, or deferred until after the court case.

However, the proposal had not yet been approved by the Cabinet. Even the Policy

Committee did not consider it until late Novem6s1.494 On 5 D.cember 1988 the

Cabinet deferred any decision for a week, apparently wary about an outcome which

depended on the courts. The Ministers were asked for an issues and options paper.495

Palmer was away overseas, and Fisheries Minister Colin Moyle seized on the

opportunity to present his alternative-essentially the fishing industry's favoured

oplion of a lump-sum payment, for Maori to buy back into the fishing 5usinsss.496

He claimed the Palmer proposal was seriously flawed and dangerous for the industry,

whereas his plan provided good fisheries management, was fiscally realistic,
genuinely assisted Maori economic developmenl, and was durable.

The officials, minus MAF, presented a @unter paper, claiming broad support for the

Palmer proposal from Maori, industry, and government departmen1s.497 thsy
hoped, with agreement on the details, it could be presented as a joint submission to

the select committee considering the original Bill. Allowing the matter to go back to
court would 'probably not give a final answer, but may define the parameters within

which the Treaty partners could negotiate a lasting settlemenl'.

Palmer was furious with Moyle, and upon his return wrole his own reporl, claiming

lhat Moyle's proposals did not measure up against the Government's six fisheries

negotiating principles.a98 Maori had made it clear that they would not accept money,

and this was reinforced by three of the four negotiators' support for his October
proposal. Any move away from that would be interpreted as bad faith. The only

492Nationat Business Review, g December 19gg
493p;s6;ng industry to G. Palmer, 30 November 19gg
49424 November 't988; and CPC(88) M45/9, 29 November 1988
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4969. Moyle, 'Proposals on Maori Fisheries', 12 December 19gg
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stumbling block which remained, according to Palmer, was the Government's lack of
action in endorsing the proposal. The Cabinet, although still reluctant to commit
itself to more litigation and an unknown outcome, and having just received
Treasury's latest assessmenl of the cosl of Maori claims, finally agreed.499

On 24 December 1988, a more detailed version of Palmer's proposal was sent to the
Maori negotiators. A special, full-time project team of officials and conlracted
experts, working through a Minister and Cabinet committee, would: instruct Crown

lawyers on court cases; monitor Government policy which could impacl on Maori

fisheries; promote consultation belween Maori, industry, and the Government; advise
the Government on Maori fisheries; implement the amended Maori Fisheries Bill: and

establish a process for resolving Maori claims to freshwater fisheries. There would

be no specific Maori or industry representation, bul the team would consult
extensively. A new fisheries council, with three Maori and three industry members,

would advise the Minister of Fisheries on conservation and management. This
proposal would require 'compromise by all parties': Maori had to accept less than
lhey claimed, it was probably not the industry's preferred option, and the

Government had moved from its initial position.

Government representatives met again with Maori, and with the fishing industry, in

late February, and set up a working group to consider the remaining technical issues.

After meetings on 7, 14 and 1s March ig8g, there was still no agreement.
Government again decided to act unilaterally. The Crown's submission, in the name of
the new Justice Department Treaty unit, was dated 17 March 1989. Cabinet saw it on

20 March, and it reached the select committee office on 22 March. The submission
described 'lengthy and slrenuous negotiations, carried out with good faith on both

sides'. But until the nalure and extent of Maori fishing rights were defined, an

interim arrangement was needed which would not 'advance or relard either position,

but produce an overall benefit'. Palmer told the press:

This arrangement is aimed at restoring certainty, predictability and
fairness to a situation which has been confused for some time. lt is, in
ossence, a compromise and, as with all compromises, not everybody likes
everyihing ;1, ;1.500

In fact, Maori had disagreed with most of ils essential components: the dropping of
compulsory acquisition powers; the requirement to pay full resource rentals; quota

4996361n"1 Minutes, 19 December 't9gg
5006. Palmer, Press Release, 4 April 19g9
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allocation through a Crown/Maori body; lhe inclusion of rock lobster under the eMS;
interposing of the New Zealand Fisheries Council between Maori and the Crown; and
Ministerial powers over local, non-commercial fisheries, which denied tino
rangatiratanga. Tainui condemned the Crown's submission for misrepresenting the
Maori position, and giving the impression of Maori acceptance.S0l

Meanwhile, Prebble's original Bill was still before the select committee. When
Palmer had foreshadowed his new proposal, back in October 1988, Mp for Northern
Maori Bruce Gregory had labelled it 'disturbing' and suggesting 'elements of

Panic'.502 He claimed that there had been no consultation wirh the Maori Mps, and
that it made a mockery of the select committee process-an allegation which
committee chair, Ken Shirley, immediately denied. But the select committee
continued hearing submissions on Prebble's Bill, when it was clear that it would be
superseded. In Auckland on 4 April 1989 it provided copies of the Crown,s
submission to people arriving to present their own. They were left unclear whether
to address the now-redundant Bill, or the new Crown proposals.

(iii) The Shirley Proposats

Additional submissions were then sought on the Palmer proposal. Many of the Maori
submissions rejected both the proposals, and asserted tino rangatiratanga in the form
of full Maori economic and political aulonomy. But lhere was yet another twist to
come. Ken Shirley, who chaired the Maori Fisheries select committee and was a
staunch Rogernomics man, was unhappy with both the Prebble and Palmer proposals.

On 12 May 1989 he reported to the Labour caucus:'l have concluded that the Bill in
its present form is a commercial nonsense, social disaster and political liabiliry.'
While the industry now @nceded the existence of some Maori rights, and Maori were
seeking a package for iwi-based social and economic development

[t]here is a significant radical element, Maori and pakeha, who deny
sovereignty of the crown demanding total Maori ownership and control.
Accepting crown sovereignty and denying full exclusive and undisturbed
Maori ownership requires political action to addrsss the Treaty issues in a
modern 

"sn1sx1.503

He saw resolution of the fisheries claim as the constitutional
Parliament, not the courts. 'Protracted action through the courts

responsibility of

will only lead to

5019. Henare to G. Palmer, 29 March 19g9
5029. Gregory, Press Release, 1 November 19gg
503K. strirley, Memorandum to Labour caucus on Maori Fisheries, 12 May 19g9
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ever increased aspirations from the radicals, continuing instability within the
commercial sector and resentment from the public at large.' In particular, section
88(2) needed to be written out of the Fisheries Act. Shirtey proposed a final
settlement which combined quotas and quota equivalents, with a total value of 9110
million-ten per cent of all rAC or fifty per cent of inshore TAC equalling g100

million, plus $10 million for development. These would be made available to a

central body, controlled jointly by Maori and the Crown. This body would allocate the
quota or equivalents to lwi, and trade quota to accumulate species best suited for lwi

fishing enterprises. lwi authorities themselves would have no right to exchange
quota. Full resource renlals would be paid. Funding would also be provided from the

central body for aquaculture, technical, and management skills.

Local, non-commercial fisheries were considered 'most politically contentious',
because 'reserves which discriminated on the basis of race would provoke slrong
reaction from all marine users.' lwi control should therefore be deleted, and
voluntary rahui promoted. lf the Bill was delayed, QMAs for a limited quantity of
rock lobster for a set term should proceed separately.

The Shirley plan was leaked to the media. Those who were by then making
submissions on the Palmer proposal had renewed cause to wonder at the futility of
the select commitlee hearings. No one knew quite what was happening. Maori
conlinued preparing for court, with the Muriwhenua hearing set down for 2 October
1989, to be followed by Ngai Tahu.

Shirley's proposals dovetailed with some initiatives being taken by more
entrepreneurial Maori groups. Back in December 1988, the Minister of Maori
Affairs had asked the Maori Development Corporation [MDC] to produce a Maori
commercial fishing industry development strategy. This was handed to the Minister
in May 1989, and formed lhe basis of a corporate strategy for Maori fisheries under
the name of ika Corporation. The Centre for Maaori Studies in Waikato-{ut not acting
on behalf of Tainui-expanded this proposal, at the request of the Board of Maori

Affairs.

Its report pragmatically opted to make the best of what was being s6sys6.504 ,At the
political level a solution along the lines suggested by Ken Shirley seems both likely
and acceptable provided that provision is made so that any agreement can be fine

504qsnrs for Maaori Studies and Research, University of Waikato, ,A Management plan
for Thg New Zealand Maaori Fishing Industry,, June 19g9
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tuned' for technical matters. The task then was to define 'an operational structure
which will satisfy both Treaty provisions and administrative and political realities
in both the Maori and general New Zealand scene.' lt argued that, rather than
fragmenting quota by tribal distribution, Maori fisheries could only be successful if
they were administered and controlled by a corporate Maori fishing structure. This
would be balanced by providing for lino rangatiratanga, and a role as kaitiaki, at the

level of local fisheries.

The Centre for Maaori Studies's proposal adapted the familiar Rogernomics model of a
fully-commercial company with non-conflicting objectives, and profit as the driving
force. Assets would be held by a trust representing the interests of Maori
collectively, and having Crown representation. Profits would be ploughed back to the
company with no requirement to declare a dividend or distribute benefits until a

sound corporate and capital position was reached. Company operations would be
guided by a board comprising 'the areas represented by the 4 litigants, broadened so

that each become by negotiation representative of other waka or other iwi rohe'.
Some resistance was expected from a number of tribes to 'handing over' their
resource and capital for an indefinite period, and a public relations strategy was
proposed, to ensure its acceptance by Maori.

The goal was to strengthen the overall Maori economic base, and to provide
opportunities for Maori participation in the industry. Options included co-
operatives, private ventures, tribal initiatives, and joint ventures with non-Maori
interests such as Fletcher Challenge. Regional offices would help establish a network

of tribal fishing enterprises, and oversee conservation. But employment and training
would not be overemphasised, to avoid the risk of the business becoming
uncompetitive or financially dependent.

Numerous variations of this scheme were worked through during Augusl and
September 1989. Ken Shirley sought the assistance of Treasury, who in turn drafted
in Fred Baird-formerly of MAF, FlB, and the Crown negotiating team on Maori
fisheries-and Wari Ward-Holmes from the MDC. Palmer attempted to get involved
again, wilhoul success. When Shirley reported the B:li back on 19 September 19g9,

a Yeat after it was inlroduced, only twenty four lines of the original twenty four
pages were intact.
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(iv) The Bill as Reported Back

The Select Committee's Bill fell short even of the Centre for Maaori Studies' proposal

and, despite the claims of Treasury's consultants, had nothing whatever to do with

tino rangatiratanga.sos Proposals for a New Zealand Fisheries Council, compulsory

reacquisition of quota, removal of recourse to the courts and Tribunal, and lhe
lengthy preamble setting out the fifty per cent quota transfer were all dropped from

the original Prebble Bill. lnslead, the new version provided for a pan-tribal

settlement through a two-tier slructure of a Maori Fisheries Commission, and a
fully-commercial operation, Aotearoa Fisheries Limited-the lwo bodies were deemed

necessary, to minimise the conflicting objectives of holders and managers of the

resource.

The Commission would receive ten per cent of the TAC or its equivalent from the

Government, at a rate of 2.5 per cent over four years, plus a $10 million lump sum

for lraining and development. Any further allocation would be for the courts to

decide. The Government could substitute a cash equivalent where quota was not

available, or was considered excessively priced. The Commission itself could request

cash in place of all or part of the quota. These assets would then be passed on to
Aotearoa Fisheries, in return for fully paid-up shares in the company from which

the Commission would receive annual dividends. The Commission's seven members

would all be appointed by the Government-three by the Minister of Fisheries and
four by the Minister of Maori Affairs-until 1992 when, all going well with the

scheme, the Minister of Fisheries would bow out.

The Directors of Aotearoa Fisheries Ltd would all be appointed by the Commission,

subiect to the Minister of Fisheries' approval. They would be chosen for their
business acumen, knowledge of the fishing industry, and 'having regard to the
desirability' of appointing suitably-qualified Maori. They must have no conftict of
interesl-ruling out Maori who were actively rJnnected with fishing operations. The

operalional clauses for the company included similar provisions to the State Owned

Enterprises Act for statements of corporale inlent, regular reporting, and dividends,

all subjeci to Ministerial approval, and a primary objective to run as a commercial

enterprise.

505'T16s.rry Consultants Report to Chair of Maori Fisheries Select Committee,. 29
August 1989
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Even the promised trade-off to provide for tino rangatiratanga at the level of local,

non-commercial fisheries was subordinated to total Ministerial control. Tangata
whenua could apply to MAF to set aside taiapure arcas on estuaries and coastlines as
traditional sources for food, or for their cultural or spiritual significance. MAF
would then advise the Minister whether lo agree, based on the appropriateness of its
size, and the impact on the general community, special interests, and fisheries
management. lf the Minister agreed in principle, lhe application would be gazetted,

with two months for objections. These would be inquired into by a Maori Land Court
judge. But the Minister was then free to accept or reject the judge,s

recommendations. lf accepted, the Minister would appoint a management committee,
based on nominations from a legally-conslituted body which his advisers considered
was representative of the local Maori community. This management committee would
then recommend non-discriminatory regulations for the taiapure to the Minister.
Freshwater and inshore areas were excluded from the scheme.

Hence, the fisheries settlement comprised a corporation, appoinled by the Crown, lo
administer a small amount of quota or money substitute which it could trade on the
quota market, and on which it would then pay full economic resource rentals. There
was no return of Maori to fishing, and no mana, even at the local level. The cost for

the Grown in an industry whose estimated net value was $1.3S to $1.67 6111isns06

would, on current quota values, be $100 million. lf the Governmenl finally achieved
its goal of market-based resource rentals, the cost would be alrnost ni1.507

By replacing provision for a hypothetical fifty per cent quota ailocation to Maori
with a guaranteed ten per cent of quota or 'quota equivalents', the Government
claimed to be 'realising in a practical way . . . the spirit of the treaty promise that
there continue to be a major involvement by Maori in the business and activity of
fishing.'so8 The significance of the Waitangi Tribunal's shift away from Maori
ownership of the fisheries in its interim report, to a right to participate in fishing
in the tinal Muriwhenua Fishing Report, was therefore a significant factor in
enabling the Government lo justify the outcome. The Bill was also presented as

50611srcrt, 'Valuation of lhe Fishery', 2g April 19gg
5071n return for fishing industry agreement to a new scheme of proportional quotas, the

Government had to agree in October 1989 to defer major increases in resource rentals
for five ysars.

5oBp2pg, v,501, 19 September 1989, j2666
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consistent with the Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty of Waitangr, which
Labour had announced in July 1969.s0e

During the Parliamentary debale, Ken Shirley described the Bill as 'probably one of
the most contentious measures to come before the House'.510 ths oul@me was a
'fair' settlement which was firsily 'practical in the 1990s and beyond; second, does
not cause destabilisation of the commercial fishing industry or cancel those existing
property rights; and, third, can be enforced to bring greater unity in New Zealand
rather than act as a cause for greater division.'S11 For fellow committee member and
Rogernomics proponent Bill Sulton, it was reconcilable with the Treaty because
Maori had ceded sovereignty in return for protection of rights which were still
developing,'nol to be held in some kind of 1840 time-warp for all time'but
'interpreted in relation to modern New Zealan6'.512

Minister of Maori Affairs Koro Wetere recited the by-then familiar claim that .this

Government has done more about the treaty than any other Government in the history
of the counlry.'s13 enltip Woollaston condemned National's strategy to,pick every
scab to excite racial tension' as coming 'close to being sabotage of New Zealand,s
well-being'.514 gnlt the member for Northern Maori Bruce Gregory expressed his
unhappiness with the Bill, in particular the allocation of the quota to a commercial
fishing @mpany, and the political exploitation of the lssus.S15

The Opposition tried lo have it all ways. On one hand the Bill was the product of ,a

complicated, year-long exercise in duplicity and deceplion',S16 'a contrivance at
best; a conspiracy at worst-was opposed by rangatira and radicals alike.'517 The two
National MPs on the committee released a 13-page minority report, and a paper
titled 'What Really Happened in the Select Committee on the Maori Fisheries Bill,.
Doug Kidd argued that the Bill was a denial of the Treaty of Waitangi, and a violations
of Labout's newly-promulgated Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty, which
required reasonableness and good faith. Under the Bill, tribes would become

5o9y2pp, v.50'1, 19 september 1989, 12670, p€r sutron; written answers to
Parliamentary Questions, 152g, per palmer

5'lo512pg, v.501, 19 September 19g9, 1266s
511112p9, v.501, 19 September 19g9, 12661
512p2pp, v.501, 19 Seprember 1989, 12669
513112pp, v.501, 19 September 1989, 12671
514117p9, v.S01, 19 September 1989, 12674-s
515117p9, v.501, 19 Seprember 1989, tz67z-g
516117pp, v.501, 19 September 19g9, 12670, per peters
517 p7pp, v.501, 19 September 1989, 12661, per Kidd
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supplicants to a government-appointed Commission, who were 'puppets at the end of

strings' held by the two Ministers. Furlher, its pan-Maori nature put it at odds with

Labour's lwi-based devolution policy, and took on the appearance of a general welfare

package for Maori-which Winston Peters later labelted a 'slush fund' for Maori

applicants.5lS pe recognition was given to tribes dispossessed of their fisheries,
providing a classic scenario for divide and rule. The provision for taiapure was only
'a genuflection in the direction of te tino rangatiratangs'.S19

Leader of the Opposition Jim Bolger ridiculed Geoffrey Palmer for the total rejection

of the earlier Bill, and alleged that Labour had shifled its position because of an

overwhelming rejection of the fisheries proposals in the opinion polls. Labour now

sought a Bill which would satisfy the Pakeha. That meant 'the Government witl try to
satisfy about 90 percent, and will discriminate against 10 percent', an approach

which was 'not consistenl with lhe Government's avowed support of the Treaty of
Waitangi'and 'not designed to unite New Zealand as it goes into the sesquicentennial

celebrations next year'.520

Indeed, even the Opposition argued that

New Zealanders of non-Maori descent, many of whom are quite anti-
pathBtic to the issue of Maori fishing rights, should take no comfort from
what is happening. The proposals are oflensive lo our common law
inheritance and the whole philosophy of property law and rights inherited
from Britain and developed in New Zealand these last 150 years. This year
it is the Maori who have stood poised on the brink of betrayal and denial-
whose turn will be nextrS21

On the other hand, National acted as defenders of the rights of the existing fishing
industry, and opponents of racially-based economic policies. The original Bill's
proposals for compulsory reacquisition of quota had violated the property rights of
quota holders and made them 'liable for reallocation on racial grounds'.S22 Venn
Young talked of dividing the country's assets on the basis of raee, and appealed for a

united New Zealan6.523 Winston Peters, whose high profile at the time was built on

518y7p9, v.501, 19 September 19g9, 1266g, per Kidd
519117p9, v.501, 19 September 1989, 12669, per Kidd
520 p7pp, v.501, 19 September 1989, 12672
5219. Kidd, MP, 'Whal Really Happened in the Select Committee on the Maori Fisheries

Bill', 22 September 1988 to 14 September 1999.
522112p9, v.S01, 19 September 1989, 12668, per Kidd
523112pp, v.sot, 19 Seprember 1989, 12629-4
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attacking the Treaty of Waitangi, and Labour's policy, took full advantage of the

opportunity:

So a Labour Government that made so many promises about Maori issues
and about the Maori having a partnership in lhe Treaty of Waitangi-although
no such partnership exists anywhere in history or in law-has now
restricted that so-called negotiating stance down to 10 percenl of the
fisheries rosource and $10 million. Maori members opposite., have been
saying around maras for the past 12 months-about the 50 p€rcent, about a
partnership, about the Treaty of Waitangi, about rangatiratanga, and so on.
. . . I will stats my position very clearly. . we cannol have any division of
the country's assets on the basis of race. . . That is a path to apartheid,
isolationism, and separatism. The Governmenl has claimed during the past 5
years to be in a position to do that, and, in doing so, has cheated and lied
unequivocally to the Maori people.524

Beyond its posturing, National also raised some important practical questions. In

particular it asked where fisheries quota for settlement of future Waitangi Tribunal

claims, such as Ngati Tahu, would come from, if ten per cent were already locked up

in a commercial corper611en.525

Although the Government was anxious to have the matter settled by the beginning of

the fishing season on 1 October 1989, it reluctantly agreed to receive further

submissions until 2A October. Meanwhile negotiations continued, with the

Government determined to finalise the issue by November. The Report from the select

committee was received on 12 December 1989, and lhe Bill passed through all the

remaining stages under urgency.

(g) The Maori Fisheries Act 1989

The revised proposals required the Commission to facilitate the entry of Maori into,

and development of, the business and activity of fishing, including the making of
grants; to lend money for advisory and lechnica! services; and to carry out research

into Maori fishing. Commission members were now to be appointed by the Minister of

Maori Affairs only. Oversight of the company was also transferred from the Minister

of Fisheries to the Minister of Maori Affairs. The Commission would be required to

hold an annual hui, to reporl on its operations. However the most important change

saw the amount of quota to be transferred to Aotearoa Fisheries Ltd cut back to fifty
per cent (of the total ten per cent). The remainder would be left with the

524117pp, v.501, 19 September 1989, 12670
525117p9, v.50'1, 19 seprember 1989, 12669, per Kidd; v. 504, 12 December 1989.

'144'12, per Luxton
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Commission, for allocation to Maori fishers. A transition period, until October
1992, was provided where the Commission could lease, but not sell, quota. Afler

that, the operation would pass over lo Maori, although the transition period could be

extended by Order in Council.

The shift of power from the Minister of Fisheries to the Minister of Maori Affairs

was porlrayed as a recognition of tino rangatiratanga. The Commission 'will be a
wholly Maori-controlled body, answerable to the Minister of Maori Affairs, who is

the only person in this country who can fairly claim to represent all Maori.'526 gu1,

as later events showed, the Minister still required the approval of the Cabinet, which

was prepared lo exercise its power to request him to 'reconsider' his advice.

Afler the second report-back, the Opposition maintained their criticism of the pan-

lribal approach, arguing that the rights were lwi-based, and only lwi could be in
control,527 even though this contradicted Winston Peters' strong criticism ol

tribally-based policies. They also slressed the vulnerability of the Maori holding,
given the high-risk and economically-marginal nature of the commercial fishing

industry. But once more the political attack was focused on Palmer as the 'architect

of racial disorder that has set Maori against European and European against Maori,

heightened Maori expectations beyond any hope of delivery, and, at the same lime,
gravely increased European anxiety'.S28 And Peters talked again of 'the parlous state

of Maoridom claiming a right based on blood and on sk;n ss1eg1.'529

The big question which involved the status of the Bill remained unanswered-was it an

interim or final settlement? ln spite of the continuing Maori claim to at least half the

resource, and the ongoing fisheries litigation, Labour clearly viewed this as an end to
the matter. Bill Sutton claimed 'the greal issue of Maori fishing rights can now be

senled to the benefit of all the citizens of Aotearoa'.s30 Select Committee chair Ken

Shirley called it 'the first major settlement of resource claims by the indigenous

people of New Zealand',S3l and admitted that

526617PP, v.504, 12 December 1989,
527 Y7PP, v.504, 12 December 1989,
528P7pp, v.so4, 12 December 1989,
529P7P9, v.504, 12 December 19g9,
53op7pp, v.504, 12 December 19g9,
5311117p9, v.504, 12 December 1989,

14635, per B. Sutton

14408 per Kidd

14529 per Peters

14529

14413

1 4631
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at the end of the lransition period the Crown will be able to say: "That was
the settlement. Now it's complete. That very long, historic procsss is now
sys1.".5 3 2

lndeed, Minister of Fisheries Colin Moyle said the 'Bill will be a bench-mark against
which other settlements of Treaty matlers will undoubtedly be measuls6'533-
drawing a query from the Opposition whether this meant ten per cent of the forests

and land too. lf Maori insisted on carrying on lo courl, Labour promised it would
defend itself vigorously, based on the Bill.

The Opposition portrayed the Bill as an attempt to pre-empt the pending litigation,

and to leave the Government free to review the fisheries managemenl scheme.
According to Peters '[a]t every point that Maori people making submissions referred

to il as an interim settlement the chairman of the select committee did his best to
dissuade them of that view'.534 And Doug Kidd observed:

The object of lhe Bill , . . is to hotfoot legislation down lo the courts in the
new year so that lhe Governmenl can say: "please, your Honours, haven't
we been good? Let us out ol detention and lift those injunctions so that we
can go back to managing the fishery the way we wanl 1s'.535

This was, indeed, what happened. But National was not promising to do more for
Maori. They made it clear that 'those who endorse, embrace, and adopt lhis
legislation, and lose because of the inherent failures in the proposals, should not

come back to the National Government next year and expect to receive a single flake of
1is1.'s36

(h) The Act in Operation

Membership of the Maori Fisheries Commission was raised orally at the Cabinet, and

at Poficy Committee, on 23 and 24 January 1990. on 29 January a paper from the
Minister of l'Jaori Affairs was submitted to Cabinet, with nominations for the
Commission. lt noted that

Maori fishing rights and Maori fisheries has been an extremely contentious
issue. 1990 will conlinue to be a difficult period, with liligation still before
the courts and with unrsasonably high expectations from some sectors ol

532117pp, v.504,
53311yp9, v.504,
534112p9, v.504,
535117p9, v.504,
536117pp, v.504,

12 December 1989,

12 December 1989,

12 December 1989,
'12 December '1989,

12 December 1989,

14632

14628

14529

14408-9, per Kidd

14630, per Kidd
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th€ Maori community. My nominations reflect a balancing of the various
elements in this complex s;gu31;e6.537

Cabinet was unhappy with at least one of the names, and deterred it for Werere to
discuss the matter further with Prime Minister Palmer. Appointments to the Maori
Fisheries Commission were finally confirmed at Cabinet's meeting of 12 February,
afler at least one of the original names was withdrawn.s3S Despite the statutory
right for Commission members to appoint their own chair, the Cabinet indicated that
Tipene O'Regan was expecled to fill that position.

A Maori Fisheries Joint lmplementation Action Group was also established, convened
by the Justice Department Treaty Unit, and involving represenlatives from the
Prime Minister's Departmenl, Manatu Maori, Treasury, the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries, and nominees from the Maori Fisheries Commission. The latter were
Denese Henare and Matiu Rata, lhe two Maori negotiators who were appointed to
neither the Commission nor the fisheries company. The group's brief was to identify
practical problems with implementation, to liaise with departmental officials to
avoid breakdowns, and to anticipate potential problems and suggest solutions.539 16s
Cabinet, on 19 March 1990, gave their final approval for establishment of the Maori
Fisheries Commission, its Secretariat and the fishing company, although the costs of
this were lo be recovered from the Commisslsn.540

The first quota transfer was set for 31 March 1990. ln late January officials advised
the Cabinet Policy Committee that the most appropriate way of acquiring quota was to

issue a tender, inviting all quota holders to sell part or all of their existing quota to
the Crown.541 gssg6 on existing quota prices they estimated that 2.S per cent of all
TACs would cost approximately $33 million, bul lhe Crown already held quota worth
around $17 million which il could use. lf insufficient quota were secured, the Crown
would have to otfer equivalent monetary compensation, as provided in the Act. The

SSTMinister of Maori Affairs, 'Maori Fisheries Commission Appointments', 25 January
1 990

53SMinister of Maori Affairs, 'Maori Fisheries Commission Appointments,, 1 February
1990. Those appointed were Tipene O'Regan from Ngai Tahu, Maori consultant; Dame
Mira Szaszy from Ngati Kuri, Maori advisor; Whaimutu D€wes from Ngati porou,
corporate lawyer for Fletcher Challenge; Dr John Mitchell from social research
consultanl; Stephen Jennings, economist; Nick Jarman, formerly of the Fishing Industry
Board.

539936;n"1 Policy Committee, 'Maori Fisheries Act: Transfer of Fisheries euota to the
Maori Fisheries Commission', 28 February 1990

540Minister of Maori Maori Affairs, 'Maori Fisheries: Resources', undated
541'1r1"ot1 Fisheries Act: Transfer of Fisheries Quota to the Maori Fisheries Commission-

Obligation of the Crown', 26 January 1990
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Cabinet Policy Committee accepted this advice on 31 January 1990. In addition, it

approved lransfer of the $10 million lump sum to the Commission, and the
amendment of the Maori Fisheries Act, to ensure that a full ten per cent of rock
lobster quota was lransf s1s6.542

ln a paper to cabinet on 26 February 1990 the Minister of Fisheries reported that
there had been relatively little interesl in the tender round. lt had 'generally failed to

achieve the objective of purchasing sufficient quota at a reasonable price to meet the
Crown's obligations to provide 2.5 per cent of alt TACs' to the Commission by 31

March 1999.543 Only $76,000 worth of quota could be purchased under the
conditions set down for the tender. Securing quota in the fulure would require a more

successful approach.

The officials raised three options: a direct approach to major quota-holding
companies to negotiate the sale of quotas, a fixed price tender round, or compulsory
acquisition. The shortfall for this round raised the problem of calculating an
'appropriale, fair and reasonable sum' as payment in lieu of quota. lf the Commission

did not accept the levels of monetary compensation offered by the Crown, the matter
would have to be settled by agreement or by arbitration. The officials proposed that
any such discussion, negotiation, or arbitration should focus on the method of
reaching the valuation, rather than on lhe actual amount-an approach which they
anticipated the Commission would not like.

Cabinet deferred a decision. lt was concerned that the minimal quota available for
transfer could negate the purpose of the Act, 'namely to get Maori people fishing', and
referred the matter back to the Cabinet Policy Committee.s44 1f1s officials clarified
the situation for Ministers. Existing Crown holdings meant they held almosl eighty
six per cent of the maximum quota needed for lhe first transfer.

The key problem is that much of the 14 p€rcont quota deficit is in specias
which Maori most want to fish. Many are high value in-shore species such
as snappsr and paua which can be economically caught using more labour
intensive, low capital fishing methods. Because these species are in
demand, the purchase value of the quota deficit is estimated to be
approximately equal to the value of the quota already held by the crown.

542yinu1ss of the Cabinet Policy Committee, 'Maori Fisheries Act: Transfer of Fisheries
Quota lo the Maori Fisheries Commission', 31 January 1990

543y"tot"ndum for Cabinet, 'Maori Fisheries Act: Transfer of Fisheries euota to the
Maori Fisheries Commission, 22 February 19g0

544Ne1s6 in Department of the Prime Minister, 'Maori Fisheries Act: Transfer of Fisheries
Quota to the Maori Fisheries Commission', 27 February 19g0
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The best estimate of ths cost of purchasing the outstanding quota at this
point is $17 million. However it should be noted that there was no success
in acquiring quota for thess species at lhe reservss set, during the recent
tenderuou.6.545

A key objective over the next few weeks was to make up that deficit, especially in the
valued species. This would ensure that the Crown acted in the spirit of the Act and
'forestall calls to introduce compulsory acquisition of quota which the Government
has already rejected as unnecessary.' The Policy Committee noted the reporl, and
endorsed proposals for a meeling between the Minister of Fisheries and the newly-
convened Commission, to discuss the situation. This was confirmed by Cabinet on 5
y61g6.546 A letter was sent to the commission explaining the situation.

A paper from Nick Jarman, formerly of the Fishing lndustry Board and now of the
Commission, oullined the problem it faced. Profitable fishing companies depended on
access to high-valued species like orange roughy and hoki in deepwater, and snapper,
rock lobster, and paua inshore. Because of overfishing, the Government was now
drastically reducing the quota holdings in several of these species-orange roughy by
sixty per cent, hoki by half, and rock lobster by thirty per cent. This would
seriously affect the economic viability of even existing companies. Yet the ,quota

package which has been offered to the Commission is almost devoid of the more highly
valued species' and 'any money offered by the Crown in lieu of quota for these species
will not reflect their currenl market value [and] will make it difficult for the
Commission to obtain by trading the mix of quota it is likely to require for its
activities.'547 The lack of orange roughy would make it virtually impossible to run a
deep water operation. What was available would be useful, in the short-term, to top
up the quota holdings of existing operalors, whose holdings were about to be cut.

While the Act required the Commission to have regard to Maori cuslom, economic
considerations, and social considerations, Jarman believed that only the latter two
were relevant to determining what sorl of fishing activities would be encouraged and
supported-'the question of Maori custom will in my opinion relate more to the
distribution of benefits.' Before it could make these decisions, the Commission needed
more information. 'The shorl-lerm and longer-term needs for tribal development
and to assist present operators will determine what quota is left over and how this
should be handled.' He also raised concerns over the role of Aotearoa Fisheries Ltd,

545'ggs11 Fisheries Act', ZT February 1990
546cabinet Minutes, 'Maori Fisheries Act: Transfer of Fisheries euota to the Maori

Fisheries Commission', 5 March 1990
547ir1. Jarman, 'Development Options', 7 March .1990
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given its independent role under the statute, concluding that the company 'must be

controllable by the Commission.'s46

The Government did have a stock of orange roughy quota already. But this had been

acquired as part of a major cutback on the TAC, and was meant to be cancelled. By the

time of the first transfer, the Government had found a technical loophole which
allowed it to draw on some of these quota to meet their obligations to ysey;.547

However, there would be continuing problems with buying enough snapper and paua

at 'acceptable prices'. The Commission wanted quota rather than money, and proposed

a more flexible option, which would allow transfers lo be deferred until the
Government had acquired the desired quota, with a penalty provision to deter it from

delaying unduly. The officials and the Policy Committee were broadly in favour,
pending legal scrutiny of the proposs1.548 However, the Crown's legal advisers
considered that the Act would nol allow this. An alternalive was agreed, whereby the

Commission would receive a monetary equivalent, but could buy any quota

subsequently acquired by the crown at the bare price which it had paid.

The Commission had another, practical, problem. lt was required under the Act to
respond to the Government's proposals for transfer of quota or monetary equivalents
within 21 days. But the Commission had just been appointed, 'had no staff, no base,

and no structures and was expected to respond to the otfer in 21 daye.'549 O'Regan

asked for an extension of time to respond. While the Minister of Fisheries, Ken

Shirley, said he was sympathetic, the statute was inflexibls.S5O

(a) An Interim Solution?

Wilh the Act passed and the Maori Fisheries Commission established the Government

felt free to get on with its latest round of reforms to the fishing industry. lt had

prepared a SOP providing for quola to be determined on a proportionate basis, rather

546166 Board of Directors of Aotearoa Fisheries Ltd was not appointed until mid 1990. lt
was chaired by Sir Graham Latimer from Tai Tokerau, of the New Zealand Maori Council;
with Craig Ellison from Ngai Tahu, active in fishing industry; Ken McDonald, of Landcorp
and formerly of Rural Bank; Harry Mikaere from Ngati Pukenga, manager of Tikapa
Moana Enterprises; Annette sykes from Te Arawa and Ngati pikiao, lawyer; Rob
Challinor, executive director of Bankcorp Holdings.

547g;n;"1o of Fisheries,'Non-offer of orange roughy quota held by crown,, 13 March
1 990

548g6tot"ndum to Cabinet Policy Committee, 'Transfer of Quota to the Maori Fisheries
Commission', 6 April 1990; POL(90) M 11/1, 11 Aprit 1990

549'5""1169 fairness', Evening Post, 18 May 1990,
5506. Shirley to T. O'Reg an, 27 March 1990
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than an absolute tonnags.551 The SOP also included the provision requiring the
Commission to consult with lwi, which had been sought by the Maori negotiators. The

Commission raised several concerns about the SOP. Maori had understood that their
ten per cent of quola would be assessed as at November 198g, and would not be

affected by any subsequent proportionalisation. But the SOP did not exempt them. This
meant that the value of the ten per cent of quota delivered over four years would end

up considerably less than if it had been lransferred, in a single package, in 1989.

The Commission was also unhappy with the wording of the consultation clause, and
proposed its own-substituting consultation with 'lwi, who in accordance with tikanga
Maori, have an interest in fish' for the Government's references to 'represenlalives

of tribes who have a history or tradition' of fishing.S52 16s Commission was told that
Cabinet had approved the wording, and it was loo late to change i1.553 Ns1 would

Maori be exempted from the proportionalisation of the quota.

The litigation was still hovering in the background. The first Court of Appeal ruling

on the fisheries litigation came on 22 February 1990, on lhe status of the Waitangi
Tribunal's report on the Muriwhenua fisheries 6;s16.554 The Gourt held that the

Tribunal's report was not binding on the Crown or on the court as precedent. Instead

it fell into the category of expert evidence, upon which a prima facie case could be

estabfished. In another excursion inlo obiter dictum, Cooke P. also indicated his view

that the Maori Fisheries Act was a solution to the problem, at least for the
meantime.Sss p3lmsr then claimed that the Court 'had recognised the efforts of rhe

Government to bring the fisheries provisions of the Treaty of Waitangi into a modern

contexl through the Maori Fisheries 4s1.'556 He also took the opportunity to confirm

that it was Parliament, not the courts, which would finally determine the matter.
'When the arrangement provided in the act is fully delivered, then Partiament will
be in a position to consider whether any further step is required to achieve a modern

reflection of the treaty promise'.[my emphas,{ss7

The full hearing of the fisheries litigation was also imminenl. At a meeting between

Ministers and the Maori negotiators, on 27 February 1990, the Government gave an

551'Fisheries Amendment Bill', Supplementary Order paper, .ii March igg0
552yqs1i Fisheries Commission to Minister of Fisheries, 9 March 1990
5536. g61r1"y to T. O'Regan, 27 March '1990

5543st the discussion on the High Court and Court of Appeat decisions below, 5Z9-560,
698-9

55516;s decision is discussed below, 580
556'pg wefcomes fisheries appeal ruling', New Zearand Herard,23 February 1g90,
557'py welcomes'
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The full hearing of the fisheries litigation was also imminent. At a meeting between
Ministers and the Maori negotiators, on 27 February'1990, the Government gave an

undertaking that any new species brought under the QMS would involve fixed-term,
not perpetual, quola. lt also promised continuing discussions, to ensure that ,the

evolution of fisheries management . . . meets both conservation and Treaty of Waitangi

requirements'. A consultative group comprising the four Maori negotiators and
officials from Fisheries, Treasury, and other departmenls, would be established to
provide for ongoing consultation.560 p116lly, Maori were assured that they still had
the right to proceed wilh litigation if they vyishs6.561

In relurn for this, the Maori principals agreed to 'pause and step back' from the High

Court litigation, and to seek a discharge of the interim orders. They did not have a lot
of choice. Cooke had given a strong indication that they were not likely to get any more
if they pursued the case further at this slage. 'ln view of those assurances Maori

agreed that, in the light of the Court of Appeal judgments in the Muriwhenua and Ngai
Tahu cases, lhe parties should pause and step back from the court case at that
1;ms.'562 However, they were also clear that the inrerim orders in relation ro squid
and paua should continue.563 Although the High Court initially upset these plans by

refusing to adjourn the proceedings, as requested by all parties, lhe Court of Appeal
reversed that decision. subsequently, in April 1990, the High court granled an

application from the fishing industry, to have the interim order restraining
promulgation of TACs over squid and paua 1111s6.56a But on 28 June the Maori
litigants succeeded in having them reinstated by the court of Appeal.

The Maori litigants were now bound to the Government's proposals. Matiu Rata, who

had vigorously opposed the legislation at all stages, was quoted by the New Zealand
Herald as calling the Maori Fisheries Act 'the dawning of a new era in New Zealand
fishing'. 565 Later, when he discovered the shortfalls in the first quota instatment,
Rata was rather more circumspect, noting that 'rhe lack of snapper means the effecr

5606. Shirley to Sir G. Latimer, 7 May 1990
56lMinister ol Justice to G. Latimer, 12 April 1990
562411;6sy;t of Graham Stanley Latimer, as to the position of Maori

declarations, in Ngai rahu Maori rrust Board v Attorney General,
Court, Wellington, 16 February 1990

concerning interim
unreported, High

5639u1;n. of submissions for Runanga o Muriwhenua Tainui and New Zealand Maori Council,
Nagi Tahu Maori Trust Board v Attorney General, unreported, Court of Appeal, 27
February 1990

564Synopsis of argument on behalf of the fishing industry in support of an application for
the discharge of interim orders, Ngai Tahu v A-G, 19 March 1990

565'Nsw era dawns for fishing-Rata', ivew Zeatand Herald, T March 'r990,
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chair of the Maori Fisheries Commission, and had tended lo be more favourably
disposed during the negotialions, and over the legislation itself, was now more
reserved' The Maori negotiators saw the Act as a 'very unsatisfactory piece of
legislation' and remained bitter about its final shape. 'They say their share of the
fisheries is less than half of what was promised when the deal was first mee1s6,.567
Nevertheless, O'Regan encouraged Maori lo treat the Act as a stepping stone into the
industry, despite its shortcomings. The seltlement was nol final, and was ,a chance to
make a start and get structures into place ready for the rest of eu1 5gyo'.568

By lhe end of October 1990, the Government had transferred five per cent of the total
quotas or their equivalents to Maori. Both the Commission and the company were
required to lease these out. However, there were concerns that the Government still
had more quota which it could transfer in advance, but was holding back until the last
due date for transfer. They were leasing those quotas on the markel, in competition
with Maori. And there were still problems with orange roughy and rock lobster quota.
Of the Commission's holdings, Maori won leases over 88 per cent of the total tonnage
and 82 per cent of the total value. By contrast, Aotearoa Fisheries ltd leased only 36
per cent of its tonnage, and only 20 per cent of the total value to Maori. This meant
that non-Maori had secured 64 per cent of the total quota tonnage and 80 per cent of
the quota value held by the company.569

There was real frustration amongst those lwi who wanted to take their quota, and get
fishing right away. But the amounts available in most cases were too smalt.
lmmediate distribution would have meant a fragmentation of quota, similar to what
had happened with land, making the holdings uneconomic, or putting some lwi,s
interests ahead of others.57o There were also heightened expeclations that the
fisheries quota would provide new employment, and broad-based participation in
fishing. Tipene O'Regan warned lwi not to expecl too many jobs to result direcly
from fishing, and advised them to use their quota as a source of cash flow, lo pay for
other lwi development in tisheries or alternative areas. Other advisers also
recommended thal lwi look to making money rather than catching fish, with more
attractive profit margins in processing or marketing.571

567'g".1;nn fairness'
5687e Tini a Tangaroa, v.1, j
5697" Tini a Tangaroa, v.3, 1

5707s Tini a Tangaroa, v.3, 2
5717" Tini a Tangaroa, v.3, l
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This stress on commercial profits and financial income, rather than direct lwi
control of the fisheries, led to ongoing challenges to the role of Aotearoa Fisheries Ltd.

The first annual hui of the Maori Fisheries Commission was held on 28 July 1990.

Three resolutions emerged: a vote of confidence in the Commission's work so far, a
plea to get more lwi out fishing, and a desire that consultation with lwi begin
promptly.572 But there was also strong opposition to the existence of the fisheries

company. This was confirmed at the series of regional hui held by the
6emm1ss1qn.573

The process for securing taiapure was also proving complex, and fraught with
obstacles. The officials made it clear that granting a taiapure was a political decision.
The first application, for Manukau Harbour, was 100 pages long, in yet another
attempt to achieve what had been recommended in the Manukau Reprtof 1985. MAF
prepared its own lengthy report. The Commission concluded that '[t]he whole process

is not for the faint-hearte6'.574 By october 1990, not surprisingly, no applications
had yet reached the Minister.

In the October 1990 election the manifestos of both major political parties made it

clear thal, as far as they were concerned, the Maori Fisheries Act had put an end to
the issue of Maori fisheries.

(j) Conclusion

Fisheries, more than any other Treaty claim, had aroused Pakeha fears of Maori
reclaiming Aotearoa/New Zealand. The issue was portrayed by the politicians, media,

and industry lobbyists as 'ordinary Pakeha' losing their fisheries to Maori. lt was
irrelevant that popular control over the lisheries had been lost long ago, lo a handful
of domestic and international multinational corporations who dominated the industry,
and had devastated the resource. The hostility and bigotry which the fisheries claim
provoked was understandable from a population who had been cossetted by the welfare

slate, and now faced insecurity, instability, and economic vulnerabilily, under a
liberal revival. Losing assets to the private sector may have made them feel uneasy.
But exploitation of natural resources by commercial companies, especially if 'New

5727s Tini a Tangaroa, v.1, Seprember 1990, 3
573por' example, the Northland Hui in October 1990 called for more consultation with lwi

and expressed concern over the allocation of fifty p€r cent of the lwis' quotas to the
qompany.Te Tini a Tangaroa,v.2, Z

5747s Tini a Tangaroa, v.4, 5
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Zealand-owned', was unlikely to provoke outrage in a country with little class
consciousness.

By conlrast, returning control over lhe counlry's resources to Maori raised the

whole uncomfortable spectre of the colonial past. The threat involved not only

economic security over property rights, but the place and identity of Pakeha and

Maori within Aotearoa/New Zealand. lt was far easier for Pakeha to ignore the
ralional basis of the claim and seek refuge in racist ideology with cries of: one
people, one nalion, equality before the law, protection of property rights, reverse

racism, special privileges based on skin colour and percentages of blood. There was

no difficulty placing priority on property rights conferred only three years before

on Pakeha interesls, ahead of the long-standing guarantees to Maori, not just in the

Treaty, but under colonial law itself. Nor was lhere was any room for considering

that the fight of Maori to retain control over the fisheries might have been of benefit

to those 'ordinary New Zealanders'who had been dispossessed by corporate capital.

Politicians had responded to, and in turn fuelled, these political pressrrres, as wetl as

addressing the economic imperatives of the industry itself. The Treasury had seized

the opportunity to take control of a new areas of economic policy. The industry, built

on the resource guaranteed lo Maori, had emerged largely unaffected. While it

remained economically vulnerable, it was assured that the Government would place

its survival ahead of any obligations-even of a statutory kinfto Maori. As David

Williams concluded, '[c]ommercial sea fishing interests clearly weigh a good deal

more heavily on lhe scales used by the government to balance competing interests

than do Treaty guarantees'.s7s 6n6 ironically this was a Government whose driving

force had been market liberalism, wilh its fundamental commitment to the rights of
private property.

Right to the end, the Maori negotiators had tried to salvage something from the
process. But the Governmenl was simply not going to reinstate substantial Maori

rights over the fisheries. The minimal participation which they were permitted in

the industry was firmly locked within the existing framework of commercial
exploitation of the resource, and was organised lo complement, rather than threaten

the industry. By dictating the form of Maori participation, the Government was

requiring Maori to compete with major corporate interests in a high-risk and
economically-marginal industry. lf they did not succeed, Maori entitlement to the

575p.y. Williams, 'The Consritutional Status of the Treaty of Waitangi: An Historical
Perspective', NZULR , v.14, 1990, 9, 95
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fisheries would be lost forever. Survival would mean buying more quola on the
private market, and committing limited resources lo an activity whose employment
gains and profits were lower than alternative areas, such as forestry. Or it would
mean entering joint ventures with the existing fishing interests.

Such initiatives were taken later in 1990. When Fletcher Chaltenge Ltd announced its

intention lo quit its eighteen per cent share of the industry in May 1990, its inshore

operations were bought by a joint venture of Skeggs Seafoods-owned by Wilson Neill,

a Brierley's subsidiary-and Moana Pacific Fisheries, negotiated through the Maori

Development Corporation.5T6 But there were serious risks in buving into an

industry which major corporates had decided to bail out of.

The entire fisheries scheme was predicated on a parlicular model of economic

development, which bore no relationship to the historical motivation for fisheries
claims, and to the goal constantly stressed during the past five years: to get Maori
people back fishing. But Maori had the choice of this, or nothing. And National had

made clear lo Maori that by accepting it, they would be considered estopped from

coming back for more. The end result of a long and costly baille was the effective

confiscation of Maori fisheries.

F. CONCLUSION

The previous chapter recorded the historic struggle between Maori and colonists over

the economic base, and social formation, of Aotearoa/New Zealand. Settler capitalism

required appropriation and exploitation of the natural resources of land, fisheries,

forestry, minerals, waterways, and energy resources, which belonged to lwi and

Hapu, and which had been atfirmed to them in the Treaty of Wailangi. This economic

base had been expanded during the era of the welfare capitalism, to comprise the

malor commercial assets of the QJnwr, alongside the public postal,
lelecommunication, banking, finance, and transport services which New Zealanders

had come to consider their due within Godzown. When it came to divesting ownership
of the state's commerciai operations in the 1980s, these were the assels which were

up for sale. For Maori, it was, in effect, the final confiscation.

5767" Tini a Tangaroa, v.1,4. ln early 1991, however, Skeggs also decided to pull out of
commercial fishing. The Maori partners were faced with finding significant capitalist to
buy them out, or to accept a now partner not of their choosing.
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(i) Overcoming the Logical Contradiction

So the struggle over corporatisation, privatisation, and the Quota Management System
was a modern day manifestation of the historical contradiction of colonial colonialism.
In the past, Maori rights over lhese resources would generally have been ignored.
That was not possible in the 1980s. lnstead, Labour faced the logical contradiction

between its economic and Treaty policies discussed in the last chapter. This chapter
has shown how that contradiction emerged first with lhe Government's
corporatisation policy, and was intensified with the battles over privatisation and lhe
fisheries. As predicted, once the contradiction became apparent, the economic
liberalisation policies of Rogernomics prevailed.

In spite of the lengthy legal and political conlesls, which absorbed vast amounts of
scarce financial and human resources, Maori had ended up with little more than
promises. In the case of fisheries, they had seen their tino rangatiratanga over the
whole resource reduced to a ten per cent share of property rights in commercial
fisheries, locked into a government-controlled, profil-making, corporate entity.
With corporatisation and privatisation, they were left dependent on the willingness of
the Waitangi Tribunal, some time in lhe future, to order the Government to return

assets which were cenlral to private sector commercial operation, and on the
integrity of the Government not to legislate away such a possibility. But once private

property rights had been vested in the hands of domestic and transnational
enterprises, il would become virtually impossible for Maori to regain control-even
where their claims were proved and the Government had promised to hand them back.
The Crown might have little compunction about denying the proprietory rights of
Maori. But it had already proved to be solicitous in its defence of those which belonged

to capital. And those new owners had no obligations, legal or moral, to Maori under

the Treaty of Waitangi.

ln reaching this position, the Government had not directly rejected the rights of
Maori under the Treaty. Rather, it had managed to circumvent the logical
contradiction-in part by deferring those rights in a way which allowed it to divest
the resources to private capital, and in part by redefining and repackaging them into

a size and legal form which was compatible with the contemporary capitalism.
Liberalism's philosophical dilemma of reconciling indigenous rights with colonial
capitalism had also been resolved with the aid of such ideological devices as the
principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, lhe national interest,lhe econamy as a whole,

and one people, one nation, one law. This reconciliation would not stand up to too
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much intelleclual scrutiny. But few of the market liberals were about fo subject it fo
that.

The Government was further assisted by the acquiescence and even the active
endorsement of a number of Pakeha-recognised, Maori representatives. They proved

an invaluable source of legitimation for the courls, media, Pakeha public,
bureaucrats, and the politicians themselves-and as a means to discredit critics of the
Government's evasion of the Treaty. Yet there had not been a lot of choice. Those Maori
who had sought to protect lheir Treaty-guaranteed rights had been required to
collaborate with the elitist and secretive strategies of Rogernomics. They had
substituted individualism, self-interest, unaccountability, and at times egotism, for
the tribal processes of collectivity, reciprocity, accountability, and subordination of
personal inlerests to those of the tribe.

(ii) The Economic Consequences tor pakeha

The economic reality of the 1980s was pretty dismal for a large number of New

Zealanders. Over the six years since 1984 the New Zealand economy had faced a
worsening recession, coupled with deliberately high levels of unemployment. The
figure for registered unemp[oyed were 111,ooo in June 1994, when Labour was
elected. lt remained around that level at 108,000 in June 1987, but increased to
more than 160,000 by the end of 1996.577 Full time, mainly-male, jobs in

farming and manufacturing were replaced by part-time, mainly-female service
jobs. The number of full-time employees dropped by 9.6 per cent between November
1985 and November 1988, although average productivity over that period had
increased by around ten per sen1.578

ln August 1990, Victoria University economist, Keith Rankin, calculated the,true'
level of unemployment, based on the 1987 census and updated by the Statistics
Department quarterly employment survey. He concluded that the unemployment rafe

had doubled in the past six years from 131,300, or 8.5 per cent of the workforce, in

1984 lo 218,000, 16.2 per cent of the workforce, in 1gg0. This compared with the
Governmenl's figures of iust over 163,000 officially registered as unempioyed.STg
unemployment was set to surpass the levels of the 1930s depression.

l11t collins,'Rogernomics: The Economic Aftermath', in Easron, The Making, 194
578collins,'Rogernomics','196
579"1rus' unemployment double six years ago', New Zealand Herald,l 1 August 19g0
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As Simon Collins concluded,

Rogernomics has created a much leaner business sector competing
internationally with the advantage of low inflation on a relatively "level
playing field'. lt has reversed the growth of national debt, in exchange for
selling income-yielding assets. These gains have been bought, however, at a
high economic, social and moral 6es1.580

ll had taken a while for the @nsequences of Rogernomics to dawn on most New
Zealanders. Labour had promised to reinstate people's freedom and liberty to choose

lheir own priorities, and to control their own lives, which the interventionist
welfare slate had allegedly taken from them. Instead, it had embarked on a path which

saw control of the country's economic infraslructure-its essential financial,
communications, energy, and transport operations-pass to a handful of
interconnected, international companies, which had no national loyalty or public
accountability. Far from being liberated, mosl Pakeha now risked losing what little
economic control they still had over their lives.

But, despite some weakening of the historic bloc, their allegiances remained firmly
with the colonial state, not with Maori. In their struggle against Rogernomics, Maori
had received no support from the Pakeha public, or from those sector groups who had

also suffered under the liberalisation programme. lf anything, Maori became the
scapegoats for the economic and social ills of the society, and provided a helpful

diversion for the Governmenl.

(iii) The Economic Consequences for Maori

For many Maori the Treaty of Waitangi held the key to economic self-determination.

With control over lheir resources, Maori might have the capacity to threaten the
dominant, capitalist mode of production. Without that, they remained subordinated to

the structural inequalities and economic strategies of market liberalism. Maori

economic development could only take place if it stopped being Maori. Former Prime

Minister David Lange expressed this vividly in an Australian documentary in early
1 990:

There is no doubt at all that the current economic policies of ths
government in lhis country, as in most western countries, are competitive
policies where those who, as w€ say, strive get the rewards and those who
are prepared to work collegially, and in concert with fellows and exemplify

5Socollins,'Rogernomics', 2oo
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all the traditions of Polynesia are likely to get run over by a bus. But that's
the truth of economic reality in the twenlieth century.579

Given their historically-marginal place in the colonial economy, it was Maori
workers and communities who suffered most under Rogernomics: Maori farmers on

marginal land with high debt levels; young Maori school-leavers without educational
qualifications, and concentrated in high-unemployment rural and urban areas; Maori
adults, and in many cases, entire communities, made redundant by wholesale closures
of workplaces; unskilled and part-time Maori women workers, forced out of light
industry, coping at the same time with heightened economic and emotional stress
within the home. The Maori housing crisis worsened with high mortgage interest
rates, and market-based state housing rentals. Essential postal and transport
services were lerminated as unprofitable, cutling off isolated Maori communilies,
encouraging rural depopulation, and increasing the costs for those remaining.

By the end of 1988 the rale of jobless Maori was 15.1 per cent, Pacific lslanders
16.2 per cent, and only 4.7 per cent for Pakeha. Historically Maori had been
dependent on public sector employment, oflen transferring resources to the Crown in

relurn for promises of jobs, and protection of their taonga. But under restructuring,
these jobs disappeared. The number of foreslry workers decreased from 7000 to
about 2700, the Railways Corporation staff dropped from 21,000 to goo0, and the
Coalcorp workforce was halve6.580 Very few Maori were self-employed, or in the
professional and administration/managerial sectors which did comparatively well
under Labour. The figures on respective job losses, by industry, of Maori and non-
Maori for the period 1986 to 1990 show the disproportionate impact clearly
enough;581

Industry Maori (%l t(%)
Manufacturing -3 8.7 1 8.7 1 9.1
Buildinq -9.4 -s.7 -8.0
Agriculture -9.4 +1 -3.6

This vulnerability was intensified by the clustering of Maori employment in the
unskilled and semi-skilled occupations of production, transport, equipment
operalions, and labouring-fifty nine per cent of Maori compared to 37.6 per cent of

579499 Four Corners, 6 March 1990
580y7pp, v. 508, 26 June 1990, per Maxwell
5El Deparrment of Statistics, cited in Report of the Ministerial ptanning Group. Ka Awatea,

Maori Affairs, Wellington, March 1991, 25
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non-Maori.584 gu1 even within those occupations, Maori workers were atfecfed

disproportionately. The total numbers employed within those occupations declined by

twenty per cent, while the number of Maori dropped by almost thirty seven per

6sn1.585 By lhe first quarter of 1990 Maori, who comprised eight per cent of the
@untry's total labour force, made up 20.5 per cent of all unemployed people.sS6 91

the Maori unemployed, 30.8 per cent were aged fifteen to nineteen years, compared

to twenty three per cent of the non-Maori unemployed.sST

Maori households received only 79.2 per cent of the income of all househq;6s,588 sn6

heavy welfare dependency meant a further drop in income, as benefit cuts were

announced in mid-1990. By 1990 one in every three Maori between 15 and 5g was

on a benefit or Accident Compensation. That meant forty five per cent of all Maori
families, and forty per cent of dependenl, Maori children were supported by
government payments. Most of these families, were solo parent families on the

domestic purposes benefit IDPBI. An estimated half of these lived with other people.

Labour wanted lo cut these benefits back. ln the 1990 Budget, Minister of Finance

David Caygill announced a reduction in benefits for single people who were living

with olhers. As a resull, twenty four per cent of all Maori families would be worse

off, compared to nine per cent of Pakeha families. He also announced work tests for
people on the unemployment benefit for six months, and training schemes for solo

parents when their children turned seven, to shift them from the DPB. Even the
protection of the welfare state was now being consciously, and disproportionately,

wilhdrawn from Maori.

While this economic disparity was nol new, the situation had deteriorated markedly

since the 1970s. For Maori, the cause lay in their economic dispossession, and the

Crown's failure to live up to its Treaty obligations. The answer to Maori economic,

and hence social, well-being lay in the restoration of control-of tino
rangatiratanga-{ver strategic resources. Not only had they failed to secure this
under Labour, but their historically-marginal position within the colonial economy

had seen them confirmed on the periphery. In these conditions, a return to the enra-
legal polilics oi eonfrontation would not have been surprising.

584 Ks Awatea, 2G
5856" Awatea,27
586Ks Awatea, So
5871qs Awatea,31
58862 Awatea,28
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CHAPTER IV: DEMOCRATIG GOVERNMENT AND THE TREATY oF WAITANGI

A. PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY IN CRISIS

The liberalism of the 1980s is not a simple reversion to nineteenth century political
economy. Unlike their predecessors, contemporary governments have to address
complex legitimation problems, in addition to the needs of capital accumulation. The
institutional structure of parliamentary democracy, based on universal suffrage,
freedom of association, and majority rule, is a central source of this legitimation.
That applies as much to the state in Aotearoa/New Zealand as it does to Western
European democracies-at least as far as the Pakeha population is concerned. lt is

helpful, therefore, to begin by considering some of the recent theorising on the crisis
facing liberal democracies in the 1970s and 1990s.

(a) The Crisis in Liberal Democracy

(i) Parliamentary Democracy under Corporatism

Afan Hunt has observed how monopoly capitalism enjoyed its greatest stability during
periods of extended hegemony. Power was individualised through majority rule. This
broke down classes and reduced the individual lo a passive consumer-a process Hunt

called 'atomising' citizens.l Structural conflicts were then eased by appealing to a
reconslructed consensus in the name of the 'nalion state' and lhe 'national good'.
Those matlers which might fundamentally alter economic interests were exctuded
from the sphere of democratic decision-making, narrowing popular empowerment
further. Capital was therefore prolected from majority rule, while retaining its own
private power of economic sanclions against the state.

Subordinated groups were persuaded to accept their political impotence as inevitable
without seriously resisting or seceding, and to feel that their rights would be
respected. The success of political parties and parliamentary processes in attracting
support from the disempowered themselves, served further to legitimise the
authority of the capitalist stale. Miliband observed how 'anti-socialist parties have
so regularly been legitimated by popular support in elections . in conditions of
open polilical competition, [as tol ensure the continuance of their economic and
political predominance.'2 He attributed this to the power of hegemony, where it

1A. Hunt, 'The Theory of Crirical Legat Studies,,
2R. Mifiband, The State in Capitatist Society.

Power, Quartet Books, London, 1973. 162

Ox J L S, v.6, no.1, 1986, 1, 22
The Analysis ol the Western System ot
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necessary only that'ideological competition should be so unequal as to give a crushing
advantage to one side against the other'.3

Under lhe corporatist sfate new forms of popular exclusion arose. Formal political

parties monopolised access lo the political market and increasingly focused on

centrist and short term strategic concerns-what Offe called 'the slrategic self-
perpetuation and self-consolidation of the power position of political elites'.4 Media

and political socialisation further circumscribed the mode and extent of effective
popular participation. In political and administrative reality, the important business
went on in the extra-parliamentary machinery of the state. The focus on party

politics acted as a diversion, as did the theory of a formal separatron of powers,

distinct arms of policy and administration, and a hierarchical, cenlrally-directed
political will. Hence 'majority rule in capitalist democracies is diluted and bypassed

by a series of mechanisms that empty it of its egalitarian claims'.S

Despite this, corporatism was able lo co-exist with the prevailing constitutional
ideology, so long as it remained relatively invisible, and delivered the goods: 'ln
Britain the tradition of secret "efficient" government developing through ad hac
pragmatic adjustments and legitimated by a "dignified" Parliamentarism reduces lhe
need for participants in the process to have any sort of theory of corporatism.'B Law
played a vital role in bridging that gap between the theory and practice of
government. Law established a flexible administrative, procedural and regulatory
framework 'through which the complex business of government could be conducted'7

which bore no direct relation to the way decision-making power was actually
exercised. While 'the broad structure was legally constituted and detailed legal
procedures were often laid down when we come to view these structures
dynamically . . . legal matters were of marginal importance.'8 For those working

within government, an understanding of the informal rules, developed through the

nelworks of administrative struclures, was far more important.

SMiliband. 164
4G. Offe 'Legitimacy Through Majority Rule?' in Ctaus Offe. Disorganised Capitatism, ed. J.

Keane, Polity Press, Oxford, 1985, 273
5Offe,'Legitimacy', 290
6f. Harden, 'Corporatism without Labour: The British Version', in Waiving the Rutes. The

Constitution Under Thatcherism, ed. C. Graham and T. Prosser, Open University Press,
Milton Keynes, 1988, 43

7M. Loughfin, 'Law, ldeologies and the Political-Administrative System' in Thatcher's Law,
ed. A. Gamble and C. Wells, GPC Books, Cardfiff, 1989,24

SLoughlin, 2s
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Behind this ralher fragile veneer, corporatism remained fundamentally incompatible

with the liberal democratic ethos of parliamentary sovereignty and the rule of law.

Should this divergence become too visible, or the corporatisl state fail to maintain
prosperity, problems of legitimation could be expected.

(b) The Authoritarian State

In the 1970s, the crisis of capital saw the decline of corporatism and the revival of
Western liberalism. This prompled new problems for the form and the legitimacy of
the state. Poulantzas has labelled this era one of 'authoritarian statism'. Stuart Hall,

referring specifically to Thatcherism, talked of 'authoritarian populism'. lt is
helpful briefly to describe these concepls, before assessing the situation in

Aotearoa/New Zealand in the 1980s.

(i) Authoritarian Statism

Poulantzas contrasted lhe normalstate where bourgeois hegemony was secure, wilh

the exceptional state which faced a crisis in hegemony. In the normal stale, lSAs

remained private and largely autonomous. At a time of crisis, however, they become

subordinated to the RSA, serving to legitimise the increasing use of coercion, and to
reinforce lhe vulnerable dominant ideology. This was accompanied by an increase in
executive decision-making, a decline in the separation of powers, and a derogation
from the ideology of the rule of law, representative democracy, and constitutional
limits.

ln the fate 1970s, Poulantzas idenlified the emergence of a combination of lhe normal
and the exceptional state. He called lhis authoritarian stat,sm. State control over

every sphere was intensified. There was a lransfer of power from the legislature to
the executive; a fusion of the three branches of the state; a decline in the rule of taw;

an undermining of the functional role of political parties; increasing diversion of
decisions from institulional, public forums to private, informal locations; growth of
a reserve para-state apparatus; the permanent instability of bourgeois hegemony;

and a dominant style of authority which ensured thai the administration would submit

to the demands of the executive.

Parliament became an impotent debating chamber. The state bureaucracy took over as

the leading actor, and the principal source of policy, in collaboration with the
political execulive. Personalised power-politics, and the decline of the political
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parties weakened the relationship of parties to the power bloc, and to their
traditional conslituencies. 'The decline of parliamentary institutions, the rule of taw,

and political parties in the current phase of capitalism entails a radical decline in

representative democracy and its political liberties and the concomitant extension of
authoritarian control over all spheres of social relations'.9

(ii) Authoritarian Poputism

This theme was developed further by Stuart Hall and others, in their study of law and

order in England in the 1970s.10 According to Poulanlzas' concept of authoritarian
statism, the tension between coercion and consent had 'tilted towards the coercive end

of the spectrum, while maintaining lhe outer forms of democratic class rule

intact'.11 Hall criticised Poulantzas for failing to recognise that corporatism had

been abandoned, and replaced by a contradictory, anli-statist strategy. On one hand,

the New Right aimed to dismantle the welfare state, and was anti-statist in its

ideology. On the other hand, many of its strategic operations were highly state-
centralist.

Hall described the increasing use of coercion, in a period of declining @nsensus, as an

'exceptionaf' moment in a normal state, driven by authoritarian populism.

It is populist because it draws upon popular discontent with many aspects of
the social democratic stats to win support for a radical right programme. lt
is authoritarian because in the implementation of its programme it further
increases the central power of the state and weakens opposition to it.12

Thatcherism successfully appealed to a broad, popular fronl, with promises of
'national regeneration through the liberation of market forces and the development of

98. Jessop, 'On Recent Marxist Theories of Law, the State and Juridico-politicat ldeology,,
/JSL v.8, 1980,339,357. Jessop noted a certain irony in Poulanlzas's posilion: [l]f his
earlier work on representative democracy tended to dismiss [functional representation
or corporalisml as a slruclurally determined form of bourgeois polilical domination
whose juridico-political appearances belied its fundamental class €ssence, poulantzas
subsequently discovered its effectivity in sociaiist political struggle only to lament irs
accelerating demise in favour of a new form ol state to which he transferred the charge
of being inimical to real democratic control and public accountability,, 960

loPoficing the Crisis. Mugging, the State and Law and Order,ed. S. Hall etal, Macmillan,
London, 1978

1 1S. Haff , 'Authoritarian Populism. A Reply to Jessop et al.' in S. Hall, Thatcherism and the
crisis of the Lett. The Hard Road to Renewal, Verso, London, 1999, 1s0, 1 s2

12A. Gamble, The Free Economy and the Strong State. The Politics ol Thatcherism,
Macmillan, London, 1988. 183
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a strong state able to discipline those opposed to freedom underthe law'13-meaning
those marginalised sectors then being scapegoated for England's economic decline.
This populism combined liberalism and conservatism in a particularly potent way:

Thatcherite populism is a parlicularly rich mix. lt combines the resonant
themes of organic Toryism-nation, family, duty, authority, standards,
traditionalism-with the aggressive themes of a revived neo-liberalism-
self-interest, competitive individualism, anti-statism.14

The two forces converged to affirm civil and political citizenship rights such as free

speech, rights to ploperty, equality before the law, and universal suffrage, and to
attack social rights relating lo economy and social welfare-the liberals from fear
that the expansion of social and economic rights would limit individual liberty, and

the conservatives in defence of the family and traditional values. The result had been
'a new hegemonic projecl, that of liberal-c'onservative discourse, which seeks to
articulate the neo-liberal defence of the free market economy with the profoundly

anti-egalitarian cultural and social traditionalism of conservatism.'15

fdeofogically, the mission of the slate was universalised in terms of the national
interest. Yet this national interest became increasingly narrow and
unrepresentalive, and overtly linked to specific inlerests. lt was then invoked to
justify increasing state authoritarianism, especially the abrogation of civil liberties
and the rule of law. While the hegemonic concept of unity referred to the whole
nation, it really meanl the white nation and the patriarchal family. This narrow,
ethnocentric, and exclusivist conception of national identity fostered the search for

the 'enemies within'.16 Thatcherism fed off a wide range of already-established
discourses, especially on race, gender, and sexuality, to explain the ills of society,
and exploited these issues very successfully to win popular support for its wider
programme.lT Thus, the New Right project managed to harness popular discontenrs,
neutralise opposing forces, disaggregate the opposition, and incorporate some
strategic elements of popular opinion into its hegemonic project.

Some have criticised Hall for over-emphasising hegemony and ideology, and for
ignoring lhe economic and legal forms which were necessary to bring about such a

radical change. His argument exaggerates the need for active co-operation and

13Jessop, 'On Recent', 364
14S. Hall, 'The Grear Moving Righr Show', in S. Han, Thatcherism, 29
15E. Laclau and c. Mouffe, Hegemony and sociatist strategy, Verso, London, j9g5, 175
16S. Hall, 'lntroduction:Thatcherism and the Crisis of the Left', in Hall, Thatcherism, 1,8
17camble, Free Economy, 183, 188
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provides no room for popular resislance. lt also presents a false image of coherence
belween the theory and the practice of the liberal project.lS In defence, Hall has
conceded the distinction between the New Right project and its actual operation. He

also acknowledged that Thatcherism had sought to combine political, moral, and
intellectual leadership, with economic dominance.l9 Authoritarian populism, he

argued, was only one of its strategies. Other strategies had included conslructing an

intellectual leadership, formation of a new stralum of organic intellectuals, and the
organisation of theoretical ideas in strategic, academic research, and other
intellectual sites.2o In the end, Hall said, Thatcherism had succeeded in being
dominanl, but not in being hegemonic.

Hall's preoccupalion with ideology is shared by many other of the critics of the New
Right. The problem, for this thesis, is their failure to engage with either the crisis
in capitalist accumulalion, or in political-administrative rationality. While
hegemony and legitimation do remain important elements in the overall project, they
need not be the dominant factors, nor extend to the mass of the people. When they
become the primary focus on them other important issues are ignored, including the
power of sectoral interests and fractions of capital within the increasingly-elitist
forms of government decision-making, and the directing role of the interests of
private capital. Also overlooked is the relationship between the liberal revival and
the internationalisation of capital, and the implications of that for the nation state.

Along similar lines, another critic of Hall's authoritarian populism, lan Harden, has
disputed the claim that corporatism was abandoned. According to Harden, it had

merely been limited. Liberalising governments had faced three choices: limited
regulation of aulonomous markels, which was effectively ruled out by the
legitimation problems of contemporary democracy; state-organised economies, of the
kind the liberals were rejecting; and the state as an active market player, which was
provided by corporatism. So a limited form c{ corporatism had continued, through a

variety of means. These included devolution oi public responsibiiities to private
interests, and encouraging the emergence of new bodies, who were willing to co-
operate with the Government's approach, and to assume delegated responsibilities.

188. Jessop et at,'Authoritarian Populism, Two Nations, and Thatcherism, New Left
Review, v.147,1984, 32; see also Gamble, Free Economy, 1g7-1g4, 2}g_z

19s. Hatt, 'Authoritarian populism: A Reply to Jossop et a1.,, in s. Hall, Thatcherism, 1s4
20Hall,'Authoritarian populism,, 1sT
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These measures allowed specified groups to have continued preferential access, and
provided for the exclusion of actors such as trade unions, and of topics such as

macro-economic policy. In the process, the slate was able to avoid accountability for

how these delegated powers were exercised.2l Existing constitutional safeguards were

too weak to provide any effective restraint. The survival of this form of limited
corporatism, Harden argued, depended not on its perceived legitimacy, but on the

ability of the state lo satisfy basic popular demands. As explained shortly, this
concept of limited corporatism is a much more satisfactory description of the process

of government under Rogernomics, than Hall's authorilarian populism.

(c) The Liberal Revival and the Democratic State

The radical reorganisalion of the economy undermined liberal democratic ideology in
two ways. Firsl, the abandonment of conventional corporatism disrupted the
framework of informal rules, which underpinned the decision-making process.
'[WJhen the aulhority of that convenlional world is undermined by the termination of
the partnership, lhe conventional authority slruclure crumbles and the entire
system is destabilized.'Zz The gulf between the theory of law and the reality of
political administration became increasingly visible.

Second, to re-establish the free market, liberals had to rely on state policies and
institutions. So, in seeking to restructure and delimit the power of the English
government, the Thatcherite reformers had used the legal authority of the state to the
full- Virtually all notion of conventional restraint disappeared. Government
Ministers were given powers which seemed designed to avoid ludicial review, and
'[t]he volume and complexity of new legislation . caused the Government to use
parliamentary procedures mainly as an opportunity to tidy up the rough drafts
submitted for ratification.'23 The result, according to David King, was a strong
government in conjunction with a reduced state.24 The extended state had been re-

organised, rather than rolled back.

This need for a strong state was not an aberration of contemporary liberalism. Karl
Polanyi's study of the conditions of nineteenth century liberalism led him to conctude

2l Harden, 43
z2loughlin, 29
2SLoughtin, 37-8
24D' King, The New Right. Politics, Markets and Citizenshrp, Macmiilan, London, 1grlt,25
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that 'the introduction of free markels, far from doing away with the need for control,
regulation, and intervention, enormously increased their rangs'.25

These lwo factors posed serious legitimation problems. While these reforming
governmenls of the New Right were addressing the crisis at the economic level, the
rationality crisis in the political-administrative system, and the ideological project

of hegemony, they had ignored the need for constitutional legitimation. Despite an

abundance of liberal rhetoric about the boundaries of the state, few conscious
attempts had been made at constitutional reform, or reconceptualising the state.
Among the liberal lheorists, Hayek was one of the few to posit a detailed framework

for the new slate, relying on the common law to provide a brake on state
inlerventionism.26 But the governments themselves had continued to rely on an

anachronistic liberal-democralic ideology, which no longer related to the actual form

and role of the state, and which was seen as such-'the old constitutional nostrums are

wheeled out, despite their decreasing power to legitimate government action.'27

Under the New Right, this potential legitimation crisis was moderated by the
constructive tension between liberalism and conservatism. The two represented very

different positions. The goal of conservative anti-statism was not the minimal state of
liberal economics: the 'liberals' concern with liberty, freedom and progress does not
correspond with conservatives' emphasis upon the organic unity of society and the

state, hierarchy and the negative consequences of economic activity.'28 But the
contradiction was not necessarily dysfunctional.

New Right economic and political theories are a restatement of the values of
liberalism. lf there are csntral lenets they are individualism, a freemarket
and a limited stale. However, these ideas cannot be considered in isolation
from two other important factors in analysis of the Thatcher and Reagan
administrations. These are the degree to which the commitment to a free
market can be maintained without the presence of a slrong state; and,
second, how these economic and polilical principles relate lo the
conservative social and moral values which have come to be associated
with both the Thatcher and Reagan administrations.29

25K. Pofanyi, The Great Transtormation, Beacon Press, Boston, 1g57, 140-l cited in King,
87

26f.n. Hayek, Law, Legistation and Liberty. A New Statement of the liberat principles of
justice and political economy, v.B, Routledge and Kegan paul, London, 1992,, ch. 17

27C. Graham and T. Prosser, 'lntroduction', in Graham and prosser, 19
28xing, z+-s
29King, r 6
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Conservatism provided the modern liberals with the theory of the state which they
lacked.

Andrew Gamble concluded that the overall range of governmental responsibilities and

the intrusiveness of government throughout civil society is unlikely to diminish very
much.'30 Faced with this prospect, some English commentators have argued for new

mechanisms of arcountability, such as a Bill of Rights, which might 'bring within the
purview of the constitution institutions and processes that embody and foster
corporalist arrangements'.31 Others advocate changes to the rigid two-party, first-
past-the-post political syslem, such as proportional representation. But both of
these options are merely adjustmenls-short-term palliatives to the crisis in
capitalist accumulation, and the irreconcilability of its demands with popular,

democratic participation.

(d) Rogernomics and the Liberal Democratic State

The concept of the New Right cannot simply be transposed to Rogernomics in
Aotearoa/New Zealand.32 Each state must be analysed in its own time and place, in
light of the internal workings and inter-relations of its agencies, and of their
inleraction with economic and popular forces.33

(i) The Uniqueness of Rogernomics

There are some obvious parallels between Poulantzas's authoritarian statism and the

contemporary New Zealand state, which emerged under the Muldoon administration in

the 1970s, and continued throughout the term of the fourth Labour Government.
These included the dominance of a virtually-unaccountable executive and
bureaucracYi the personalised power politics of a small 6lite; the impotence of
Parliament; the breakdown of political party structures and traditional allegiances;
and the continuing diversion of decision-making power to arms-length, quasi-
governmenl agencies and new commercial corporations. Similarly, there was a

realignment of power from the corporatism of the welfare state to the 6litism of

30A. Gamble, 'Privatization, Thatcherism, and the British State', in Gamble and Wells, 19
311. Harden, 'Corporatism without Labour', 50
32see B, Jesson, 'Right-wing Polilics in Contemporary New Zealand', in Revivat of the

RighL New Zealand Politics in the 198as, ed. B. Jesson et a/, Heinemann Reed, Auckland,
1988, 6

33see B. Hindess, 'Marxism and Parliamentary Democracy', in Marxism and Damocracy,
ed. A. Hunt, Lawrence and Wishart, London, ig81, 21, 44
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Rogernomics, along the lines of Harden's concept of limited corporatism. This created
major and visible discrepancies between the theory of the liberal-democratic
constitution and the manner in which power was exercised. The New Zealand state
therefore faced a potentially serious crisis of constilutional legitimacy.

The preceding discussion explained how, for governments of the New Right, this
dilemma was partly resolved through the creative lension belween liberalism and

conservatism, and the promotion of populist ideology. But there are serious
difficulties in applying that anatysis to Aotearoa/New Zealand.

The political and ideological configuration of Rogernomics was quite distinct from the
New Right. The vehicle for Rogernomics was the New Zealand Labour party,

historically the parent and guardian of the welfare state. As Bruce Jesson has pointed

out the libertarian right was an influential, and at times dominant, influence within
the fourth Labour Government. But lhe authoritarian right, despite some sympathy
with the liberal revival, had found Labgour's social and foreign policies unpalatable,
and had stayed with National.34 So, whereas the Thatcher Government had to reach an

accord between liberalism and conserualism, the Labour Government arguably had an

even more philosophically difficult task-reconciling liberalism with social
democracy.

Initially, the Rogernomics reformers enjoyed almost free rein, and were able to
ignore these difficulties. But over time lhese lensions affected the strategy of the
Labour Government, and the legitimacy of the liberal democratic state.

(ii) Eogernomics: The Political Ascendency

New Zealanders as a whole were slow to understand the full ramifications of
Rogernomics, or to offer any resistance. Initially, the public was subjected to a
careful campaign to convince them that lhe economy, and hence the country, was in
crisis. Something had to be done. Inside and outside the Government there were new

authoritative and decisive voices, pointing the way for radical change. Reforms in the
business, bureaucratic, and political spheres created a temporarily-irresistible
momenlum. Jesson noted how market-based policies became the norm, not because
they were desirable, bul because they were apparently inevitable.35

348. Jesson, 'The Libertarian Right', in Jesson, 31
35Jesson, 'Libertarian Right', 45
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Labour's 1984 promises of formal consultation, and a national consensus, were
rapidly overtaken by a deliberate policy of burn-off. This kept the pace of change so

rapid that critics and opponents were always on the defensive, and left debating last

week's reforms. No one was in a position to mount any credible and politically-

sustainable alternative. Lefl-wing and Keynesian economisls were dismissed as

outmoded apologists tor a failed theory. The Labour Party was torn between
reasserting its traditional policies and securing re-election. The historically weak

trade union movement refused to take on 'ils own' Labour Government. Fearful of a
fate similar to that of British unions, they opted for reform from within or, in some

cases, complicity in ringing in the changes. Most of the articulate and organised
Pakeha women and peace activists opted to fight within the Labour Party. Sector
groups which raised their voices in protest were pilloried for pursuing vested
interesls, which damaged lhe wealth of the nation. The bulk of journalists were

seduced by the glamour, hype, and frenetic activity of the market, and became little
more than sycophantic propagandists for Rogernomics,

Matters such as party politics and electoral backlash were irrelevant to the
Rogernomics intellectuals. They were equally cavalier about the tonger-term
implications for legitimacy and hegemony. Others within the Cabinet and the Party

were more concerned about placating party members and the electorate. But for the
first three years, al leasl, they were relalively powerless, and their hegemonic

strategy, such as it was, focused on social policy and the protection of lhe
institutional welfare state.

So long as the target of Rogernomics appeared to be economic, nol social, popular

opposition remained muted. But there was no immediale need for the reformers to

confront the weltare state. Once the basic direction was set, the driving force of the
economic reforms would effectively dictate the form and content of the subsequent

debate on social policy. Indeed, a direct attack would have required a formal
recantation of Labour's historic position.

It would also have seriously endangered the Rogernomics project itself. The
expeeialion of a high standard of living, supported by state intervention, and lhe
ideology of Aotearoa/New Zealand as the bastion of the welfare state, were integral to

the hegemony of the colonial state. A direct attack may well have provoked an
organised and militant challenge to the liberalisation programme-not only from
Labour's traditional supporters, but also from the wider poputace. The nationwide
protests against the Springbok Tour in 1981 had already shown the potential for
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serious and widespread violent confrontation. Under such conditions, Labour would
have been drawn into use of overt repression, and it would have been virtually
impossible for the Rogernomics project to proceed as far or as fast as it did.

Welfare ideology lherefore imposed some @nstraints on the Rogernomics revolution.
lnternal factors also affected its course. As earlier chapters have indicated,
Rogernomics was never a preformulated project of the whole caucus, or even the

Cabinet-lel alone of the Labour Party. Strong, sectoral participalion in the Labour
Party imposed real political constraints on the Government's options in key areas,
especially those of social, labour, and foreign policy.

Organised labour enjoyed constitulionally-entrenched power within the Labour
Party, effectively ruling out the more radical, labour-market reforms promoted by
the market liberals. Labour's anti-nuclear ticket had attracled extensive support
from the peace lobby, many of whom were active within the Party hierarchy. There
were also many veterans of protest movements who remained critical of hard-line
policing, and wary of law and order policies. Two successive Labour party

Presidents, key policy council members, and leading members of parliament were
committed feminists.36 That ruled out conservative appeals to familial norms,
tradilional social values, or attacks on feminism. While each of these sectors felt
compromised and became increasingly disillusioned, their position within the party

was generally strong enough to prevent a frontal attack on their inlerests.

Throughout its first term, Labour retained both its progressive image, and the
participation of key seclors within the party, including women and workers. Debate

over social and foreign policies preoccupied party activists, who virtually ignored
economic policy. Few outsiders understood the strategic significance of Lange's
decision in 1986 to appoint the Royal Commission of Social Policy, in an attempt to
@unter the Treasury's plans. The implications of Rogernomics for the welfare state
remained invisible.

(iii) The Polltical Decline of Rogernomics

In 1987 the residual support of traditional Party members, alongside new voters
from the newly-affluent middle class, was enough to see Labour re-elected.37 But the

36M. Wilson, Labour in
37tnis is the converse

alliance between the

Government 19e4-1987, Allsn and Unwin, Wellington, .t9gg, 
2g-31

of Thatcherism, where electoral support was secured from an
traditional right, and from a middle element which genuinely
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passive acceptance of Rogernomics could not last. The entire political, economic, and
social structure of the country was being reorganised, with no serious attempt to sell
it to the public. Labour had fought the 1987 election with promises of an improved
social policy, to balance the past three years of economic restructuring. But the
restructuring at the economic and politico-administrative levels in Labour's firsl
term, made it extremely difficult to resist realignment of the wetfare state in the
second. Rather than welfarist reforms, Rogernomics introduced market liberalism to

social policy, promoting radical restructuring of the health and education systems.3S

Between 1987 and 1990 the welfare state was seriously undermined-more by
attrition than by demolition. By October 1990 the structures were in place whereby
a change of Government, or of political slralegy, could see it decimated overnight. The

battle over social policy eventually split the Party and the leadership, and seriously
eroded the historic bloc.

But by 1988 the Rogernomics intellectuals were in relative decline within the
executive and bureaucratic structures of Government. Political factors began to
impinge once more on economic and social policy, and the changes which were
achieved fell short of Treasury and Business Roundtable demands. Significant
labour-market reforms were made, in spite of opposition from powerful public
sector unions, but compulsory unionism remained. The anti-nuclear slance became

subdued, but New Zealand remained out of ANZUS, and nuclear ships were still
banned. Women remained marginal to economic and political power, but the
employment equity legislation was passed to promote equal pay for work of equal
value. Welfare provision was targeled and retrenched, bul the state remained the
main deliverer of housing, heallh, and education.

The battles over social policy, lhe unaccountability of the executive, and lhe
increasingly severity of the recession, saw Labour largely deserted by its traditional
supporters. Many people and communities had really suffered under Rogernomics.
High interesl rates forced many small businesses to close, and farmers to quit the
land. Investment shifted from the labour-inlensive manufacluring sector, to the
unproductive finance and service sectors. Especially once corporalisation was

profited from aspects of the liberal revival. P. Fitzpatrick, 'Terminal Legality', Vertice
, ll Sdrie, August 1988, g9-41 [original typescript]
38 Report of the Taskforce to Review Education Administration. Administering lor

Excellence. Effective Administration in Education, Government Printer, Wellington, April
'f 988, [Picot Reportl; Report of the Working Group on Postcomputsory Eduiation and
Training in New Zealand, Government Printer, Wellington, July 1988, lHawke Reportl;
Report of the Hospital and Related Services Tasklorce. tJnshackling the Hospitals,
Department of Health, Wellington, 1988, [Grbb s Report]
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underway, massive lay-offs produced unemployment levels equivalent to the 19S0s

depression. with the closure of postal, banking, health, educalion, and other
community services many smaller New Zealand communities were left to fend for

lhemselves, or to close down. Large tax reductions bolstered the take-home pay of the

wealthy, but left the low-paid with minimal increases, and having to pay a goods and

services tax even on essentials. Dozens of corporate high-flyers collapsed in the wake

of the sharemarket crash, taking with them the savings of thousands of small
investors.

There was little electoral support for Labour. But the alternatives were the overtly
authoritarian liberalism of the National Party, the traditionalist social democracy of
the fledgling New Labour Party, or a protesl vote for the Greens. Faced with
predictions of decimation in the polls, Labour belatedly attempted to reverse its

course weeks before the election, and to resecure its traditional support. lt failed.
But in the process it had also provoked a serious crisis of legitimacy for the
democratic state.

(iv) The White Backlash and Rogernomics

It has been argued in this thesis that popular ideology played a minimal role under
Rogernomics. But there was a significant exception. Hostility towards Maori provided

one of the very few sources of unity amongst the Pakeha populace in the 1980s. They
became lhe 'enemy within'. That does not mean that Labour and the Rogernomics
intellectuals consciously set out to create a diversion, and scapegoat Maori. Although

the 'white back-lash' provided a welcome diversion from attacks on economic policy,

and the retreat from Labour principles, il also caused the Government considerable

discomfort and electoral damage. The backlash was more of an instinctive reversion lo
the pre-established discourse of patriotism and racism, at a time of great stress
within the social formation. This was then harnessed by the New Right in the form of
the conservative National Party, and a small nunrber of organised, white nationalist
groups, supported by a Pakeha-dominated media. While this backlash had a major
impact on the Treaty debate, it was insufficient to divert Pakeha attention from the

economic and polltical crisis in which the colonial state was now embroiled.

(e) The Crisis in the Duat State

So far the discussion of Rogernomics has been located within the concept of a unitary

state. But to understand the deeper complexity of the crisis of political democracy in
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Aotearoa/New Zealand, lhe preceding analysis needs to be located within the dual

state, drawing a clear distinction between hegemony and legitimalion amongst Pakeha

and Maori.

(i) Representative Democracy in the Dual State

Chapter two described how most of the organised sectors within the Pakeha sociat

formation, such as women and workers, tradilionally accepted parliamentary

democracy as the locus of struggle, and a potential source of power. Bul for Maori,

parliamentary democracy has always offered the choice of domination through

exclusion, or domination through inclusion, by voluntary participation in their own

continued oppression.

Throughout colonial history lhere were minimal efforts to incorporate Maori into the

historic bloc, or to secure legitimation for the colonial state. The New Zealand

Constitution Act of 1852 was itself a violation of tino rangatiratanga, in that it

assigned all rights of sovereignty to the British Crown, and denied Maori any power

or authority. While it authorised the establishment by lhe Crown of Maori regions

administering their own law,39 these were never given effect. lwi and Hapu, and

individual Maori, were excluded from effective participation in, let alone control

over, Parliamentary structures. Before 1867, while Maori were still the majority,

the vote remained subject to the male, individualised-property franchise.

Extension of the franchise coincided with the relative decline of the Maori population,

and the creation of the four Maori electorales. Even lhen, separate political rules

continued to apply-secret ballots did not apply to the Maori seats until 1938. There

was no provision for Maori electoral rolls until 1949. Compulsory registration for

electoral purposes did not apply lo Maori rolls until 1956, twenty years after the
European rolls. Elections for Maori seals were held the day before the general

election until 1950.40'Full-blooded'Maori were not allowed to stand for general

seats until 1967. The 1975 Electoral AmendmentAct finally allowed Maori who were

'half-blood' or more, to choose between the Maori or general roll. By 1990 the

Maori seals remained exciuded from the review provisions, whereby the Electoral

Representation Commission reassesses the European seats every five years. Nor were

the four Maori seals entrenched.

39Constitution Act 1852, section 71.
40R. Watker, Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou. Struggte Without End Penguin, Auckland, 1990, 145
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These discrepancies were perpetuated in 1990 with new rules relating to electoral
broadcasting. Labour failed to secure state funding tor political parties' election
campaigns. lt then introduced an amendment to restrict the amount of radio and

television advertising, whether paid or free, which any political party could
broadcast during the period of lhe election. For a political party to qualify, it had to
be a national organisation which had consistently expressed polices on a range of
issues for the preceding twelve monlhs, and was standing candidates in at least ten

seats.41 As Mana Motuhake was only contesting the four Maori seats, it was legally
prohibited from electoral advertising. Suggestions at the select comminee for a

clause whereby 'four members put up by a party in the Maori seals, and just the
Maori seats, would qualify for all the political party broadcasting rights' were not
accepted. Indeed, the possibility was dismissed by one National MP as 'a completely
racist idea'.42

(ii) Maorl and majority rule democracy

Since 1852, Maori had exercised their electoral 'choice' in different ways at

different times, and to differing degrees.43 Bul they had always remained
disempowered and marginalised.

The essence of democracy is that all people must have a political voice.
Despile this, most Maori do not enjoy democracy because of their minority
stalus' They live in a democracy with its democratic institutions but they
have an inadequate political voice. Democracy in this country works in
favour of the majority who have the powsr to determine policy and to make
the decisions. The Maori do not have a role to play in delermining the
fundamentals upon which polity is based, instead they are influenced by it.
The majority, or rather those that serve the majority, do not need to hear
or recognise the views of the minority. ln the Maori system, however, all
views are heard and recognised until consensus is eventually arrived at
thereby giving participants a feeling of having contributed to the final
decision. Thus, this Pakeha form of democracy sspouses ideas and
processes which are alien to their idea of participation.44

For much of the twentieth cenlury, especially once the Ratana Party had entered its
formal alliance with Labour, Maori voles were an electoral non-issue. Maori
participation in formal, Parliamentary democracy remained low. Labour,s
stranglehold on the four seats was balanced by the National Party's strong

41 Broadcasting and Radio communications Reform Acr 1gg0, section 75
42ftzpO, v.510, 14 August 1990,3445, per Kyd
43see above, 137-14s
4 4 Maruwhsnua, Ministry for lhe Environment, 'Electoral system and Maori

representation', undated.
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relationship with the New Zealand Maori Council, through its generally National-
aligned leadership.4S The departure of Matiu Rata from Labour, to form the Mana
Motuhake Party in 1979, provided an avenue for protest votes. But Mana Moluhake,
like Ratana and the New Zealand Maori Council, remained incorporated at the margins
of the colonial slate, and offered no serious challenge lo the pakeha monopoly of
political power. lt was primarily extra-legal threats to social order and
constitutional legitimacy, in the early 1980s, which raised the profile of the Treaty,
forced the mainstream political parties to take Maori seriously, and prompted Maori
once more to explore alternatives to colonial domination.

Throughout the long period of our political oppression various attompts have
been made to gain our Treaty rights through pakeha politicat process.
sometimes these attempts have focussed on movements, sometimes on
individuals. However, what is common to all of them is faiture. Therefore in
analysing these failures, it is essential to uncover lhe root cause. ln our
caso this is relatively simple and comes down to the unsuitability of the
majarity rule method of Government.46

(iii) The Politicat Crisis in the Duat State

The driving force of Rogernomics was market liberalism. The radical reorganisation
of lhe e@nomy prompted a crisis of legitimacy for the democratic stale, amongst the
Pakeha population. But the state also faced challenges from Maori. This required a
temporary deviation from the general, historic ambivalence of the colonial slate over
extending its hegemony to Maori. What was required, in Gramsci,s terms, was a
passive revolution. Once that was secured, lhe Government could once again reorder
its priorities, and Maori policy would revert to its former, marginal position.

The results of this complex interaction of crises were the logical contradiction
between Labour's Treaty and economic policies, and the competing demands on
legitimation and hegemony within the dual state. This chapter examines the evolution
of Labour's Treaty policy from 1984 to 1990 in terms of the public debate,
including Labou/s management of the annual Treaty celebrations; the development of
a co-ordinated political strategy on the Treaty, and the senlement of claims; the
incorporation of the Treaty into statute; and the policy of devolution in the spheres of
Maori Atfairs, local government, and resource management.

45walker, Ka Whawhai. 205
46R. cooper, 'Devolution (as it should be). Alternative Proposals on Devolution,, Te

Runanga Whakawhanaunga i Nga Hahi, May 19gg, g
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B. THE POLITICS OF THE TREATY

Parliament is an agency of colonial capitalism. lts power is sourced in the economic
and political dispossession of Maori. Parliamentary politicians are organic
intellectuals of lhe colonial state. Political parties are lhe vehicles through which
these intellectuals are usually organised. The difficulty for Labour in securing a
passive revolulion would be to convince sufficient Maori that it had changed sides, for
a long enough period to defuse the Maorichallenge to the state.

(a) Party Politics and the Treaty

The period 1984 to 1987 was lhe heyday of the Treaty revival. References to the
Treaty became commonplace in political, academic, legal, bureaucratic, and, to some
extent, public discourse. Throughout its firsl term, Labour remained publicly
committed to its Treaty policy, despite the SOEs case and the corporatisation
negotiations. Even the National Opposition was wary about going directly on the
altack. Criticism of developmenls such as Treaty references in legislation, and the
extension of the Waitangi Tribunal's jurisdiction, were largely opportunist. They
were aimed at embarrassing the Government, rather than attacking the Treaty itself.

From late 1986 and throughout 1987 National's position on this changed. lts Maori
Affairs spokesperson Winston Peters, in particular, began to capitalise on pakeha

unease over what was perceived as Labour's 'special trealmenl' of Maori. Peters
launched a series of high profile expos6s including the 'Maori loans affair',47 Maori
access and gang work trusts,48 and the so-called 'kill a white' incident at the
Auckland university marae.49 And he pandered to Pakeha fears with claims that
Maori youth unemployment was creating an underclass of disadvantaged, which was
'fertile ground for the extremists'.s0 All this fuelled pakeha racism.

47walker, Ka WhawhaL, 258-9
48wafker, Ka Whawhai, 262
49Tnis statement, allegedly made by a Maori woman at a welcome for law students at the

Auckland University Marae in March 1988 was subject of a complaint by pakeha to the
Race Relations Office. lt declined jurisdiction, on the grounds that the marae was not a
public place. But it did decide it had jurisdiclion to investigate Maori complaints about the
media handling of the incident. See Annual Report of the Race Relations Conciliator,
1988-89, AJHR, E-6, 1989

50w. Peters, speech to National party national forum,30 April 198g, waikato
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(i) The Pakeha Backlash

Despite the corporatisation case, Maori issues were kepl low-key during the 19g7
election. But the politics of the Treaty were heating up. ln early 19BB the first in a
series of polls commissioned from Consultus by the Labour Parly, showed a targe

majority of party members opposed to its Treaty policy.sl This reinforced the
already growing unease within lhe caucus and the Cabinet. Having barely recovered
from the SOEs debacle, they were now embroiled in the seemingly-insoluble and
intensely unpopular wrangle, over Maori fisheries. But the Government could hardly
just abandon its policy. Aside from the political embarrassment of such a move, the
Government could not afford to provoke active Maori resistance to its plans to
dismantle the Department of Maori Affairs.52

National faced no such inhibitions, and took full political advantage of the growing
'white backlash'. In April 1988, at a National Party forum dedicated to race
relations, Peters launched an attack on 'that haunting sickly white liberalism that
masquerades as European conscience on the race relations issue'.S3 Alongside the
media @verage of Peters's attacks on the Government for pandering to Maori, came
images of Labour hosting a Kaumalua Hui in Parliament to launch the Maori Affairs
devolution proposals, and sharing its insights on Maori Affairs administration and the
Treaty with Australia's Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.

May and June 1988 saw Pakeha nationalism reach fever pitch, as commercial fishing

interests and the One New Zealand Foundation ran full-page advertisemenls attacking
Maori claims, the waitangi rribunal, and the Trealy. The newly-released
Muriwhenua Fishing Report provided the topic for Parliament's adjournment
debate.S4 Both parties played to the media. Government's low-key approach stressed
its search for compromise, and for reasoned solutions, suited to the 1980s, and in

the best interests of all New Zealanders. Only Mike Moore was less restrained,
proclaiming it as 'one of the great issues of our day', a 'nuclear bomb in New Zealand
politics' and a 'time of epic opportunity and maximum peril'.ss

51 Personal communicalion
52see the discussion on devolution below, 430-446
53Peters, National Party forum
54UZpO, v.489, 15 June 1988, 4384-4407
55NZPD, v.489, 15 June 1988, 4g9o-91
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National blamed Labour's policies since 1984 for the problem. The Tribunal's
findings were 'almost inevitable'.56 Maori were simply, and understandably, taking

advantage of new opportunities. Along with predictable themes of 'one law, one
people', equal opportunity, and respect for property rights, National's assault turned

to the Treaty itself. Speakers referred only to the English version. Crown sovereignty

was absolute and non-negotiable. New Zealanders simply would not agree to handing

over the whole of the fisheries and seventy per cent of the land. Any solution should

reflect the place of Maori as ten per cent of the population.5T The Government should

now halt the work of the Waitangi Tribunal, and take time out to decide how to apply

the Treaty to contemporary society. Winston Peters repeated earlier calls for ten
years' Qrace, for Maori and Pakeha to 'harmonise a working relationship', claiming

that the Treaty 'inhibits the development of the New Zealand nation'.58

Only Labour MP for Northern Maori, Bruce Gregory, gave voice to Maori concerns.
While conceding that the Treaty was not a panacea for all ills, he observed how the

term 'democracy'was coming under scrutiny from indigenous peoples throughout the

Pacific, and pondered how lo make it fair to indigenous minorities.S9

The Government had by now completely lost control of the issue, and there was no

chance of rational public debate. Media coverage, with the notable exceptions of the
National Business Review, the Lisfener, and Metro, was shallow and sensationalist.

Political posturing and anti-Treaty rhetoric ran rampant during lhe next few
months. Peters, although often expressing himself in repetitive clich6s, mainlained a
consistent line that the Treaty of Waitangi was no basis for the future.60 Instead, he

called for both equality before the law, and the relention of special programmes

geared towards 'excellence', until equity was achieved within the current system.

Opposition leader Jim Bolger, nol to be upstaged by the high profile Peters, took up

the issue and pushed the assimilationist line of 'one people' equal before the law.

The oneness of New Zealand is not negotiable. collectively, this is our land
and we are all proud to be New Zealanders. . . . As time goes by more and
more will have some Maori blood A twinkle in the eye is more
imporiant than the degree of suntan. Problems arise because the willing
coming together in the marriage bed has not happened wilh the same
enlhusiasm in all other arsas of society. No-one can deny pasl wrongs, but
neither can this generation of New Zealanders be adjudged guilty for the

56NZPD, v.489, 15 June 198g,4gg7, per Bolger
STPresumably lhis referred to land held by the Crown and SOEs.
58ltzpo, v.489 15 June 198g,4404
59uZPo, v.489 15 June I9BB, 44og
60For example, w. Peters, speech to National party conference, 6 August 19gg
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sins of their forebears. . I will never be a racist, no malter how many
votes might be gained by going down that road.61

Labour's Mike Moore and National's Doug Graham also had their say. Moore, in a
speech of gushing rhetoric tinged with political opportunism, argued: 'lf the
majority withdraw their consent the fresh air needed to heal this wound will become

stale, which would be tragic as political gangrene will settle in.' He presented the

choice between a Belfast or Beirul, or a new map where 'we are all New Zealanders

and we are all Pacific lslanders and talk proudly of New Zealand'.62 His colleagues

were unimpressed. Almost immediately aftenrards, Ministers and Labour MPs were

instructed that only Prime Minister David Lange and Deputy Prime Minister
Geoffrey Palmer were authorised to speak publicly on the Treaty-excluding even the
Minister of Maori Affairs, Koro Wetere. Model answers on appropriate responses to
the deluge of letters from Pakeha on the Treaty were circulated to all Ministers.63

National MP Doug Graham's somewhat less florid approach continued the 'we are all

New Zealanders' theme, and again referred solely to the English text.64 He proposed

a radically revamped Waitangi Tribunal, reporting on historical findings to a

Waitangi Council. This council would recommend action to the Government which

could accept, modify, or reject it. All Treaty litigation would cease, and no Waitangi

Tribunal claims would be accepted after 31 December 1990. The four Maori seats,

Maori departments, and programmes would be abolished, and a new'apolitical' upper
house would review and, if necessary, refer legislation back to Parliament. Maori

would have seven of the forty members.

Throughout 1989 National bolstered its one nation, one law line, with attacks on the

tribally-based devolution of Maori Affairs. Peters continued to challenge the
relevance of the Treaty, and the diversion of tax-payers funds from education and

social engineering into compensation for land claims.65 Bul National's alternative
policy remained vague. The party faced its own internal pressures. Senior party

members included such prominent Maori as Sir Graham Latimer, former Race

Relations Conciliator Hiwi Tauroa, and Waitangi Tribunal Director, Wira Gardiner.

And with both 1990 and the election looming, there was pressure to devetop some

61J. Bolger, Speech to National Party Conference, 5 August lggg
62M. Moore,'Race Against Time-New Zealand Race Relations and our Community', 14 July

'f 988 reported in part in 'Society "Threatens to Rot before lt ls Ripe', New Zealand
Herald, 15 July 1988

63Personal communication
64D. Graham, Speech to Auckland Rorary Club, 15 August 19g8
65As this chapter shows, very litlle money was ever paid out in settlement of land claims.
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Maori policy. After a heated debate and intensive pressure from Maori delegates, the
1989 National Party Conference recognised the Treaty of Waitangi as the 'founding

conslitutional document of the country'. Bolger announced that 'National will

establish a process for direct negotiation between representatives of the Crown and

the lribes to settle legitimate claims of compensation for improper land seizures on

realistic lerms that the nation can afford'.66 In late 1989 he appointed a caucus
committee entitled One Nation lo oversee 1990 election preparation on a range of
issues, including the Treaty of Waitangi.6T

(ii) Labour's Public Retreat

By 1989 Palmer was also downplaying the significance of the Treaty. He gave various
regional party conferences the same basic reassurance:

The essence of the Treaty is very simple. The crown has the right to
govem. lt musl give appropriate weight to Maori interests when it does so.
And why is this so strange? Democracy is based on majority respect for
the rights of th€ minority. That is really what it comes down to. Nothing
more. lt does not mean that Maori have some peculiar status which olher
New Zealanders do not have. . . . we are one nation. And we are all equal. we
must always be equal.68

Further, Palmer stated: 'l do not believe there is a single issue that is being
currently debated in the context of race relations in New Zealand which would be very
much different had there been no Treaty.' He claimed the absence of a Treaty had not
prevented the Australian Government from addressing the issue of aboriginal rights-
although he gave no examples. The advantage of having the Treaty of Waitangiwas the

chance it offered to deal with these matters in a principled way. 'The Court of Appeal

has indicated that it would be conlrary to those principles to place unreasonable
restrictions on the ability of a duly elected government to carry out its chosen

Policies.'69

While Palmer was atlempting a public retations exercise in damage control, the

officials were warning the Ministers of Finance that Maori developments had serious
implications for economic and political stability. Treasury's first briefing to new

Minisler of Finance, David Caygill, in February 1999, cautioned that Maori

66J. Bolger, Speech to Manufacturers' Federation Annual Conference, 1 1 October 19g9
6TOhaired by Doug Graham. other memb€rs were Paul Easl, Doug Kidd, Winslon peters,

John Banks, Katherine O'Regan, and Jenny Shipley.
68G. Palmer, Speech to Auckland Regional Conference, 2g April 19g9
69G. Palmer, Speech to Northern South lsland Labour Party Conference, 15 April 19g9;

speech to central North lsland Labour party conference, g April 19gg
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litigation may be 'a major irritation and perhaps embarrassment'. But it was still
preferable to the alternative of 'a return to direct action'.7O lts update briefing in

May 1989 conveyed a sense of political and bureaucratic panic.'Some quarters of
Maori opinion' were demanding a bulk hand-over of taxpayer funds, a parallel

system of government and a special Maori voice on questions like foreign affairs,

defence, and asset sales.71

Some of th€ statemenls made by certain Maori (such as denying the
jurisdiction of the courts) can be seen as breaches of the principle of loyal
co-operation implicit in the Treaty and as affronts to the Treaty-given
responsibility of the Crown to uphold peace and good order. In brief there is
a strong tendency amongst some Maori opinion to seek to wrsst back some
of the inherent powers of government lrom the Crown and it is demands
along these lines which probably cause the most concorn for the
Governmenl and part of the general population.T2

But Government-sponsored events continued to provide platforms for Maori to asserl

tino rangatiratanga. In May 1989 a Human Rights Conference, sponsored by the

Government, called for a Treaty-based human rights and overseas aid policy. Bolger

once more blamed Labour, and invoked the imagery of apartheid:

We have a government that is ramming racial divisions down people,s
lhroats, promoting conferences and commissioning reports that call for
Maori self-determination. That's just a glossy label for separation, a glossy
label for apartheid. Let's put an end to the wild lalk about self-
determination, and separatism. . We all want to enjoy the same rights
and duties of citizenship. . . , We must rsspect our differences, but we must
unite to pursue our common needs.73

The Treaty had become a serious political liability. Further embarrassment followed

as the Court of Appeal rejected the Crown's legal arguments in the forestry and coal

cases. ln August 1989, a National Busrness Review INBR] opinion poll showed that

seventy per cent of those surveyed believed the Government was causing racial

problems by its handling of Treaty of Waitangi issues. Only fourteen per cent
disagreed. While the view was strongest amongst National Party supporlers, at eighty

six per cent, over half the Labour supporters polled also condemned the policy.Ta

This was confirmed in the NBF's October 1989 poll: forty five per cent of Labour's

voters and thirty per cent of National's agreed that the Government should honour the

7oTreasury, 'Maori Policy lssues: State of Play and Conceptual Underpinning', 1 February
1 989

71Treasury, 'Trsaty lssues', 15 May 1989
72Treasury, 'Treaty lssues', 15 May 198g
73J. Bolger, Speech to Young Nationals Conference, 5 June 1gg9
74'pol blames government for racial lensions', Nationat gusrness Review,l5 August 1989
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Treaty of Waitangi-twenty four per cent and thirty seven per cenl respectively
disagreed.Ts But only thirteen per cent of Labour and four per cent of National
supporters saw this as entitling Maori to a half share of the fisheries. And only
twenty six per cent from Labour and nine per cent from National believed that land
claims were fully justified, and must be taken seriously.

The message to both parties was clear. lndeed, members on both sides showed a rare
solidarity in response to accusalions of racism against one of their number. Mp for
Weslern Hutt, Venn Young lodged a complaint with the Parliamentary privileges
committee over the statement by a Pakeha anti-racism group called project
Waitangi, that: 'His statement that a very small group of activists and academics are
dreaming up agendas at weekend seminars to "take the culture of a primitive peopte

and to make it my culture" is not only completely untrue, but is thoroughly
racist.'76 The committee found that it was not defamatory in a way related to young,s

role as MP, and hence nol a contempt of Parliament. But Richard prebble assured
him:

I tell the member for Western Hutt that it was the view of the committee
that almost nothing that the group said about him would in any way damage
his reputation. No member of Parliament thinks that he is racist. Thoie
members who hsard the discussion thought that it was a vigorous
contribution to an imporlant issue. We urge him to continue to make his
views known in the House.77

(iii) The Treaty in t99O

In the lead-up to 1990, Bolger took advantage of the diplomatic restraints which
required Labour to appear sensitive to the Treaty. In a speech entitled One Nation
under One Law in late November 19gg, Bolger stated:

Extremists-Maori and non-Maori-are using the 1soth anniversary of the
signing of lhe Treaty of wailangi to drive a racist wedge throlgh our
nation. . . . We are determined that the next gen€ration of New Zealanders
will not be burdened with the race relations problems that have
characterised New Zealand in the lats 1ggos. My Government will also
define the future role the Treaty has to play in our society.TS

Once Waitangi Day was over and the election loomed closer, politicians from both
sides went on the attack. An Australian television documentary about Waitangi Day,

T5National Eusrness Review, 11 Octobsr 19g9
76UZPO, v.So2, 4 Ocrober 1989, 12927
77UZpO, v.S03,23 November 1989, 13728
78J. Bolger, 'One Nation Under One Law,, 21 November l9g9
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later screened by Television New Zealand, contained candid comments from both

Lange:

I think we've got a problem talking about lthe Treaty] literally. Did eueen
Victoria for a moment think ol forming a partnership with a number of
signatures, a number of thumbprints, and about 500 people? eueen Victoria
wasn't that sort of person. That does not detract from the significance of
th€ Tr€aty of Wailangi. The Treaty of Waitangi can become the Magna Carta
of lhe New Zealand society but it is not going to become that trom Dead Sea
scroll eschatology examination over the Treaty of Waitangi. You're going to
get that out of deciding that you're going to make a go of it.79

and Palmer:

There have been worries from the European community that somehow the
government is giving in some way too much to Maori. And that it shouldn't.
That impression is not really warranted by the facts. But the impression is
quite well established in many areas.80

Palmer continued to express his outrage over proposals for a separate justice system

for Maori.81 Michael Bassett had a similar response to Maori demands for a
fitty/fifty representation in local government (discussed below). Maori demands for

a separate kaupapa Maori education syslem drew a lerse response lrom Maori Cabinet

Minisler Peter Tapsell:

We have gone far enough down the road of separatism in this country. We
need an education system that looks at unification instead. I believe we
should correct the present system and make it more responsive to all New
Zealanders' needs.82

Social Welfare Minister, Michael Cullen, likewise condemned a Department of Social

Work unit based on kaupapa Maori:

I do not agree with separat€ units of that sort. A social work unit directed
towards one ethnic group is not appropriate. I am in favour of proper bi-
culluralism, which is not the same thing as a liberal vsrsion of apartheid
which is whal things will amount to ii we ccntinue down this separatist
path'83

79ngC Four Corners,6 March 1990; see also'Sir Paul and Govt differ on scr€en over
treaty', New Zealand Herald, 7 March 1990

SoagC Four Corners, 6 March 1990
8lSee below, 782-3
82'MPs oppose separate Maori school system', New zealand Heratd,10 July 1g90
83'Maori unil discovery', New Zealand Herald,31 July 1990
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In a speech to the Napier Chamber of Commerce Muldoon attacked 'part-Maoris',

using their Pakeha education lo promote a 'crazy obsession' with the Treaty of

Wailangi for financial gain.

The one thing that wg have had as an inheritance from the Treaty of
Waitangi is that we are now one people. Whether you came on one of the
canoes from eastern Polynesia or from Brilain, or from Holland, or from
eastern Asia, once you are a New Zealander you are equal with all other
New Zealanders. You have the same rights, privileges and obligations. I hope
there is a change of government this year and I hope that a new Government
will stop this nonsense. 84

National MP and Rhodes scholar Simon Upton told students at Canterbury University:

'l am clear in my own mind that no past obligations under the Treaty of Waitangi can
justify the imposition of some new political principle of biculturalism', which he

called 'egalitarianism in disguise'. Some people wanted 'a sociely in which "New

Zealanders begin to realise that . . . a refuse collector is just as honest and important

as, say, a lawyer".' This 'levelling form of egalitarianism had, I thought, expired

with the Cultural Revolution', and enjoyed virtually no popular support. Instead,

Upton favoured a form of pluralist, liberal democracy, which allowed for 'an

inclusive multi-culturalism' built upon 'a common conception of humanity-
individuals possessed of similar attributes thus making possible some basic rights

@mmon to all'.85 He pursued a similar line in his speech to the 1990 National Party

Conference: 'l cannot accept the notion that the Maori, as first settlers, occupy some

privileged place in claiming from the Crown resources which at the end of the day

come from all of us.'86

Winston Peters told the same conference:

Some Maori radicals-seeking lo sow discord for their own selfish ends-sse
the revitalization of Maoritanga as a first step to separatism. They do not
wanl a shared luture. They want us apart-totally-in thought, deed and law.
Separate development . separate schools separate universities
separat€ courts . . separate government, separals medicine. Their wish is
to divide New Zealand on the basis of skin colour+ven on the basis of tribe.
Well, I say to those mess€ngers of separatism. The National Party will
not bow down to your demands. And we will not countenance your disunity.
For New Zealand is here-for a/I New Zealanders.ST

84'Part-Maoris under attack', New Zealand Herald,2'l July 1990
85S. Upton, 'Bi-culturalism-One Pakeha's view', Speech at Canterbury University,

July 1990
865. Upton, Speech to National Party Conference, 1990
87W. Peters, Speech to National Party Conference, 1990
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But as the election came closer, both parties backed off. Neither was keen to make the

Treaty and Maori policy an election issue. Thal plan was upset when, six weeks before

the election, the Maori Council of Churches launched a high-profile television and

newspaper campaign, urging Maori people nol to vote. Instead, they were encouraged

to sign a Tino Bangatiratanga Regisler. The Council went further and proposed a

'constitutional conference between representatives of the two parties to Te Tiriti o

Waitangi, lwi/Hapu and the Crown, with provision for international arbitralion'.88
It would meel regularly to settle the rights and responsibilities of each under the

Treaty in areas like political authority, taxation and revenue, economic well-being,
protection of laonga, land, and justice, immigration, educalion, health, social justice,

and redress for past breaches. The constitutional conference would report within two

years, setting out points of agreement and disagreement. Those mailers would then be

placed before all Maori in a referendum, with the Crown committed to implementing

the outcome within twelve months.

The response was low-key. Jim Bolger dismissed the proposal as apartheid.

It is our firm belief that lhe Treaty confers equal rights and equal
responsibilities on all New Zealanders as citizens under the law of the
crown. Today, all New Zealanders are not walking as equals in health,
education, and employment. These problems can and will be addressed on
the basis of need, rather than race. To those who seek to exploit genuine
grievance to promots separatism in New Zealand, we say we are not going
to walk down the road to apartheid in this country.8g

Labour Prime Minister Mike Moore was no more enthusiastic:

Your proposition seems to me to fail to acknowledge or recognise that there
are proc€sses under way right now to address ths concerns of the Maori
people. They may not go far enough or fast enough as you see it, but they
are real and substantial. . . . so I would urge you to keep faith with us. we
have to confront th€ past and secure the future. lt is not an easy or short
path thal we have chosen, as a government, to take, but we believe it is the
right one, and I intend lo persevere along it.90

Even such a radical initiative had failed to focus attention on the Treaty{espite the
year being 1990. The electoral result was significant. Whereas the general vote had

dropped by only 0.2 per cent, lhe Maori vote was down by 10.7 per cent. Labour's

only concern was its hold over the four Maori seats, should Mana Motuhake gain

support. National seemed quite unconcerned, and would happily abandon the four
Maori seats altogether.

88R. Cooper to M. Moore, 10 October 1990
89J. Bolger to Te Runanga Whakawhanaunga i Nga Hahi, 17 October 1gg0
90M. Moore to Te Runanga Whakawhanaunga i Nga Hahi, 23 October 190
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(b) The 1990 Treaty Cetebrations

The 150th anniversary of the first signing of the Treaty of Waitangi fell on 6

February 1990. 'According to Richard Prebble the Government had long been
conscious of its inflammatory potential:

lrecall very well going to the first Cabinet meeting on 1990: it was about
five years ago. Officials very aware of the worsening racial tension which
characterised the lat6 1970s and early 1 ggOs under the previous
administration, gave us a pessimistic briefing. They described the law and
order problems the 1990 celebrations were expected to bring: the
protosts, the head-on clashes with the police, the long balons. lt is the style
of this Labour Governmenl to face up to reality. We wers determined to
make 1990 a celebration-not a disaster.9l

ln the years leading up to 1990, Labour worked hard to remove Waitangi Day as the
rallying point for Maori protest.

(i) The Treaty Cetebrations 19g1-lggg

ln 1985 Labour was saved from addressing the problem, by the request from Maori
for a follow-up hui to the one al Ngaruawahia in late 1984.92 But that was only a
one-otf solution, and Labour soon faced the prospect of Waitangi Day 1986. Although
the Maori protest movement had lost its momenlum, Maori expectations were still
high, and Maori were pressing their claims hard. Ministers wanted to avoid any risk
of public confrontation. So in November 1985 the Cabinet'declined to conduct or
sponsor any significant nationwide function at Waitangi on 6 February 1996', and
left it to the Minister of Maori Affairs to discuss with people from Tai Tokerau what
low-key observance, if any, they wante6.93

Instead, the Cabinet opted for an official Government function in Wellington. This
function should reflect 'the diversity of New Zealand society, and should focus on the
theme of peace'-l986 being the United Nations International Year of peace. Other
local communities or organisations who wished to commemorate Waitangi Day should
also be encouraged to adopt the same theme of peace. lnternal Affairs officials began
detailed preparations for the Wellington function at Parliament. There would have to
be a Maori contribution to the function. But officials were undecided whether it

91R. Prebble, Speech to Auckland Ethnic Council 1990 Narional Conference,30 June 1990
92see above, 152-3
93clrt gst41t1g, 11 November 19g5
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should be entertainment or more formalised, and advised that there should be ,at

least one other ethnic contribution'.94 The function attracted only a small protest

contingent outside the Beehive, and a minor disruption during the entertainment.

The strategy had proved very successful. So in September 1986 the Cabinel approved
a similar approach for 1987.9s The Minister of Maori Affairs proposed a
programme which began wilh 'a ceremony based on Maori ceremonial tikanga' with
speakers chosen to reflect the bi-cultural element.96 However, the Cabinet made it

clear that 'the Observance should be a multicultural and not a bicultural matter', and
required changes to the programme to provide a Pacific lslands inpu1.97 The revised
proposals would 'recognise the primary role of the tangata whenua, but seek to
reflect, within a brief compass, our contemporary multi-cultural reatily'.98 The
function would be publicised as separate from the observation at Waitangi, and 'more

a celebration of New Zealand's present'.99 lt was again left to Ministers to attend the
Tai Tokerau commemorations if they wished. This time there were only muted
protesls at Waitangi, and even less at the Wellington function.

By late 1987, against the backdrop of the soEs and fisheries litigation, the cabinet
withdrew further, encouraging commemorations at the local body level in February
1988. For 1989, Minister of lnternal Affairs Michael Bassett recommended that
there be no official Government celebration, even in Wellington. Any function at
Waitangi should be the responsibility of Tai Tokerau. Locat authorities should again
be sent letters encouraging them to give appropriate recognition to the day.10o 4t
officials later confirmed: 'Apart from helping to set the scene for the country's
approach to 6 February 1990, [lhe local activitiesl also served to disperse the
activists, by not providing them with a central focus for media concentration.'

ln December 1988-after the first Maori Fisheries Bill had been introduced and
whilst forestry and coal were slill in dispute-cabinet agreed thal:

the official participation, ie Governmental representation [at waitangi], is
to be kept to a minimum. The former practice of having a naval presence at

94lnternal Affairs, 'Waitangi Day Celebration: t9g6', 9 December 19g5
95cu B6/g6tzo,29 Seprember 1986
96Minister of Maori Affairs, 'waitangi Day observance 19g7', undated.
97cu 86/96/20, 29 September 1986
9SMinisters of Maori Affairs and Internal Affairs, 'Waitangi Day Observance 19g7,,

undated.
99Ministers of Maori Affairs and lnternal Affairs, draft Press Release, undated.
100y;n;.1.r of lnternal Affairs, 'observation of wailangi Day 19g9,, undated
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Waitangi itsalf is to be actively discouraged and that naval units should only
participate if specifically invited to do so by the Maori people of Northland.
Secondly there is to be no official celebralion to be held in the Executive
Wing, Parliament Buildings, Wellington, as has been the cass in rec€nt

Years'101

While Waitangi Day 1989 was kept low key, 1990 would not be so easy. This was the

150th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty, and Queen Elizabeth would be

presenl. cabinet began detailed planning as far back as April 1ggg. A 1990
Commission was established lo oversee the entire sesquicentennary celebralions. An

interdepartmental working group was given responsibilily for coordinating the
political approach to 1990. Bassett-a Minister whose attitude to the Treaty was

generally seen as hostilel02-was asked to keep the Cabinet briefed on progress.103

(ii) Waitangi Day 1990: Managing the Public tmage

The first problem facing the organisers was how to counter the prevailing anti-

Treaty senliment, and bring the public on board with the celebrations. Since 1986

Palmer had repeatedly rejected suggestions from officials and advisory bodies,

including the joint fisheries working group, the Parliamentary Commissioner for the

Environment, and his own officials, for a public education campaign on the Treaty. ln

September 1988 the Bill of Rights advisory group had unanimously supported a
proposal from the Royal Commission on Social Policy, for a Treaty of Waitangi

Commission, and promoted a broad-based Treaty education programme. But Palmer's

response had been muted, suggesting the ideas 'be allowed to mature a little and be

assessed in light of developmenls, perhaps early n€xt year'.104

So the task of Treaty education fell belatedly to the 1990 Commission. In its initial

planning the Commission had canvassed various possibilities. 'One suggestion . . . is
that during 1989, His Excellency the Governor-General might take a lead in this

respect, bring [sic] logelher, as he does, his representation of the Queeh, his Maori

anceslry and his church background'. They also proposed to deliver a bi-lingual copy

of the Treaty to every household in New Zealand with explanatory commgnt.105 16

1 0 1 626;nst office, 'observation of waitangi Day, 1989', 7 December 19gg; cM
88/47/51, 12 December 1988

1029s. the discussion of the local government reform below, 446-468
103gygg71 4t14, 18 April t98B; Inrernal Affairs, ,Wairangi Day 1990,, 26 July 19g9
1046. Palmer to J. Cameron, undated, outlining proposals of September meeling.
l05Minister of lnternal Affairs, '1990 Commemorations', undated.
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early 1990, the Commission did run a less comprehensive, but nevertheless high-
profile educalion campaign, stressing lhe partnershrp between the two races.106

There were more specific public relations issues which related to Waitangi Day

itself. In July 1989 the officials advised Ministers that the event 'will have a
profound effect on the mood of the country throughout the rest of the year.' The
waitangi Day programme therefore needed to 'face history squarely, yet look
positively towards the future', and be designed to emphasise that 'Waitangi Day is
New Zealald's day.'107 Concern lo create the right image was heightened when
Television New Zealand informed the Government that it intended broadcasting the

activities by satellite to the United Kingdom-so 'this Day would be an important

centre-piece for projecting New Zealand's 1990 activities to that part of lhe
world'.108 The officials warned Ministers that while Waitangi Day was one part of
the 1990 celebrations-there were also the Commonwealth Games and several royal

visits-whalever was done on Waitangi Day would 'need lo be seen on television as

being no less important and of a comparable slandard'to those other sysn1e.109

(ii) Waitangi Day 1990: Pre-empting protest

The second, and more pervasive, theme which underpinned all the planning was how

to minimise the risk of, and opportunity for, public Maori dissent. By late 1988

Bassett reported that planning seemed to be on track.

There have been minor instances of public protest from some generally
youlhful activists, Maori and Pakeha. The concerns of both rslale larg€ly to
their perceptions of past failures lo honour the Treaty of Wailangi. At this
stage all indications are that the majority of people will come on board for a
balanced programms presented with s€nsitivity. There is still a measure of
holding back from some of the churches, bul there are signs that that is
changing.l 1o

Planners developed a deliberate strategy to attract as many Maori as possible on the

day: the Aotearoa festival of Maori Arts would be held at waitangi on 3-4

February;111 the 1990 Commission had supported a project to build, restore, and

10616s Commission spent $4.6 million promoting the 150th anniversary of ths signing of
the Treaty compared lo $10.7 million on .|990 projects throughout the country

l0Tlnternal Affairs, 'Waitangi Day 1990', 26 Juty 1989
l0SMemorandum of meeting with Minister of Internal Affairs, 'Waitangi Day', T Augusl

1 989
1094;6s Memoire, 'Waitangi Day 1g90', undated
1 l0Minister of Internal Affairs,'19g0 Commemorations,, undated.
1114 

";r;1"r 
festival in 19Bg had been a successful ,dry run'for.1990.
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transporl up to twenty two waka, to be at Waitangi on the day; and a reception was to

be hosted by the Queen, as the great-great-grand daughter of the Queen Victoria, for

descendants of the Treaty signatories as nominated by the lwi.112 The intention was

quite explicit. The Secretary of Internal Affairs informed Bassett 'the approach of a
number of people, including your colleague the Minister of Maori Affairs, has been to

encourage the attendance of a large number of moderale Maori community leaders,

with lhe purpose of ensuring that the small number of activists, if they attend, will

be significantly outnumbered and will not be able easily to assume the centre of the

stags."l13

(iii) Waitangi Day 1990: Government Ambivalence

In July 1989 the officials put forward a draft programme and budget of $1.8
million, which they later cut back to $1 million. Marginal notes record that 'PM has

reservations-needs to be convinced'.114 A Cabinet'brain storming'session on plans

for Waitangi Day was scheduled for 7 August 1989. The Ministers were not well-

disposed. Aside from the problems with forestry and coal, they now faced claims over

broadcasting, and demands for Maori political and economic autonomy in a wide range

of areas. Officials noted that '[t]he Prime Minister has forewarned us that he opposes

the Waitangi Day working group proposals, and has indicated that some members of

the Cabinet could favour a much cheaper and less structured celebralion.'115 16s

Secretary for Internal Aftairs attempted to reassure Bassett:

I am aware that a number of people, including some of your colleagues, have
been rather nervous about what might happen at Waitangi in 1990. As I

recall, this was one of ths first items that you and I discussed after you
assumed the Internal Affairs portfolio in 1987. A lot of us have done a lot
of work since that lime trying lo ensure that waitangi Day 1990 will be a
resounding success.l 1 6

Ministers remained unconvinced. The Cabinet Policy Committee insisted that lhe

budget not exceed $750,000.117 Cabinet agreed.118 The officials then prepared a

briefing paper for Deputy Prime Minister, Geotfrey Palmer. They explained that a

ll2lnternal Affairs, '1990 Activities: Progress Report', 27 November 19g9
ll3lnternal Affairs,'1990: Waitangi Day',4 August 1989
ll4lnternal Affairs, 'Waitangi Day 't990', 26 July 1989
llSlnternal Affairs,'Waitangi Day 1990',4 August 1989
llBlnternal Affairs,'1990: Waitangi Day',4 August 19g9
117P911g9) Mzztlo, 23 August 1989
118949199) M3o/16, 28 Augusr 1989
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budget of $1 million was the minimum cost of the proposed programme.l 19 The

decision to encourage lhe presence of Maori at Waitangi meant a large anendance

which 'withoul causing great consternalion [was] largely irreducible'. Cutting back

would mean deleting the majority of the non-Maori elements of the programme, and

would

clearly change the nature of the day. Such a shift of emphasis would not
please those-both Maori and Pakeha-who advocate the need to
commemorate the 150th Anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of
Waitangi as the central part of the 1990 celebrations, and place importance
on the desirability of doing so in a manner lhat relates to all New
Zealanders. Ministers might well decide, howev€r, that financial
considerations will of necessity dictate the nature and size of the occasion
at Waitangi |n 199g.120

When the matter returned to the Policy Committee new Deputy Prime Minister,

Helen Clark, argued strongly that funding should stay at $750,000.121 The officials

urged Bassett to make every efforl 'lo convince Cabinet of the desirability of

Waitangi Day 1990's being a multi-cultural celebration of the signing of the Treaty,

as weff as a national Maori welcome to her Majesty the Queen'.122 Cr16 September

1989 the cabinet Policy committee conceded, and agreed to a budget ot 91 million.

Cabinel followed su;1.'123

(iv) The Waitangi Day Programme

There were further problems, lhis time over security for Queen Elizabeth. Of
particular concern was the planned re-enactment of the Treaty signing, which it was

feared Maori would find especially provocative.l24 The Prime Minister had

apparently spoken to the Queen at the Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting in

Malaysia, and reported that she did not want the re-enactment staged in her
presence.l25 lt should be held before she arrived or after e6s lsft.l26

1191n1s7n61 Affairs, '1990 Activities: Programme and Funding', 1 seplember 19g9
l2Olnternal Affairs, '1990 Activities: Programme and Funding', 1 September 't999
121POL(89) 196, 5 Seprember t9B9
l22lnternal Affairs, '1g90 Activities: Programmes and Funding', 5 september 19g9
123949 (99) M32/10, 11 Seprember 1989
1241n1e16s1 Affairs, '1990 Activities: progress Report,, 15 October 19g9
l25lnternal Affairs, '1990 Activities: Progress Report', 30 October 19g9
126911"1"1" felr it was 'conceivable that irotestors could mar this part of the programme,

but this could be equally true of other parts of the day's ceremonies'. Internal Affairs,
'1990 Activities: Progress Report', 30 October 1gg9
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The day went very smoothly. The strong Maori presence appeared to complement the

formal authority of the Queen, the navy, and the Government-although many had left

in silent protest before the celebrations began. The proceedings were marred only by

lhe hot weather, the vocal interruplions of protestors which at times disrupted the

speeches, two significant arrests-one for throwing a T-shirt at the Queen, and one

for attempting to raise the Maori flag alongside the New Zealand flag and naval

ensign-and, perhaps mosl dramatically, by the unexpected casligation of the

Government in the official speech by Anglican Maori Bishop of Aotearoa,
Whakahuihui Vercoe:

Some of us have come here to remember what our tupuna said on this
ground: lhal the trsaty was a compact between two peoples. But since the
signing of lhat lreaty 15O years ago lwant to remind our parlners that you
have marginalised us. You have not honoured the treaty. we have not
honoured each other in the promises we made on this sacred ground. Since
1840 the partnor that has been marginalised is me-the language of this land
is yours, the custom is yours, the media by which we tell the world who we
are are yours. . . .

Whal I have come here for is to renew the ties that made us a nation in
1840. I don't want to debate the lreaty, I don't want to renegotiate the
treaty, I want ths treaty to stand firmly as ths unity, the means by which
we ar€ made one nation. . . The treaty is what we are celebrating. lt is what
we are trying to establish so that my tino rangatiratanga is the same as
your tino rangatiratanga (absolute sovereignty). And so I have come to
Waitangi to cry for lhe promises that you made and for the expectations of
our lupunas made 150 years ago. lwant to say to the Government:
don't produce principles of the Treaty-the treaty is already 16"ys.127

In their post-waitangi Day report the officials called the day a ,moving and

memorable experience'.128 ths police had maintained control with good humour.

'The activities of the protestors, whilst irritating and occasionally dislracting, were

not allowed to get out of hand, and did not detract from the enjoyment of the occasion

by the vast majority of those who were present'.12g They made no mention of the

Bishop's speech.

(v) Waitangi Day 1990: The After-effect

The Labour Government had come out of Waitangi Day 1g90 virtually unscathed. The

occasion had offered a major opportunity for Maori lo embarrass the Government,
and to force the Treaty issue onto the international stage. lnstead, Maori were seen,
locally and overseas, as major participants in a celebration of the country's cullural

127'y1s have not honoured each other's promises', New Zealand Herald, T February 1990,
l2Slnternal Affairs, '19g0 Activities: progress Report,, 19 February 1990
129|n1syns1 Affairs, '1990 Activities', 19 February 1990
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diversity. This, combined with a similar image of multicultural harmony in the

opening of the Commonwealth Games in January 1990, brought a slight respite in

anti-Treaty sentiment. A Heylen Pol/ showed almost one third support for the
Government on the 'race issue', compared to twenty two per cent in the previous two

polls.130 Those who disapproved dropped from sixty six and sixty four per cent in

those polls, to fifty three per cent.

But as a pacifier of Pakeha racism the Waitangi Day celebrations had little lasting

effect. The Commission's opinion poll among 1000 people over fifteen years old in
late 1990, showed seventy lhree per cent believed the year had encouraged people to

have pride in being New Zealanders (twelve per cent disagreed) while only forty one
per cent thought it had helped race relations (thirty per cent disagreed). In

particular, the Commission noted 'a drop in public acceptance of the importance of

the Treaty of Waitangi since the end of its treaty education campaign on Waitangi

Day'. By the end of '1990, forty five per cent of respondents thought the Treaty was
imporlanl, while thirty eight per cent considered it unimporlan1.131

In May 1990, with Waitangi Day out of the way and lhe election pending, the Cabinet

decided lhat 'Government participation in 1990 activities should be concentrated in

the first parl of 1999.'1 32

(c) Conclusion

The attitude of the colonial government of the 1980s towards Maori was litle
different from that of its predecessors in the nineteenth century. Maori were

outsiders. They were a political and public relations problem, to be handled so as to
contain their discontent within manageable proportions, lo maintain the image of
benevolent coloniser, while pandering to Pakeha racism. Underpinning all this was

lhe ever-present priority on administering the state in accordance with the complex
dictates of colonial capitalism.

130'.;ump in support of race mattsrs', New Zeatand Herald,16 February 1990,
131'p61 such a bad year that was-after all', New zealand Heratd,3'l December 1990,
l32lnternal Affairs, '1990 Activities: Final Report', 21 May 1990
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C. LABOUR'S TREATY POLICY

Perhaps the besl evidence of the continued marginalisation of the Treaty and Maori

under Labour is the almost complete absence of any coherent Government strategy
until early 1989-in spite of obvious political and economic difficulties from as far
back as 1987. The Government was well aware of the problem. But it lacked the

skills, administrative machinery, and political will to do anything about it.

(a) Labour's Co-ordinated Treaty Strategy

Most of the Cabinet had no experience in dealing with Maori, and knew nothing of the
Treaty. There was no Minisler officially in charge of the Treaty, although according
to Richard Prebble, he unsuccessfully argued for one to be appointed 1n 1999.133

Koro Wetere was seen as biased, representing the Maori viewpoint, and in any case

he was effectively sidelined after the 1986 'Maori loans attak'.13a Other Ministers,

especially Russell Marshall, advocated recognition of the Treaty within their
particular portfolios. Bul, from the time of his Treaty policy announcement in
February 1984, it was Geoffrey Palmer who de tacto assumed responsibility for the

Treaty.

(i) Ad hoc Treaty Policy

As Minister of Justice, and later as Prime Minister, Palmer both designed the

original 1984 policy, and oversaw the subsequent anempts at damage control. His
general approach to politics was oflen criticised as overly legalistic and academic,
placing him at odds with the basic philosophy and strategies of Rogernomics. He was
perceived by political colleagues and public commenlators as unable to relate to

populist views, and out of step with the mood of the electorate. Ultimately, such

criticisms led to his downfall as Prime Minister just three months before the 1990

election.

On the matter of the Treaty, some political observers say Palmer was naive. One of
his senior colleagues described him as motivated more by a sense of legal tidiness
than by any commitment to Maori rights.l3S Others close to him say he knew hard

decisions which carried risks had to be taken, but justice and political realism

1 33Personal communication
134walker, Ka Whawhai 258-9
1 35Personal communication
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demanded a bold, new policy. Whatever was the case, Palmer understood little of

Maori thinking or politics. ln May 1985, he frankly admitted as much:

I just want to say that since I have been in politics I have had a lot to do
with Maori issues, not because I know anything about them, but because I

have a certain technical knowledge that is sometimes important, and I have
arrived at the conclusion that the Maori political system in ihis country-
and there most clearly is one-is a great deal more complicated and difficult
than the pakeha one. lt is a great deal more subtle and sensitive and it is
somsthing I feel quite deficient in sven though I am a fifth generation New
Tealandar. All lknow about it is that ldon't;1neq,y mus6.136

Once the Treaty policy began to go awry during 1987, Palmer and thc Cabinet seemed

uncerlain where lo turn. With each successive crisis they established ad hoc

committees of officials and Ministers. When the crisis was over, the committees

were disbanded. Sometimes their membership overlapped from issue to issue,

sometimes not. Policies on specific issues such as fisheries, the settlement of Treaty

claims, the Waitangi Tribunal, and devolulion of Maori Affairs remained largely

unco-ordinated, and at times contradictory.

(ii) The Period of Treasury Dominance, 1987-8

Historically, the bureaucracy was not equipped to deal with Maori policy matters. In

the past such issues had been ghettoised in the Department of Maori Affairs. By 1987

that department was discredited, in serious disarray, and labelled as partisan. lts

Treaty unit remained under-resourced and impotent. There was no other government

department responsible for implementing the Treaty policy. Treasury, concerned at

the economic ramifications of the policy, took over almost by default in 1987-8. lt

had been drawn into Treaty policy as the result of a 1986 policy proposal from

Cabinet to recognise the Treaty as if it was part of domestic law (discussed below).

The experience of the SOEs case and negotiations had further highlighted the

importance for economic policy of a careful analysis, and a clear position, on the

Treaty. A special team was put together in Treasury to work on this. One early result

was the chapter on the Treaty of Waitangi in Treasury's 1987 briefing paper

Govern me nt M an ag e m s il) 37

During 1988 an informal Treaty group in Treasury prepared a further series of

briefing papers and discussion pieces on the principles of the Treaty. Their analysis

1366. Palmer, Bitt of Rights Seminar, New Zealand Section of the Internalional Commission
of Jurists, Wellington, 10 May 1985, 99

1375ss above, 191-2
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drew heavily on the Court of Appeal corporatisation decision, and selectively from the

Waitangi Tribunal's reports-distinguishing between the Tribunal's and the Court's
interpretations where the former would produce economically and politically
undesirable results.138 The papers worked hard to justify a shift of emphasis from

the Maori texl, and invoked the Waitangi Tribunal's cpnclusion that Maori had ceded

sovereignty-a reversal of the Tribunal's earlier position, forced on it as a result of
the Court of Appeal's 6sg1s1sn.139

[T]he fact that something less than sovereignty, as the term would have
been understood by the British Government, was conveyed in the Maori text
does nol mean that the referenca to soveroignty in lhe English t€xl is
therefore invalidated. The Tribunal has stated that the transfer of
sovereignty was implicit from the surrounding circumslances. lt was also
reflected in the subsequenl conduct of the parties 1nys1ys6.140

Treasury adopted the line that the Treaty was a developing social contract. So

conceptions of government, and of land use, 'should be free to develop in accordance

with wider political, economic and social change and not confined to those existing or
envisaged in 1840'. The key to this reconceptualised Treaty lay in the reference to
its 'principles': 'We do consider that lhe principles of the Treaty can be used to
justify a reasonable balancing of Maori and national interests provided both partners

act in good faith.' lndeed 'government may have reasonable objeclives in exercising

its Treaty-given right to govern that might require modification of an absolute right

to rangatiratang6.'141 Treasury's analysis was drawn upon in many of the later
papers, produced by the otficials groups of which it was usually a member.

(iii) Other Departmentat tnitiatives

During 1987 and 1988 some attempts were made to improve general departmental
compelence on Maori issues. A number of departments set up Maori or cultural
advisory units, pursuant to the official SSC policy to foster biculturalism.l42 gu1

these had marginal effect even within their own bureaucracies, and were confined to

138Treasury papers on the'principles of the Treaty': March 19gg; 25 March 198g; 5
April 1988.

13996s below, 669-677
l4oTreasury paper on the principles of the Treaty, 25 March 1988, citing the Waitangi

Tribunal in the Orakei Report
l41Treasury, 'Wailangi Tribunal: The Waiheke Claim', 1 December 19gg.
1425o, example: Maori and lsland Education Directorate; Maori Secretariat to Ministry for

the Environment IMaruwhenua]; Justice Department Cultural Advisory Unil; Labour
Department Maori Perspectives Unit; Ministry of Women's Affairs [Te Ohu Whakarupu];
Social Welfare Department Cultural Development Unit.
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their particular department's sphere of activity. Large numbers of officials also

attended courses on the Treaty. Some of them simply became more astute at

anticipating and countering Treaty-based demands. Bul olhers did take on board the

rheloric ol biculturalism, and the principles of the Treaty. Maori concerns and

Treaty issues achieved a considerably higher profile within many government

agencies, being routinely referred to within policy documenls-although generally

without any real substance. More culturally sensitive altiludes, services, and

programmes were actively promoted. A small number of officials, especially new

Maori recruits, sought to go beyond the rhetoric of biculturalism, and to transfer

some level of political and economic power to Maori. But those officials generally

became impotent and frustrated, co-opted, or unemployed.

In late 1987 Palmer turned to the group of Pakeha and Maori he had established to
advise him on the Bill of Rights. He wanted 'greater and more effective Maori input in
all matters affecting his portfolio possibly through a broader based Maori
Consultative committee'.143 9n 24 December 1987, the group's convenor, Jim

Cameron conveyed a requesl from Palmer for its views on the Treaty of Waitangi
(State Enterprises) Bill, the Commission on Electoral Reform's proposals, and the

Bill of Rights Select Commillee's Interim Report. But the group declined lo comment

on the first two.144 They told Palmer that they were happy to continue as a,bi-
cultural think tank', but only on Treaty issues.145 Palmer asked them for a detailed
proposal on the structuro, terms of reference, and possible membership of a body
which could focus on the place of the Treaty in the constitution, along with the Treaty

aspects of other legislative proposals-'the wider the better'. But the group,

renamed the Treaty of Waitangi Advisory Group, met only spasmodically, and its
impact on Treaty policy was insignificant.

During 1988 other piecemeal steps were taken to bring some order to the policy.

Both Palmer and David Lange recruited Maori advisers into their Beehive otfices. But

they had no resourcing or departmental backing, and their roles as Maori political

advisers to the Pakeha-driven Government placed them in a difficult position.

14316;5 group is discussed more fully below,399-401. Noted in J. Cameron to G palmer.
13 March 1988

144Pog.6 in MAG, 27 January 1988
145.1. gs66ron to G. Palmer, 13 March t98B
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(iv) The Treaty ot Waitangi Policy Unit

Treaty issues continued to threaten economic policy, and the Pakeha electorate,

backbenchers, and some Ministers were becoming restive. But it was late April

1988 before any systematic steps were taken to develop a coherent Treaty policy.

The existing approach was criticised as ad hoc, uncp-ordinaled, and reactive. 'No
general policies in respect of Treaty issues have been developed and no department

has any overall responsibility for coordinating the informalion and advice necessary

to establish the Government's response to particular issues.'146 ys61i Affairs was

responsible for moniloring the Treaty 'from lhe point of view of the tangata whenua',

but no unit had 'the responsibility to advise the Crown as a Treaty partner'. Specitic
claims against the Crown had generally been lefl by default to the Crown Law Office,

drawing on whatever information it could find from other departments and agencies.

The officials suggested a new Treaty of Waitangi policy unit, situated within the

Justice Department. lt would provide a single agency where coherent and creative
solutions to foreseeable problems could be devised. The unit would give general advice

on the implications of the Treaty for Government policy 'so far as the Crown is

concerned', coordinate information and advice to the Government on specific issues,

and provide advice to government departments on lhe Crown's Treaty obligations. The

Justice Department would 'provide a suitably neulral forum'. The unit should have a
budget of more than $1 million, and six employees 'anticipated to be in the Legal,

Economic and Financial Analysis Occupational Classes, plus one support staff'. The
potentially-costly professional services of researchers and legal counsel would also
be required. 'Bolh types of professionals are a scarce resource, particularly those
whose objectivity encompasses the position of the Q1eeln."l47

It was clear from the start that the purpose of this co-ordinated Treaty policy was

not to 'honour the Treaty', but rather to devise a Treaty-conlrol strategy for a
beleaguered Government. The SSC agreed with the idea, but was wary about its impact

on the Maori Affairs devolution policy, which SSC was then implementing. Maori
were already unhappy about the policy, and would ask where this new agency would

leave the new Ministry of Maori Policy's Treaty unit. They suggested further
consultation with the officials who had previously been involved in Treaty policy.148

14oJustice, 'Treary of Waitangi: Justice policy Unit', April 19gg
147Justice, 'Justice Policy Unit', April 1988
148556,'Department of Justice: Treaty of waitangi policy Unit',26 April 19gg
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On 17 June 1988 a draft memorandum to Cabinet proposed an alternative, higher-

powered Treaty lssues Co-ordinating Unit, this time located in the Beehive. lts main

role would be to service a new Cabinet Standing Committee on Treaty lssues,

comprising the Attorney-General, and Ministers of Maori Affairs, Finance, and

State-owned Enterprises. Such a committee had been promised in the SOEs

arrangement in December 1987, but it was not yet formed. The unit would also

formulate, coordinale, monilor, and review general Treaty policy, and establish

specific legislative and financial policy to help the Crown in mediation, direct
negotiation, and implementation of Tribunal recommendations. lt would still be

responsible to Palmer, but this time in his capacity as chair of the new Cabinet
commiltee. Individual departments would remain responsible for advice on specific
Treaty issues, with the Maori Affairs Treaty unit co-ordinating departmental
responses to Waitangi Tribunal repor1s.149

The new Beehive proposal reflected the ongoing pressure on Government to begin

direct negotiations with lwi as promised by Richard Prebble during the SOEs process.

These had languished, with no Minister or department responsible for getting them

underway. Now Government had announced its intention to sell Coalcorp, and Tainui

was demanding negotiations. The alternative also evidenced a growing political

frustration with the proliferating Maori claims, and a desire to get lhe issue under

control. The proposal argued '[t]here is a pressing need to institute a serious and

coordinated way of dealing with these matters'. As far as possible they should be

approached in a 'spirit of partnership'. But this scheme never reached the Cabinet.
Instead, a revised Justice Department proposal, which combined the functions of the

suggested Justice Department and Beehive units, was finally approved. In a

complemenlary move, the Cabinet Standing Commiftee on the Treaty of Waitangi was

finally established on 28 June 1988, to facilitate direct settlement of Maori
grievances, and the implementation of Waitangi Tribunal recommend611sns.l50

Bul the plans bogged down yet again. Delays in appointing a Director meant the

Justice Department Treaty of Waitangi Policy Unit [TOWPU] was not operational

until February 1989, six months later.151 And, despite continuing Maori pressure

for negotiations, the Cabinet cpmmittee did nothing. lndeed, it was disbanded on 17

October 1988, just four months after it had been set up, and its functions were

149p16s Minister's Deparlment, 'Treaty lssues Central Co-ordinating Unit', 17 June
1 988

150(98) M2gt1i
l5lAdvertised on 29 August 1988 bul the position was not taken up untit January 19g9
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transferred to the Cabinet Social Equity Committee. This was done by an oral decision

of Cabinet, without any background papers, and apparently without the knowledge of
key officials, working on Treaty policy. The Cabinet committee had met only once, on

14 September,152 and had dealt with only one ms11s7.153

The official explanation for its demise was the need to cut back on the number of

commitlees, due to excessive demands on Ministerial time, and a desire lo consider

Treaty issues in the broader context of Maori and social policy. This may well be

true. But it highlighted yet again the marginal place of Treaty policy in the eyes of the

Cabinet, even when faced with continuing problems over privatisation and fisheries,

and undertakings to begin negoliations. Underlying this is a sense that Treaty issues

could be deferred indefinitely, or be resolved by executive fiat where necessary,

whereas other elemenls of Government policy required careful and immediate

Ministerial attention.

(v) The Officials Co-ordinating Group

The first real move to sort out the Treaty policy came in a joint memorandum from

the new TOWPU Director, Alex Frame, and a senior Treasury official, which appeared

as a late item on the Cabinet Policy Committee agenda for 1 March 1989. lt pointed

out lhat the Crown faced actual or threatened legal action on fisheries, broadcasting,

foreslry, and coal. Yet it still had no co-ordinated or strategic overview. As TOWPU

was not yet fully slaffed, the memorandum advised the Ministers to establish a

temporary core group of officials, drawn from the unit plus Treasury, Maori Affairs,

and lhe Prime Minister's department, wilh power to co-opt. They should 'examine,

from an overall perspective, the policy and strategic issues involved' and should

report back to Cabinet Policy Committee.l54 gs6lnst agreed, and asked for a report

by 5 April 1969.15s

The first report of the Treaty of Waitangi Officials Co-ordinating Group on 31 March

1989 recommended that the Government establish a 'set of principles upon which it
proposes to act' in relation to Treaty issues. This would provide a 'normative base'

which could be applied to Treaty problems as they arose. These principles 'must

necessarily include asserlions of Crown rights as well as obligations, and of the

1526tr,t g7/47t24
153 itrsny11su, Recommendation 1 s
l sapgL1sg)Ms/1 

1

l55cMgglztga
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rights of all New Zealanders as well as the rights of tangata whenua'. This task should
precede the preparation of any general claims policy, of the kind officials were

currentlY discussing.l 56

The Cabinet Policy Commitlee, and later the Cabinet, agreed. Officials were asked to

prepare a paper outlining 'sound and sensible' principles for Crown 6611sn.157

Although due on 26 April, the paper was nol placed before Cabinet and approved until

22May 1989. Officials were then asked to prepare a communications strategy-one
which, following Treasury's advice, would reassure other cultural minorities, and

all New Zealanders, of the Government's commitment to a genuine multicultural

society, and the place of the Treaty within it, without disparaging any special Maori

rights.l ss

(vi) The Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty

The end product of this exercise was a set of five Principles for Crown Action on the

Treaty of waitangi. Each principle carried a brief commentary, drawing support

selectively from the Court of Appeal, Wailangi Tribunal, Law Commission,
international covenanls, and the Magna Carta. lt also quoted from the 1983 New

Zealand Maori Counctl's Kaupapa Tuatahi-a document which was now viewed by many

Maori as weak and outdated.

The first Principle of Government or Kawanatanga claimed a right, under Article One

of the Treaty, to make laws and to govern in accordance with constitutional process.

In the nexl sentence, this was transposed to read Crown 'sovereignty', and was
qualified only by the promise lo accord the Maori interesls, specified in the second

Article, an'appropriate priority'.

The second Principle of Self-management or Rangatiratanga was explained as an

Article Two guarantee to lwi Maori of control and enjoyment of those resources and

laonga which they might wish to retain. This included preservation of lwi self-
management, and the active protection of material and cultural taonga. Hence,

rangatiratanga (tino rangatiratanga was not mentioned) was reduced to se/f-

156Justice, 'Treaty of Waitangi Officials
1 989

157699199)M1 1/1 1

158cna1as;ase

Co-ordinating Group First Report', 31 March
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managemenl, and the scope of its exercise implicitly confined to those resources and

taonga which Maori still retained today, and wished to retain.

The third Principle of Equality boldly stated that Article Three had selected the
British common law, as the basis of the guaranlee of legal equality between Maori and
other citizens. lt further embodied an implicit assurance that social rights would be

enjoyed equally by Maori and all New Zealand citizens. This authorised special
measures to meet the needs of each. There was no acknowledgemenl of the guarantees

of tikanga and ritenga Maori in the Treaty, or of lhe relationship of English law to
tino rangatiratanga. Indeed, the principle was used as an opportunity to reinforce
Palmer's vehement rejection of current demands for a separate Maori justice system.
The concept of lwi self-management, coupled with the delivery of social services in a
culturally appropriate manner, also neatly dovetailed with the rationale behind the
devolution of Maori Affairs.

The fourth Principle of Cooperation allowed distinctive cultural development to co-
exist with a common purpose and within one community. The obligation on both
Treaty parties of 'reasonable cooperation' could only occur if there was consultation
on major issues of common concern. This required good faith, balance, and common
sense on all sides. The oulcome of such co-operation would be partnership. Under the
tifth Principle of Redress the Crown accepted a responsibility to provide a process
for the resolution of grievances arising from the Treaty, such as courls, the Waitangi
Tribunal, or direct negotiation. But provision of any redress was required to take
account of its practical impact, and of the need to avoid the creation of fresh injustice.
Once the Crown had demonstrated commitment to this process, it expected
reconciliation to result.

The Crown's principles were released in a glossy booklet in June 1989. Despite
Prime Minister Lange's protestation in the foreword thal '[t]his is not an attempt to
rewrile the Treaty', the document was widely viewed by Maori as precisely that, and
its release drew immediate threats to terminate the forestry negotiations.159 16s
officials had anticipated this reaction. They were obviously aware of the growing

criticism of the substitution by the courts, Waitangi Tribunal, and politicians of the
'principles of the Treaty' for the Treaty itself. The policy was carefully named the
Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty, ralher than Crown-defined Principtes of
the Treaty. In their first report, the officials had explicitly denied that this was

l59Principles lar Crown Action on the Treaty of Waitangi, Justice Deparlment, Wellington,
1989. See above. 244-5
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'some unilateral re-making of the Treaty'. Indeed, '[n]othing could be further from

the intent of the present proposal'. The Crown, as one Treaty partner, was simply

seeking to clarify the principles on which it intended to act. The Maori partner might
wish to put forward 16s1p eu/n.160

But the Government, pursuanl to Parliamentary sovereignty, assumed the ultimale
power to determine what the Treaty would, and would not, mean in practice. lf these
principles were lo provide the base-line for Government policy, their effect,
whatever they were called, was to rewrite the Treaty. Indeed, in the early stages of
the process, David Lange had basically admitted as much. An interview in the Nationat
Eusiness Review had recorded that 'Justice and Maori Affairs officials are working to
define the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi so they can be enshrined in

legislation.'161 At present 'the principles of the treaty are so loosely understood
"outlandish" claims are being made and the standing of the treaty is being debased.'
The solution required some definition of the rights and obligalions of each party under
the Treaty, sel down in law. The real issue was one of equity. The Treaty could
therefore be put to one side, maintained as a kind of 'mystical touchstone', bul
removed from 'lhe messy business of historical grievances'.

The Grown's principles were publicly launched by Palmer in a speech at the
Australasian Law Teachers Conference on 7 July 1989. In its search for the
'reasonable middle ground',

the Government has had to find, in relation to the Treaty, a place to stand. .

. . These principles are aimed to dispel doubt and remove confusion. what is
more important, they will give Government Departmenls and agencies a
clean set of policy guidelines about how to approach Treaty;ssuss.162

He explicitly downgraded the significance of the Treaty: 'ln the past few years the

Treaty has been called in aid too much.' While it was an important constitutional
document

[t]he relationship between the races in New Zealand will not be determined
by the Treaty of waitangi. lt will be determined by the attitudes of
individuals and by a collective sense of justice, fairness and tolerance.
By facing up to thsse issues we will b€ the stronger. But we must all keep a
sense of proportion.l 63

l6oJustice,'First Report'
161'13ngs Treads Carelully', National Busrness Review, April .19g9

1626. Palmer,'The Treaty of wairangi-principres for crown action,, vuwLR, v.19,335,
338

163Palmer, 'The Treaty', g45
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Even the media picked up the shift. A Dominion article headlined Palmer backs off on

treaty importance, stated 'The Government yesterday continued to back away from ils
position of four years ago that the Treaty of Waitangi should be entrenched as part of
New Zealand's suprems ;svy.'164

(vi) The Crown Task Force on Treaty of Waitangi /ssues

Over the next eighteen months these principles served their intended purpose. They

provided a base-line from which lhe Government could determine ils position on

Maori policy, litigation, Tribunal hearings, and negotiations. They represenled an

impervious boundary within which the Government was secure, but could
nevertheless claim to be acting in a manner consistent with its interpretation of the

Treaty of Waitangi. The doctrine of Parliamentary sovereignty, firmly reasserted

throughout 1989 and 1990, left Maori with the choice of playing lhe game within lhe

Government's arena and on its terms, or getting nothing.

But the principles on their own were not enough. Maori were still demanding

negoliations, and the Governmenl had to establish a practical mechanism for

implementing its principles. The Court of Appeal's decision in the coal case

introduced some urgency. The Waitangi Tribunal's report on Ngai Tahu was expected

shortly. And Maori would be looking for some genuine response to Treaty claims

before waitangi Day 1990. so, in late November 1989 palmer proposed a co-

ordinated stralegy which was almost identical to the June 1988 proposals. The

Cabinet Committee on Treaty of Waitangi lssues should be revived. A Core Group of

officials should service the committee and co-ordinate the Treaty policy, assisted by

strengthened Justice Department and Maori Atfairs Treaty units.

Paf mer's paper to Cabinet identified the problems quite bluntly.l6s This was a
pressing problem. But Government policy on Maori claims was not sufficiently well-

developed to handle issues in a consistenl and coherent way, and there were still

seriousdeficiencies in the process.'Aswe move into 1990 we mustharte, and be seen

to have, an effective mechanism for developing, implementing and monitoring policy.'

The structure established in 1988 had nol worked effectively, the Ministerial

committee had been disestablished, and the impetus lost. TOWPU had recorded a

number of important achievements, but il did not have the resources to meet the

1647hs Dominion, B July 1989
165pr;t1s Minister, Memorandum to Cabinet, 'Coordination of the Government's policy,

Legislation and Negotiating Position on Treaty of waitangi lssu€s', undated
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current demands, especially in relation to direct negotiations. The new proposals

were designed to establish 'effective co-ordination, ensuring this time that it works'.

This, in itself, would be a substantial step fonvard in the handling of claims.

The Cabinet Committee would work on a clear and consistent policy, and legislative

framework, for Maori interests, especially nalural resources; develop clear
procedures for departments dealing with Maori claims; set up and monitor a claims

register to order priorities and process claims in an orderly sequence; determine the

Crown's position in specific negotiations, Tribunal hearings, and litigation; ensure
prompt action on agreements, findings, and judgments; and monitor public awareness

and identify, 'in the national interest', appropriate material to correct
misinformation. lts members would be the Minister of Justice (Bill Jeffries) as

convenor, Minister of Finance (David Caygill), Minister for State Owned Enterprises

(Richard Prebble), Minister of Maori Affairs (Koro Wetere), Minister of Special

Projects (Roger Douglas),166 and Attorney-General (David Lange). At this stage

Palmer effectively divested himself of the Treaty policy, freeing himself to

concenlrate on his Prime Ministerial duties and his new area of inlerest, the

environment.

The officials' core group would be drawn from the Prime Minister's Deparlment,

Maori Affairs, TowPU, Treasury, and the Crown Law office. Leading roles on

different issues were allocated amongst various departments, but TOWPU secured the

real power. lt was to oversee inter-related Treaty policies and references in
legislation. lt would co-ordinate the Crown's position in Tribunal hearings, and

instruct the Crown Law Office accordingly. lt would also conduct direct negotiations

with Maori on behalf of the Crown, and oversee the implementation of Tribunal

recommendations which had been accepted by the Government. lt was clear from lhe

start that the Ministry of Maori Affairs was largely irrelevant. Despite talk of the
need to boost both Maori Affairs and Justice Department Treaty units, the proposals

put to Cabinet in January 1990 involved expanding TOWPU's staff from eight to
eighteen.167 Notning appeares to be have been suggested for Maori Affairs.

To reinforce the impression of a coordinated approach, Palmer suggested that the

Cabinet committee and officials core group should be brought under an umbrella-

label, such as the Waitangi Conciliation Task Force. The officials apparently had some

1669sug13e left the Committee alter the Cabinet reshuffle in March 1990, which replaced
the retiring Cabinet Minislers.

l67Justice, 'Treaty of Waitangi lssues: Strengthening of Policy Unil in Department of
Justice', 18 January 1 990
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reservations about this idea. That suggests that this was a specific move by palmer to
defuse criticism of the Government's inaction and disarray: '[t]he Government would
be more apparently seen to be moving to take the initiative in an area where it has

come under criticism for acting incoherently'.168

Cabinet approved the proposal on 4 December 1989,169 and gave it the name of the

Crown Task Force on Treaty of Waitangl /ssues. So, by the beginning of 1990, the
Labour Govemmenl had finally established some machinery to develop a co-ordinated
approach to Treaty policy. But the new Cabinet committee still made litile headway.
Its first meeting did not take place until 31 January 1990. Only Jeffries and Wetere
attended. They considered papers on the Tainui negotiations and the Waitomo
mediation, and instructed the officials to continue work on preparing a priority
register of claims for negotiation. Jeffries indicated concern over perceptions that
Government was seeking to supplant the Waitangi Tribunal by negotiations, and over
the potential drain on resources. Government needed 'to dispel any idea thal claimants
have an aulomatic right to negotiate directly with the 916ryn'.170

A carefully-worded press statement on 1 February 1990, just before the Waitangi
Day celebralions, sought to reassure Maori and Pakeh".171 9n 'lhe eve of our nalion's
150th anniversary' the Crown Task Force had met for the tirst time. The Government
had made steady progress on Treaty issues. The historical fact that some past events
had resulted in grave iniustice would be recognised. That would be partly offset by

applying specific resources for the development of Maori people. The Government,s
policy was 'in the best interests of the nalion', in order to build 'a greal New Zealand
for the future'. The Waitangi Tribunal remained the cornerslone of the process, but
in some cases where both sides agreed, negotiation or mediation were possibilities.
'As we begin a new decade in this celebration year, the Government is determined that
lhe Treaty of Waitangi will be regarded as the symbol of the unity of New Zealand,
guiding us towards our vision of a strong and successful country.'172

168'6ssl61nation of the Government's policy'
169c69199) Mlzrg
lT0Minister of Justice 'lnformal Inaugural Meering of the

Waitangi lssues', undated
171g. Jeffries, Press Release: ,Crown Task Force to

Progress on Maori Treaty Claims', 1 February 1990
172Jeffries, 'Crown Task Force'

Cabinet Committee on Treaty of

Continue Steady Government
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(b) Labour's Treaty Claim Settlement Policy

Throughout most of its six years in Government, Labour had no coherent policy on

settling Treaty claims. The first tentative moves towards a policy came from the ad
hoc technical advisory group [TAG] which steered the SOEs negotiations in 1987. The

advisers had proposed a Cabinet committee to negotiate claims directly, and a
mediation system based within the Waitangi Tribunal. In August 1987 the Cabinet
agreed to look into the possibility.lT3 This was conveyed in the 9 December 19g7

letter to Sir Graham Lalimer, confirming the SOEs arrangement. Treasury was
agreeable, provided that any settlements enjoyed a sufficient status to prevent
further claims being lodged in relation to those assets.

(i) Treasury proposals for setiling ctaims

The TAG was disbanded, but Treasury continued working on a land-claims strategy. In

February 1988 it observed that no action had yet been taken on lhe promises of
negotiations and mediation, in spite of ongoing pressure from Tainui, and requests
from other lwi. 'We also understand that the option of expediting the consideration of
claims through further increases in the number of Tribunal members is not
currently being pursued by the Government, although in several respects this option
is the most atlractive.'174 As the administrators of economic policy, Treasury was
well aware of the need to develop a practical and effective response to claims, and was
wary of Government veering off in new directions without doing its homework. Before

the Government committed itself to direct negotiations and mediation, the Treasury
wanted an investigation to consider its practicality, and the advantages of those
measures over exclusive reliance on the Tribunal.

In May 1988 Cabinet was required to decide ils position on reserved tands, and its
response to the Tribunal's recommendaticns in the Orakei Reprt. Both of these could
create precedents for other settlements. So Treasury produced a comprehensive
paper on the settlement of Maori land claims. lt argued that an approach which
quantified past losses would be highly subjective, the most expensive option, and
might create inter-tribal inequity. lt would also impose an unfair burden on current
taxpayers, given that the windfall benefits of the breaches had accrued to previous
generations, and ongoing benefits would be enjoyed by future ones. Instead, Treasury

1739y Bztgst11, 24 Augusr 1987
174Treasury, 'Renegotialion of Tauranga Land Claim: Future Policy on Negotiation of Land

Claims', 10 February 1988
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advocated a needs-based approach. This meant 'acknowledging and compensating for

reduced ability to operate as effeclive communal units and care for members'. The

amounl involved would vary with tribal numbers and the adequacy of the remaining

tribal base, allowing for some further variation for those who suffered exceptional

loss. While compensation should be channelled through tribal structures, great care
was needed to determine which body should receive the payment. Account should also

be taken of both tribal mana and physical needs. ln the end, however, fair
compensation 'for all parties involved, including current taxpayers, is . . . a political

decision that rests with Ministers'.175

The argumenl drew on the Waitangi Tribunal's tribat endowment approach, in the

waiheke Report176-although rreasury held, and continued to hold, strong
reservations about whether lhe Crown had any duty to prevent tribes being landless,

and hence to provide such an endowment. Such a duty would commit the Crown to an

open-ended underwriting of tribal economic development, with unpredictable
ramifications.l 77

Treasury also urged grealer clarity in Government policy. lt was now May 1988, and

nine months since the Cabinet had approved in principle ihe first Ministerial
committee to oversee negotiations. But the Committee had still not been established.

Claims and Tribunal findings had to be dealt with. There was no specific budget
allocation to meel cash settlements, and compensatory savings would be needed from

budgets other than Maori Affairs. To assist in planning, Maori Affairs should be asked

for three-year forecasts of the possible cost of setiling known s16;ms.178

It was around this time that Treasury began to lose its grip on Treaty policy. Other
officials, including the Maori advisers in Lange's and Palmer's offices, were
becoming increasingly involved in Maori policy. The Cabinet Policy Committee, on 24

May 1988, deferred consideralion of the Treasury proposals, and sought reports
from olher departments. On 26 July the Policy Committee extended the deadline for

Juslice, Maori Affairs, Environment, and sSC to report on the Treasury paper, and

asked for a joint response.

17sTreasury, 'General Policy on the Settlement of Maori Land Claims,, 13 May 1988
1769s6 below, 657-8, 676
17756" also Treasury, 'Waitangi Tribunat: The Waiheke Claim,,
178Treasury,'General policy'

1 December 1988
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(ii) Ofticials Working Group on Maori Land Ctaims

A Working Group on General Policy on Maori Land Claims then considered the matter

further. Much of their work has been kept secret by the Government, but there are

indications of the range of options canvassed. lt appears lhat Treasury was pushing

the concept of a grand slam settlement. ln July 1988 it provided an internal grlnk

piece which revised its May paper. Non-Treasury officials were given only extracts,

with circulation limited to avoid leaks.179 This document invited a radical rethink.

Treasury now queslioned whether the existing policy of dealing with individual
claims should continue, and revisited its 1986 conceptual distinction between the
legal/historical approach of analysing the merits of each claim, and current
programmes for current needs.180 W6svs all tribes had signed the one Treaty

document, and breaches were virtually universal, the process could be accelerated,

by applying general principles for assessing needs to all tribes. These would require

clarification to ensure equitable shares, possibly providing for an appeal authority.

The Waitangi Tribunal would then continue in an advisory role, such as considering

draft legislation.

Payments could be tagged for land acquisition or capital development. Funding would

have lo be new, possibly with a percentage of current budget expenditure set aside

annually, although some could be recycled from the MANA scheme.181 However, the

total amount would need to balance Maori expectations with the readiness of taxpayers

lo meet such expenditure. Treasury acknowledged that the amount it was suggesting
'would have very limited credibility with the Maori community'.182

Other officials dismissed lhe grand s/am proposal as unworkable. In August 1988,

Justice Department officials argued that the Tribunal must continue so thal claimants

had the opportunity to express, and gain some recognition of, their grievances.lS3

Compensation through Tribunal hearings, mediation, and direct negotiation would

provide a more acceptable basis of redress than need. However, a public climale of

acceptance lor settlements was also essential. Subsequent papers put up to the Cabinet

and Gabinet Commiltee in August, September and November 1988, and the Ministers'

decisions, have been withheld under the Official lnformation Act. But it is clear that
no tirm strategy was decided upon. On 12 December 1988 Cabinet deferred

179116"srt,'General Policy on settlement of Maori Land claims', 2g July 19gg
18ogs. above, 190-91
1814 psprrtment of Maori Affairs employment scheme. See above, 1g9
182Treasury,'General Policy on settlement of Maori Land claims',29 July 19gg
lS3Justice to Treasury, 12 August 1988; Justice to Treasury,22 August 1ggg.
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consideration of land claims policy, and invited Palmer and Wetere to present a paper

to Cabinet in early 1939.184

A summary of issues affecting Treaty settlements was prepared by the Prime

Minister's Department in February 1989. lt said that settlements must be made

durable by ensuring that they are workable and acceptable 'lo the broadest range of
public opinion'. This included a framework within which rights might be defined for

the period of the redress, founded on a basic degree of social consensus. A global or
annual figure would help forecasting and budgetary planning. The perceived threat to
individual private property rights, which could see tax-payers resisting
government-funded initiatives, must also be overcome. An effective educational and

information programme was required, to minimise uncertainty and
misunderstanding. And, probably for the first time, the officials drew attention to the

implications of Maori claims for economic stability:

individuals, companies and public bodies need a climate conducive to
economic decision-making and inv€stment. A continued state of uncertainty
will discourage investment where there is nol a reasonable prospect of
exp€cted returns being realiss6.185

Specific aclion on a claims-settlement policy was deferred in late March 1989,

pending completion of the Crown's principles. But Treasury officials were getting

increasingly agitated over the lack of progress on a settlement policy. They attempted

to force the issue in August 1989 with a proposal to be released for public

discussion. Other officials blocked it. They saw the establishment of the Crown Task

Force as the next step towards an integrated strategy on claims. That was announced

in December 1989. Palmer then set out to reassure the Pakeha public, and perhaps

Maori voters, that the matter of Treaty claims was in hand. ln a feature article
prepared early in the year for general media distribution, Palmer stressed the need

for clarity, certainty, fairness, and responsibility. He talked of a wide
misunderstanding of Treaty issues which had unnecessarily heightened racial

lensions. The Labour Government, he claimed, had done more lhan any previous

Government to honour the Crown's obligations under the Treaty.

ln five shorl years, we have gathered up the threads of a long and diflicull
problem. We have identified the problem, w€ have established
responsibilities for resolving them. We will resolve 16srn.186

1846a6;ns1 Minute, 12 December 1989.
185pt|tn" Minisler's Department,'General Policy on the Settlement of Maori Land Claims.

Summary of lssues', February 1989
1866. Palmer,'waitangi rribunal claims and the Government',3 Januarv 1990
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The Crown Task Force was not a new beginning, but an improvement on the progress

already made. lt offered lhe chance for direct negotiations which 'saved time for the

complainants and money for the Government'. Throughout the process, New

Zealanders could be assured that their elected representalives would be responsible

and accountable, and would deal with the matter in a clear and orderly way.187

(iti) The Framework for Negotiations

With the machinery now sorted oul, the officials finally began working on a process
for direct negotiations. A paper had been commissioned from a Carradian 'expert', lan

Cowie, on the Canadian experience of negotiations between government and indigenous

peoples. A detailed discussion paper \i/as presented to Ministers on 14 December

1989, and circulated to departments and the Waitangi Tribunal for commen1.188

The detailed proposals were approved by Cabinet in March 1990.189 The base-line
was the Principles for Crown Action-in particular the balance between
Government's righl to make laws and lwi's right to organise and conlrol their own

resources, and the Principles of Cooperation and Bedress. The Government had

established a forum, the Waitangi Tribunal, where grievances could be aired. That

would remain the cornerstone for examining claims. The Task Force would consider
the Crown's position on the Tribunal's recommendations, and advise the Government

on appropriate action. The Government had also made a commitment to direct
negotialions, to help solve legitimate Treaty grievances in a way which was just and

fair. Such negotiations would be possible when both parties agreed.

Effectively, the Government could determine which claims it was prepared to
negotiate on and which il was not. lts criteria included the willingness of the
claimants; the ability of the negotiators to show they were represenlative of the

claimanls; a foundation of agreemenl on the underlying facts, although not necessarily

the interpretation of those facts; assurances that an agreement would be binding on

both sides; the implications for other claims, which might require a thorough

consideration; and a reasonable prospect that negotiations would be fruitful.

187Pa1r"r,'Waitangi Tribunal'
l ESDiscussion Paper. 'Government Policy for handling Maori Claims and Treaty-related

lssues', 14 December 1989
18919vry199lMz/z
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The first steps in lodging a claim involved gathering the background information and
preparing the claim itself, and having it accepted by the Registrar of the Waitangi
Tribunal, followed by further research into the claim. Funding for this could be
obtained through legal aid, or failing that, from the Tribunal itself.l90 The claim
could then be heard by the Waitangi Tribunal; or it could be referred to mediation by

the Tribunal, or if both parties agreed. Alternatively it might go direcly to
negotiation, thus 'avoiding long and costly Tribunal hearings'. lf either mediation or
negotiation failed, the claimants could relurn to the Tribunal-although this seemed
rather futile, given that the Government would still retain the final say on
implementation of any recommendations, except for those involving SOEs or forestry
land.

Direct negotiations, either before or following Tribunal recommendations, would
only proceed if the Crown Task Forcs-effectively the Cabinet-agreed. lf so, lhe claim
would then be placed on a register. Priority would be determined by factors such as
previous Crown undertakings to negotiate, Tribunal or court endorsement of
negotiations, long-standing grievances which had not previously been negotiated, the
precedent-setting value of the claim, or other reasons for urgency. Claimants would
work through the Claims Manager in TOWPU. At any stage, all or part of the claim
could be referred back to the Waitangi Tribunal by either side. Throughout the
negotiations, the Crown would be guided by its five Crown principles. Negotiations
would progress through three stages: 1. A Framework Agreement, setting down the
issues, slructures, procedures, timetable, and funding for the next phase; z.
Agreement in Principle, developing practical and workable solutions acceptable to

both sides; and 3. Detailed Agreement, including the implementation and monitoring

of the settlement.

The proposal languished with the officials for months. A glossy booklet entitled fhe
Direct Negotiation of Maori Claims was finally released, with very little fanfare, in

late September 1990-the month before the election. This was another unilateral
move by the Governmenl. Maori had not been consulted, despite a slatement from

Jeffries when releasing the document, that any process for direct negotiations must
be acceptable to both partier.l91 ys6vi were merely invited, in the foreword to the
booklet, to write to the Direclor of TOWPU with any suggestions for change. These
would be considered by the Crown's Task Force.

19016" problems with legal aid and Wairangi Tribunal funding are discussed below, 626-7
191l\l|i6;slsr of Justice, Press Release: 'Claims Negotiations prove Successful,, 24

Septomb€r 1990
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The scheme suggested an equality of bargaining power. But this was quite illusory,
even within the restricted framework of the five Principles. Cabinet, through the
Task Force, would retain control over the entire process. The claims would remain
just as subject to the whim of political forces as they had been in the past.

(tv) The Negotlations

Labour, naturally, argued olherwise. The process of negotiation, according to
Jeffries, had proved a workable and successful mechanism.192 Five claims were

currently under negotiation and eight more had been approved. Those being negotiated

involved Ngati Te Ala, Tainui, Waitomo, Southland forest owners, Whanganui River
lribes, and Te Arawa. The last two were slill at the preliminary stage. But Jeffries's
claims of success on the other three are difficult to sustain. Tainui's unhappy
experience,l93 16s problems with the indigenous foresls negotiations,lg4 and fhe

unsatisfactory Waitomo settlementl95 have been discussed elsewhere. That leaves lhe
long-running dispute involving Ngati Te Ata and the wahi tapu at Maioro. And by no

stretch of the political imagination couH that be heralded as a success.

The land at Maioro was part of a larger block, confiscated in '1864 but later reslored
to individual members of Ngati Te Ata. Despite their being gazetted as reserves, the

urupa were later compulsorily taken under the Public Works Act, some for sand dune
reclamation and some for state forest purposes. ln the 1980s they were used for iron

sands mining by New Zealand Steel. Ngati Te Ata had never been consulted about the

acquisitions, and had never consented to the alienation.

The grievance had formed part of the Manukau claim in 1985, and was included in the

undertakings given to Tainui prior to the SOEs case in early 1987. On 13 March
1989 the Cabinet had agreed in principle to remove the wahi tapu from coverage by

the lron and Steel lndustry Act 1959, and lo revest them in the original tribal
owners-subject to a satisfactory agreement on identifying the wahi tapu, and for
locating and reintering human remains. New Zealand Steel would therefore be unable

to continue mining the ironsands without lhe consent of the owners. But the decision
was not implemented. Ngati Te Ata refused to identify the burial sites, claiming that

1 92Minister of Justice,'Claims Negotiations'
1 939"" above, 2so-62
1 945"" above, 249
1 955ss above. 268-9
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the whole area was wahi tapu and should not be mined. A cross-claim had also been

lodged with the Tribunal. The matter was furlher complicated when the Government

sold New Zealand Steel to Equiticorp Ltd in 1987. The Crown had effectively

abandoned ils responsibility to settle the claim, and introduced third-party legal and

financial factors into the equation.

Ngati Te Ata is a highly-politicised and well-organised Hapu. In recognilion of the

150th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty, the Hapu had proclaimed its tino

rangatiratanga.l96 A camp was set up outside the gates of the mining operation to

protesl against its activities. Matters came lo a head on 18 April 1990 when koiwi

(human remains) were unearthed by New Zealand Steel. Mining operations

temporarily ceased. Two days later Ngati Te Ata told the company that they would be

placing a tapu over the total Maioro block. After the reburial of the koiwi at Maioro,

the tapu was imposed. Ngati Te Ata then dismantled their camp. On 30 April 1990

they learned that New Zealand Steel had resumed restricted work at the sile, in

breach of the tapu. They decided to resume the protest al the mine gates. On 3 May the

company stopped mining. Ngati Te Ata withdrew once more. But the company, and

many of the workers, wanted to continue work.

On the morning of 10 May 1990 Ngati Te Ata successfully sought an injunction

preventing further ironsands mining by New Zealand Steel. A meeting followed later

that day between Ngati Te Ata, Tainui and the Minisler of Maori Affairs, Koro Wetere.

The Minister informed those present that Cabinet had agreed to direct negotiations,

and that he had the authority to initiate the immediate return of lhe four urupa.

Ngati Te Ata advised Wetere that the Crown's claim to title over the ironsands, and

hence the legality of New Zealand Steel's mining licence, was also in question. They

were backed by a memorandum from lwo Wellington lawyers to the Chairperson of

the Waitangi Tribunal. The lawyers concluded lhal at no stage were the mineral titles

for the four Maioro Blocks ever acquired by the Crow;r. So the minerals therefore

remained the property of the Maioro owners. Any mining of ironsands in these places

might therefore be a trespass, and any licence granted under the Act might be invalid.

Nor would the tribal owners be bound by the reslrictive royalty levels of the lron and

Steel lndustry Act 1959.197 The Minister undertook to seek an opinion on the matter

from the Crown Law Office. He was also asked to raise the question of social and

1961hs following information has been obtained from Ngati Te Ata.
1979. g6rrnds and R. Boast,'Memorandum to ihe Waitangi Tribunal', 5 April 1990
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economic development issues, which had not been advanced despite several years of
discussion with New Zealand Steel.

Wetere said he would seek urgent Government action and report back on 11 May.

Lifting of the tapu was deferred until then. The meeting ended on the understanding

that the Minister would initiate proceedings for the immediate return of the four
designated urupa. New Zealand Steel and the Crown would also take immediate steps lo
address the long-standing desire of Ngali Te Ata for a kaumatua to observe the mining

operations at Maioro. Ngati Te Ata had offered to withdraw the injunction, if the
Minister guaranleed that New Zealand Steel would not resume operations until the

claims had been totally resolved. No such guarantee was given. Nevertheless, on the
afternoon of 11 May 1990 Ngati Te Ata moved to have the injunction withdrawn.

On 15 May 1990 New Zealand Steel again violated the tapu at Maioro by resuming

work on the site. Ngati Te Ata re-established their camp. The next day a peaceful

picket was set up outside the mine gate. The mine manager called the police, and six
people were arrested, mainly on charges of trespass and obstruction of the roadway.

At the requesl of the Government, a Tainui kaumatua intervened and secured an end to

lhe picket.

Cabinet Policy Committee considered the matter on 16 May 1990. They reaffirmed

the 1989 approval to return the urupa.198 But Jeffries made it clear that the Grown

expected 'reasonable cooperation' from Ngati Te Ata, and would not enter dialogue

under duress. In particular, lhe return of the land was 'subject to agreement between

the Crown, Ngati Te Ata and New Zealand Steel as to the conditions under which mining

can proceed on the balance of the Maioro land.'199 The next week, Cabinet reaffirmed

its offer of dialogue wilh Ngati Te Ata on social and economic concerns, on lhe
condition that the tapu was lifted, and that New Zealand Steel was allowed to resume

mining on all the remaining area. The p,.:hlicig which the protest was aflracting was

causing considerable political embarrassment and annoyance. The ivrinisters of Maori

Affairs and Justice were asked to devise a media strategy for handling 16s 1ssus.200

Further discussions between Tainui and Ngati Te Ata at Ngaruawahia on 21 May 1990

during Koroneihana (the Coronation celebrations) saw lhe mana of the tapu over
Maioro passed over to Te Arikinui, Dame Te Atairangikaahu. But tensions remained

198p9119s1 M ls/g
1999..1sffr1es ro Ngari Te Ara, 16 May 1990; TOW (90) M B/3
200946;n"1 Minute,'Mining of lron sands at Maioro by New Zeatand steel,,21 May 1990
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high, with visions of a return to the political trials and protests of the early 1980s.

On 15 June 1990 the Government proposed a compromise. In return for a guarantee

thal mining would not be disrupted in the future, the Crown would set in molion the

return of the four wahi tapu, and devise lemporary measures to allow on-site

inspections of mine sites by Ngati Te Ata. Ngati Te Ata were to produce a plan for

dealing with other koiwi unearthed in future mining.

On 16 July 1990 those arrested appeared in courl. The court was asked to to
recognise that it was inappropriate to deal with matters involving lapu, and to
adjourn the proceedings to allow the matter to be dealt with by Tainui elders under

tikanga Maori. The judge refused. But at the formal hearing all the accused were

acquitted on the trespass charge, and discharged withoul conviction for the

obstruction.

On 24 September 1990 Jeffries announced that agreement had been reached over the

ironsands mining.201 But Ngati Te Ata rejected the Crown's conditions on the form of

legal title in which the land would be revested, and the continued mining of the

remaining land. New Zealand Steel, on the other hand, was threatening a multi-

million dollar damages suit if the Government curtailed its mining rights. The hand-

over of the wahi tapu had been set down for the day before the election. lt never

happened.

(v) The Cost of Negotiations

There were other serious problems with the negotiations process-in particular, the

grave disparity of resources available to each side. Government claimed it was

seeking to 'slrike a medium between open-ended, non-ac@untable funding on the one

hand, and over-regimenled controls leading lo resentments damaging to the process

on the o16s1.'202 In practice, reimbursemenl of court and Tribunal costs awarded

against the Crown was delayed for many months, plunging claimants into heavy

overdraft. Funding for the negotialions was controlled by TOWPU, which was also

running lhe Crown's case. Lack of funds undermined the claimanls' preparation and

made lhem constant supplicanls to TOWPU. As Tainui observed: 'This may, of course

2019. Jeffries, Press Statement: 'Mining of lronsands by NZ Steel at Maioro',24
September 1990

202Memorandum for Cabinet: 'Treaty of Waitangi lssues: Strengthening of Policy Unit in
Deparlmsnt of Justice', 18 January 1g90
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be part of Government policy in bringing Maori people to heel, the purpose being to
bleed tribal resources lo such a point where resistance is dissipate6.'203

(vi) The Cost ot Settlements

It is impossible to know precisely how much the Governmenl was prepared to spend

on settling claims. Even the most general estimates have been kept secret. According

lo Minister of Finance, David Caygill, Ministers had received tentative estimates of

the fiscal effects of claims at an early stage. Bul no money was set aside in the

estimates, as to do so 'would prejudice completely the Crown's negotiating position to
the disadvantage of taxpayers'.204 lnslead, funds were allocated once Government had

decided its final response to claims. So, in 1988-9, Maori Affairs had received

nearly $5 million for claims which the Government had decided to settle. $3SO,OO0

had been allocated in the first quarter of 1969-99.205

Some clues to the estimated c,osts of claims can be pieced together from various

documenls. On 10 June 1988 Treasury responded to a query from the Minister of

Finance on the possible cost of Maori claims over the next couple of years. The

fisheries setllement, with an estimated capitalised value in the order of $1SO

million, 'would exhaust what we had previously regarded as a possible all-up cost for

the settlement of all claims without making any allowance for those relating to land.'

Since the transfer of assets to the SOEs, the Crown had relatively few assels which

could be lransferred at no fiscal cost, and many might have lo be repurchased.

Treasury's actual advice was deleted from the documenls released under the Official

Information Act, but it concluded that: 'lt is a matter of estimating the cost and

benefits that may be attributable to the Crown honouring the spirit of an agreement

that it freely enlered inlo and which it seems to have breached on numerous

ssc6s;9ns.'206

A follow-up paper on 7 December 1988 noted the pending negotiations with Tainui.

The Tribunal's report on the Ngai Tahu claim was also expected in early 1990. The

other large confiscation claim involved Taranaki. Maori reserved lands also required

attention. The report confirmed the revised estimate conlained in the June paper, bul

again the actual amounl was not publicly released.

203'1x1nr; lash Govt delay', New Zealand Heratd, 1 February 1990
204 517p9, v.soo, 1 6 Augusr 1989, 1 1962
2o5117p9, v.500,16 Augusr 19g9, 11962
206Treasury. 'Cosl of Maori Claims', 1O June 1 988
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Other papers in 1988 show that, in addition to the Tainui and Ngai Tahu claims,
Treasury suggested that up to $20 million would be needed annually over the three-
year forecast period, for settlement of smaller claims. This should be funded from

compensatory savings in votes other than Maori 411g11s.207 Treasury's position on

the Orakei claim indicated the amounts likely to be involved in these smaller
settlements. Treasury had unsurcessfully argued that the proposed $3 million cash

settlement, described by the Waitangi Tribunal as the absolute minimum to re-

establish some viable economic base, should be reduced to $5OO,O0O. This would

have brought the total payout on the Orakei claim, including $92O,OOO to the
Housing Corporation for lransfer of land, to just $1.72 6;191en.208

At lhis stage the Government figures were largely speculative. lt was only when the

Government entered into specific negotiations with Tainui that the calculations
firmed up. The officials also hit upon a formula which probably substantially reduced

the previous estimates. All the major Raupatu claims were already subject to
statutory 'full and final' settlements, such as the Taranaki Maori Claims Settlement
Acl 1944 and the Waikato-Maniapoto Maori Claims Settlement Act 1946. Simitarty,

claims arising from the Kemp's Purchase in the South lsland were already covered by

lhe Ngaitahu Claim Settlement Act 1944. Labour said that it was prepared to index or
modernise those compensation payments. For Tainui that meant a g7 million lump

sum to cover the shortfall in inflation, and an annuily of about $270,000 per year-
an option dismissed by Tainui as philosophically and financially untenable. According

to the otficials:

Applicalion of this formula to all the settlements involving fixed annuities
would appear to involve a cost of aboul $1.5 million per annum for
annuities, and about $40 million (in money or land or other assets) as
compensation for past loss of real value. In view of all the circumstances,
the cost would be moderate-as well as having the benefit of being
."1"r1"616.209

(vtt) The Outcome of Negotiations

Criticism of the Government's lack of commitment by Maori was generally met by

reassurances directed towards Pakeha. So accusations by Tainui that Labour was

2O7Treasury, 'Waifangi Tribunal: The Waiheke Claim', 1 December 19gg
2O8Treasury, 'Finding of the Waitangi Tribunal on the Orakei Ctaim,, 20 May
209lnformation contained in 'Draft Memorandum for cabinet committee

Wailaqgi lssues', April 1991

1 988.

on Treaty of
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deliberately stalling on Treaty claims to avoid voter backlash, drew strong deniats
from Jeffries-the issues were of 'considerable magnitude and concern substantial
public resources' and the Government would 'nol be rushed into making hasty
decisions involving tax payers' money and public resources.'210 ggssu,6ere Jeffries
explained how Treaty claimants might have to accept symbolic rather than monetary
settlements. Large-scale land relurns and full compensation were simply not
affordable.

"we have got to do il within the capacity of the country and within the
limits of the understanding of people generally. . . . we are just going to
declare lhings as they really are. There are no ideal solutions.' . . . There
are certain symbolic acts that don't cost money, that do no, affect the
dollars owed on the debt or from the taxpayer bul were significant. Such as
the return of Bastion Point to the Ngati yy6"1r".21'l

And on Australian television, Palmer made it clear that 'unreasonable' expectations
would not be met.

The idea that somehow hundreds of millions of dollars are going to chang€
hands in a short period of time . . . is, l'm afraid, idle. And the reason it is
idle is thal lhe country can't afford it and it won't happen. And in any case I

don't know of any authoritative adjudication that suggests it ought to
haPPen.2l2

The Government's policy for'reasonable' and 'affordable' settlements fell at the first
maior hurdle: by October 1990 the test case, the Tainui claim, remained as far from

resolution as it was before negotiations began, despite Tainui being amongst the most
moderate and co-operative of lwi.

(viii) Reflections on Labour's Claims Setilement poticy

Treasury's posrelection reflection concluded that the Task Force had seen a
markedly improved situation, and produced effective co-ordination of the
Government's policy on Treaty issues.2'"

2l0Minister of Juslice, Press Release: ,Tainui Offer,, 9 Augusr ,l990
211''gytn6olic'treaty seltlemsnts', Dominion Sunday Times,4 February 1g90. Note: by

the 1990 election Labour had still completed even the symbolic revesting of the Bastion
Point land.

212196 Four Corners, 6 March 1990. See also'Sir Paul and Govt differ on screen ovsr
treaty', New Zealand Herald, 7 March 19g0

213Trea"ury,'settlement of Land Claims under the Treaty of Waitangi,,27 November
1 990
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By contrast, an official Maori assessment of the claims process, carried out after the
general election, recorded deep disquiet over ineffective claims management and
implementation; inadequate funding for research, legal advice, and claimants'
expenses; lack of consultation and input into the negotiations process; unclear
priorities for claims negotiations; and the composition of negotiating teams. Lack of
funding had led to the near impoverishmenl of some large Maori authorities, and
affected the ability and willingness to enter serious negotiations. And the claimants
wanted professional negotiators who were independent of their principals.

Particular criticism was directed at TOWPU. lts management of research and
allocalion of funding appeared to be inconsistent and ':nco-ordinated. Claimants were
frustrated at dealing with young or inexperienced officials. TOWPU was also seen to
have too much power:

TowPU (and crown Law) advise the crown, develop and argue the crown
case before the Waitangi Tribunal. Tribes are concerned that TOWPU (or
crown Law) can recommend to Governmenl against a Tribunal
recommendation. Ths advocate before the Tribunal is seen as "the Judge,
over lhe Tribunal, after the Tribunal had reporte6.214

Further

Maori are frustrated that the Justice Departmsnt which runs the case
against them through TOWPU also services ths Waitangi Tribunal. TOWPU
and Waitangi Tribunal staff appear to work "hand in glove"-this position
undermines the independence of the process.215

The review concluded that the objective of resolving claims fairly and speedily could
not be achieved under the current arrangements. lt called for a Committee of Inquiry
into the claims-resolution process, with particular reference to the adequacy and
role of the diverse bodies involved in claims; the adequacy, integrity, independence,
and economy of legal research and other services available to all parties; the
servicing and structure of the Waitangi Tribunal; and arrangemenls for examining
and implementing ils recommsnfla1iens.216

(c) Conclusion

After six years, the Labour Government had finally settled on a policy for dealing
with the Treaty and Maori claims. But it was not a policy driven by a commitment to

214Ys Awatea, 90-91
2151qs Awatea, 9i
2166, Awatea, go
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honouring the Treaty. lt was a Treaty-control strategy designed to minimise the
political, economic, and administrative fall-out from continuing Maori demands for
justice. lt had its hiccups along the way. But the Government had muddled through
without any disasters. In the end they had a strategy which had an internal logic,

based on a series of mutually-reinforcing building blocks, and which secured both

the legitimacy of Crown sovereignty, and the economic interests of the settler state.
Indeed, by deferring any definitive aclion, especially the setilement of claims,
Labour had avoided the even greater political and economic flak it would have

attracted from all sides, under a more efficient and etfective policy.

It was clear that neither the Crown principles nor the claims settlement policy
passed muster with Maori. Many might have been prepared to live with the
development of the principles of the Treaty by the courts and the Waitangi Tribunal.
But the unilateral declaration of Crown principles was loo blatant and cynical, and

altracted widespread condemnation. This included the clear message from Bishop
Vercoe at the Waitangi Day celebrations: 'don't produce principles of the Treaty-the
treaty is already 111s1s'.217

It was obvious that when the Governmenl needed to find lhe money, i1 ssu16.218 16s
will to settle the debt on the Treaty simply was not there. The Government had

apparently calculated that the passive revolution would retain enough of the main

lribal claimants within the forums of the colonial state to minimise lhe threat, and

discredit more radical forces. As Maori patience wore lhin, some claimants would be

tempted to return to the old ways of protest. But the Government would hope the
price of direct action would be surpassed by the rewards of placating the pakeha

electorate, and minimising the expense of settling claims. The challenge for Maori

would be to raise the stakes sufficiently to alter that equation, whilst minimising the

crst to themselves.

217'y1s have not honoured each other's promises', New Zeatand Heratd, 7 February 1990
2lSCompared to the purchase of two frigates ar $942 million; the write-down of Rural

Bank loans by $t.t billion; the bail-out of New Zealand Steel by $820 million (sold later
to Equiticorp for $327 million)i the debt write-off to the Meat Board of $Z billion;
underwriting of lhs Bank of New Zealand for $600 million; governmsnt expenditure of
$30 million on public relations and advertising in twelve months, from October 1987;
Treasury's own budget of $41 million for consultants' fees and commissions during
1989-90; $22.5 million for Cabinet Ministers'support services and perks in 19BB-9.
Government's receipts for sale of state enterprises had seen Petrocorp return gg01
million, the Shipping Corporation $05-40 million (after a bail-out of $157 million),
Railways Property sales $150 million, Air New Zealand $660 million, Developmenl
Finance Corporation $1 1 1.2 million, Postbank $665.4 million, and Forestcorp estimates
of $2-7.6 billion.
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In six years the Labour Government had therefore managed to defuse the immediate

threat to legilimacy posed by Maori in the early 1980s, but the colonial

conlradiction remained very close to the surface.

D. THE TREATY IN LEGISLATION

Statutory incorporation of the Trealy of Waitangi, and the June 1986 Cabinet policy

requiring Treaty assessments of proposed legislation, are often cited as proof of the

major advances made by Maori under Labour.2l9 Yetthe history anddrafting of these

measures was complex, and a detailed examination leads lo a very different

epnclusion.

There are actually very few substantive statutory references to the Treaty, outside

the Waitangi Tribunal legislation. Most of these-the Environment Act, the

Conservation Act, and the Stale Owned Enterprises Act-were proaclive measures

introduced before 1987, when Maori began using such provisions in litigation

against the Government. Several of the later measures, such as the TOW[SE] Act, the

Maori Fisheries Act, and the Crown Forests Assets Acl, were reactive, implementing

the outcomes of the post-litigation negotiations over corporatisation, fisheries, and

forestry. Of the remainder-the draft Bill of Rights, Resource Management Bill, the

draft Local Government (No.8) Bill, and the Runanga lwi Bill<nly the last had been

enacted by the time of the 1990 election. The Treaty was omitted from the time the

Bill of Rights Acl. the local governmenl amendment was never formally introduced as

a Bill. And the Resource Management Bill had not received a third reading by October

1 990.

Once Maori began taking the Government to court, the legislators faced the dilemma of

remaining consistent with their promise to incorporate the Treaty into slatute, and

their own requirement to negate any risk of successful litigation. This section deals

with these developments in a roughly chronological order, to illustrate the shifl in
the Government's position over lime.

219pqp example, E. Durie and G. Orr,'The Role of the Waitangi Tribunal and the
Development of a Bicultural Jurisprudence', NZULR, 1990, 62
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(a) The Bill of Rights

A key component of Palmer's 1984 policy was lhe constitutional recognition of the
Treaty in a Bill of Rights.220 He envisaged the Bill of Rights as entrenched supreme

law, wilh the Treaty as an indispensable element. The proposal was released as a
White Paper in 1985.221 There is no reason to consider Palmer's initial desire to
include the Treaty in the Bill of Rights as anything but genuine. 'The strategy I have

adopted in the Bill is to go to the highest ground in relation to the Treaty I think can

be obtaine6.'222

Maori almost universally rejected the proposal. This was a complete reversal of the

Government and Maori positions in 1963, when a Bill of Rights had last been mooted.

This shift vividly illustrated the difference between Maori perceptions of the Treaty

and their bargaining position in the 1960s, and in the 1980s. when, in 1963, the

National Government had introduced a Bill of Rights to Parliament, Sir Eruera

Tirikatene had criticised its failure to recognise the Treaty, or the special position of
Maori. Some submissions also raised the issue of the Treaty and Maori rights.

According to Sir Guy Powles, one had called for equal voting rights for Maori, while

the New Zealand Maori Council had argued 'lhe Treaty of Waitangi should be referred

to in the Bill of Rights and its importance as the basis for the relationship between

the Government and the Maori people acknowledg s6.'223 The Minister of Justice had

countered that Maori were New Zealand citizens and had equal rights with all New

Zealanders, invoking Hobson's phrase 'He lwi kotahi tatou'.

There was no greal political or popular enthusiasm for the Bill in 1963, and it did
not proceed. Geoffrey Palmer, a constitutional lawyer and the shadow Minister of
Juslice, floated the possibility again in 1984. Although he had earlier opposed the
idea, almost a decade of Muldoon's authoritarian administration had changed his

6in61.224 In anticipation of a possible L.qbour victory, the officials in the Justice
Department began preparatory work even before the 1984 election. rhey noted with

some concern lhal Palmer had committed himself to including the Trealy, without

first investigating the consequences.22s Work on the project began in earnesl

2?Opil Palmer's promise and the inilial Maori rosponse ses above, 150-51
221.iu51;6t Department, A Bitl of Rights for New Zealand. A White Paper, Governmenl

Printer, Wellington, 1985
2226. Palmer, Bitl ot Rights Seminar, 1oS
2239;1 Guy Powles, Bitl of Rights Seminar, T
22416i" is discussed below, 498-9
225Justice Department file note, July 1984
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immediately Palmer took office, with plans to release a draft Bill of Rights in March

1 985.

(i) Drafting of the Bill of Rights

The Treaty content was worked on almosl exclusively by Pakeha officials and

advisers, with some limited input from the Maori Affairs Department. lt was

suggested early on that some agreement with 'influential people in Maoridom' might

ease the palh of the draft Bill, once it was released. But the idea was apparently not

Pursued.226 Throughout lhe drafting exercise, the Treaty was viewed as a matter of
'formidable difficulty' and 'great delicacy', something to be 'fitted into' the broader

Bill. The first two drafts did not deal with the Treaty at all: the October draft

suggested that the Bill should be interpreted consistently with the 'multi-cultural
heritage of the people of New Zealand',227 but noted that ideas on the Treaty were not

yet sufficiently advanced to include them; and the November version deleted the

United Nation's Declaration reference to self-determination which 'cannot apply in

the New Zealand domestic 6en1sx1'.228 The next draft did refer to the Treaty, but only

in a preamble, which acknowledged the importance of the Treaty as an expression of

the rights of Maori as tangata whenua.

A more detailed paper then set out eight options:

1. Reference lo the Treaty in the preamble, but not providing any enforceable

rig ht;

2. An interpretation provision, wilh a rebuttable presumption that Parliament

intended legislation not to infringe the principles of the Treaty;

3. Incorporation of the Treaty in the Bill, making any law contrary to the Treaty

invalid;

4. Incorporating specific rights from the Treaty (this, it was felt, could stifle
future interpretation of Maori rights by the Waitangi Tribunal and the courts);

5. Mandatory consideration of Maori interests in future legislation;

6. Recognising specific customary rights, such as land, fishing, language and

'their own customary law in certain relations';

7. Preservation of Maori rights, leaving them undefined and subject to judicial

interpretation;

226.1us1;ss Department minute sheet, 20 December 1gg4
227'gr^11 Bill', 12 October 1984
228'9p11 Bill', 28 November 1984
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8. A new Treaty of Waitangi, by negotiating 'a completely new compact between

the Maori people and the Crown which would supersede the Treaty of Waitangi'.

On this last option the paper noted:

Any new Treaty of Waitangi could not be a treaty as such, since the law does
not recognise a treaty between parties who are not both sovereign nations.
Whatever the position of the Maori people in 1840 it is now unarguable that
they constituto a separate nation possessing their own sovereignty. However
there can be no legal impediment to ths entering into a solemn compact
between lhe Government and the Maori people, which, while not having any
legal force, imposed a signilicant moral obligation on the Government to
observe it. A similar suggestion has been made in Australia with the
Makarrata agreement.229

The drafters expressed an early preference for the first option, although lhe second,

lhird, and fifth were also consids1s6.230 The February 1985 version of the draft
Bill contained five specific Treaty provisions, several of which reterred to the
'principles of the Treaty'. The preamble spoke of a cession of sovereignty in return

for rangatiratanga, and affirmed lhe principles of the Treaty. Article 1 declared the
principles of the Treaty to be part of New Zealand's supreme law. Article 2 provided

for the 'Trealy to be always speaking' so as to apply its principles to circumstances

as they arise and give effect to its true 'spirit and intent'. Article 11 prevented the

amendment of Article 1 unless lhere was majority Maori agreement. And Article 12

provided for judicial reference of Treaty issues to the Waitangi 11;6un61.231

But, by the final draft, the major Treaty reference had been confined to Article 4:

4. Thc Treaty ol Waltangl

(1) The rights of the Maori people under the Treaty of waitangi are hereby
recognised and affirmed;

(2) The Treaty of Waitangi shall be regarded as always speaking and shall be
applied to circumstances as they arise so that effect may be given to its true
spirit and intent;

(3) The Treaty of Waitangi means th€ treaty as set out in English and Maori in
the schedule to this Bill of Rights.

There was a further reference in the preamble, which read: 'whereas . . . (3) The
Maori people, as tangata whenua o Aotearoa, and the Crown entered in 1840 into a

229.1u511ss Department 'Bill of Rights: Options for dealing wirh Treaty of Waitangi lssues',
undaled.

230-1. 6sr.ron to P. Temm, January 1gg5.
231'Pr"11 Bill', February 1985
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solemn compact known as Te Tiriti o Waitangi or the Treaty of Waitangi, and it is
desirable to recognise and affirm the Treaty as part of the supreme law of New

Zealand Article 26 made provision for matters to be referred to the Waitangi
Tribunal by the courls, for their report and opinion.

The earlier reference to the 'principles of the Treaty' and an exchange of sovereignty

for rangatiratanga had been dropped, but the content was generally more cautious

than the preceding draft. Recognition of the Treaty as part of supreme law was

confined to the preamble, and there was no protection against amendment for the
Treaty clauses. The omission of the reference lo Treaty principles was particularly

interesting, given its later prominence in the Government's Trealy-control strategy.
Some of those involved say it was dropped for technical, legal reasons. Others point to

a Department of Maori Affairs'objection that any move lo substitute the 'principles'

for the Treaty itself would be seen by Maori as an attempt lo rewrite the Treaty.232

ln either case, it is clear that the 'principles' and the Treaty were seen as

conceptually distinct.

(ii) Maori Objections to the Bitt of Rights

Maori critics expressed four key objections to the substance of the Bill. First, the
Treaty was the Bill of Rights for Aotearoa. Any new document into which the Treaty

was incorporated was unnecessary, and would demean its mana. Second, under an

electoral system of Pakeha majority-rule where the Bill could be amended by

referendum, or seventy five per cent Parliamentary vote, lhere was a danger of the

Treaty being rewritten. Third, the Trealy would be interpreted in Pakeha courts by

Pakeha judges, according to Pakeha law. The track record of the colonial legal system
gave litlle cause for confidence, especially when it came to delivering on Maori

sovereignty.2SS Finally, the Treaty could be overridden by the clause 3limifations
which 'can be demonslrably iustified in a free and democratic society'. As the Maori

Advisory Group on lhe Bill of Rights later observed 'history has shown the
depreciation of the rights under the Treaty in a free and democratic society'.234

232Personal communication
233p"u1 Havemann observed similar problems with the Canadian charter: the 'grudging'

affirmation of '"existing aboriginal and treaty rights"' represented 'recognition of righG
in the slate l€gal system rather than rights to recognition of indigenous non-slate legal
syslems'' P. Havemann, 'The indigenization of social conlrol in Canada', in ed. B. Morse
and G. woodman, Indigenous Law and the state, Foris, Dordrecht, 19g9,71,74

234Y46, tabted 2 September 1987.
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There were numerous other specific concerns. The document talked of 'recognising

and affirming' the Treaty, not guaranleeing its performance. No effective redress was
provided for breaches of the Bill. And reference of Treaty mailers by the courts to
the Waitangi Tribunal for their opinion was discretionary, with no requirement on
judges to adopt the Tribunal's advice. Indeed, the commentary accompanying the draft
Bill specifically confirmed the superior authority of the formal courts:

On the other hand the Tribunal cannol be the final interpreter of the Treaty.
Ultimataly there can be only one voice to declare the law of New Zealand,
and that voice must be that of the Privy Council, or, if appeals to the Privy
council are done away with, the court of Appeal. But the voice of the
Tribunal on this issua ought to be listened to with respect.23s

(iii) The White Paper Commentary

Maori suspicion was compounded by other parts of the commentary which fleshed out
the broad and generalised clauses. The White Paper cited in support the Treaty
reference from the 1984 Ngaruawahia Hui, and the 1985 Waitangi Hui, with its
'recurrent theme . . . that the Treaty should not be incorporated into ordinary stalute
law but should be entrenched in constitutional law as the only, or at least the
principal, basis of our constilrrllsn'.236 What it failed to record was the 19g4 hui's
categorical rejection of the proposal to incorporate the Treaty in the Bill of Rights.

Further support was drawn from acontextual and selective use of vague and open-
ended phrases in the early Waitangi Tribunal reports. The need for the court to
address the differences between the two texts would be 'diminished by the injunction
to give effect to its spirit and true intent'.237 Hgn6e 'it is the principles of the
Treaty that will be important rather than a literal disseciion of the provisions.'238
The Treaty was 'living and organic',239 incapable of any concrete meaning. So Maori
rights under the Treaty were to be recognised and affirmed, 'without attempting the
inherently impossible task of defining precisely what they are'. Even the prior
stalus of Maori as tangata whenua was denied. Instead, the Treaty gave ,legitimacy to
the presence of the Pakeha, nol as conqueror or interloper, but as a New Zealander,
part of a new tangata vy6snu6'.240

235 4 gi11 of Rights, 38
2364 gi11 of Rights,36
237 4 gitl of Rights, t7
2381 giy of Rights,76
239 4 gi11 of Rights, 7 S
24o 4 g;11 of Rights, 37
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So, without specific statutory reference to the 'principles' of the Treaty, the White

Paper had imported through Article 4, and especially subclause (2), the necessary

ffexibility to rewrite the Treaty in terms of present day conditions. 'The application

of the Treaty's principles must be considered in the light of the whole ambience-
social, economic and so on-at the time the question arises.'241 The molivalion was

readily acknowledged: the Treaty's application lo 'circumstances as they arise so that

effect may be given to its spirit and true inlent' was intended

to put to resl any fears that to affirm the Treaty would be to put the clock
back to 1840 or any other date. The Treaty must be applied in accordance
with its spirit to the facts of the 1980's and beyon6242

Any review of earlier actions and proposals for redress would be left to the Waitangi

Tribunal, with its purely recommendatory powers. The new prolections would apply

only to the future.

(iv) Debate on the Whtte Paper

A special Select Committee was established to hear submissions and report on the

White Paper. lt made an interim report-back in July 1987. But the Bill was not

returned to the House in its final form until August 1990.

Throughout the three years that the draft Bill was open for public discussion, the

entire exercise altracted little media or public attention. Non-lawyers were

essentially not interested. Lawyers were largely preoccupied with the issue of

politicising the judiciary-despite the fact that the court had become increasingly

politicised without any such constitutional reference. Cosmo Graham and Tony

Prosser have ridiculed a similar objection from the British Labour Party to the

effect of a Bill of Rights on the judiciary, 'as if anyone could still believe that British

governmenl was characterised by separation of powers and that our judges were not

already up to their necks in politiss.'243

The Government failed to implement its policy, repeated in the White Paper, of a 'full

discussion with the Maori people about the best way in which this can be brought

s6su1'.244 ln forums where the Bill was discussed, the Treaty was often either

241 1 g;11 of Rights, 7 6
2424 gi11 ot Rights, 37-B
2439.6r"6am and T. Prosser,'Conclusion', in Graham and Prosser, 184
244 4 gi11 of Rights, 36
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absenl, or marginal to the rest of the debate. The organisers of the 1987 New Zealand

Law Society Conference claimed there was insufficient time to do the issue justice in

their discussion of 15s g;11.2as Several other public forums on the Bill did include

sessions on the Treaty. At those sessions Maori speakers, almost without exception,

expressed their opposition to the proposed Bill, and reasserted the primacy of the

Treaty and the right to mana Maori motuhake. For example, at a Legal Resource

Foundation forum on lhe Bill of Rights in Auckland in May 1985, Shane Jones from

Ngai Takoto made it clear that Maori were seeking a declaralion of the Crown's

obligation, not just an expression of Maori rights. The draft Bill did not provide this.

Maori opposition to the Bill of Rights could only be understood in the context of

nalional self-determination.

Gontemporary Maori political movements are striving to break a pattern of
subordination that has forced the Maori to perceive progress within the
Pakeha social and political framework. The suggestion that ths Treaty of
Waitangi be honoured within the bounds of the Bill of Rights confirms that
this oppressive ethnocentric framework is still very much ;n1s61.246

Indeed, the Bill sought to normalise the existing constitutional, political, and

economic framework. Government clearly had no intention of limiting its power and

control over Maori.

The Bill of Rights is a very subtle device which will affirm and popularize a
brand of political philosophy and morality which lhe Pakeha find secure and
agreeable. lt is another way of regulating ideological perspectives and
reducing reality to dimensions that ars not threatening to Pakeha power
holders. The Bill of Rights will try to render these dimensions as
unchallengeable and part of the natural order of things. For the Maori this
particular instrument may be new but the process is old and has been
occurring 5i6ss 1946.247

The only Maori @mmentator on record as supporting the Bill at the time, was Chief

Judge Durie of the Maori Land Court and the Waitangi Tribunal. He was encouraged by

the more positive attitude of the judiciary towards the Treaty and Maori values.

Entrenching Maori rights under the Treaty would protect them from political and

245Nsrl Zealand Law Society Conference Committee to Chief Judge Durie, 12 June 1987.
See below, 816

2469. Jones, 'The Bill of Rights and Te Tiriti o Waitangi', in A Bilt of Rights for New
Zealand, l6 August 1985, ed. Legal Research Foundation, Auckland, 1ggs, 212

247Jones,214
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public pressure, and entrust them to an independent and increasingly enlightened
judicia1Y.248

Speaking at the same forum, political studies lecturer Andrew Sharp took issue with

Labour's conceptual sleight of hand over the status of tangata whenua, and the

inclusion of the Treaty, albeit with little apparenl sympathy for Maori:

Now I am not an expert in the matters at issue, but it seems lo me that such
stat€ments papsr over-and maybe rightly-an awful lot of cracks. . . . But
if, as I believe it does, Maori consciousness infers more (and differently)
from that original and lasting status than Europeans traditionally have, then
we are mixing Maori and Pakeha modes of regarding the nature and grounds
of authority and properly. And moreov€r, what the original Maori
signatories . . . understood . . . and how lherefore their descendants stand
in relation to that treaty ar€ justifiably mallers of scholarly doubt and
judicial spiritualising interpretation, not to mention political controversy.
Liberal and democratic shibboleths do not work well in this territory.249

He was also almost alone in challenging the contradiction between

which were the essence of the Bill, and Palmer's attempt to sell

exercise in consensus, social democracy:

the liberal rights,

it publicly as an

the Bill is an instrument principally designed to protect ths citizen against
lhe government and its agencies, and . . . it is this recurring instrumsntalist
argumenl which is actually ths most imponant one for the Bill and the one
on which it ought to stand or fall in the end. Modern constilutionalism is an
instrumentalist ideology and the most appropriale questions to ask of it are
to do wilh whether the detailed proposals suggested will do what they set
out to do. But the case for the Bill is also argued on other, mainly non-
instrumentalist grounds, which the authors of the White paper claarly take
to b€ attractive. My view is that they are contradictory and incoherenl and
that the appeal lo consensus operates to reconcile them as well as they can
6".250

Other Pakeha commenlators were also critical of the confused philosophy of the Bill.

At a Bill of Rights forum in Wellington, political columnist Colin James pointed to the

contradictory purposes underpinning the Trealy reference.

In a speech to the Maori council on 15 March Mr Palmer said that the Bill of
Rights would set out the rights and freedoms of the individual-which we in
New Zealand regard as fundamental-but a few pages later he said, 'lt is
said by some that the Treaty of Waitangi is a Bill of Rights for the Maori
people." Note the whole people, not the individual. The incorporation of that

248E. Durie, 'Part ll and Clause 26 of the Draft Bill of Rights', in Legal Research
Foundation, 186-8

2491.56"tp,'A Bill of Rights for New Zaaland', in Legal Research Foundation,32-3
250sharp, 'A Bill of Rights', Zs
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treaty highlights another role for the treaty in the economic and social area
with land rights and sea food rights, yet ths Bill is not supposed to concern
ilself with economic and social argum€nts, but only fundamental and
individual rights.251

(v) The Advisory Groups on the Bill of Bights

The ovenrhelming lack of public enthusiasm prompted Palmer to establish a Bill of
Rights monitoring group IBORMGI, to promote the advanlages of the Bill, and to
provide him with advice. The group was all Pakeha, comprising lawyers, officials,
and academics. lt met for the first time in May 1986. Some feelers were to be put out
for a Maori member.252 In September 1986, the Department of Maori Affairs
proposed the establishment of a separate, Maori advisory group, reflecting a cross-
section of perspectives, to help enhance Maori understanding of the issues. lt was not

until December 1986 that Palmer approached a number of Maori, to join an

informal commiltee to work with the monitoring group. He expressed his concern
that very few Maori had made submissions on the Bill, and wanted to promote

informed discussion. But he was now less adamant about including the Treaty.

I believe that the Treaty of Wailangi is the foundation on which our
bicultural nation is built and that view has been expressed by oth€rs.
However, I am aware that reference in the Bill of Rights to the Treaty is
opposed by some Maori people and greeted with suspicion by others. The
Government has made il clear that nothing will be decided without full
discussion with the Maori communiry.2s3

The first meeting of the Maori Advisory Group IMAGI was held on 18 March 19g7,

nine months after the Pakeha monitoring group was established, lwo years after the
draft Bill was released, and two weeks before the New Zealand Maori Council went to
court for lhe corporatisation case. The minutes of the first meeting indicate that the
Select Committee, after hearing submissions, was expected to table its report wilhin
two months.

At the next meeting of the group, held jointly with the BORMG, Alex Frame (a

member of the latter) presented a paper which sought to 'balance' the interests of
Maori and the Crown. Frame argued that the Treaty already contained a balancing
clause, with lhe Governmenl empowered to make laws while according an appropriate

2516. James, in International Commission of Jurists, 24
25216s senior Department of Maori Affairs solicitor subsequenily joined the group as the

sole Maori member.
2536. Palmer to M. Henare, 2 December 19g6
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priority to the Maori interest. He proposed a new clause, which would supplement
the Arlicle 3 limitations provisions:

In accordance with the Treaty of Waitangi, the rights there provided shall
be subject only to the balance there struck between the Rangatiratanga of
the Tangata Whenua and the Kawanatanga of the Crown acting on behalf of te
tangata katoa o le motu.254

There was little support for the proposal at lhe meeting on 6 May. The primary

concern of the MAG was the Treaty, not the Bill of Rights. On 26 May 1987 they
proposed a series of ten small hui throughout the country, focusing on the Treaty and

the Bill of Rights. There was some disagreement between the Maori and pakeha

committees over whether the aim should be awareness-raising about the Bill of
Rights, or seeking Maori views on constitutional recognition of the Treaty.

By July 1987 the MAG had become frustrated. There was no obligation on the
Minister, or the Pakeha monitoring group, to accept their recommendations. They
wanled an explicit recognition of the need for Maori opinion and thinking on the
Treaty to be heardlreferably by the two committees merging to form a Commission,
to address lhe constitutional position of the Treaty.25s Parallels were drawn to
Canada, and the Royal Commission on the Electoral System was cited in suppofi.

In September 1987 the MAG prepared a paper setting out Maori positions on the
Treaty, and the Bill of Rights. Strong Maori views saw the Treaty as a stand-alone

document. Entrenchment was a major concern. And there were real doubts over
whether the Treaty should be incorporated into the Bill of Rights at all. Maori were

also wary of attempts to incorporate things Maori within a Pakeha constitutional
framework. This was accentuated by the reference in Article 3 of the draft Bill to
limitations justified in a 'free and democratic society'. lf the Bill of Rights was
adopted, they said, Maori must have a voice at leasl equal to Pakeha. This might
include a second legislative chamber reflecting tino rangatiratanga-probably
referring to the Raukawa senate proposal.256 Changes were also needed at the judicial

level. Although they were commenting after the SOEs case, they still argued that a

solemn compact by two people could not be interpreted by one side, especially given

the history of Maori dissatisfaction with the courts in their dealings with the Treaty.

2549. Frame, paper ro the BORMG/MAG, 8 April 1987
255 y;nu1"" BORMG and MAG, 24 Juty 1987; Minutes, 3 August 1987
256gss above, 1 52-3
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There are very real doubts that the existing judicial slructures of the High
Court, ths Court of Appeal and the Privy Council, are able to reflect the
spirit of lhe Trealy as part of any decision on the Bill of Rights, nor indeed
be able to judge qu€stions of consistency with the Treaty as those matt€rs
arise. As a consequence consideralion must be merited to establish a bi-
cultural body to adjudicate on issues arising from interpretation of the Bill
of Rights'257

ln relation to the proposed hui, they noted a Law Society survey had showed that,
while fifly two per cent of lawyers opposed the Bill of Rights, seventy four per cent

opposed a reference lo the Treaty of Waitang1.258 16s hui were targeted at Maori.

Who, they asked, was going to educate the Pakeha on the Treaty?

On 5 October 1987 the details and draft budget for the regional hui, with an

estimated cost of $70,000, and proposals for a Commission, were finalised and

presented io Patmer.259 Bis5ep Manuhuia Bennett and Jim Cameron met with

Palmer on 16 October 1987. They reported that Palmer seemed inclined to sideline

the Bill of Rights for the time being, and to give priority to the Electoral
Commission's reforms, which were then being heard before the Select Qemm111sg.260

Palmer still favoured a referendum for November 1989, but this had merely been

'noted' by the Cabinet. Whether such a referendum would include the Bill of Rights

was not clear. Palmer agreed to the hui proposal, but said he wished to 'soft-pedal on

the Bill of Rights' unlil the Select Committee had reported on the draft Bitl. The hui

never took place.

(vi) The Bill of Rights Setect Committee Eeport Back

The Select Committee considering the Bill had travelled through the country,
receiving 431 submissions. The 250-page interim report of the Commilee was
presented on 9 July 1987, and included extensive discussion of the Treaty. They

concluded:

As a matter of principle we conside,. . . it is appropriate to incorporate the
rights of the Maori people under the Treaty of waitangi in any New Zealand
bill of rights. . . . Further, any bill of rights which ignorod the rights of the
Maori people as tangata whenua would be an incomplete collection of the
fundamental rights ol New zealanders. . . . In any event, in our view, it
would be inappropriate to delete the provisions in the dratt bill relating lo
the Treaty without consultation with lhe Maori people . [T]he Minister

257 y46 Paper tabled 2 Seprember 1987
258 y46 Paper, tabted 2 Seprember 1987
259 y"rorandum to Minister of Jusrice, 13 October 19g7
26o 1o1" of meeting, 't6 October 1987
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of Justic€ has established a Maori advisory group to advise him of the best
msans of engendering debate on lhe bill of rights proposal within the Maori
community. . Accordingly, we recommend that for the present no change
be made to the provisions of the bill relating to th€ Treaty. . . . We add that
if it was decided to delets Articles 4 and 26 it would seem appropriate to
include a provision to the effect that lhe bill does not affect any of the
rights of the Maori people under the Treaty of Waitangi.261

The issue virtually dropped out of sight until the Select Committee returned in

October 1988 with recommendations for a drastically-changed Bill. They said it
should be unenlrenched, and include reference to sociat, e@nomic, and cullural, as

well as civil and political rights. But such a proposal was obviously untenable for a
Government whose policies had produced massive unemploymenl, and which was
planning to retrench on state housing, education, and we,fare. The Select Committee's
recommendations were most likely an expression of backbencher discontent, using

one of the few vehicles which were available to them.

By this time, the Government had been taken to court over corporatisation and

fisheries, and Maori had become enthusiastic litigants. When a submission from the
Department of Maori Affairs confirmed continued Maori and departmental opposition

to the inclusion of the Trealy, as demeaning of its mana, Palmer noted on the file
'Good, then don't 6o ;1 16sn'.262 Not surprisingly, the Select committee also
recommended that lhe Treaty clause should be dropped. lt said Maori were opposed to

its inclusion, lhat incorporation in non-entrenched legislation would demean the
Treaty's mana, and that the Treaty was already gaining recognition in legislation, the

courts, and Tribunal, without 169 9;11.263

fn its final form, lhe substantive rights contained in the Bill differed from the 1985

White Paper on only one point-the deletion of any reference to the Treaty. The

rewritten Bill did not receive its second reading until 14 August 1990, during the
final debates, under urgency, prior lo the election. Palmer explained defensively:

lhe Bill does not refer to the Treaty of waitangi-partly because of the
changed status of lhe Bill of Rights from supreme law to an ordinary
statule, bul also because the impact of the treaty and its principles are
being increasingly examined in specific legislation, not general legislation.
Also, many Maori and Maori groups showed opposition to a refersnce to the

261hb7im Report of the Justice and Law Reform Setect Committee. Inquiry into the White
Papr-A Bill of Rights for New Zeatand,1986, 32-3

2625u6t;.sion from the Department of Maori Affairs lo Justice and Law Reform Select
Committee, 27 April 1988

263 pin"1 Report of the Justice and Law Reform Select Committee on the Bill of Rights,
October 1988
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lrsaty in a gensral Bill of Rights. That does not represent a back-down by
the Government but rather a sensible appreciation of the realities.264

Richard Northey, who chaired the Select Committee, justified its deletion on the

grounds of ideological consistency:

The Bill is a statement of individual civil, and political rights that is not
€ntrenched and not supreme over other law. lt does not fit in with the
Trealy ol Waitangi, which is a statement about group, cultural, and
economic rights that are fundamental to the founding of the nation, that
continue to speak lo and live within the community, and that do not fit with
a slatemenl of individual civil, and political rights derived from the other
branch of our herilage that are quite properly stated s116;n ;1.265

National speakers ridiculed Labour's claims that the Treaty was too important for

inclusion in an unenlrenched, ordinary statute. Lawyer Doug Graham argued: 'Nobody

minimises the importance of the Treaty of Waitangi, but I have some difficulty with

lhe concept that it is superior and of a higher quality than the rights to freedom of

speech and expression, and the freedom of thought, conscience and religion'.266

Shadow Minister of Justice, Paul East, exploited Labour's political miscalculation,

and the potential legal consequences of the Treaty reference.

lf the Governm€nt is lo get any credit it has to be for the fact that it finally
woke up to the realisation pointed out by the public and the Opposition-
which led the dissent on the matter-lhat the Treaty of Waitangi has no
place in such legislation. lf the tr€aty had been included people would have
had no idea whether the laws contained in the masses of law books would be
enforced by the courts, bscauss it was nol known how they would be

affected by the Treaty of Waitangi.267

Elsewhere, East argued the Government had been

once bitten, twice shy. Afler the Court of Appeal derailed the government's
programm€ on State Owned Enterprises, the government had become rather
wary of mentioning the Treaty in any piece of legislation.2oS

Others, such as backbench MP Murray McCully, openly welcomed the move to

downgrade the Bill's standing, given the Court of Appeal's recenl approach to the

Treaty:

264117pp, v.510, 14 Augusr 1990, 9449-50
265112p9, v.510, 14 Augusr 't990, 9462
266p2p9, v.510, 14 Augusr 1990,346s. See atso 3458, per Paut East
267 p2p9, v.510, t4 Augusrt990, 3763
268p. East, 'Constitutional lssues', NZLJ, 1989, 18, 20
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Those who are concerned about the direction the Treaty of Wailangi claims
have taken . would do well to ask themselves how well the Court of
Appeal and its president have served New Zealand in relation to those
claims. I say no more than that, except that I have grave reservations
about ths ability of the judiciary to impose the checks and balances in the
way that they would want, and I believe that many New Zealanders hold the
same r€sery31isns.269

The unentrenched, and largely symbolic, Bill of Rights Acl was passed in the dying

stages of the fourth Labour Government.

(vii) Conclusion

From its inception, there was very little support for the Bill of Rights amongst the

Cabinet, caucus, or bureaucrats outside the Justice Department. Palmer's proposal

for a Bill of Rights was nol an attempt to reorganise and reconceptualise the

constitutional framework of the liberal state. lt was motivated primarily by a desire

to protect constitutional democracy from abuses by the execulive, such as those

which occurred under the authoritarian Muldoon. Yet Rogernomics had employed an

equal, if nol grealer, level of executive authorily, and extra-parliamentary

decision-making. A Bill of R[ghts which opened the way for judicial review was

counter-productive to lhe Rogernomics project. The fact thal Palmer justified it by

appealing lo consensus, social democracy made it ideologically incompatible as well.

In the contexl of the colonial state, constitutional recognition of the Treaty, no matter

how circumscribed, was problematic. lt not only invited Maori to challenge
Government policy and practices in the courts-it actually gave lhem further tools by

which to do so. While lhe outcome of such litigation would not fundamentally

undermine the slale, for reasons explained in the next chapter, its occurrence could

be very inconvenient. For an administration already facing major Maori claims over

the economic, political, and cultural apparatus of the state, and with a growing Maori

propensity for litigation the retention of the Treaty references was simply
inconceivable.

The passage of the final, diluted Act can be seen as a face-saving concession to Palmer.

Throughout the final debates no one spoke in defence of the Treaty. That was no

surprise. But it illuslrated how totally excluded Maori were from the arena of

269Y7p9, v.510, 14 August 1990, g469
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constitutional debate and reform, and their continuing vulnerability to the ec€nomic,
political, and ideological imperatives of the colonial state.

(b) Law Commission Act -1985

Aside from the introduction, in December 1984, of the Treaty of waitangi
Amendment Bill to extend the Waitangi Tribunal's powers and membership, the
fourth Labour Government's earliest statutory reference to Maori came in the Law

Commission Act 1985. A permanent Law Commission was to replace a number of
existing, part-time, law reform bodies. The Bill to establish the Commission was
introduced shortly after the release of the draft Bill of Rights, and before the courts
had begun revising their position on Maori rights and the Treaty. At this stage the
Governmenl was prepared to accord Maori some priority within a 'multi-cullural'
society, but stopped short of actually referring to the Treaty. The Law Commission
Bill, as inlroduced, contained a sub-clause 5(2Xa) which read

the commission shall lake into accounl te taha Maori (the Maori
dimension) and the values and customs of the Maori, and shall also have
regard to the mullicultural charactsr of New Zealand society.

On Maori advice, the wording was altered by the select commiltee to refer to 'te ao

Maori', rather than 'taha Maori'. The reference to the multicultural sociely was also
downgraded slightly, substituting 'give consideration to' for 'have regard to'. The
section finally read:

Shall lake into account te ao Maori (the Maori dimension) and shall also give
consideration to the multicultural character of New Zealand society.

It was a novel move, and provoked discussion at every stage of the Parliamentary

debate. Nalional's opposition was opportunist, and it attacked the Bill from both sides.

On one hand, Paul East challenged the trend towards mandatory recognition of mailers
Maori:

Not only is there the clause in the Bill, but there is the Treaty of waitangi
Act, and a Bill of Rights incorporating the Treaty of waitangi which will
require Parfiament to taks linterruptionl . . . . The Bill places in our law a
strict requirements [sic] that lhe Law commission shall take that aspect
inlo account. That means that a person who is aggrieved wilh laws
recommended by the Law commission will be able to seek review of those
laws in the courts on the basis that the commission has not properly taken
into account the Maori aspect of their lawmaking role. The opposition, and
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many knowledgeable comm€nlators, believe that gives an undesirable
weaPon to litigants.27O

Yet two paragraphs later he was dismissing the clause as a token measure, arguing
that the Government should ensure a broad range of viewpoints amongst
commissioners, including lay and Maori representation. Later he asked

why is one of the commissioners not a Maori or a Pacific lslander? How on
sarth is it within the competence of the five people mentioned by the
Minister . . . to take into accounl taha Maori or the Maori dimensionz2Tl

Labour was accused of indulging in ill-considered rhetoric. East wanted a list of rhe
laws which lhe Government thought were likely to require alteration, and which he
presumed musl have prompted the clause. So far Labour speakers had only referred
to the matter of fisheries. What, asked Easl, were the implications for the public
Works Act and similar legislation?27? fi1s National Opposition was particularly
unenthusiastic about the mandatory recognition. Katherine O'Regan unsuccessfully
sought to replace 'shall' with 'may', ciling 'some concern in society rhat perhaps
things are going a bit far, and to pass the amendment would not detract from the main
intent of the change in phraseology to include 1s se [Issd.'273

Jonathan Hunl, on behalf of the Minister of Justice, defended the clause:

One very important asp€ct of lhat-on€ that the dominant pakeha majority
has often overlooked-is that New Zealand is a bicultural society. lt is a
nation of two principal peoples. Our laws must reflect that fact if they are
to b€ sesn as just-and, indeed, tegitimate. one of th€ most signiiicant
provisions of rhe Bill is therefore clause 5(2)(a), which enjoins the
commission in making th€ r€commendalions to take into account ts ao
Maori, or the Maori dimens;6n.274 lmy emphasisl

As it turned oul, the mandatory wording was of little significance, and had a minimal
impact on the reports of the all-pakeha Law Comm1ss1en.275

27o617pp, v.467, 12 Novemb€r 1985,7967
271 117p9, v.465, 22 Augusr 19g5, 6598
272112pp, v.465, 22 Augusr 198s, 6s97
273112p9, v.468, 3 December 1985, 8644
274y7p9, v.46g, 3 December 19g5, g649
2759." below, 266-Tl
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(c) Environment Act 1986

During 1986 other steps were taken, especially by former Methodist minister
Russell Marshall, towards formal, legislative recognition of the Treaty.The
Environment Act 1986 and the Conservation Act 1987 provided the first substantive

references to the 'principles of the Treaty' in legislation, other than the Treaty of
Waitangi Act 1975. But neither Bill had a straight-forward passage.

Labour's 1984 manifesto had promised to establish a Ministry for the Environment.

The process was spread over several years. A consultalive Environment Forum, in
March 1986, was followed by a working party to report on the eslablishment of a
Ministry. Nowhere in the list of the Ministry's functions was there any recognition

of Maori, or of the Treaty. Nor was there any explicit reference to the Treaty of
Waitangi in the Ministry's proposed mission statement.

In June 1985 the Cabinet agreed to establish a Ministry for the Environment, and a
Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment. Drafting instructions for the

Environmenl Bill were approved by the Cabinet Policy Committee on 13 November

1985. There was still no mention of the Treaty of Waitangi. But there were strong

disagreements between Minister for the Environment Russell Marshall and the

officials, over the direction of the new Minislry.ZTe Marshall, an opponent of
Rogernomics, was seeking a centralised, hands-on approach through a Ministry for

Environment and Community Development. The officials, backed by SSC Minister

Stan Rodger, wanted 'most environmental issues left lo the responsibility of
individual resource users and consent granting bodies', which would operate within a

general policy framework, and be accountable through a transparent decision-
making process.

This was essentially a battle over Government's economic policy, and reflecled the
internal conflict between the traditional social democrats, and the Rogernomics

liberals. The idea for a new Ministry was not driven by a concern to protect the

environment. lt was a central component in the Rogernomics reslructuring. The

commercial activities of the Department of Lands and Survey, and lhe Forest Service,

were lo be redirected into profit-making Land and Forestry Corporations. Their
resource-management responsibilities, along with those of Agriculture and

276Yin1"1"r of State Services to
Ministry for the Environment and
P(8s) 1 4s

Cabinet Policy Committee,'Drafting Instructions:
Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment'.
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Fisheries, Internal Affairs, and Transporl, were to be reassigned between the

Ministry for the Environment, the Department of Conservation, the Ministry of
Forestry, and the Department of Survey and Land Informalion. Marshall's approach

was incompatible with this. The officials prevailed within both the ad hoc Cabinet

committee, which was overseeing lhe reform, and lhe Policy Committee. The Bill was

senl for drafting.

It was not until some six months later that the Treaty of Waitangi became an issue. On

16 May 1986-after the Cabinet policy for legislation to accord with the Treaty had

been referred to officials (see below)-Marshall recommended that the Cabinet

Policy Committee approve references in the draft Bill to the 'principles of the

Treaty of Waitangi'. These would come in the long title, and in clauses 16(d) dealing

with the powers of the Parliamentary Commissioner, and 28(i) setting out the

functions of the Ministry for the Environmen1.277 This would ensure that the

legislation complied with lhe Cabinel's proposed Treaty policy. The Department of

Maori Affairs supported lhe move. Treasury did not. The Cabinet Policy Committee

sided with Treasury, and referred Marshall's recommendation to the Officials

Committee 'for consideration as part of the exercise evaluating the implications of

recognition of the Treaty of Waitangi'. Further action was deferred until a report was

received from the Treasury.2za

This arrived on 26 May 1986. Treasury was most unhappy. The draft Bill had nol

been discussed by the steering Committee within the last month,

even though [it] has undergone several major changes during this time. . . .

Recently, the Minister for the Environment has been promoting the Bill.
Opportunities lor comments from officials have been limited. The
rsferences to ths Treaty of waitangi result in ths Bill performing
functions not previously envisaged. Furthermore, it pre-empts the work the
officials' co-ordinating commiilee is currently undertaking on the
implications of recognising the Treaty of Waitangi as if it wer€ part of New
Zealand's domestic law. we consider that any refersnce to the Treaty
should be deferred at leasl until the Official's Co-ordinating Committee has
reported to the Y161s1sss.279

Stan Rodger supported the Treasury position.

277p $6182, 16 May 1988
278P 

1g6y M 2o parr 6, 2o May 1986
279Treasury, 'Environment Bill', 26 May 't986
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When the officials finally reported back on 6 June 1996, the policy Committee
agreed to the proposed s;srrsgs.28o The officials noted:

The Bill does not specify what the principles of th€ Treaty are assumed to
be. In this respect it is similar lo currenl references to Maori rights in the
draft Bill of Rights.281 The reasoning behind this approach is rhat
specifying rights and principles in legislation could have the effect of
selting them in concrete and not allowing for changing persp€clives and
circumstances over time. At lhe same time, we recognise that something
more specific is needed for departmental guidance and we will be proposing
thal certain principles thought to underlie the Treaty be noted by the policy
Committee and referrsd lo Crown Law for comm€nt prior to the preparafion
of draft instructions to departments on the implemenlation of the Treaty. . .. section 26 qualifies referencs to the Treaty by speaking ot jiving
'practical effect' to ils principles. This is similar to the requireme,i of rtre
waitangi rribunal to have regard to "the practical application of the
principles of the Treaty' and is likely to produce a flexible and realistic
approach lo Treaty issuss. In brief, we see no difficully with the Trealy
relerences in their present form, especially as the Tr€aty is listed as onty
one of a variety of considerations to be taken into account and has nol been
given overriding authority.282

The Environmenl Bill was finally introduced on 15 July 1986, complete with
references to the Treaty of Waitangi in the long title, and to the principles of the
Treaty in the two substantive clauses. The Long Title described it as an Act ,to ensure
that in the management of New Zealand's natural and physical resources, full and
balanced actount is taken of all values, including those values embodied in the
principles of the Treaty of Waitangi . . .'. In clause 6, Malters for the parliamentary

Commissioner to 'take into account' included the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.
The function of the Ministry for the Environment, set down in clause 26, included the
obligation 'to ensure that recognition and practical effect is given to the principles of
the Treaty of Waitangi'.

By this time, however, Marshall had moved on to oversee the preparatory work for
the Conservation Bill, and had been replaced as Minister for the Environment by
pro-Rogernomics Phil Goff. On its introduction, Goff acclaimed the Bill as the

first step in a thorough overhaul of environm€ntal administration in New
Zealand. lt also marks the first stage of the most profound reorganisalion of
the public s€clor since its inception.283

28op 
1951 96, 6 June 1986

281161" is incorrect. The draft Bill of Righls did not refer to the'principles,of the Treaty.
282officiat" Sub-Commirlee on the Treaty of Waitangi to Cabinet policy Committee, 5 June

1 986
283p7pp, v.407, 15 Juty 1986, 2980
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Government references to the Treaty clauses were mute6.28a p31;onal attacked
Labour's motives, and the Treaty reference itself. lan McLean asked was it 'simply a
ritual chant or karakia that has to be included, or does it have meaning?' Government
members, he said, used the words 'Treaty of Waitangi' all the time; .the karakia has

been uttered, the world is right, and the Maori people will vote 1sbou1.'285 gu16

Richardson alleged that the Treaty reference would downgrade environmental
protections, arguing that the outcome of the Motunui claim had produced 'a superior

cultural solution in lerms of honouring the spirit and integrity of the Treaty of
Waitangi; but . . . an inferior environmental soluti6l'.286

The Bill was senl to the Planning and Development Select Committee. Of the ninety

one submissions, none was identifiably Maori. Only one took strong objection to the

Treaty's inclusion. At the report back on 18 November 1986 the chairperson of the

Select Committee, Ken Shirley, announced '16 minor improvements to the 32

clauses'. Environment Minister Goff claimed that the Bitl emerged from the select
committee 'fundamentally unaltered in terms of its principles'.287 gu1 among these
'minor improvemenls' was the removal of both the substantive references to the
Treaty. The Parliamentary Commissioner was instead to consider'the heritage of the

tangata whenua'. The Ministry was not required to consider Maori interests at all.

The only remaining reference to the Treaty was in the long title. This now referred to

the 'principles' rather than the Treaty itself. lt read:

An Act lo-. . .

(c) Ensure that, in the management of natural and physical resources, full
and balanced account is taken of . . -

(iii) The principles of the Treaty of Waitangi;

There was no indicalion from lhe submissions, or the officials' papers, as to why the
Treaty was dropped from the subslantive clauses. The committee stage, where the
matter would have been discussed more fully, is not recorded in Hansard. The third
reading debate sheds no light on the change. Ruth Ftichardson was the only member to
remark on it:

The references lo the Treaty are left to "lurk and linger" in the long title. .

. . [r]he members who represent Maori seats . . . may ask whether lh€ Bill
is a vehicle that will advance lhe principles of the Treaty of waitangi. I

284y";n1t from Ken Shidey, NZ\D, v.4o7, 15 Juty 1986, 29g7
285617pp, v.4o7, 15 Juty 1986, 299s
286117p9, v.4o7, 15 Juty 1986, 2992
287112pp, v.416, 11 December 1986, 6163
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have lo tell those members that the answer is no. The Bill is a fraud. to the
extent that it pretends to promoto cultural sensitivity.2SS

The final outcome was a significant down-grading of the Treaty. lt was left impotent

in the long title. The otficial explanation is that the Select Committee was responding

to submiss;ons.289 But that clearly was not the case. Ralher, there appears to have

been some incipient awareness within the Government of problems with its Treaty

policy. But how widespread this perception was remains unclear, given that both the

Conservation and State-Owned Enterprise Acts subsequently included references to

the 'principles of the Treaty'.

(d) Conservation Act 1987

The Conservation Bill went through a preparatory process similar to that of the

Environment Bill. A separate Department of Conservation, to deal with the 'green'

environment, had been approved by Cabinet in September 1985. There was no

reference to the Treaty in the original draft. lt was added also at the instigation of

new Minister of Conservation, Russell Marshall. On 19 May 1986 Marshall

approved the draft Bill, drawn up by the Environment secretariat, subject to

'confirmalion that the reference in Clause 6 to the Treaty of Waitangi is fully

consistent with both the mission of the Department and Government's approach to the

recognition of the Treaty in other enactments'.29O thg matter came before the

Cabinet Policy Committee in June 1986, and was deferred for a week, pending a
report from officials. They approved the policy. The proposal was sent for drafting,

with instructions to include a reference to the 'principles of the Treaty'. lt was left

to drafters to decide whether to incorporate it with other factors, or to creale a

separate s;sues.291 A stand-alone Clause 4 in the Bill finally read:

This Act shall be so interpreted and administered as to givs effect to th€
principles of the Tr€aty of Waitangi.

The Conservalion Bill was introduced on 11 December 1986. This was three days

after the Government had belatedly inserted the 'principles of the Treaty' in the SOEs

Bill, and one week after the formal launching of the Ministry for the Environment. lt

was reported back on 19 March 1987 with minor changes. The second-reading,

288117pg, v.477, 16 December 1986, 6362. A passing reference from a National MP also
indicates the decision was taksn at the select committee delib€rations, NZPD, v.476, 11
December 1986, 6165, per Mclean

289Psr.on"l communication
29019 May 1986
291p195114s, 25 Juty 1986
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@mmiltee, and third-reading stages were all held under urgency on24 March 1987.

This was prior to the launching of court action by the New Zealand Maori Council in

the SOEs case. The Treaty clause was not mentioned in any of the debates. This time

the Treaty reference was enacted unscathed. The most likely reasons are Marshall's

continuing charge of the legislation, and the relative unimportance of the Bill.

(e) Cabinet's June 1986 Treaty Guidelines

Despite the negative Maori reaction to the Bill of Rights, by early 1986 Palmer and

Wetere still remained committed to the Treaty policy, as they understood it. On 24

March 1986 the Ministers of Justice and Maori Affairs jointly proposed that
government departments should be directed:

a) to give recognition to the Treaty of Wailangi as if it were part of the
domeslic law of New Zealand in all aspects of administralion and in
pr€paration of legislation;

b) to regard th€ trealy as always speaking and to apply it to circumslances
as they arise in such a way that effecl is given to its true intent and spirit;

c) to consull with the Maori people on all matters affecting the application
of the TreatY'292

The Ministers expressed concern that, despite the Government's policy to recognise

and affirm the Treaty of Wailangi as a part of the Bill of Rights,

some departments are postponing giving recognition to the Treaty in their
administrative processes and in preparing legislation until the Treaty
receives legislative status. . . . Our approach should be the positive one of
recognising ths Trealy now, whether or not there is a statutory
requirement to do so. . . . [Tlhere is no legal barrier to this approach.2g3

(i) The Oftlcials' Beaction

The Officials Co-ordinating Committee, chaired by Treasury, was asked to prepare an

inter-departmenlal report on any problems associated with the proposal. Treasury

assumed the responsibility for preparing the report, because of its central role in
steering the Cabinet Policy Committee, nol from any expertise on the Treaty. lndeed,

at that stage Treasury officials knew virtually nothing of the Treaty. There had been

little cause to consider it in the context of broader economic and social policy.29+

292Ns1s6 in Treasury, 'Treaty of waitangi:
293qi1s6 in Treasury, 'Treaty of Waitangi',
294Personal communication

lmplications of Becognition', '16 April 1986

16 April 1986
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Previous advice on Maori affairs had been confined to specific policies such as

Kohanga Reo and Maatua Whangai, or responses to particular grievances. Even the

exlension of the Waitangi Tribunal's powers back to 1840 had passed through
Treasury with little critical evaluation. They were certainly not awake to the
implications of lhe Maori text, if indeed they were aware of its existence.

This report for Cabinel marked the beginning of Treasury's dominance over Treaty
policy until 1988. In mid-April 1986 Treasury circularised all government

departmenls, asking them to identify any existing legislation which might be struck

down as inconsistent if the Treaty was given unqualified legal recognition; the
implications of that; any legislation being prepared which could be atfected by the
Treaty, and any Maori submissions or opinions received on it; current procedures

for consulting with Maori on all matters referred to in the Treaty; any difficulties
for departments in deciding what the 'true intent and spirit of the Treaty' might be;

and anything else that was relevant. The English version of the Treaty, and an

untranslated copy of the Maori texl, were attached. Treasury simply described the

second article as dealing with 'property rights' on a 'full, exclusive and undisturbed'

basis.

Ministers originally expected the inter-departmental report within three weeks, so

the politicians apparenlly anticipated few difficulties. But the questions posed by

Treasury in its circular implied considerably less enthusiasm, and lhey aimed 'to

illuslrate the kind of issues that Ministers should be aware of before final decisions

are taken on the Bill of Rights and departmental policies'. Some difficulties, such as

rights of compulsory acquisition and 'issues concerning the ownership and use of
fishery resources', including ownership of the sea bed, lakes and territorial walers,

were already anticipale6.295

(ii) Departmental Views

The departmental responses varied. There seem to have been no returns from

directly-affected departments such as Valuation, Internal Affairs, Forests, and
94p.296 A number of others claimed that the proposals would not significanily affect

their operations. These included agencies whose operations had traditionally been

challenged by Maori, and where the Maori text would have a major impacl, such as

29STreasury, 'Treaty of Waitangi', 16 April 1986
296Ns response was received after Official lnformation Act reguests were forwarded by

Treasury, and the Treasury files on this were incompleta.
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the Public Trust Office, Customs, Statistics, Police, and the Crown 1qt/v 66;ss.297
Others, such as the Department of Scientific and lndustrial Research, Tourist and
Publicity, and Defence, fell unable to submit a detailed response, through shortage of
time, lack of information and research, and their limited understanding of the
Treaty.2ee

Where implications were identified, they were generally of limited scope. The

Department of Lands was concerned with the protection of fish and animal species in
national parks and reserves, but at no stage mentioned its responsibility for Crown
leases and reserves. lt considered that it would be possible to accommodate
'traditional rights' within the existing framework. But as the Department was to be

wound up on 31 December 1986, and replaced by three new organisations (including

Landcorp), it was sure that Treaty issues would be considered in drafting new
legislation lo cover these bodies.299 166 Inland Revenue Department IIRDI did not see

any fundamental conflict with the Treaty, over the Crown's sovereign powers to levy

laxes, except for IRD reliance on land for security. To be safe, it suggested an explicit

statutory provision that 'the Treaty does not affect liability lo pay 16*'.300 16s
Labour Department that considered the Treaty 'revolves primarily around the Maori

land issue' and had little relevance to its activities, unless the spirit of the Treaty
meant protecting Maori customs and practices. This, they suggested, could impact on

areas like employment training programmes and parental ls6yg.301

There were several departments which responded favourably to all or parts of the
proposal, as they underslood it. The Health Department was by far the mosl positive,

having already had to address the issue before the Waitangi Tribunal, in the Manukau

and Te Reo claims.3o2 169 Ombudsman considered that a requirement 'to consult the

tribe, probably on the marae . . . would not be detrimental to the g61sg'.303 15t
Justice Department detailed a number of specific programmes which it claimed were

already applying the policy, and highlighted lhe reference to 'justified limitations' in
Article 3 of the draft Bill of Rights, as a way of controlling the Treaty's impact on

existing legislation,3oa

297415e Stat€ Insurance Office, Wanganui Computer Centre, Governmenl printing Office
29816"t" was some conc€rn over the right of compulsory acquisition for defence purpos€s.
2994s1;6g Director-General of Lands to Treasury, 6 May 1986. But see chapter three
300Deputy Commissioner of IRD to Treasury, 29 April 1986
3019"0u1, Secretary of Labour to Treasury, 29 April 1996
302911s616y of Health to Treasury, 12 May 't9g6
30396;"1 Ombudsman to Treasury, 30 April 1gg6
3o4secretary of Justice to Treasury, 2g April 1gg6
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Only three departments attempted a detailed, legal analysis of the proposal: Energy,

Transporl, and Works. The Ministry of Energy was concerned to protect its powers of

compulsory acquisition, and access to resources, and wanted clarification of the

relalionship of minerals to land in the Treaty.3O5 15s Ministry of Transport
identified many of the issues which later proved central to the Treaty debate,

including ownership of the harbours and foreshores, the reshaping of environmental

administration, the proposed new ports authorities legislation, the Treaty obligations

of stalulory bodies not under Ministerial direclion, and the relative weight to be
given to the Treaty in relation to other considerations.306

The Ministry of Works [MOW] shared the same concerns. lt foresaw serious
implications for resource-related policy development including local, regional, and

maritime planning schemes, compulsory a@ess and acquisition, and water rights. lt
saw 'no harm in a purely administrative direction to departments to give recognition

to the Treaty, provided this does not offend the provisions of any legislation'. But if
the policy impacted on the Public Works Act, then 'the day-to-day operations carried

out by the Ministry involving the acquisition, development and control of lands could

well become unworkable'. The MOW proposed that land covered by the Treaty policy

be limited to that which had been confiscated, compulsorily acquired, or obtained

through unethical practices. In the Ministry's opinion this might well be atfordable,

as much of the Crown land in the south which was'acquired in this manner and is now

becoming surplus'was located in the 'wop wops'.307

(iii) The Ofticlals' Alternative Proposal

The officials reported back to the Cabinet Policy Committee on 13 June 1986, with a

considerably modified version of the original proposal. Accepting the premise that 'it
is clearly Government policy to implement the terms of the Treaty', the report

reinforced the need for a flexible and practical approach to the Treaty which took
'reasonable accounl of modern realities'. The Waitangi Tribunal was applauded for its
creative approach to resolving such issues. But officials were concerned that the

Treaty should be weighed up against other policy objectives. At least forty Acts
involving ownership of lands, fisheries, and resources, or use of land and rights of
entry, were listed as potentially affected by the policy. And many future points of

305966161sry for Energy to Treasury, 8 May 1986
306Daputy Secretary for Transport to Treasury, Zg April 19g6
3o7gqrnrn;ssioner of Works to Treasury, 1 May 1996
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confronlation over land ownership, planning and development, fisheries, mineral

ownership, education, and broadcasting were specifically identified.

Their alternative proposal contained four crucial changes. Firsl, recognition of the

Treaty as if it was domeslic law, was deferred. lnstead, specific assessments should

draw Cabinel's atlention to the Treaty implications of all proposed legislation.

Second, reference to the Treaty was explicitly replaced by reference to its
'principles'. Third, the financial and resource implications of recognising the Treaty

should also be assessed wherever possible. And, fourth, consullation should be

confined to 'appropriate' Maori, on 'significant' matters affecting application of the

Treaty. Applying these guidelines and principles to policy, as distinct from

legislation, could be left to the departments themselves. Or it could either be placed

under detailed, centralised direction, or monitored by regular inter-departmental

reporting to the appropriate Cabinet Committee. The Officials preferred the last

option. Ministers should ask the Crown Law Office to report urgently on instructions

to departments. This preliminary paper was intended to provide a 'useful starting
point'.3 08

The officials' report adopted a style which became common in later reports on the

Treaty. The argument was founded on the flexible concepls of the principles and the

spirit of the Treaty, and its 'adaplation to changing circumstances and perspectives'.

Guidance was sought from the Waitangi Tribunal's 'evolving' contribution to

'underslanding the meaning and modern relevance of the Treaty'. Aspects of the

Waitangi Tribunal reports were selectively invoked, often misleadingly and out of
gqn1sx1.309 The report, for example, asked how far government could use its 'powers

to make laws for the good order, security and well-being of the country' which were
gained through a 'cession of sovereignty' in the first Article, to 'limit or do away

with the guarantees in the second article to protect particular Maori interests', in

dealing with situations entirely unforeseen in 1840. This included land policy and

measures for the 'public good'. But none of the Waitangi Tribunal's reports up to that

time had talked of powers lo make laws for the 'well-being of the counlry', of a

'cession of sovereignty' in the first Article, or a right to 'do away with' so-called

Article Two guarantees to Maori. Strong statemenls ol the Tribunal which suggested
quite the opposite were ignored, in favour of more ambiguous generalisations.Sl0

30891;6;a1s Sub-committee on the Treaty of Wairangi, 'Treaty of Waitangi: lmplications of
Recognition', 13 June 1986

3o9gss below. 725-7
31Oofficials,'Treaty of Waitangi'
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The whole exercise had alerted the officials to the broader, financial implicalions of

the Government's Treaty policy, and their counter-proposal reflected the need for
hard-headed officials to restrain the idealism of individual Ministers.311 Cabinet
accepted the officials' re@mmendations on 23 June 1995.312

(iv) Application of the Cabinet Policy

The policy has been widely ciled as proof of Labour's good intentions towards the

Treaty, and was explicitly referred lo in the 1987 Legislation Advisory Committee
publication, Legislative Change: Guidelines on Process and Contepl.-'i3 But it was

never much more than symbolic. No one had clear responsibility for seeing it up and

running. The Crown LaW Otfice never commented on the officials' draft principles.

The guidelines for departments were never formalised. Recognition of the Treaty as if
it was domestic law, deferred from the June 1986 proposal, was raised again in late

1987 by lhe Treasury official responsible for the original recommendation.3l4 But

no further action was taken.

Few Ministers have since been able to provide evidence of either formal Treaty

assessments for legislation, despite the requirement to submit a slandard form to
Cabinet, or of any systematic process for analysis of policy or consult411en.315

Where assessments have been done, the interpretation which they have placed on the

Treaty is highly debatable.316 ln the rare instances of statutory reference to the

Treaty, their appearance and conlenl have depended on the attitudes of individual

Ministers, and pressure from Maori in the lead-up to lhe legislation, rather than on

a broader Cabinet commitment. And they have been specifically designed to minimise

31111 nq1s6 that Maori Affairs and Agriculture and Fisheries were already under strain as
a result of the application of the Treaty.

312git g6t22t7,23 June 1986
3l3legisfation Advisory Committee, Legislative Change: Guidetines on Process and

Content, Department of Justice, August lgBZ, 22.
314935;ns1 Development and Marketing Committtee on 22 July 1987 referred the matter

to Cabinot on 27 July, which deferred the matler until 17 August. lt was again deferred
to 28 SePtember, when Cabinet expressed the view that the 23 June 1986 policy had
effectively recognised the Treaty as if domestic law. A report requested from officials
on approprial€ action on the directive following the Appeal Court case was never
presented. correspondence wilh Minister of Finance, 13 october 19g9.

3153sss6 on responses to correspondence with all Ministers, May 19g9.
316pot example, see below,462, regarding the drafting of the Local Government (No.3)

Bill 1988
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the risk of litigation. whether by incompetence, apathy, or design, the June 19g6
policy had litile impact.

(0 State Owned Enterprises Legistation

The first Treaty clause to be added to legislation, after the approval of the Cabinet
policy, was seclion 9 of the state-owned Enterprises Act 19g6. The ralher
extraordinary history of that section has been fully canvassed in the previous
chapter. Because of the extensive litigation which il provoked, involving the
corporalisation, forestry, and coal cases, it became the benchmark reference for
later drafting of Treaty clauses. lts wording is repeated here for convenience.

9. Treaty of Waltangl-Nothing in this Act shall permit the Crown to actin a manner that is inconsistent with the principles of the Treaty of
Waitangi.

Attitudes to statutory incorporation of the Treaty changed dramatically following the
spale of Maori legislation involving section 9 of the SOEs Act, and section gg(2) of
the Fisheries Act 1983. The legislation which implemented the arrangements on
corporatisation, fisheries, and forestry all refer to the Treaty. Bul they were drafted
with particular care.

The Treaty of waitangi (state Enterprises) Bill 19g7 contained a derailed long tille
and preamble. These sel out, in quite detached terms, the history of rhe case and the
legislation. The substantive clauses were purely machinery provisions, amending the
Treaty of waitangi Act 1975. This aspect of the Bill was passed unamended.

In the original Maori Fisheries Bill 1988 the Treaty was once more excluded from
lhe substanrive provisions. The rong tiile initiafly read:

An Act - (a) To recognise, in relation to New Zealand fisheries, theprinciples of the Treaty of Waitangi; . . .

There was also an extensive preamble. This rime it read like an ideological statement.
Key paragraphs included the Crown's interpretation of the nature and extent of Maori
fishing rights, and the assertion that its proposed solution [2.s per cent of the total
quota per annum for twenty years, provided it was 'substantially fished,l was in
recognition of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. Most controversial was the
paragraph which stated that
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(m) Represenlatives of Maori tribes who have been negotiating wilh the
crown acknowledge the crown's proposals as being steps towards the
recognition, in relation to Nerv Zealand fisheries, of the principles of the
Treaty of Waitangi; . . .

In the reported-back Bill, the entire preamble was dropped. The only reference to
the Treaty was in the long title, and in the Objects clause which related to taiapure,
or local non-commercial fisheries. The long title was considerably more guarded:

(a) To make better provision for the recognition of Maori fishing rights
secured by the Treaty of Waitangi; . . .

The clause on taiapure made specific reference to Maori rights under the Treaty. But
it carried no risks for the Government. The clause talked only of having made ,better

provision for' those rights which were described in lerms of rangatiratanga, nol tino
rangatiratanga.

54A' Obiect-The object of this Part of this Act is to make, in relation to
areas of New Zealand fisheries wal€rs (being estuarine or littoral coastal
waters) lhat have customarily been of special significance to any iwi or
hapu either -(a) As a source of food; or

(b) For spiritual or cullural reasons,-
better provision for lhe recognition of rangatiratanga and of the right
sscured in relation to fisheries by Article ll of the Treaty of waitangi.

The preamble approach fell from favour in the Crown Forest Assets Act 19g9. The
only references to the Treaty again involve machinery amendments to the Treaty of
Waitangi Act 1975, as indicated in the Long Tille:

An Act to provide for- . . .

(b) The transfer of those assets while at the same lime protecting the
claims of Maori under the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975: . . .

(g) Maori Affairs legistation

The 1953 Maori Affairs Act, and the mass of subsequent amendments, had long been a
bone of conlention with Maori. A Bill to consolidate the legislation was introduced in
1978, and altracted widespread criticism. The Nalional Governmenl withdrew the
measure, and asked the New Zealand Maori Council to produce an alternative. The
resuft was the NZMC's Kaupapa te Wahanga Tuatahi. The National Government then
began drafting a new Maori Affairs Bill, which was completed in stages. The first
Parts were introduced to Parliament in 1983, and submissions were called for. Once
more the Bill drew extensive flak for its continued paternalism. The whole Bill had
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still not even been drafted when National lost power in 1984. Labour promised a

revised Bill. That was not inlroduced until 1987.

Both Bills referred to the Trealy, but in the preamble only. The 1984 Ngaruawahia

Hui had been critical of the preamble to the 1983 Bill, in particular the Maori
version, which talked of the passing over of rangatiratanga to the Crown. Labour

retained the same English preamble, which affirmed 'the spirit of the exchange of

sovereignty for the protection of rangatiratanga embodied in the Treaty of Waitangi'.

Rangatiratanga was interpreted as 'the custody and care of matters significant to the

culturaf identity of the Maori people of New Zealand in trust for future generations'.

But Labour revised the Maori text. lt now talked of a transfer by Maori of
kawanatanga to the Crown. According to the officials, 'The Preamble is to be amended

to express the intention that the Maori people surrendered the exercise of
sovereignty for the protection of rangatiratanga.'

The reworded Bill still left the Maori critics unsatisfied. Indeed, the NZMC's Kaupapa
Tuatahi, and the Bill's preamble, have since been invoked by the Court of Appeal in

the SOEs case, and by Government officials, to support the view that Maori ceded

sovereignty in the Treaty.

The Maori Affairs Bill was overtaken by other Labour Government legislation to
implement the devolution of the Department of Maori Affairs. By October 1990 the

Bill had still not been passed. A significant part of it was rendered redundant by the

Maori Atfairs Restructuring Bill 1989. That Bill contained no reference to the
Treaty. The explanation given by Minister of Maori Affairs Koro Wetere for its
absence, despite strong submissions, was rather unconvincing:

The status and application of the treaty ar€ matters that aifsct all New
Zealanders-Maori and non-Maori alike-and every stale department.
Accordingly, it would have been inappropriate for the Bill to deal
specifically with that issue. What the Bill does do-and what, in practical
lerms, is of real importance to Maori-is provide for a lrue partnership
between the Governmenl and Maori people. By doing so it gives practical
effect to the principles of the treaty.3l 7

Its sister legislation, to establish registered tribal authorities, went through
numerous permutations. lt finally took the lorm of the Runanga Iwi Bill 1989. ln the
Bill as introduced, the Treaty was confined to the preamble.

317 p2pp, v.501, 7 September t 9Bg, 1244s
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WHEREAS the Treaty of Waitangi symbolises the special relationship
between iwi and the crown: And whereas the iwi is the single, enduring,
traditional and most significant form of social organisation of Maori people:
And whereas it is desirable that each iwi be represented by a runanga that
will be recognised as the authoritaliv€ voice of the iwi: . . .

Submissions slrongly criticised the use of this device to leave the Treaty
unenforceable, and demanded a stand-alone Treaty clause. The Bill as enacted did
include a section specifically on the Treaty, or more precisely, the 'principles':

4. Treaty of waltangl-This Act shall be intorpret€d in a manner
consist€nt with lhe principtes of the Treaty of Waitangi.

The wording differed sufficiently lrom the SOEs Act to render its meaning uncertain.
In particular, lhe reference to interpretation of the Act, ralher lhan imposing a duty
on those exercising powers, might well make judicial review more difficult.

(h) Resource Management Bill t9B9

There were only two other measures which included subslantive Treaty clauses: the

Resource Management Bill 1989 and the draft Local Government (No. 8) Bill.
Neither of them had been passed by the 1990 etection.

There were constant promises that the Treaty would be recognised in the new
Resource Management Bill. Initially, Ministers declined to include a stand-alone
Treaty clause. Instead, a reference to the principles of the Treaty would be contained
in the more general clause, to be taken into account along with a range of other, often

comepling, factors. Considerable pressure was brought to bear on the relevanl

Ministers from Maori and from officials to change their position. On 2 November
1989 the Ministers gave way, and approved a stand-alone clause which read:

In achieving the purpose of lhis Act all p€rsons who exercise powers and
functions under this Act have a duty tc balance kawanatanga and tino
rangatiratanga as referred to in the Treaty of Waitangi.s18

But the drafter was instructed to consider the wording further, and a legal opinion
was secured from a private law firm. ln the core group's report of the clause, its
Maori adviser supported the current wording. Maori submissions had stressed the
importance of imposing a duty on decision-makers to give effect to the Treaty,
especially as local authorities were not themselves parties to the Treaty. This had

3lSMinutes of ALG/CEDEC Meering, 2 November 19g9
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included a strong preference for the Treaty provisions, not the principles. The

Waitangi Tribunal, Ministry of Maori Affairs, and other officials agreed that the

current clause was an improvement on the open-textured formulation of
'principles', although they suggested changing the word 'balance' to 'integrate' or
'reconcile'.

Other advisers were strongly opposed. The legal opinion had 'slrongly recommended

that the proposed clause not be included in the Bill'. The officials argued that the

words kawanatanga and tino rangatiratanga were the subject of considerable debate.

The English text was seen as an inaccurate translation of the Maori. But reference

only to the Maori terms would privilege the Maori text, in a manner inconsistent

with the reference to both texts in the Treaty of Waitangi Act. Any anempt to define

the two concepts in legislation would be very difficult and controversial. lt would
probably be rejected by Maori. lt was also unclear whal was meant by 'a duty to
balance' the two. 'To lhe extent that it is a development of the partnership approach,

the letter from Chapman Tripp Sheffield Young cautions against giving any further

legislative support to the notion.' How the Treaty clause was intended to relate to the

other objects and purposes clauses was also uncertain. The Legislative Advisory

Committee had also argued that the existing approach of referring to the principles

was more practical, allowing the existing body of judicial dicta to be carried forward

into the Bill.

Officials offered the Cabinet committee four options for reconsideration: 1.

confirming the proposed clause; 2. including a reference to the 'principles of the
Treaty' in the broader purposes clause, alongside other considerations which must be

'had regard to'; 3. requiring all persons exercising powers under the Act to 'have

regard to the importance of the principles of the Treaty'; or 4. a broader clause
which required all those exercising such powers lo 'recognise and provide for the
principles of the Treaty'. The officials favoured the fourth opiion as minimising the
risks of both negative Maori reaction, and of future litigation. The new wording
'should ensure lhat consent agencies never disregard the principles.' Whether that
was'an advantage or disadvantage depends on one's perspective,.319

The Cabinet committee decided to stay with a stand-alone clause, and rejected advice

to refer to the 'principles'. Their formula was closest to option 3, although it only

319'R"pott from the Core Group on the Treaty of Waitangi Reference in Resource
Management Bff, 22 November 1999
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required lhose exercising power to 'consider' ralher than 'have regard to' the

Treaty.3zo

6. Treaty of Waltangl - In achieving the purpose of this Act, all
p€rsons who exercise functions and powers under this Act have a duty to
consider lhe Treaty of Waitangi.

There was a massive number of submissions on the Bill, and the Treaty clause

attracled considerable attention. The clause, like many others in the Bill, did not

survive the select committee unscathed. The officials reported that:

A variety of submissions called for stronger wording in relation to the
Treaty of Waitangi, with most suggesting that lhe Bill should 'give effect to
lhe Treaty of waitangi" (504) rather than simply "have regard'. Maori
groups wanted greater recognition of their role as a Treaty partner, while
other groups wanted greater consistency with other legislation. Gouncils,
businesses, planners and lawyers were particularly concerned at the
vagueness of clause 6, fearing that it could lead to a blossoming in litigation
(37 t 1'32t

The otficials recommended that the clause be amended 'by deleting the reference 'to
consider" and to replace it [s,cl with a duty to give effect to the relationship between
the crown and te iwi Maori which is embodied in the Treaty of waitangi'.322

The select committee adopted a variation on that. The wording in the reported-back

Bill resurrected the earlier draft, which referred to the Treaty relationship between

Crown and lwi. This lied it more closely to the Runanga lwi Act, which made
provision for the lwi Management Plans to which resource managers would refer
under the Resource Managemenl 4s1.323 But this time the clause used English

terminology, and required the relationship to be 'laken into account' rather than

imposing a duty to 'balance' their interests. This was also weaker than the officials'
suggestion of a duty 'to give effect to'that relationship.

6. treaty of Waltangl-ln achieving the purpose of this Acl, all
persons who exercise functions and powers under this Act have a duty to
take into accounl the special relationship between the crown and te lwi
Maori as embodied in the Treaty of Waitangi.

320.js;61 Meeting of Cabinet Ad Hoc Committees, 'Draft Resource Management Bill,,
November 1989

32196.;"1" summary of submissions on lhe Resource Management Bill, undated
32296;6;31s summary
323Runanga lwi Act i 990, Section 77

29
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The factors which led to the Treaty reference are discussed in detail shortly. The

drafting process reflected a conscious attempt by the Government to meet its promise

that the Treaty would be dealt with in the legislation, whilst minimising the potential

impact on resource management decisions which violated the Treaty.

(i) Draft Local Government (No. 8) Bill i9g9

The place of Maori and the Treaty of Waitangi in the reform of local government was

fraught with difficullies, as explained below. The first piece of legislation, the Local

Government (No. 3) Bill 1988, initially contained no reference to Maori or to the
Treaty. A late amendment to the Bill provided that the Local Government Commission

could consult with Maori bodies if it saw fit. The Minister for Local Government
promised that the Treaty would be dealt with in the next piece of legislation, the Local

Government Reform Bill. But that legislation, loo, was passed without any statutory

reference to the Treaty. The reform process was completed, and the local body

elections held, before any tentative moves were made lowards legislative recognition

of the Treaty. And this came in the form of a draft Bill circulated for comment, not as

a formally-introduced piece of legislalion. The draft Bill provided alternative Treaty

references. The first confirmed that the 'principles of the Treaty' meant no more

than consultation and discussrbn with tangata whenua:

114W Purposo-Having regard to the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi,
the purpose of this Part of lhis Act is to provide for consultation and
discussion between Tangata Whenua and regional councils and territorial
authorities.

The second referred to the 'principles of the Treaty' as one of a whole range of
factors, to be included in local body decisions on the recommendations of the proposed

Maori Advisory Commiltees:

1142C Dutles of roglonal councll and terrltorlal authorlty and
thalr commlttces-

(3) ln considering lhe submissions or recommendalions made by its Maori
Advisory Committee under section 114Z.A of this Act, the regional council
or territorial authority shall in addition to considering all other mailers
that it is required to consider or it considers relevant, have regard to the
principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.

It would have been difficult to devise clauses which were weaker and safer, from the

viewpoint of the decision-makers. The public were invited to make submissions on

the drafl Bill. Following their analysis of the submissions, officials again suggested
four possibilities: 1. a general reference to the Treaty which did not require anything
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specifically from local authorities, along the lines of the draft Bill; 2. a requirement

that local authorities 'take lhe Treaty into consideration'; 3. a reference similar to
the Resource Management Bill; or 4. no Treaty reference, on the grounds that the

machinery of the legislation already provided adequate recognition of the Treaty. The

officials' advice on the Treaty reference was almost solely in terms of its potential

for litigation, although it also recommended against the last option, for political

reasons.324

On 25 July 1990, the Cabinet Policy Committee opted for a reference which

paralleled the Resource Management Bill, in recognition of the close relationship

between local government, resource management, and the propose.l system of
registered lwi runanga. But the decision was only a matter of form. By the time

Parliament rose, no Bill had even been ;n1166uss6.325

fi) Other statutory references

The Maori Language Act 1987 also talks of the Treaty in the preamble:'Whereas in

the Treaty of Waitangi the Crown confirmed and guaranteed to the Maori people,

among other things, all their laonga, More general references to Maori

concerns and cultural identity were included in a number of other Acts, such as lhe

Criminal Justice Act 1985; the Children, Young Person and Their Families Act

1989; the Education Act 1989; the State Sector Act 1988; Area Health Boards

Amendment Act 1988; Social Welfare Amendment Act 1989; and the Coroners Act

1 988.

All of these references were weak, and most unlikely to provide the basis for

successful litigation. But Government became reluctant even to engage in symbolic

recognition of Maori values in legislation. The most prominent example involved a

long-sought amendment to the Environmenl Acl, to recognise lhe Maori spiritual

relationship to the environment. A similar altempt to broaden the concept of the

environment had been put forward for inclusion in the original 1986 Environment

Bill, and rejected. During lhe resource management review exercise, Maori made it

clear that such outstanding issues should be addressed, before any new maners were

raised.

3245ss7g1sry for Local Government, 'lssues and Options for Maori Advisory Committees',
6 July 1990

3251n an article which applauds recenl recognition of the Treaty in law, Durie and Orr
incorrectly refer to this draft Bill as having been passed into law. Durie and Orr, 7B-g
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In December 1988, Minister for the Environment Geoffrey Palmer had introduced an

amendment to the long title of the Environment Act. This was conlained in an annual

catch-all measure, the Law Reform Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 1989. The

amendment read:

(d) Kia poua kia uu nga kaupapa Maori e hangai ana ki nga taonga a Ranginui
raua ko Papatuanuku (establish and confirm a philosophy for the recognition
of the troasur€s of the sky father and the earth mother).

Palmer was the only Labour speaker to the Bill, and he otfered no explanation for the

clause. Opposition members attacked it as 'a sop to biculturalism',326 yet another
exercise in 'sickly white libersllsrn',327 and legislation of a form of paganism'.328

The religious theme was pursued outside Parliament. Former Principal Planning

Judge, Sir Arnold Turner, wrote lo Palmer complaining that 'as a Christian I and

others could reasonably ask that our philosophy as God the creator and sustainer of

the universe' be included too, and he restated his long-held view that law should not
give recognition to 'metaphysical beliefs'.329 169 Member for Southern Maori,

Whetu Tirikatene-Sullivan, also told Palmer that some Maori had expressed dismay

at the reference, and that it was not necessarily what the majority wanted.330
Palmer's handwritten noles on her letter read 'l don't like it and think it should be

deleted from the bill. Ask Chair of SC to do this.' When the Bill was reported back in
June 1989, the amendment had been dropped. Even such symbolic gestures, it

seemed, had become too much of a political liability.

(k) Conclusion

lnlellectuals of the state have been keen to applaud Government for embracing the

Treaty in legislation. There is no attempt lo examine critically the historical
development and legal effect of the relevant ciauses. lnstead, they are presented as

further evidence of the self-enlightened attitude of the colonial slate. This is

exemplified in an article by Judge Durie and Professor Gordon Orr, from the
Waitangi Tribunal, in 1990. As'a reflection of the mental shift effected during the
preceding len years' they note thatlhe legislature has adopted different approaches

326612p9, v.495, 13 December t9Bg, g93S, per East
327112p9, v.495, 13 December 1988,8941, per peters
328112p9, v.495, 13 Decemb€r 1ggg, gg40, per Kidd
3299;, Arnold Turner to Minister for the Environment, 14 April 19g9
330ut16s1rl Tirikatene sullivan to Minister for the Environment, 27 April 19g9
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to accommodate Maori needs in general slatutes, making direct reference to the

Treaty in some cases, defining particular Maori concerns in olhers, and using a

combination of both in yet 916s1 s3sss.'331

The Treaty was initially included in the draft Bill of Rights, they said, because
'Government was earlier minded to get the majority of Maori claims before the

clurls in one fell swoop'332-i6plying that the Governmenl's aclual motivation had

been to promote litigation. But the authors offered no explanation for the subsequent

decision to drop lhe Treaty, merely commenting that 'for a number of reasons lhat
proposal did not proceed'.333 The Runanga lwi Bill was applauded for enabling tribal

self-management, a proposal which they claimed was 'conlemplated in the Treaty of
waitangi (Maori text)' but long denied to Maori people.334 There was no

acknowledgement even of the peculiar circumstances which underpinned the Treaty

reference in the SOEs Act. lnstead, lhey claimed:

Justification for an express reference lo ths Treaty without further
amplification would appear to arise when a governrnent wishes to honour its
Treaty undertakings but is uncertain of the application of the Treaty to the
particular case or does not wish to prejudice any alt€rnative Maori opinion.
ln that instance it may provide for the subservience of the Act to the
Treaty, so that eilher the crown or the Maori may be free to obtain an
aulhoritalive and binding opinion from the courts. That is precisely what
happened with the State-Owned Enterprises Bill . when, due to the
exigencies of the situation, Parliament considered that the Bill should
proceed but Maori should not want for access lo a court of final
determination.3S5

But the authors had reservations about how far the legislature should go. Where there
was a specific provision for Maori concerns, they questioned the wisdom of referring

to the Treaty as well. One such case, in lheir view, was the Resource Management

Bill. The approach in the local government legislation which referred to the Treaty
'while yet providing certainty' was preferred. The article actually refers to this
draft Bill which was never formally introduced to Parliament, as the Local
Government Amendment Act 1989. They conclude their abstracted, acontextual, and
romanticised discussion with the observation that 'the accommodation of Maori
within the law can be seen as an aspect of Treaty implemenlallen.'336

331Pu1;s and Orr, 78-9
3329rr;" and Orr, 73
3339u1;. and orr, 73
3349ud6 and orr, 75
3359rr1" and orr. 79-80
3369u,1s and orr, 81
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Such commentaries made a significant contribution lo the legitimation of Labour's

claims to a consistent and coherent Treaty policy. But they do not stand up to
scrutiny. Most of the litigation involving the Treaty relied on section 9 of the State

Owned Enterprises 1986 and section 88(2) of the Fisheries Acts 1983, as well as

the general reference to Maori values within section 3(t Xg) of the Town and

Country Planning Act 1977. Once the Government found itself the subject of

litigation, its initial willingness to consider statutory incorporation of the Treaty

rapidly dissipated. Subsequenl references to the Treaty were, to a large extent, the

result of intensive pressure by Maori outside and within government. Even then,

these provisions were carefully scrutinised to avoid the risk of judicial review, and

had little more lhan symbolic value. The only Acts containing a substantive Treaty

section which were passed after the corporatisation case, were the Conservalion Acl,

which had been introduced before the litigation began; the Runanga lwi Act, where the

weak subslantive clause was included only after a considerable outcry from Maori;

and the Maori Fisheries Act, which claimed that provision for government-regulated

committees to oversee local, non-commercial fisheries was a move towards tino

rangatiratanga. The Government managed to gain a great deal of kudos, in legal and

academic circles, for doing very little, while effectively protecting itself from

further economic and political damage.

E. DEVOLUTION

Devolution was the name given to the transfer of statutory responsibilities, and the

contracting-out of services previously undertaken by cenlralised Government

departments, to elecled or appointed bodies, or to private enterprise.

(a) The Devolution Framework

The devolution policy under Rogernomics was overseen by the State Services

Commission. lt affected a wide range of departments involved in social service

delivery. These included Education, Health, Labour, Social Welfare, Justice, and

Maori Affairs. A Task Group was appointed in 1987 to prepare a report for a steering

group of departmental heads, setting out a framework of principles for effective

devolution of social programmes. Their concept of devolution was firmly located

within public choice theory. The central concern in social service delivery should be

to maximise responsiveness to individual, personal preference:

Every individual has a unique set of personal preferences which will
determine the satisfaction he or she gains from any service received.
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Services are produced by personal interaction and it is assumed that th€rs
will be some major standards by which the quality of a service will bejudged by clients-for example its fairness, speed ol delivery,
accessibility, relevance and overall value-for-money. The uniqueness of
personal preferences necessarily means that standardised services are
incapable of maximising client satisfaction and that therefore differential
respons€s to clients' needs are required. . . . Finally, in order to meet
clients' needs it is concluded that the client centred delivery of social
services requires service providers lo bundle their services tbgether for
the benefit of the client [and] to do the networking necsssary to ensure that
tho r€levant bundle of social services can be supptied to a client-in effect a
'one stop shop' for personal ssrvisss.337

But this vision was nol shared by all departmental senior management. Each had their
own motives for supporting change. The Task Group noted 'unexpectedly wide
varialions in the understandings senior management of social service agencies have of
the term and concepl "devolution"', which determined 'the extent to which devolution
may be viewed as a solution to problems as seen by departments versus problems as
seen by slignls'.338

The Task Group also noted some potential drawbacks to the process. 'Devolution is not
. . . necessarily "cheaper", oulside bodies can be "captured' by departments in order
to distance programmes from direct departmental responsibility and community
criticisms can be partially met or neutralised through the delegation of non-
essential government functions to local groups.'339 This highlighted the need for
clear goals and appropriate means. The precise model would vary between different
agencies. But consistent features should include clearly-drawn parameters,
contractual arrangements for delivery, accountability for taxpayer resources, and
sanctions through the withdrawal of funding.

There should also be clear limits to what was devolved. In parlicular, ,the ultimate
transfer of policy responsibility lies beyond the scope of any power sharing process
because it implies the possibility of Parliament's powers to appropriate money being
effeclively abrogaled.'340 thls could create a difficult tension between ctient
expectations and constitutional limits. 'A client-centred view of devolution woutd
demand that those exercising devolved power have a high level of autonomy to controt
"micro" policy but this creates tension with macro (government) policy and with
formal accountability requirements-notably compliance with financial reporting

337ggg Task Group, 'Dsvolution. Initial Report to the Steering Group of permanent Heads
from the Task Group on Devolution,, 5 June lggT'. 6

3381as1q Group, 'Devolulion', 2
3391ss1 Group, 'Devolution', 16
3401s5k Grcup, 'Devolution', 7
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standards.'341 4s the devolution policy was sold under the rhetoric of community

empowerment, responsiveness, accountability, and consumer control, there were

real expectations of a transfer of power, not just of responsibilities. Accordingly ,

many were disappointed.

(b) Devolulion of Maori Affairs

In the area of Maori Affairs the devolution process had a unique twist. The policy was

portrayed as another step in the Governmenl's policy of recognising lhe
rangatiratanga of the lwi under the Treaty of Waitangi. That created expectations of

lwi self-determination over policy and resources, al a constitutional level of equality

with the Crown-a demand which was anathema to the colonial state.

(i) Preparing the Ground

The basic model was the same as for other departments. Options for devolution being

considered by the Departmenl of Maori Affairs in 1987 included:

(a) lhs Govsrnment contracls out selected seryicss to lwi Authorities, with
agreed upon objectives and conditions;

(b) the Governmsnt allocales rssourcss lo lwi Authorities, who decide
where they will 'buy' services, but with agreed upon outcomes;

(c) the Government allocates resources to lwi Authorities without closely
defined prescription as to use, but with general accountability;

(d) the Government establishes entitlement for individuals, who decide
independently where they will 'buy' their services.342

The standard formula was applied to separate the Department's commercial, service

delivery, policy, and regulatory functions-ultimately into the Maori Development

Corporalion, lwi Transition Agency, and Ministry of Maori Affairs. This discussion is

concerned with the latter two. The Government was well aware that Maori would fight

the destruction of the Departmenl of Maori Atfairs. While it was historically the

agency of colonisalion, it was also the only department which was specifically
responsible for Maori. Without it, they would be left to the mercy of the so-called

mainstream Pakeha-dominated departments. Support for the Department was

bolstered by its assertively pro-Maori programmes, and slrong Maori staff, from

3411ssp Group,
3421"1L Group,

'Devolution'. 17

'Devolution', 12
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the mid-1979s.3a3 But there was a strong push for the Department to become more

efficient and responsive to Maori. A series of Maori review commiitees from 1985

onwards explored ways to restructure lhe Department to meet Maori economic and

social needs, as defined by Maori, more effectivery.3++

These reviews opened the way for restrucluring, but not of the kind had envisaged.

Treasury and the State Services Commission had already decided to reduce the

Department of Maori Affairs to a small, residual policy ministry.34S A series of

expos6s, especially the'Maori loans affair'in December 1986, provided further
justification for Government to dismantle the departmgn1.346 Lange made it clear

when lhe loans affair broke that the Department would have to go. On 24 June 1987

Lange and Wetere announced 'a progressive transfer of responsibilities for
management of government programmes to iwi'. The Department would be reshaped,

and become a Ministry of Maori Development.

Wetere claimed that Labour was responding to the demands of the Hui Taumata.

Devolution would fulfill the guarantee of rangatiratanga in the Treaty.347 Linking

devolulion to the Treaty was a convenient vehicle for selling the policy to Maori. But

it also raised Maori expectations about the level of power and resources which they

would receive.

The broad and unique scope of the Department's operations, and the need to minimise

negative Maori reaction, required a clear strategic plan. In late December 1987, the

Ad Hoc Cabinet Committee on Maori Development asked officials to draft 'a coherent

statement of Government objectives in the Maori affairs area'.348 The officials,
'aware of the need to approach the task from the Governmenl's perspective' while

also reflecting 'Maori interests and aspirations', initially put forward alternative

sets of objectives.S49 |n February 1988, afler some lense debate with Ministers, lhe

Social Equity Committee finally adopted a combination of the two. The notable

omissions from the list were proposals to educate New Zealand society about the

3435ss Walker, Ka Whawhai,2gT-g
344gae1i Affairs Review Gommittee Report, 3 September 1985; Prime Minister's

Advisory Panel Repori, 16 January 1987; Report of the Devolution lmplementation
Committee, 1987

34s'pspert from Residual Ministries Commitee', MCC/SOE No. 133, undated
346walker, Ka Whawhai, 258-9
347'g1s1us Report on Maori Affairs, Minister of Maori Affairs',20 July 19g7
3485ps6;.1 Cabinet Committee on Maori Devetopment, 23 December 19g7
349y"or; Development Advisory Group, 'Draft working paper', 22 January 19gg;

officials committoe working Paper, 'Maori development', 29 January 19gg
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history and contemporary role of Maori in New Zealand society, and to encourage and

support the cultural base of Maori tribes. The seven objectives settled upon were to:

a) honour the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi through exercising its
powers of governmenl reasonably, and in good faith, so as to actively
protecl Maori interests sp€cified in the Treaty;

b) eliminate the gaps which exist between the educational, personal, social,
economic and cultural wellbeing of Maori people and that of the general
population, that disadvantage Maori people, and that do not result from
individual or cultural preferences;

c) provide opportunities for Maori people to d€vslop economic activitios as
a sound base for realising their aspiralions, and in order to promote self-
sufficiency and eliminate attitudes of dependency;

d) deal fairly, justly and expeditiously with breaches of the Treaty of
Waitangi and the grievances between the Crown and Maori peopla which
arise out of them:

e) provide for the Maori language and culture to receive an equitable
allocation of resources and a fair opportunity to develop, having regard to
the contribution being made by Maori language and cullure toward the
development of a unique New Zealand identity;

f) promote decision-making in the machinery of government, in areas of
importance to Maori communities, which provide opportunities for Maori
people to actively participat€, on jointly agreed terms, in such policy
formulation and services delivery; and

g) encourage Maori participation in the political process.SsO

These objectives were to operate within clear parameters: they were to be guided by

the Government's 'responsibilily to give practical effect to the principles [of the
Treatyl in a way that is cognisant of, and consistent wilh, contemporary
Circumstances'.351

(li) Partnership Perspectlves

Labour refeased the devolution proposals based on these objectives tn a green paper
entitfed Te Tirohanga Rangapu: Partnership Perspectives on 21 Aprit 1988. prime

Minister Lange announced: 'The balance of the discussion paper is negotiable. The
principles remain firm.'

The green paper reduced the Treaty of Waitangi to five lines:

3sogEglss) M4/g
351ggp1gg)1, 14 March 1988
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Article I

Article ll

Arlicle lll

the responsibility to govern;

the responsibility to protect Maori interests and where
nec€ssary to redress grievances; and

the responsibility to snsure that Maori people enjoy all lhe
rights and privileges of citizenship.S52

Rangatiratanga was redefined to mean self-management-a far cry from the handing

over of resources wilh 'no strings attached', demanded by many Maori. The

Government's plan involved replacing the Department of Maori Affairs with a

Minislry of Maori Policy. Some current programmes would be delive.:ed through

approved lwi authorities, and the remainder by mainstream government

departments, who would be made more culturally-responsive. This transfer would be

completed by 1 April 1990, after which the Department would cease to exist. Asked

whether the Government would 'relinquish ullimate crntrol of the purse strings to
iwi', Lange replied, 'No more to the iwis than to the Rotary s1u6'.353

The Government's proposals provoked widespread Maori outrage. The officials'

analysis of submissions on the paper recorded grave @ncerns over the status of the

Treaty, the loss of the department, distrust of mainstreaming and promises of
improved state-sector responsiveness, the unready state of lwi authorities, the low

priority on e@nomic developmenl, and suspicion of a hidden agenda of 'service

delivery on the cheap'.3s+ The synopsis of submissions noted a complete absence of

Maori input into preparing the paper. lt was seen 'nol as a consultative document but

rather a fixed statement of Government intent'. Attempts to link it to the Hui Taumata

were dismissed. While there was a diversity of specific proposals, many submissions

had argued for a 'relurn of Maori land and the development of a strong economic base .

. . as the only means to achieving true equity and independence'. lnstead, what the

Governmenl was proposing was a one-sided partnership, 'intended to keep Maori

people in a state of continued dependence upon Government agencies goodwill and

funding'.355

SS2Tirohanga Rangapu. Partnership Perspectives, Department of Maori Affairs,
Wellington, April 1988, 10

353ppsss conference transcript, 21 April 1988
354956, Memorandum to Social Equity Committee,'Maori Policy Proposals', 9 June 1gB8
355yqqr; Affairs,'synopsis of Submissions on Te Tirohanga Rangapu', July 1988,4,6

and 15.
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Altacks even came from within the bureaucracy. The submission from the Ministry
for the Environmenl, written by Maori officials within its Maori secretariat,
challenged the Government's assumption of supreme law-making authority:

On a slrong view of Article ll tino rangatiratanga is a clear entitl€ment to
the Maori retention of power and authority. This challenges the present
distribulion of law-making authority and strikes at the central principles of
parliamentary democracy in a unitarian stale. There is a temptation to
respond to challenges such as this, by dismissing them as the fanciful
notions of seditious, disaffected elements of society. Such a response is
unwise and it should be noted that such challenges as these from Maoridom
have not disappeared since 1840 and probably will not decrease.. . . A
priorily task is for the Governmenl in association with Maoridom to develop
a framework and process that will allow for the reasonable and gradual
resolution of these ;ssuss.356

The deluge of Maori opposition made no difference. Government continued to flesh out
its pfans, and published them in a follow-up paper,fe Urupare Rangapu: Partnership

Response in November 1988. As a concession to Maori objections, the Department

was to be restructured as an lwi Transition Agency, which would have a five year
phase-out period. During that time it would transfer existing departmental
programmes to mainstream departments and registered lwi authorities. lts policy

functions would be transferred immediately to a new Ministry of Maori Affairs.

The Ministry came into operation on 1 July 1989. lts mission statement confirmed

Maori impotence over Government policy: 'To give substance to the principle of
partnership embodied in the Treaty of Waitangi by generating an environment which

encourages Maori people to express their rangatiratanga in ways that enhance New
zealand's economic, social and cultural lile' lmy emphasisl. According to the
Establishment Unit, the statement was 'designed to reflect perceptions of the role of

lhe Ministry and Maori aspirations consislent with Government policy, expressed in

a form which would be acceptable to New Zealanders as a whole'-so much so lhat none

of the previous drafts had mentioned the Treaty 'in anticipation of a negative reaction

from those in the non-Maori community who regard the Treaty as an instrument of
division and discord'. Strong Maori reaclion to this omission had led to a revised

statemenl, geared more towards Maori perceptions, 'provided of course their
aspirations were consistent with government policy and able to be expressed in a way
which non-Maoris would find accepls6ls'.357

356yuor; Affairs, 'Discussion of the 'Partnership perspeclives" paper from the Ministry
for the Environment', 12 June 1988.

357y36r; Affairs, 'Progress on the Establishment of
undated

the Ministry of Maori Affairs',
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This Ministry, according to the Governmenl, was to be a conlrol ministry on a par

wilh Treasury and the State Services Commission. But its largely-reactive function

was noted in the post election evaluation, Ka Awatea:

To date it has been involved in a wide range of government policy issues. lt
has not, however, been able to play a significant role in the proactive
development of Maori policy.358

And it was firmly entrenched within lhe Crown's interpretation of the Treaty:

The Treaty of Waitangi is the document by which the sovereignty ol the
Crown was established in return for certain guarant€€s. lt is therefore the
documenl which sets the terms of the relationship between the Crown and
the Maori. Furthermore, the Treaty is the basis on which equity for tangata
whenua will be achieved. . . The exercise of kawanatanga is necesssarily
subject to qualification by the guarantea of equity through rangatiratanga in
Article 2, and the guaranlee of equality under the law, through Articls 3.

and circumscribed by the Labour's Crown principles:

Both Te Urupare Rangapu and the Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty
of Waitangi, aim to reinforce the principles of kawanatanga, rangatiratanga,
equality, cooperation, and redress, not as mutually exclusive ideas, but as
principles which give effect to what the relationship between the Crown and
Maori ought 1o 5".359

(,ii) The lwi Transition Agency

The reorganisation of the operational functions of the Department of Maori Affairs

was chaotic. The first step involved the establishment of a temporary lwi Transition

Agency [lTAl. The ITA was to administer the existing programmes and facilitate their

transfer, over the next five years, to tribal authorities or to mainstream

departments. The Maori Affairs Restructuring Bill 1989 simply transferred all lhe
despotic powers of the Board of Maori Affairs, under Part XXIV of the Maori Affairs

Amendment Act 1967, to an even more una@ountable General Manager of the lTA. As

Annie Mikaere noted, Part XXIV powers to assume authority over Maori land and

resources had long been unpopular with y6s11.360 Significant improvements had

been proposed in the 1987 Maori Affairs Bill, including preference for leasing back

358psprt of the Ministeriat Planning Group. Ka Awatea, Maori Affairs, Wellington, March
1 991

359936;; Affairs, Guidetine for self-evatuation. Kaupapa Maori and Responsiveness. An
lntroduction, 1990, 3

3604. Mikaere,'Maori lssues l', NZ Recent Law Review,1gg9, 170, 125
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lands to lhe owners and their whanau, and allowing those owners to advise the boards

on administering their lands. That Bill was now largely redundant, but even those
progressive amendments were omitted from the restrucluring legislation.

Government cited the small number of submissions as evidence of widespread Maori

acceptance of the 9111.361 But, after extensive Maori input into the two discussion

documents had produced very little change, there was more a sense of futility than of
resignation, lel alone acceptance. As the New Zealand Maori Council explained, there

was still overwhelming resistance to the dismantling of the department:
'Notwithstanding the opposition of nationwide organisations such as the Maori

Women's Welfare League and the New Zealand Maori Council to the demolition of the

Department of Maori Affairs as proposed at this time, and regardless of the

condemnation of many, but not all, iwi and waka, the Crown appears determined to
preside over the execution of the Department of Maori 4g1si1s.'362

The lwi Transition Agency was established on 1 October 1989. In essence the ITA was

the Department of Maori Affairs, given another five years of life under a new name.

The legislation contained a sunset clause whereby the ITA would dissolve on 30

September 1994. By that time the process of iwi empowerment' was to be

completed. The entrepreneurial Maori lnternational Ltd was contracted to set up the
114.363 Kara Puketapu, a former head of the Department of Maori Affairs and the

chief executive of Maori International, was appointed as interim general Manager.

This was stage two of the three-parl restructuring: establishing the Ministry,
establishing the lTA, and recognising 'iwi empowerment'. But the Government had

introduced this second measure without having yet worked out the details of the third.

There was very little the ITA could do, until the Government had determined exactly

how it was going to transfer the old Department's programmes to the lwi. The

machinery to achieve lhat was not in place until October 1990.

(iv) The lwi Empowering Bill, lirst draft

Moves on the parallel lwi Empowerment Bill dissolved into a shambles as the

Governmenl, withoul consultation, lried to lay down criteria for the registration and

36'1117pp, v.501, 7 September 1989, 12444, per Wetere
362gu.1.6 in NZPD, v.501, 7 September 1989, 12457, per Luxton
363por a discussion of Maori International see walker, Ka whawhai 2s6-g
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accounlability of the lwi authorities who would be approved to deliver Government
programmes. Strong disagreements broke out between officials on the Bill.

lt started life as lhe lwi Empowering Bill. fhe first draft sought to constitute lwi as

legal bodies, modelled on companies, and set out the basic rules for recognition by the

Government. Each lwi Authority would be required to draw up a charter setting out
its constitution and operating procedures. An lwi would be registered once it satisfied

a Registrar of lwi Authorities lhat it had complied with the procedure set down in the

Act. Taura here groups living outside their tribal area would become branches of

their own lwi Authority, although they could form their own urban authorities to
deliver government programmes, wilh Ministerial and tangata whenua approval.

Government would determine whether, and how far, pan-lribal organisalions, such

as the Maori Women's Welfare League and NZMC, would be involved in service-

deliverY.36+

It was the lwi Authorities, not the existing tribal trust boards, which would receive

the Government funding. Most of the boards would revert to administering
compensation money. But an lwi would only be recognised by Government, and

receive funding and service-delivery conlracls, if it was registered under the Act.

Even then, the Government would jointly manage the money. lwi could propose

programmes to government departments, which would have to respond. Proposals

could be rejected if they were 'clearly not in accord with Government policy.' lwi

Authorities would be consulted over changes, but the final say as to the nature and

funding of programmes would remain with the bureaucrats. Once a programme was

approved, the lwi Authority would receive an 'instrument of empowerment' which

set out the powers and limits relating to the programme, the goals, and the lwi
Authority's relationship to the relevanl department. The lwi Authority would then

become an 'empowered aulhority'. Funding would be allocated annually, wilh no
guarantee of ongoing payments. The authority would be required to produce full,

annual accounls and a detailed managemenl statemenl, and be subjected to regular

departmental performance reviews. There was no role for the lwi Authority in the

aclual policy-making process.365

This early draft was a straight-forward, legal document, which followed the
Rogernomics devolution model, and imposed a detailed set of restraints on the

364y;n;s1"r' of Maori Affairs to social Equity committee, ,lwi Empowering Bill,, undated
365Mini"t", of Maori Affairs to SEC, ,lwi Empowering Bill,
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proposed new lwi Authorities. There seemed to be no recognition at that stage that the
role of lwi as a subordinated delivery-agency might have some Treaty complications.

(v) The lwi Empowering Bill, second draft

These problems soon emerged, as evidenced by a new draft several weeks later. The
key elements remained the same, although some of the more rigid administrative
requirements were toned down. The basic issue, according lo the officials, was
'whether it is necessary for all iwi to corporatise their community, in terms of this
legislation'. Their advice was, yes.366

But the proposal contained a new, complicating fealure. lt suggested that the lwi
authorities be confederated into twelve regional aulhorities, and ultimately come
under a National Confederation of lwi Authorities. Grouped in this way, lwi would be
recognised as a 'corporate regional authority' under lheir own charter. While in
lheory, participation would be a political question for each lwi to decide, they would
be 'encouraged as a matter of policy' to join a regional authority. A map had already
been drawn up setting out the twelve regions.

The officials advised that it was 'in the interests of the Government to ensure that
such an organisation is crealed to enable it to exercise good Government over Maori
atfairs as a result of this reform'. Indeed, by setting these reforms in place, the
Government could 'legitimately assert that Maoridom, in the spirit of lhe Treaty,
form without undue delay a national organisation.' While it was preferable that
'Maoridom should struclure its representative body . . . its conslitution should not be
solely contingent on Maoridom'.367

Around the same time, Kara Puketapu presented a proposal to the Mlnister of Maori
Affairs to 'work with Maori leaders to establish their national forum, an executive,
and a 5s61s161is1'.368 This structure would administer most of the funding
earmarked for the lTA, and significantly reduce its role. lt is unclear whether this
draft was actually the work of lTA, other officiats, or Maori International. But it was
remarkably similar to the earlier Maori International proposals for a ,Maori State
Owned Enterprise' [src] raised by Puketapu and Latimer in the later stages of the

3669x66 Affairs, 'lwi
367lrl|3qr; Affairs, 'lwr
36'86. Puketapu to K.

Empowering Bill', undated
Empowering Bill', undated

Wetare, 'lTA Establishmenl Unit', 12 June t9g9
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corporatisation negotiationr.369 16s proposed Maori SOE would have acted as
linancial manager, advocate, negotiator, business adviser, commercial developer,
lender, and manager of trading operations owned by Maori investors.37O Central
Government would contribute as assets the Maori Trust Office, Maori Affairs
housing, Maori Affairs land development, the MANA enterprises scheme, the Maori
Development Corporation [MDC], the devolution package, and a bicultural training
package. This cut across Treasury's plans at lhe time, and was vigorously opposed.

But in July 1988 Treasury seriously considered a similar proposal, aimed at
separating economic and social programmes for Maor1.371 16s rural lending aspects
of the MANA programme and the commercial functions of the Maori trustee could be

allocated to the MDC. The social functions would be brokered through the New Zealand
Maori Council, 'acting as advocate/spokesbody for the tribes on matters of national

significance and in facilitating the devolution process'. Treasury saw promise in the
MDC proposal, but was more reserved about the role of the p7y6.372

Pukelapu's scheme was clearly an attempt to link into an independent inter-tribal
initiative to establish a national congress. A meeting of interested lwi was held on 28

lo 24 June 1989, where there was considerable support for the idea. There was
exlensive debate on the goals of lwi and tino rangatiratanga, and over the benefits and

othenivise of adopting a legal identity. Most of those who spoke were opposed to legal

incorporation. lt was also made clear that lhis Congress would determine its own
fulure. lt had no intention of becoming a modern-day version of the government-

imposed Maori Councils.

Maori were therefore overwhelmingly opposed lo this latest version of the Bill. So

was the Treasury. lt condemned the 'unwarranted meddling in the power structures

and decision-making ef ;vv;'.373 The officials had given the legislation a completety
new function-to establish 'an appropriale constitutional forum for Government to

interact with Maoridom'-which was quite at odds with the philosophical and
operational purpose of devolution. Treasury complained that 'what had begun as an

initiative to protect the reasonable interesls of the tax-payer and accountability to

3696. Puketapu to K. Wetere, 12 June i9g9
S7OTreasury, 'The Case for a Maori SOE', I November 1987; Maori International to G.

Latimer, 13 November 1987.
371Treasury, 'Maori Affairs: Restrucruring and compensalion lssues,, 12 July 19gg.
372Treasury,'Maori Affairs: Restructuring'
373Treasury, 'Runanga a lwi Legislation', 7 August lggg
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Parliament had broadened into something much wider that had undesirable

compulsive and prescriptive aspesls.'374

(vi) The Draft Runanga a lwi Bill

On 24 July 1989 Cabinet rejected the proposals, and sent the otficials away to sort

the matter out. The result was a rejection of the directive approach, and a decision to

leave mosl of the regulatory measures to the service-delivery contracts. Treasury

welcomed this, believing lhat Maori were more likely to identify with the legislation

and feel a commitment lo make it work, if it contained minimal prescriptions.3T5 4
special Ministerial committee chaired by Palmer produced a set of proposals which

Cabinet approved on 4 September 1999.376

According to the formal drafting instructions, the Bill's purpose was to empower lwi,

with the expected 'outcome' of enabling runanga lo enter inlo conlracts with the

Crown for disbursement of funds and delivery of services, and to engage in statutory

processes (such as resource management and local governmenl). The essential

fealures of an lwi were to be set out in the Bill, and only those who met those criteria

would be registered. Government was concerned to minimise the number of
recognised bodies. 'ln other words it is important that hapu be excluded from

establishing a runanga.'The runanga would then be recognised as 'the only legitimate

voice of the iwi by the Crown and Local Government and the body to represent lhe

collective interest of the iwi as required under any Ad.'377

(vii) The Runanga lwi Bill

The Runanga lwi Bill was finally introduced on 5 December 1989. National's Maori

Affairs spokesperson Winston Peters had already condemned the policy as an

'appalling regression' to tribalism, when 'a greater sweep to democralisation' was

overtaking the world.378 But according to Minister of Maori Affairs, Koro Wetere, it

would allow the Government, for the first time, 'formally to recognise the institution

of iwi Maori, establish a basis for the Government to treat with iwi, and eventually

for iwi to join with local authorities in pursuit of the principle of partnership

3741y6asury, 'Runanga a lwi Legislation', 7 August 19g9
375Treasury, 'Runanga a lwi Legislation', 28 August 19Bg
376669 (s9) M31/B
STTDepartment of Maori Affairs, 'Runanga a lwi Bill', undated.
378r1r. Peters, Public Meeting at Whangarei, 7 June 19g9.
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embodied in the Treaty of Waitang;.'379 16s relationship of lwi to the Crown would

be that of 'contract parlner' nol 'agent of the Crown'. This, according to Wetere,

'reflects the Maori view of partnership and tino rangatiratanga'.380

Most lwi and kaumatua did not share Wetere's interpretation of tino rangatiratanga.

The Bill had set out a list of criteria which determined who would be recognised as an

lwi, and laid down a complex procedure which lwi were required to fulfill to the

satisfaction of a government official. There were also problems with what was not

said. Governmenl retained lhe ability to dictate the form and content of charters,

accountability and reporting requirements, and other details of adminislration,

through regulations or specific conlracts. lwi were being asked to b;y into the

process blind. lt was also clear that the Government intended to utilise the registered

Runanga in other areas of Government policy. Local government and resource

management had already been menlioned, but what its other roles might be remained

unclear. In particular, there was no indication of how Government viewed these new

bodies in relation lo the negotiation and settlement of Treaty grievances, and whether

resources relurned to the tribe would be vested in the runanga. That, in turn, raised

queslions of the vulnerability of the tribe's assets, should the runanga run into

financial difficulties.

The initial deadline for submissions was 14 February 1990, but this was extended to

16 March 1990. The 138 submissions overwhelmingly opposed the Bill. The

officials summarised the response:

ln overview, many submissions expressed the view that it was detrimental
to define Maori concepts in a Pakeha way. Considerable amendment would be
required . . . if the Bill were not to appear as a monocultural document
which undermined the tribal base of Te Ao Maori, misinterpreted cultural
values, cultures and beliefs of the lwi, and sought to regulale tribal affairs
in a manner that was inconsistent wilh customary beliefs. . . Further the
Bill did not give formal recognition to the Treaty of Waitangi.381

The very idea of converting the lwi into a legal entity was philosophically otfensive.

'The Crown has created the Runanga in its own image-imposing a pakeha

conceptualisation of the lwi which . . . is bolh rigid and static.'382 16s process of

379si17pp, v.503, 5 December 1989. 14228
38o112pp, v.503, 5 December 1989, 14229
381p1361 Affairs, Interim report on the Runanga lwi Bill 1989
3g2pspsrt of the twi Transition Agency Working Group on the Runanga lwi Biil, Local

Government Amendment (No. 8) Bill and the Resource Management Bitt, SO January
1990, 7
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incorporation equated the lwi with an ordinary Pakeha company or incorporated

society. 'This raises the essential clash contained in the Bill between the imposition

of corporate slructures for the recognition of lwi and the fact that the lwi are ancienl
entities which cannol be stopped and started according to Pakeha ;sr r.'383 An ITA

Working Group on the Bill questioned the benefits of registration under 16s 4s1,384

compared to the formation of other legal devices, such as an incorporated society or
charitable trust. These would carry less constrainls, leaving the lwi free to conlract
with the Government, and leaving the mana of the lwi and Hapu themselves intact.

The disadvantages to lwi in rejecting the Runanga model are more political
lhan legal-that is they involve the Crown policy objective that Runanga be
the conduits for devolution funding. lt is likely therefore that if the lwi do
nol 'Runanga-ise' they will not receive the devolution ,unding allocated.
The receipt of funding is really the sole advantage of adopting the Runanga
framework and the lwi need to ask themselves whether this advantage is
worth 'buying into" in the long run.385

Other specific objections had included the designation of the lwi, rather than the

Hapu, as the most significant form of Maori social organisation; the Government's
hidden agenda; the position of Maori living outside their tribal area; and the potential

for lhe registration process to provoke serious divisions within lwi. But the greatest

outrage was directed at the Government's attempt to dictate to the lwi who could be an

lwi. This, more lhan any other move during the six years of the Labour Government,

focused Maori debate on tino rangatiratanga and the constitutional relationship of lwi

with the Crown. The Bill was seen lo demean that status, and Maori remained
vehemently opposed.

This refusal to recognise or implement Rangatiratanga will in the end have
the effect of diminishing the status of the lwi themselves. The Treaty
contemplates the lwi as legitimate authorities and indeed as the
constitutional equals of the crown. The [Bill] fails to address this even in
symbolic terms. The lwi are perceived as private organisations having a
'special interest' to be catered for in strictly delimited powers created by
Government and delegated to them. lt is interesting tc note that similar
statutory recognilion of lwi in North America, while initially perceived as
positive measures, later came to be perceived by lwi as serious
infringements on their inherent powers. (see e.g. lndian Act 1970 (canada)
and Indian Reorganisation Act 19S+ 1U.S;1.386

383 64 Working Group, B-9
3S4ysmbevs were Bishop Manu Bennett, Joe williams, Hirini Matunga and myself.
385 ryA Working Group, 10
386174 Working Group, S
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Even Tipene o'Regan, who supported the creation of legal tribal entities, strongly
opposed the Governmenl's claim to define the tribe and control their funds. only the
tribe could ever be responsible for identifying and accepting its own tribal
members-despite lhe 'frequent efforts of New Zealand authorities to decide whom
they will recognize as Maori, and of course to negotiate only with those of their own
seleclion.'387 4n6 while public funds administered in the interests of the wider
Maori community rightly should rightly attract a duty of accountability to
Government, lhe tribe's money was their own property.

on 4 May 1990 a delegation of kaumatua, led by sir Hepi re Heuheu of Ngati
Tuwharetoa, cafled on Palmer. Pafuner effectively told them to take lheir concerns to
the Select Committee. To slem some of the hostility, a modified Bill was given an
interim report back and resubmitted to the select committee. submissions on the
revised Bill would close on 6 June 1990. According to opposirion Mp John Luxton
'Cabinel considered scrapping the whole Bill because it was geiling itself so tied up
with the problems of sovereignty, chieftainship, and other issues raised by the
legislation"3SS 11 was certainly rhe subjecr of intense debate within the cabinet and
caucus' The Maori MPs felt particularly aggrieved that they had been shut out of the
entire policy process.

The Bill was not processed lhrough its final stages until the last week of partiament
in August 1990. Some concessions were made. A Treaty section had been introduced.
The criteria defining an lwi had been relaxed. Existing tribal bodies could also apply
for approval as Authorised voices, to a Pegistrar of Authorised voices. But the
essentials remained the same. National had vowed to repeal the Act, and to reverse
what it saw as the regressive trend lowards tribalism.

The devolulion of Maori Affairs was yet another piece of unfinished business, and a
monumenl lo the incompetence of the Government in matters Maori. But it is
questionable whether that really mattered. The inrention of the Government was to
dismantre the cumbersome Department of Maori Affairs, cut the cosrs of
administration, and impose its standard devolurion formula on Maori, whether it
fitted or not.

38]1' o'negan, 'The Ngai rahu claim' in waitangi: Maori and pakeha perspctives, ed. LH.Kawharu, Oxford University press, Auckland, 1ggg, 260388117pp, v.507, 22 May 1990, 1681
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It was never intended to empower the lwi to exercise independenl, conslitutional
authority, lino rangatiratanga as Maori understood it. Treasury had spelt this out
quite clearly.3Ss Rangatiratanga should be seen as no more than self-management.
The Government should firmly insist on the Crown right to govern. Even talk of
partnershrp was inappropriate, if Maori were going to interpret that as joint

ownership and management. However, the recognition of lwi bodies, and assistance to

establish tribal self-management would increase their integration into mainstream

national life, albeit as agents for the Government. Moves to secure Maori confidence
in the devolution policy should be combined with a parallel demonstration to all New

Zealanders that rangatiratanga and redress would be limiled to what lhe Government

regarded as justifiable, practical, and affordable.

(viii) The Ultimate Goal of Devolution

It was common for the media, politicians, and many Maori to talk of this devolulion
process as transferring power to the lwi. Yet the lwi, or those who would eventually

be deemed by Government lo be such, would gain no power over resources, or policy-

making. They would merely be a private-sector, delivery mechanism for social

services.

lf necessary, the Government could explain this in lerms of the 'principles of the
Treaty', as it defined them. Treasury had even rationalised distinct sets of Treaty
principles for devolution, and for Treaty claims. Article One rights of 'sovereignty'

or 'complele government' and Article Three 'rights and privileges of British
subiects' were relevant to devolution, whereas the Article Two 'full, exclusive and

undisturbed possession' or 'chieflainship' should be the primary focus of Tribunal

claims. Article Three required the Government to deliver social services to all
citizens, but allowed for different and culturally-appropriate methods. Hence
'devolution and/or alternatives to it are principally about government exercising its
Treaty-given right lo govern in a more equitable and etficient manner'.390

But, as Treasury later confirmed to Minisler of Finance, David Caygill, in February

1989, reference to the Treaty was not necessary. 'Current policies can be defended

3891rr".ury, 'Treary lssues', 15 May 19g9
390Treasury,'Government Responsibilities and the Treaty', March 1988
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based on general principles of public sector reform or basic human rights without
recourse to the Treaty'.391

Treasury's post-election brieting in 1990 disclosed its ultimate plans for Maori
Affairs devolution. They argued that the existing policy carried many risks.
Programmes delivered by lwi authorities might be neither efficient nor effeclive.
And the more specific the Government made the performance measures, rhe less
acceptable they would be to lwi. There was also no guarantee that departments who
received the funding for Maori programmes after the demise of the ITA in 1994
would be responsive lo Maori needs. There were fiscal risks if funding was not
transferred to those departments, or if alternatives were demanded by Maori, to
counter the inadequacies of mainstream departmenls. Possibilities floated by
Treasury included abolishing the ITA immediately and transferring funds to other
departments, which would be resisted by Maori. Alternatively, the old Department of
Maori Affairs could be revived-a 'backward step in public sector management
lerms', and inconsistent with where the Government was heading in social policy
generally.392

Treasury's favoured option took devolulion to its liberal extreme: ,An alternative
approach would be to provide individual Maori with the funds, so that they can choose
the mode of delivery of services they receive from the Government; eg. iwi authority
or mainstream department.' This option would be 'mosl attractive if the Government
were also considering moving towards greater consumer funding in other areas as a
way of making social service delivery more responsive to all New Zealanders' with
provider agencies charging for their services. While Treasury acknowledged that the
excessive focus on individuals was culturally incompatible with collective
membership of the lwi, 'channelling assistance to individuals does leave them with
the freedom of choice to opt into a wider collective framework.' Then, those ,Maori

wanting iwi services have the opportunity to purchase from any appropriate
Provider,'393

39l Treasury, 'Maori policy
February 1989

392Treasury,'Maori Affairs
393Treasury,'Maori Affairs

lssues: State of play

Restructuring lssues', 9
Restruclu ring'

and Conceptual Underpinning',

November 1990
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(ix) Conclusion

The lension between Government and Maori visions of the Treaty relationship had

come to the fore in the restructuring and devolution of the Department of Maori

Affairs. For the state, il meant divesting itself of responsibility and accountability
for the delivery of services, while retaining the essential power over policy and

resources. For Maori, it involved a recognition of the constitutional authority and

autonomy of the lwi and Hapu.

The concepl of devolution had raised a strikingly similar dilemma for contemporary

Scottish nationalists.

ll has been argued by many nationalists and indeed by some hard-line
unionists, that independence and dsvolution are not points on the same
scale, but incompalible opposites. This may not be strictly true in terms of
polilical strategies-there are jusl as many who argue that devolution would
b€ the "slippery slope" to independence as who contend that it would reform
and strengthen the Union-nor in relation to individual policies, where in a
changing Europe and an interdependent world concepts of 'total
sovereignty" over areas of policy are less and less applicable.

It is certainly true, howevsr, in terms of fundamental philosophical
outlook. Devolution, by its very definition, means recognising the ultimate
aulhority of the Westminster Parliament, or at the very least that its
consent is required to implement any change. For it entails maintenance of a
bilateral political relationship with England, and as with any such
relationship any alteration in the terms musl be agreed by both partnsrs.

Independence, by contrasl, involves an explicil rejection of the authority
of Westminster; the basis of its claim is that the Scottish people are
sovereign, not the English Parliament. lf the English state is not prepared to
accede to ths demands of the Scots for a change in their relalionship, lhen
Scotland simply leaves the relationship.394

By the 1990 election, lhe seeds of similar ideas were germinating amongsl Maori.

(c) Local Government Reform

fn 1979 Michael Bassett published a small book called Getting Together Again. Among

chapters on such diverse topics as the economy, Muldoon, South Africa, and health,

was one on local government. Bassett canvassed arguments in favour of amalgamating

New Zealand's myriad of local bodies, and identified vested interests in local
government as the major obstacles to change. National was blamed for consistently

obstructing past Labour attempts at reform. 'All that is missing at present', he

3946. McLean, 'Claim of Right or Cap in Hand?', in O.D Edwards, A Claim of Hight for
Scotland, Polygon, 1989, 110



concluded, 'is a Governmenl and a Minister with

himself as thal Minister, in a Government which

high-risk policies.

(i) Background to the Reform
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a vision.'395 In 1987 Bassett saw

was nol averse to unpopular and

A comprehensive review of local government was announced as part of Roger
Douglas's 17 December 1987 Economic Statement. Bassett's primary molivalion was

efficiency. He argued that local government was outmoded, fragmented, excessive,

self-serving, and exlravagan1.396 He was determined to set in place a rapid, radical,

and preferably irreversible restructuring of local government. But, despite a deluge
of Rogernomics jargon, this reform was not Treasury-driven. Treasury strongly
favoured diminishing the cenlral state, dispersing decision-making to local levels,

and increasing opportunities for competitive service delivery through private
enterprises-but it wanted all the revenue raised locally and the ultimate control
vested in local bodies themselves, nol central governmen1.397 Basselt's proposals did
not go far enough.

The review had two strands. The Local Government Commission [LGCI would devise a

streamlined local government structure in time for the 1989 local body elections,
while a Local Government Reform Bill introduced in December 1988 would set out

the functions, powers, funding, and accountability of local governmenl 'and the

implications of the Treaty of Waitangi'. The new slructure was to be finalised in time
for the October 1989 local body elections, and the reorganisation fully completed by

June 1990.

This was one Labour Government reform which did attract organised and vehemenl
popular resistance from Pakeha-resistance in particular to the prospect of forced

amafgamation. To counter this, the reform promoted the twin themes of efficiency and
democracy. Early in the process, the chairperson of the LGC, Brian Elwood, explained

his understanding of democracy as majority rule by an integrated, interdependent,

and homogeneous community of individuals, exercising individual choice. This was

395y. Bassett, Getting Together Again, Peter J. Harris, Henderson, 1g79, SO
3969vs1 600 different bodies controlled total revenue and expenditure in 1g85 of around

$4.6 billion. M. Bassett, 'statement on Reform of Local and Regional Government', 17
December 1987.

sg7Treasury, Government Management. Briefing Paprs to the Incoming Government, v.l ,

Government Printer, Wellington, 1979, 39-40
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the Very foundation of a nation s1sls'.398 Such a democracy musl be prolected,

preserved and nourished, but in a way which 'does not impact too much on economic

efficiency'. Elsewhere Elwood put the choice more starkly: 'What do you wanl-more
efficiency in local governmenl, or democracy?'399

The result was a system of loca! government which embroidered Bassett's vision of
reorganisalion and consolidation onlo the generat tapestry of Rogernomics. The wide

range of local government regulatory, planning, commercial, and social-service
delivery functions would be made accountable, efficient, and transparent. And the
service and regulatory functions would be separated, conflicting objectives avoided,

and excessive, central government intervention removed.

(ii) Local Government Reform and Maori

Maori welcomed the reform. The early provincial governments and their successors
had been as guilty as central government of constant, and often deliberate, violations

of lhe Treaty: allocation of so-called waste lands to settlers; surveying and roading

Maori-owned land to facilitate pakeha settlement; levying rates and taxes on rural

Maori land, followed by forced sale for non-paymenl; seizure of disproportionate
amounts of Maori land for public works; location of sewerage outlets and hazards on

or near Maori settlements and fishing grounds; zoning of district schemes to open up

Maori land to commercial developmenl, and to disperse papakainga and whanau

housing; diversion and pollution of waten^rays; granting of prospecting and mining
licences on Maori land; and authorising the desecration of wahi tapu. Local body
participation had continued to discriminate against Maori landholders with multiple

litles, or Maori residents without property, for much longer than central
government.

A Treaty-based local government in which lwi and Hapu exercised tino rangatiratanga

would look very different:

Maori people are langata whsnua of Aotearoa. They have a rangatira status
guaranteed by Te Tiriti o wailangi and yet they have been subordinated in
the political and administrative life of local government since its inception
in 1876. Prior to lhe signing of the Treaty of waitangi in 1940 all
Aotearoa (New Zealand) was governed by a system of "regional" self-

3989. Elwood, 'Local Government Reform: lmplications of and Opportunilies Provided by
Devofution' in J. Martin and J. Harper, (edl Devotution and Accountabitity, Government
Prinler, Wellington, 1988, 't1O

399117pg, v.487,22 March 1988, per Grant, 2899, citing comments at an address to the
Southland Local Authorities.
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government based on the iwi (tribe). There were some fifty iwi varying in
size from a few to many thousands of members. Each regarded itself as a
sovereign political unil. Each controlled a defined geographic area. Political
and social cohesion within the iwi was based on association and members'
claim of descent from a common founding tribal ancestor . . Each iwi was
itself comprised of a number of hapu within a systsm of what could be
'Local Governmenl" units. The number of hapu within an iwi could vary
anywhere between four to eight (or more). Each hapu had control over its
defined stretch of tribal territory and was the main 'functioning" unit for
managing resources, using land and carrying out various forms of
production. While the hapu regarded itself as an independenl unit, it was
always subject to the oversight of the iwi. Sovereignty resided with the iwi
' 'Democratic 

principles of open election do not necessarily provide those
guarantees. . . . [C]ontemporary local government does not recognise Maori
protocol, Maori ways of doing things, ignores existing tribal structur. s and
boundaries, and for the most part lacks an underslanding of Maori cultural,
social and environmental values. . . At a more fundamental level, local
government simply does not recognise Maori Te Tino Rangatiratanga. The
concept of Te Tino Rangatiratanga is central to Maori understanding of what
the Treaty is all about-Authority, not subordination and a right to possess
what is lheirs and to control and manage resources in accordance with their
own preferences. Te Tino Rangatiratanga is not necessarily even about
"partnerships'. lt is a concept denoting full authority and mana.400

The reform was announced in December 1987, the same month that the SOEs

negotiations were concluded. The Government had publicly declared itself committed

to the Treaty. There were high Maori expectations of significant change.

This current round of reform pr€s€nts a chance to redress years of neglect.
It provides an opporlunity to bring the other Treaty partner-the iwi-into
their rightful, central position in local government, with an equitable and
just share of power and influence. lt provides an opportunity to look at what
the Treaty means in modern terms lor local government and how Maori Te
Tino Rangatiratanga can be established. . . . For example there is no reason
why iwi authorities could not eventually become the chief agent of local
government, or responsible for a defined function of local government.
There is also no reason why innovative partnerships between iwi and local
authorities cannot be established in the 1u1rJ7g.401

Pakeha critics of the reform were intent on protecting democracy. But for Maori,

neither maiority-rule democracy, nor efficierrcy, offered the long-awaited prospect

of a Treaty-driven system of local government.

400g. Matunga, 'Local Government: A Maori perspective-A
Consultative Group on Local Government Reform', January lggg

40l Matunga

Report for the Maori
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(iii) The February 1988 Discussion Paper

A large Ad Hoc Cabinet Committee on Local Government. chaired by Palmer, was

established lo oversee the process. Before long it also assumed responsibility for the

resource management review, discussed below. The detailed work was left to a core

group of departmental officials known as the Officials Coordinating Committee on

Local Government [OCCLGI. Maori Affairs was notably absent. lt was not until mid-

March 1988-three months into the review, and at its seventh and eighth meetings-
that officials from Maori Affairs and the Maori secretariat of the Ministry for the

Environment joined the committee. By then the crucial discussion paper on local
government reform ILGRI had been released, and the first legislation was drafted and

ready for introduction. The sole, formal Maori input had involved an invitation to an

individual Maori in the SSC to 'submit several paragraphs on the Treaty' for

incfusion in the discussion papet.4o2

The February discussion paper identified three guiding principles: the importance of
efficienl, effective, and responsive local government; the need for it to relate to other
reviews, to produce a coherent policy framework; and the Treaty of Waitangi.403

'Local governmenl as a major partner in government has an obligation to recognise

and adhere to the principles of the Treaty.' The discussion paper was divided into

eight parts, with the carefully-worded reference to the Treaty relegated to the last

pages of the final section on '@nstitulional issues'. There was no mention of tino

rangatiratanga or lwi authority. lnstead the onus seemed to be on Maori to establish
'special rights or needs not shared by other minority groups', which could 'possibly'

be sourced in the Treaty. Recognition of these would occur alongside other
constitutional rights such as private property, upholding justice and democracy, and

the ubiquitous 'national interest'. Any provision for Maori representalion would need

to be balanced against 'traditional democratic principles of open glss1lsn'404-

meaning majority, electoral rule. The remainder of the document belied any intention

to deal with the Treaty.

There was no attempt to seek out the views of the Maori community. Not

surprisingly, only len of the 483 written submissions were from ysqri.405

40296616, 'Minutes of Third Meeting', January 19gg
4o3g61siln of Locat and Regional Government. Discussion Documen4 Internal Affairs.

Wellington, February 1988, 2
4O4Reform of Locat and Regional Government. Discussion Document,60
405gn|t two of the 900-plus submissions received on the later Local Government (No. 3)

Bill were from Maori.
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Analysis of the submissions was contracted to the Bridgeport consultancy Qroup.406
Their methodology in relalion to the Treaty was to balance the polarities of pro- and
anti-Treaty views. The middle ground was occupied by local authorities, which
favoured co-option of Maori onto committees, speciat representation, Maori staff
recruitment, changes to rating on Maori land, and encouragement to Maori to stand
for eleclion' The Maori viewpoint was simply ovenivhelmed. Bridgeport therefore
reported a 'common view' that no groups, including Maori, should have ,special

recognition'.

The 'substantial comment in a small number of submissions' from Maori appeared as
the voice of a radical minority, seeking an equal share of political power between
Maori and Pakeha; recognition of Maori political processes, lwi decision-making and
management; Maori control of Maori land; legislative recognition of the Treaty as the
base for local government; statutory rights to Maori representation; and Maori self_
determination and local Maori self-governmsn1.4O7

Dissatisfied with this superficial approach, Maori officials in the Ministry for the
Environment sought a further analysis of these submissionr.40S 16;s showed a very
different picture. There was a 'generally consistent and forthright' Maori position,
sourced in the Treaty. The submissions attacked the 'una@eplable monocultural basis
permeating the existing system of centrat and local government', the inadequacy of
currenl democratic processes to ensure equal Maori representalion, and the lack of
effective and equal sharing of political power between Maori and Pakeha at all levels.
The 'overwhelmingly monocullural nature' of the discussion documenf itself, and
failure to involve the Maori community in the reform process, also came under
attack. Proceeding with the review, without first establishing where existing local
government and the Treaty came into conflict, was 'presumptuous as well as
inconsistent with the Treaty'. Although specific proposals varied,

[w]ithout exception the submissions from Maori groupings look to whar th€y
see as the fulfillment of the Treaty of waitangi as the basis for meetini
Maori aspirations in the r€form of local and regional government, in all its
aspecls, and also for meeting wider Maori objectives. The provisions of the
Treaty are seen to provide lhe essential basis for the tuliillment of Maori

406Briogeport Group, 'synopsis of submissions on Reform of Local and
Government-June 1988: Report to the Officials Co-ordinating Committtee
Government', Internal Affairs, Wellington, June 19gg

4oTBridgeport Group, ,synopsis of Submissions', 4B-5

Regional
on Local

408'g"u;",n of Submissions on the Fulure Role of Local and Regional Government,, Working
Paper No. 3, Ministry for the Environment, July 1988, 5. The Treaty was added to the
original terms of reference for those prearing this document.
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destiny and of what the Maori groups se6 as the partnership between Maori
and Pakeha intended by the Treaty.409

Maori submissions were calling for tribat self-governmenl, or fifty per cent
representation. A few local authorities had agreed:

The encouragement of a general Maori participation requires a form of local
government which is both easily accessible to the Maori people and
compatible with Maori political processes and cultural values. They'suggest
that Maori representation on a Pakeha institution like a local council is not
lhe answer.

But most had not:

They feel that the whole area of the relationship of the Treaty lo resource
management and planning rests with the central government and that local
aulhorities should have no responsibility in this area. The comment is made
lhat increased recognition of Maori values would result in there being one
rule for Maori people and one for the rest of the population. While a number
of local authorities agree that specific problems relating to regulation and
lhe slatus of Maori land must be addressed, they feel thiJ should be done by
working within existing slructures and systems. lt does not call for
wholesale changes to €stablished local government ways.4lo

(iii) Local Government (No. g) Bitt

Even before submissions closed on lhe discussion paper, the Government was moving
to implement its reforms. The Local Government (No. 3) Bill, which required the
Local Government Commission lo undertake a comprehensive local government
reorganisation before 1 July 1989, was introduced under urgency on 22 March
1988. lt did away with potential obstacles to the reform, including voter polls and
surveys, public consultation, and the right to appeal over mergers proposed by the
LGC. The Bill provided no specific terms of reference for the LGC. These were to come
later' by Order in Council. That meant lhere would be no chance for public
submissions or Parliamentary debate. National's lan McLean claimed: ,. in this
totalitarian Bill from a totalitarian Minister in a totalitarian Government the voice
of the people is silenced'.4l1 Nevv6sre in the Bill was there any recognition of tangata
whenua or the Treaty. That, claimed Bassett, would come in the next legislation,
which was six months away.

ao9 gPTg Working paper, no.3, t 9
41o gp11p, no.3, 19
4'l1 112p9, v.487, 22 March 1988, 28gB
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The Bill provoked considerable public outrage. Of 902 submissions only seven were
in favour.412 The Select Committee hearings were a shambles. Government
eventually bowed to intensive pressure to include the LGC terms of reference in the
statule, but details were still being worked on, and the new schedule simply read ,[to

comel'. The details were not tabled until the committee stages of the debate, which
was past the time for submissions or effective public input. They addressed the key
issues of membership, functions, and boundaries for regional and local government.
There was one minimal concession to Maori: the LGC could consult with Maori bodies
if it saw fit.

(iv) Pressure f rom the Officiats

This minor change was the result of mounting and persistent pressure from Maori
and officials. In mid'March the expanded officials group, in a belated recognition of
Treaty issues, had proposed that Bassett establish a Maori Consultative Group IMCGI
on local government, to help the officials achieve a Maori perspective. This was
agreed to on 24 March at a meeling attended by the four Maori Labour MPs. But the
group was appointed without consullation beyond the Government caucus. lts
handpicked members, including the Pakeha head of the New Zealand Local Government
Association, were all involved in the existing local government structures. They were
neither represenlatives of, nor directly accounlable to, lwi or other Maori
organisalions. The officials, concerned at the narrow membership, succeeded in

having one young Maoriwoman lawyer added.

The MCG did not meet until 3 May 1988. lts first meeting was not encouraging.4lS
The OCCLG explained they had no time for formal public hearings, nor was it in their
brief. They had held discussions with many local authority associations and major
interest groups, but apparently with no Maori organisations. Likewise, the LGC
claimed it was constrained by its tight time framework. Any consultation would
probably be channelled through local councils. The MCG asked for, and was given,
four main areas to focus on: the relationship of the Treaty 'principles' to the various
local government functions; options for Maori involvement in local government;
rating of Maori land; and provision for recognising tribal boundaries. But the group
lacked lhe resources, the brief and, it later appeared, the inctination to carry out its
own wide-ranging consultation.

412117pp, v.489, 28 June 1ggl, 4162, per Mccuily
413'yinulss of Inaugural Meeting of Maori Local Government Reform Consultation Group,,

3 May 1988
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The officials prepared their own report on the Treaty and local government for the

Cabinet committee, on 18 May. They noted that Governmenl's recently-released
objectives for Maori affairs, in the devolution document Ie Tirohanga Rangapu:
Partnership Perspectives had 'potentially significant implications for the reform of
local government'. The officials suggested that they develop a framework of Treaty
principles relevant to local government which, once agreed by Ministers, would
underpin their reports on issues such as finance, elections, boundaries, and

organisalion. In closing, they observed 'that the local government reform timetable
may imply that local government will be one of the first major areas where the
implications of the Treaty of Waitangi for government policy and practice is clarified
and tested utilising lhe policy commilments outlined in lhe discussion document
"Partnership Perspectivsg'.'4 1 4

Accompanying this was a background paper on the Principles of the Treaty of
Waitangi and Local Government Reform which, drawing selectively on the Court of
Appeal's SOEs decision and the Waitangi Tribunal's reports, advocated informed
decision-making based on consultation, as a way to provide meaningful Maori
participation in local government. Even this weak formula was loo much for Bassett.

The Cabinet Committee deferred consideration of the reporl for one week, and told the
officials to prepare the LGC drafl terms of reference based on what was already
agreed.4l5 The next meeting merely noted a forthcoming report from otficials on

Treaty issues, and options fe1 rsfeyrn.416

Despite this refusal to deal with the Trealy, Bassett continued delivering the Treaty
rhetoric.

The Government is also committed to ensuring that the reform programmo
has due regard to the principles of the Treaty of waitangi and to the need to
tako into account the views of lhe Maori people on aspects which effect
them. You will probably know that we have appointed a Maori consultative
group chaired by Brian Jones, a former chairman of raumarunui counly
Gouncil, to assist the officials coordinating committee in this regard. Many
of the major issues in Local Government today are affected by the
principles of the Treaty of waitangi - control of water resources and
disposal of sewage to name two. lt is vitally important that a Maori
perspective be brought to bear on these olher arsas of significanc€ to Maori
people. I have also appointed Mr Jones as a sixth member of the Local

41466616 ro ALG, 16 May 1988
a1sgL61ss) M1o/s-6
416416 (88) M1 1/i, 26 May .1988
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Governmsnt Commission. Mr Jones has sxtensive experience in both Local
Governmenl and Maori organisations.4lT

Geoffrey Palmer, as Minister for the Environment, found Basseil's anti-Treaty
stance most unhelpful. By excluding Maori from the reform process, he was posing

real problems for Palmer's resource management reform. That reform was premised

on the new local governmenl structures, and Maori were lobbying hard for
recognition. Prompted by his officials, Palmer wrote to Bassett on 22 June
expressing

the need for the Local Governmenl Commission to receive clear instructions
to consult with Maoridom as it proceeds with reform of local government.

Inclusion of this provision is necessary if the process of local
govornmsnt reform (and by implication resource managsment law reform)
is to remain credible 1o p1"or;6or.418

Bassett's scribbled response conceded only that the LGC 'may consult such persons

and organisations, including Maori tribal bodies and other Maori authorities, as it
thinks necessary'. That same day, lhe Cabinet commiltee instructed the officials to
draft the amended lerms of reference. lt was 'to exclude any re-litigation of the
principles of reform already agreed to by the Cabinet gommlttsg'.419

A two-day officials' meeting followed immediately. The exclusion of the Treaty, and

lack of consultation with Maori, evoked strong feelings, especially from the Maori

members. Twice otlicials had tried to raise the Treaty with the Cabinet committee and

received little response, beyond verbal assurances from Bassett that the issue would

be addressed. The unavailability of Maori Affairs officials to support the argument
had not helped. The officials decided that, despite their Ministerial instructions, they
would include three options for recognising the Treaty principles in their
recommendations to Cabinet: 1. nothing in any reorganisation scheme shall
@nlravene anything in the Treaty; 2. a requirement that the Commission have regarrt

to Maori interests and values; and/or 3. the LGC have regard to tribal boundaries in

setting those for local su16qd1iss.420

417l/'. Bassett, Speech, 15 June 1988
4186. Palmer to M. Bassell, 22 June 19gg
al9416199) M14t2, 22 June 19BB
420Minutes of fhe Nineteenth Meeting of the OCCLG 23-4 June j9g8
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Bassett added his own fourth option: that the LGC 'may consult such persons and
organisations, including Maori tribal authorities and other Maori bodies as it thinks
tl;.'.421

Several factors weighed in Bassett's favour. The Muriwhenua Fishing Report had been
released the week before, and anti-Treaty sentiment had reached fever pitch.

Ministers were also increasingly edgy about the Maori propensity to litigate. A
statutory reference might well land the Government back in court, and derail the
reform process. There would then be no hope of completion before the 1gg0 general

elections. On 4 July 1988, Cabinet agreed to a supplementary order paper [Sop]
afong the lines suggested by Bassett.422 7 firm decision had therefore been made, in

the face of extensive advice and criticism from Government's own officials, to exclude
the Treaty from lhe reorganisation of local government reform.

Consistent with this position, the LGC memoranda on22 July and 1 September 19gg

did not refer to the Treaty, langata whenua, or lwi. Neither did the indicative
proposals for reform released in Septembs1,423 nor the draft reorganisalion
schemes made public in December 1988.424 Boundaries remained geographically

defined. Transition committees would be set up to oversee the change, and have the
necessary staff and management structures in place before 14 October 1989. There
was nothing in the membership, functions, duties, or powers of the proposed new
bodies which acknowledged the exislence of lwi, Hapu, and tangata whenua.
Submissions were sought on the proposals. But the LGC made no analysis of
submissions regarding tangata whenua or the Treaty, and there was no summary of
lhe major @ncerns expressed by Maori in meetings or in writing. The LGC had
merely weighed 'Maori community of interest issues' alongside 616g1e.425

There were, in facl, at least eight submissions on the indicative proposals forwarded
to the LGC from bodies of considerable mana, and who spoke for a substantial number
of Maori.426 Copies of these were received in iate October by Maruwhenua, the Maori

421y1ni.1"t of Local Government,' Local Government Commission: Terms of Reference,.
undated

a2?gtd glt24/g
4237o, example, LGC 'lndicative Proposals for the Northland and Auckland Regions,, 29

September 1988
424pq example, LGC 'Draft Reorganisation Schemes for the Auckland Begion', December

1 988
42scorrespondence with Local Government commission, 14 April 19g9
426Hxu7.k; District Maori Council; Te Runanga o Ngati porou; Tainui Maori Trust Board;

Tauranga Moana Maori Trust Board; Awataha Marae lncorporated Sociery, North Shore,
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secretariat in the Ministry for the Environment. Given the failure of the LGC to
respond, they analysed the submissions themselves. Once more, clear and consistent
views emerged which were sourced in the Treaty of Waitangi and the exercise of tino
rangatiratanga. They sought lwi conlrol of resources and their management, lwi-
based boundaries, lwi-nominated representation on local authorities, consistent with
self-determination, and equal recognition of Maori and Crown. The exclusion of Maori
from the reform process was considered offensive and absurd. For example:

In Ngati Porou, il is proposed that five local authorities b€ amalgamatsd.
Over 75o/" of the population in this region is Maori and the majority belong
to the Ngati-Porou tribe. lt is difficult to understand why they were not
consulted by the f ive local authorities purporting to represent their
concerns.427

(iv) Constitutional Beform of Local Government

Having failed to make any headway with the LGC reorganisation, Maori attention
turned to recognition of the Treaty in the Local Government Reform Bill. This was
where Bassett had promised, since December 1987, that the Treaty would be dealt
with. On 7 September 1988, officials proposed a further examination of the Trealy,s
applicalion to local and regional governments. The Cabinel Committee, in Bassett's
absence, agreed.428 Six weeks later, the Committee 'noted that issues relating to the
application of the Treaty of Waitangi to local government are still to be fully
considered and may result in decisions that will require amendments to be made to
the constitutional aspecls of local government'.429

The Local Government Reform Bill was introduced on 13 December 1g88. Significant
sections were again not ready, and the schedule of consequential amendments,
accountability provisions, and remuneration was ,[to come],. Large parts, especially
the functions of regional government and the purposes of local governmenl and
boundaries, were drawn directly from the LGC's terms of reference, which had

excluded the Treaty.430 16s7g was no reference to lwi, Hapu, or langata whenua. Nor

Auckland; Te Runanganui o Ngati-Kahungunu; Ngati-Wai and Te Kaipara Kokiri Trust Board
(in lhe submission of Rodney County Council); and the Maori ARA representative (in rhe
ARA submission).

4279r11;n"6 in submission on behalf of the Maori Local Authority Representatives in
Tamaki-Makaurau, November 1988.

4284161gg)M20, 7 Seprember 1988
429416199)M25/1, 19 october 1988
43091"r"" 6, (secrion 37K) provided that local government would recognise the .existence

of different communities in New Zealand and their identities and values,: define and
enforce their rights; ensure choice of local public facilities and services; operate rrading
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was there the promised reference to the Treaty. This, said Bassell, would now awail
the MCG report, due to reach officiats by g March 1989.

The MCG had been asked by the officials for a paper setting out their preferred

option. The preparation of this paper eventually took from October 1988 to April
1989. By late 1988 the group was coming under pressure from outside and within.
It had remained low key and conservalive, dominated by Internal Affairs o1116;61s.431

On 25 October 1988, at only its fourth meeting, the group considered three options:
1. a parallel system of independent and autonomous Maori tribal authorities, with
formal stalus as resource management bodies, and with power to regulate resource
use; 2. a mixed option providing a joint lwi/Crown approach to planning, resource
allocation, and policy development, and with lwi nominees on local authorities; and 3.

an integraled model, rejecting any role for tribal bodies, and offering a series of
Maori issues committees lo 'fosler understanding of Maori/Treaty concernr'.432 15s
MCG opted for the mixed option.433 Several officials were then sent away to prepare

a paper for presentation at the next meeting.

The group did not meet for another three months. At its meeting on 19 January 19gg

the MCG considered a paper from Maori 411s;1s,434 and one from the Maori planner

with the Auckland Regional Authority [ARA], Hirini Matungs.43s Discussions became
tense as the recommendations in both papers were censored. This included removal of
'@nnotations of separatism' from reference to lwi authority powers; 'reference to
independent status' from proposals to give lwi management plans statutory
authority; suggestions of local government funding to prepare lwi plans; and
substituted the selection of members by 'atl Maori' for selection by tangata whenua,
as the latter would have excluded Maori living outside their tribal areas.436

On 2 February 1989 the chairperson of the MCG, Brian Jones, told the officials that
there was strong support for some statutory requirement to comply with the Treaty

undertakings on a 'competitively nsutral' basis; delivsr appropriate facilities and
services on behalf of central government; and efficiently and effectively exercise the
functions, duties and powers of local governmsnt.

4311613 dominance is particularly apparent in the S€crorary for Local Government to MCG
response to a discussion paper by Nga Kai Whakamarama I Nga Ture (Maori Legal
Service) member of the MCG, Caren Wickliffe, 26 July 19gg.

432'y1nr1"" of Fourth Meeting of the MCG', 25 October 19gg
43SMaruwhenua, t9 December 19Bg
434gsluvv6enua, 'Local Government: Maori participation,, 11 January 19g9o??t Matunga, 'Local Government: A Maori perspective,
436'M;nu1es of the Fifth Meeting of the MCG', 19 January 19g9
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in lhe Act. But the MCG's proposals for Maori involvement in local government would
not be completed for another six to eight weeks. Belatedly, the MCG also called for a
hui of Maori working in local government, which 'would be of value to the Group and

also serve as a useful indication of the way in which the Group is prepared to consult
with people directly involved in the issues under consideration'.437

An amended paper was placed before the MCG by officials on 1 March 19g9. lts
recommendations had been significantly weakened. By a majority, the committee
rejected proposals which would have seen tangata whenua nominees on regional
aulhorilies, the right of lwi authorities to exercise powers over Maori land, and

statutory recognilion for lwi management plans. A parallel Maori LGc and
investigation of Maori constituencies and wards were also deemed unacceptable. The

most consistent opponent of these measures was lhe group's pakeha member.

lnstead what the MCG effectively opted for was the weak integrated option, which they

had earlier rejected. Councils should establish Maori issues committees, with Maori

and non-Maori members, and have mandatory Maori representation on all planning

and natural resources sub-committees. Local bodies should also have Maori advisers
on tikanga Maori, equal employment opportunity programmes, and codes of practice

and standing orders which acknowledged Maori cusloms and language.43a Voluntary

lwi management plans were supported 'in principle'. At the nationat level, a Maori
Local Government Officer should be appointed to report to the Minister about Treaty
issues, and Maori participation in local government. All these reforms could be

accommodated within the existing, Pakeha struclures. Nothing in these proposals

recognised lwi as a parl of government, or conferred actual power on lwi or tangata
whenua. Only the original proposals for a statutory Treaty reference remained intact.

The officials reported to the Cabinet Committee on 3 March 1989, and impressed on
Ministers once again the need for some statutory recognition of the Treaty in the
Local Governmenl Reform Bill, to ensure that local government fulfilled lhe Crown,s
Treaty obligations. Brief, informal discussions with the Crown Law Office and the
Justice Department had shown no 'immediate constitutional difficulties'. While
further detailed work on the implications of the Treaty would be needed, it was 'very

desirable that appropriale general provision concerning the Treaty be included in the
Local Government Reform Bill' by a supplementary order paper in March. The
officials reminded Ministers of the 'substantial criticism from Maori groups and

4379. .1snss to OCCLG, 2 February 19g9
438'Minutes of the Sixth Meeting of the MCG', 1 March .t989
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persons about the lack of specific reference to the Treaty in the Bill as

;n11e6ugs6'.439

(v) The Maori Reaction

Maori tolerance had indeed been wearing thin. Maori local authority representatives

in Tamaki Makaurau had made a particularly strong submission to the LCG and
yg6.aa0 They complained that specific requests to the LGC for a hearing had received

no response, and the draft indicative proposals showed the Treaty had not been

addressed. By treating tangata whenua as a special interest, or minority group,

within majority-rule democracy, the LGC was merely continuing the existing
assimilationist processes and policies. Local government should be required to

comply with the Treaty principles, and the LGC should appoint a Maori adviser to
prepare a reporl on tangata whenua issues, as a precursor lo proper consultations

with tribal authorities. The NZMC, in its submission on the Local Government

Reform Bill in February 1989, also challenged the absence of the Treaty from the
process, the failure of the LGC and the MCG to consult Maori, and the Government's

earlier rejection of the Treaty in the June Bill.

Bowing lo continued pressure for it to consult, the MCG finalty called a hui for 2-3

March. lt was attended by about thirty Maori, whose wide range of local government

experience included past or presenl membership of the Porirua City Council,

Richmond Borough Council, Northern United Council, Mangonui County Council,
Hamilton City Council, Kaitaia Borough Council, Waitaha Management Group, and lhe

ARA Planning Committee; tribal bodies such as Runanga o Ngati Kahungunu, Raukawa

District Maori Council and NZMC; as well as the ARA Maori planner, Deputy Mayor of
Manukau, Treasurer of Opotiki District Council, and Deputy Mayor of Taumarunui.

They were hardly the bunch of hardened radicals later portrayed by Basseft.

The hui condemned the lack of consultation over the MCG's appointment and its terms

of reference, as well as its self-imposed constraints.

The process ol providing for Maori participation has been last-minute,
lardy, offensive, and eveh bizarre. The crown must realise that the
unsalisfactory and inaccessible melhods used to appoint the Maori
consultative Group are offensive to the Maori people as they usurp our

43996916 to ALG, 'Recognition of Treaty of Waitangi', 3 March 1gg9
440gu6rn;5sion on behalf of the Maori Local Authority Representatives in Tamaki-

Makaurau, November 1988
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rights to select our own representation. under the Treaty, the crown is
required to negotiate with lhe Maori people on these matters.44l

The attitude of the Minister and the ineptitude of Department of Internal Affairs also

came under attack. The hui rejected the MCG proposals and demanded lhat the Local

Government Reform Bill be deferred until the issues raised by the hui had been

addressed. They wanted fifty per cent mana whenua representation on local bodies,

specific Maori constituencies and wards, and Maori standing c€mmittees with power

of veto over local body non-compliance with the Treaty.

The MCG, minus several strong opponents of such measures, met on 5 ys196.442 4
number of hui participants were also presenl. Each of lhe recommendations was
discussed and minor amendments made. But the substance of them stood. The group

also sought to co-opt five further members. The meeting concluded with three
resolutions: first, that the MCG fully supported and adopted the hui paper, as

amended; second, that the amended paper should be presented to the officials group;

and third, that the MCG sought the immediate release of the hui paper and the OCCLG,s

response, for urgent public comment.

Even the generally cautious Sir Graham Latimer came out in support of the hui:

The present Local Government Reform, with ils indefensible silence on
Treaty mattsrs, Maori statutory representation on regional/local
government, tribal boundaries, rate relief for Maori land, wahi lapu areas
and indigenous forests etc, demonstratss that the Partnership Response/Te
Urupare Rangapu documenl has already been sidelined. Illt is
unfortunate that the Minisler responsible for the Local Government Reform
exercise has expected to gain the necessary Treaty partnsr input from the
small, obscure and almost furtive Maori consultative group. Meaningful
consultation can't lake place if the people whose interests you purportedly
ropres€nt don't even know of your existence.443

Bassett responded angrily to Sir Graham's 'rather intemperate outbursl', and
suggested he would be better off making a submission on the Bill (which he already
had). Bassett alleged that the MCG had been hijacked by radicats. He claimed that
there had been plenty of opportunity for Maori people to get across their ideas on
local governmenl reform. He had appointed a Maori to the LGC, and a Maori advisory
group 'with a specific brief of consulting Maori people on all aspects of local and
regional government as they affect Maori interests and values'. The LGC had wrilten
to Sir Graham asking for his input. The officials' group had Maori representation,

441'pspqrt of the Hui on Maori Participation in Local Government', 1-3 March 19g9.
442'y1nr1"" of the Seventh Meeting of rhe MCG',6 March 19g9
4436. Latimer, Press Release, 2 March 19g9
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and the Minister of Maori Affairs had been an active member of the Cabinet
Committee.4a4 yy561 Bassetl failed to explain was why rhis had produced absolutely
no statutory recognition of lwi and Hapu, tangata whenua, or the Treaty.

The new MCG report, endorsing lhe hui, was forwarded to the Cabinet Committee on g

March 1989. But the Committee 'declined to accept their detailed
recommendations'.44s They also rejected the officials' proposal for a Treaty clause
in the SOP. Officials were told to prepare a report based on the earlier MCG
proposals.

ll had been a bad fortnighr for the Government. lt was back in court over coal and
forests, and it was grappling with proposals for a co-ordinated Treaty strategy.
Cabinet confirmed the Committee's decision, and even strengthened their rejection in
one respes1.446 Bassett and Welere immediately announced the Government's
rejection of the hui recommendations. 'While it is not possible to include specific
reference lo Maori issues in the Local Government Reform Bill [the] Government
accepts that more work needs to be done on how local government can have regard to
Maori 155use'.447 The Treaty, and Maori representation, were now expected to be

addressed in the later resource management legislation.

Draft proposals for the SOP were approved, despite the officials' warning that 'the

omission of reference to the Treaty of Waitangi will be conlroversisg'.448 As an
example of the impotence of the June 1986 Cabinet policy, the Treaty assessment of
the legislation boldly stated:

ll was originally intended that provision recognising the Treaty in local
gov€rnm€nl legislation be included in the SOP but this was decided against
by ALG on I March. There are no provisions in the Bill which conflict with
the Treaty.449

Bassett continued for several more weeks lambasting the hui in the press, describing
'the anacks by a small group of Maori people' as 'posluring rhetoric'.

444y. Bassett, Press Release. 2 March 1989
4454;6 (89) Mg/4, 8 March 1989
446gy 8918179, 13 March '1989. Cabinet dropped the reference to tocal government
, .reform as complying with lhe objectives set out in Tirohanga Rangapu.
4479. Bassett and K. Wetere, press Release, 9 March 19gg
44SCabinet Legislation Committee, 16 March 1989
449'9p11 Bill Proposal: Local Government Reform Bill sop', 14 March 19gg
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The Government is not prepared to accept lhe recommendations. To do so
would be undemocratic, since it would put Maoris, who constitute 1O7o ot
lhe population, into the driving seat at local government level, irrespective
of whelher they could succeed through the electoral process.4s0

His outrage was repeated in a letter to Ranginui Walker on 21 March, in response to

a news report that the Auckland District Maori Council was considering a boycott of
the 1990 Treaty celebrations, because of the Minister's s11;1u6s.451

The Government has never made any sscret of the fact that it wants
practical advice from Maori groups on how the spirit of the Treaty should
be incorporated into legislation alfecting local governm€nt, and how, in
particular, Maori representation can best be guaranteed. ll is the absence of
any cons€nsus amongsl Maori that has led the Government lo opt for
including reference to Treaty mattors in the resourcs management law
reform exercise, rather than in the Local Government Reform 9111.452

Bassett also wrote to the individual members of his MCG asking them to 'rethink the

issues . . . and see whether a set of recommendations relating to the Treaty and to

Maori participation in local government that was more likely to command general

acceptance could be devised by your crmmittee.' He put fonrvard three possibilities. lf
regional bodies opted for elections based on national constituencies, this could include

Maori representation based on the Maori seats. Or there could be statutory
recognition of lwi authorities and their right to be consulted over resource use,

management, and planning decisions. Alternatively, lwi might appoint
representalives on some district or regional councils or committees. All of these

options limited Maori input either to minority representation on, or consultalion by,

council committees. While 'time was running out', Bassett said he could possibly

persuade his colleagues lo consider a SOP, if suggestions were received by 7 April

19gg.as3

The MCG met on 31 March. But only half the members were present, and they were

oulnumbered by officials. Even the deputy Secretary for Local Government alendeo,
to slress the importance of the Minister's request. ll was made clear that neither
pofitical party would accept a fifty/fifty option, so the MCG should look tor a

'reasonable approach' which would secure the Governmenl's acceptance. They should
'consult in their localilies', and rslurn a week later to work on a response to the
Minisler's 191191.454 lnstead of this, members made individual, written responses,

4509. Bassett, Press Release, 16 March 19g9
451 Evaning Post, 2o March 1989
452y. Bassett to R. Walker, 21 March 1989.
453Y. Bassett to B. Jones, undated
454'p41nu1"" of the Eighth Meeting of the MCG', 31 March 1989
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presenting their diverse views. Most reiterated their support for the 'one person one

vote' electoral process, confining lwi to advice, consultation, and perhaps nomination

of committee members-although a minority continued to argue that the voice of the

huicould not be ignored.

The final MCG meeting was held on 7 April 1989-'in committee', to exclude several
of the hui participants who had come to monitor its deliberations. lts final draft
recommendations sought an 'appropriate' statutory reference to the Treaty. Each

regional council should have at least one member elected by voters on the Maori roll,

and each local authority should establish, with lwi approval, either a formal

consultalion procedure for matters significant to Maori, or a council committee
which included lwi-appointed representatives. Tangata whenua represenlation on

planning and resource commiltees of all territorial and regional authorities should

be mandatory. The draft was circulated amongst the group but apparently only one

member, the Maori woman lawyer, bothered to respond. She concluded 'lt is obvious
from reading the paper/response for the Minister that there is no underlying
philosophical basis apparent e.g. the concept of "rangalirstanga".'455 Indeed, tino

rangatiratanga had been reduced to minority representation and lwi consultation.

This was fonrvarded to Bassett on 19 April 1989. Initially, it appeared that even this
was too late. Cabinel had already deferred any action on the Treaty until the resource

management statute, later in 1989. But the Minister had miscalculated the level of
Maori outrage at his repeated dismissal of the Treaty. Under continuing Maori
pressure, especially from the NZMC, he was forced lo reconsider.

(vi) The Draft Local Government Bilt (No. g)

On 17 May 1989, the same day that the Local Government Reform Bill was reported

back without any reference to the Treaty n'lo Maori, the Cabinet committee agreed to
the preparation of

a draft Bill or discussion document for general distribution for public
comment covering:

i) appropriate recognition of the Treaty of waitangi in local government;
ii) appropriate consultative mechanisms including committ€e structures
to ensurg adequate Maori input into local governmsnl decision making.456

4556. wicktiffe to
4s64161991M11t2,

T. Horner, Internal Affairs, 18 April t9B9
17 May 1989
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Given the history of the reform process, this initially looked as if Maori had scored a
victory. But, on closer scruliny, it was clear that the Minister was talking of a 'draft

bill' of very limited proportions. Any actual legislation would only be introduced to

Parliament once Maori and local authorities had reached a consensus. Given that local
government already opposed even the possibility of mandatory advisory
committees,45T 16s prospect of anything satisfactory to Maori seemed remote.

The draft Local Governmenl (No.8) Bill, and explanatory slatement, were finally
released in October 1969.458 What started as a large discussion paper had, through

successive drafts, been pruned of any substance, including an entire chapter on

Maori expectations. lt emerged as a four-page statement of Government's position.

The documenl set out the Government's 'desired form of consultative mechanism' and

soughl commenls only on the details. lwi authorities would appoint Maori Advisory

Committees [MACs]. These would be consulted by regional and local authorities on

matlers concerning Maori, and make recommendations on their own initiative.
However, their views would not be binding on the local bodies. Two options were
offered for statutory recognition of the Treaty principles. One explicitly equated

them with 'consultation and discussion'. ln the other they were reduced to one factor,

to be considered by local bodies alongside all others, when deliberating on the MAC's

recommendations.

lmmediately the draft Bill was released, the closing date for submissions was put

back from 18 November to 31 December 1989. This was extended again to 31

January 1990. Of the 170 submissions received, around half being from local

authorities, and thirty nine from Maori organisa1lsns.459 The analysis was once
more undertaken by Bridgeport Consultants, and adopted the same 'balanced'
approach. ll was published in April 1990. Predictably, Maori had called for separate
Maori representation, a Treaty clause, and real powers for lwi and Maori
committees. Most local governmenl submissions advocated voluntary comminees, and

no reference to the Treaty.

There was now no likelihood of legislation before the election. But the new Minister

of Local Government, Philip Woollaston, neverlheless asked for an 'issues and

options paper' on the matter. The officials advised him that separate Maori

4579. Basselt lo ALG,'Maori Participation in Local Governmenl', 16 May 19g9
458gs1sm of Local and Regional Government: Bitl lor the Establishment of Maori Advisory

Committees in Local Government and Explanatory Statement, OCCLG, October 1g89
459Secretary for Local Government, 'lssues and Options for Maori Advisory Commilees,,

6 July 1990
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represenlation in local government, and the advisory status of the committees, should
not be ,sr;s;1s6.460 However, they should be made mandatory. The MAC's
jurisdiction might cover all council mallers, or be limited to those which the council
considered might concern the tangata whenua. Provision to delegate functions to the
commitlees should be removed. Local bodies should be required to prepare a summary

of their action on the MAC recommendations, and make them freely available on

requesl. Given the delays in establishing registered lwi authorities and lheir non-

mandatory nature, a flexible approach was needed. lt would be unwise for the
provisions to be tied too closely to the Runanga lwi Bill. There would also need to be

some stalutory reference to the Treaty. Othenrvise 'the Government will risk being
perceived as backing down on its promises in the draft Bill, and in slatements made

by the previous Minister of Local Governmenl, that there would be a reference to the
Treaty in the Maori Advisory Committee legislation.'461

On 25 July 1990 the Policy Committee approved a standard form of MAC, unless the

tangata whenua and local authority agreed on an alternative. The local authority would

decide what matters to refer to the MAC. The Treaty clause should parailel that in the

Resource Management 9i11.462 Cabinet referred the proposal back for further
consideration on 6s13;1s.463 A further paper which addressed 'the extenl to which the

Officials paper seeks legislative provision' suggests that some Ministers considered

statutory provision for the Committees to be unnecessary.464 However, the proposal

went through the Policy Committee,465 and the Cabinet,466 without further
significant amendment, in August 1990. By then, Parliament was preparing to rise

in preparation for the election campaign. There would be no legislation.46T

Bassett blamed the exclusion of lhe Treaty from lhe local government reform on the

lack of Maori consensus. Yet, except for the views of the hand-picked group of
individuals on the MCG, Maori had consistently called for the same thing-recognition
of the Treaty and tino rangatiratanga in local government. The stumbling-block was
not Maori. lt was a Minister who had appeared determined from the very start to have

460'6"r." and Options'
461'1ssg* and Options', 4
462p91 (90) M2B/4, 25 July t 99o
463949 (90) M2s/sa, Bo Juty t99o
464secretary for Local Government, 'Maori Advisory committees', 31 July 1990
465p91199) M29/9, 1 Augusr 1990
466949 (90) M26/6, 6 August 1990
46716s National Government has since determined that there will be no legislation providing

for Maori Advisory Committees, and their establishment will be a voluntary matter for
each local body. Minister of Local Government to J. Kelsey, May 1991
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nolhing to do wilh the Treaty, within a Government which was rapidly going cold on

its avowed Treaty policy. In the end, local government remained unencumbered by the
Treaty of Waitangi, or lhe rights of tangata whenua.

(vii) Conclusion

The triennial local government elections had been held in October 1989, and the new

Pakeha local government system was firmly in place.

For some Pakeha, reform had been long overdue. Local government had remained

captured by individual wealthy and influential Pakeha men. The lack of a formal,
party system left room for alliances based more on pragmatic class and economic

interests than on rigid party dogma and manifestos. This bred cynicism and apathy

amongsl its constituents, who knew little about its membership, operations, or even

its purpose. Contact by local residents with their councils rarely went beyond the
occasional ceremonial function or major council decision which made the local
papers, the annual rate demand, or applications for a building permit or dog licence.

Voter turnout was consistently low, public participation minimal, and support for
local government negligible.

But none of this had changed under the reforms. The driving force of the review had

been etficiency. lt was not even a better style of Pakeha participatory democracy.

Indeed the reform process itself was, right up to the last, arrogantly dismissive of
popular sentiment, and added to electoral disconlent.46S The power vested in the new

regional and local authorily slructures would continue to be remole from most
people. The new priorities of efficiency and market-delivery of services, alongside
plans to corporatise commercial operations into Locat Governmenl Trading
Enterprises, would place economic factors before human needs. lt was certainly no

more democratic. Despite an increase in the number of women mayors and

councillors in the 1989 elections, local body politics was likely to remain captured

by the same vesled interests, and dominated by pakeha, male power-brokers.

For Maori, the October 1989 local body elections had confirmed their etfective
exclusion from the new slructure. ln Auckland-the city with the highest urban
Maori population-only one Maori was elected to the city council. Maori were as

4681"n"1 moves by Devonport residents to halt the process were negated when the
Minister signed the Order in Council imposing the reorganisation scheme, the night before
judgment was delivered. Devonport Borough Council v Locat Government Commission
[1989] 2 NZLR 203
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marginal to local government as they had always been. In the broader context of
devolution, the Government's rejection of the Treaty also had serious constitutional
implications. The Crown had conferred substantial powers on bodies which bore no
obfigation to comply with the Treaty. ln the Manukau Report the Waitangi Tribunal
had observed:

[T]he Crown cannot divest itself of its Treaty obligations or confer an
inconsistent jurisdiction on olhers. lt is not any act or omission of th€
Board that is justiciable but any omission of the Crown to provide a proper
assurancs of its Treaty promises when vesting any responsibility in the
9o"76.469

That was precisely what the Governmenl had done.

(d) Resource Managemenl Law Reform

ll would have been difficult for the Government to ignore the Treaty of Waitangi so
blatanlly in the review of resource management laws. The 'principles of the Treaty,
had already been recognised in bolh the Environment and Conservation Acts. A Maori
secrelarial, Maruwhenua,had been set up in the Ministry for the Environment. And
the Minister for the Environment, Geoffrey Palmer, remained committed, publicly at
least, to the Government's Treaty policy. So, right from the first announcemenl of the
resource management taw reform IRMLR] in January 1ggg, the Treaty enjoyed a
high profile. One of the four-member core group, set up to oversee the process, was
specifically appointed to provide a Maori perspective, and a comprehensive
consultation process to seek out Maori views was approved. There could hardly have
been a more marked contrasl with the LGR. But the driving force of RMLR was not the
Treaty. lt was the need for an economically, administratively, and environmentally
efficient system which met the needs of the nation as a whole. Despite their different
starting points, the outcome of the two reviews, for Maori, was much the same.

(i) Orlgins ot RMLR

Environmental restructuring during the 1985-6 corporatisation exercise had
combined with pressure from developers and environmenlalisls, to make a thorough
overhaul of resource laws essential. The 1987 review of the Town and Country

469p1n6;nn of the Waitangi Tribunal on the Manukau Claim, WAI-8, Government printer,
Wellington, 99
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Pfanning Acl, known as the Hearn Repor\,47o was too limited. In December 1gg7
Palmer pul to the ad hoc Ministerial committee which was considering the Hearn
Report, a proposal for an expanded review of resource management statutes. This
would cover water and soil, mining and minerals, environment assessmenl
procedures, pollulion, and hazardous substances.4Tl The primary principles would
be: economic efficiency by maximising net benefits from available resources equity
by ensuring that the allocation of rights and privileges, costs and benefits was fair
and just; good environmental managemenf and practicality. The review would work
from a 'zero base' looking at all possible options, with the goal of new legislation by
1989. There was no mention of the Treaty.

The RMLR was underpinned throughout by a battle for control between Treasury and

the Ministry tor the Environment. The former promoted a system of tradeable
property rights in resources, restrained only by market forces. The latter advocated
'suslainable development'of resources through legal regulation. ln August 1987 the
Ministry for the Environment made a pre-emptive strike, by sponsoring a lecture
tour by United States academic David Bromley. He launched a sometimes brulal attack

on the myopia of the market celebrants:

Those who have been speaking most enthusiastically on behalf of market
processes seem lo suggest that all that is needed is to establish property
rights-by which they invariably mean private prop€rty rights-and then
most of the activities in which government has been engaged can safely be
taken over by individuals. . [l]n the real world of imperfect, costly and
asymmetric information . . . [t]o assign or allocate rights is also to assign
or allocate Power and the control over futur€ benefit slreams. Since
when does a society deserve only as much environmental protection as can
be purchased in far-from-perfect marketsz4T2

Bromley concluded 'that the new resource management programme is driven less by

economic logic than it is by an ideological position that government is bad and that
volilional bargains are necessarily good'. Instead, he advocated politically-
determined standards, to be implemented through market mechanisms which could
reward individual initiative, experimentalion, and efficiency.

47opsv;sYt of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977, Department of Trade and Induslry,
Weflington, 't987 lHearn Repofi

4Tl Memorandum from G. Palmer to Ad Hoc Cabiner Committee on the Review of Town and
Country Planning Acl, 'Review of Resource Managemenl Slalutes', 4 December 1gg7;
cM 87t51t9

a72g. Bromley, Property Rights and the Environment: Natural Resource policy in
Transition, Ministry for the Environment, wellington, April 19g8, so-4
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These tensions were broadly termed the property rights/market perspective and the
citizens participation perspective. When contrasted with the Treaty of Waitangi/
Maori perspective-full authority of tangata whenua to control their lands, fisheries
and taonga for the good of the present generation, and lhose to come-the competing
Treasury and Environment models no longer appeared as polar extremes. Rather,
they were different strategies for resource exploitation, both of which embodied the
denial of tino rangatiratanga.

(ii) Preparation tor the Reform

Around this time, the tensions between economic and Treaty policies began lo surface
within government departments. While some officials were firmly entrenched in

Rogernomics, others had accepted the Government's challenge to develop a bicultural
and Trealy-sensilive state sector. lronically, this latter development gained
momenlum just as the Cabinet started to go cold on the Treaty.

A prefiminary paper prepared in January 1988 on lhe Principtes af the Treaty and
Resource Management Law Reform exemplifies this paradox. Officials from Maori
Affairs, women's Affairs, Environmenl, Juslice, Forestry, MAF, works, and the
Maori affairs desk in Treasury adopted an explicitly bicultural perspective, and

argued that the Treaty was at 'the heart of the constitutional foundation of New
Zealand'. In approaching the RMLR 'there are strong argumenls that ownership
should be settled first'-ideally, before decisions were made on the use of those
resources. lf there was no longer a valid reason for continued Crown ownership or
management of the resources, it would be unreasonable to limit Maori rights undef
the Treaty. Any statutory references to the Treaty should be standardised, and
proposed legislation measured against the Treaty, to identify and correct potential

breaches in advance. Achieving this, the officials noted, would require changes in the
current 'monocultural bureaucracy' which reflected 'lhe traditional policy of
assimilation and one law for all'.

This was slrong stuff for the public service-although it still reflected a concept of
biculturalism which stopped well short of tino rangatiratanga. lts base line was once
again the principles of the Treaty, largely as formulated by the Treasury.473 while
the committee acknowledged a significant imbalance in favour of the Government,
'[w]ith goodwill on both sides it should be possible to give a fair weighting to bolh . . .

Articles so as to balance the reasonable interests of both Treaty parrners'.

4739s. above 191-2
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The report had a minimal effect. The detail of the RMLR was approved by the Cabinet

Committee on Local Government Reform in late February 19gg.a7a lt was to have

three phases. Phase one trom March to June 1988 would set the purposes and

objectives for natural resources management, taking account of existing resource

management commitments 'including those defined in the Treaty of Waitangi'. phase

two from April to December 1988 would identify options and proposals for
implementing those purposes and objectives. ln phase three, from November 1988 to
August 1989, officials would prepare drafting instructions, arrange for new

legislation, and work on liaison, education, and monitoring new policies. Exlensive

consultation would be essential, including '[a]dequate recognition of Maori interests

via early and open discussion'. A core group lo oversee the review would comprise
officials from Environmenl and Treasury, a legal practitioner, and a Maori issues

36v1ss1.475 But the core group's actual lerms of reference made no mention of the
Treaty.

(ii) Phase One: Setting the Objectives

During phase one the contradiction between Government's goals and the Treaty
remained implicit. Officials recommended a primary objective 'of resource
allocation and management . to produce an enhanced quality of life both for
individuals and the community'.476 4msng the lesser and 'sometimes conflicting'
goals, was the 'just distribution of rights to resources'. This would 'take inlo
account' the rights of existing right-holders and the obligations of the Crown. 'ln
particular the legislation should give practical effect to the principles of the Treaty

of Waitangi'. But the officials also noted that any Crown recognition of Treaty rights
would have a major impact on rights to resources, including management of
resources by, or with the consenl of the tangata whenua. Any decision to change
ownership would therefore have to be weighed up carefully, and the cost of major
change was likely to limit its extent.

474gnv1lsnment, 'Review of Resource Management Statutes: Proposed Programme and
Slructurs', 29 February 1988

4Tsstephanie Milroy was appointed as the Maori adviser in March but, disillusioned with
the role, she resigned in May 1988, and was replaced by Maruwhenua dir€ctor Shane
Jones.

4T6Environmenl, 'Guidelines for Review of Resource Management Statutes', 28 March
1 988
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Work on major issues was divided up among task groups whose members represented

the spectrum of viewpoints. Several groups looked at issues affecting the Treaty. But

this had the effect of marginalising the Treaty from other issues. As the groups
gravitated toward some middle-ground compromise between lhe market and citizen
participation perspectives, positions based on the Treaty appeared extreme and

untenable.

The first step in the public consultation process was the release, on 5 May 199g, of
an information kit of issues papers. Papers E and G contained the essence of the

review outlining the RMLR guidelines and objectives, and options for resource

allocation. 'Practical effect to the principles of the Treaty' was high on the list of
objectives, but implicitly conslrained by the considerations of exisling right-
holders, transferable property rights, and practicality, and the proviso that
'government should only be involved if it is able to achieve a better outcome than

would occur without its involvement'. By conlrast, the two papers dealing with the
Treaty were vague and weak, invoking the 'spirit not the text' of the Treaty,
partnership, reasonableness, good faith, working compromises, and adaptability.4TT
While both the Maori and English texts of the Treaty were set out, the absence of any
English translation of the Maori rendered it inaccessible to most readers.

Speeches throughout April, May and June 1988 by Palmer,478 Environment under-
secretary Philip Woollaston,4T9 sn6 the head of the Ministry for the Environment,
Roger Blakeley, continued to stress the Treaty component of the reform. Blakeley
even argued:

The principles of the Treaty must p€rvade every asp€cl of their review and
the legislation resulting from it if the review is to have credibility and
relevance in Maori eyes. . . . This involves not just taking account of Maori
concerns, bul active empoworment and involvement of Maoris in decision-
making'480

477py1p, Paper F, Maori lssues-S ome Background
4787u example, G. Palmer, Speech to New Zealand Catchment Authorities Conference, 4

May 1988; SPeech to lnternational Conference on Marine Disposal of Wastewater, 23
May 1988

4797s7 example, P. Woollaston, Speech to International Conference on Alternative Waste
Treatment Systems, 26 May 1988; Speech to New Zealand Association for
Environmental Education, 28 June l ggg

48o Resource Beview, 6 April 1988
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(iv) The Taumutu Hui

Whether this reflected naive sincerity or cynical rheloric, it was about to be put to
the test. In June 1988 it was announced that a 'group of interested people and experts
(Maori and Pakeha) has been brought together to discuss what the Treaty of Waitangi
means for resource managemenl.'48l This was lhe Taumutu Hui, a three-day
workshop held near Christchurch in May 1988. lt provoked the first major crisis
for the Treaty in RMLR, and brought the contradiction out into lhe open. The report of
the hui's Maori caucus was uncompromising. The starting point was the Treaty and
rangaliratanga, not the 'principles' or partnership. That meant self-determination-
in this conlext, lribal power and aulhority over managemenl, allocation, and use of
resources.

From a Maori viewpoint the Crown was recognising the Confederation of
1835, the Declaration of lndependence by the assembled chiefs who desired
to become one people under one flag each respecting the indep€ndence of the
othsr. The concession of kawanatanga was to be balanced by tino
rangaliratanga, power and authority. The Treaty sought to effect harmony
by permitting the crown to make laws in certain paramelers and
recognising the continuation of Maori control and authority over lands,
estates and all that comprises Maori 6us1sm.482

Maori had been denied this right. The Treaty clearly gave ownership to the Maori
people by virtue of tino rangatiratanga. 'There can be no backing otf from this'.
Rights recognised in 1840 continued to exist, unless it was shown they had been
surrendered or transferred by consent. While Maori had never withdrawn their good
faith from the Treaty agreement, the Crown had.

The Maori stance towards the Treaty has always displayed reasonableness,
patience and good sens€. . . lt has never been unreasonable for Maori
people to claim what was righlly theirs under Treaty guarantees. . . . The
willingness of the Maori partner to enter into consultation has never besn
withdrawn, even al the darkest and worst of times. What has been ignored
by governments has been the always available mechanism and resource of
tino rangatiratanga.4SS

Government was lherefore obliged to settle the ownership question before any
managemenl system could be established. The report proposed reaffirmation of the
Treaty through a series of protocols, and set out a detailed, twelve-month

481 Y;swt;r6.r No. 2, June 19gg
482'y3s71 Caucus Perspective on Resource Statutes Review: Ministerial Briefing paper

_Arising from the Taumutu Hui (May 1988)', July 1988
483'yxe6 caucus Perspective on Resource statutes Review,, Jury 19gg
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consultation process, carefully planned and fully resourced, as part of a broader lwi

development programme.

The report was a predictable statement of the Maori position in May 1988. But it was
totally unpalatable to lhe Labour Government. The Treaty was now centre stage, and a
serious political liability. Fisheries talks lvere stalled, and the Muriwhenua Fishing
Report was due for release. The major asset sales programme was about to get

undenrvay, and Treasury was working on a slrategy to limit lhe economic damage of
Maori claims. Renegotiating ownership of the country's key resources was certainly
not what Palmer had meant by 'practical recognition of the principles of the Treaty'
in the RMLR.

The officials' post-hui briefing to the Ministers was explosive. Maori were seen as

extreme, unreasonable, and even ungrateful. Success in the courts 'had gone to their
6s365'.484 There would be no separate consultation process, no resiling from ralk of
the Treaty's 'principles', and no addressing the ownership question in the RMLR.

(v) Analysis of Phase One

The remainder of the phase one process vividly illustrates the failure of pakeha

methods such as information kits and freephones lo secure Maori views. A total of
820 written and oral submissions were received. Only three were from Maori
groups. The freephone had attracted a flood of Pakeha callers condemning any
reference to the Treaty.

ln the analysis of submissions the Treaty was placed first. But the 'balanced'
approach, drawing on the formal submissions, meant that rabidly anti-Maori views
were presented as one extreme, and progressive Pakeha support for the principtes ot
the Treaty as the e1hg1.485 Maori perspectives based on tino rangatiratanga did not
rate a mention. The Treaty was referred to only once, in passing, in the remainder of
the analysis.

The core group report on phase one went to the Cabinet commifiee on 7 July 19gg,

and formed the basis for the phase two discussion pape1.486 ;1 was clear that

4S4Personal communication
48sEnvironmenl, 'Analysis of Phase One Public Submissions', RMLR Working paper, no.11,

July 1988, i

48666t" Group on RMLR, 'Report on Phase 1: for consideration by Ministerial Committee
on reform of Local Government and Resource Managemenl',6 July 19gg.
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Treasury had lost many of the battles, although Ministers were left to settle whether
'sustainable use' should have primacy over all other objectives. Officials trod
carefully in regard to the Treaty. Palmer had just received a delegation of kaumatua,

who demanded that the Government address the crucial question of ownership. But he

was in no mood to respond. The public and political climate was hostile. He had

already failed to persuade Michael Bassett to ensure consultation with Maori by the

Local Government Commission. Now Tainui were pushing for guarantees over coal,

and Ministers had been required to take over the failed fisheries negotiations.

The officials suggested a compromise: 'An important commitment that the

Government could make . . . would be to agree that any new resource management

legislation will not worsen, and will seek to improve the position of Maori.'
Ownership

should not be dealt with in this review. We support th€ establishment of a
process outside this review to negotiate ownership grievances. We note
that it may be difficult to complste this review within the proposed time
frame if thsre is no such forum for the debat€ of ownership questions.487

Phase two would need to consider the principles of active protection, guardianship,

and enhanced Maori participation. Boundaries should primarily be based on major

water catchment syslems 'provided there is some mechanism for taking iwi (tribal)

interests inlo account'. The Treaty had effectively been gutted from the review.

(vl) Phase Two: Proposals for Change

The officials suggested two aspects to phase two: analysis of the various options by

working through different scenarios, and a communication programme allowing for
public comment.488 As 'only limited revision to the agreed mechanisms should occur

during phase 3' opportunities for adequate input at phase two were vital. Treaty

consultants were contracted to find a practical means to recognise 'mauri,

kaitiakitanga (guardianship), tino rangatiratanga and partnership' in the legislation,

and to suggest a practical application of the evolving Treaty principles in decision-
making structures. The continued use of the principtes rhetoric drew a terse
rejoinder:

The plain terms of the Treaty are lar clearer than they [government] would
have us believe and certainly lar from embryonic. The guarantee of

4876srs Group, 'Report on Phase 1

4889y1p, 'strategy for phase 2', July 19gg
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proPriotary rights in Article 2 is quite unequivocal. lt is the practical
recognition of those rights after generations of neglect and in the face of
potontial "while backlash" which in the words of Cooke P. has yet to bs the
subjecl of a fully developed and integrated sot of ideas. Thus it is not the
Treaty itself which is embryonic, il is the Pakeha response ls 11.489

The division of tasks again separated the Treaty from the remainder of the review.

The only other reference lo the Treaty required the group considering mineral and

energy resource ownership lo ensure 'that such an examination does not raise the
issue of Maori ownership of those resources'.49O

Government released its major RMLR discussion paper Directions for Change in

August 1999.491 There was a notable toning down of the earlier liberal rhetoric,
although lhere was still a strong emphasis on market mechanisms such as tradeable
rights, and resource allocation via resource rentals and charges. The main object of
the paper was to seltle the level of resource management decision-making-national,
regional, local, or voluntary-and the level of control over users. As a working
presumption they 'should tend towards decreasing reliance on
governmenUincreasing reliance on individual choice unless a case to the contrary
can be established'.492 16s1e was no place on this matrix for lwi slructures, or
tangata whenua involvement. Any practical recognition of the Trealy, mana whenua,

or lwi would have to be accommodated within the proposed Pakeha structures.

The specific discussion on the Treaty was purely rhetorical. Government avoided any
commitment to negotiate resource ownership, just noting the core group's support
for direct Crown/Maori negotiations. Government's objectives in Te Tirohanga
Rangapu were restated. lt would honour the principles of the Treaty by: exercising
the powers of government reasonably, in good faith, and by actively protecting Maori
interests specified in the Treaty; dealing firmly, justly, and expeditiously with
breaches of the Treaty and grievances between lhe crown and Maori; and encouraging
Maori participation in the political process. This, the discussion paper claimed,

mirrored many of the goals that Maoridom have identified in the initial
phase of this review. some of these goals are the retention of their heritage
and ancestral association with the environment, enhanced politicll
participalion and safeguarding the interests of future generations. lt will
not be possible to achieve all these objectives in the currenl review of

4S9Auckland District Maori Council, 'A Treaty Based Model-The principle of Active
Protection', RMLR Working paper , no.ZT, October 19gg

490PY1P, 'strategy for phase 2, 26
491 Directions for Change-A Discussion Paper, Ministry for the Environment, Wellington,

Augusl 1988
4929Y1P, 'slralegy for phase 2,, 1g
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resource management laws. Government has made an important
commitmenl that any new resource manag€m€nt legislation will not worssn,
and will seek to improve the position of Maori in resource management.4g3

The forceful challenge of the Taumutu Hui had been ignored, and concrete decisions
deferred. lncorporating lhe 'emerging and evolutionary principles' of lhe Treaty into

the new laws, focusing on the 'principle of active protection', was to be 'considered

further'. So, too, was the suggestion that Maori bodies have a 'contribution' to make

to resource management.

This was carefully drafted. Maori input to the discussion paper had undergone many

redrafls, each watering down the previous one. The main casualties had been the
degree of importance of the Treaty to government policy;494 the impact of RMLR on
the Maori position;495 ownership;a96 explanation of the ethical and spiritual
relationship of tangata whenua to the natural world; and recognilion of 1*i.497

(vii) Maori Views on Phase Two

A further series of hui was held during September and October 1988. As the core
group's newslelter acknowledged, the message was clear.

The Treaty of waitangi must be part of the resource management laws, and
Maori people musl have an equal say on the use of land, water and natural
resources. . There was some reluclance to discuss the details of Maori
people's role in resource management, when the general terms of the
Treaty partnership had yet to be fulfilled. This cam€ up in relation to
ownership issues . . . . There was a slrong call for the Treaty to be written
into resource management laws . . There wers strong opinions that iwi
authorities, as lhe representative bodies of Maori tribes, should have a role

493P;7661;6ns for Change, 14
4g4comparison between Amended Draft 3'Treaty of waitangi,,26 June 19gg and

Directions for Change. For example 'A review of recent developments would suggesr that
_the recognition has begun to accelerat€'was droppad.

495ps1 example, 'not worsen but in fact substantially improved as a result of this review,
became 'nol worsen and will seek to improve the position of Maori in resource
managemenl'.

4966e1 example, 'Contact with Maoridom so far in this review has shown that they do not
accept there has been voluntary exlinguishment of Maori rights to natural resources.
Maoridom has said that the onus of prool is on the Crown to demonstrate that they
acquired resourc€s in a just manner' became simply 'The major issue of who owns lhe
resourc€ has constitutional implications'.

49Twaitangi Tribunal interpretation which 'affirms the Trealy entitlem€nt conferred upon
the tribes that thsy constitute a tier of government' was read down to .suggests that
Maori tribal bodies have a contribution to make in the management of natural resources'.
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In rssource managsment. Other people advocated equal representation as of
right, of Maori and Pakeha on regional and local government.4gS

Meanwhile a corresponding series of public meetings was held nation-wide by lhe
Pakeha members of the core group. Questions on the Treaty were deflected with
claims that it was being dealt with separately through the hui Frocess.499

An anafysis of the submissions on Directions for Change showed general support for
some sorl of reform but criticism of the process, the scope of the review, ils
timetable, and the perceived pro-deveropmsnl 6;ss.500 Again, only seven of the 693

written and oral submissions had come from Maori. And, once more, the Treaty
issues section was placed at the beginning of the analysis, but had minimal impact on

lhe remain6g1.501 The spectrum of views on the Treaty left out the prevailing Maori
position altogether. On one end were those who wanled the principles incorporated
and spelt out in slatute, with some provision for Maori representalion on decision-
making bodies, and adequate consultation. On the other was

a substantial body of opinion supporting tho idea that resource managemenl
rules should apply to all New Zealanders without exception, regardiess of
the Treaty of waitangi. This group thought it would be best for Maori,
Pakeha and other values to be incorporated into one syslem, so that
conservation constraints apply regardless of race.502

The later discussion on representation in decision-making and the role of government

did acknowledge Maori demands for recognition of mana whenua and lwi. The Hauraki
Maori Trust Board, for example, was quoted urging that

the iwi authorities be recognised and given effect as the controlling
authorily for the management of all natural taonga in their tribal region.
That the crown in the interim fund and rosource iwi authorities to plan
management systems and strategies for manag€ment of the natural
taonga.503

49$Yisru1inder, no. 6, octob€r 19g8
499Personal communication
uo1l, Gray, 'synopsis of Submissions Received in response to Direclions for Change,,

RMLR Working Paper, no.21, November 199g.
50116s16 was no mention of Maori or the Treaty in the soclions on integrated resource

management; principles and objectives; consent procedures; environmental assessment
procedures; monitoring and enforcem€nt; information; land use management; minerals
and energy; water resources; the coastal zone; hazard mitigation and pollution control;
and comments on the possible models.

5o2gp1yg, no.21, 8
5o3gp1yp. no.21, t4
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Despite this, the analysis concluded: 'There was support for including the
principles of the Treaty of Waitangi in legislation, provided they are clearly
spelt out and do not override the need for sound resource managemenl.'SO4 ths
Maori voice had again effectively been eliminated.

(vlil) Phase Three: Preparing the New Regime

By November 1988 Ministers and officials were working on the December discussion

document which would set out lhe essence of the new resource management law.

Strong input from phase lwo hui and rreaty consultants, based on tino
rangatiratanga, was ignored in favour of accommodation of Maori interests within the

existing framework.Sos gff;s;als were divided on how far this should go. The

majority argued that regional and territorial authorities should be required to take

into account lwi management plans at regional planning, policy statement, and

consent stages. Treasury proposed regular consultation through local-body
representation and hui on major issues, deferring the status of twi management plans

unlil the relationship between lwi authorities and government agencies was clarified

in the devolution policy. They further rejected proposals to create a new

Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment specifically to deal with Maori

and Treaty issues. Paradoxically, Treasury also attempted to revive the ownership
question, as part of its broader agenda to push the RMLR into considering
transferable property rights, and argued for a process to determine the nature and

exlent of Maori interests in other resources, such as minerals.

By late 1988 the Cabinet committee overseeing the reform was in no mood to take

hard decisions on the Treaty. Broad proposals to take into account cultural and

spiritual values, and provide for consultation, were a@epted, but almost all were

subject to further clarification. On any points of disagreement, the Ministers went

with Treasury. Action on lwi management plans was deferred, and the idea of a Maori

Parliamenlary Commissioner for the Environment was rejected. The thorny question

5o4 9611p, no. 21, 4o
50516s cors group report on phase two asked Ministers to agree lo a 'proactive' stanc€ on

Maori issues and mineral and geothermal resources; provide for more active
involvement of lwi in resource management, including statutory consultation and
opporlunilies for lwi representation on local bodies; protect Maori cultural and spirilual
values; recognise substantial tangata whenua interesls in water; and seek a report on the
possible relationship between the Waitangi Tribunal and the Planning Tribunal on Treaty
issues. core Group RMLR, 'Phase 2 Report to ALG', November 1988, Majority Report,
Minority Report
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of Maori participation in the decision-making struclures was left to the local
government reform.

When the December 1988 discussion paper People, Environment and Decision-

Making emerged, even the rhetoric about the Treaty had become more s6y11sus.506

Government had finalised its objectives. These 'must take inlo account the Treaty of

Waitangi and recognise that costs as well as benefits should be considered and that no

one value should be overriding in the planning process'. The preface still claimed

that

the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi form an important component for
the decisions made in this review. The new Resource Management Planning
Act will provide for more involvement of iwi authorities in resource
management, and for the protection of Maori cultural and spiritual values
associated with the environment.50T

But the Treaty remained just one of many factors to be 'taken into account'. Specific

recognition of the Treaty in the Act could take a number of forms: inclusion in the

long title and preamble, which would be legally unenforceable, as with the

Environment Act; a 'fundamental purpose' clause, which would make decisions
legally challengable, as in the Conservation Act; specific purposes sections in
relevanl parts of the Act, which would also open the way for judicial review; or use

of Orders in Council to articulate policies, which would be non-statutory, and

unenforceable. More work on this was required.

The same applied to almost everything else. Tangata whenua representation in the

planning process would be dealt with by LGR. The role of Maori tribal authorities or
runanga as resource management decision-making bodies was to be further

considered. lwi management plans could provide a strong basis for consultation, but

specific proposals would be considered later in the devolution programme. More

substantial recognition of tangata whenua rntsrests in water would be reported on

further, as would a more active stance on Maorr interests in mineral and geothermal

resources. Maori spiritual values associated with the environment would be
protected and affirmed, but there was no indication as to how this would be secured.

Government also claimed to have 'directed further parallel work on some of these

5OBPeople, Environment and Decision-Making: The Government,s
Ministry for the Environment, Wellington, December l ggg

5o7 Peopte, Environment and Decision-Making, g

Proposals tor RMLR,
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ownership issues's08-yet by this time the first Cabinet committee established to
oversee negotiations had just been disbanded. Nothing tangible had been agreed to,
beyond some statutory requiremenl for consultation over resource management
decisions.

(ix) Analysis of Submissions on phase Three

The analysis of submissions on the December discussion paper showed a familiar
pattern. Of the 1782 submissions, lwelve were from Maori groups. There were also
noles from nine hui.

A large body of submissions argued that resourc€ management rules should
apply equally to all New Zealanders regardless of the Treaty of Waitangi.
Others felt the Treaty should be incorporated but the principles spelt out ln
a clear and practical way, while the third group thought the Treaty should
provide lhe basis or starting point for the proposed Act. [L]ocalauthority and industry submissions generally felt that resource
management agencies should be required to consult with iwi and have regard
to their plans, but that the plans themselves should not have s121gs.509

Yet Maori were still arguing that

lwi runanga . ars nol mere groups who should only be consulled with as
"Local Government' thinks fit. They are the preferred political institution
which Maori see as the institutional prop where collective identity of the
iwi e.g. Nga Puhi, coincides with the political organisation. Resource
management must enable the transition of decision making authority from
regional and district government lo iwi runanga.Sl O

Such perspectives remained on the periphery, at one end of a spectrum whose
reference point was Pakeha interests and values.

(x) The Resource Management Bitt tggg

Work then began on the massive task of drafting the Bill. But by March 19g9 no
decisions had been made on the form of the Treaty reference. Officials suggested a
reference in the general purpose clause, with a separate clause stating the extent to
which lhe Treaty was to be recognised. The term 'principles' was preferred to the

5ogPeopte, Environment and Decision-Making,24. Tainui's experience over the coal showed
that proposals to look into mineral and geothermal ownership were little more than
window-dressing.

509y;n151O for rhe Environment, 'Public Submissions in Response to people, Environment
and Decision Making', RMLR Working paper, no.32, 18 April 1989, 12, 97

51opp17g, no.32,22 citing hui notes from pukepoto Marae,5 November.lggg
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Treaty itself, for consislency with other legislation. Whether they should be ,put into

eftect' or merely 'taken into account' depended on the degree of emphasis which
Government wished to give to the Treaty. But the implications still required very
careful consideration, and further legal advice was being sought. Reference to other
Maori values and interests, such as wahi tapu, should be contained in the specific,
relevanl seclions.

On 22 March 1989 the Cabinet agreed with this general approach, noting lhe need for
further advice on the appropriate expression and its implications.Sll 1n May 19g9,

Palmer gave a speech to planners outlining the Cabinet's decisionr 6n ppq1q.512

Sustainable use of resources would be the guiding principle for development. At the
national level, Government would have the discretion to issue policy statements on

specific issues. These would bind regional and local government.

Regional government would be required to prepare resource management plans

covering all resources and based on good environmental management. The plans would
make provision for the fulure requirements of the community, and define the rights
and obligations of resource users. Additional regional resource management policy

statements were optional. lf made, these would provide an overall policy framework,
which would bind other plans at both regional and district level. At the district level,

mandatory district plans would build on current planning provisions, and be bound
by the regional plan and policy statement. Preparation of all these plans would
involve early consultation. Regional and district bodies coutd delegate their decision-
making power, other than exemptions and plan changes, to commissioners and
committees with specialist skill and expertise. A new group, the Resource Law
Transition Project, had been set up to see the reform implemented.

In his speech Palmer, perhaps subconsciously, indicated the place to which the
Treaty had been relegated in the new scheme: 'Your planning will now have to

encompass land, air, water, pollution, pests and weeds, hazardous substances, the
Treaty of Waitangi and dozens of other issues so that we plan for the future of our
environment in a holistic way.'

Drafting was a piecemeal process, with remaining decisions made 'on lhe hoof'. But
in May 1989 the Minister's position on Maori issues hardened further. There would

511gylg core Group to ALG, 22 March 1989
5126, Palmer, Speech to New Zealand Planning Institute Conference, Hamilton, 24 May

1 989
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be no stand-alone Treaty clause, just a balancing of the Treaty principles with
myriad other factors. Recognition of Maori interests in specific areas was kept
minimal, and framed so as not to hinder the Act's primary objectives. lwi were
merely 'to be given a more active involvement in resource managemsnl',Sl3 with the
new local bodies empowered lo delegate decisions to commillees, including lwi
authorilies.

Considerable pressure went onto Ministers to reverse their decision on the status of
the Treaty clause. This continued right up until the introduction of the Bill.s14 On 2
November 1989 Ministers conceded, and agreed to a stand-alone clause which
required that those exercising power under the Act 'balance kawanatanga and tino
rangatiratanga as referred to in the Treaty of Waitangi'. However, the officials were
instructed to seek further legal advice, and to report back again on the appropriate
wording. On 29 November a joint meeting of the Cabinet committee now overseeing
the reform, the Economic Development and Employment committee, and the
Legislation Committee, approved the final draft of the Bill, with a new Treaty clause.
The reference to kawanatanga and tino rangatiratanga had been substituted by a ,duty

to consider' the Treaty.S15

In the introductory debate on 5 December 1989 Palmer merely noted that: ,The Bill
contains some provisions to ensure that Maori interests and values are carefully and
appropriately included in resource management 6sslslens.'516 Other Labour
speakers referred lo it, in passing, in the list of faclors which needed to be taken into
account under the Act.517 However, the Opposition had no hesitation on contrasting
Labour's promises on the Treaty wilh its performance:

The Bill states that the people who exercise functions musl consider the
Treaty of waitangi. The Bill se€ms to have a watering-down effect on the
treaty. considering the Government's lhinking in relation 1o lhe principles
of the treaty, opposition members had expected the legislalion to be subject
to ths treaty. However, il does not go as far as that. lt states only that
those people who exercise powers must consider tha treaty. ln other
words, il seems to contemplat€ some kind of lip-service. I had expected the
Government's approach to the treaty to go much further than it 616.518

513416 decision, 3 May 1989,
514ggs the discussion of statutory provisions above, 421-4
5lSMinutes of Joint Meeling of Cabinet Ad Hoc Committees,'Draft Resource Management

Bill', 29 November 1989
516117pp, v.503, 5 December 1989, 14166
517192p9, v.503, 5 December 1989, 1417s, per Ctark.
518117p9, v.503, 5 December 1989, j4184, per Kyd
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The select committee faced a mammoth task. lr met thirty five times between 7
December 1989 and 7 August 1990. During that time, Cabinet's already luke-warm
commitment to the whole Bill weakened further. Advocates of economic development
saw the Bill as a major obstacle lo investment, whire the liberal purists condemned
it as interventionist, legalistic, and cumbersome. parmer himself was coming under
siege politically. ll seemed that his tast remaining landmark reform would fa1 by rhe
wayside, along with his other pet projects, the Bill of Rights and the crimes Bill.

The Bill was finaily reporred back, rater than expected and under urgency, on 14
August 1990' Among lhe amendments was a further change to the Treaty clause.
Provision that all persons exercising powers and functions under the Act ,have a duty
to consider the Treaty of waitangi' was changed to 'a duty to take into account the
special relalionship between the crown and te iwi Maori as embodied in the Treaty of
waitangi" The section was vague, and of minimal legal effect. Throughout the report-
back and second reading debate the Treaty remained invisible. with the election
looming, neither side was interested in raising the issue.

The Minister of conservalion, Philip woollaston, still claimed that the Governmenl
intended passing the Act during that session, so il could take effect on 1 January
1991'519 But that was impracticable, even if the Governmenl were willing. sheer
logistics meant that thorough debate on the detail of the Bill, and the vast number of
proposed amendments, could not be completed before parliamenr was dissolved.

(vi) The Fate of the RMLE

The Resource Managemenl Bill had been doomed armosl from the start. palmer had
sought to review about fifty statutes and twenty regulations, deating w1h
economically and socially conlroversial material, through an extensive consultation
process' and had aimed for some basic consensus. The process had consumed several
years and millions of dollars. His goal of a 'balanced' solution which ,was a producr of
the views of all the seclors of society' was reminiscent of the old days of corporatism.
It sat uncomfortably with a Government whose economic, and increasingly social,
policies were driven by liberal dogma and execut;ys 1;s1.520 Bassett had succeeded in
pushing his reform rhrough, despite almost total popular opposition. palmer had
tried to consult everyone and reach a middle-ground compromise, and had failed.

519112pp, v.510, 14 August 1990, 342552ouzpo, v.503, 5 December 1989, 14166
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This was not just a malter of Palmer's alleged legalism or lack of political nous.

There were growing pressures from the international and domestic environmental

lobby for government intervention, at lhe same time as developers, supported by

Treasury, were demanding market-based resource exploitation. The result was a Bill

which attempted to weigh economic interests in a markel economy against the socio-

economic and environmental concerns of the present and future generations, using

legalistic, hands-on machinery, in which central government played a directing
ve1s.521 The result was a massive Bill which satisfied very few.

Palmer had sought to introduce into this already-complicated equation some

recognition of the Treaty of Waitangi. The result had be'sn some minor concessions,

by way of consultation through registered lwi authorities, reference to lwi
management plans, and a statutory reference to the Treaty. But the overall result was

a new system to manage resources which Maori claimed the Crown did not own,

lhrough decision-making structures which had rejected the Treaty, and which were

driven by the economic, social, and cultural objectives of Pakeha development. The

entire exercise had made it clear lhat the issue was nol one of process. Whether

consultation was minimal as with the LGR, or extensive as with RMLR, made litile
difference to the outcome for Maori. ldeological, administralive, political, and

economic factors had combined to ensure that lwi and Hapu would continue to be

denied any control over lhe natural resources of the colonial capitalist state.

(e) Conclusion

The three reforms discussed here formed a package under the label ol devolution.

Each had their own specific effects. But collectively they had significant
constitutional implications. The bottom line was a refusal to transfer political
power, or conlrol over economic resources, from Crown to Maori. More lhan that,
the Crown had actually reduced its ability fo perform its Treaty obligations.

The Bills are most significant in terms of what they do not say. In
parlicular, observers will not find any reference to, or implementation of
lwi Rangatiratanga at any level. lwi are perceived as crown agonts (and
therefore subject to crown control) in the delivery of Government
services. Beyond that, lwi involvement in decisions affecting them go€s no
further than the right to be consulted by the relevant Local or central
Government decision maker before the decision is made. This approach to
Maori issues can be directly sourced to Government social and economic
objectives (see the models provided by the Education and Health Board
Reforms). while the Bitls are draped in Treaty clothing, the substance of the

5211'17p9, v.510, 14 August 1g90, 3951
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Treaty appears to be simply. irrelevant. In particular, the lwi are notperceived as governmental oi jurisdictionar 
"ur[oriii"" in rheir own right-as required by the Treaty.522

F. CONCLUSION

lrrespective of whether Rogernomics was successful in rescuing lhe economy, ilprovoked amongst Pakeha and Maori a serious crisis of legirimation in thedemocratic system of governmenl-a crisis for which there was no apparent solution.

(a) Pakeha and rhe crisis of Democratic Government

Labour from 1984 to 1987 had pursued a programme for which it had no mandate,
and which sold out its traditional constituency. lts expricir endorsemenr at the 19g7elections' such as it was, came from the prosperous beneficiaries of Rogernomics,
and lhose of Labour's traditional volers who could bring themselves neither to votefor National, nor to abstain from exercising their hard-won democratic right.

simon warker, a disaffected, former Labour party councir member and raterDirector of the libertarian centre for lndependent studies, observed Labour,spolitical dilemma in 19gg:

In four years' an administration affiliated to the socialist lnternational andrinked to rhe British Labour party had aeregutateJ exrensivery, run urtra_tight monetary poricies and made crear it! ,irrrgi"ss ro privatise arlcommerciar state activity. rt was a record which iright have done MrsThalcher proud- Yet running through that era were internal tensions whichhad been masked but never 
"1;r;n"1s6.523

As Labour lost its resolve to implement radicar reforms, irrespective of the@nsequences, it was also deserted by big business and the nouveau riche.And by1990 few of Labour's traditional supporters were wiiling to accept economic pain asinevitable' or as the guaranteed forerunner of better times. Labour had lied to them.ll had promised to maintain social services, but it cur them. lt promised to retainstate assets, but it sord them. rt had promised fuil emproymenr, but it produced
record unemployment. lt had promised constiturional governmenr and the rule of law,but it circumvented' overrode, and trealed with contemil rhe cremocratic processes ofParliamentary participation and accountability.

s_z^lfn Working Group, 4-5
523s' Warker, 'The po.ritics of Rogernomics" in Rogernomics- Reshaping New zeatand,sEconomy, ed. S. Watker, Gp eoifs, W;rringron, j 9g9. zo9
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Disillusionmenl was not confined to the broader electorate. Many within the Labour

Party itself iell their party had been hijacked, as a vehicle to ram through the
antithesis of what they stood for. Labour Party membership had been decimated.
Before the 1984 election it had claimed 1o0,oo0 members. By 19gg walker
claimed unofficial membership estimates stood al around 1O,OOO 1e 15,969.524
Even the once-slalwart trade union supporl was wavering and under attack from the
Rogernomics faction. Even Labour's promises on peace, foreign policy, and women,

were severely weakened by compromise over the past six years, and could not
guarantee to hold these sectors within its sphere, or even within the historic bloc.

This rejection did not take the form of active resistance, but rather of a passive
wilhdrawal of support, which went beyond apathy to a conscious questioning of the
political process. Polling in the lead-up to the 1990 election showed the undecided
vote running ahead of Labour's. In May 1990 thirty per cent of voters remained
uncommitted, and in July this was still at twenty four per ssn1.525 Despite poll
indications, the overall number of votes cast fell by only 0.2 per cent from 19g7.
But Labour's share of the votes at 35.1 per cent was the lowest since 1931. The

disillusioned did not flock to National. They secured a landstide majority of sixty
seven out of Tl seats, with only 47.9 per cent of the vote. Significant numbers of
the disaffected ultimately opted for the Greens or New Labour, many as a protesl vole
by those who felt a responsibility to at least participate in the electoral process. The
newly-formed Green Party picked up 6.9 per cent of the vote, and the New Labour
Party 5.2 per cent.526

The crisis of confidence in electoral democracy prompted some to search for
alternatives. But this search remained undirected. Some comrnentators supported a
return to old-fashioned corporatism:

the Labour Governmenl still faced, five years later, much the same choice
lhat oliver analysed in the run-up to the '1994 election. with time, more and
more of the restructuring has been taken for granted, and much of the
debate has been not over any possible reversal, but over whether to press
evsr onward towards the fully deregulated market option. The costs of this
course, however, are now apparsnt. overseas experience suggests that
substantial productivity gains and disinflation can be achieved at less cost
by 'corporatist' agreements. Perhaps this alternative would not have
worked in New Zealand. Perhaps it would have infringed on individual

524!Vs|1sr, 'The polilics,, 217
525'6rssns Leap strongly into Favour', New zealand Herald,27 July 1990
526'9ns in four quits Labour,, New Zealand Herald,13 November 1990,

l_
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freedom. But given the stakes involved-the economic, social and moral cost
of Rogernomics-perhaps the alternativa was worth a Iry.527

Others looked to reinstate welfare democracy, through alternative parliamentary

options such as the New Labour Party:

lf New Labour ls to rise from the ashes of the old, it will be as a genuinely
innovative party, developing policies appropriate to an increasingly diverse
and fragmented society. lt will need to generat€ a radicalism of the Left in
the 1990s, in response to the radicalism of the Right which characterised
16e 1996s.528

Electoral reforms, especially proportional representation, were pushed hard by
those outside the main parlies, and by a few within. Advocates claimed that
proportional representation would replace adversarial politics with negotiation and
consensus, power would be returned to Parliament, and short-term expediency
would be replaced by agreed, long-term strategies. But proportional representation
could just as easily increase instability, perpetuate bureaucratic authority and
secrecy, and produce compromises driven by short-term expediency. Neither Labour
nor National was enthused. Bolger favoured an Upper House. Palmer wanted a Bill of
Rights. Many politicians wanted to retain the comfortable, two-party monopoly.
Faced with a pending withdrawal of co-operation from the existing system, both
parlies reluctantly promised to look at reforms. But the tensions between marker
liberalism and democratic governmenl were likely to remain, and probably
intensify, in the 1990s, as the crisis at the economic level continued. lt would take
more than a referendum and adjustment to the formal institutions of governmenl, to

rebuild the credibility of the democratic state.

(b) Maori and The Crisis of Colonial Government

In 1984 the Labour Government had made a concerted effort to secure some degree of
hegemony over Maori. The strategy appeared to succeed. The state had faced a weil-
organised and committed counter-hegemonic force, driven by a strong group of
organic intellectuals whose ideology was drawn from 140 years of anti-colonial
struggle. The strategy passive revolution had been relatively shortlived, but highly
effective. The immediate threat had dissipated, and a significanl number of Maori,
including many of the former radicals, were incorporated within the sphere of the

u'1ta Coflins, 'Rogernomics: The Economic Afrermath', in The Making of Rogernomrcs, ed.
B Easton, Auckland University press, Auckland, 1ggg, 205

5289..1"""on, Fragments of Labour, penguin, Auckland, 1ggg, 156
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state' once the Treaty policy became an economic and political liability, Maori wereonce more relegated to their peripheral position.

By 1990, the radicarism of the 1970s and earry 1gg0s had been repraced by twoforces' one involved a comparatively passive reformism, which focused its energieson policy reforms' the courls, and the waitangi Tribunar. The second continued tochallenge the colonial state' But lhe strategies of lhis group were quite ditferent fromthe early 1980s' Their targets were primarily the civil and political power base ofcoroniar New Zearand, esrabrishing para[er agencies based on kaupapa Maori. rnGramsci's terms they were engaged in a war of position, rather than a war ofmovemenl.

In many ways these challenges were stronger rhan in 1gg4. They were more firmlygrounded in the history of Maori slruggle, traditionaf forms of organisation,decolonised knowledge, and the determination to re-estabrish the aurhority of tangatawhenua' The base of support was broader, inctuding many rwi and Hapu as we, assectoral organisalions' And the ideological commitment to tino rangatiratanga wasmore crearry articurated. Indeed, Labour,s Treary poricy had herped to focus thatdebab.

At times the alternatives being promoted concentrated on isorated sectors orresources' and were logically contradictory with other propositions. some relied onother agencies of the coroniar state, or were partiar, promoting change to onry oneaspecl of the colonial order' Bur while there were many variations and inconsistencesamongst the changes soughl, there was a constant asserlion of the inherent authorityand independence of lwi and Hapu. This included a direct chailenge to westminster-slyle democracy' Pakeha majoriry rule in geographicaily-defined erecrorates wasseen as the antithesis of lino rangatiratanga. The foilowing quotation, drawn from anofficiafs' paper on Maori and etectorar reform, and written by a Maori pubricservant, encapsufates the essence of that challenge:

The Maori are rotaty disadvantaged by the democratic principre of oneman'[sic] on:.-yor" be.c3use they ara it" rinoriiy.'ine prin"ipre of onepeopre' one vote wourd be moie famiri", 
"r,J 

jeneticiar to the Maori.Democracy as it now stands ias resutteo in partiamentary reprss€ntationbeing unequal, legislation monoJu-ltural and equity non-existent in all levelsof government, therefor" po*"r-"naring is 
"r.o'nln*istent. In order toremedy this gross injustice and to ensure a rrue democratic system isenforced, dramatic chinges n""J ro take prace. The rights of Maori need to
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be fully recognised and upheld as they have b€en guaranteed to them under
the Treaty of Waitangi.S29

So Pakeha were looking at reforms to Parliamentary democracy which would still

leave Maori as an individualised, subordinated minority. But a significant number of

Maori were seeking more radical alternatives.

There is a desperate need to find a workable system of Governmsnt which
will allow us to break out of the Dependency cycle. All over the world
indigenous people are struggling to find such solutions. in Australia,
Tahiti, Kanaky, Hawaii, the Gooks, Fiji and other Pacific nations, all
indigenous people are experiencing problems with 'majority rule'. . . We
should understand that there's nothing sacred or perfect in the principle of
majority rule. lt isn't the only lorm of Governmsnl. 530

The Maori Council of Ghurches's call for an election boycott, the alternative of a Tino

Rangatiratanga Register, and the proposal for a constitutional conference was one

manifestation of that. lt was more than a rejection by Maori of the colonial state. lt

was an explicit slatement by many Maori that they had firmly, and deliberately,

placed themselves outside the hegemonic bloc.

(c) The Crisis of Democratic Government in the Dual Srate

The political dilemma which had faced the New Zealand Government in 1984 was

essentially the same as thal identified by Stan Greenberg in relation to South

4111ss531 on one hand, convincing the indigenous peoples that the state would and

could address their grievances, while, on the other, reassuring the white population

thal they would not lose their economic and political power.

Few critics of Labour's Treaty policy consider what would have happened had Labour

done nothing in 1984. lf National's intransigent position on the Treaty had continued,

there was a high probability of serious civil disorder. Labour had managed to defuse

this potential remarkably well. ln the process, it had satisfied neither Maori nor

Pakeha. The Treaty policy proved profoundly unpopular with the electorate. While it

would not in itself have cost Labour the election, it certainly compounded the

unhappiness of many traditional Labour voters. Some would blame Labour for this.

Certainly, it did very little to get the Pakeha electorate on-side with the Treaty

529yx111r,henua, Ministry for the Environment,'Electoral systems and Maori
reprssenlation', undated.

s3o0ooper, 'Devolution (as it should be)', 14
5315"" above,111-5
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policy, and always appeared to be on the back foot and defensive. But it is doubtful
whether any Treaty-education programme would have made much difference amongst
Pakeha. And a campaign based on the Labour's Principles for Crown Action on the

Treaty might well have compounded the growing Maori criticism of the Government.

Yet National probably would have done no better and, with its combination of
liberalism and conservatism, it may well have provoked a crisis of Maori

nationalism versus New Right.

Labour's Treaty policy had not, therefore, been a simple an error of calculation. lt
was an altempt to reassert sufficient hegemony over Maori, at a time when they posed

a significant threat to the stability of the social order. Over the years, problems

became apparent, and adjustmenls were made. Faced with the choice between the

Maori and colonial interests, Labour's priority clearly lay with the latter. So Pakeha

concerns, which were economically, politically, and ideologically organic to the

colonial state, regained their traditional precedence over Maori. In the process, many

of the politicians and bureaucrals, Pakeha and Maori, genuinely believed that real

steps towards honouring the Treaty were taking place. As Alan Wolfe observed, 'Men

of state substitute fantasy for reality and truth for falsity, not because they are bad

men, but because the political contradictions of their society leave them no

"11"rns1;ug.'532

This dilemma was clearly understood by the major political actors by 1990. There

was a conscious rejection of any serious attempt to secure Maori within the
hegemonic bloc. But the political calculation was not without long-term risks. So long

as Maori remained passive, disorganised, or divided, they would pose no real threat,

and could be dealt with through the conservative strategies of law and order,
legitimated by racist ideology. The danger would arise if organised Maori resistance

increased.

There was real potential for that. Many Maori by now had a much clearer
understanding of the constitutional, as well as e@nomic and social, implications of

lhe liberal reforms, than did Pakeha. These moves went to the very heart of the
Treaty relationship. The political impotence of Maori within a Pakeha, majority-
rule democracy, had been reinforced in the arenas of party politics, Treaty policy,

seltlement of grievances, and legislation. Other than the rhetoric, that was nothing
new. In most situations the result was that Maori were no better, and no worse off

5324. Woffe, The Limits of Legitimacy. Potitical Contradictions of Contemporary
Capitalism, Free Press, New York, 1977,279
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than before. What was different about Rogernomics was its radical reorganisalion of

lhe colonial state. With privatisalion, the state had divested itself of the economic

resources claimed by Maori, leaving them to battle with private capital, which was

not a party to the Treaty. Similarly, under devolution the state had divested itself of
its political power, leaving Maori to struggle as atomised individuals within a
decentralised network of agencies, which bore no obligations under the Treaty either.

The implications of this depends on how essential legitimation and hegemony are to
the survival of the contemporary capitalist state. To maintain a sufficient historic

bloc into the 1990s would require a new Government to placale, or at least
neutralise, Pakeha demands for increased popular, democratic participation-
probably through some system of proportional represenlation or an upper house. lt
would also need to produce, or convincingly promise, improved economic well-being

for a consideration proportion of the population. Even if such readjustments were

made, the primary and secondary contradictions of capitalist democracy would

remain, and would resurface again at one or all levels.

But the experience with Rogernomics suggests that the approval of dominant political

and economic groups is more important than the approval of the majority. So long as

the more limited demands of those dominant interests are met, and the masses remain

submissive, apathelic, unorganised, or divided, the crisis might 61 3ygrtg6.533
Sustained dlitism and increased polarisalion would carry risks of destabilisation,
especially in a counlry whose dominant ideology is so strongly-aligned with the
welfare state. But this instability might be contained in its form and extent. while
lhere may be slrong objection lo specific issues, it is likely that the majority of
Pakeha will remain generally accepting of the overall social structure. This is much

less likely amongst Maori. The result may well be varying degrees of dissent, with
Maori providing a more organised resistance, while many Pakeha continue to operate

as isolated individuals, susceptible to tactics of divide and rule.

The operation of the dual state is highly significant. The primary manifestation of
internal division within the dual state is racism. The white backlash in lhe late

1980s has shown the potential for scapegoating Maori for the dis-ease within the
crisis-ridden state. A combination of conservatism and liberalism may well produce

a New Right scenario of white nationalism, and a law and order campaign directed

5339. Held, 'Reflections on the Welfare
Contradictions ol the Wellare State. ed
8

Slate and the fulure of socialism'. in C. Otfe.
J. Keane, Hutchinson, London, 1984, Z52, 26Z-
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Primarily at Maori. Worsening economic disparilies, especially amongst young

Maori, and continuing Maori resistance, whelher extra-parliamentary or extra-
legal, would be likely to intensify the crisis further. While a lack of organised
resistance might remove the problems of hegemony and legitimation in relation to
Pakeha, it may well be that a return to authoritarian governmenl, repression, and

divide and rule would be invoked to suppress the resistance of Maori.

So while the passive revolution provided a short-term remedy for the 1g80s, it has

only deflected the crisis of the dual state into the 1990s.
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